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unergrtindliches Wesen"
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7
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P. 273, 11. 14, 15. For" 6"11 in editions of (Sr . . . continuous

lines in <£
"
read: " in editions of <£,

6"n
except,

10a
,
are 0,

and lla
(5r (ak\a rov Bitealov elo-a/covo-erai) is not obviously

a rendering of 10a
J^ (iDVlh D3t« h?)). Thus, in an earlier

text of ©, the following appear to have been consecutive

lines: 5
ffi = 5

S?,
10a

ffi = ? % 12a & = «•%n

n> c "" ":
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1. TEXTS AND VERSIONS.
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AVm.
EV(V). .

MS(S) Ken.,
Rossi

Oc, Or(iem) .

OT.
PBV. .

RVm. .

2, Symm.
0, Theod.

<£ .

B 1
.

. Aquila.

. Authorised Version (margin).

. English Version(s).

de Hebrew Manuscripts as cited in Kennicott or De
Rossi.

. Occidental (Palestinian) and Oriental (Babylonian),
see G-K. yh n. ; and for the readings of the two
schools in Job, S. Baer, LiberJobi (1875), pp. 56-58.

. Old Testament.

. Prayer Book Version.

. Revised Version (margin).

. Symmachus.

. Theodotion.

. The ancient Greek (LXX) Version of the OT. (ed.

Swete, Cambridge, 1887-1894). The readings of

the codices are, when necessary, distinguished
thus :

—(SA (KB (Alexandrian, Vatican, etc.). For
the cursives, reference has been made to Vet. Test.

Greece, cum variis lectionibtis, ed. R. Holmes et

J. Parsons (Oxon. 1823), which is cited as HP
followed by a numeral denoting the cursive. Edi-

tions of Job contain much that is really (see
Introd. §§ 48-51) : such matter is commonly cited

as <& (0).

. The Hebrew (unvocalized) text, i.e. the consonants of

the ordinary Hebrew MSS and printed Bibles.

. The consonants of the traditional Hebrew text (f§)

irrespective of the present word divisions and after

the removal of the vowel consonants (cp. Isaiah
t

p. xxv).

. The Coptic (Sahidic) Version of (£ (§ 48).

. Old Latin Version of (S.
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The Massoretic Text {i.e. the vocalized text of the

Hebrew Bible). Variants in the Hebrew codices

have been cited from De Rossi, Varice Lectiones

Vet. Test. ; Kennicott, Vet. Test. Heb. cum variis

lection ibus ; or R. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica.

Targum Onkelos.

The Syriac Version (Peshitta).

The Syro-Hexaplar Version of ffi.

Targum : C1 &2
, etc., first, second renderings in &.

Vulgate.

Anon.

AJSL
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BDB
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Bi[ckell, G.]

2. AUTHORS' NAMES AND BOOKS.
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4*> 45. 48 > 5° n -» 5 1 n -l
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with Eng. tr. by S> A. Hirsch (1905)

—later than Ibn

Ezra and Qi.

, . American Journal of Semitic Languages and Litera-

ture.
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See Lex.

G.] EeT . (i) Der Text des Buches Hiob (1897)—BeT.

(2) Notes in R. Kittel, Bibl. Hebr.—BeKit:

(1) Carmina VT me trice, 1882, pp. 151-187.

(2) Krit. Bearbeitung des Job-Dialogs, WZKM, 1892,

pp. 137 ff., 241 ff., 327 ff. ; 1893, pp. 1 ff., 153 ff.

Cp. (3). Das Buck Hiob nock Anleitung der Strophik
u. d. Septuaginta auf seine ursprungliche Form

zuruck-gefiihrt u. i?n Versmasse des Urtextes iiber-

setzt, 1894.

Opera Omnia, Lugd. 171 2.

Comm. in Jobutn, 1631.

(1) Beitrdge zur Kritik des B. Hiob, 1876.

(2) Das Buck Hiob (in Nowack's, Handkommentar\
J
i896,

2
i9i3-

See G-B.
The Book ofJob translated, etc., 1858.

(1) Job and Solomon, 1887.

(2) Job and other contributions to EBi.

See Levy.

Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum, Paris, 1881 ff.

N[prth\ S\emitic\ /Inscriptions], Oxford, 1903.

A Commentary on the Book ofJob, 1880.

See Rogers.
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al. =alii (others).

Cp. =Compare.
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PART II.

PHILOLOGICAL NOTES.

CHAPTER I.

I. Jl^H t£^N] The story begins with the subject prefixed

and without the copula, precisely as Nathan's story in 2 S. 121

W DHP3K W. Ct. . . . '•rW at the commencement of the books

of Jos., Jg., Sam., and also of Ezk., Ru., Est. See Kon. iii.

365^, and Paton's note on Est. i
1
.

\2^N] $5l
B
avOpwKo? Tt?, £ jj^ )•

«"> ... It is unnecessary

to infer that J^ originally read "intf £»K ; this would, indeed, be

thoroughly idiomatic (see Dr. on 1 S. i
1
) ;

but such an ex-

pression of indetermination is relatively rare (G-K. 1256).

Il^m] not merely equal to, nor a colloquialism (Du.) for,

W ; nor should we infer from & ]o<7l ,•

*~> ,. that J^ originally

read on B^K JTn ;
but rrm is frequentative (cf. Dr. § 1 20) :

Job's character is indicated by reference to qualities repeatedly

manifested.

"Wl DJl] so i
8 23 J^. €r

A
in all three passages afiefiirTos,

ZLicaioSy a\r)9eiv6<; ;

B
in i

1

d\r)0Lv6<;, a/ze//,7rT0?, hiKaios, in i
8

afJLe/iTTTos, akrjdivos, in 23
a/catfo?, aXrjOtvo^, a^i€fiino<s. The

original text of (Si was probably in all three places a/xe/i7TTO?,

aXrjdivo? ; hlicaio*; will then be a doublet of akrjdivos, atcateo<;

of afi6fi7rTO^. Beer, indeed, suggests that & originally

rendered the single Hebrew word DM by two Greek words,

ak^Obvo^^ a/i€/x7TTo?, and compares ii33"l = ev^pocrvvrj . . .

Xjapfiovi], 3
7b

,
and nwi>S3 = ev$ol*d re /cal ifjaiaia, 5

9b
; but

this fails to explain the variations of ffir, and is not favoured by

equivalences elsewhere in the book ; uXtjOivos renders IB* in

4
7 86 6^ 17

8
,
but never DD, and outside Job aX. = Dn only in

Dt. 32
4

; a/ie/i7TTo?
= on or DN2n in 9

20
12*, but never = n&*.



2 THE BOOK OF JOB

"Akclkos occurs only thrice in Job—in 830 = DD, 36
s a repetition

in CEr of 820
(f^ aliler), and in 23

B
; hUauos nowhere renders

either (D*)ftn or iw in Job, though elsewhere it very occasion-

ally renders both these words.

NT1] read NT as in i
8 23 : so here also 2 MSS Ken - and

2T ;
& cannot be cited. Each member of the two pairs was

copulated, the pairs themselves uncopulated.

2. YTW*l] and so (Dr. § 74) there were born: the waw
consecutive is fittingly used : piety is followed by the gift of

God (Ps. 127
3
)
—many children, and most of them sons.

3. TT'I] again the waw consecutive : at a later stage in

life (cf. )h W1 in Gn. 2614 after v. 13
)

his cattle came to be, or

amounted to, 7000, etc.

miy] Gn. 2614 f. miy is a collective—an alternative ex-

pression (Gn. 2614
)
for DH3y (Gn. 1216

). Cf. rnpB (||
to the pi.

TSM3) in Is. 6017
(RV. ''officers"), and perhaps muj (||

to pi.

TITO) in Is. 3
25

. Cf. F. E. C. Dietrich, Abh. z. hebr. Gram. 84 ;

C. Brockelmann, Grundriss d. Gram. d. sem. Sprachen, i. 228c.

TND Hl^ iTOV] is doubly rendered in ffi : (1) /cat

virrjpeaia ttoWt) ar<f)oBpa; (2) /cal epya fieydXa rjv avT& iirl

•rijs 7779. Beer suggests that (1) is ffi, (2) Theodotion, and
that eVl t. 7. arises from 1ND ,12 read HD1N3.

^!Dft /Y73] greater than any : see BDB. 482a.

4. Ibnpl . . . wkw . . . W^l . . . I^m] frequen-
tatives. In v. 5a the simple narrative imperfect consecutives

are used, the frequentatives reappearing in v.5b
(.

. . DOKN11

rw • • • r6ym): see Dr.
§ 114 ft, 120.

1DV tt^N JT1 Tim?® Wjn . . . I^m] this is some-

times cited as an example of the use of
"j5»n

as a mere

introductory word (cf. BDB. 233d bottom, and 234a middle
;

Ges.-B. 1800 top) ;
so Du., e.g., renders DpfHj sie sind za Werk

gegaiigen, and Bu. gives no definite translation of it. Dr. on

Dt. 3 1
1
disputes such an explanation of

"|!>n
either here or in

several other alleged instances. The question, so far as this

passage is concerned, turns on three other considerations :

(1) the meaning of nn^B n^y; (2) the originality of jva;

and, if TV3 belonged to the original text, (3) the meaning



*• i-5 3

and construction of W tt^N JV3. As to (i) : in this pas-

sage, but in this passage alone, it is customary to render

nnKTD nK>y, to hold a feast (so, e.g., RV.); but this is really

illegitimate ;
the phrase occurs frequently, meaning not to

hold, or participate in, but always to give, or furnish, a

banquet (RV. make a feast) ; see Gn. 19
3 21 8 2630 2c)

22
40

20
, Jg.

14
10

,
2 S. 3

20
, 1 K. 3

15
,
Est. i

3 - 5 - 9 218 5
4 - 5 - 8- 12 614

,
Is. 25

s
. 7o

£f£/> a feast, had this been intended here, would have been

differently expressed ;
note especially nn^Dn urb JVH, Jg. 14

17

(ct. v. 10
),
and see also 1 S. 25

s6
,
Est. 817

. The phrase an ntry

(RV. /<? ^^/» the feast; see, £.£-., Ex. 34
s2

,
Dt. 1610

),
to which

Hitz. appealed for rendering held a feast here, is really quite

different ; the an included (sacrificial) meals, but also much

more; and in so far as the phrase jn nt^V refers to the meal, it

refers at least as much to the provision of it as to the par-

ticipation in it. (2) If JV3 be omitted the construction is

simple : his sons used to give a banquet, each on his day ; but in

this case no real force can be allowed to D7H1, for the one who

gave the feast presumably remained in his own house. Sieg.

and, doubtfully, Beer omit TV2 > and the latter appeals to © ;

but 1V3 is possibly, not to say certainly, expressed in av^iirop-

evofievat, irpos aWrjXov? (Bu.). In any case JYQ should be

retained. (3) On possible explanations of W l^N JV3, cf.

G-K. 129°'' it might mean in the house (ace. of place, G-K.

1 1 8^-) of, i.e., appointed for, the day of each (so Dr. in an

apparently early MS). But this is awkward, and also incom-

patible with giving to }J?n its full sense of went. It looks as

though by a breviloquence two sentences have been tele-

scoped into one, w b*k nnt?0 OTl W B*K 11*3 TO3 \£rt\ : his

sons used to go to the house of each on his day, and they used,

each on his day, to give a banquet. This view is substantially

that represented by (&. For VOV, ace. of time, see G-K. n8i.

TWhiP] MS Ken *

157 reads 6$6$?; at best this would

scarcely be more than an accidental coincidence with the

original text : but it is doubtful whether the original must

have read }fa& (yet see v. 2
) ; for the fern, form of the numeral

before fern, nouns, see Gn. 7
13 and G-K. 97c.

5. ISTpil] cf. ispr, pointed as Kal, in Is. 29
1

. It is
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commonly held that nncw W is the subj. ;
but in view of the

Kal in Is. 29
1 it is perhaps more probable that the subj. is the

same as that of the preceding vbs., and nn^Dn *D» is the obj.

DttHp^ • • • nVttFH] ct. v. 4 'b IfcOpI • • • vb&\. & indeed,

has both for BHp in v. 5 and sip in v.
4 the same vb.—jDT J

but

elsewhere this vb. renders both sip {e.g. 1 S. 9
24

)
and vnp (0.^.

11. 216
,
Mic. 3

5
),
and % is, therefore, no evidence for a reading

DSOp*1 in v. 6 .

Trbv] 8 MSS Ken * read rbv, two others n!w: nbv was

doubtless the reading of W whence, incorrectly, ffi dvaiav

with variants, representing corrections, dvaLas. That the

pi. was intended is shown by the following clause.

*1SDE] ace. of limitation or definition : cf. 1 S. 64 - 18
,
Ex.

1616 ,
2 S. 21 20

,
and Ew. §§ 2046, 300c; G-K. 118A: so Dr. on

1 S. 64
.

ub'D] © + Kal fi6crxov *va 7r6/^ afiapria^ ^P 1 ™v tyvX™v

avT&v: the clause may rest on a Hebrew original (nn« 13

DrvnWDJ hv n«E>n*>: cf. 0.^. Lv. 163 ,
Nu. 15

28
); but even if so,

the words are secondary and due to the interpolator failing to

realize that to the author of the book, as to the Hebrews of

an early period, the rfoj; had by itself sufficient expiating virtue.

}T\y\] lit. and blessed', but this meaning is impossible in

the context, as also in v. 11 25 - 9
,

1 K. 2i 10- 13
;

in Ps. 103 ,
which

is sometimes coupled with these passages, the text is corrupt

(see Gray, Forms of Hebrew Poetry, p. 274 f.).
Hence some

modern scholars by a series of hypotheses have assigned to

pa in these passages the meaning to renounce : from the fact

that people blessed at meeting (Gn. 47
7

,
2 K. 4

29
)
and parting

(Gn. 24
60

,
1 K. 866

),
it has been inferred that *pa obtained the

meaning to bless at parting, that then losing the reference to

blessing, it came to mean to bid farewell to, and then, by

a sinister development, to renounce', for not one of these

hypothetical meanings is there the slightest evidence; and

though renounce might suit the contexts in Job, it is much too

weak a sense for 1 K. 2 1
10- 13

. That explanation must, therefore,

be abandoned. Either -]12 was actually used euphemistically

with the meaning to curse or blaspheme, or a word such as \hp
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or Bpa stood in the original text, and "p3 was subsequently

substituted for it in the five passages in question. As between

these alternatives the decision is not easy; Beer, indeed, who

cites the evidence very fully (pp. 2-5), argues that there are

traces of a text in which "j-q had not yet ejected a word of

opposite meaning. But the argument is less conclusive than

he and Bu. think. For there are no Hebrew variants, and in

Versions curse or the like might be either an interpretation

of *]~)2
or a translation of ^p : for example, in all six places

J5 uses w-»-k*-», to curse \ but this may simply be a correct

interpretation of *]"Q which stood then as it stands now in the

text, and need not imply that j$, both in Kings and in Job, rests

on a text which still had bbp and not yet "pn. Similarly we

cannot safely infer that 5T had a mixed text: "pa in Job 29
,

where it renders by "pa ;
but ^p or the like in Job I

5 - n 25
,
where

it renders by pjntf, to provoke to anger, and in 1 K. 2i 10- 13
,

where it renders by 5)13, to revile. The evidence both for the

original text and for the significance of Q5c is more conflicting.

In 1 K. 2i 10 - 13 the rendering is evKoyelv, with the addition as

a scholion on v. 10 in MS 55 (H. and P.), tfroi tceKafcoXoyrjKas

(see Field). In the five places in Job the renderings vary : in

jii 25 €v\ y€iv is used, but Chrys. (H. and P.) cites i
11 with

the substitution of j3\acr<f>rnxr)crei for evXoyrfo-et, and Ambros.

adds to benedicat the note, "non enim ausus est dicere,

maledicat, sed hoc intelligendum reljquit." In 25 Field cites

from Cod. Reg., 'Eftpalo? . . . fiXaa^Tj/jLijcrei, and from

161 the scholion to evXoyrfaei avrl rod vfipl(Tei' 6 yovv
f

E/3palo$ o"a^>ft)5 ^Xao-cprjfjL^aet e^et. Either these few testi-

monies show that the original reading of (5r was f3\a<r<f>r]-

(j,rjo~€L, and of the Hebrew ^p"1 or the like, and that the

ev\oyrjo~€i of the vast majority of the witnesses to fflr is

derived from Aq., or the original reading was evXoyrjaei, for

which here and there the interpretation fiXaafyjifirjau was

substituted in the text instead of being simply attached to the

text as in the note cited above. In i
5 and 29 the rendering

whatever the Hebrew text was, is not literal : in i
5 for

D32i>3 la-UH • . » Twbn, CEr has iv rrj Siavo[a uvtojv /ca/ca

ftfevofjaav irpos; in 29 for ^"13 it has elirov ti prjfia et?; in
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Cod. Colb. (Field) stands the note SnrXr} ypa<f)rj' ev\6yi](rov

deop; in Cod. 161, 248 (H. and P.) on the marg. aWos*

Karapaaai rbv deov. Beer argues that in i
5 (& renders the

two verbs by one phrase because the translator wished to

soften a text which contained bbp instead of "pa. But if the

original text of ffir contained ^Xaa(f>r)/i7)a€L in i
11 25

,
there

would be no reason for avoiding it in i
5

;
and if evXoytfaec

(
=

"pa) was the original text in i
11 25

,
there is little ground for

suspecting that anything but )212 stood in .(S's Hebrew original

in i
5

,
for in a compound expression that was to serve as an

equivalent for both INBn and wn the translator might well

have allowed himself to be dominated by iNOn. The possi-

bility remains that "]"M was a substitute for ?bp or the like at a

stage in the history of the text prior to the earliest versions.

Evidence of similar changes is clear: note, e.g.., the insertion

of S3*K in 1 S. 25
s2

,
2 S. 12 14

(with Driver's notes), and see

Geiger, Urschrift, p. 267 ff.

D'Wn TO] all the days in question ; i.e. whenever (note

the frequentative nKT) a cycle of feast-days came to an end.

Commonly D'TDTI i>3 means all the time\ so with the past

{e.g. 1 K. 5
15

) ;
or with reference to the future, being then

practically = ofjiy IV (cf. e.g. 1 K. 9
s
).

6. DVH Tm] so v. 13 2 1
,

1 S. i
4
14

1
,
2 K. 4

8 - n - 18
;
see Dr.

on 1 S. i
4
.

hy l^nn] so 21
: cf. Zee. 65

;
for the force of bv> see

BDB, p. 756a.

7. tOWn] 22 BBW.

8. 7^] cf. Hag. i
5 - 7

;
some MSS read S>x ; the latter is read in

23
;

(& here /card, in 23 the dat. With ?K, cf. 34
14

(?), 1 S. 25
s5

.

10. rD^P] The verb is used with different meanings in Hos.

28 and (with d for &) in Job 3
23
38

s
. The root "pp> or "pD is pre-

supposed, if we may rely on the scriptio plena, by the noun form

H31DO, Mic. 7
4

, and by the vocalization also in n?'^?, Pr. 15
19

,

here, and in Hos. 28 pjb>, part.). The form
TJDJ1, 3

23
38

s
, might

come either from 71D or *pD, while in Is. 5
5

(iDSilb'p) the con-

sonants and vocalization are at conflict. A few MSS here

read H3D, which would, of course, be from *pD.
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nt^^O] sing, as Hag. 214 , La. 3
6*

; the VV. render by a

pi. ;
but this does not prove that there was a Hebrew reading

"BtyD (Beer), any more than (Sir's t<x KTtjvrj below proves that

there was a reading VT3pO.

11. D71N1] in 25 ofnx (after 1tf>Bi) : so here MS Ken "

17;

(& a\\a
(
= D^Kl, II 5 I27

).

N!l]
Ken - 102 om. ; cf. &&.

NT1 ON] either elliptical (see) if he will not curse thee, or

with strong asseveration (G-K. 149^), Surely he will curse

thee.

*p3D hy] to thyface (defiantly) ;
so 628 21 31

. In 25 pB-fo,
with variants

f

2rhv> & in i
11 25 628

eh, in 21 31
€7Tt.

12.
*7"P2.]

in thy hand, that is, in thy power, to do what

thou wilt with him
;

cf. Gn. 166 . So 26 .

jT^] & aXXa
;

26 "JX, (5r fiovov.

yv rhvrn h& vh&] wtoO m ayfo =wn !>« rtn: cf.

v. 11 25 . Both idioms are good Hebrew : for f^, cf. Ex.

24
11

.

^35 DJJft] From (being) in the presence of(c£. Gn. 44
29

) is,

like *:d nxo (2
7
),

which is also very rare (Ex. io11
, and,

followed by a definition of place, Lv. io4
, and, somewhat differ-

ently, 2 K. 1614
),

a more expressive equivalent of nso or DJflD

which are commonly used without ^B.

13- '"I D^IDNl & om. : with % cf. vv. 4- 18
.

O^JUTI D*1

aDN] were eating and drinking", Dr. § 135 (1) ;

in v. 24 the parts, are used with vn : Dr. ib. (5).

p*»]
cf. v. 18

; ct. v. 4
. p is absent from & both here and in

v. 18
,
from (5r in v. 18

;
and in f^ is probably an explanatory

addition, though the omission in MS Ken "

30 in v. 13
,
and

MSS Ken *

in, 384 in v. 18
,
is less probably continuous correct

tradition than an accidental return to the original text through

a late accidental omission.

14. ^f^S^I] teal ISov ayyeXos = -]t6n rum.

N2] pf. (and so in vv. 16 - 17 - 18
),

not part. : for the cstr.

N3 1^01 . . . *H% cf. Gn. 7
10 22 1

,
and see Dr. § 78 (3).
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IfcfcOl] <& + avT$: & (and so in vv. 16 - 17 - 18
) bl-1: these

are mere amplifications. In (5* in vv. 16, 17, 18 the plus is irpos

'I<w/3 (with variants).

JTW^H] the fern, cannot be very satisfactorily explained.

In Gn. 33
13 milch kine are referred to, and the fern, is natural ;

here female cattle are not even principally involved. Ct. the

masc. part, in i Ch. 27
29

; and note the masculines in 5S> here,

|jr
2> OOOi ^-»r^? }ioL Bu. suggests that nitfnn is due to

miscopying D^tsnn under the influence of two following words

in nr ;
if this were the case, the masc. suffixes in DiTT"i?y and

Dnpni would be at once explained : otherwise they must be ex-

plained in accordance with G-K. 1350: then cp. orphan, 39
s and

(after niJ3) Dr6, Dn*3K and DiVriN in 42
16

.

iT^T ;>y] alongside of them) *T"^y (and also T~fe)

meaning by the side(s) of, is more commonly followed by a

geographical term : cf. e.g. Nu. 34
s with n. there. For the

masc. suffix see last n. ; it is improbable that the reading

JiTT h)3 in 5 MSS Ken *

represents the original text.

15- •Dm] fern, with the name of a country used as the

name of a people: G-K. 1222*. For $>q:, to fall upon, attack,

cf. Josh. 11 7
(with 3); here the personal obj. with 3 is dis-

pensed with, the expression of the obj. in Dnpni sufficing.

ilttbnNI] Dr. § 69 ; G-K. 49e.

*H17 ^M pi] & iyo> fjuovos, & . »?
f> ^Ao

)j], and so

vv. 16, 17* ie
. It would be very unwise to infer from these

versions that ^ at any time lacked pn ; on the other hand, cf.

Gn. 47
26

, where & also has for iJ? ... pi only 5Q_kkXo.

16. lit . . . Jit] cf. 2i 23 - 25
; and also, e.g., Gn. 29

27
, Ps. 75

s
:

and see BDB., s.v. nt, i
b

.

DTOWTp M^D2 &nb& tPN] with nvife ro cf. nw 55%

Nu. ii 1 - 3
,

1 K. 1838 (bnxni »"* b>k ^sni) ;
with '&n p . . . pk,

cf. 2 K. i
10- 12a- 14

. With the combination of the two defini-

tions of the lightning-fire found here in ?^, but not in (5r, from

which D^ni^N is absent, cf. 2 K. i
12b in most Hebrew MSS (but

11 MSS and also (&EV om. DM^«), 1 K. 1838 ((&%, but not

J£f) ; see also Gn. 19
24 own p HTTP nXD K>K. As in 2 K. i

12b
,
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so here the shorter text of (5r may be the original. (5
A adds

iirl ttjv jrjv
—another form of amplification.

D'HJJji] ffi T0^> 7roifJL€va<; and <S (Zo Sy*~) do not point to

a variant E^jna, but are interpretations : and so in v. 19 W\VW is

interpreted ra iraihia gov and
)

» V
^

.

17. D'H^ID] as D^n^D generally, so is D^B>3 often used

without the art.
;
so regularly in D^*iKO~ilK, but see also, e.g.

2 K. 25
4f

-, Jer. 37
10

. (5* oi iirwetq may be an interpretation

due to regarding the Chaldaeans as cavalry par excellence (cf.

Hab. i
6ff

-, Jer. 623
).

In any case such a reading as D^KHB would

have no claim to acceptance.

O^fcO] (military) companies, Jg. 7
20

9
s4

,
1 S. n 11

(with

vb. Q*B> as here) 13
17

.

vV WttWl] made a raid upon, fell as plunderers upon :

cf. Jg. 9
33^ 2037

(^x), where the attack is made from ambush,
and 1 S. 27

s
30

1,

(both ?k)
14

,
where the attack is the prelude to

plunder. Even if the meaning in the passages cited developed
from the root meaning to strip, because such an attack was

regarded as a putting off of (one's shelter), as BDB. suggest

(cf. Moore on Jg. 9
s3

),
the sense of emergence from shelter can

have been felt very faintly if at all in the passages cited from

Sam. or here : cf. also Hos. 7
1
(without ^y).

18. iy] point 1'y : it is altogether improbable that the

original writer intended "fy in vv. 16- 17
,
but "IV (MT) here, nor

very probable that he intended "W throughout ; though for the

possibility of this see BDB.,s.v.iy, ii. 2. Some MSS readily here.

j^*i]
omit : cf. v. 13 n.

19. ^Q^ft] from the (far) side of expressing much the

same idea as, but expressing it less strongly than, our phrase

sweeping across: cf. Is. 21 1
.

yT*\] strictly Jfcffl is required ;
but see G-K. 145^, for

examples of vbs. more remote from a fern. subj. being masc.

For 2 yJ3 of wind, cf. Ezk. 17
10

.

D*Oy:n] in vv. 15 - 16 - 17 of Job's servants (cf. e.g. Nu. 2222
,

RV. servants); hereof his children (cf. 29
s

; also, e.g., 1 S. 1611
,

RV. thy children) primarily, though perhaps with the inclusion

25
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of the servants attending- them of whom the messenger is

the only one to escape. Indeed the repetition here, with a

different sense, of the same term that is used in vv. 15, 16- 17

may be due partly to the fact that it was capable of a more

inclusive meaning* than y)2 (v.
18

), partly to the desire to

maintain the greatest possible verbal similarity in the messages
of the four messengers.

20. TC^fcO] &A
-t-tcal KareirdaaTO yrjv iirl tt}<? tfe<£a\?j?

avTov from 212 : cf. a similar but fragmentary addition in

Ken *

196, which adds lpnri before fe*).

inmn] &A aL + to> xvpUp.

21. D"^] ace. of the state placed first with emphasis : cf,

e.g. Am. 216
,
and see G-K. nSn.

W] for >mv ; G-K. 23/, 74*.

7V2V] cf. DP in 3
17- 19

.

mrT] subj. placed first for emphasis.

np7] <& + <*)<; tw Kvp[(p eBogev o£5to)? iyevcro.

22. HVN] €r + ivavTLOv rov /cvpiov (

A aK + ovBe iv t<k<*

^elXeaiv avrov); 4 MSS Ken * + vnBCO (cf. 2 10
). Amplifications.

'tih TlhsFl ]]"G Vn] tne verbal idiom is as in
(TV, min) 122 |ru

*"*? (1 S. 65
, Jos. 7

19
, Ps. 6835

), to give, i.e. ascribe, glory

{praise, strength) to Yahweh, i.e. to acknowledge that Yahweh
is glorious, praiseworthy, or strong; cf. also 1 S. 188 ,

where

they have given to me thousands means they have given

Saul credit for having slain thousands. It is plain from

the context that nfen is a quality, or mode of conduct or the

like, that is not and ought not to be in God : and the sentence

asserts that Job does not discredit God by asserting that he

has displayed this quality : in English idiom Job charged not

God with (RV.) nfen. But what precisely is nfen? We must

dismiss the view that it should be pointed n?Dn, which

Ehrlich maintains only by attributing to nfen the unsupported

and improbable meaning protest. In 24
12

,
on the other hand,

nfen (&) may be preferred to nfen (MT). The root of nfen

must be fen; apart from fen in Ezk. i3
10f- ut 2228

,
which has

the same meaning as fets, plaister, and the proper names fen

and fen^ntf, the root appears in the OT. only in the forms
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nfen here, 24
12

(?), Jer. 23
13

,
and fen, 66

,
La. 214

;
in NH. the

forms nifen and the denom. vb. also appear (cf.
in Aram,

the Ithpa.) ; Jju occurs with various shades of meaning in

Arabic. The fundamental meaning of the Semitic root seems

to have been to be savourless (through the loss of savour) ;
the

various meanings collected by Lane for Jijf may have de-

veloped in this order: (1) to (lose a good scent by the) neglect

(of) perfume, (2) to be unperfumed, (3) to be ill-smelling, (4) to

spit out (rejecting what is ill-savoured) : Lane cites *b atj

aliui j^l>JJ,
he tasted the water of the sea and spat it outy (5) to

spit (whence further meanings developed). In Hebrew the

meaning tasteless is clear in fen, Jb. 66
: cf. n^fe n, salted fish,

in contrast to fen n, unsalted fish (Shab. 128*). Thence of

moral savourlessness, or unsavouriness (cf. Arabic (4)) ;
so in

La. 214 (fen coupled with *oe>), Jer. 23
13

(nfen), and with

various differences of nuance in later Hebrew, as in the fol-

lowing cited from Levy, NHB iv. 659a, b> and Chald. Worler-

buch y 549«. pn fe nfenty nifen mi (cf. &° w» fe ifen^)> the

unseemly things which they unseemly spoke about the manna
;

mfen fe> np*5P3, an immodest kiss; and see, further, Sola 3
4 for

fen of indulgence, absence of control in women. Thus to

ascribe nfen to Yahweh should imply regarding him as having

lost the moral savour or quality which had been characteristic

of him, and thus is near akin to ^tDQ^D isn (40
8
)
on one inter-

pretation of that phrase ; it is thus more expressive than

conjectural emendations which have been suggested for nfen,

such as n^iy or nfes (Beer); similarly in Jer., Yahweh sees in

the prophets nfen, or moral deterioration : they still prophesy,

but not by Yahweh, not so as to lead the people aright, but by

Baal, and so as to lead the people astray. The Versions in any

case, as Beer admits, give no justification for emending nfen

away here
;

the exact flavour of the Hebrew is difficult to

preserve in a translation, but (Cr's a<f)poavvT), here and also in

La. 214
,

is a tolerable attempt to reproduce the transferred

moral sense of the word.
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I. mm hv l^trh (2)] & om. : the last clause of the

v. in Swete (i.e. in
Bal

)
is from Aq. Theod.

;
see Field. In

f^ the words are a dittograph ;
for ct. i

6
. Di. Bu., however,

consider the absence from fflr to be due to religious scruples

against making the Satan quite like the other angels ;
in that

case Beer would add the clause also to i
6
(so <$).

2. rra n*] 1
7
pxd.

"^fc^l . . . p^l] ®r tot6 elirev : ct. i
7 zeal airotcpiOeU

. . . elirev. Whether (Sc's text was actually shorter than P? is

not quite certain ;
the variation as between i

7 and 2 1 may be

due to desire for variety : note that the remainder of the v.

is also differently rendered, and that neither rendering is

literal.

3. *7^/] Beer claims that this is omitted in (Sr : ct. i
8

;
but

this is not quite certain, for there are further variations in

i
8 and 23 ffi : cf. last n. and see on i

8
.

cm tyhzb 12 worn warn p^r\v irw] the exact

relation of these two sentences is not clear ;
waw conv. with

the impf. cannot express although, in spite of \ RV., therefore,

must be abandoned. The waw conv. can be best explained

if we translate : And he still maintains his integrity',
and so

(Dr. § 74^) in vain hast thou enticed me agai?ist him to ruin

him (G-K. in/; cf. Kon. 369A) ; but, if this were intended,

the position of D3n is strange ;
this might, therefore, be

rejected more confidently, if the alternative were quite satis-

factory : He still maintains . . . and yet (Dr. § 74 (/3)) thou

hast enticed^ etc. Dr. (§ 79) appears to refer the second clause

to what is yet to come; he compares Jer. $8
9
-inn ^tt 1D^n

DD^, (they have cast him into the pit) and he is going on to die,

Ps. 29
10

; so here, and thou art enticing me.
12
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b •worn] cf. 1 s. 261
*, 2 s. 24

1
.

1^7^7] ffi ra virdpyovTa avrov . . . airoXeaai, correctly

interpreting the suffix so as to limit the ruin to the goods or

property of Job; on yhl see Is. 3
12 n.

4. tlTW] & avdpayrrq), % vn -q, suggest B^*6 : for which

also & ]»o .. might stand (cf. Ca. 87
&). The punctuation

of MT may be due to regarding Wtff? as referring to Job (cf.

i
1 - 3

),
and &*tih nK>K hi as = ^ -|£>k £3 (cf. i

10- n
).

In the very
similar sentence in Ca. 87

, J^ is clearly anarthrous
; yet with

5^ here, cf. 1 S. o,
9

.

*V\y *iyi "Sty] not a form of expressing the lex talionis,

for the prep, used in Ex. 2i 23f
-, Lv. 24

18 - 20
is nnn in place of

in compensation for, and in Dt. 19
21 2 pretii, and there is no

evidence that nyn could be substituted for either of those.

Either (1) *ijn has here its common metaph. meaning, on behalf

of (cf. e.g. Is. 819
,
2 S. 12 16

),
and then the meaning of the clause

is completed by the vb. (jiv) in the next cl. (cf. Jg. 15
16
); or,

more probably, the clause being a proverbial saying, some
such vb. as }rp is to be understood

;
in either case we must

render : (one) skin (will a man give) on behalf of (another) skin
;

or (2) lyn has its literal meaning upon or about (Jon. 27
,

Ps. 3
4
139

11
),
and we should render with Schultens, Merx, Bu.,

one skin (lies) upon (another) skin.

\y\~\ ffi om. 1.

6, J3i. Cf. i
12 nn.

7b. IV] Kethibh: njn, Qe
re 8>E.

8. *)/] not translated by (5r.

"iDNn "pro.] & 4- efo) t?)? 7roXe<w?—a correct, but for

native readers an unnecessary gloss.

9. *"1ftNm] ffi prefixes yjpdvov Se ttoWov Trpo^effijKOTo^.

1IH "py] interrogative : G-K. 1500. For "py & has
fie-^pi

t«/o? : whence Merx, \H~7y (cf. 82
).

"p^J see i
6 n. Before this word ffir has a long insertion,

on which see Introd.

10. 7Vk& 'TON'n] (B 6 Be ifi/3\ifa^ elirev avrrj.

•nmn . . . ITTD] cf. nfej . . . !?D:d, 2 S. 3
3
*; with
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nfojn nn« in comparison, cf. D^33H nn«3, 2 S. 13
13

; into

D^MBl, 2 S. 2 18
; Dnt^n infcO, Ps. 827

. These parallels do not

favour the reading of 2 MSS (cf. &&U, but ct.
(Ei), 'arrjB nn«3.

^IIJI] has possibly arisen, through a dittograph of the n

of nitai and the misreading of n at the end, from WOT
;

cf.

(5's e\d\r)(ra<; (though this in itself is, of course, inconclusive),

<& - »A\\Vn
;
the pf. seems preferable, since the allusion is to

the words just spoken, not to the wife's customary speech.

If the impf. be retained, render: wilt thou
, too, speak? (Du.,

and see next n.).

D5] absent in 2 MSS Ken -

; cf. £. ffir et = DK, does not

necessarily point to a variant, for note the equivalents of DJ in

Is. 49
15 - 25

,
1 S. 226 to which Beer refers. The 03 is to be ex-

plained as emphasizing 31DH ntf; so BDB. 1690; it strengthens
the emphasis secured by the position of aUOTTIK and its anti-

thesis to jnrrnN ; cp. Nu. 2223
. G-K. 153 treat 03 as being

4

'placed before two co-ordinate sentences, although, strictly

speaking, it applies only to the second"; but Mai. i
10 is a

doubtful support for this usage, and the analogy of such

uses as that of yilD in Is. 5* and others cited in 150m, are

scarcely exact. Hence Merx, Sieg. prefer to point riN 03,

connecting these words with the preceding : (wilt) thou, too,

(speak). In this case, however, it becomes necessary either to

read 31DH riK nN 03 (Sieg., Du. BeK
),

or to omit the nx before

])!T\ ;
the latter is preferable, if the words of Job form two

distichs 3 : 2 (Du.).

TQp2] tap for npi? is a remarkable Aramaism found elsewhere

in OT. only in Ch. Ezr. Est. and Pr. 19
20

. The inf. in an

entirely different sense occurs in P—Ex. 26s
36

12
f.

HVN] at this point % repeats i
22b

;
the addition is also

found after VJlDCO in 3 MSS of & (H. and P.).

II. 1VN ^Sn] ^</>t'Xot avTov = V\T\.

n*nn] &u om.

nWin] accented in MT on the penultimate, as if 3rd pers.

pf. preceded by the art. used as a relative
;
but it is improbable

that this represents the intention of the author (cf. G-K. 138^,

and Dr.'s n. on 1 S. 9
24

)
: note (3* ra iirekOovTa.
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TT /y)] ffir BaXBciB : the punctuation of (5r may be more

correct than MT : for (S's omission of the l, cf. i
1 n.

"TlftJ^n] o Meivaicav ftacn\€v<; ;
for /3acr/Xeu<>, cf. 'E\ei(f)a£

6 Oaifjuavcov (Sacr. and Ba\Sao o ^avyaiwv rvpavvos. In n 1

and throughout the book (5r has for TlD^M, o Meivalos.

12. IplPl] p"lT, usually of liquids, but also of cummin

(Is. 2825
),

soot (Ex. 9
8 - 10

),
dust (implicitly ; 2 Ch. 34*), coals

(Ezk. io2), means to throw or toss in quantities (see Dr.'s nn.

on Ex. 29
16

,
Am. 66

),
such as fistfuls or handfuls.

nn^D^n brWNYW] & om., though iirl ret? fce<f>a\a<;

(avrcjv) is supplied in some MSS of fflr {e.g.
A

)
from Theod.

(see Syro-hex.); and from the same source in ccelum is also

added in 3. The original text of (5r can scarcely represent

the original text of J^ ; on the other hand, f^ is curious :

it is commonly understood to mean : they tossed dust towards

heaven, i.e., in English idiom, up into the air (cf. Sa'ad,

*1mt^ i_s*)»
so tnat ** m*&nt m descending fall upon their

heads
;
but for this we should at least have expected the order

of T\iyoWT\ DiWfcO"S>y to have been reversed. The phrase pir

nonD&n occurs again in Ex. 9
s - 10

(P) ;
on the other hand, the

rite of putting dust on the head is nowhere else expressed by
this vb. ; the usual phrase is w$r\ bv • • • r6yn : see Jos. 7

6
,

La. 210
,
Ezk. 27

30
. It is difficult to account for nj^DBM as a

gloss (so apparently BeerK with a ?) ;
on the other hand, the

omission of DJVBW^y, which might easily be attributed to

a glossator, would leave a phrase of questionable pertinence

here. On the whole, therefore, the least hazardous alternative

is to retain the text of J^.

13- \-\$b] (B, also 2 MSS Kei\ om.

phw nVltt^] not in the original text of (& : see Beer.



CHAPTER III.

2 « faVN \V^] Q&'H om '
>
an<^ 3^ may be due to assimilation

to the corresponding introductory formulae in cc. 4-26 (Be.) ;

yet see exeg. n. Kal dir€Kpi,6rj 'Ia>/9 in (S
A

is from Aq.

Theod.]

n?5«"l {mitel)\. The pausal form of TOtf5! is usually

"ir3x s
1

(i
7 - 9

etc.); but at the beginning of the speeches in Job

it is always "HDtfjJ (4
1 61

etc.) ; only in 32° is it ^1.: cf. G-K.

68#, and see H. F. B. Compston in JThS xiii. 426 f.

3.
" In n3Xq

, 1j|R,
K~\iS the tone is thrown back to prevent

the collision of two tone-syllables (G-K. 29^), and to produce a

rhythmical accent, as happens very frequently, esp. before the

last arsis : cf. vv. 50- to - Ua- 16b - 17a- b - 20b - 25b- 26b etc." (Bu.).

DV] without the art., the word (in st. c.) being defined by

the foil, relative clause (G-K. 130^, esp. the second part ;
Lex.

400c, cases with D^ and W : e.g. Ps. 56*-
10

).

iH T?*1W] tne impf., as often in poetry, depicting vividly

a single past action (cf. v. lla
15

7
,
Ex. i5

5 - 6 - 7 - 15
;
Dr. 270 ;

G-K.

107&). The force of the tense must be felt by the Heb. student:

idiom will not permit its reproduction in English. It really

designates the action as in progress (though not so distinctly as

the ptcp. does) ;
but such renderings as was being born, or was

going to be born, not only make too much of the tense, but lack

altogether the delicacy and fineness of the Heb. idiom. Jer.

(20
14

) expresses the same thought in the language of prose :

13 w£» -»b>k ovn nrw.

^DM Xhhr\\ "the night (which) said": G-K. 155/,

K6. iii. 380^: cf. Ps. 34
9
52

s 11824
,
2 S. 23

1
.

m»l] Pu. of rnn
; only here. Prob. to be regarded as a

passive of Kal (see G-K. 52^).

-Q} mn] So &TO; but ffir 'ISov apaev. 'ISov (unless
16
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mn was read as '"JQ, Mishnic for behold) will point to nan for

nm ; apaev, however, in spite of Jer. 2015
(.

. . }2 "^p I?" 1EN;>

"DJ), is more probably a paraphrase of 133 than based upon a

reading -o?. [Yet note that 13J is regularly rendered in Job by

avrjp (10 times), and once by avOpcoiros, never in Job or else-

where by dparjv. The term "Of is prosaic; yet in a similar

connection to the present does actually occur in poetry : see

Is. 667
.]

4. [DVH] & v vv%\ Symm. Theod. ffi
«cbACal -

^ rjpepa.

See exeg. n. Bi. Be. om. all 40.]

^ipn %TJ cf. 5
1

17
16 24

24
33

9
,
Ps. i

3
. When a word has

Ole-we-yored, Great Rebia', or Dehi, without a preceding conj.

accent, and begins with sh'wa, this sh'wa has a ga'ya, provided

that between the sh'wa and the tone-syll. there is at least one

vowel, and this has not already a sh'wa. See Baer in Merx,

Archiv, i. 202 f.
;
more briefly G-K. \bg, end.

irnUTT1

]
EHl is to seek after; hence to inquire after (RVm.),

then show solicitude for, care for•; so Dt. n 12
RV., Jer. 30

17

RVm., Is. 62 12 ntjm (EVV. sought out).

hvfoft] either from above, 31
2

(|| DnphBO), or above, 31
28

(Vj»0 5>«i WH3 »3), and often in ^» D*DB>3, Dt. 4
s9 al.

PHPO t] cf. 2T "tina, Syr. l5oiQJ. The /^w. form shows,

however, that the word has become Hebraized. Elsewhere in

Heb. the J means to shine only in the vb., Is. 605 , Ps. 34
s
f.

5^ invNIP] bitt to claim, redeem (v. supr.): so (5r eVXa/3ot,

S avrnroirjcrano avrrj<;, S ay^LcrTevo-dTco avrf}? (from the

redeemer of a claim being commonly the nearest of kin) ; cf.

AVm. challenge it (i.e. claim it', see Aldis Wright, Bible Word-

Book, s.v.) 2E iTJV \)W\ 'A pLoXvvat, (cf. J5U, paraphrasing,

n
.mr> » mns

T obscurent) derive it from the late i>jO, to defile,

Is. 59
3 al. ; so Rabb., AV. stain it. But the metaphor does

not harmonize with the context.

Vvy|3tl\n] the "heavy Ga'ya" is inserted (Baer, in Merx,

Archiv, i., "Die Metheg-Setsung," p. 200) in the first syll. of

the sg. impf. Qal of the regular verb, when it ends with Qames,
and is joined by Makkef to the foil, word, to emphasize the syll.

in which it stands, and to help to shorten the pronunc. of the
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—
: so 222

24
14
38

19
,
Ps. 1 2 1

8
,
Pr. 4

4
(cf. G-K. i6g, h, though this

particular instance is not mentioned).

P02}? t] the fern, is prob. collective (G-K. 122s).

Hip??]
" shadow of death

"
: so, as vocalized by <3r (dKia

OavaTOv), Vrss., the Massoretes, Ges. Thes.
; but most modern

scholars Twbi (from J D.^* Eth. zafma (Di. Lex. 1258/), to

be darky Ar. Ak, iv, to be dark; <ulk, darkness (in Qor. often

in the pi. sulumdf*, 216 61

etc.), Ass. salmu, black)
—a reading

and etym. presupposed by RVm. deep darkness. If JJt be

right, the word will be one of the very few examples of a

compound word in Heb. (G—K. 30^, 8i</ with n.). The tradi-

tional vocalization has been defended recently by no less an

authority than Noldeke (ZAW, 1897, p. 183 ff.). Nold., in

answer to the argument (Di. here) that shade is to Orientals a

fig. of refreshment (Is. 163 25* 32
s
),
which does not suit death,

observes that this depends on what object casts it, and the
" shadow of death" would not be like the grateful shadow of

a rock in the Oriental noon : he also points out that TWcfcs

occurs in late Heb.—in Ps. 44
20 even in the 2nd cent. B.C.—so

that (5r aicia Oavdrov is not likely to represent a false tradition
;

and, lastly, he remarks that a word ending in ni- is not likely

to have been formed from a \/ not known to have been in use

in Heb. or even in Aramaic. The argument drawn from (5 is

hardly cogent ;
else what is to be said of et? to reXo? for nafjp?,

?7 Kkr)Tr) for K"Ji?B (in the Pent.), and
f) o-ktjvt) tov fjuaprvpiov

for lyitD ^ns ? Nor does the last argument seem to be con-

clusive : there are many words in Heb. derived from roots

found in Arabic, but not known to have been in use in the

Hebrew spoken in OT. times, as fiVS, T21, pyo, "js6&, TOE>

D^pO, rvaisbri.
" Shadow of death" would have been more

probable, had the expression itself been more obviously sug-

gestive of Sheol, and had it not also been often used to denote

darkness {e.g. that of night: c. 24
17

, Am. 5
8

; of a mine, 28s
)
of

a kind to which no thought whatever of either death or Sheol

could attach : "shadow of death," in the sense of the shadow

cast by approaching death, which a modern reader might
attach to it in (e.g.) Jb. 1616

,
is (as other passages show) not the
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idea expressed by niB7¥. The other occurrences of the word

are io21 - 22
38

17
(only in these passages of the darkness of Sheol)

1222 1616
24

17 28s
34

22
, Is. 9

1
, Jer. 26 13

16
, Am. 5

s
,
Ps. 23

4
44

20

io7
10, 14

t : v. further Lex. s.v.

'H'HM] the like of [Lex. 453a) the bitternesses of the day (so

& Aq. Jer. ; Mass.) yields no sense : read *1*1D3, the blacknesses

of from the sense of IDD in Syr. («VD3, blacky of a cloud, the

night, Sheol, etc.
; PS. 1757 ; the form, as Wan, "»nJD, TlBC,

G-K. 84^ No. 34).

6. "nrPj from rttn (G-K. 75?-), common in Aram., but other-

wise in Heb. only Ex. 189 *m*\ (E), Ps. 21 7
Vi^nri ;

cf. the

subst. nnn, 1 Ch. 1627
(||

Ps. 96
6
mSSJTl), Neh. 810

, Ezr.'6
16

f. &
et?; (

= \T); E WJV, X crvva<^6eirj, Saad.
£**J^), z>. ifr (from

inj: cf. "inn, sq. 3, as here, Gn. 49
s
),

fo united, joined.

8. TW] prepared, ready: cf. 15
24

"til^ Tnj>, Est. 3
14 813

ntn DVi? DH*ny. The V is rare, and mostly late, in OT.

(Pr. 24
27

rnrijn; Jb. 15
28 wbh nnynn), but common in Aram,

and NH. (Dn. 3
15

;
cf. on Dt. 32

s5
): in Syr. & TOg is to

prepare, nnynN, to fo prepared; Tny is prepared, ready (PS.

3008), in NH. esp. = fieWcov, as in NU? TW1 = /jueWcov

[alcov]. We should expect "mj£j ; but cf. the inf. without ^

not only after EpDOT, 27
1

al., i>nn, Dt. 2 25
al., f>b;,

c. 4
2
al., but

also after 'q }D3 (
= allow . . . to: Lex. 6jga), Nu. 2021 21 23

;

rwfc, Is. i
14

al.; bin, Is. i
16

; H3K, Is. 2812
al.; pDNH, c. 15

22
(G-K.

114m; Ko. iii. 576).

9. r^fl] idiomatic for 133*81, esp. after such words as njj5 and

8^3: i*S.

T

9
4

,
Is. 41

17
59

11
, Ezk. 7

25
,
Ps. 69

21
.

10. tflD'H] the force of *6 (in
a
) extending over both clauses,

as [Ps. 4A
19

]
: cf. G-K. 152s.

"• N7 rtftb] See G-K. 20/.

i"HftN] (why) went I not on to die from the womb ? A good
case of the incipient sense of the impf., noticed on v. 3

.

rno] p temporal usually denotes continuously after, Ps.

22 11 etc. {Lex. 58 \a, 4a) ; for }»
= immediately after, cf.

Hos. 62
tfBto, al. (Z<?*. 581$, 4b), Ps. 73

20
ffi>no Dii>n3 (Bu.).

TlNST] the force of ^ HD^ extending over the second
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clause, even without a connecting 1 : cf. after n;ob, HD *iy, etc.

Ps. io1 - 13
44

25 624
79

5
etc., and on i S. 2 3

; and after n'S,

G-K. 152s.

SPtoNIJ By all analogy we should expect VMS) ; and,

"though there seems no doubt that according to the Mass.

tradition the strong waw received in some cases a lighter

pronunciation" (Dav. § 51, R. 6
though he himself, § 45, R. 2

,

seems to explain the tense of JJttfitt by attraction to a
rmDtf), tms

doubtless ought to be read. So Is. 43^ 48
s

51
2
57

17
al.

;
cf.

G-K. 107^, n. V1J, to expire,
—

only in poetry (8 times in Job ;

La. i
19

,
Zee. 13

8
,
Ps. 8816

I04
29

f), and the prose of P (12

times).

13. nny *0] see Ex. 9
15

(Dr. § 141 ; Lex. 774*, g).

Dlptt^] Read'K): cf. v. 11 n.

rY^ tN] "then were I (now) at rest" nu impers. (Dav.

§ 109 ; G-K. 1446), as Is. 23
12

.

[14. 1ft7 rVQ^n] in addition to the suggestions con-

sidered in the exegetical n., note Che.'s emendation Di>iy nvnp,

everlasting sepulchres (Exp. T. x. 380) ; and Daiches' inter-

pretation of 'n as fortresses, cities, on the ground that 2*ino

with that meaning occurs in the S. Arabian inscriptions

(JQR, 1908, 607 ff.).]

16. JTnN Vh] The impf., as v. 13 rm\ Hi. Be.T nvi vb

(tf
in n^HKt dittographed), which came not into being; but the

sentence then (Bu.) has no predicate. Wr. Bu. omit k{j ("or
I should be like," etc.), supposing it to have come in as a

reminiscence of io19
;

but there is no gain by the change.

Reiske, Be., Du. may, however, be right in transposing
16 to

follow n (under the government of n^A,
lla

) ; the position suits
;

and DBS
17

>
is not then separated from 14 - 15

, to which it

obviously refers.

17. D*W£Tl] Be.T D^'ip, against which see Bu.

*Wh] lit. (inn being zntrans.) "cease with regard to raging";
cf. inn 1?nn, Is. i

16
, and on v. 8 above. Tin would be more

regular, and prob. ought to be read ; perhaps, however, the

punct. M'l was determined by the rhythm.

18. "HT] Note that nn*1 and rm^ often stand emphatically at
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the beginning of a clause: 1610 19
12 21 26

24*, Ps. 41
8
98

s
al.,

Is. ii 7 - u
41

1
al. (Lex. 4030, b).

19. NVT DXP] The rend. "are there the same" [Bu., G-K.

§ 1350, note] is very doubtful. KIT! ^K means I am He (emph.),

i.e. He Who is, which may be paraphrased by "I am the

same" (Lex. i6£) ;
but sin nowhere in itself means "the

same "
; and that two persons should be identified by the use

of wn is most improbable. The pred. must be D5P, not Kin, the

sentence being exactly like sin nns njns D^n, etc. (Dr. § 198 ;

Lex. 216a). For "are the same" we should expect pp3 Hi3

(or |Bp p) (Lex. 454, 3, 2).

VrfND] For the pi. see G-K. 1242.

20. ]JT]
The subj. maybe either jnlin (G-K. 144^; Dr. on

1 S. 164
)
or "he," i.e. God: in either case God being equally

the subject whom Job has in his mind. In the former case, the

sense may in our idiom be expressed by "... is given" (so

EVV; also <&&&¥) ;
and Be. Du. would read

\^\\
but the

covert reference to God is better expressed by ]n\

21. imDrPI] the finite vb. carrying on D^>n&n ;
G-K.

ii6jic

D^DtDEE] &&1J 'B3
;

so Be. Du. ; but this is necessary

only if nan be taken to mean "dig" ((GU Be. Du.).

22. 7VI ^?N] cf. Hos. 9
1

[<£ ^n btf] ^ 5>n 5>«"^ no^n ta :

$K poet. for"&, as 5
26

15
22

29
19

f (cf. 4$ ^). Gra. Be.

Du., partly for the sake of the parallelism, partly on the

ground that W&* is a bathos (?) after *?} ^K DTlDBTl, would

read [with one MS Ken> and &vid
'] H, "who rejoice over the

grave-heap
"

;
but there is no evidence that hi alone would have

this meaning; we have only D*J3K $>J, a "heap of stones," so

used (Jos. 7
26 829

,
2 S. 1817

),
and that not of an ordinary grave.

23. *]D^] Hif. from
TjiD,

as 38
s
f (where, however, read

TjD
S

C1) ; 1™ nafe> from *pp [see n. on i
10

].

24. *0Dv naturally means before', but before my bread, i.e.

before every meal, yields a poor sense. Ew. Hi. Di. De.

suppose that *3D^ acquired the sense of pro, i.e. for, or instead

of\ cf. 4
19

,
1 S. i

16
(if the text here is correct). Bu. suggests

tentatively 'B3, Be. w, w proportion to (Lex. 805^) ;
but this
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is prosaic and almost too precise to be probable here. Bi. 2

«»n>3 (for
ft

? 'h »:>).

*)Dn^1] masc. before the fem. *nJKK>: G-K. 145/. Bu.

for ^5 would read 13nN
1 (as in many parallel cases in Job) ;

but there are numerous instances of the impf., with a freq.

force, being followed by '*} (Dr. 80; G-K. in/).

25a. The sentence is virtually hypothetical, though no

hypoth. particle is used: cf. Pr. n 2
jii>p an jHT N3,

"
pride

has come^ and shame goes on to come," i.e. when one comes

the other comes (Dr. 153; G-K. 159/*): so c. g
20b

23
13

29
11

,

cf. 7
8b

27
19b

. fflr&CU Bi. Be. om.
) (the fear that I fear

cometh upon me) ; [so %> but not 'AG (see Field, Hex. ad loc.)\.

"WW1
"!]

The original *"*? being retained (G-K. 75^). The

accus. y-, as with nu, 15
21 2022 al. (G-K. 118/).

26. ^^yt!J] The one V'i vb. in Heb. with the ) preserved

in Qal ;
G-K. 756 (cf. kk).



CHAPTER IV.

2. HD2] has been taken (a) as the i pi. impf. Kal from t*&3

(cf.
HD3 for Kk3, Ps. 4

7
); so '^2® £ U^Lof] Du.; (J) as

pf. Pi. of HD3 (Ew. Di. De. and most), "im np: does not

occur elsewhere ;
but it might be defended by kbo, sq. Vi?W,

Ex. 23
1

; 5»^p, c. 27
1
al.; Win, ps . 15

3
; rten, 2 K. 19

4
;
but the

two impff. in a hypoth. sentence are against analogy ;
and

even though we render (Du.),
" Shall we take up the word to

thee (address thee), thou who art disheartened ?
"

(nfcCTl,
a rel.

cl., with l^X omitted), the constr. is forced; and fiD3 from

nDJ yields a much better sense. The constr. will then be that

of 7
20

i? teax fia vwan, 19
4 2i 31b

23
10 xvx anra wa, in which

a hyp. is expressed by a pf. followed by an impf. aavvheraxi

(Dr. 154; G-K. 159^), the n marking it here as an in-

terrogative.
nD3 sq. ace. recurs in the same sense, only Qoh.

7
23

;
but (Di.) Dt. 2866 (ttn) is similar, and it would be easy

to vocalize "i^T (so "AS 8>V).

Tltfhpi] HN^ is to be wearied, hence to be unable to bear it.

"^jn] G-K. 28*.

1 ~S$y]
" withhold with" as I2 15

29
9

; G-K. 119?.

P /ft] from the poet. HpE (Aram. Dn. 25 and often) :

2 S. 23
s

,
Ps. 19

6
139

4
,

Pr. 23
s

; otherwise only in Job (34

times); the Aram. pi. pta (G-K. 87^) 13 times; D^B 10 times.

For the position of ^3V *», cf. 2614
38

s7
39

s
41

s - 6
,
Pr. 206 24

22

3 1
10 al. (Lex, 567a).

3. mD^] instructed morally, gave moral teaching and

advice to : v. supr. one of the passages in which the idea of

discipline, properly belonging to "!D% is least prominent (cf.

Ps. 167
,
Pr. 3 1

1
).

Or should rn?y be read? [Perl, suggests

ITTD*j
"
strengthen, confirm

"
; but ID1 never has this meaning.]

S 1$ W»] cf. Mic. i
9

, Jer. 4
10

. The fern.
(
= our

23
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"it"), of a subject not named, but before the mind of the

speaker; G-K. 144^ (cf. 122^, end).

7!"Qm] Si"l3D is a strong word, be dismayed, thrown into

alarm (21
6
23

15
,
Ps. 48

s
,

Is. 21 3
al.) f

much more than troubled

(EVV).
6b. The introd. of the subj. by the 1 of the pred. or apod,

is very forced : rd. (Di. al.)
'"7 DH impni.

7. "TIM 1p2 NtH *>72] mn "ID, as 13
19

17
3
, Ps. 24

10
(Dr.

201. 2
;
G-K. 136c): *pj being innocent, or as an innocent one,

a (virtual) accus. of state, Dr. 161. 3; G-K. n8«.

10-11. Notice the five synonyms for "lion."

10.brW] io16 28s
,

Ps. 91
13

,
Pr. 2613

,
Hos. 5

1*
13* f.

Arab, sahala (among other meanings) signifies to bray (of an

ass), so br\V may denote etymologically the roarer
; though, as

the vb. does not occur in Heb., we do not know whether the

Hebrews were conscious of this meaning.

"WO] a clerical error for rcru (Ps. 58
7
)

: so Gr. Not an

Aramaism (Di., Du.) for ivr»3 ;
for (1) yn: is not known in this

sense in Aram., and (2) an Aram, j; corresponds to a Heb. v

only when the corresponding Arab, has
^J* (Dr. § 178;

Wright, Compar. Gr., p. 61); and no Arab.
^^aJu

is known.

11. Wh\ Is - 3°
6

>
Pr - 3o

30
t. Aram. vsf> [in 28s E =

^nc] ;
Arab, lailh (perhaps meaning the strong one

;
see Lane,

2684 : cf. lauth, strength, 2678^).

[THD/V] parallel to nns, as in Ps. 92
10

.]

12. 12^] For the fig. sense, cf. (Kni) 333nn, 2 S. 19
4

.

Y^] 2614
f ; TTXtoW, Ex. 3225 f ; 2 rightly ^ridvpicT^ov. In

later Heb. ^Efc?, "whisper," acquired the sense of a little (cf.

Sir. io10 1832
) ; and this no doubt underlies the (first) rend, of

(5r ovOev av goi tovtcov tcaicov aTnivrrjo-ev : cf. 3T nvp, some; j$

5Q..L1 *«j>1 >
it is also the sense adopted by the mediaeval Jews

(Qi.
woo yet nvp) ;

hence AV. a little.

^H2?5 t] if correct, the more primitive form of *300. Cf.

Dil30, ii 20
f, and G-K. 1032', m,

13. D^D^tC] Prob. also (cf. supr.) connected with ^SVp,

branches; cf. CSV? (from
9
\Vp) f

Ps. 119
113

divided, half-hearted
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[14. ^Mlp] for W
J G-K. 75 rr].

[15. rm] masc. as in 82
; and, if the text may be trusted,

in Jer. 4
llf-

: see K6n. iii. 248/].

")ftDn] If J& is correct, the Pi. will be, not transitive, but

intensive (Ew. § 120^, horrescit] G-K. 52/") ; but perhaps "lEpPi

should be read (Ps. 119
120

).

[il"lj^tp]
The nomen unitatis is impossible here, since more

than a single hair must be meant
; and that mj?B> is used ex-

ceptionally with the collective force of "W is improbable. $&,

is due to the influence of the sing. vb.
; point rnVW (Ps. 40

13

69
s
),

the vb. being sing. fern, according to G-K. 145^. Be.T

proposes Hiyb, not, however, as Merx earlier, in the sense of

a whirlwind (ct. v. 16a
),

but as a fern, with the same sense as

lyt? in 1820 : he renders the whole line, a horror caused my flesh

to creep (cf. W) ;
but the emendation is unnecessary.]

[16. *lto}^] &<S Aq. render by the first person, as though
it were TBl?K ;

but there is no evidence that i^y was = Dip (cf.

7
4
)

in the sense which would be required here, if the first

person were correct. The words *M"h POIDn lrttHD were read by

6r as if m [x]b ruiEJYi n&OK ; & does not render in&OD, and

treats ~wb like (fix. The Versions do not point to a more satis-

factory text
;
nor is the fact that v. 16 is at present a tristich

sufficient proof that words have dropped out. Du., whose

theory demands a tetrastich, suggests that the first stichos

may have been intentionally abbreviated to the single word

IDVt It stood . . ., in order to heighten the uncanny effect
; and

this, perhaps, is not impossible.]

17. \72] from
— on the part of, according to the judgment

proceeding from (cf. DS?D, 34
s3

)
: so Nu. 32

s2 rfliTD D*$J DJV\"n

fjXi^Dl, Jer. 5i
5b

.

18. rnnrY] If this is right, it can mean only error (Di.),

from the Eth. tahala, a by-form of tahala, to wander (Di. Lex.

552 f.). But a air. Xey., explicable only from the Eth., is not

very probable ;
and it is very likely that ni>nn is miswritten for

7\%v\ filly (i
22

24
12
); so Hupf. Me. Sgf. Gr. EVV. folly is

based on the Jewish deriv. from ^n (as in Bvw, Ps. 5
6

; <?in'
1

,

c. 1217
)

: but the form Win from <?n is impossible. De. '"WO,

26
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deception, from ?nn (13
9

17
2
),

which would be a legitimate,

though rare, Aramaizing form of the Hif. inf. (G-K. 72^, 85c) ;

but such a special sense as "deception" is not here probable.

For '3 ofr, to lay in
(
= attribute to), cf. 1 S. 22 15

-jtan DB^K
-on najn.

19. DlfcOT] The implicit subj. is D*«3non (6
2
7
3

[see n.]

1818
i9

26 etc. ; G-K. 144c, g) : in Engl, they (indef.) crush them

= they are crushed. (K2T D^?T ;
but there is no occasion to

make God the subject. A passive form, such as *N3"J\ or (cf.

5
4
) MCatf, or JltOT, would agree better with

fclSj
v. 20a . Bi. 1

restores, "cleverly but arbitrarily" (Bu.), rhl) ny] *a£ DK3T

Bty [103 D1D3.

\^V ^SD7] Before the moth, i.e. more quickly than a moth :

they have but an ephemeral existence. Others take ^d!> as =
in the manner of, like (see on 3

s4
) ;

so already (5r 0-77T09 rpoirov.

N. Herz (ZA W, 1900, 160), cleverly, Dfety \5sko W3T (from
before their Maker).

20. ^ri3"?] See G-K. 6>jy, on the 3. nri3 is to beat to pieces,

beat small, as Dt. 9
21

(of the golden calf) ; fig. beat down, break

up, of a defeated army, as Dt. i
44

, Jer. 46
s

(WSJ D.T1UJ), Ps.

89
24

(inv wbd *nto).

''tQE] without [Lex. 115^, bottom).

0^fc?tt] rc. 3^> (i
8

,
Ex. 7

23 and often): the ellipse as 23
s

*3 Db; (24
12 and 34

23 are dub.), Is. 41
20 1DW . . . ]wb. A

Hif. D^n is, however, very dub. (Nold. Beilrage, i. 37) : Me.

Gr. J>W>
;
Herz (I.e.),

DP ^3C (" sehr beachtenswert," No. I.e.).

21. miD'1

. . . yOl tibn] The constr. as v. 2
,
the hypoth.

sentence (irw . . . yw) being made interrogative by fc&i here,

as it is by n there.

in*1

]
a con/ (30

11
),

of a bow (Ps. n 2
); here a tent-cord

(elsewhere "HVD). Ols. Hi. Sgf. DW, /te> tent-^- (Hi. their

loom-peg,
—but this is more than doubtful

;
see Moore on Jg.

j 513. u)
. tn is would suit yDJ (Is. 33

20
),

but not D3 [a dittograph

of Dt(n*)?—McN.], besides being a less significant figure. AV.,

following Ci$ (one rend.), and Rabb., take -tfv in the sense of

excellency (i.e. pre-eminence), as Gn. 49
s

al.
;
but this does not

suit either yw, or D3, or the figure.



CHAPTER V.

2. The order (Dr. 208. 1; G-K. 142 f., a) shows that ^ik

and nns are the emphatic words in the v.

v^lfcw] The b is the nota accus., common in Aram., and

increasingly frequent in the later Heb. : cf. 21 22
, Jer. 40

2
;
and

see G-K. nyn. ;
Lex. ? 3.

fcOT] always in Job (6
2 io17 17

7
f )

for DID. DJJ3 has always
the meaning given above

;
and D^n always means similarly to

vexy with Yahweh as object (as frequently in Deut. writers).

For instance, it means to vex Him by deserting Him for other

gods : see on Dt. 4
25
32

16 - 19 - 27
;
and Hupf. on Ps. 68 . It is much

to be regretted that in EVV. it is always misrendered "
pro-

voke to anger."

3. WN"\ ^2N] when ^K has Munah followed by Dehi, it

has Gaja (G-K. 16c) with the sh'wa (cf. on 3*) : cf. Ps. 17
6

11616
;
and see Baer in Merx' Arc/iiv, i. 203.

tT^Wtt] making (putting forth) roots'. G-K. 53^ [W
(Be.) is unnecessary].

HlpfcO] (& ifipwdrj avTcov rj hlaira (8. for H)3, 86
,
and often

for S"IN in Job, e.g. 822
),
& ]r^lo, and perished'. 'A (Karrjpa-

ard^irjv) 2TU express fE. <5r was eaten up, suggested to Me. Bi.
1

Sgf., Be. 3j5"il (rather, as Du. Ehrl. 2|?1?y, became rotten (worm-
eaten

; cf. NHWB and ChWB, s.v. : Is. 40
20 of wood ; cf.

Jb. 41
19

1*13151 YV; and
3JJ"),

Pr. 124
(5r wsirep iv %v\<p cr/ecoX^f,

14
30

at}<; 8k 6(TT€Q)v) ;
but the idea does not seem very probable

with nia. Bu. l&BJij was missed (cf.
24

)
= was empty (cf. 1 S.

20is. 25' yft xspa npfl,
27

),
rather weak; or D£|1, though

admitting that the adv. is harsh. Che. (JQR ix. 575), with

the least change from j}H, 3OT, and was cursed (sc. by God) ;

Bevan (//%, 1899, p. 303) p^?5 (Is. 24**
3

, Jer. 51
2

, of a land)

and was emptied out
;
Che. (ETyt. 381) DNHS iD3J? 3J5T1, carry-

27
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ing on the fig-, of a
(cf. Mai. 3

19
epjn tsnp). The simple UW$

(Ezk. 12 19
19

7
)
would perhaps be the most natural idea to

expect. [McN. suggests i^3
3|Tj*1.]

4. IfcOf] for nam (G-K. 54c) ;
so 34

26
.

5. TV3p "YPN] && TOR "»*
J

so Me. Bi. Be. Bu. Du.

Ehrl.

D^SD TW] conventionally rendered, "and even out of

thorns
"

: but this sense of the prep. i>x is unheard of and

incredible (3
22 is no parallel). D*3S recurs Pr. 225

f (si vera 1.)

Pj8> 71*13 Q^ns D<3¥; cf. nfo¥, fishing hooks, Am. 4
2
f; and

D^^V, thorns (fig.), Jos. 23
13

, Nu. 33
s5

. Out of thorns is

commonly explained as meaning "from the enclosed field,

protected by the thorn-hedge
"

;
but this is very forced.

Thomson (Z. a?id B., p. 348) more plausibly supposes that the

reference is to the custom of farmers to lay aside the grain

after threshing somewhere near the floor, "and cover it up
with thorn-bushes to keep it from being carried away or eaten

by animals." Robbers who found and seized this would literally

"take it from among thorns." But a reference to such a special

arrangement as this is not very probable, pjNfc?
—properly to

gasp (Is. 42
14

)
or pant (sq. ace, for air; Jer. 14

6
), fig. be eager

for (Jb. 7
2

fef t\ti,W TOD), in a hostile sense (EVV. would

swallow up), Ps. 56
2, 3

57
4

,
Am. 84—is followed rightly by an

accus.
;
and B*B¥

(sing.) recurs 189 f D NE¥ vi?y p?JT ;
but it is a

strange parallel to 3JH, and it agrees badly with f|KK\ There

is clearly some corruption in each line, though no convincing
emendation has hitherto been proposed. In b Bu. suggests

witha(?), nnj^ *& Wjafoci, "and their sheaf, the poor taketh

it"; Bevan (fPh y 1899* p. 305), V\n^\
D-3V D3iW, "and their

strength (i.e. their wealth: 2010
,
Hos. 129

),
the barbs take it"

(both retaining
c as it stands). Du. cuts the knot by rejecting

b as " ein Fremder Zusatz oder eine ungliickliche Variante," but

without explaining what it means, or how it arose. In v.
c *A

(St>/raiirre9) 2 &U express &m (
= D\St»j [or KDX], the thirsty, this

forms a good ||
to 2V"i, and is adopted by Ew. Hirz, Me. Del. 2

al.

The sg. C)KK> is quite defensible (G-K. 1450); but D^n, "their

substance" is an unsuitable object, when the "thirsty" are the
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subject ;
some beverage is desiderated which satisfies the

thirsty as the harvest satisfies the hungry. Hence Hfm. E^bn,

"their milk" (21
24

),
for dWi ;

Be.—who regards
b and c as

doublets (?)—(for both) D^n D<DS
W\fl,

" and the thirsty drink

their milk "
(Ezk. 25*), Ch.' b*J»n

'

KEY nn^l, and Du. KDS 2KW\

D?3B,
" and the thirsty draweth (cf. (5r eKaKJxoviadeirj, 3

exauriatur, Gr. D^NIDV 12Ktn) from their well
"

(Ca. 4
12

f text

dub. : cf. on 817
),
—which is no longer covered in and protected,

but is open to all. The case is one of those in which fE is

clearly more or less corrupt ;
but it is impossible to be sure

what the original reading was.

7. IvV] pf. pu. in pause, with 1 for ii (G-K. go). But (Di.

a!.)
TO* is better, as a freq. sense is desiderated. Bo. Gr.

Be. Bu. Du. vocalize TO*, begetteth trouble (b the nota accus.,

as v. 2
) ;

but the change is unnecessary.

1] The waw ada^quaHorn's, as frequently in proverbs in which

a comparison is expressed. Usually in such cases b is compared
to a

(as Pr. 25
25 pm» pK» mia njnoEn na;y k>bj by D*ip d*») ;

but occasionally, as here,
a is compared to b

(so c. 1211 21 33
).

See Lex. 2530.

^\^"\ ^l] P]ttn is a poet, word for flame, esp. a pointed,

darling flame, Dt. 32
s4

(see note), Ps. 76* (nt^p *£>en, fig. for

arrows), 78^, Ca. 86
(nTOrfa £'N *BE>"i flWi) t ;

and S|gn "33 is

poet, for sparks', cf. ntJ>p p, Job 41
20

; ins^N *33, La. 3
13

, fig. for

arrows (Lex. 121, 6, 8). An ancient interpretation—perh. on

account of cjty
—took tjtsn to mean fcVzfr : so (& veoaaol Be 7U7ro?,

'.4 real viol TTTrjvov, X tcl re/cva t<ov ireretvwv, <£> |s)CLl •
i

1
P,

U avis
; &',4££U in Dt. 3 2

24
; 2 in Ps. 76* (Jer. volatilia

arcus) ;

^AX Jer. (volucribus) in Ps. 78
48

.

fpV TPl^] lit. "make flying high": so Pr. 15
21 T)A itf",

3o
29 n^ *3tt»; G-K. 114W, rc.

8. VTm] n
"J

:
?'

r

! elsewhere only = manner, Ps. 1 io4 , and in

r)!?'
r

} fy, on account of . . . Qoh. 3
18 82

, V man by 7
U

; (Aram.)
n mn fe, Dn. 2 30

4
14

f.

9. ^ptl PN1] a circumst. clause
; cf. "IBDO pxi, Ps. 104

25

105
34

, Jl. i
6

. (£ avefyxyiacTa, as 9
10
34

24
| ; cf. Ro. n 33

.

h pM !#] as 9
10

,
Ps. 40

13
.
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10. D^inj pn is usually what is outside houses, i.e. a

street ; but sometimes it is what is outside a town or village,

i.e. an open field', cf. 18 17 pn ^D bv lS> DP *6), Ps. 144
13

,

Pr. 826
.

11. 31 GYttr?] to " make the lowly exalted" cannot possibly
be a consequence of giving rain (v.

10
) ; nor is it easy to regard

11 as the consequence of 9
,
and 10 as parenthetical. Read D&n

with ffir rbv irotovvra, U qui ponit.

VttP "D^] 335? is to fo exalted, with the collat. idea of

being- inaccessible : in Qal only here and Dt. 2 36
jvip nn\"l tfi>

USE rnJP "IPS ; 33^, to set on high, often in Psalms. Cf. MBTD,

« Az^/i inaccessible retreat, yj^ = *» safety (G-K. 117^).

12. !"Wri] J0w/w/ counsel. n*K^n (or njB^n) is a technical

term, belonging almost exclusively, and, as it seems primarily,

to the " Wisdom literature." Its etymology and exact meaning
are both uncertain. In form it is of the tuktilat type (Ko.
ii. 193d), combining at the same time the peculiarities of nam

and n*axri. The following are its occurrences, with the

renderings of the chief ancient Versions :

Jb. 5
12

'n nawn vb d.tti, ffi a\r)0€^, & aoan, £ rota

jinnDDn (the counsel of their wisdom), U quod coeperant

(paraphr.).

613 *aDD nma 'ni *3 »mty p« *nan*: d5 fiojOeia, S> vsprto

(salvation, deliverance), Ql Nn£3in, U necessarii mei (para-

phr.).

1 1« 'rh [rd. D^)s] d£ki *3 wan IwAyn W| : ffi ot* SittXovs

carat, ro)v Kara ere, % snODn^, 5E WlODir6, U lex eius.

1216 na^oi aaip 4 'm ?y i»y: ffi tV^ik, © aoiTqpla, 2> Nnosn,

& NHODin, U sapientia.

263 nynn 3ib 'ni n»an r{6 nxp-no : ffi rivi iiraKoXovd^
aeis, S K3B7P (teaching), ST KnE3in, F prudentiam tuam.

30
22

(Qr§ nnwn) man >333bni (Kt. men, corrupt ; rd. n*reto) :

/cat a7reppiylrd<; /xe euro ccorripias. (SrJS&U do not recognize

rPBTl here at all
; see note ad loc.

Pr. 27 oh ^b'rb pD 'n unwb pr : rmarn nyn vdo n^sn fn* nw ^ 8

<5r <T(OTr)pLav, & N-QD {
noPe\ & "»"I3 (fiorjOeia : Levy, C% Wj??

83d), U salutem.
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3
21 HDT01 'n "tin : ffi PovXtfvy & wshv> & KJTTO (knowledge),

V legem.
814

iTVDJ 4 nra ^K 'm nvy ^: (K aafy&Xeia, *A evvofiia, S>

N3D5>r, 2T K337E (counsel), U aequitas.

181
jforv 'n S>33 : & eV 7razm Se KaipS, j& tOD K3B^3, &

NJD^D (counsel), U omni tempore.

Is. 2829 'n tHJH nvy fcySH: © vyfrdoo-are fiaraiav irapd-

tcXrjaiv (seemingly connected with $)&), 'A evvofiiav, X
(T(OTT)piav, S Icr^vv, £ WV3"in (increase of disciples : PS. 3793),

2T who made great the works of creation by the greatness of

his wisdom (ppnD3n), U iustitiam.

Mic. 69 1P& nKV 'ffi: & *al owe*. </>o/3ou/*eW? (W) to

oVo/ua avrov, £ PIDB> ^rr6 W2)h% £ Hark ! Yahweh's prophets

cry out to the city, ##*/ /£#c7* (jostal) them that fear thy name,

U et •wz/w.y erit timentibus nomen tuum.

IWIH is thus most frequently associated, or parallel, with

wisdom, or (26
s
,
Pr. 814

,
Is. 2829

) counsel, sometimes also with

help (6
13

)
or strength (12

16
,

cf. Pr. 814
) ;

but it also suggests

the practical effects of wisdom or counsel (hence the renderings

fiorjdeia, G(OT7)pta, which need not presuppose nyKTl for iWJR,

fcttpniE)).
The etym. is uncertain.

K. J. Grimm (Journ. Am. Or. Soc, 1901, i. 35 fF.), following

Haupt (ib. p. 36), derives rwin from the J of Ass. issu, usdtu,

prop, support; asitu, pillar (
= Talm. Mand. KHtTM ; cf. n*ni*8?K,

Jer. 50
15

Qre, and Lex. ii2i«), dm, physician (prop, helper',

hence Aram. KD~» - - Cp]> to heal\ and supposes that its

1 r

original meaning was prop, support, which he thinks is still

retained in Jb. 30
22

(reading with Du. rPKTID, without

support', see ad loc), and that it afterwards acquired the

senses of help (12
16

,
Is. 2829

),
success (5

12
), power (Pr. 814 181

),

reliability (11
6 26s

,
Pr. 3

21
)

: in Mic. 69 he reads with ffi r&T

"\0V *KT. But such a variety of meanings, many within the

limits of a single book, is not probable. A survey of its

occurrences suggests the conclusion that jr^n, while a syn-

onym of wisdom and counsel, suggests something more than

either of these words ; and that the nearest English equivalent

for it would be effective counsel or effective wisdom. If the
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J idea is really support, we must suppose that it was applied

specially to a supporting" or helping- quality of mind.

14. If7^73] = " as in the night," a prep, being used after 3

only in certain very exceptional cases: see G-K. ii8j, u.

*WWF\ without dag. G-K. 20??i.

15. The two clauses are so unevenly balanced that there

must be an error somewhere. Ew. ^inip, him that has been

desolated) but this verb is used only of places and cities, never

of a person. The least change would be to read, with some

20 MSS, S2TU, DrVQ for DiTDO, from the sivord of their mouth

(fig. for slander, false accusation, etc. ; cf. Ps. 57
s

3"in D31£?;>1

mn, 59
8 DIVmnDtta nmn, 64*) : but to produce a balanced

parallelism a syn. of }i*3X is required. The best suggestion is

Bu.'s BJV D2iriD
(for the D)V see 24

s
29

12
),

or (which he himself

prefers)
DTV DrVQJO (the three letters DiV having dropped out of

the group TDIDrVEiTDD, and then mno supplied for the missing
word in the wrong place). Ehrl. rri'S'S) 2inD (Ps. 149

6
).

16. nri/i^ (mil'el)] The old accus., found (in the fern.)

about 14 times in Heb., as a poet, form (without any conscious-

ness of its orig. grammatical force) : G-K. gog [nn!?iy is for

nrb)V : cf. Ps. 92
16

Kt., and the plu. ntay, Ps. 58
s
64

7
].

18. . . . N*)n ^2] The pron. emphatic in the causal clause :

11 11 2824
,
Gn. 3

20
al. (1 S. 14

18
; Lex. 2150).

^fcO**] For 3N3, of the pain, or soreness, from a wound,

cf. Gn. 34
25

.

ttfeLlT] in pause from BOtt (G-K. 63d).

TlTE^Fi] from rtDi= KD~i: G-K. 75^.

19. UW^] & efa*a? ef avayiccov, "from six . . ." This

may point to a reading K'tfp (Be. Du.); but the change is not

necessary : '3 followed by '3 in
b

is an effective repetition ; and

(5r may have merely rendered freely.

20. T1D] The pf. of certitude (Dr. 147; G-K. 106m).

21. tDWl] 1 MS &&F, Bi#p, "From the scourge," etc.

A necessary correction. Confusion of 3 and d is common :

(& often expresses one (not always rightly) where MT. has the

other. There was a stage in the history of the Heb. script in
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which the two letters closely resembled each other {Notes on

Samuel, p. lxvii). To explain OK'3 as = DlP nVH3 is forced.

22.
]DD] 30

3
f. Aram, for Heb. 3jn (e.g. Gn. 12 10

W).

23. mttfPT] nman (Du.) [or y^n with 2 MSS Ken
]
would

be more elegant before mpn in b
[cf. 83

n.].

MuTt^n t] pass, of D^fiWi, /««^ peaceful, Pr. 167. Gr.

nate (22
21

).t : it \ /

24. D*lvt2? is peace : a subst., where we should use an adj.;

so Gn. 43
27 T3K DWi?, c. 21 9 nnS£ Dli?K> Drpm, and frequently;

also with other words. See Dr. 186-9, esP* x ^9* 2
> G-K.

141c.

t^t^nn \sT\\
N^n has here its primary physical meaning of

miss, which it has also in Jg. 2016 K^IT *6l mj?fc>n V»N yi>j> fit fa,

"and would not cause it /<? wm" ;
Pr. 836 WS3 Dph Wh, " he

that misseth me injureth his own soul
"

*, 19
2 NDin DvTO fN, 202

(l£'D: NDin =forfeits his own soul (life) : so Hab. 210
).

The

„y has the same meaning in Arabic (conj. ii. and iv.) ;
in Eth.

it means to fail to find or to have, to be without (as Ja. i
4, 5

).

NLDn, to sin (like afjiapraveiv) is thus properly to miss the right

mark.

25. "PN2N2] 21 8
27

14
31

8
,

Is. 222
*44

s
48

19 6i» 65
23

; of the

product of the earth, Is. 34
1
42

s
f.

26. IlvD] 30
2 nfa *T3K XCthw t- An enigmatic word. The

J is known otherwise only in Arab., in which kalaha is to

contract the face, to look hard and stern (Lane, 2628) ;
in

conj. iii. to show oneself hard and firm against another;

kalah also is a hard year (from dearth or famine) ; and dakr**

kalih
un

is a hard, distressing time. These data suggest the

meaning firm strength, vigour (with unimpaired powers, with-

out any long and weakening illness : cf. for the thought,

2i 23f
),
which would also suit 30

2
. And if the text is correct,

this, or something like this, is, with our present knowledge,
the only meaning that we can give it. The Vrss. merely

guess : ffir om.
(

a
coarirep kt\. being really a doublet of b

;

v. Be.) ; & AjV*-^-3
; & 1"3B> TttcA®2 (connecting doubtless

with *J H?3) ; U in abundantia ;
in 30

2 (& om. ; avvrekeia
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(
n
T̂ ?) ; & ]j..»CLL ai2l2 (as if OS-fa ?) ; % ^3 , grave (v. Levy) ;

\4 Travrekes; H irav to 777)0? gayrfv; 3 omnis vita. The
Rabb. are evidently influenced by J rfa : Ra. nannn Wa "103

na-nx i>a nf**3»a; ie naprn *vn w -ibdb n&6»a; Qi.'nip? ny;
hence EVV. a full age (30

2 RV. ripe age, but RVm. vigour).
Di. (w//£ Reife) attempts to place the connexion with J J"6a on

a philological basis, by assuming r6a to be a harder form of ni>3,

Vollendung'. but n73 is
"
Vollendung" in the sense of complete

destruction) and the entire explanation from J n^a is most

precarious. Be.K l^na (
cf. 21 7

) ; Me. nba
;
Che. (/0i? ix. 576)

better inb (Dt. 34
7
j.

27. MS iTOTpni The dag. in 'If is not ace. to rule,

the tone on N*n"|a not being on the first syll. (Qi. Michlol

(ed. Lyck), 80b, 1. 10-14; Baer, Prov. p. xiii f.
(§ 7), in his

Rules of Daghesh ; cf. K6. i. 63.)

[TOtttfP] jW n», ^r (thou) it; but the emphatic

pronoun suggests that the change of person from the 1st

per. pi. of line a takes place not in the first, but in the second,
clause of line b. Point, therefore, with <£& n?VP^.l



CHAPTER VI.

2. vpvD'
1

THpl^] emphasizing the idea of weighed. Foi

this inf. Qal beside the Nif., see G-K. 113W. (2r ei yap rt?

larcjp ar^aat^
1

??^ b& b (G-K. 144^).

^riTf] Qre W?, as everywhere else in Kt. (30
13 in the

sing. ; 630 and elsewhere in the pi.). The J hawa? in Arab,

means to gape (of a wound or the mouth) ; huwwaf* is a

yawning deep, chasm, abyss; so Syr. |Zocn (e.g. Lk. 1626 for

j^do-fia)
: hence njn would seem to mean properly a yawning

gulf; fig. engulfing ruin, destruction, or calamity. So (with

various nuances) v. 30 30
13

, Ps. 5
10

38
13

52*'
9
(but rd. here fain)

55
12

57
2
9i

3
94

20
>
Pr- 17

4
iQ

13
-

IbW] sc. D^b'an ;
as explained on 4

19 = are lifted up, laid.

[But (Ex apac may point to a reading KB* (to be construed

according to G-K. 144*/), which is, perhaps, metrically

preferable.]

3. Jiny ^] "for then"
(
= in that case), as 3

13
13

19
,

NU. 2229
.

^7 {mitet)\ This would come naturally only from pf?, to

swallow up, which yields no sense: li!, however, means to

speak rashly (cf. laghw
un

,
rashness in an oath, Qor. 2225

, rash,

or empty word, 52
23

; 23
s = ftajroXoyla in prayer), and this

yields a suitable sense : though V? might, very exceptionally

(Ew. 920; G-K. 75m), come from ny?, it is better to change
the place of the tone and read W?.

4. ^TD^] see, on the idiomatic use, on 9
s5

. Or perhaps (Du.)

with me is used in a physical sense, the fig. being that of arrows

with their points lodged in his flesh, and the shafts protruding
around him, hence "with": cf. (5r iv tgj aoi^iarl fiov. In

any case, "within me" (EV.) is incorrect.

35
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'WH3P'] From "py, set in order, array (sc. PIDnta), with

norte omitted, as Jg. 2o30- 33
,

i S. 4
2

,
and the sf. poetically in

the accus. (for >hv or vi&npi>) ;
G-K. 117*; K6. iii. § 22. So

<£ *\>2ph I'THD'', U militant contra me
;
the same reading is also

presupposed by j£ ^miD (1. ^nno). & icevToval fie (3 stimu-

lant me) = ? 'OijnjP (30
s - 17

f), ^aw me
;
so Me. Sgf. Still the

ellipse, with the accus. sf. *3-, is certainly harsh; and Di.

("possibly"), Wr. Bu. Ch. (JQR ix. 574), Be. Du. St. W?£,
undo me, may well be right, nay (Jos. 618

7
26

, Jg. 11 35
, 1 K.

i817 - 18
al.) is a strong word (Moore on Judg. I.e.), much more

than "trouble" (EVV.), to make turbid (Arab.
r

akira, to be

turbid), fig. for destroy the happiness of, trndo.

5. pT\}] 30
7
f [also in Ar. and Jewish Aram.].

[HW] 1 S. 612
t ;

also in Aram.]

**hy] Poet, for ?V: 15 times in Job, and about 25 times

elsewhere (Lex. 75 2#).

17^1] 24
s
, Is. 30

24
t. Syr. V\ . V^ in the same sense

(PS. 535).

6. 7DH] what is tasteless, insipid: cf. on n?Bn, 1
27

.

*hyO] see on 4
20

.

rfittTTl TH2] in the slime (1 S. 21 14 of saliva) ofpurslain \

£ ]AV)\,k» (PS. 1284), purslain; called in Ar. ha?nqa, the

foolish plant, "because exuding mucilage, so that it is likened

to the 'ahmaq (idiot), whose saliva is flowing
"

(Lane, Arab.

Lex. 646b; cf. Ges. Thes. 480). ft1 w\d?n\ snyu p^nn, BE2

KEr6 non KTn3, £L SOlC&rn tma. According to the Rabbis

rabn (or robn) is the w/fo'te of an egg, and JiD^n (or fiD^n) the

70//^ (see Ges. Thes. 480; Levy, j.v. pzbn) ;
and so they explain

mE^n as meaning the yolk, and niB^n in as the slime of the

yolk, i.e. the white (hence EVV. "the white of an egg").

But this is very artificial and improbable. (5 iv prj^aatv icevoZs

= DiD^n nma, "in words of dreams" : so Klo., improbably.

Ch. (EB iii. 3984) for the whole verse would read, cleverly

but needlessly, mD^n p"V2 nriK'K DS nk> 'by? *lflB »fcn, "shall

I eat my morsel with leaves of mallow, or drink broth of

purslain?"
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7a. P\xfo] [G-K. 663;] & TravaavQai, i.e. (Du.) tth or Vrb

(G-K. 53<?, 51/), which Du. adopts, placing the hemistich after 4°.

7b. As the text stands, "They (i.e. such sufferings as

these) are like sickness
(st. c. of ,W

;
Ps. 41

4 *W fenj(; cf. **l

from *?) of my food"; i.e. they are loathsome to me as if my
food were diseased. But ncn has no proper antecedent, and

the whole sentence is expressed unnaturally. Bu., plausibly,

adopting noriT (from Wr. (cf. (& ftpcojiov, which points to the

same consonants), and reading *yi for T73 : "It loathes the

sickness of my food (my diseased food)," fig. for the sufferings,

which, like repulsive food, Job has to accept at God's hands.

Aram. D^n? is to be foul, Pa., in Syriac, to makefoul \
in Heb.,

c. 33
20

(see note), to declare, treat as (G-K. $2g), find> foul=
to loathe. [McN. suggests 'Dt6 s3n

DTO.] & has fipo/Aov

(rd. with 3 MSS fipcofiov) yap opw to, alrd fiov (bsirep bcp/^v

\4ovtos, whence Me. !w nns, and Be. ((k)
,

?J> rns, /^ //^

odour of a lion, with allusion to the offensive odour of the lion,

or (Be.) of the lion's flesh, which was noticed by the ancients

(Bochart, Hieroz. i. 744). But the comparison cannot be said to

be probable. Du., who (v. supr.) puts 7* after 4°, would read

for 7
b
p8?n VH3 ion, which he supposes to be an Aram, gloss

on 6b mci?n,
" that means now the yolk of an egg," which was

made by the translators of ffi into && nna HDH. Clever, but

precarious and improbable.

8. tTOfi] So 13
5
14

13
. ffiSEU Kiani, as 19

23
. On the con-

struction of }rv *», v. further, G-K. 1516, d; Lex. 6j8b, f.

^mpm] ffi Hu. Me. Du. *n}KTn : z>. ™/>r.

9« '^] £0 moilling, consent : v. Moore, Judges, p. 47 ; Z^jtr.

3840.

•ofcernj g-k. 120^.

^tyi] z ' e ' Slve bis hand full play. Elsewhere of loosening
the thongs of a yoke, Is. 58

s
,
and setting free prisoners, Ps.

105
20

146
7

.

10. Tiy] 3 MSS EV Saad. read nttT for Tiy (so Du. ; Bu.

thinks possible) ;
but it may be due to a reminiscence of Ps.

119
50

.

"'TOnj] so Ps. 119
50

,
from rranij

(for rtDTD: G-K. 22c;
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also 2jq, 2gv; cf. "V??,
n
??.?>

Neh. g
18

),
of the same type as

n^|53, n"i|?3,
n
p?P, and with the games retained, even when the

tone is carried forward by a sf., as
^OJPga, Est. 5

7 al.
; ^TO,

La. 3
59

,
cf. in st. c. nij?3, Ezk. 34

12
;

'

nena, Est. 4
7
(G-K.

84^; more fully, Ols. § 1836; Kd. ii. i79f.).

rn7DN t] A very uncertain word. & eirj he /xov 7roXt? (Ty)

Ta<£o?, e<£' ^9 eVt Teiykoyv (bn) rjWofirjv eV' aurr)?' ou (peiaofiai

(tantf); <£ ]1^«kk-0 ]KnA ^]n (shall be perfected in strength!);

3T yUK (would rejoice, exult
;
elsewhere for 7»J, Zee. 9°; pi, Ps.

51
16

; rijy, Hab. 3
18

,
Ps. 608

149
5
) ; U ut affligens me dolore non

parcat. Exult would suit the context
;
and two methods have

been adopted for extracting- this meaning from ;fH. (1) It has

been derived from jj.^, "hart sein, hart auftreten, pedibus

pulsavit terram equus" (Schultens ap. Ges., De. Di. Bu. Du.).

But this etym. is extremely questionable: for (1) D does not

correspond to Arab. ^ ; and (2) the sense pulsavit terram is

derived and secondary, as Lane (1716) shows: the J means to

be hard and smooth, as of land producing no herbage, hard in

the sense of niggardly, also (among various other meanings),
of a beast, to beat the ground with its forefeet in running : and

the adj. said is hard and smooth, of a stone, the ground, a hoof,

etc., and hardy, strong, enduring, of a horse or camel. A word

with these senses is not at all likely to have come to denote to

spring, leap, or exult, (2) It has been connected with NH. li>D,

which means to draw back (intrans. = nirlK? "J5?D3), as Shabb.

40^, of the hand drawing back from the heat of the fire, Maksh.

5
9

,
of a viscid liquid (see Surenh. Mishna, ad loc. : vi. 443).

Levy, in NHWB, iii. 531, is influenced, partly by the assumed

meaning of T>D here, and partly by the Arab, salada, to which

(going far beyond either Freytag or Lane) he attributes the

sense in die Hohe steigen, springen (see Fleischer's correction,

ib. 724a), so as to give l^D the root-meaning of spring up or

leap ; but this is not at all implied in the passage quoted, and

in other respects rests upon most inconclusive grounds. The

case is one of those in which conjectural emendation is wiser

than "conjectural translation" (see on this Gray, Isaiah, i.

p. x, with the references) ; and npy^l, or (as Jb. 2018
39

13
)
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hdHw, / would exult (cf. 8T, above), is not a too violent

emendation of m^DN to be reasonably adopted (so, as I after-

wards discovered, Gr.).

haW tih H^TO] 26 MSS, £, Be. 5ttTI» t6i:soi613
27

22
,but

after another vb. with the same subject, n^n (the prepositive

tifha not marking the tone) may be either mil*el, and so = /n

by G-K. 90/, "in the anguish that spareth not" (Hi. ; so Du.,

but reading the normal 7n), or mi'lra, a fern, form of pNn (not

elsewhere), "in anguish, (wherein) he spareth not" (Ew.

§ 33 ic
y
Di. De. Bu.). Either constr. is possible; the former is

simpler, notwithstanding (De.) that i?DIT has always elsewhere

a personal subject.

12. t^in^] an adj., only here. Vid. the next note.

13. DNH] Elsewhere only Nu. 17
28

}fiA UOH D«n, i. e .

apparently, "Shall we ever have finished dying?
"

(Dr. 19. 2;

Lex. 5od). DN in a question is Num ? and always expects the

answer No : EVV. Is it not . . . ? which the sense requires, is

consequently an impossible rendering. The text must thus be

at fault. j& A_i_\ "|oi> U Ecce, non est . . ., which point to

pK run (Be.; Bu. alt.): Du., merely dividing the words

differently V$V KH, Behold (Gn. 47
23

, Ezk. i643 f common in

Aram., as NH), of nought (Is. 4i
2i

)
is my help within me\ but

the rarity of Nn in Heb. renders this uncertain. Gr., very

plausibly, for DNH JCnm, DJ :n^m (n^nm being asubst., 282
al.,

and G-K. i^id). Hi. Bu. (text) take DK as
if, assuming an

aposiopesis : "Am (I to wait), if . . .?" i.e. "What, if" (or

"Even if," Bu.) "my help is not in me," etc. But this is

forced.

WW] Be. Bu. r\rf\)V (Ps. 44
s7

;
G-K. 90^).

H^WJll Vid. on 5
12

. (& crwTrjpLa, <£ |j_o5o2 ; but, though

nyiCT) would be suitable, it is doubtful if these renderings pre-

suppose it (v. p. 31).

14. Hard and uncertain. DOf adj. from DDE, of the same

form as Dn (Stade, § 193^, 3), lit. one melting away',
i.e. failing,

collapsing, despairing ;
cf. the J in Nif. DE3, often of the heart,

to give way, lose courage', perhaps indeed (Bu.) DE>3? should be

read. J$C would naturally mean: "Kindness belongeth (is
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due) to him that is in despair, and that forsaketh the fear of

the Almighty
"
(aw ... 1 continuing D»i>

;
cf. Is. 5

23
46

s etc. :

G-K. 116*; Dr. 117); but Job would then be ascribing to himself

failing faith too distinctly: even though he forsook (Di. Bu.) is

not what jftil expresses, as Bu. virtually admits, when he says
that DJ (for "D Dj), or wm, for

\
would be more distinct : and

else might he (RVm.) gives \ an impossible sense. j$IJ for Ollb

have Ui? Qui tollit
(
= V?b ; Be. Bton, He that removeth (IPD,

trans., as Zee. 3°),
—

palaeographically easier, but not expressing
the right idea), and nKT for nNTI (& also has yjDT for DO^),

i.e.
" He that withholdeth kindness from his friend, forsaketh

the fear of the Almighty
"

; Du. gets the same general sense,

but by a less satisfactory way. Hi. De. understand non in its

Aram, sense of shame, reproach (Lv. 2017
,

Pr. I4
34

f ;
isn

Pr. 25
10

f) :
" If reproach come to one in despair from his

friend, he will forsake the fear of the Almighty
"

: but the

hypoth. sense (without a verb in the first clause) is very doubt-

fully expressed (see the types without a hypoth. particle, in

Dr. 148, 152-155) ;
and the thought of what Job would do in

such a case leads on to nothing in the sequel. Ew. conjectured

that two lines had dropped out: " Kindness is (due) from his

friend to him that is in despair [and compassion from his

brother to him that is afflicted of God
;
that he succumb not to

the pain of his heart,] and forsake the fear of the Almighty."
This yields an excellent sense : those who think it too bold

must, in view of the difficulties attaching to JJH, acquiesce in

the reading of <SU.

15. "niyi D^fD p*BfcO] Du. tSVtMQ% omitting d^TO as

an error due to brfi in a
, and as not in (3r. But (5r has (after

riJD) o>?7rep ^et/iap/jou? ifc\ei7rci)V (DBX for pSN3, Be. ; Is. 29
20

(3r),

rj co?7re/> Kv\xa ('A % Kv/juara = E^rj Be.) TraprjkOov fi€> and

found therefore letters representing D^fW. Bu. conj. ^2^3
D*D (Ps. 42

2
, Jl. i

20
, Ca. 5

12
),

which reads well, but is not

necessary [though such a repetition of the same term in

parallel lines as occurs in JH is open to some suspicion : see

Gray, Forms of Hebrew Poetry, pp. 255 n. and 295].

*PQyn
] pass away (as n 16

30
15

),
Hrz. De. Da. Hi. Bu. ;
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overflow (as Is. 87
),

Di. Du. ;
the former is the better

parallel to a
.

16. ^Stt] poet, for }D : 19 times in Job and 13 times elsewhere

( + \3», Is. 30
11 - 11

!).

17. i"IJ£L] st. c, before the foil. rel. clause (G-K. 130^, 155/:

cf. Dt. 32
35

j.

IHIP] Pu. from nit, apparently a by-form of
3"}^f,

Ezk. 21 3
f

(3-JV,
Pr. 1627 f ; rn-tt, Lv. i3

23 - 28
f )

: cf. pyv and pjtt, J^y and ?i>y.

RVm. shrink connects it with Syr. %^h\, to press close, compress,

compressif, coarctavit, so some older scholars, as J. D. Mich.,

Eichhorn, Umbreit, Friedr. Delitzsch, Prolegg. 36 f., and in his

transl. (1902) ("bedrangt ").

lEDl] "when it is hot," as nitf, "it becomes light," 1 S

29
10

;
\? nn\ &6l, 1 K. i

1
(G-K. 144c, cf. b) ; but there is no other

case of the "it" being represented by an explicit pron., and

Bu. may be right in condemning it as a "
Germanism," and in

reading WW 0^2 (constr. as Gn. 31
8
, Ex. i

19
, of reiteration

in past or present time, and often of an occurrence in the

future, as Gn. 3
5

,
Ex. 166

;
Dr. 123/3 ; G-K. 11200). Be. in va

inov^ (is. 35
7
49

10
t) TJ? nga.

W32-] the Nif., as 23
17

f . The verb is poet, for bring to

an end, cut off completely, e.g. Ps. 1841 DJTDSK '•fcOfcPDI, ioi 5 * 8
.

Cf. rWVDV, Lv. 25
23 - 30

f, of the complete cutting off (permanent

alienation) of land.

18. MTT r\1m« WpV;] nE>!> (Jg. 1629 (to wring round),

Ru. 3
8
1)
= Arab, lafata, to twist or wring, to turn aside, or

divert, from anything (Lane, 2665) ;
hence JH the paths of their

(the wadys') way twist, or wind themselves about (so De. Da.

Hi. Bu.). Ew. Ol. Di. Sgf. Du. B2TI T\\nvb (or VIB^) tfisfr,

caravans
(•""?"}**,

a travelling company, v. 19
(rd.

^n
"]^),

Gn. 37
25

,

Is. 2i 13
f : the fern, by G-K. 122s) twist aside, divert, their course.

iJirQ 1?}^] for nhv m tne sense of go up and disappear,

cf. Ex. 1614 (of dew), Is. 5
s4 rhp p3K3 nmw, Ps. 10225

(Hif.)

19. nim«] rd. rfrnfc
;
see on v. 18

.

rVD^H] elsewhere =going{s): Ps. 6825
,
Pr. 31

27
, Nah. 2«,

Hab. 3
6
f.

27
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1ft/ Vtp] either waited for them (3°: so Di. Du. Bu.) ;
or

waited fondly (Ew. Schl. Hi. De. in note), ^ being- the

reflexive *? (as 1211 etc. : Lex. 5160; G-K. 119^) indicating- how

they satisfied themselves with the hope, fed themselves upon it.

Hi. " Der Dativ wirft die Handlung auf das Subj. zuriick, aus-

driickend, dass sie mit dieser Hoffnung- sich selbst hinhalten."

20. TOD2] rd. inD2 : there are many such cases of a 1 being

accidentally omitted, or added, hy error: cf. on 1 S. o,
4 125 13

19

15
16

; G-K. i 45«.

IT"!!?] the fern, sf., if correct, will refer to D^nj construed

collectively as a fern. (G-K. 135^, cf. 145^) : but this is hardly

natural; and prob. Dmy should be read.

21. *fo Dn^n nn^ TD] ft is the Western reading; the

Or. reading is tit? with Qr6 & (Baer, 37, 56) : & JOTjn fc6s,

Saad. follow Or. ; ffiS express v. (a) *£ can only be rendered
" now are ye become that" (viz. a deceptive S>ro) ;

but this is

forced and improbable ;
Gr. expresses this sense better by the

conjectureW DnW, are ye like (Is. i
9
al.) unto them ? (b) &6 is

adopted by Schl. De. Hi. " now are ye become nothing-": cf.

p3W rfa
(
= Kfe), Dn. 4

s2
(where, however, it is better to

construe "are as men not accounted of": v. Bevan), and ?K?,

c. 24
25

. But this meaning for ah is against all analogy:
1 K. 3

21
,
Is. 15

6
, Jer. 5

12
,
Ezk. 2i 32- 18

,
Pr. 19

7
,
cited by De.,

do not support it
;
nor does Kon. ii. 236 f. succeed in showing

it to be probable. And 3E is not (as often quoted) sSo jimn

(as though tffo were = "as nothing"), but tfi>3 pmn p"J3 DriK

JVVin,
" Ye are now become, as ifyou had not been" (cf. Ob. 16

Y»n Nl!>3 Vm). This sense would be properly expressed by

(c) t^ (cf. Is. 40
17 TtD r«3,

23
piA iwn jnun); so Bo. Di.,

though pto ^ would be more pointed. It is best
(^?), adopting

^ from (&&, and |3 for *3 from Houb. and J. D. Mich., to read

with Ew. Ol. Bu. Pe. "So are ye now become unto me" : you
are as useless to me now as the dried up wady is to those who

expected refreshment from it.

IfcOJl] Some MSS and edd., including even Baer (p. 37),

myt), ye fear—a scribal error (De.), producing an intolerable

tautology with WTrn.



vi. 19-25 4 <i

JlJin f ]
elsewhere we have nn (41

25
),

nnn (Gn. 35
5
), and

rrnn (Ezk. f).

22.
*
,

3n] Is it that . . . ? *3 adds force and distinctness

to the question which follows : so 2 S. 9
1
,
Gn. 27

s6
29

15
f. Cf.

\D -JN, »3 N^n, *3 D3DN, etc. : z/. Lex. tf2a.

D5ni)] as Pr. 5
10

. tT\ is more common in this application.

rrnir] g-k. 64a.

24. ^] ran, sq. by as Dn. 816
,
ranon m i/rb |3n ; absoi.

Dn. n 33
,
2 Ch. 35

3
. Cf. on 5

2
.

25. 1SH1D2] The J po occurs in Heb. only here, 163

TOn »a *ivnD> no ik, 1 K. 28 renoa nbbp, Mic. 210 pioa ion.

So far as the letters go, it might be connected with either

(1) ^y, to press with the fingers (Freyt.), or (2) <jCj+,
to be

sick
(
= Aram. JTO, JLjId). From (1) no sense suitable here

can be obtained. The sense made sick = severe, would suit

1 K. 28
, Mic. 210 (cf.

H7n3 natt, a stroke made sick = severe) ;

but severe would be entirely out of place here. EVV.
"forcible" (De. Bu. eindringlich) is derived from I.E. *pfn,

Qi. (Book of Roots, s.v.) *Igini plin $» DW: the meaning

strong (Pin, njjtn) suits (superficially), 1 K. 28 (AVm. "Heb.

strong"), Mic. 210, and therefore it suits this verse; "strong"
words are, of course,

" forcible
" words (see another instance of

the same Rabb. method of argument on 2818
).

But "strong"
has no philol. basis; and De. explains

"
eindringlich

"
only

by very questionable etym. combinations and assumptions.

Ges. Thes. "
acria, i.e. valida victricia verba "

; but this rests

on the assumption of Cocceius and Simonis that po (properly

acer /nit, and then vehemens fuit) is a metathesis of «J^,

to be sour, acid; Di.'s gereizt (irritated, provoked, stirred up)

is a meaning both doubtful and unsuitable; and "irritating"

(Peake) is in addition inconsistent with the Nif. form. No
sense agreeable to the context can thus be extracted from the

J p£. Recourse must therefore be had to emendation
;
and

wfoj, "How s?nooth (pleasant) ..." (Ps. 119
103

), may be

safely adopted (cf. 5T PB*D|l). So, only attaching this sense

to "finco, Rashi, Schult. Ew. (a harder pronunciation for
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wbttt), Hrz. Schl. ; but it is better to read \t>yyy (so Gr.

Du. Che.).

26. tiy\rh] G-K. 65/, 69t/.

[iTn7] To obtain parallelism Be.T suggests substituting

for rvrb an inf. parallel to rvairr? in v. 26a—">Dv or ^i (cf.

Pr. 19
7
)

rather than TITO
(
= mr6). McN. suggests anb

(followed by ace. of obj. as in io2
,
Is. 27

s
).]

27a. I^Qn] ^Bfl for into ^Qn has the support of 1 S. 14
42

;

but (£ tTTLirlTrTere, 17 irruitis, Saad.
;

and so Bi. Be. Du.

ipbn,
" Will ye even fall upon the fatherless?" Bi. Gr. Du.

would further read on 5>y (or DH
$|J) for n\TV bVy "Will ye even

fall upon the blameless one (i.e. myself: I
1
)?" but DW by

implies the more caustic reproach.

27b. hy X\2T\] ma is to buy (Dt. 26
,
Hos. 3

2
) ; to buy

over may be thought a singular expression for make a bar-

gain over, make merchandise of; but it is supported by

40
30 D"»3»M P3 WW* Dnnn V^y VO\ © ivaXKeade, whence

Me. Bi. 2
Be., following Schult., nbn from "TO = Arab.

karra, of a warrior, to turn back against ( Jlc), of a horse or

horseman, to wheel about, and return to the fight, of night or

day, to return (Lane, 26oor), in Pilp. 2 S. 6U - 16 to turn about

repeatedly, dance (of David); i.e. "and will you rush (better,

turn rou?id) upon your friend ?
" But Wan is very precarious,

and in view of 40
30 there is no sufficient reason for deserting fSL.

Besides, both vQn and Wan seem too strong to describe what

Eliphaz has done : he has failed indeed in sympathy, but he

has not "fallen upon" Job with the violence which these

expressions would imply.

28. 123 ^fcnn] aarwSerus: G-K. 120^. In v.* with 1:

G-K. \2od.

29. iltn, Kt.] rd., of course, with Qr6 &€ «$.
30. ^Yl^TQ] either in my tongue (so that the tongue is

perverted itself, and so speaks wrongfully), or on my tongue

(Ps. 139
4
), referring directly to the words spoken. For nfan

& expresses n*?£, truth.



CHAPTER VII.

1. 7^] Qr§ yV.i in better agreement with the usage of Job
before a tone-syll., as 65 89 o,

26
15

27 204 al. (Bu.).

2. *7^3] Hi. De. Bu. : as (those of) a servant, etc., carrying

on V3B> »M, and with a full stop at the end of 2
. This is

possible (Ps. 1834
) ; but laya forms an awkward continuation of

FlNU^* n*)p^] rel. clauses, defining the tertium comparationis

(Dr. 34 ; Lex. 4540). For C]NK>, lit. pant, see on 5
5

.

T?yD] 'V3, wages, as Jer. 2213
;

n?j?3 is more usual, Lv.

19
13

,
Is. 40

10
49

4
al.

3. v>] ./or myself, marking the completeness of the posses-

sion. There is prob. no exact parallel ;
but cf. Lex. 5160.

12ft]
nJ? in Pi. is in Heb. only poet, or late (Ps. 61 8

, Jon. 21

4
6- 7* 8

, 1 Ch. 9
29

, Dn. i
5 - 10- u

f )
: it is common in Aram. (Dn.

224. 49
312^ Ezr# 7^ ; and often in Tgg. and Syr.). In «0 the

implicit subj. is E^ptsn ; see on 4
19

. This use of the indefinite

3rd pi. to express what we should denote by the passive

(" nights of misery are appointed unto me ") occurs elsewhere

in Heb. (G-K. 144/, g), but it is particularly frequent in

Aramaic and NH. : e.g. Dn. 4
13

far. «^3N p m:A, 22.23.29

5
20

,
in the ptcp. 3* 4

s2 - » (WHDS frag ?\b),
29 etc. (Kautzsch,

Gramm. des Bibl. Aram. § 760, 96c) ; Pirke Abhoth, 216 3
s
4*

(^ja uod pyisa iriD3 dhdp dp b?n»n b) : cf. in NT. Mt. 7
16

,

Mk. io13 ,
Lk. 1220

ravrrj rrj vvktI rrjv yjrv^v gov air air ova lv

airo gov, 1 4
s5

, Jn. 15
6 202 .

4. For the type of hypothetical see Dr. 1381, a, G-K.
ll2gg\ and cf. v. 13f- io14 21 6

,
Gn. 43°. YHDKI (with 1 consec.)

introduces the apodosis in a freq. sense. Tn6Nl for *fhD&0, on

account of the rebhia : Dr. 104 (cf. Ps. 281

).
W3S5H should be

W3fen (ib. no. 2, Obs.).
45
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*TTO] for the ^ see G-K. 52/. The verb in Heb. means to

measure (Ps. 608
al.) ;

Arab, rnadda is to extend, stretch out,

prolong (Lane, 2695 f.) : cf. Tjknn, 1 K. 17
21

,
and rrjo, extension,

large size, in rnp *t>ON, Is. 45
14 etc. ; and T1D, if correct, must

have this sense here. [Moreover, ifE requires my to bear the

meaning of nM>> night, for which Pr. 7
9
gives but a precarious

support. In (5r my receives its normal meaning, evening, or,

strictly, the time of, or beginning with, (sun-)selling.] ffir has

iav KOifjbTjOa), \€>y(0 Uore rj/iepa ; &>? & av avaaray, irakiv Zlore

eo-irepa ;
whence Du. TlOp OKI :

Dipfitt
DV SDD »moK1 VOW DK

:C|5M Hy Dm: TOUen mg "no,
» If i lie down, I say,

' When
(will it be) day, that I may arise ?

' And if I arise (I say),
1 When (will it be) even ?

' "
etc. e]£>: in jjH, of the morning

twilight, as 3
9

;
in the emended text, of the evening twilight, as

24
15

. [A slighter alteration than Du. proposes gives a better

distich than he obtains, and gets rid of the unusual meanings
which must be attributed to my and VJB if JH be retained.

Read ^E for TiD and render :

When I lie down, I say, When shall I arise ?

And as often as evening (comes), I am sated with

tossings till (morning) twilight.

The rhythm is 4: 4, an occasional though rare variant on the

normal 3:3; see, e.g., f 15
20

.]

5- ttWl] Qre B*at; in NH. a lump or clod, as isy b>M, Knj

rbo bv, ilDlK bw VU (see NHWB.).
y^ t] to become hard, as in Eth. (Di. Lex. 317), e.g. for

NDp, Ex. 15
8

, Jb. io10
,
and the ptcp. regu — Tervpco/jLevos, Ps.

67
16

; irayek, Wisd. y
2

.

DNTS*Y] a "metaplastic" form of DD£, or, better, a mis-

pointed DNft'l, for DEW (G-K. 23^), in pause for Dft'1, from

DDS, to liquefy, melt (Ex. 1621
,
Ps. 683

al.). So Ps 58
s

tfDKB*

D*D TO3 (rd. pDS'J. & here . >mW
),
£ *DDn*K.

6. ^Pfc^] a weaving apparatus, in Jg. 1614 the /00m, here

the part of the apparatus which moves to and fro, the shuttle.

Jn«*P might have been expected (cf. Bu.) ;
but ]DP, sling, is a

word of the same form denoting the instrument.

7. m*nS 1W] G-K. u 4w n. : cf. Dt. 30
9

,
1 K. 13

1
*.
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8. TlWn] -W 10 times in Job, Nu. 23° 24
17

, Jer. 5
26

, Ca.

4
8
,
Hos. 13

7
14° f ; and in D*TW, (insidious) eyers, in the Psalms.

9. [The form of sentence (without ")t?K3 in 9*) is rare : cf.

Lex. 486^, 2d.]

ifefl G-K. 29g y 69p.

II. PP'CJN] The primary idea ofW is to muse or talk (Ps.

7y7
(6). 13 (12) io^34 j j ^23.

27. 48
i e? y

pr . 6s2 ;
and so riTW is musing,

Ps. ii9
97- 99

: cf. Jb. 15
4
) ; but both these words and the subst.

JVC often express the idea of plaintive musing or talking,

complain, complaint, as I S. i
16

,
and esp. in Job and the Pss.,

as here, v.13 g
27 io1 2 i

4
23

s
,
Ps. 55

s <& 18 <17> 64
2 CO

y7
* (3)

I42
3

(2).
•

13. ^rPtl^l NU^] to bear in, i.e. share in bearing (Lex.

88b; G-K. 119m).

14. ^nnm] see on v.4.

^Wl] G-K. 6od.

15. ^n^^n] rd. with Reiske, Me. Di. ("anmuthend"),

Sgf. Bu. Du. al. VfalfgB : v . supr.

16. V\DNft] Me. Sgf. Du. carry back into 15b
, rendering

" Death I despise in comparison to (Du. because of) my pains."

But DND, to reject (e.g. Saul as king, 1 S. is
23 - 26

),
in so far as

it means to "
despise," is to despise so as to reject, not to

despise while accepting. The ellipse of "n (9
21

"(1 DNEtf) is

considerable ;
but its insertion would be vetoed by the current

metrical systems. [Yet the insertion would produce 4 : 4

rhythm of which a few examples occur (see v. 4
n.). The

"sechser" (2:2: 2), left if VlDND is transferred to v. 15
, is, as

Sievers has felt, also exceptional.] De Dieu, Capellus,

Rosenm. (cf. RVm.) derived ^nDKD from DDD (cf. on v. 5
) ; but

this is not possible : Bi. obtained the same sense legitimately

by emending to ^BE, I melt (waste) away : cf. U desperavi.

17-18. ^"DlDFn must express a fact, not a contemplated

possibility; hence it must either (as Dr. 398, H4/3), if 17 be

rendered (as EVV.)
" that thou shouldest . . .," be separated

from this and made an independent sentence, "Yea, thou

visitest," etc.
; or, which is better,

17 is to be rendered,
" What

is man, that thou magnifiest him (as a fact) . . ., and visitest,"
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etc. The rend, of EVV., if exact, would require frnpBl for

lnpBFII (or inpsn Dnpn^l); see Gn. 37
s6

. So Ps. 50
16 is not

" What is it to thee to declare my statutes, and that thou

(AV.) shouldest take (N^l) my covenant upon my mouth?"

but,
" And that thou (RV.) hast taken my covenant upon thy

mouth?" (On cases of . . . >3 nio see Lex. *3, if.).

19. nftD] See Lex. 553d (4 c). Here = how long? as Ps.

35
17

. There is no reason to correct to no ny, or proof that ffi&U

read it.

20. For the hypoth., without a hypoth. particle, see Dr. 154 ;

G-K. 159/%; and cf. 4
2 - 21

.

lift7] so (mil*el) only here (Lex. 554«).

n^n^] so that . . . this is an accommodation to English

idiom : we cannot, after a word like why, change the person,

as Heb. can, and say,
" Why hast thou . . ., a?id I am," etc. ?

Cf. similar cases in Gn. 31
27

, Jer. 2017 .

*hy] fflr and 2 MSS have "]^y, upon thee\ and this, according

to the Jews, was the original reading, f& being one of the 18

tikkune sopherim, or alterations made by the scribes in passages

regarded as savouring of impiety (see Ginsburg, Introd. to Heb.

Bible, p. 347 ff. ; Geiger, Urschrift, p. 308 ff. ; or, more briefly,

Dr. on 2 S. 201
).

It is preferred by Me. De. Gr. Sgf. Bi. Buhl,

Be. Du. But, as Bu. remarks, upon thee would form an anti-

climax on the preceding line, whereas tipon myself follows it

naturally and forcibly, and Bi. only accepts it by assuming the

meaning
" butt

n
for n&'d ("burden ") ;

and Be. by altering tftPD

into rn»p, "butt" (16
12

).

21. Nt^n] ffi expresses Ktfn {*$% forget (1 i
6
); so Me. Wr

IDtPN] ffi Klo. 3^f.



CHAPTER VIII.

2. ]N] I S. io4
,
2 K. 5

25 Kt. : usually njgl.

7v?D] (Aram.) the verb cognate with iyp (4* n .).

[ITn] masc. as 4
15

(n.).]

TSl3] only in Jb. (15
10

31
25
34

17 - 24
36

s
)
and Is. (16

14
17

12 282
) f ;

cf. the vb. V33n, Jb. 35
16
36

31
f, Arab, kabir, Syr. t

» ^^
(rare) :

the vb. is Arab. Eth. and Syr.

3. rVjSr.] ProPerly to fwa£e crookedx see Qoh. 7
13

. The

repetition of the same word is emphatic ;
but (5r in a

aSt/ajaet,

[never = my ;
but cf. Am. 85

, where rnj6 = irocrjaac . . . a&ifcov],

in b
rapdtjeL [

= my in 19
6
34

12
: cf. also 34

10
,
La. 3

59
]

: and so

Be. njy; (cf. 33
27 Wjn i^;) or tfgJP (Mic. 3°) in either a or b

;

Du. in b
™V) (La. 3°). [In view of &, the repetition here in JS

is improbable : cf. G. B. Gray, Forms of Hebrew Poetryt 254, n.

3> 295 f-]

4* Dri/tl^y sent them away, let them go = give over, as

Ps. 81 13
. The introd. of the apod, by 5 [cf.

ffir direareiXev] is

unusual; but cf. 1 S. 15
23

(after }jr),
Ps. 59

16
, c. 36

s
(Dr. 1277).

Du., reading in 5 with (& iWJO for nriK DK, escapes this diffi-

culty: "If thy sons have sinned against thee, and he have

delivered them into the hand of their transgression, then

(1 K. 832- 84- 36. S9
; Dr. I24)

do thou seek," etc.

5. vN vN ^nt^il] "inB> elsewhere sq. accus. : f>K inp may
be said on the analogy of bx Km, 5

8 al. (Be.).

6. IJt] " 4 i617 33
9
,
Pr. 162 2011 21 8

: of pure oil, Ex. 27
20 =

Lv. 24
s

;
of pure frankincense, Ex. 30

34
, Lv. 24

7
f. Cf. :pf,

i5
16

*5
5

; "?!» I 5
U

25
4

.

iljiy "O] indeed then (Dr. 144; Ze#. 472^; G-K. 159^);
cf. Gn. 3i

42
43io.

49
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'Thy "W* JUl^ *0] (5 Seijcrem liraKovaeTai aov, i.e. (Bi.

Be.) irtan r«£, or Be. (alt.): ""ij^W (Gn. 25
21

).

""P ;¥] on thy behalf: Lex. 7540 (c).
—In order to reduce the

triplet to a couplet, Bi. 2 Be. T excise v. 6a
,
and Me. Sgf. Du.

Be.K v.6b [absent from one MS Ken
],

as a gloss.

"fpl^ n^5] f°r nH see on 5
3
- The fern, only here and

Zeph. 26 n*J;' rd. prob. each time ma. Cf. Jer. 31
23

P"tt nw

(of the future, ideal Jerusalem).

7» "CEfQ] a. subst. : G-K. 141c, d; Dr. 189. 2.

TOfer'] v. 11
,
Ps. 73

12
92

13
f; *wfcn, 1223 36

24
t; ** (adj.), 36

26

37
23

(as [in Aram, of] Dn. 26 - 12 and oft.) f. As Aram, shows,

MB? (not nab') is the correct orthography. The Aramaic equiva-

lent of the Heb. Hin. The masc. after "jrVinK is irregular ; and

Ol. De. Bi. Du. n
.3

;

^, shall make great. This, however, injures

the parallelism (Di. Bu.); and a good many cases of the

irregularity occur—e.g. Ex. 1249
, Jg. 13

5
, and esp. Pr. 210 1225

29
s5

;
G-K. 145^; K6. iii. 345^ (assimilation to ppffi, Ko. 2512',

is not probable). Be. nafe^ or, after ffir afivdrjra, HN^; but,

2/" a change is needed, <"t3^ri would be the natural one to make.

8. 'b bxvr] 2 K. 86.

|W] cf. G-K. 23*.

jrO] sc. -]2b : cf. fci Db>,

'

-A ne*, and DK> with ellipse of J?,

4
20 al. (see note). J? p13, however, never occurs, though, as jyo

means to fix (a throne, a land, the moon, a city, a bowstring),

there seems no reason why it should not occur
;
and 2b p3i"l, to

direct, apply the heart, though frequent, never occurs without

J? (Jg. 126 is dub. : see Moore). Hence it is quite possible

that 13*13 (Dt. 32
10

f) should be read (Ol. Sgf. Di. Du.): Bu.'s

objection that only T? and pinnn occur elsewhere in Job is

hardly decisive against it.

"IpH] concrete, what has been sought out : cf. 1 i
T
.

OJTVnN] their fathers, viz. those belonging to the successive

generations implied in in (Di.). But ffirU, Lag. Sgf. Du. Be.

ntaK the fathers, parallel to pK>n 1V7. But (Bu.), if a change is

thought necessary, U^niaK would be better than DUtf.

9. bv2D] constr. as Dl!>K>, 5
24

;
D™ nRKt, ps . 92°, Dn. 9*
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(Dr. 189. 2
;
G-K. 141c, d). Ol. Lag. Sgf. Du. St. Sta? (but £

^onKJD is no evidence of this reading, the p being in Aram,

necessary for the sense, just as " of yesterday
"

is in English).

10. J? VtOW] rd. with 14 MSS (&&&) nan. The words

are, however, rather flat after *p*W : hence Di. supposes them to

be a gloss; and Be., after (5r, would read P <WI
(cf. n 6

).

11. n«y] HK3, in Heb. only 1016
,
Ex. I5

1 - 21
(nw nto

<3), Ezk.

47
5
f (of waters rising); niiO, Ps. 46* of the rising- of the sea; rn*0

of a rising- mass, or column, of smoke, Is. 9
17

;
of the swelling of the

sea, Ps. 89
10

;
cf. 7^ p&u, Jb. 38

11
;
but the derivv. have usually

the collat. idea of majesty, or pride', in Aram, also *&ontf,

•_iL|Z],
is to show oneself exalted, or proud. Hence the word is

more than merely
"
grow up" (EVV.), it is to rise up loftily or

proudly.

NTU] Lex. 5200.

i"W] Bi. Be. nac» DK, perhaps rightly [cf. &&].

^n N] as if from ahw, like VV& from sahw (G-K. 93*).

U*D ^1] Dr. 164. So tn:£ ^3, 24
10

; KD3 pK, Is. 47
1
.

12. 'a ^£3^1 . . . 11«1 liTO] constr. as i
18 - 19

(Dr. 169).

Nu. 11 33 is an exact parallel: ma"1 DID DfTOP p3 irriy "IBOn

Dna mn "»
ijifi (cf.

Ps. 78
s0- 31

).

^tDp'
1 N/] a circ. clause: Dr. 34 end, 162; G-K. 156/;

cf. Lv. i
17

, Ps. 261
. The emendation (Be.) W fraws is un-

necessary : ?3tf, greenness, is also a word not known to

Hebrew.

13a. Cf. Pr. i
19 W» yril ^3 mm« p; but there also ffic

JVIHN yields a better sense. With (5r t<x ea^ara, cf. Sir. 23

eV ia^dTmv <rov, obviously == "jmn&Q. )Y~inK may denote

either the latter part (v.
7
),

or the actual close, of life, according

to the context.

14. tDIp*
1

1] if correct, from *
DDp = Ar. katta, to cut across

(e.g. a strap or a thong) so as to sever (Lane, 2539) : in this

case, however, we should vocalize D£\ The parallel B*3ay TV3

suggests, however, a noun here, rather than a vb.
;
and Saad.

has for Dip*, <m**£J! J.A3-, sun-cords, i.e. gossamer (cf. Germ.

Sommerfaden, summer-threads = gossamer) : hence Be. Du.
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D^lp, threads. Is. 5g
5

y-|tf WXM ^p,
fl

IJQ^ ViT vb Dfrllp t. Is.

59
5, 6 do not indeed show that D'HIp, standing alone (without

" ofa spider"), would denote specifically a spider's threads: still,

even if it did not do this, the following B*33y rV3 might suffice

to suggest that meaning here. Be. (alt.) D^P, or D^p, is a

needless Aramaism (Is. 59
s

5T) pip,
6 HT [all m Levy] ; cf.

HKftp, a spinner or weaver, Shabb. 1130 ; _^a£} >,_.. (Jb. 7
6 for

JlJjl),
"a thrum of threads" PS. 650, cf. 3510),

—unless, indeed,

*3i?>
DTO are to be read in Is. 59

5 - 6 for n)p, onnip, "lip having
no Heb. etymology, and not a satisfactory Arabic one, for

kawr is not a "thread," but (Freyt.) new cotto?i, a cord or «?/>£

of?iew cotton. Bu.'s retranslation of the Germ. ' ' Sommerfaden "

into 0$ ^p (°Bi Aram, for HP), to take the place of »5pJ "W^,
is ingenious, but venturesome and precarious.

15. D1|T] maintain itself, endure', syn. of loy, as Jos. 7
12

,

djtoik **fh Dipi> . . ., As* k5>
13

,
1 S. 13

14
mpn *6 Trotee; c. 15

29
,

frn mp* k^.

16. 2tD^] 3^"i, 24
s
f ; the V is common in Aram. : e.g.

K3tDr»==*1^, Ps. 32*; 3W = r6 (opp. Ba<), Nu. 6s
;
-^ .

^
; =

%09, Lk/23
31

(PS. 3894).

*tf"03] the garden in which the *]3n is pictured as planted.

What creepers, spreading over a garden, the writer is likely to

have had in view, only, perhaps, one familiar with the East

could tell us : possibly ni33, "over the roofs," is right (Bu.).

17. TO] a heap of stones (Gn. 31
46

, Jos. 7
26

al.). [Me. Che.

{Exp., June 1897, p. 409) give hi the sense of spring (against

which see next n.), and emending D*33K 1V3 in the next line to

D*3K -irva, render,

His roots twine themselves together about a fountain,

He looks with delight on a luxuriance of fresh growths.]

rrtrr D^DN HOI] "and he seeth the house (place) of

stones
" cannot be right ;

and many endeavours [mostly by

emending nins but see also last n.] have been made to obtain

a better sense, (a) (£ ^rjaerai = nw (so Sgf. Gr. Du.),
" Its

(His) roots are twined about the spring (Ct. 4
12

) ;
In the house

of stones it (he) liveth," i.e. (Du.) it is planted in the most
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favourable spot in the garden, in the well-house, up the walls

of which it grows, flourishing better in the house of stone than

other plants do in their beds. But itf, spring (cf. on 5
5
),

is very-

uncertain (in Ct. 4
12b

f ^y: p should most probably be read, as

in 4
12a

) ;
nor can the sense obtained be said to be exactly satis-

factory, (b) The Arab, hazza is to cut, notch, incise (hence, no

doubt, Wn, a jagged or forked lightning-flash) ; hence Bo.

Matt. Ew. Vo. Di. (supposing run to have the same meaning,
and taking JV2 in the sense of between, as in Pr. 82

, Ezk. 41
9

,

and the Syr. A . «^
; but it is better simply to read p3, with

Wr. Gr. Sgf. Be.) render, "And cuts, pierces, between the

stones
"—its roots force their way in between the stones, and

so take a firm hold in the earth; similarly Hi. De. Di. (alt.),

understanding, however, JV3 in its usual sense, and supposing
" house (or place) of stones" to denote a bed, or layer, of

stones, "And pierces the place of stones." But the sense

divide, cut, pierce for run has no support in Heb.
; and it is

better in this case (Bu.) to have recourse to the >J hazza, Ttn,

and to read injrp ('$ jy^ being a castts pendens), or Thj. (c) Bi.

vnrt*, Bu. ?n* (from tn«: cf. rnni for rnafon, 2 s. 209
; G-K. 68h),

u takes hold 0/ the place of stones," finding a firm support there.

(d) Be. nt/T (from itn, common in Aram, and NH. in the sense

of go round, e.g. Ps. 266 & for 32D : cf. tiTWn and mm as the

names of two spreading plants, Low, Aram. Pflanzennamen,

p. 156), "And they go about between the stones." If we
were sure that ftn was in use in Heb., trp would be the best

emendation : in view of this uncertainty, tns

, the next best

suggestion, may be right. There is no occasion to have

recourse to the Aram. "itn.
<

18. \2l U?rp1] with tne tone thrown back, in spite of the

dag. f. implic. in n, and with a consequent
— for —

,
on

account of the following tone-syll. fa (G-K. 2gg: cf. 132 pnS?,

Gn. 39
14* 17

).
The waw consec. in the apod., Dr. 1382', /S.

19. Tn] Be. |3, needlessly (the ton, in this case, as Dr. 200,

201. 1, 3; but there is no example after |2). Whether this p
is presupposed (Be.) by fflr roiavrr) is doubtful : (2r for 18b has

ov% eopatcas Toiavra, which (cf. Du.) seems to express IVK"! N?
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jna = jfH -\[}
1Q UNKl *6, differently divided, so that, if this expl.

of <f& is correct, roiavra will presuppose p *f-j
and 19

Toiavrt)

will correspond to Nin.

"DTI t^WD] & Ka,Ta<TTpo<l>r) aaeftovs—ao". being" a para-

phrase of the suff., and /ear. representing "yn 8WD ;
and those

who think that the reference must be to the abrupt close of

the godless man's prosperity, seek to emend on the basis of

this. Thus Me. for nCD proposed ra*B>»; but rQMPo is not

"Wendung" in a general sense, but specifically
"
turning

back,'* apostasy. Be. D1DD
(Is. io18

) ;
but "

melting away
"

is a

questionable fig. to apply to a "way." KaraaTpo<f>T) recurs

15
21

(
=

TjiB>), 2 1
17

(
= TX), 27

7
cosirep 17 kclt. TOiv aaeftwv,

paraphr. for VCH3 : cf. Pr. i
18b

(not in JH) rj he /car. dvSpcov

Trapavbn<isv icaicr): it might, therefore, express Yb% or even,

perhaps (Sgf.), riKfete (only in nafci natf, 30
3
38

27
, Zeph. i

5
,

and in the pi. rrtWBfo, Ps. 73
18

74
3
t), which resembles &ne>D

more than nb> does
; and, as DW"» *lb> and Q^KH rw are both

said (Pr. 21 7
3
25

), DTI Yk>, or 13"n riKfr'o, might perhaps have

been said likewise. But if the view taken above be correct, no

change in the text is necessary.

*)n?2!P] if correct, an extreme case of a sing, noun con-

strued in a coll. sense as a pi. (G-K. 145^; cf. Is. 164 DB*~i «3TI,

etc., c. 19
19

).
But prob. nD^ should be read ;

so (Sr (avafiXaa-

rrjcrei, aXXov [A aXXo]), £ o*kSo*J }jj-»^1 (so Walton and Lee ;

Urm. and Bar Bahl. ^^Sc^j; but the Af. also is intrans.,

PS. 3415) ; 2TU express the plural.

21. *7y] /#/: rd. Yy with practically all moderns.

H^] for vbo\ ; G-K. 230, 75^ : cf. &?, Ezk. 2816.

22. *0^fc$] # w »^,—after the casus pendens, as Gn. 37
30

42
13- 36

44
26- 30 etc. A frequent elegancy, much more forcible

and expressive than DWi iritf }W, for instance, would be :

how inferior also jiyDP p&o *|DV r** would be to JWDBn M3*K *)DV

W^« 1
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4. TO Y^NI 117 03H] a caws pendens, resumed by
the sf. in V^K : cf. Ps. 107

5
C]tsynn Dm DE>C3 D*K»S DJ MJH,

Is. 4420 ^nisn $>ron ni? -idk ny'-i.~~
T • •• V " V

TO fDN] The V J>DX often with m: v. 19
, Nah. 22 H3 J^K,

Pr. 24
s
ro-p3K)p nvi B>W, Am. 214 W3 fB80 «i? pmi, Is. 40

26

m (rd. r»N) P^ki d^k 3'"^, Jb. 36
19 m **»«» fai.

For b
j

cf. Dr. 19; Dt. 5
23 W . . . ynf IBN 1P3 fa *D

;

La. 3
37 *nrn n»« n? *D

;
Sir. 210 .

5. "Y£?N] might = quod (Ex. n7
; Lex. 83a, 8 /3),

"and they
know not that" etc. (Di. Del.); i.e. it is done in a moment,
before they have realized that He has overthrown them in His

wrath. [But rhythm and parallelism alike are unfavourable to

this view of the construction, and favour the view underlying
the translation. We should perhaps read "1BW JJT (cf. %

yC^rnn v^ J^) ; for a clause with iew and the pf. (cf. Dr.

§ 117) coupled with a participial clause, cf. Mic. 3
2f- 46.]

6. p!T?DrP] the vb. only here: HW3, trembling, horror,

21 6 al.

7. Din] Jg. 14
18 no-win «3< d-»d3 (but rd. prob. nnnfin) :

otherwise only in n. pr. D"in "in, Jg. i
35

; DirrroED, 29 ;
Dnnn

nfa.D,

813
,

Is. 19
18

(some MSS, but very dub., though no doubt Ty
Dinn contains an allusion to it) Dinn "Vy {X 7ro\t? rjXiov, U
civitas solis).

8-10, regarded by Be. Du. Bu. as an insertion, on the

ground that they speak of the creative works of God, whereas

the context, both vv. 4-7 and v. llff
-, relates to the destructive, or

(v.
llf

-)
elusive and arbitrary, character of His operations, and

that the latter are alone in harmony with Job's argument, and

present frame of mind.

8. ^0^^] so Is - H14
*
Am « 4

13
; ancl »n Qr^ for 7ND3 (i.e.

55
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*rta), Dt. 32
13

,
Is. 58

14
,

Mic. i
3,—each time (Bu.) before

a tone-syll. in pause (H£, 3J, D^). As *rfD3 is the form which

regularly occurs before suffixes, no doubt this—accented *n^?

(Bu.), with a toneless ult. between the two tone-syllables
—

should be always read: SSL W3 seems intended partly to

secure a short vowel under D, partly to get rid of the double

plural (which, except in this word and Vl£>K"i», 1 S. 2612
(text

dub.), occurs only before suffixes, G-K. 875), by implying that

the abs. form is np3 (so Bu.) giving the word the form of

a plur. from sg. np'3 (with radical n : cf. ninTH from n7J).

Cf. Ko. ii. 172, 411 f., 436.

0*>] 3 MSS ay,—doubtless from Is. 14
14

.

[9. n^DI v^DD] Parallelism favours reading nM(l) ^D31

(cf. (Sr&U), or, transposing, ^D3 HCDI (cf. the order in 38
31

,

Am. 5
8

: here ffi& read nDO immediately after ;to).]

11. nfcTlN ttV) ^ 11V1
]HJ "Behold, he passethbyme

(whenever it may be), and I see him not !
" the form of sentence

suggesting, with some vividness, though not expressly in the

form of a hypoth., a hypothetical case : so i2 14, 16
19

7
23

s
.

nNIN] &T3 express infcON (though it does not follow that

they read this) ;
but with verbs such as rifcO and jftDC the sf. is

often dispensed with. [Yet here tf?rp) ittON might be a wrong
division (cf. Dr., Sa?nuel2

, xxviii.) of what was intended to be

read e^rP inK"W.]

FprTH] P^n is a poet. syn. of "iny, esp. where swiftness or

force is to be indicated: of a flood, Is. 88
;
a tempest, 21 1

; a

breath, Jb. 4
16

: cf. also n 10
(of God), g

26
,
Hab. i

11
. In prose,

only 1 S. io3 (where Ehrlich would read $??$).

V?] h is the nota accus. (as 5
2
)

: with p3, as 14
21

23
s

,
Pr. 14

15
,

Dt. 32
s9

,
Ps. 73

17
139

2
(with pn, differently, c. 624

).

12. 121^^ ^Q t\TSTV lp] here, unless *m should be read,

*D definitely introduces the apod., and jn is more distinctly if;

so 40
23

(unless TIGrv &7\ be read).

FjnrP f ]
Aram. %^A^> is to break in pieces. Rd., with

3 MSS, *lb£, seize, Jg. 21 21
,

Ps. io9 t (as ^l^k., e.g. =

avvapird^eiv, Acts 612
)

: add Pr. 23
28

[Sir. 50
4
],
where for &inn
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rd. *|Dh,—ariKfi *)tth3 *0n bjk (like a setser, robber). 2 here

avapirdaeL. [Cf. the gloss in Sir. 15
17 ismn in innw.]

13. 1PH] ® ktjtt; ra V7r' ovpavov (cf.
2612b to A07T05 = 2m).

15. "WN] = /, who . . . (Lex. 82a, 3) :
[-|£>N

is not omitted

in (2r (Be.
K

Du.), but represented by yap].

n:yN] £ Hfm. Siegfried Gr. Be. Bu. TOK (i^), un-

necessarily.

^tpDt2)tP7] to my opponent-at-law. ptcp. of the "conjug. of

attack'"' (iVel), G-K. 55$, c: cf. 1 S. 189 fJP, to be-eyey
Ps. 101 5

|g^f>,
to be-tongiie (in slander). But Hi. Hfm. Bu. *OSf»^

should supplicate /or wy right (to get justice). (5r (or rather

Aq. or G) tov /cpifiaTO? avrov. The change is not necessary ;

but Di.'s objection that pnnn is not construed with 7 of the

thing is hardly conclusive against it
;
for many similar words

are so construed, as Gn. 41
55

Dr6i> . . . pW, c. 15
23 orp? Nin Tti

(Lex. 515a). Gr. *BE& Sd>.

16. &B Be.K Du. *I?3C vb),
"If I called, he would not

answer me; I cannot believe that he would hearken to my
voice

"
[which is rhythmically easier]. But the change of

*J3JP $b\ if it once stood here, into ^Wl) is not a likely one ;

and if "and he answered me" is explained as is done above,

the emendation is not necessary.

17. [^t2JN, for, forasmuch as: Lex. 83b.]

my&] Nah. i
3
f ; "W, Is. 282

; ngfe>, 27
21

,
Ps. 50

3
, Dn. 1 1

40
\.

Elsewhere each word always with D (including Jb. 38
1
40

6

rnyp).

^DW] would bruiseme ((Sxi/CTptyy; &, . 1 ^V>; Uconteret,

Pjliy,
as Gn. 3

15
, Ps. 139

11
1 (but rd. here *33D^) : cf. Aram.

t[W 9 S|Btf, ^q^ (PS. 4099/"), to rwo, *.^. with a file, Ex. 32
20 &

]
1 . <^o - a m^l T © p^ mrn ny p|Bh, Dt. 9

21 © aw nw'i

K^BHW ; fig. 4
20 to crush (the poor, etc.), % Ps. 72* (for K2H),

89
24

(for ^31) al. There is no need to take spp as = *]KK>, to

/a^ (after), A* eager for, Ps. 56
2 B>UK ^M? "3, al. (Ew. Di.

Bu. Du.) : the objection that bruises cannot be multipled (

b
)

upon one who is already
" crushed

"
is hypercritical :

b is not

necessarily subsequent to a
, but may well be parallel to it ; and

28
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\JB1B* is not, any more than the figures in i69-14
,
to be under-

stood with literal exactness. & curiously Nri3*2l ^in "IJH

%ny plplft who deals finely (exactly) with me even to a

hair's breadth
(i.e. nnj$?3: cf. Levy, ChWB. 940, 184$; Yeb.

i2ib
y flyftm

Dira D^pnin' oy pipiv ra"pn.

rQ^m] with waw consec. after »3EM5*, as v.81 , Am. 9
3f-

(Dr. 113. 3).

18. HOT] irreg. for the inf. c> Nu. 2021 21 23
, or, more

usually (Gn. 206 etc.), the inf. c. with / (G-K. 114m; Ko. iii.

414^: cf. Lex. 679*/, g).

tCpW1

]
G-K. bod.

D^"^??] from niDO f, with d. f. dirimens (G-K. 20/*) ;
but

rd. Dn'-rap (p after yn^, as Ps. 104
13

al.), or (3 MSS) DnhBS

(cf. La. 3
16 D s

"np? W3frn).

19. n^H and ^TJ^V ^72] as the text stands, "He saith
"

must be understood before each of these, and nan must be

taken as the challenger's call that he is ready :
" Here I am !

"

" Wohlan !

"
(Di. De. Bu.). mn, however, nowhere else

stands alone for " Here I am !

"
: there is nothing to suggest,

at least in a
, the implicit

" He saith
"

; between " I
"
denoting

Job in 18 and 20
,

"
I
"

in 19 cannot denote God (Be.) ; hence Hi.

Me. Hfm. Be. Klo. Du. WW (Jer. 183
, Kt.), or nSn = fen (Lex.

243d), with »TW (<£&) in b
. Still, the challenge in Yahweh's

mouth is remarkably fine and bold (Bu.) :
" He saith

"
is often

understood in Heb. poetry ;
and if ^n were read for run, the

sense would show that God was the speaker.

20. |TT?N] the pausal form, for P^-fN, with the minor disj.

tifha, like"* '**:&,
21a

*?«; Dr. 103.

*»D]
Ol. Me. Wr. Hfm. Sgf. Be. T (Be.

K with ?)
VQ

;
but

while there is force in emphasizing Job's mouth, there would be

no point (Bu. Du.) in specially mentioning the "mouth " of God.

•WpSH ^N Dn]
"

I am perfect, a?idhe hath," etc. = "If
I am perfect, he hath

[
= will have]," etc. : cf. 3

25a
23

13
, ^31

WW nim, 29
11

, Pr. 11 2
|£p **?

s
! i™ K3 (Dr. 153; G-K. 159X'

3rd case).

^ttJMCl] Hif- for '^?Vl\' G-K. 53». Bu. Du. Be. K ^V)
(or ''WPT.), as the Hif. of wpy does not occur : Bu. Be. also '*1
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(not '*!) ;
but this implies an improbable use of waw of the

apodosis.

21-22. Du. reconstructs thus (the last cl. from 24b
)

: Dn

s6 dk rbiD Kin ytm on itf»n nna «n dkek *pb3 jhk *6 ^a

Nin *B 1BK
[a succession of four-stressed lines

!].

23. JlDtt] i
a

) melting away, despair, from ^/ DDE (cf. DE, 6U ,

—if correct) ;
so Ew. Di. De. ("perh."), Bu. Du. (b) trial, from

<J HD3, as HDp, Dt. 4
34

al., and in particular trial by calamity,

like NT. ireipaofios : so Hi., Ges. De.—Ges. De. actually

rendering "calamity" (hence RVm.). Gr. Che. H^D?.

24. n:n:] & Be.K am
NIPT *>ft 1DN N 1

? DN] "If not, then, who is it?" cf. 24^W 'D iSS *6 DN1, Gen. 43
11

<&$ riNT KiBK p DK, "If it is

so, then, do this." (N)iSK is an enclitic particle, always

following the word, or words, to which it relates : see, further,

Lex. 66a, Ace. to the Massorah (Baer,/<?d, p. 39), it is always

written kids, except in Jb. 17
15

19
s - 23

24
25

. Baer and Ginsb.

have NteN here ;
but Kit. with Hahn and other edd. have tex.

The "i
snD (see on 1 S. 125

; Ginsb. Introd. to Hebrew Bible,

p. 187 ff.) N12N SD KIM vh DN has nothing to recommend it.

25. INI tfh] acirc. cl. (Gn. 44*): Dr. 162, 163; G-K. 156/.

26. ID /H] see on v. 11
.

Dy] with = like, as 37
18
40

15
(Lex. 768a).

illN t] Arab. 'aba (coll.), arundines (Freyt.)
= K»H>3, Is. 182 .

[Both expressions refer to] craft made of reeds, light and swift

[cf. Plut. Isis and Osiris, c. 18
; Pliny, N.H. vi. 24 (" papyraceae

naves"); Lucan, iv. 136 (conseritur bibula Memphitis cymba

papyro)] ;
Heliod. Aeth. x. 460. See, further, Erman, Life in

Ancient Egypt, 479 ff. ;
the notes on the present passage in

Schultens, Hi.
,
SBOTon Is. 182

,
E.BL 4025 [4478] and s.v. Egypt,

§ 8, end. [n3K was misunderstood by the ancient versions : (Er

renders (?) t%yos 6$ov; % connects mtf with 3N and renders

KHJID |Wtyr> cf. U " poma portantes
"

; Symm. airevBovo-ai

connects with n3N, to wish ;
so Levi ben Gershom, payio ton fi3N

))T), AVm. "ships of desire." Many MSS of f^ and <£ read

m% enmity. The view that ma nV3N are " boats of reeds
"

is

recorded along with others in the mediaeval (12th cent.)
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Hebrew commentary on Job edited by W. A. Wright (1905):

ros 'ik 38*1 cixn hv dkdb D^swn rt:D^ d^k nw«a ma wa« oy

'ik b* wx\ win mjn -narf> dwb> p-6 rmn&D on »a z^na d^u
nwaon iw r6 K»un mjo *a (cf. Is. 182

) kejd nvipy nv3KB>. But

the correct etymology and the modern acceptance of the expla-

nation "ships ofpapyrus" are due to Hiller,//ierophyticon(ij2$),

part 2, p. 202, and Schultens (1737).]

feW t] &ft DIB, to^, as Hab. I
8 & feflD^ D^DI fcOB>*»,

Is. 3 1
5

, Jb. 5
7
.

27. ^ftN] rd. TTIEK (so Kenn. 192). The inf. after DN is

wholly against usage. The inf. might stand as the subj. of a

sentence (2 S. 15
20

, Jer. 9
s
); but hardly in Jg. 19

9
: Zeph. 3

20

is corrupt ;
in Ps. 23

s rd. tfiat^.

PCP^N] [j^on, to look cheer/illy brighten up, io20, Ps.

39
14

; but in Am. 5
9
f (if the text be correct) transitively, to

cause to be bright, or flash forth. The proper names n:6a,
s^3,

may, perhaps, be from the same root ; the noun nW3D (Jer.

818
f) is textually doubtful (cf. (2r).

Mediaeval Jewish philolo-

gists conjectured, wrongly as we now know, that :6a meant

to recover strength, strengthen (hence the renderings in RV.
;

see Dr. on Am. 5
9
).

The real meaning, which is strictly

synonymous with the preceding phrase (
siS nafjw) here, is, as

Schultens pointed out, clear from the Arabic : ,Jb means to

have a clear space between the eyes, to have a cheerful counte-

nance, to be cheerful ; d^L< means inter alia, the light in the last

part of the night, the light ofdawn. Mohammed was said to be

i^»\\ «A>!i bright, or cheerful of countenance: see Lane, p. 245^]

29. }WlN] "I am to be guilty," viz. in the judgment and

estimate of another (Hi.) : cf. io15 124
15

28
17

6
19

16
34

s
,

1 S. 205

{"ought to sit"), 281
("that with me thou oughtest to go forth

in battle ") : Dr. 39a ; G-K. 107W, end.

30. M22, Kt.] so <& ; &#£ express QrS *»3. ICO is preferable :

"snow-water," or melted snow, is not particularly suggestive

of either whiteness or cleanness.

^rfiitrri] the pf. with
)

consec. carrying on TOmnn DX,

which means,
" If I wash myself at any time," and is virtually
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= pmnN DN (Dr. 138 beg. comp. with 136 beg.), and is hence

continued by the pf. with 1 consec, as n 13
(notice fiBHSI), Gen.

43
9
yttb Vnwm ybx WWan $b DK, the tone being held back by

the minor disj. accent (Dr. 104).

31. tN] introducing the apod. Very rare, except where the

prot. has ii> or mfxbt and only for the sake of emph. (as here,

Is. 58
14

,
Pr. 25 f) : see Dr. 136a, Obs. 2

; Lex. 23a. In an

ordinary conditional sentence, "then" in EVV. simply ex-

presses ] (as 818
).

]HTCJ!Ii] that the "
pit

"
is conceived as containing mud and

water is evident from the context. (Si iv pvirw, whence Hfm.

nhD3, Be. Du. nnDS or »TJDa. But there is no evidence that

nniD (Is. 5
25

f) or
snD (Lam. 3

45
f ; cf. the vb. Ezk. 26* f

R3DD FPBV ^npl : prop, something washed off or away ; cf.

Aram, '•np, )>o-£D, to wash oneself), offscourings, refuse (2T NJTnp,

Zeph. i
7

,
for Bw|) denotes anything liquid, in which a person

might be immersed.

*PNch&l Lag. "*J?J$? vel simile quicquam," Du. *fe, my
friends {Vs. 7

5
); very needlessly,

—"ein schlechter Einfall," Bu.

32. *X\ ttT»N M7] "(it is) not a man like myself (that)

1 might answer him "
: vh, as Gen. 29* TOpDn ^DXn ny N7,

2 K. 4
23

(Z&x. 5190, b). 133JJK and maa are voluntatives, without )

(Dr. 64, Ofo.). So n#J, v. 33
(cf. G-K. iooi).

33. M1

?] 13 MSS, ffi (eWe), S> $=*, which, as W *6 (for p«)

does not recur elsewhere in Heb., is preferred by Me. Sgf. Bi.

Gr. Be. Bu. (for
B* A see 164

,
Nu. 2229

).
Hi. De. Di. Du. prefer

tib, objecting to *? that, as 32 denies that God and man are on

an equality with each other, it is idle to wish for an umpire to

whom both would have to submit, and pointing out also that

34 does not continue the (supposed) wish of 33 that there were

such an umpire, but rests upon the supposition that no such

umpire exists. The passionate wish,
" O that there were—there

is some emph. in the b*—an umpire between us !
" would be

in itself thoroughly in keeping with Job's frame of mind
; but it

must be admitted that B* s^ (which might have been chosen for

the assonance with B*K $b in 32
)
suits the present context better.

34. ^nynn] as 7
14

.



CHAPTER X.

I. ntOpS] The *J is ®)p, so the form ought to be riDj5j

(cf. Ezk. 2043 36
31

Dnb'p^) ;
but vbs. i"y sometimes follow the

analogy of vbs. y"y ; hence
Itsfil) (G-K. 67/), Ezk. 69 for ttJPjl,

and here (implicitly) nag} (G-K. 72/ftf), written nofj, with

neglect of the duplication, like row for n
??3, Ezk. 41

7
(G-K.

6gdd).

wW] ®t €7r' avrov = IvV, against him (God) : so Me. Be.

Du. ;
but the change is no improvement, besides being un-

necessary.

2« ^l^n] with sf. in the ace, as Dt. 33
s

,
Is. 27

s
! (in

Is. 49
25

riK is the prep., as Pr. 25
s
al.) ;

G-K. 117*.

3. [*"piDD 5W] what thy hands have toiled to produce :

cf. 'a y\P, Gn. 3 1
42

(|| *$), Hag. i
11

(the result of a farmer's

labour), Ps. i282
f (so BDB.). The root meaning of y;p, to toil,

grow weary, probably makes itself sufficiently felt in the phrase

'd yT to give it a different nuance from VT l"TOD, which

suggests the skill, whereas 'd jw suggests the toil, required

to produce a thing. Since man's work involves both skill

and toil, both phrases may obviously and naturally be applied

to the same human labours : so, e.g., in Hag. 217 the result of

work in the fields is VT rwyn, in i
11 f

2 yNJ\ God's work is

elsewhere and most naturally described as "pT nwyo '

TM W
used of God's work here is altogether exceptional and therefore

particularly noticeable.]

6. *01}H] 'h Wp2, as Pr. 181 f, b being the nota accus.: cp. 5
2 n.

7 55m, to inquire about, as 2 S. n 3
: uni (abs.), of a judicial

inquiry, Dt. 13
15

i7
4 - 9

19
18

.

7a. hy] = notwithstanding (Lex. 754#), as 1617 34
s

; and,

before a rel. cl., Is. 53
9

.

6a
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7b. Be. ybte ^3 r«1 (1 S. 24
12

),
Du. Be.K : hyn *TO PW,—

to improve the parallelism with a
.

8. *0V;?3Lffi H^D TrP] (3r )U6T<z ravra fieTaftaXoov /-te

eirauias (5 also rD 5Ao ^.Sdo
for lir) ; whence Me. Wr.,

for 3*3D W, 3«5*n inx; De. Di. 31Dn nnx ("perhaps better");
Bi. Bu. rfrD; Be. n'2D or *W\ Du. Ho. (inf. abs.) 3i3D nna :

3iDn seems the best.

10. II. The actions described are depicted graphically by
the impfF. (Dr. 27a). Notice the rhyme : 4 lines each ending
in -eni.

11. ^5P^^1 didst intertwine me, EVV. knit me together-.

Po'el from pfe (only here) = ^30, Ps. i39
13

f V3K JB33 '3308

(T|b, cf. once, La. 26
!]£>); nap something intertwined, a

thicket, booth ;
NH. TJpn, to weave.

12. !H D^H] "life and kindness hast thou done (or made)
with me" (EVV. "granted" conceals the difficulty and peculi-

arity of the Heb.). Dy (or n»W non) non n^y is a common

expression ; and if the text is right, D"n must be joined with

nDn by zeugma. Di. compares 4
10 D>YS3 *}&) hr\V b)p) H*1K TUXV

(wn3) lyru, where the verb is obviously unsuitable to njNfc?.

Still the zeugma here is an extreme one; and Be.'s jn for D^n

(cf. Est. 217 Vxb TOm jn KK>ni) is clever and plausible. & has

e#ou for nw; whence Du. HDy ntf (ni7) nfoj D"n, "Leben
und Lebenskraft hast du mir zugegeben

"
; but OV JVB> is not

to "
grant to," nor is there any evidence that ibn means

"
Lebenskraft."

14. WQt^] Sgf. om. 1 as dittogr. from WDf; Be.T (not
Be.K

)
om. l, as not read by Q&&. But (1) kcli is not needed

by Greek idiom ; so there is no evidence that (23c did not read

) : in 7* (S3c has Xe'7&> for *miDXl, in 818
yfrevaerat for ^31, in

2 1
6 ioTTOvhaica for T6fl331, in Ps. 89

s3
iinaKeyjrofiai for WlpBl,

in Gn. 1826 acfyrjaa) for 71KB01, in 24
s
/caOapb? €<ttj for n^pDI ; see

also 43
8-<9>

47
5b <6b) etc. ; <S expresses 1 in 7* 818

, but not in 21 6
,

Ps. 89
32(33)

, Gn. 1826 24
s
43

d
47

s
; nor (2) is the omission necessary

or even desirable. The syntax of the passage is indeed unique :

what in God's mouth would be 13p3« vb WDl Xmatn NBn DN
T T

(2 S. 15
33

, 2 K. 7
4
)

is turned into oblique narrative in order to
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express Job's thought of what God would do
; but it does not

appear why, in this change, the \ before V should be omitted,

and »3p3H tih in b and xfc?tf tib in 15 are distinctly against its

omission ; for in the apodosis of a hypoth. sentence the bare

impf. and the pf. with \ cons, are syntactically equivalent, and

mutually interchangeable; comp. e.g. Gn. i826 with 28
, Jg.

n 30f- with 13
1611

(see further instances in Dr. 136 i, a and /S,

138 i, a and /3 y ii, a and @).

IS ^N] Mic 7
x
t. Cf. nf>«

(Jl. 18 f), flf f
to /flw^/;

and Eth. a/e, "woe !

"
(Di. Lex. 718).

ntjn] The imper. of p&o (though doubtless so meant by the

punctuation) does not agree with the context: so HK"), if right,

must be the st. c. of HK1, a verbal adj. of the same form as

n?R, nH» soaked, saturated, as HJI |3, Is. 58
11

; Plfe, Dt. 28s2

(Di73 DW). But Geiger (Jiid. Zsch. iv. 213, v. 191, ix. 130),

Che. Lag. Di. Del. Be. Bu. ty TVp\
« and saturated with afflic-

tion" (not "my affliction ") : cf. La. 3
16 WH onto W?^

n
JV? ; also, for the same two words in parallelism, Jer. 31

14

tyafc* ^«3-n« W \Hh D'orDH PD3 tffam. ffi does not express
w3y n&m. Du. deletes 15Ct 16a

,
as both disturbing to the metre and

interrupting the thought,—16b - 17a
(the next distich) carrying on

the thought of 15ab
: the lines (for which (& has

ifkrjprjs yap

aTifivas €l/jll ('3J5
W V^?)> aypevofiai yap ew? Xecw et? o-fayijv

(—*3W bnttO njiq^i,
—but the comparison to a hunted and

slain lion is hardly probable) he supposes to be a quotation

from some well-known place by a scribe (Be.
K

del. as gloss,

with a ?).

16-17. The verbs are all jussives ;
notice X>*ri and esp. 2")fi :

for the double jussive in a conditional sentence, see Dr. 152. 3;

cf. in Arabic, 151, Obs. ; G-K. 109A.

N /Dnn IT^n] — thou wouldest again show thyself marvel-

lous (G-K. I20£).

17. "HID ^pl^] ® (€7ravafeat,vl£<*)v) eV* e/te t?;i/ eraaiv fiov

(ffi
A

<roi/), whence Bi.2 *jp3 (so long as I live) Hfc, Be.T

(or iy«) *J«3 ^, Ho. W$?: for fram^JQJ, cf. Gn. 1217

teal ijraaev 6 0eo9 toi> $apa<o irao-poi? fieyakois = *
JJaiM

D^fM D^3 'DTltf . W3 does not occur elsewhere in Job ;
but
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see Ps. 38
12

ttbg tyM Til©, and 39
11 1W3 *h» 1DH (varied

from Jb. 9
34a

).
Che. P'jtfb

" his troops"; but the sense is

too uncertain (Is. 14
31

f).

'"[EOT] B>]« for DJD, see on 5
2
.

^ft^ N2!H rfiSD vJl] <& iirrjyayes Be eV ifie ireiparripia (ireip.

= tO*, 7\ = "IVU, 19
12

,
Ps. 1830

,
Gn. 49

19
),
& ^IIkLd x

n\\ ».n

. 1 \s Aj|, £ *K3J i^nrvo Nnxiino \sbnnv, V et pcenae

militant in me. Unless Job is passing- from the description of

God's intention (" wouldest renew,"
" wouldest increase") to a

description of the fact,
—and even then, whether we render

"
relays (1 K. 5

2S
)
and a host are (in conflict) with me," or

(Di.) as an exclam.,
"
relays and a host (in conflict) with

me! "
the combination "

relays and a host" is strange, and a

verb is strongly desiderated—read *®y T£5? ^.cHDI,
" and thou

wouldest renew (Is. 40
31

41
1
) thy hosts

(
= bring fresh hosts :

cf. for the figure vim 1K3* "TIT, 19
12

) against me
"

(cf. Che. Exp.,

June 1897, p. 409, *ny "pKnX f)^nn, though he regards the words

as a gloss on 17a
).

Kt. 0r-

fittST, read as K3JP
(or K2*n), wouldst

muster (2 K. 25
19 = Jer. 52

25
),
would also suit, with less change

in the Heb. Bu. ^V ^«Mf ^nni ("and wouldest renew thy

warfare"), Du. vtf KJ* ^nni; but W may remain (in spite

of noy in a
)

: it is idiom, in the sense of "(in conflict) with"

9
14

,
Ps. 94

16
(Lex. j6jb, c).

18. yUN] I ought to have expired, and so fpriK and ^niK

in 19
(Dr. 39/3; and on 9

29
). & kcu ovk airWavov, and ovk

elBev, and ovk airrfkXdyrjv in i9
b

, not understanding
- the force

of the impf., and paraphrasing- to make sense.

20. ntV] Kt. Sw, Qr<§ hm. But for hi* W ffi has

(?7 outf 0X1705 eo-Ttv) o /3to9 toO yjpovov jjlov (\4 Syr.-H.,
Hier. Copt. Arab. Baud -

better, 6 xpovos rov ftiov fiov), and j$

j^5 ]ASiDCLa
=

**!?$ *??*, a " schone Lesung
"
(Bu.), obviouslyI A. I

superior to either hlT or {nm ; so Wr. Bi. 2 Be. Bu. Du. Ho.

St. On ni>n, v. on 1 1 17.

rW] Kt. WJ (juss., for rw£), Qr£
n*tfj (imper.). With

IW an ellipse of VP, V3D, VW, «i> (7
17

: cp. Is. 41
22

) might be

supposed; but though to set the hand, face, etc., upon or to

is intelligible, to set . . . from is not a natural expression;
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we should expect "to remove from." Du. Lass ab von mir,

suggesting that "j!D DVJ> is perhaps a techn. term from the

workshop or war; cf. IVB> in Ps. 3
7

**>? V\f MD 1^«
(Is. 227

),

and )W'w i K. 2012 ;
a word like T may be supplied

"
; but the

difficulty of setting the hand "from
"

still remains, fflr eaaov fie

(
= ?TO>, 7W), £ pna; and Wf, or JTC*, is very probable. Cf. especi-

ally Ps. 39
14

(noticing the sequel) JJ§>n (rd. «"W,—or, at least,

if the Hif. was really in use, V&f})
W lf>K D1B3 wfaw *3DD.

21. JTID72] see on 3
s
.

22. HHDj;] Am. 4
13
(Wj) t ;

cf. S|tyO (in nprc P)Wp), Is. 822
t,

^O, v. 23
f,

T

and HBtfn
(TlBWfi), Jb. n 17

f. The n—
, by G-K.

90^. '# seems to be the Mass. reading (v. Gi.): the MSS
which Baer prefers have SV (see Baer, p. 40).

D^TlD N7*)]
= and disorders, the t6 negativing 'd, as in

Djf-«ba Daoapa *aici • • • bird?* *jn«p on, b^k-kS> mm, etc. (G-K.

1520, note). "HD, only here in OT.,—though niTlfe>, rows, ranks,

2 K. ii 8 ' 15 = 2*Ch. 23
14

(cf. 1 K 69
; Jg. 3

23
)f is substantially

the same word,—means ordered arrangement, row : both "HD,

to set in order, and TJD are common in Aram, and NH.

(T!D=Spy, Gn. 229 0; ^p=*runjno Lv. 24
s
©). <& for n^

DniD has ov ovk ecTiv (peyyos = rnna 8?1
(3*) : Schwally,

Leben nach d. Tode, 1892, p. 61 »., Be.

VS-TH] and it shineth ; G-K. 144c. The poet dwells upon
the thought of the great darkness of Sheol. To some critics,

however, parts, or even the whole, appear to be tautologous ;

and so Bi. Du. suppose the whole v. to be an expansion of 21b
by

a later hand, while Me. Sgf. Gr. Che. Be.T excise ^qk 1D3 yam
as a faulty dittograph of ^B« i»a nnsy. Really, however, as Bu.

remarks, the v. forms a forcible and poetical climax to vv. 18-21
,

though he admits that in parts it is over-full : he would thus read

5>SK 1DD ysni D*V1D vb\ nna^y pK : the comparison of one kind

of darkness with another (^>DK 1D3 nnay) is not natural
;
and he

supposes that a scribe's eye passed from nriSV to yam, and he

accordingly wrote by mistake the two following words i?DK ico,

and then, as D'nlD tih) was too short for the next clause, pre-

fixed to it nitt^X. The closing tristich is effective ; but the

repetition of ^SX 1D3 cannot be called an elegancy.
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2. D*HIT7 ^DJ & o Ta iroWa Xeycop, 2 6 7ro\v\a\o$, tE,

K*?*D ^DDT, U qui multa loquitur, Saad.
A£]\jj3£,

i.e. *1 3"in.

Either might be right ;
but the variety of ffl, is more pleasing.

3. 1t£^rp] the only place in which p^VYI means " to make

silent
"

; hence as J5 has,
' (

Lo, on account of thy words ("pD fe)

the dead (!) are silent," Be. would read T^7, and Du. (but

only with "wohl") either this, or (better) VJSD or "pi $>y.

But there is no reason why P*ffln9 though it usually means

to show silence, should not also have denoted make silent,

(fix. strangely evXoyrjfjLevo? yevvyTos <yvvaifcbs dXiyoftiof;,
—as

though (Du.) njfc t£
D*

t3V?p ppT»3) JT&D!

^/fill As Di. rightly remarks, 'l can only express some-

thing that has actually taken place : so that EVV., " Should thy

boastings . . . ?
"

is incorrect, and vv. 3* 4 must be rendered,

"Thy boastings bring men to silence," etc. If the words

are to be taken as a question, we must read Jyprtt (with "iBKrn

in 4
) ; so Bu.

D7?ft] The Hif. written defectively,
" as often in Job in

pause (14
9 21 10 2220 29

13
35

16
") (Bu.). (Ex 6 avTi/cpwo/jbevos

=
rP3b. & has a doublet, ^^ jloj and *^ *m^SD>. Hence Be.T

lXdb
(cf. 32

12
) ;

Be.K either in\3b or^ l6i ; but upon insufficient

grounds.

4. Tlp7] ® KaOapo? elfu rots epyois, & L^L] A-i]j]dj,

rightly have I behaved myself
r

,
whence Be. Du. Ho. St.,

observing also that Job has never claimed that his " doctrine
"

is pure, and comparing
b

,
would read *lw, my walking

(behaviour). This may be right (see 9
21

*3K on): the moral

sense of *rd> would be apparent from % (cf. Pr. 15
21

n313H B*K1

nafcpgj ;
Ze*. 234*).

TOJQ] in thy eyes, £,e. God's : see io7. ffi ivavrlov avrov
67
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= V3*JD ;
so Me. Be.

;
there is, however, no antecedent to the

pron., and the imagined address to God is more forcible (cf.

io2ff>

). Sgf. Du. W3; but Job claims more than this (io
7
).

5. ^yi rTl ;&
]J"P ^E] the position of mta is very anomalous,

and not really paralleled by "OV, 5>*nB» nx piTD }rw *6, Nu. 21 23
,

cf. 2021
,
and 13g 5>*nt5* n« prVD>DXn fc6, Jg. n20 (K6. 414^, A) ;

we should expect either Hvtf "Bi, lit. "the speaking of God"

(cf. Ex. 163 'ai unns |rp *», 2 S. 19
1
)
or naT aft* jjv <»

(cf.
c.

14
13 68

). "DT would agree well with the foil. nnsn (14
13

).

6. D^DD "0] so © or* SnrXovs, Uft. But why should

only "double" be mentioned (the paraphrase manifold, U
multiplex, being very doubtful) ? Read E^D *a with Be.T Bu.

Ch. (£#. 2471) (not D^fea »3, as Me. Bi. 2 Du. Ho., for the

secrets of God's wisdom are wonders, and not merely like

wonders; the fact that they are "wonders" need not imply

(Du.) that, if declared to him by God, they would be above

man's comprehension), "that it is marvellous in effective

counsel"; cf. Is. 2829 HWl VnOto TO
Kjflpn,

and ttfo n^ of God
often.

JSTD]
" so know !

"
the imper. with \ denoting a consequence

expected with certainty (G—K. 1 loi; Dr. 65), though (Bu.)
" JHni

would be clearer." (3r /cat Tore yvcoarr], though it can hardly

be inferred from this that the translators readW)\ (Me.).

Sljfafl?
Tlhto "f? PTfi VD] "causeth to be forgotten for

thee (somewhat) of (|», part.) thine iniquity," z*.£. allows it to

be unremembered, not brought up against thee. So Di. RVm. ;

cf. & ?£ T|>S. Bu. neb, hath forgotten. ffi on a£ia aoi

airk^t) airo Kvpiov &v qfidpryteas, whence Bi. 1 'ft J? ni.^'
1

. *3,

" that he makes equal, requites, to thee"; with this, however,

"piJD must be read (Bu.) for ^3iyD. Du. considers fflr to express

TO3 ^%? "^ n
?r.

*3
>

" that there came to thee from God what

corresponded to thy iniquity" (lit.
"that it was equalled to

thee from God according to thy iniquity "), though on account

of its artificiality he thinks it inferior to JH : in either form,

however, he regards the clause as a gloss, partly on account

of its incompatibility with v. 13ff
-, partly on account of its

prosaic character. But the clause is in substance, whatever
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its exact form may have originally been, the necessary denial

of 4
(Bu.). For atjtov = JW, cf. 33

s*7 'h n)V *6l (where see note),

Pr. 3
15 811

,
Est. 7*.

7b. ^^]1] The repetition of the same word has led to the

suspicion that it is due to a scribe : see, however, 83
(Di.) ;

and note that N¥D does not each time express the same sense

[cf. G. B. Gray, Forms ofHebrew Poetry, p. 154]. Be. Bu. NVfi
;

but "
go out" is not suitable, nor does it equal "dringen"

(Bu.). If a change is needed, N^n (Du.) is better, but yjn

(Sgf.) best.

8. &12V} TQ^] In ffl an exclamation, The heights of
heaven! what canst thou do (sc. to scale them)? Cf. 2212 JK
'W FOl r£k idft; and ^KP ^OV, Pr. 9

18
(Bu.). & £^97X09 o

ovpavo? = (Du.)DW DH33, which suggests either (Ol.) D*»|fo PI33,

or—as feminines follow—D^D^D nn33 (Me. Sgf. Be. Du. ; Di.

also inclines ; cf. U excelsior caelo est). The fern. adjj. will

refer to rpfen [not to noan—Di. Du. Peake] ;
the limits of the

Almighty are in every direction unsearchable.

9. PVTO] as pointed, for nn^Jp: G—K. 91^, end; and see on

5
13

. But it is better to read nip as an adv. accus. (Ew. Di.

Bu. etc.): cf. 15
10 CW yi&Q T33, and G-K. 131/, 0, r

("apposition in the wider sense" being a not very happy

expression for the adv. accus.).

10. tptV] Gr. sjnrp (*1BIT), if he seizes (9
12

),
which suits n^D^I

even better than Bpbrpj and may well be right.

[KQW TOI h^TlpV\ TCD*] ^PP DM] & iap Se *aTa-

a-Tpeylrrj
ra irdvra, Tt? e/jet auTftJ, Tt iiroir)aa$; cp. 9

12 Or. Be. T(c • '

considers the v. to be patched up from Job's words in g
11, 12 and

interpolated here, as is 1214 between vv. 7 and 8 in MS Ken ' 34
.

He also denies to the v. rhythmical structure: and it is in

fact necessary to stress the particle DM in order to obtain the

rhythm 3 : 3. If, however, this could be tolerated, the

structure of the v. would have some resemblance to Gn. 49®,

Nu. 23
s3

,
on which see Gray, Forms ofHebrew Poetry, 79 f.]

"Wl The apod, introduced by 1 (except in the case of a

pf. with 1 cons.) is rare, though instances occur, e.g. 14
7

, Jos.

205
, 2 Ch. 7

14 ^*o (Dr. 124, 136; and Obs. 2).
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11. pinrY
1 NTl] A circ. cl. = without considering it.

[Some read *b for $b (note the variants in 13
15

), and to it he

gives heed, which, however, lays a rather unnecessary stress

on ib. ,S either did not read, or reading did not render, a

negative— > «^Mq 0010 ]V<">^ lv>-»0 ;
but it is very unwise to

claim, as Du. does, that (5r (ISobp Be aroira ov wapoyjreTai) read

l{> not tib> Ehrlich would read U313IV K7, which they perceive

not.]

12. The following are the principal interpretations of this

difficult verse :
—

1. Di. Du. Volz:—
And so a hollow man getteth understanding,

And a wild ass's colt is born a man,

i.e. (as explained above), By the judgments of the All-wise,

ignorance and conceit are removed, and an obstinate and in-

tractable nature, like Job's, is tamed. 33^ only here
; but,

as 3^ = understandings the rendering given is a natural one

for it (so already Rashi and Ibn Ezra, 2?
HJI?*.: Qi. (Lex.)

22b ^ tw 33^ na "in&o njm raa n^nro W>m '3133 Di«n s^tq

njrn).

2. De. 1 Kamph. Studer, and (substantially) RVm. :—
But a hollow man getteth understanding,

And
(
= as little as) a wild ass's colt is born a man :

and expressing a comparison, as 5
7
(where see n.). But this

rendering represents Job as incorrigible, and is inconsistent with

v. 13fl#
,
in which Zophar sets himself to reform Job.

3. Hi. De. 2 :—

But (even) a hollow man may get understanding,

And a wild ass's colt be born a man.

None need be despaired of: even the least intelligent, just

as Job, may get wisdom, and the most intractable may be

tamed.

4. Bu. (with "iek». for .^ OIK) :—

But a hollow man may get understanding,

And a wild ass's colt may let itself be tamed :
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irftf, be taught, or, of an animal, be trained or tamed, as

Hos. io11 n'ltafo i"6w. Older scholars regarded the Nif. 33^ as

privative i so Ges. (Thes. 7380)
" Sed homo cavus est et mente

caret, et instar pulli onagri homo nascitur. Significatur imbe-

cillitas et stupor ingenii humani cum divina sapientia comparati."

RV. " But vain man is void of understanding, Yea, man is born

(as) a wild ass's colt." But though the Pi. is so used as to

acquire a privative sense (Ew. § 1200; G-K. 52A), there is no

evidence that the Nif. ever acquired it.

fcOD *W] appos., "a foal, a wild ass," "Vy denoting the

genus, and *nB the species, like rforn mj?3, "a girl, a virgin";

G-K. 13 ib (but 13 ic, n. vy is treated as a st, c).

"77V DIN] may be born a man,—D*»K accus. of the product

(G-K. i2id; cf. on 15
7
).

13. rWWT] & KaOapav e0ov = nbjn.

rWIDI] the pf. and \ cons., carrying on the hypoth.

Ming} . • • DM ; see on 9
30

.

14. The v., as it stands, must be parenthetical (cf. 86a, Di.),
15

being the apod, to 13
. Du., arguing that such an important

condition for a prayer to be accepted would not appear in a

parenth. clause, would read 'Si vb\ pnin T£J? P«"DK, "If

naughtiness keeps far (p*mn intr. as Gn. 44* al.) from thy

hand, And iniquity dwelleth (v.i.) not in thy tent": but the

exhortation that Job should himself put iniquity from him, is

both more forcible and more what would be expected.

J50JPI]
<& (m avKicdriTtd), 'A02V, Du. Be. tyfe: weaker

and unnecessary.

"pTTTN] so always (for 'n*f)
in the pi. before light suffixes :

G-K. g3 r. But ffi&& 'AZOV, Saad., and 40 MSS ^WJ
(Ps. 6 1

5
),

which is perhaps preferable (cf. the sg. in 5
2*

19
12

2223
29* 3i

3i
).

15. TN *0] indeed, then, as nny % 86 : cf. Dr. 142; and for

TN *3 in the apod., though in a different case, after a protasis

introduced by ^, 2 S. 227 19
7
(Dr. 139).

D^Dp] away from (
= without) spot : \o, awayfrom, as 28*,

Nu. 15
24 al. (Lex, 5780, b) ;

and = without, as 19
26 21 9

, Pr. i
33
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(ib.). (& (atrirep vBwp KaOapov = CCO, supposed by Bi. Be. to

have crept in here from v. 16b
; mOD, representing it, is con-

sequently deleted by them.

p^O] firmly established^ Hof. ptcp. of PTr : in many edd.

?XV; cf. G-K. 71. ?TT is to pour out; but the word is often

used of the casting of metals ; and hence, in the pass. ptcp.

and some derivatives, it appears to have acquired the sense of

firm', cf. 37
18

p5fU3
WS

D*i?jn, "strong as a molten (i.e. firmly

cast) mirror," 4i
16 - 16 P^; 38

s8
P»l?£ ^V ngX3, "when the dust

floweth into compactness" \
1 S. 28 pWO (in K"1^

*P^?)i a cast

(metal column) = strong support. Me. Wr. PJB JV\11, and thou

shalt be purified (ppf, Mai. 3
3

: cf. on 281

) ;
cf. & *&3n0 |3D

(I3D, for ppT 281
,

Ps. 127
); but this does not suit well with

NVD {6*1. Bi., cleverly, nj3¥D fUVm, "and if distress (15
24

)

comes, thou wilt not fear"; Be'.' pfta n*m (Dn. g
25

t) or

p¥1E n^m = " and if thou art in distress (or distressed'. Hof. ptcp.

of pw, cf. the Hif. Is. 51
13

P"
1^), thou wilt not fear." But in

the sequel (vv.
16-19

)
no recurrence of trouble is contemplated.

Bu. Du. are both satisfied with jJH,
—Du. merely adding that

any one stumbling at P^fB might perhaps read better P'JfO 11*01.

But this would be poor and doubtful Heb. for "be free from
distress."

16. I-Ottm hftV njl« ^] on the order (subj. obj. verb), of

which there are many examples (e.g. Gn. 17
9
, Ps. io14 56

7
),

seeDr. 208.3; G-K. 142 f., c. & -^^010 for nnK »3j whence Me.

Bi. Hfm. Sgf. Be. Bu. Du. would read nny for nmt But

nny is expressed by \»<j\ (v. nny in Job, passim) : ^,_»oi corre-

sponds to TK
(v.

15
9
31

13
20

etc.). nn« and nny are sometimes

confused
;
and we may, if we please, read nny without the

support of & ; but the change is unnecessary ; a slight emph.
on the pron. is not at all out of place.

D*!?5] not EPB|, the term being defined by the foil, rel,

clause (Lex. n, I, £).

17. D^n!^2] more (brightly) than the noon, the attribute

compared being left to be understood (G-K. 1330) ; cf. Ps. 4
s
,

Is. io10. *6n alone is as bald in Heb. as it would be in English
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(EVV. have to supply "thy" in italics): rd.
^j£n. & iK Be

pear)/j,/3p Las dvareXet <roi %cor) (not apparently reading, but

supplying*, the pron.),
—a beautiful image, but hardly that of

the Heb.

"7711] prop, duration
;
and so time, age, with the collat.

idea of transient'. Ps. 17
14

39
s
49

s
8c)

48
(but rd. prob. P^n iiD),

+Jb. io20 (vtd. n.), Is. 38
11 fin W DV (rd. "6n

;
cf. Ps. 49

s
) f.

An interesting word. The ,J does not occur in Heb.
;
but the

Arab. jjy>-, to abide or continue perpetually, is very common, oft.

in Qor. in the expression l^xs ^jJUi., abiding \n them (the

gardens of Paradise) continually (Qor. gi3.iao.
197 etc), and

jl>. eternity, = eternal life, Qor. 21 35
, punishment of eternity, 2>2

14:
.

The
-y/, signifying properly to continue, endure, has thus in the

two languages acquired different nuances : in Arab, it denotes

eternal duration, in Heb., of human life, transient duration.

EVV. Ps. 17
14

49
2 world (i.e. "world" in the sense of time,

alcov, as in "world without end"), of the (fleeting) age, or

existence (Ps. 49
2 "

ye that dwell in -6n "), of human life.
<

MDV^J 3 fem « SS' cohort, (the /em., as io22 : G-K. 144c),

forming, with rpnn, on the analogy of the double jussive (Dr.

152. 3), a condit. sentence. It is true, the coh. is not so used

elsewhere ;
and the third pers. in the coh. is of rare occurrence

(Dr. 45 n. ;
G-K. 48^ ; but, though j&3£ express a subst., and

many moderns accordingly read ncy^ (of the same form as

n^nn, nonri, etc.), the hypoth. sense which seems to be intended,

is expressed better by Jtt (so Ew. Lb. § 3576; Del. Di. Bu.).

18. Dni^llJ The tipha is prepositive; but the metheg,

marking the countertone, shows that the pf. is milra
, and that

the ) is consequently the ) consec. So ^V?"^* v. 19
.

mpJl tiP ^] So Pr. 19
18

, Ru. i
12

: cf. c. 14
7
.

nrnrm nton? rnorri] Dr. 162, 163, with obs. in Heb.,

esp. in poetry, two verbs are not unfrequently put aavpBiraxi,
where we should use a prep., or so that, to bring out the

relation between them: cf. 31
34 nnD N¥K N?

tfWJ, not going out

to the gate ; Ps. 50
20 "©in TnN3 3K>n

; Nu. 14
3 so that or while

our children will become a prey, 1 S. 185 i*3B* . . . 1ft HW
t

. 29
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doing wisely ;
Is. 3

26 2KTI pN7 nnpyj, and she shall be emptied,

sitting on the ground, 29* '•"Gin pKD tbhvh, 2^ \a\p* &O, 6011

rtiD* *6: cf. on c. 30
28

.
— (3r for b has i/c Be fieplfivr]^ teal

<f>povTi$o<; ava^avetrau col
elpyjvrj, as though (Du.) they read

D7^n ropi n*nn»; which Du., keeping, however, 33^, would

adopt ("without care (?) and complaint thou wilt lie down");
but the sense of p is dub. (v.

15a is different), and no change is

necessary.

20. DH3P] only here : cf. Aram. fr"!30 (Dn. 233
) ; and W30,

4
12

f. See, further, G-K. 103m. After v. 20c ffi
A adds irap avrw

yap ao(f)[a koX Svva/ii? = miail HD3H 1DJJ (12
13

),
which Me. Be. 1

oddly adopt here.



CHAPTER XII.

2. V] O^N] cf. *J, 622 ; »? ^n, 2 S. 13
28

; >3 "JK, 1 S. 8»

(Ze#. 4720).

Oy OHN] ye are people, a strange statement. Du. MJ|J,

which is the least change that will suffice ; Bi. jtoj OV ; Be.

Dning for DV
(
cf. Pr. 812 TUT® in a good sense, || HMPI) ; Gr.

D^?n ; Klo.
t»?["j

5

n], /fcey ^fli ^<?w (cf. 34
2
),
an excellent

||
to b

naan.

3« DM ^3N vD2 Nv] it is strange to find the same words

in i3
2b

,
in the same speech. It is needed there to complete

the couplet, while here it is not required. It is probably a

gloss suggested by 13
2

, written here originally on the margin,
which afterwards found its way into the text (so Me. Bi.

Di. Sgf. Be. Du.). But ffir is not evidence of the omission,

except for those who omit 3C * 4a - b as well ; for (fix omits these

lines also.

4. (fix (omitting
a - b

, perhaps by 6/jloiot.) Sl/caios yap avrjp real

a/jLe/JL7TTO<; eyevrjdr) et? xXevacr/iov (obviously a rendering of c
, pint?

D^DD p'H'tf, from which nothing can be inferred as to (Si's reading
of a- b

) ; so Me. £ IcrtL]] IjJDO . .mn--^ . . \ )^,cl. Iooio

^OQiD ]]j lo-.?VD ]^t? ^OT-lJ-LO. Sgf. for 4 reads pnfc>

D'oni pn* pint^ it™ jnafr. Be.T rvhxb &}p (or? D*jr6) wjr6 ph&>

pHE$, from 5
TB$>) inB^ D*»m pnV^Be.* fl\T for nvia, with (5

(? ; v. supr.), &, and" for c TS& D*»rn pHV pinfc> (Ttbfor calamity,

from 5
). Du. Phv b^k pint? inajr»i nbxb xy stVp injn{> pne\ Gr.

for a OW inyn^
phfep.

Bi. 2 w.c. has to reduce »-* to a single

couplet, *ttJ> STOofl
njJTO

DD&3 m5> 4 M, quoting ffi (!), as

support for ,{

p 'n 'V (TO^ from 5
Tsb). All these changes and

omissions are arbitrary. Against Be.K Du. Gr. it is to be

remarked that inajpl m*W &T}"p makes a heavy subject for HW :

iiB (so Bu.) is much better,
"
(One that is) a mockery to his

75
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friend I am to be (see on g
29

),
A caller unto God (in Eng. (A

man) that called) unto God, and He answered him
;

the just,

the perfect man is a mockery !

"
In the Heb. the changes of

person, and the ellipses which have to be supposed in Eng., are

not felt: cf. i84a,
Is. 2216

(\^2\> . . . i? TO), 47
s
48

1
54

1

iTJjJJJ
*n

'T
1^ N7,

"
Shout, O barren one, she (that) hath not borne,"

Jen 49
4b - 16

,
2 K. 9

31
,
Mic. i

2 = 1 K. 2228
, Mai. 3

9
(G-K. 144/,

Eng. tr.).

5. Rendered usually (e.g. by De. Da.): "For calamity

there is contempt according to the thinking of the prosperous,

(It is) ready for those whose foot slippeth": so substantially

Ew. Di. Bu., though, thinking that a subst. would be a better

parallel to TU, they treat fDD as one (from HD3, nan,—though not

found elsewhere), and render b
,
"And a stroke for those whose

foot slippeth." TD, as 30
24

31
29

,
Pr. 24

s2
. miTO from ^/ riBty, to

think, common in Aram. (Dn. 64
; nwlK, Hos. io13 2T al.

;
in

Heb. nPJHV, Jon. l6 t, and ribn^'V, thoughts, Ps. I46
4
t, cf. &

(pin^V, Is. 41
29

55
7
al.). miW, in view of the meaning of n^V,

is a suspicious form ;
but the change to rbh&y would be very

slight. (5 freely, €t? yjpovov yap tcuctov fjTol/jLaaTO Treaelv vtt

aWwv, taking no account of T13 TD^, and in %p. r. apparently

thinking of rofljA for nvrwjf?: hence Bi., cleverly, ninyp T3

&r\ l&ish J1D3 iJNb
*IB> (so Be., only omitting np), "The

prosperous despiseth the Almighty's time (of judgment : cf.

24
1
),
At the appointed time (cf. Ps. 75

s
)
his foot stands firm

"

(he does not dread it). Du. 1133 JJKP ninyb T3 Tbi vn D"Bn

fen I5n»i> (D^on from 4C
),
The perfect come to calamity, The

prosperous despiseth times of destiny (foretold by prophets or

apocalyptists : cf. 1 Ch. 1232
,
Est. i

13
),

For the appointed time

his foot stands firm."

6. vkw] G-K. 29/, 75W. The form *f& is, however, not

necessarily (Be.) a pausal form (see, e.g., Is. 21 12
PJjpn, 56

12

WJ?i Jer « I2* **n
l?)j

an^ it may (against G-K.) begin a sentence

(Ps. 6832 WW; and at least after — ,
Ps. 1226 xhff). As the

text stands, D^ltA D^IM will be poet, for DTW *I»1K (Ztf*. 5136;

Ps. 37
16

58
5

105
36 11615 i23

4b
); but Sgf. Bu. 'b6 D^«

EriVp,

though not in itself necessary, has the advantage of making
a
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and b uniform in construction. Be. supposes DvitN to be a

tendentious correction of D\"6«, and would read ^IKO DW
DTita, "wohl geht es denen die Gott trotzen

"
;
but Tip is to

spoil, devastate, which is much more than trotzen, and not a

word likely to have been used with God as an object.

ITint£:l] only here : the pi. with an intensive force : G-K.

1240, e\ for the form, see K6. ii. 201.

'$\ *W$h] Sgf. it mta arai n^6 (so Be.T ; Be.K van

for &03n), "hath brought (0^ swung) his hand against God."

Du. *T3 nihc W "fo*6, "Who saith, Is not God in my
hand ?

" but is not is vhn (Gn. 27
s6 is different) ;

and this is

merely the sense expressed by JR without emendation.

7a. "pn] prob. from 8*. Read with <3i Du. £ "»D«m, the fern,

sg. by G-K. 145/&. Me. Bu. om., as introduced by error from 8a
.

8. y^b^7 TVW IN] rrb is usually /# w«^, with collat. idea

of complain (v. on 7
11

) ; poet, for talk, Jg. 5
10

, Ps. 69
13

105
2

,

Pr. 622
. But in view of 7a* 8b a syn. of "PKn is greatly desiderated.

Rd. either (Be.
K

Du.) p« £nj fe (Mic'7
17

,
Dt. 3 2

24
lay &Jt)i

or (Hi. Sgf.) p«n H^ ^j or (Kautzsch, Bu.) pNH n»n
(
cf.

Ew. Z*£re <&r 2?zfe/ (1874), Hi. 13; Di. (keeping rPB>),

yixr] rvr6 rrip i«).

8b, 9 in (Sir are from 0. Be. would omit them ; but he

does not explain what the antecedent to 1£>K in v. 10 would be.

9. mt nrw%] g-k. 20c.

mm] 7 MSS ntai.

11. Form of comparison, as 5
7
.

17 DytD'1

]
the reflexive 5>: 5

27
13

1
.

12. D^EW1
!] B^J, 15

10
29

s
32

6
f ; W';, 2 Ch. 36

l7
f. Du.,

cleverly, but needlessly (for the sense comes to the same as

when ffii, is taken, as by Hi. Bu. RVm., as a quotation of the

opinion of friends), DW '•SH.

13. n237] Bu. "0J?5 (30
21

),
or rhythmically better, and

graphically easier, nrp^y (Is. 40
29
)."

14. . . . vh\ . . ton] &&: ops';
*» . . . njy *k» (u

"nemo est qui . . . nullus est qui . . ."); but JE is equally

probable. Bi. Be. Du. suppose that originally the clauses
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varied, and that they were assimilated by jJH and (5r$

differently ;
but if so, *E1, as the more rhetorical and forcible

expression, should stand in b
.

15. 'l 7W] as 4
2

.

W3X\\ & gypavel *%» 7^ : Du - Be.
K

&fo; but an obj.

expressed is desiderated. Of course the waters held back are

not these which are dried up : but all that the poet means
is that, when there is a flood, if the supply of water ceases,

the water forming the flood quickly evaporates or otherwise

disappears.

16. rrwn] 5
12 n.

[rWEfi tttP] in one MS Ken -

245 '»i nm A proverbial

expression for all, every one: cf. 21TJN "TO (Dt. 32
s6 with

Dr.'s n.), nNDXn HK nnn, Dt. 29
18

, and, perhaps, ruin "iy

(Mai. 212 with Dr.'s n.). Still closer to the form of phrase used

here are the Arabic phrases «.^L*!\. ^*«**!l (which would be

equivalent in Hebrew to yDIC.Ti wwars) and <uLc AyJLA\ jj&l&J!

(cited with some other examples in Ges. Thes. p. 13620), in

the light of which the proposal to read injt^D for 7\WO is not

only unnecessary, but improbable. Nor is Ehrlich's na^pi,
(f
every one that errs and every error" acceptable.]

17. 77>W] v. 19
,
Mic. i

8
f. The sg. construed with a pi.,

as *\rM DVW, Is. 204
; Dny, c. 24

7 - 10
. The adj. in all such cases

is syntactically in the accus., defining the state (Dr. 161. 2 n. ;

G-K. 1 180): usually the adj. agrees with the noun, but in the

cases quoted it remains sing., lit. (as) one stripped, naked, etc.

(The Syr.
^\

^
« v

(
24

10
)> naked, is indeclinable: K6. 332/*; PS.

2989; Nold. Syr. Gr. § 244.)

^7W D^JTP "pSltt]
As Du. remarks, this is sus-

piciously like 19a
;

fefc
(i>3D) is a better

||
to 5>fofF than M>ip

(see esp. Is. 44
s5

),
and (&

A has p« "»yjn* for D^yv : hence Du.

would read !>3p* pK W\ Clever, and (Bu.) "sehr erwagen-
swert."

^IPT ...'")] G-K. 116*; Dr. 117.

18. "^p^to]
"

)9
!
' is discipline, but only moral discipline, not

the constraint, or authority, exercised by a king. Rd. there-
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fore "tpiO (cf. E Knots', 15 balteum), bond (from \t ^PX),—
otherwise only in the pi., which indeed would here be an

improvement (^0); and cf. 3a/
5

npB *» *iny rriipbl ; Ps.

11616
. So Di. Bu. Du. etc.

1DNvl] "IDX in the sense gird (Neh. 4
12

f )
is an Aramaic

usage (W. R. S.) ;
cf. in % Ex. 1211

, Jer. i
17

,
2 K 3

21
; and PS

321 Jo] (3)5 3 22 r^X>l (
2
)> r^ol (2).

r

lltfcj]
Not a "girdle," such as was worn above the robes,

but (W. R. Smith, JQR., 1892, 289 ff.
; i£Z?. 1734), a loin-cloth,

worn round the loins, and tied with a knot, and worn as an

under-garment, next the skin (Jer. I3
1 - n

, Is. n 5
), or, it might

be, as the only garment. It is mentioned in the OT. as worn

by warriors (Is. 5
s7

; cf. the illustr. in Rawlinson, Anc.

Monarchies, i. 430, of two Ass. warriors, wearing a broad-

patterned loin-cloth round their otherwise naked bodies), a

prophet,—as a mark of primitive simplicity (2 K. i
8
)

: v. further

Lex. Here the "MM, as the only garment worn, is the badge of

a captive or slave (a mark of the king's limitation). Gr. Du.

Ho. Be. St. "&DK, bands (Jg. 15
14
); but if W. R. Smith's ex-

planation is correct, no change is needed.

19. "pTMQ] in loose appos. to the sf. in toy ; cf. 25
2 267-9 .

This is better than to regard it as an accus. of state (Gn. 3
s

etc., 1 K. 14
6

; Dr. 161, Obs. 2; G-K. 118/).

O^iTN] firmly established: "
mighty" (EVV.) is a mere

quid pro quo. JIVN (in form an "elative," like the opp. 3T3N :

G-K. 85^, 1330, n.) is another word (cf. on g
26

) f
the proper sense

of which was lost by the Jews, and only recovered when Arabic

began to be compared systematically with Hebrew, some 300

years ago. The renderings mighty, strong, strength are in

reality only guesses made from the context, found sometimes

in the ancient versions, and adopted generally by the mediaeval

Jews, whom the translators of AV. often followed as their guide.

But the Arab, watana, as Schultens showed (Origg. Hebrcece,

1724, 1. 8, ed. 2, 1761, p. ii2ff.), means to be constant,

permanent, unfailing, esp. of water, but also of other things,

as the ptcp. watin of a constant friend (p. no). This explains
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the Heb. usage : thus jTVK bm, a perennial, ever-flowing, wady

(Am. 5
24

,
Dt. 21 4

); permanent, enduring, of a bow (Gn. 49
24

) ;

of a secure, impregnable dwelling, Nu. 24
21

(|j ]f?02 D^*), Jer.

49
19

;
of a nation, whose numbers never dwindle or fail,

imperishable, Jer. 5
15

;
and here of men firmly seated, or

established, in positions of dignity (v. further Lex.).

rj^pl] *&?, Ex. 23
8 = Dt. 1619 D^pns nai P)^ (of a bribe),

Pr. I3
6
"i9

3 W ^9*1 Q"»« n^K, 21 12 2212
f^D, Pr. n 3

15* f.

The ^/ idea seems to be to be crooked', and so in Pi. to pervert,

subvert, or upset (see Thes. ;
and Del. on Pr. 1 1

3
,
—much fuller

than Toy). Arab, salafa is to go before, precede (Lane, 1407 f.),

which does not help us. Levy cites two passages from &, Pr.

io10 (T?9, one who is crooked with his lips = Heb. ?*)#), and Est.

2T
11 610

frbriDK iTOID, the mouth verdrehte sick,

20. v nDt? *VDft] b after a vb. of removing is strange :

but it can only mean with regard to : so Ps. 40
11
84

12
.

21. JTft? t] "TD, Is. 23
10

, Ps. 109
19

t.

O^EN] P^SK is elsewhere a channel, esp. of a stream (6
15

al.), or tube (poet, of a bone), 40
18

(see also on 41
7
),
—

apparently

something that restrains, or confines (cf. pDKJin, to restrain

oneself) ;
but from this a sense such as mighty can be obtained

only artificially (Di.
" der viel Umfassende, hier speciell der an

Kraft Vielvermogende, Gewaltige "). Read either (Bu.) PT?$,
the strong (9

19
,
Is. 282 al.), or (Du.) D*?21K, the mighty (24

22
34

20
),

or (Be.) MPpB, the strong (Aram., Dan. 240 etc. ; otherwise in

Heb. only Qoh. 610
: the vb. ^pn, however, in 14

20
).

23. fcWJDD] increasing', see on 87
. 'AQ& and 7 MSS

tf^D==rWD (v.
16

), causing to err, misleading (so Me. Sgf. ;

the h, after a Hif., as Gn. 9
27 T\tA '* W (Lex. 51 id, c).

D^lA (2)] the S as 5
2
. But 5 MSS DM2»6, which may be

right [cf.
83 n.].

DllJ^l] cw^ leads them away (Di. De.) ; but this is doubtfully

supported by 2 K. 1811 (read rather here, with Hi., '31 r6rQ Dn3 s

1,

" and set them in Halab," etc. ;
and so 1 K. io26

)
: nmn is every-

where else used in a good sense. Read Dn|3, though not (Hi.)

in the sense of settleth them (which would need the place to be

specified, as Is. 14
1 DnDlK 7V QH^m, besides being unsuited to
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the context), but in that of leaveth them, forsaketh them

(|j

a
D13^l), which is the sense of H'3n, when used absolutely, as

Jg. 1626
, Jer. 14

9 s

?n3n b* (so Wr.).

24. DJ7] om. ffir Bi. Lag. Du.

TV! N*? VUl] = a pathless waste (Dr. 164; G-K. 152**);

cf. 262
38

26 b*k n5> p« by TBBit?, 2 S. 23
4 may *6 "ipa, a cloudless

morning, Ps. 885
£g r« "Ott.

25. Ttt?)l ItfcftEW] ^^V /^ darkness (not, grope zrc dark-

ness) ; E>E>0 sq. ace, as Gn. 31
34 and Laban/e//? about all the

tent (sq. 3, 25
14

,
Dt. 2829

).

"TIN ^sT\\ l^n is sometimes strengthened by the addition

of tin 6&I (Am. 5
18 - 20

,
La. 3

2
)

: so the meaning might be simply

"they feel darkness, and not light." vh abs. sometimes denies

Gn. 29
7

,
Nu. 205

, Is. 44
19

, Jer. 5
12

{Lex. 5190, b, b), so the words

(as a circ. cl.) might be rendered and there is no light, like 2216

nv tih) (but many MSS here fc6a),
1BDO pw, Ps. 104

25
105

34
;

but «!? alone, as 24
,
would be better then (so Sgf. Du. Be. K Bu.),

cf. (after a vb.) c. 34
24

.

D^fY^] ffir ifKavrjdeirja'av Se, whence Bi. Du. Bu. (in note)

$fl*5 (Nif. : cf. Is. 19
14 "V&W riiynna), avoiding the repetition

from 24b
, securing the same subj. as in a

,
and making the line

somewhat fuller.
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I. 73] i.e. (Di. Du.) everything relating to God's rule of

the world, and pertinent to the present subject, (fix Bi. n?tf
;

but this is weak. 12 MSS, ffi
253 SU %"b ;

but "these

things
"

is probably an addition (like /te in EVV.), intended

to limit "all" needlessly to what has just been said.

rV?] the reflex, i, as 1211.

3. *W oVlN] as 5
8

.

llDln] inf. abs., asg
18

: G-K. 113^ (not inf. c, 53^, with a?).

4. DHN D71N1] strongly emphasizing the contrast between

God and Job's friends. & Bi. Be. Du. St. DDKl ; Me. Sgf. DMK

alone. Dnw is more idiomatic than DJ1K ; but it is decidedly

weaker than DHK D^IKI.

^QtO] plasterers of bzto (14
17

,
Ps. ii9

69
f) is in Syr. (rare)

to foul; in Talm. (Levy) to smear or daub; in Jer. 43
s & b*BB

is mortar) /3FI, plaster, whitewash, Ezk. 1310.
11. u. is 2 228 is also

evidently the same word, fflr freely larpol aSt/cot,.

/;$] worthlessness, (cf. Syr. \S 1 \(, weak, feeble, poor;

perhaps also in usage felt to suggest ?K) ; so Zee. n 17

Wsn *$ft, a worthless shepherd, Jer. i4
u

(rd. Wtf DDp), a. worthless

divination: usually in pi. of worthless gods or zV/0/j.

6. ^Hn^^n] ffi eXey^ov tov GTOfUiTos fxov
= 'S nnain, prob.

rightly (Me. Bi. Wr. Di. Bu. al.).

7, 8. Notice the emphatic position of t>*On, }7\
s VJBn, and

*?tfb before the verb.

IIIIH . . . linn] ffir XaXelre . . . (ftdiyyeade [against

the repetition in jJH, see 83
n.]. <f>0. [nowhere else in ffi of

OT., nor anywhere in \4&H, renders "DI, for which cf. only

Sir. 13
22

,
but it is]

= Jpai, Ps. 78
2
94*; and in view of a

, Wan
may be right (Be. Du.). V*3n is a poet. syn. of "^, implying

82
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a flow of speech; and used in both a good (Ps. ng171
njysn

r6nn T1BB>) and a bad sense (Pr. 15
2 r6lK y^T D^D3 "»Dl).

9. ^nnri ttro»a ^nn:?] 5>nrj (Gn. 31
7

, Ex. 825
, jg.

l6io.i3.i5 t
'.

T

Hof. bnin
; is." 44

20
f) is Hif. of &n*; of this

l^nnn, and (less correctly) wn«Jj Jer. g
4
f , are, as pointed, Hif.

with the n anomalously retained (G-K. 53^). But 1 K 1827

we have a Pi. ?&>?} t, in 17
2 the subst. D'pnn f , and Is. 30

10

ni?nnp | ?
which show that Heb. must have had a secondary

verb i'nn formed from ?nn
; and in all probability the Pi.

17/nnn, \?F\n\ should be read here and Jer. 9/ (see Stade, § 145^)-

10. D^D] 2 &&U, his face (so Me. Sgf. Gr. Be. Du.): the

rendering, however, is not evidence that these translators read

V3fi ; nor is the change necessary.

11. n^ty] cf. 3 1
23

,
Gn. 49

3
,
Hab. i

7
,
Ps. 625

(not in all

with quite the same nuance).

12. DD^3T] |rOT is both a memorial (Ex. 1214
al.), or thing

calling something else to remembrance, and a memorandum, or

thing worthy itself of remembrance (Ex. 17
14 1SD3 jrOT DXt 3h3,

al.): in Est. 61 ni3"i3T "iDD, book of things worthy of remem-

brance, as records ; here, things worthy of remembrance, as

dicta to be appealed to, common-places, apophthegms, stock

instances.

0^13 "V^n ^237]=
" become bosses of clay," the b, as

often, denoting transition into (Lex. i? 4), usually with a verb, as

DBS |D3, PITT, etc., but occasionally in poet, and late Heb. without

one (ib. 5126), as Mic. i
14 3D*6 3'?3« "m, Hab. i

11
ir6«!? inb

it,

Zee. 4
7

,
La. 4

s
.

DD^l] 23 is prop, the back (Ps. 129
3
),

then the back, i.e.

the boss or "buckle," of a shield (15
26

),
and hence Ges. Thes.

propug?iaculum y arx, comparing Arab.
.£3, back (also used of

the back of a shield), in the same sense, as Hariri, Cons., p. 85,

de Sacy, "ut corroboretur dorsum eius in litigando, i.e.

validum presidium habeat." Perhaps, however, Du. Bu. are

right in giving 23 here the more obvious sense which it has in

15
26

,
the boss of a shield, fig. for defence.

13. ^de itrmnn] the oPP . <* wnm
t i s . 4ii- Cf.

Ps. 28\ 1 S. 7
8
.
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"ON] note the emph. position; cf. Jg. 823
, 2 S. 1228 17

15
,

Jer. 17
18 2 1

5
(Dr., Tenses, p. 202).

TV2\ idiom, for our "what will"
(lit. somewhat, aught, 1 S.

ig
3 al.

;
Lex. 5536, 3); cf. 2 S. 1822 ^K dj KrmnK n»-w, 23

JT1K nipm. Bi. Du. Klo., taking back no bv from 14
, ^y najn

no $>y no,
" Und komme iiber mich was und was\ "

lit. w«5- zu

was; cf. Ezk. 7
26 ntil ?y njh, Jer. 4

20
. The proposal is clever

but venturesome.

14. ':fi HD"7^] Why should I take my flesh in my teeth,

and put my life in my hand ? This, understood in the natural

sense of the idiom in b
,
would mean, Why should I hazard, or

imperil, my life (see Jg. 123
,

1 S. 19
5 2821

,
cf. Ps. 119

109
) by

continuing" to defy God? This, however, is just what Job is

doing, and continues to do
;
hence Ew. Di. 1 De. explain the phrase

as meaning, Why should I make a desperate attempt to save my
life by submitting to God, and allowing myself to be counted

guilty by Him ? But this sense of the idiom is against usage.

RVm., with Schult.,Rosenm., Renan, at all adve?itures (lit. super

quidquidfuerit = whateverhappens)', but this is a highly question-

able sense of no S>y. It is far better, with M.?. Di. 2 Bu. al., to

omit no bv (which is not expressed by (5r) as dittographed from l3b

no s
f>y. [If nE"i>y be omitted the v. is in the normal 3 : 3 rhythm.]

IS N7] so Kt. ; £, Qre, "A &2TF, Saad.
(ffi idv fie

^etpcocnjTai,
6 Svpaarrji; eVet teal f/p/cTat, [^[}])>

•PPM [t?) fcO] has been very differently understood : ?(V

is to wait (as of rain, not waiting for man's command, Mic. 5
6
),

esp. to wait expectantly, c. 14
14

,
Is. 42* 51

5
al., usually sq. *? or

i>K; here, 611 and Ps. 71
14

abs., and so nearly = hope. Hence

(1) I do not wait (pregn. ; sc. for anything better), virtually =
I have no hope (Me. Bu. RVm. 3

[Dr., Book of Job in the Revised

Version, p. 37, n. p]) ; (2) I do not wait — I need not wait (Di.),

i.e. I do not wait for my fate, I am sure of it (so virtually Da.

RVm. 2
, I will not wait, i.e. I will not wait for a more distant

death, it is close at hand) ; but ?n\ seems always to be used of

waiting hopefully (for help, etc.); (3) Du., I cannot hold out,

endure my present condition longer, "as in 611 "
; but this is

not really the meaning of *}W in 611
; (4) with )*?, For him do I
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wait (Del., cf. RVm. 1
),

i.e. I am only waiting for Him to give

me my death-stroke
;

but 71V never occurs in the sense of

waitingfor anything evil (contrast 30
26

).

^ /Ep^] tap is an Aram, word
;
elsewhere in Heb. only 24

14
,

Ps. i39
19

t; with tap, Ob. 9
f.

17. yiEtp WDttfj So 2 1
2

( + <nta, as here), 37
2

, Is. 69

55
2
t; G-K. 1137*.

WlPlM IT Both the */ and the form are Aramaic. n*n

(
=

}J)> w-iQ-k», common in 5E and Syr. ;
oft. = Tin) in Heb. only

1517 32
6
362.10.17^ Ps> I93-j. and prob> 52

n
: njHK (properly rWrjK ;

hence Lag. Bu. here Wn«) is an inf. Afel (cf. Dn. 210 rnnr6),

used as a subst. ; cf. Dn. 5
12

I^nx rnntf, the declaring of

riddles : Ps. 49
2 2T NT xmnK iyDB>, hear this declaration

(teaching); for the form in Heb., see G-K. 85^ (rnaTK), 85c

(HSjn, inf. from cp, formed on the Aram, type, cf. n
"JJi7,

Dn. 5
20

). (& avayyeXco = n?HK : so Di. Gr. Du. Be. But there

are Aramaisms in Job ;
and the subst. is more forcible. [For

the form of sentence (a subst. + *3?K3, but without a vb.) cf.

15
21 and 2 S. 227

;
but in the latter case Kan has almost certainly

dropped out (see Ps. 187
,
and cf. Gray, Forms ofHebrew Poetry y

182, n. 1), and the same may well have happened here.]

18. MllDiy] ["pj; to arrange, set in order (e.g. pieces of

wood, (the dishes on) a table, (the line of) battle) is used with

pta as the expressed object in 32
14

(|| n^n, to answer), and

probably, with the same or a synonymous word understood

but not expressed, in 33
s

(|| 3Wi) 37
19

(jj 7 IDS) of careful, well-

arranged speech. DSCD "py might, therefore, well mean to set

forth, or state a legal case, supporting it with carefully arranged

arguments ; and such certainly seems, and is generally taken

to be, the meaning in 23*, where the parallel is particularly

noticeable—nirDin S7DK ^31 DB^D Nth roniyK. For the use of

DQK>D, not of legal decisions, but of pleadings; cf. 1 K. 3
11

; and

for a somewhat analogous use of "jiy, cf. 2 S. 23
s rony • • • rp~Q

733, a covenant (of which the terms are) fully and duly set forth

(Dr. ad loc). The phrases in 23* and here being the same, it

would be most natural, if possible, to give it the same meaning
in both passages (so R.V.). But it is objected that Job has
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not yet stated his case, and is still in v. 22
only on the point of

doing so. Hence Budde, e.g., renders here by "ich habe die

Verhandlung gerilstet," in 23* by
"
darlegen wollt'ich vor ihm

das Recht." This is not altogether satisfactory. Ehrlich would

give the phrase here the meaning, Iforesee the result of the legal

argument,—an admirable parallel, it is true, to v. 18b
,
but a

meaning that is very hazardously based on a doubtful inter-

pretation of the difficult phrase twin *3ty in Pirke Abhoth, i
8(9)

.

(2r renders ihov iyco iyyvs elfii rov KpifxaTos /iov, reading Tftip

instead of TDty ; reading with Q& and pointing ^roip we should

obtain the phrase used in Is.41
21

; but this, too, might be open to

the objection, for what it is worth, that v. 18 would anticipate v. 22
.]

tD*DE>ft] rd. *ttS£>0, with &&, 1 MSK Du. [Even if *DBPD be

read, the phrase remains virtually identical with that in 23*

(see last n.), and it is noticeable that Bu., who translates

differently in 23* and here, argues in favour of jj& here and

consequently of exact identity of phrase in the two passages.]

19. . . . NIPT ^12] as Is. 50
9 WW jon *D ; see on 4* (Lex.

216b).

21. jrnrr] g-k. 29?.

^nynn] as 7
14

.

22. ^^tlfi-n] and answer me : lit. turn me back (sc. with a

word
;
see Dr. on 2 S 3

11
) ;

with omission of 121, as 202
33

5, 32
,

2 Ch. io16
(||

1 K. 1216 +121) ;
cf. Dn. 3

16
(Aram.).

23. (Sr iroaai eiaiv ai aiiapriat /jlov kch al avofxiai jjlov ;

.^iha^ov fie tm>6? eialv ; surely reads a as jJH, and expresses

TiNDm *yca by rives. [Attempts to emend (Be. Du.) j$i on the

basis of (5r are therefore ill-advised. Still the recurrence of

niKDn and Tltfnn in the same v. are "not exactly an elegance"

(Bu.), and some corruption earlier than dR is not improbable.]

25. rW)] n&* before an indeterm. noun is very anomalous

(G-K. 117c; Ew. § 277^(2); Dav. § 72, R. 4): rd. prob. DK1

(Be. Bu.); and cf. Ko. 288^*. If correct, nx will point to the

particular piece of chaff symbolizing Job.

26. [^D] not for (RV.), but that after a question implying

surprise or deprecation; as, e.g., 611
7
12, 17

, Gn. 209
,

Is. 221
;

Lex. 472b.]
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27. DtLTfi] the jussive is out of place: rd. D^rn (Dr. 171,

174; Bu.). G-K. iog£ allows that the form here is not jussive

in meaning ;
but whether it can be reasonably explained as

due to rhythmical grounds is very doubtful. Cf. Da. 65, R. 6.

ID] 33
11

1 (a quotation from here). Syr. J.XD, wooden

stocks; in Acts 1624 & for to gvXov (as Jb. 33
11

(Sr for id).

Cf. njsno and pi%

njpnilJl] npn is to cut in, grave, carve: hence Pu. n
j5np,

carved work, 1 K. 6s5
,
Ezk. 810

;
and npnnn (only here), to cut in

ox: grave for oneself (cf. to^snn, to strip off for oneself, nnsnn,

sibi solvere; G-K. 54/); i-e. thou incisest or makest thee a line

against (
= about) the soles of my feet, fixest limits for them

which they may not pass. Du. regards *5ffl as repeated by
error from a

,
and pointing *&"$, renders,

" Thou makest thee a

groove about my root," supposing the fig. to be that of a tree,

and the allusion to be to some method of preventing the root

of a tree from spreading unduly, or putting forth useless

shoots. He further attaches to this line i4
5c

,
so as to form a

couplet : Thou fixest its limit (^P?) that it cannot pass.

28. And he—a man thus miserably treated
(

27
)
—crumbles

away like a rotten thing—in particular (see on 5
s
)
worm-eaten

wood,—and like a moth-eaten garment. ffir %<ra acr/cq), S£>

\dOy v*-»l>
Hke a wine-skin, i.e. 3p'~i3, Aram. NSpVi, Gn.

2 j
14. 15. 19 ^ cc, ]^ n ;

;
for n»ri; for rbl of a water-skin, cf.

Jos. g
4 Dy3 nilN3. Be. adopts this reading ;

but fH yields a

perfectly satisfactory sense. The 3rd person, following the

1st in v. 27
, is, however, somewhat awkward; and hence v. 28

has been supposed to be either misplaced—Me. would place it

after i4
2a

, Sgf. after i4
2b

,
and Bi. after 14

3
, though in neither

place would it agree well with the context—or (Bu.) a gloss

added by a later hand. With Du.'s explanation of i3
27c

I4
5c

,

Xin must be rendered it, and will refer to the "root" of 27c
.

For 2p"i3 (not 3p"i2, as is general when the subst. is not

defined by an adj. or rel. cl. following), cf. i4
2 - 6 1614

31
18
38

s

(Di.); and see G-K. 1260, p; Lex. 207b, f.
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2. [N^] could also (cf. i»]p in b) be pointed as impf. N£ ;

in this case the construction is exactly as in v. 10
, the first

following impf. with waw consec. being in accordance with

Dr. § 80, the second with Dr. § 76, ft; in fH the vb. is pf.

of experience (Dr. § 12) followed by the impf. with waw con-

secutive (Dr. § 80). It is not certain that (Er (avdos avOrjaav)

read differently from jJH : in any case it is unnecessary to

substitute TTT (Wr.) or niDJP (Be.) for n^; for fiW is used of

plants (1 K. 5
13

,
Is. n 1

): like ^d (of plant life, e.g. Ps. 90
6
)

it

is here used figuratively of men, as are tyo in 24
24 and ma and

pv in Ps. 92
s

.
]

T'ft'H] We have parallel forms in 1816 7®\ 2<\
u and

Ps. 3V fe^.t; cf. BQ*! &tf mjA, Ps. 90
6

. It has been
*j 1 AT •• t: ••

: vvt ' •?

questioned whether the first four of these forms are Kal,

from *vO*, to droop, languish, cogn. with ??BK, or Nif., from

bbn, parallel to fee (cf. Ps. 58
s £hW;"Ps. n810' n - 12

DTEN *3 '*

DCS), to cut off(Ps. 90
6

,
with the implicit cogn. ptcp. as

subject, 7?ifcDJ?n). The latter rendering seems the more probable.

(>bo is more naturally connected with 5*lD than with ^ftN ;
and

while in many of the passages either sense would suit, in Job

24
24 be cut off is more suitable than droop ;

and to be cut off is

such a common fate for grass that the objection that to droop
or languish is what more normally happens to it, does not

amount to much. fir i^eireaev = 73*5, and fades away (see

Is. 281 to avQo? to €K7T€o-6p = ??3 ps,
4
40

8
),

which might well

be the orig. reading ;
so Du.

3. VWl] ffi£U, Me. Di. Wr. Bi. Be. Bu. Du. in&tt, in

better agreement with the context. For the emphatic position,

cf. Gn. 1212
, 2 S. 129

, 1 K. i
6 - 35

,
Is. 57

11
58

2
, Jer. 9

2
, Ezk. 22 12

,

Hos. 215b : see further examples in Dr.'s n. on 1 S. 15
1
.

88
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4^ \PP V] followed by an accus. of the thing longed

for, as Dt. 2867
, Ex. i63 al. ins tib is the tersest possible

statement that the thing desired is impossible. The context

on both sides relates, however, to the shortness of man's life,

not to the sinfulness: hence Bi.12 Be. Ch. Bu. regard the

verse as a note written originally on the margin, and after-

wards introduced by error into the text. Du. defends the v.,

regarding it as suggesting the ground why God should deal

less stringently with man : sin is innate in him
; ought not

this to be a motive for His forbearance? Du. lengthens
b
by

prefixing niNtsnp, "not one is without sin"; but this strains

unduly the
JD.

5. ipn (Kt.)] pn is originally something cut in (Is. 2216

)b pt?D yi?D3 *ppn)} and so something incised\ or engraved, on

stone or metal, i.e. a statute ;
then more generally something

prescribed, in many different applications (Lex. 349) as a pre-

scribed allowance of food (Gn. 47
22

,
Pr. 30

8
),

a prescribed due

(Lv. 611
),

here and v. 13 a prescribed limit in time (on the

question whether it also denotes a prescribed limit in space,

see phil. n. on 2610
38

10
).

rVt^V] & eOov, 2 €Ta]ja$, U constituisti, which point to

n&; so Be. Bu. Du. There occurs indeed in 2826 "ID»!> inpjB

pn, but pn has not there the same meaning as here.

6. V7ift3] from upon him,—that thy unfriendly eye may
rest upon him no more ; cf. e.g. 9

s4
,
Ex. 1822

, Am. 5
23

, Jon. i
11

(Lex. 758^, b).

vin^l] inn is to cease (y?
end

), desist, forbear ; the meaning
to cease (sc. from labour), rest, is very doubtful

; the only

parallel being 1 S. 25
, where, however, ity v*![J should almost

certainly be read for *ty v"in. Read
*2Q-»

an^ desist, forbear

(Am. 7
5
al.); so Bu. Be. K St.; Gr. V ri31, that he may have rest

(impers., as 3
13

) ;
but it is not certain that Xva ^av^darj

represents this.

[M5V . . . ITT^] n5FI, to take pleasure in, enjoy, with the

ace, e.g. Ps. 10215
. W here virtually = his (finished) day—.

the hour toward sunset when he receives his wages (Dt. 24
15

)

and rests (7
lf

-).]

3°
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7. 11V*)] Dr. 124, 136 and Obs. ;
cf. Pr. 19

19
.

fj^rP] in Kal (of a plant) to come on, i.e. to sprout (Ps. go
5 - e

t£m r^ ">P33* : ejiw n^na
-ipnn) ;

in Hif. to ^*?w (Is. 40
31

),

or, as here, to show newness (G-K. 53*/), i.e., of a plant, to put

forthfresh shoots, of a bow (29
20

),
to keep fresh and pliable, opp.

to old, dried up, and useless.

8. ppT
1
]
G-K. 530; Ew. § 1 22c (ace. to Ew. with an

inchoative force == senescere ; so pTlEn, 2012 dulcescere ; po^n,
Ps. 27

14 to become courageous', "Wyn, Ps. 49
17

ditescere\ EKV1,

Jb. 2 1
5
stupescere ; TjniD, Dn. io11 contemiscens).

9. n^lD^] putforth buds or shoots (G-K. 53^) ; Pr. 14
11

(fig.)

nna* dwi bn&n, Ps. 92
14 ma* ut6k nmna.

nt#y] = produce, as Gn. i
11

,
Ezk. 17

6 al. (Ze*. 794^, 2).

3H02] something (freshly) planted', (Sr veocfrvrov.

10. U^ITI] 1 after mc, Dr. 80; G-K. mt. If t}6n means

to " waste away" (EVV.), any word may mean anything in

Heb. The *J fcj^n means, as in Aram. (5D and Syr. ; e.g. - • V «--

= avav&pos, aadevi]*;, PS. 1295), weak; it does not even, as is

sometimes said, mean prostrate (except in a fig. sense), and

it is opposed to "1133
(Jl. 4™ ^K 1133 IDtf E>Vin, Ex. 32

18 "the

answering of n&^n," opp. to "the answering of mi33
M
); in

Ex. 17
13 read ^?n*5, weakened, disabled, as in Jb. 12 21

,
2T

SsHpno K-ate typm (Levy) for HBT; in Is. 14
12

^y g£n cannot

possibly mean "lay low"
;
rd. either tfirfo b^D or nwrbv ^in

(lying) powerless on the corpses, fflr &>^ero
= ^PH-I (see v. 20

19
10

,

ffi and JH), and « gone, or even (Wr. Gr. Bu.) tf>W\ (9™, Ps.

10227
;

cf. anrkp^o^ai for cj^n, 1 S. io3
,
Ct. 211 , Bu.), forms a

better sequel to TN& than B^m ;
and either of these, it must be

admitted, may well be right.

VW] fflc ovk6tl iartp, <S w-iOloA-iJlO, which, unless para-

phrases, will express 1*N)
or U3"W

;
so Me. Sgf. Be. But this

—
quite apart from the fact that at least pxi (as distinct from

•O^fcO) is found only after verbs implying (1 S. 9
4
),

or expressing

(3
9

,
Ps. 69

21
,
Pr. 13

4
14

6 204
,

Is. 41
17

59
11

, Ezk. 7
25

f )
a search—

is, as Bu. Du. Peake all remark, much inferior to the question.

Sgf. Be. are hypercritical. "The question," they declare, "is
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out of place : for c. 3 leaves no doubt that the dead man
was supposed to be in Sheol." But upon this argument p&o is

equally out of place : for if the poet knew that the dead man
was in Sheol, how could he say,

" and he is not"? Obviously
both Where is he? and He is not must be understood with the

same tacit limitation,
" Where on earth?''' and " not on earthy

*D, n*tf, and other interrogatives are constantly used in Heb. with

the force of a rhetorical negative (no one, no where, not, etc.);

see, e.g., 207 i'K.

11. Varied from Is. 19
5 W2*\ 31IT inai Djne D*» W*3] (of

thefuture decay of Egypt, the D*1 and the nna being the Nile) :

the poet applies the words more generally, D*1 having no doubt

the sense of an inland sea or lake (as, e.g., in n"03 Ds
). Di. Be.

Du. strike out the v. as (Du.) a "
thoughtless marginal citation

on 19ab
,
to which (after

19c
)

12a also belongs : both, forgotten by
a scribe, in the end found their way here

"
: Du. thus omits n

altogether, makes 10a>b - 12bc the quatrain here, and 19c - 12a - 20a - b

the quatrain after 18a,b * 19a - b
. But these transpositions are

violent :
12a is much more forcible where it is than after 19c

;

and the comparison in n
, so far from breaking the connexion

between 10 and 12
,
forms an effective introduction to 12

,
and

justifies the reinforcement, in different words, of the thought
of l0

. For the comparison expressed by the
\ adaequationis in 12

,

see 19c
, Pr. 25

25 2614 al.
; Lex. 2^a.

\7V^\ The common Aram, word for go—in Heb. here, Dt.

32
s6

,
1 S. 9

7
, Jer. 236 (text doubtful, but not certainly wrong : see

Dr.,/er.,p. 339 f.), Pr. 2014 f, usually with the force of "go away."

12. O^ft'tt? TPl iy] ^rhl occurs before a subst. in Is. 14
6
f ,

rntp
*rfa J13B

;
and Tltao, TbJ? often before an inf. (so, no

doubt, *rta "ty,
Dr. on Dt. 3

s
; Lex. nja). Is. 14

6
,
and the fact

that the inf. is a subst., may defend ^rhl iy here; but ^3 is

much more frequently used to negative a subst. ;
and we

have twice »fcj iy: Ps. 7 2
7

(TV ^3 ty, Mai. 3
10 H $3 ny.

€1 ea>? av ovpavos ov firj avvpa<f>r} (J donee non consuetur),
—

prob. a paraphrase: 'A eo>? av KaTarpifif) (whence U donee

atteratur), 20 (&
A

eo>? 7ra\ai(odrj, &
H

]
.^n. ]1^5 |iDAj &—al *

=DW ni!>3 ny (for
yA see Gn. 1812

,
Is. 5 1

6
, Field) till the heavens
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wear away (so Geiger, Urschrift, p. 417; Bi. Be. Du.). It is

true, H73 is used of the heavens and earth, Ps. 10227 vD > 1323 D?DV

Is. 5 1
6 rtan nana pxm ini>»3 jeot dw N

3, to denote their

gradual wearing away ;
but with ly the absolute negative

wbl (or ^3) is more forcible.

'X\ y&p*] the change to singulars (<£
A 'A pp, 9 (Field)

inj$D ^V.l K?l: Be. K Du.) is not necessary: when a group of

persons is spoken of a change from sg. to plur., or vice versa,

is frequent in Heb. poetry (cf. on 21 30
).

Bu. would attach 12a to

11
(cf.

19
), making

12b,c an independent distich, and so leaving

the two plurals by themselves.

14. rTTPn] & %r)<T6TCLL, probably a dogmatic rendering,

intended to make Job affirm distinctly the thought of the

resurrection. Cf. eco? rrakiv jivoo/jLai, for 14c TlB^n K13 *\y.

Du., however, supposes (Sr to imply, for n^n^n, iTTPI, which

he adopts, taking DX as expressing a wish (Ps. 81 9
g5

7 al. ;

G-K. 151^),
" If only a man might die, and live again!

" and

regarding the line as the last of the quatrain, 13
s ' b-c

14
s
.

15. *]Mn] Kal, Ps. i7
12

f; Nif. Gn. 31
30

,
Ps. 84

s
f

(Zeph. 21
PJDD3 tib = unabashed'; see 2T of Ps. 35* 60,

7
).

The

Nif. being certain in Gn. 31, Ps. 84, Bu. would read it also

here and Ps. 17
12

.

16-17. Do these verses describe God's present attitude

towards Job (so Ew. Di. De. Da. and most)? or do they

carry on 15
, describing what God's future attitude would be,

if he were to act as described in 15
(so Umbreit, Hi. Me.

Studer, and esp. Bu.
; also Ho.)? In the former case, they

will be rendered: "For (giving the reason for the preceding

wishes) now thou numberest my steps (watchest my move-

ments jealously, as if I were a malefactor; cf. 13
27

),
Dost thou

not keep watch upon my sin (^y -|»s?, as S>K -IEK>, 2 S. n 16

(i»K=?y, as often in some books; Lex. 41a), of Joab keeping
watch upon Rabbath-Ammon

; and, in a friendly sense, of

keeping watch over so as to guard, bn "IDBS 1 S. 2615
; hv "»BS?>

1 S. 2616
,
Pr. 211 622

;
the question indicated by the tone of the

voice, G-K. 1500, b; or better, with ffi Ew. Di. Du. 13JW1 *6,

Thou dost not pass over (Mic. 7
18

,
Pr. 19

11
; cf. c. 7

21
) my sin) ?
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My transgression is sealed up in a bag (Hos. 13
12

) ;
And thou

plasterest over (13
4
) my iniquity (keepest it securely fastened

up till the day of reckoning)." In the latter case they will be

rendered :
" For then thou wouldest number my steps (and see

that I made no slip
"

;
cf. 31

4 " Doth not he see my ways, and

number all my steps?" also "I would declare unto him the

number of my steps," in 31
37

) ;

" Thou wouldest not keep watch

upon my sin
; My transgression (would be) sealed up in a bag

(to be brought out and remembered no more), And thou

wouldest (7DL3n"l) plaster over (whitewash, fig. for palliate) my
iniquity." But [the first of these two interpretations was

adopted in The Book ofJob (1906)].

18. viSl*1 vClS "IHI b>33, usu. of a flower or leaf, seems to

combine the ideas of fading and falling \
cf. Is. i

30 vnn *3

rw n733 fW?, fading and falling in regard to its leaf, 281

7313 P% 34
4 the heavens will rot and be rolled up like a scroll,

m«rio nbbDi |B3» rby
S»bj3 fa\ dxzw bi\ Ps. i

3
; fig. of the

earth, to wither, Is. 24* ptfn n733 I"l73tf
;

to sink down

exhausted, Ps. 1846 *%\ "D?. "33, Ex.
'

1818 (Jethro to Moses)
1»y "IPX ntn Dyn D3 nns D3 fen 733

y ; it is thus rather a

strange word to apply to a mountain (RV. "cometh to

nought
"

is too free a version). Still it might perhaps be used

figuratively for crumble away. So Di. De. :
" But a mountain

falling crumbleth away
"

; Du. 7$2P 733,
" But even a mountain

crumbleth away" ("the 'even' is implied by the emph.

position of in and Titf"). (5r& both express ?h) for 713*;

hence Lag. Sgf. Be. Bu. 5fej /M,
" But a mountain surely

falleth (the allusion being to huge pieces of rock hurled down
a mountain in a thunderstorm, or falling off through the slow

action of the weather); Bu. (alt.)
fOT 7pi3, a fallen mountain

psi3, as Dt. 2 1
1

al.) weareth away (cf. on v. 12
). [There are

indications in the MS that Dr. doubted whether fR, which

he followed in the translation, or any of the proposed emenda-

tions, ought to be accepted as satisfactory.]

pn^*1

]
& TraXaKod^aerac, from the Aram, sense of the *J ;

see on 21 7
.

19. Ipntl?] Ex. 30
36

(ingredients of incense) ; Ps. 1843 =
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2 S. 22 iS
(fig.

of foes)f. Syr. %q.j^,*, oft. for avvrptpeiv.

For the order (obj., vb., subj.), Dr. 208. 1
; G-K. 142. 2a.

^tt^n] with JTTPBD, the plur. being construed as a collec-

tive (G-K. 145^) ;
cf. 2011

27
20
30

15
, Is. 34

13
59

12
,
Ps. 1835

37
31

.

Upon the same principle, the suff. in iTlTDD refers to WO

(G-K. 135^, though all the instances cited are not certain);

cf. c. 39
15

. But Dn\TBD would be certainly better.

n^n^DD] their overflowings'. Arab, safaha, to pour out

(e.g. blood, Qor. 6146
) ;

Is. 5
7

ns'^p f, shedding (of blood);

rPDp also, if rightly explained as meaning properly growth
from spilled grain (Lv. 25

s
"|T¥p IT2D,

n
;

2 K. 19
29 =

Is. 37
30

t), will be from the same ^. Gr. Bu. Be. K HQ^np,

supposed to mean a prostrating, violent rain, a "cloud-burst,"

from f)nD, a a/ rare in Heb. (Jer. 46
15 si vera 1., Pr. 28 ;j

cjriD "itppf), but common in Syr., in the meaning to throw down

(e.g. a house, for KaOaipelv, = iBacpi^o), Lk. 19
44

; PS. 2590 f.).

As, however, there is no evidence that cjno was confined in

Heb. to the prostrating effects of rain, the supposition that

nSTiD meant specifically a "cloud-burst" is precarious.

20. VTDpnn] I5
24

> Qoh. 4
12

t; cf.
*|gfe,

Est. 9
29 io2

,

Dn. 11 17
f. Aramaic ^lpfi, be strong (Dn. 4

s - 17
al., Tgg. Syr.),

and, except here and 15
24

, only in late Hebrew. The sf., as

in Vrta;, Ps. 13
5

;
G-K. 1172*.

TTWft] Hfn would be better.

21. V&&] ^V*, opp. to 133, as Jer. 30
19

, "IJJ*
*& 0^33™ ;

[so here in exact antithesis to V133% they come to honour (RV.),

Y\W means they come to dishonour', cf. ]j..*JL«
=

aTi/ios, Mt.

13
57

; I'A^ _jul.55|iD> "sown in dishonour," 1 Cor. 15
43

].

1D7] the accus., as Ps. 73
17

;
cf. 9

11
.



CHAPTER XV.

2. [nWfijn TiySfi DDnn] usage would admit of nrrnyn

defining" the answer given (cf. Gn. 41
16

,
Pr. 1823

,
Neh. 86

),

in which case we should render, should a wise man {i.e.

Job) make reply with windy knowledge : or of being that to

which the reply is made (cf. 32
12
40

2 and probably 33
13

)
: then

render, should a wise man (i.e. Eliphaz) make reply to (such)

windy knowledge as Job has given utterance to. Parallelism

favours the former rendering.]

3. PO^] The inf. abs., defining how the actions mentioned

in 2 take place, as often (G-K. 113^).

p^D^] in the sense of to benefit\ profit\ or (34
s
) gain profit,

only in Job (22
2
34

s
35

s
).

[O'vDI] & iv \070i5, reading, perhaps, D^CQ (without

waw) ;
but ffl is perfectly possible, and an instance of the force

of a prep, (here 3 in "13*12) extending from one line of a distich

to another; G-K. ughh.]

6. W] "with the fern, dual, as Pr. 5
2

i
16 2623

,
Ps n 4 "

(Di.) ; G-K. i45«.

7. Wast thou the first (syntactically, "as a first one,"

accus. defining T??, G-K. 118^; cf. Is. 65
20

)
born to be a

man? (Dltf, accus. of product: n 12 2216
, Mic. 3

12
, Is. 24

12
;

G-K. i2id).

|"itt?*W"1]
"exhibits a double orthography, the phonetic

with \ the etymological with k" (Du.) ; cf. nyit^fco, Jos. 2i 10
,

and G-K. 23c. The same orthography (pB*&o) is found always
in the Sam. Pentateuch, Gn. 813

13
4
etc. (Ko. ii. 22572).

8. "liDinj Cf. 2213
;
and see G-K. 100/.

[VtttZMl m7N TlDin] TiD means (1) familiar, confidential

converse, secret', cf. Am. 3
7
, Pr. n 13

25
s

; (2) a company or

circle who talk confidentially to and exchange secrets with one
95
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another, and so sometimes a council
;

cf. Jer. 611
15

17
;
and in

this latter sense and combined with mrp or n^tf (Jer. 23
18 - 22

,

cf. Ps. 89
s
), Tid means the circle of those who are admitted

to intimacy with Yahweh and so obtain knowledge that is hid

from other men. 2 VW is occasionally (37
s

, and, perhaps,

Gn. 27
5
)
an intensified mode of expressing what is commonly

expressed by y£K> with the ace. (cf. Numbers, p. 123); if so

intended here, we may render, Wast (or art) thou listening to

the secret council of God? otherwise render, (Being, or standing)

in the council of God, wast (or art) thou a listener?]

[SH^rn. • • ^toWl] the impf. either (1) vividly depicts

the past (Dr. § 26 f.), alluding
- to the particular divine council

(cf. the pi. in Gn. i
26

)
in which the plan of creation was

revealed ;
or (2) indicates recurrency (Dr. § 33)

—art thou wont

to be a listener. In either case yum may have been intended

to be not co-ordinate as in j/B, but consecutive ITOfil—didst

(or dost) thou listen, and (so) draw to thyself]

10. It!?]
The vb. TOb in 1 S. i22

f, and nyfr often (Gn.

42
s8

etc.) ; but the ptcp. 3fe> only here, as in Bibl. Aram.

(Ezr. 5
5 - 9 67 - 8 - 14

1 ;
=

elders). & 3D, Syr. >affl (from *ofcx>),

are both common.

WW*] see on 1212 .

TID] see on 82 .

D^"1

]
ace. of respect, in regard to (Anglice "in"; Germ,

"an"): Dr. 193, 194 (pp. 258 n., 259 n.); G-K. 131^ (rather

badly classed under "
apposition," though qualified as apposi-

tion "in the wider sense"; notice, however, §§ i^P and

n8w).
11. ENS] DK, gentleness-, as adv. ace, 1 K. 21 27 DK ifeltj

with the S> of norm or state, as in '"^J? (Lex. 516^) ;
here

\ before the tone syll., elsewhere tD^, 2 S. 185
, Is. 86

; '8*6,

Gn. 33
14

t.

12. tTOVV] Either D?"i t is a by-form of ?D"i, or fiTDV must

be read with 5 MSS. VT\ is common in Arab. Aram, and NH.
in the sense of to make a sign, whether by the eyes, or in other

ways, and likewise more generally to hint at, signify (e.g. in
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interpretation, as "this signifies^ great mystery"); thus Pr. 613

% for nib, maketh signs with the fingers, io10 % for pp in

py HP, often for (S ta)i/eua>, as Lk. i
22 - 62

;
see also Is. 3

16 5 (T^i^>
for nnpw-'O), and Shabb. 62b ap. Levy; Is. 58° 2T yavxn TEHE,

Gn. 44
19 C Ps-J - r\mrh tpV TKH, m^ a sign to Manasseh.

To judge from usage elsewhere DP (ten) here will denote not

directly the movement of the eyes in passion (e.g. flash, or

roll), but, indirectly, the passion within as expressed by the

eyes, and we must render,
" And what do thy eyes hint at?"

Bu. (after Rsk. Hfm.) suggests ftDVV (so 1 MS), which would

suit the context well, and may be right ; cf. Pr. 617
rriB"} OW,

30
13 h*£ vsysyi vry i»vn» in.

I3« ri^^m] after ywr\ *3 the waw consec. is required

(Dr. 115, s.v. "o) : either, therefore, the mil*el tone is ex-

ceptional (Dr. in. 4, Obs. ;
cf. G-K. 49^), or, as we always

elsewhere have V^iD, ftom nx^m should be read.

P7D] as this is a weak word, Du. would read *"MD, com-

paring 23
2

.

<

r5' ^3?] so 2 5
5

>
La. 4

7
; see G-K. 6yee.

16. l^rO] the Nif. ptcp., with gerundial force, = abomin-

able; G-K. 116^.

rHfc-O] Ps. i4
3 = 53

4
irptUf, as here, in a moral sense;

in Arab. (conj. viii.) to be confused'; of milk, to turn

sour.

17- ^inb^] njn is a purely Aram, root
;
elsewhere in Heb.

only 32
s - 10- »

36
2

,
Ps. 19

3
; cf. njn« I3i7| #

mGDNI] The so-called waw apodosis: Dr. 125; G-K.

143^. Nothing would be lost by its omission
; but it is

hazardous to infer that, because (3iJ5U do not express \ they
therefore did not read it. EVV. do not express it

; but the

translators certainly read it.

18. DrTDNtt YinD tih)] nn3 *6\ must, if ffl is right, be

parenthetic :
" which wise men declare, without hiding it, from

their fathers," though nrD N^l DrTGND would be a simpler con-

struction
;

in fact EVV. translate as if the Heb. were this.

Be. Du. DH12K DVra &6l, "and from whom their fathers did

not hide (it),"
—the sf. D by G-K. 117*. On the other hand
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VirD &6l seems to go with, and to strengthen, VWP ; cf. Is. 3°

viro *6 iTan didd onKam.

20a. vb^nriD] = is tormented; see on 265 . £ aka^oveverat,

U superbit, <S *o5o5ASd, whence Be. ??nno boasteth (sc. of his

good fortune). But v. 21ff - describe the wicked man as living in

constant anxiety, and even in times of outward prosperity as

filled with presentiments of evil. dSxivQpovTi&i'Aivo&vvij, =$SL.

20b. As Bu. remarks, with the construction adopted above
b
drags after a

,
and the effect is not elegant ;

but it appears to

be right. The alternative and, it must be admitted, more

obvious construction,
" A (definite) number of years (

= years

which are numbered, Hi. De. RVm.) are (G-K. 146a) reserved

for the terrible
"

(€1 err) 8e aptOfi^ra BeBofieva hwdcrrp : De.),

does not yield a satisfactory sense;
" a few years" is alien

to the context, and would, moreover, be expressed by "ISDIO W
(16

22
,
Nu. 9

20
),

not q*ob> 1BD»; and the explanation (De.), "a

definitely fixed number of years, after which his fall comes,"

extracts more from the Heb. expression than it can be reason-

ably supposed to contain.

21. Q17^!2] & orav Sotcy rjBrj elprjvevew,
—a good para-

phrase.

i:«W] Cf. 2022
,
Pr. 2822 etc. ; G-K. 118/.

22. 1*W] inf. after pD«n; cf. Jg. n 20
(rather differently),

and with f>, Ps. 27
13

;
and see on 3

8
. pENH $b itself, as 9

16
.

Du., violently, "W 16 for 31B> p»«* vh, as v. 30 . (Ex
fjurj

7Tt,<TT€VeT(0 = |»*0 !>«
(cf.

31
) ;

so Me. Sgf.

*l!D!£]
for

**EHj ([orj G-K. 751; [for ViDX]), and, no doubt, in

view of the extreme rarity of the form (unless j^SV be read)

a mere error for it (Qre and many MSS have ^BX). HB¥ is to

look out as a watchman, 7 HBX to watch for, in a bad sense

Ps. 37
32

, very rarely construed with an ace. (Pr. 31
27
); if

correct, *»1BS will mean here "looked (or spied) out (and brought)
to the sword "

; but the fig. and constr. are both strange ;
and

prob. flBV, "reserved (v.
20

)
for" (Ew. Bi. Perles, Du., cf. Bu.)

should be read.

mn *h&] & Me. Bi. Be. Kit - Bu. 31H
nj (or *?*) *fo. Idio-

matic (5
20

, Jer. 1821
,
Ezk. 35

s
, Ps. 63

11
),

but not necessary.
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23a. The man's helplessness is vividly indicated by the

abrupt H s«
(cf. 14

10
;
and H3n, 9

19
; Bu.). (Er has KarareraKTac

Be €t<? alia ywfrlv : whence Me. n*N Cfipp ton 113
(to become

the food of the vulture) ; Sgf. njK$ Dr6 K1fl [F13 ; Be. Kin
\T\\

nj« Drtt (Be.
Kit -

103 for |fl? ;
but the Nif. of iy> is not a

passive); Bu. n»K prtt KW (or n#3) 1^13.

23b. 11*,

1] "J!? = beside
',

is very rare (Zee. 4
12

,
1 S. 4

18
by

emendation for T Ijn ; Jer. 41
9 rd. as (S ; cf. *T?i Ps » I4 l6

)>

the usual idioms being- *rS>, T b$, or T ?JJ. [The text here is

uncertain ; see below.] © has : olBev Be ev eauTw on fxevet

eh iTTOifxa. 'Hfiepa Be avrov gkotlvt) arpofitjaei, 'Avdytci]

Be /cal 6\[yfn<i avrov Kade^et : whence Wr. Be. Du. would

read DV (Be. TnS> p33 '3
;

Du. ftja
133

*3)
ITS }13D »3 yT

inspnn npraoi -is into i«wi ;
for tk, cf.' 1812 (<& irr&fia) ;

for tq,

31
29

((3r 7TTw/ia) ;
and for 133, 31

3
((5* airaXkorpi(oo-L<;).

IT'S) is

better than "lw, and, though 133 is clever, has the advantage
of (Ef's support. It is true, fD3 and 1T3 do not seem to be both

wanted, and the two make the line [in iJH] unduly long.

[Moreover, v. 24b is in ffl four-stressed, and therefore of a length
unusual in Job (though see e.g. v. 20

).
One effect of the

emendations suggested on the basis of (5r is to give vv. 23b - 24

the normal three-stress rhythm. But another effect, as Bu.

has pointed out, is to place the subjects (-j£Tl DV and nplVDI lit)

first in both parallel lines
;

this is a real difficulty, for there

is no emphasis on the subjects such as accounts for the

repetition of the order, subject, object, predicate, in 1211
, and

the prefixing of the subj. in both clauses of 83
5
7

;
but the

difficulty could be met by transposing *]KT! DV and innjn* ; for

that the subject should stand first in one of two parallels,

more commonly in the second, as it would then do here, is a not

uncommon result of the desire to give variety of cast to the

parallel lines of a distich : see, e.g., Is. n 6
,
Ps. 22

,
Pr. 210

(subject first in the second line), and Jb. 3
17

(subject first in the

first line) ; and cf. Gray, Forms of Hebrew Poetry, 66-68, 70 f.]

IHSprVl (ffl)] the fern., agreeing with npw», by G-K. 146*?;

Ko. 349A

T^/iy] see on 3*
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"YFT^ t] Arab, kadara, to pour out (e.g. water) ;
in conj. vii.

(inkadara) to pour down (of rain, etc.), dart down (of a bird of

prey, or Qor. 8i 2
,
of the stars falling from heaven at the last

day), of foes pouring or rushing upon any one (Fleischer ap.

Del. here—with, however, a doubtful attempt to fix the sense

of "YIT3 as battle-throng, by connecting these senses of kadara

with kadira, to be turbid; Lane, 2$g6b-c).

25. 7N (bis)]
— 1

?]}, as oft. (Lex. 410). So v. 26a .

*^UT] the Hithp., as 36
s

,
and (of Yahweh) Is. 42

13
f, behaves

himself mightily.

26. [The v. is virtually under the government of the »2

of v. 25
,
as is v. 28 of the *a of v. 27

. In <& the v. begins

eSpapev Se, which might point to p^ ;
cf. avXtaOeir) he = pp*1

in v. 28
.]

Wttl] with a (stiff) neck; cf. Ps. 75
s pnyW WW.

But T^SUS (Gr.), cf. i6ub
,
is attractive: it would form a climax

on -I3jns
.

^ISl] cf. 13
12

. Notice the dagesh, implying a preceding

disj. accent, and consequently a pause of some kind, although

•»3y is in the st. c. Such cases are not unfrequent : even before

a gen., the voice may take a rest, which will be marked by a

disj. accent.

27. WDt] Prob. for TX&XB (G-K. 23/), from Arab.

fa'ama, to fill, conjj. ii. iv. to widen, hence taf'im, bulkiness,

corpulence ; 'ufima, to become full offat ; mufam, mufa"am 9

fat, and wide within (Lane, 2326). 'A 2 irL^eXrj.

28. ych "HUP1

fcA] Either (Di. Bu.) "(wherein) men

(strictly MBW : see on 4
19

7
3
)
should not (Gn. 209 34

7
;
Dr. 39a;

G-K. 107^-, end, w) dwell"; or (Hi. De. Du.), "(which) should

not be inhabited,"—lit. sit, fig. for, to flourish, be inhabited,

often of cities or countries, as Is. 13
20

(Lex. 4430, 4), Jer. 30
18

3B* 1DDPD ^y pDim, though not ejsewhere of a house. In

either case \th is dat. comm. for themselves (G-K. 119s, end;

Lex. 5160) ;
but its force can hardly be represented in English ;

cf. Gn. 2 1
16

r6"3Ern, 225 nb nJ? «b>.

nnynrr] see on 3
8
.

[D^W?] & aWoi airoLaovTOL—a paraphrase, perhaps of
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incorrectly read D726 (Kohler, ZATW, 1911, 155) rather than

of W\h (Be.), or than a literal translation of WK>N D^nK (Du.).]

29. Dip**] as 815
.

D y^O V^N7 7T& N vH] D^D has been rendered possessions,

pN^ nD"1 being explained by the supposition that the "
posses-

sions
" were pictured as heavily laden branches of fruit trees,

or ears, bending to the earth
; but in that case we must

vocalize B/0>? (like DOipE), as the Arab. ^/ is nil, whence nayl,

possessions, as Gn. 49
s Saad. The

-y/
does not, however, occur

elsewhere in Heb. ;
nor can the expl. be said to be satisfactory.

No doubt D^D is corrupt, ffi ov fir) /3d\rj iirl tt)v yrjv cnciav

(&, or possibly D;>?) ; £ p«"I3p Kjn&A nriDJV k!>1 (D^D
=
D^ J10,

14
nought of what is theirs extends itself on the earth ") ; U nee

mittet in terra radicem suam
(
D
?¥*?) ; <£ )1^> T words, for D^:D,—

perh. (Me.) an error for Jlk), abundance. Di. Ej
5

^' (Gn. 41
5
),

with naj- Hi. D&p, from nWnp (Dt. 23
s6

),
"and their fam

bend not to the earth
"

(i.e. their crops produce no ripe

ears), quoting from Plut. Moralia, 81 B, tou? /ce/oU/zei>oi>9 real

vevovras eirl yrju, and Seetzen, Reisen, i. 152, of white

Dhurra in Phoenicia, "when it approaches ripeness, it bends

its top downwards." Either o?2W or this is best; though, as

the pronouns are here all sing., v?B, or Jvpp, would be an

improvement (nta* might stand with ropp, see Gn, i
u

, G-K.

1450; or tttSfl could be read).

30. nin^]Ezk. 2i 3,Ca.86
f. Aram. WVZrinfe, )ZuJD(7l\_L

(e.g. Ex. 3
2
©&) ; from nnfe, .ocniui (PS. 1895), shafel, from

3r6* (G-K. 55/; Wright, Comp. Gr. 204 f.).

fB n^l "V)DV
)] "rtD* is weak; and the pr. in VQ has no

antecedent, (2r for VB has avjov to avOos : avdos often =
TV, nysr, t=rna, Is. 52* 185 . Rd. with Be. Bu. Du. Wl
(ortm.B) V-lB WIS (orWI); cf. Hos. 13

3
(rd. TjbJ "W jiD3

P30; 'is. 40
2* D«B^ CpD rnyw. Be. Kit

', after (& iidreaot,

""riBh, a
*"!?>$, decidere"; but no such verb exists (is V'3

meant?).

31. *)&] for W0 (only here ;
but cf. W for W0 in Hos. 5

11
)
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is corrected in the Qre. nyru comes in strangely; and various

emendations of it, or of nym 1BG, have been proposed ;
but

none carries conviction. Sgf. n3i?ri3 0^*32, "in abominable

shame (idolatry)"; Be., with more probability, in"TOIi, "in

his riches," but ^ivy, though quite a possible form, does not

actually occur. And the repeated N1B> is forcible.

32. i^^'^T'S.] In the poet, books the metheg, which

marks the second syll. before the tone, if this syll. is the first

in the word, and begins with sh'wa, provided the word has a

disj. accent, and is preceded by no conj. accent, is attached

to the sh'wa; cf. 19
6 2213 2812

30
8
32

16
;
and see Baer in Merx,

Archiv, i. 201 f., more briefly G-K. ibg, end.

N7ftn] without an antecedent is very awkward. (& f) rofjurf

avrov irpb wpa? <\>6apr)aeTai, whence Me. Bi. Du. s®\ fDt1 603 iVT3.

VH (see on 14
8
)
would hardly be suitable here

; elsewhere, also,

it is represented not by to/jlt],
but by orekexp? (14

8
)
and pi%a

(Is. 11 1
40

24
). to/at; does, however, stand for VDJ, Ca. 212

(cf. rifivetv for 1DT» to prune, Lv. 25
s - 4

,
Is. 5

6
) ;

so it might
be a mistranslation of irniD? (Nu. 13

23
al.), his vine-branch,

which, it has been supposed, has fallen out after 31b
imiBJI.

Be. Bu. foTjtol, his palm-branch, before U3V V02, which would

suit 31b better than iniDT ;
but the word is at least not known

in this sense
(fnfoFI,

1 K. 629ffi
,
Ezk. 40

16ff
-, means appar. a. palm-

tree). & ]A. vn^n
(
= mion,

31b
; HM,

33b
; J?M, 14

8
; n»y,Ps. 65

10
),

X 7

unless a guess, might, however, as an inexact translation, pre-

suppose this meaning of irnfen in 3i
b

. Rd. then ?Efl (see on

14
2
),

the fern, referring to fTflteR, if this be supplied before

"IDV tiki [or, perhaps better, to avoid the subj. standing first in

both lines (see n. on v. 23b
),

after (tf)ten], or>
if not

»
t0 30b

inp:v. The latter is safer.

n22}H] 3 p. fern, in pause. The verb only here.

33. "jS'&m] rd. IjW; and cf. on 13
27

.

34. TlftSil] see on 3
7

. Is. 49
21 has the/<?m. nllD^J.

35. The inf. abs. by G-K. w$ff\ cf. Is. 21 5
59*, Hos. 4*.

pH] & viroiaei (cf. 1 K. 864b Be.), S>
x

. V^> = fofl-



CHAPTER XVI.

3. [TO IN] one MS Ken-

noi, but with n» W • • . H, cf.

"•D IN • • . n, 38
28

;
and 1« . . . n, 38

31
(Jg. 1819 is different) ; see

Lex. 15^, 2io«.]

"prW] Either (see on 625
)
"What sickens thee?," or

" What sours thee ?," the verb in the latter case being supposed

to be derived by metathesis from "iVD = Arab. j^-<, acer>

acidus fuit, and meaning in Hif. (Ges.) irritare, exacerbare.

(& rj ri irapevoj^Krjaet <roi on airoKpivrj ;
U aut aliquid tibi

molestum est si loquaris.

4. [w] Dr. in trans., Tenses, § 143, and BDB, takes 4b as the

protasis to 4C " d "

; parallelism rather favours giving to 1? (with

W as in Nu. 2229
)
the force if only, O that! (Lex. s.v. "6, 2):

render then :

" If only your soul were in my soul's stead ! ".]

JTVQnN] Lag. Me. Bi. nymw would suit well with na

(cf.
10

),
but not with d^O (Bu.). [The vb. rTVariK is usually

derived from "on, to join, but by Barth (Wurzelunterstichungen^

17; G-B.) from^j^ ("isn, to join, being probably =j+s>~)
to be

coloured, variegated, striped: in ii. /# w«^^ coloured, beautiful,

artistic. The view is attractive, as suggesting an eminently

suitable nuance; and, though the vb. does not occur again,

the nouns rninn, miran, stripes (of the leopard), are naturally

referred to the root. Yet the Arabic use of the vb. in reference

to variegated language, beautiful, and then artificial, poems

(Goldziher, Abh. 129-131), is presumably late, and due apparently

to a development of literary taste and criticism peculiar to the

Arabs.]

D^Dl] G-K. 119?. So W1 im; cf. 9b- 10a
, Jer. 1816

1OT03 T31.

[4d. D3^y] a dittograph from 4C
: HP&O \02 might be

103
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single-stressed, but, as against D"6e2 in c
, it is probably in-

tended to be double-stressed ; cf. *B V22 with two stresses in 5
s1

.]

5. DD2BNN] G-K. 60/.

*JWP] Those who retain JR supply the obj. 3K3 from the

next v. (cf. EVV.); but this [though a certain parallel to the

construction may be found in Is. 58
1

]
is anything but natural.

Rd. with <£& Me. Bi. Sgf. Bu. SjfcnK i6. Wr. Bu. p»n« ;
but

the pron. obj. is needed
;

Be. D3P}nx, which in itself would

suit [and give closer parallelism to *], but changes jJK con-

siderably.

6. minN DN] G-K. 108*; Dr. 143; cf. Ps. i39
8b- 9b

.

^72] poet, for *MDb: Is. 22* 30
1
38

12
f; in pause, *30, 21 16

2218
30™, Ps. 1823 65* i39

19
f.

7-8. [& om. 8
together with *rnjri>3 in 7

, perhaps on account

of its unintelligibility (Be.). The verse and clause division of

fH, which is followed not only by RV. but also by Bu., is

rhythmically most improbable. The rhythmical scheme being
2 : 2, 3, 2:2, or, if we give a double stress both to nnjT"jK and

VWlOi 3:3,3,2:2; in either case the clause JVn lyb '3DDpm9

sufficiently suspicious on other grounds, is an isolated stichos

between two distichs of apparently equal and parallel lines,

though in the former of these probably, in the latter certainly,

the lines are shorter than is usual in Job (on 2 : 2 see 19
14

n.).

Two distichs of the normal 3 : 3 rhythm (except that Tttjrio

is naturally one stress rather than two) are restored by trans-

ferring ^DDpm (omitting the 1) from 8 to 7
, i.e. to the first

distich, and dividing the distichs at miDJpn and *2 respectively.

The emendations (see following notes) which thus divide are,

therefore, on the right lines, even though none of them is

altogether satisfactory.]

7. ^N 7il] G—K. J$ee.
—The change of person is awkward

;

hence Bu. '?fj*6n nnK IK (with
b as ffl)> Be.T *nte?*n *3*6fi nnyjK

JBDpn Wirfe;" bu. (cf. Be.K
), attractively, ?£&?.

^*6n nny "JK

»3DOpn (
cf. 42

11
) W?3.

8. Bu. keeps iJE as it is, merely in b
reading '•feflD for

^M3. Be. (after ^Bttpni) inverting, to gain a subj. for irn :

*3 D^l n\l 1]6 rW >3M WJ, Du. (after *JBDJ5m) retains M.
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^tOftprn] 221Q
;
on the 'l, with Ga'ya, cf. Baer, p. 42 ;

G—K.

i6g. NH. and Aram, to seize, as Pr. 4
4 2E

(
= "pn), 5

22

(
= 13^) (all in Levy) ;

in Syr. strinxit, colligavit, compressit,

hence prehendit, e.g. for irie^etv, Xafiftdveiv (PS. 3646).

tASCLoZ] means, however, also to be drawn together, i.e. to be

wrinkled, Dt. 34
7

S> ; ]^^">o is a wrinkle
(
=

pvTis, Eph. 5
27

;

so in NH., v. Levy, iii. 325), .
ftVnr> is /<? wrinkle (Aq. in the

Syr. Hex. here
;

v. Field) ; hence RVm. hast shrivelled ??ie up.

"'tl^TO] my leanness (prop, failing of flesh), as Ps. 109
24

;

cf. Gn. 41
27 2T

Ps
-J-, KH^na, lean (of the kine) ; Qoh. 125

€,

NniC^ns. Bu. *Py3, rny vexation (5
2
).

1 n2y,

j
Ex. 2016

,
Hos. 5

5
7
10 al. [According to the accen-

tuation of MT these words are a] circ. cl.
(
= answering

against me)\ see Dr. 163 n. (1 S. 185
, Jer. 15

6
,
Ps. 50

20
,

Is. 3
s6

)

[cf. 30
28

n.].

9. *ODtDtt?
J

n] DDK> combines the ideas of hatred and persecu-

tion, to hate actively. 30
21

,
Ps. 55* WDBfe* P|K3; Gn. 27

41
49

s3

50
15
f; noefe'D, Hos. 9

7 - 8
. © tcarefiaXev, JS uUjajl£) j perh.

= \:t:pK^! (
. ^ a c^

f discerpsit, Pa. diffregit, often for Siaairdoy,

but in 2 K. g
23 for DD^) or (Du.) ^B"n. [Bu. retains »3DDB*1,

but suggests mn for C]no : in this case the figure of the wild

beast disappears.]

WfcH • •

p-lH] see on v. 4
.

*X\ *H2] & ^ DIW WB^ *]*. Before «°
ffi has £&i|

ireipaTcov uvtov eir ifiol eireaev = vSJ (or
s

3) vtf V11"U ^n.

10. lDPPDI] 9 MSS D.TB (the renderings of &W¥J are not

evidence that they did not read D.YS3) ;
but see on v. 4 .

P^vftrPt] Ht. either form themselves into a fc6» (Is. 31*;

Ew. Hi.), ox fill the?nselves up ;
in either case = mass themselves

together, Schult. compares the Arab. tamQ,laa (conj. vi.), to

agree or assist one another to do a thing (Lane, 2729) ;
Hi.

cites Arnold's Amrulk. carm. iv. p. 2, <0Jo \s. LiiUJLJ.

11. ?VU?] r)V means children; see i9
18

[n.] 2in f. Read ?W

[or D^iy; so some MSS of ffir, 2T: cf. o^yBn in b
], wirighteous,

with (&J&&1J, as 1821
27

7
29

17
31

3
. [This is preferable to treating

^iy here as a air. \ey. = ?}V (Ges. Ew.) ;
or to explaining !>^j? in

3i
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all those passages as a diminutive (used here contemptuously)

of ty (Ehrlich) ;
a diminutive of ?j?, wicked, is distinctly out

of place in 21 11
(cf. the DiTT^), and is at best not more suitable

than b\V here, b^y
—

child, in 19
18

. On the at most very rare

and somewhat doubtful examples in Hebr. of the diminutive

kutail, which would strictly require T\y here, see G-K. (Eng.

tr.) 86g-, note ; Brockelmann, § 137.]

v-p hv] [Cf. *r by &03D, 2 K. io24
; mn >t by -wn, Jer. 1821

,

Ezk. 35
5

,
Ps. 63

11
. & seems to have read *T in a and by

without *T in b—
erroneously.]

*0fc?Tj At least ^?T must be read : the V is D -
r (
Nu - 2232 t)>

not ntrT; cf. NH» from KT, but Wi* from n&O. Perhaps, indeed,

as the ^/ is intrans., and in Ar. warrata (conj. ii.)
is conjecit,

prcBcipitem dedit, the Pi. pf. ^IJTJ,
would be the correct reading.

12. Notice the word-painting in the two Pilpels.

"tQ^Q] Ar. farfara is to shake violently, also to break, cut,
a

/£#r [cf. Sl&J^ _Ar*J
. L-^3^» tne wolf mangles the sheep—

Lane, 235A]: [Assyr. to break in pieces', cf. (if the falcon)

biiurlu ina pilu ip-ru-ur, break its prey with its bill, Del. p.

545] ; Syr. ^^ is to flap (wings), Ethp. to be convulsed', in

Heb. -nis is to split or cleave, Ps. 74
13 d 1

"JTin mrflb nntf, Hithp.

is. 24
19 p« rrniann m

yS^D] cf. Jer. 23
29 V^D \ffo\ B*BB3 nan fc&l.

p3D^7n] possibly from Wp (cf. the simple impf. in the
||

13
), through a repetition of the preceding * as 1 : the omission

of Kai in fflr is, however, scarcely proof of the reading.]

13. YUn] archers', so Jer. 5o
29

f ;
cf. 131, Gn. 49

23
f, and

np ran
(? rd. ne?P

T rich), Gn. 2i 20
t. [ffi££U Ew. Bu. Du. al.

render by arrows, which, if legitimate, would be preferable ;

with by 13D* cf. Jos. 7
9

,
2 Ch. 1831 , where the subjects are

personal.]

btitV N*7) wfe n*?EP] cf. La. 3
18 inae>K *aa wbaa tfan ;

pr . 7
23 H23 yn rbz\ ny.

Vmfc t] cf. mho, 2025 .

[14. y^D *^Q 7^ V^Q] w#A breach upon breach; with one

breach after another. The ^S (om. by one MS Ken
")

is strange,
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and was perhaps not read by (5i {iiri). For ?y, in addition to,

see 13
13 n. ; Lex. s.v. !>y, aft, p. 755#; and with the idiom cf.

Qor. 31
13

^Jfci Jl£. Hfcj A«l dlL^oT.]

I5« M?2lt] In Syr. and Arab, the skin or hide of an animal
;

in the Mishna (Mikw. o,
2
)

of a crust forming- over a wound

(cf. Rashi n^T ri2&; Ki. DVIp. tfEHBO ^1 ^« N"lp: ^IJI] "lljJ

nsBn rni^n 5>"ri n:rai na»n fe n*w (a crust)) ;
in Talm. of

leather] in & of zl plate of w^/, Nu. 7
13 - 19

, ft
Ps-J

', Ezk. 27
24

;

the
a,/

in Aram, means to be hard. Here, no doubt, chosen

to denote the hard, lifeless skin of a leper.

**phby] from 9?V = Ar. U, Aram. ?y (both common), to go

zrc (hence 7J7, U, jy<?££, as something entered into by the animal's

neck); hence in Po'el, to make to enter. AV. defiled {so RVm.),
follows Rashi {^J? ;

v. Levy, NHWB) and Ralbag (W $>?!>).

*^P] [^ne » (-£#*• 2 in)> objecting- that ''horn" is un-

suitable here, proposes np1

(with Tl^n for Ttty).] Arnold, in

AJSL xxi. 170, proposes forelock as a meaning of
f\\>

here [and
in several other passages, e.g. Dt. 33

17
,

1 S. 21* 10
, Ps. 75

s - 6 - n

89
18

. For this sense Arnold appeals (1) to what is said of
,,y

in the Lisdnu 'I- Arab, xvii. 209 ff. : "^or^ *s tne forelock

(<L'jjJl),
and some limit its application to the forelock of the

woman and to her braid (* juli). . . . And the ^ J of the man

is the crown of the head. ... A certain one was called ^Jj£^j<^
because he had two locks that he braided on the two horns of

his head and let them hang down"; and (2) to modern Bedawy
usage: "side-locks are worn by men at their natural length;

so it is said in praise of a young man's fortunate beauty,
' he

has great and long horns'" (Doughty, Arabia Deserta, i. 469;
cf. p. 382, ii. 220)].

16. ITJpiEn (Kt.)] G-K. 145^. The Qre (rr) corrects the

less usual construction; but cf. Dt. 21 7 nastf JO WT (Qre 1D2^) ;

1 S. 4
15

nojj Vrjn (not corrected; in 1 K. 14
4
vyy \op) ;

2 S. io9

norten *as> vfa nrrn *; Ps. 73
s nsfc hdq^ paa (Q r£ «&*);

and c. 14
19

[n.] and the many other cases given in G-K. I.e.

(against the view that the H—- may be a 3rd fern, plur., as in
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Aram., see G-K. 44^, and esp. Nold., as there cited). VltHDH

(G-K. 550 on the reduplicated form) recurs, La. i
20 1"iD*lBn ^D,

2 11 TO nDlOH f : in La. i
20 2 11 the *J is plainly, I. non = Arab.

jA^-, to ferment (whence "*55= .*£>-.) wine), fig. £0 £1 a fer-

ment, be agitated, disturbed (cf. in Qal, Ps. 46* WWD nprp IOTP);

but here the J seems to be II. -uon = Arab. .*&-, to be red

(whence "iton =
jl*^, ass, from its reddish colour), my face is

inflamed from weeping (i»"i»n = to be reddish
; cf. the adjj.

DWW, P1?T
:
, etc., G-K. 84

b
, ».): so Hi. De. Di. Bu. Du. RVm.

Cf. Ibn Ezra, |0 HOT IK (the suffering) Bfoin ana lDlKfOT -Tig }^b
wws norr ion*, rv. w /**/, prob. from Ki. naqn.

T

it is

strange, however, that the same unusual form should have two
senses

; and Ges. Thes. explained all the occurrences from

cestuare, here de facie lacrimarum cestu inflammata ; cf. %

wkA?Z], U intumuit, & TWSiV&tS, are turbid (so for n»n%
Ps. 46

4
).

i7- ;V\ for "^ & = though. So Is. 53
9 n^y D»n vb !>y

(Lex. 758^).

19. nntPt] Aram. = Heb. ny; cf. WW|k V = Heb. ^ fe,

Gn. 3 1
47

. For other cases of a Heb. and Aram, synonym in

parallelism, cf. i5
3
(pi?D and nm)37

23
(k^K> and an) 39

s
(nib and iny).

20. fflr a<f>iKoiTo /iov rj Berjo-c<; 7rp6<; Kvpiov, "Evavrt Be

avrov ard^oi fiov 6 o<£#tt\/xo?, whence Sgf. iwfcOtf K3fl ^nn
Vitb wy nsbn

;
BeT . better, Ty nsin vjs&i .^k-^k yan *r&an

; Du.

•>in ^ KM©: (b as f«), May my friend (God) let himself be

found (Is. 55
6
) by me! It is objected to f^ that pfe elsewhere

means interpreter (33
23

,
Gn. 42

s3
,
Is. 43

27
; cf. 2 Ch. 32

31
f), and

that mockers are elsewhere DW (Ps. i
1
al.); still, as pSl means

to mock (Ps. ii9
51

f), there is no reason why the ptcp. should

not have meant mocker. The clause is, however, very short;

hence Bu.
*jn

Din ^i>» or
*]n

p*W ^D ; [but this leaves the

parallelism as imperfect as in JH ; the parallelism of (Sr is some
indication that it stands nearer the original than

flf].

nthl] Qoh. io18
,
Ps. 119

28 rawo >Boa nahf; ^, pr. i9
is

27
15

f. Aram., both Syr. and 3D, but apparently rare. Is. 38
14

tfmeb *ry &*.
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21. pi] rd. with 5 MSS, Ew. Di. De. etc., 1*3*; h . . . p3,

as Gn. i
6

al. [o*ltf is then parallel to "DJ as in 14
10

; DlfcTp

occurs in Job only in 25
s
.]

22. [VriN*' "tDDtt H^ttf] © ij*a<™ is due rather to placing

(like some moderns—Hoffm. Be. T
) illegimately on the impf.

the force of the pf. than to reading vn«. Honth. V*HK >-iede> nue>

(but 1DH rather than ynx would express the sense required : cf.

Ps. 10228
); Hitz. nw (late Hebrew for hours) instead of TY\W,

Lag. "iStpp
for nSDD ; Bi. 1SDD tfiy&, repeaters of wailing, which

he supposes to be a term for mourning women.]

WW] after the fern. r\)W, cf. Hos. 14
1
, Ca. 69, 1 K. n 3

(G-K. 145^) and 15
6
(after a dual fern. noun).



CHAPTER XVII.

1. [The rhythm is 2 : 2 : 2—a variant of 3 : 3 in some poems

[Forms of Hebrew Poetry, 182), but in Job it is, at most, very-

rare. Other doubtful examples are v. 11 21 29
.] Du., to gain two

lines of three beats each: h Dnap tttyj *& nbn inn, His

spirit (anger, as Jg. 83
)
has destroyed my days, The graves

are left (Is. 186
)
to me ; but h 3TV is to abandon or leave to the

power or possession or custody of any one (39
14

, Ex. 23
s
, Is. 186

pan noro!* D*W D^jA ttrp
Ojjp),

and the idea which is wanted

here is not to be abandoned or left to, but to be reserved for,

[Yet though Du.'s emendation is not acceptable, fH, which

is rhythmically unusual (see above), is far from certain.

13yT3 is supposed to be an alternative form for iDyij (6
17

),
which

is, indeed, read by 10 MSS here; *]i?T
for "]jn is otherwise quite

unknown. Whatever its Hebrew original, (5 is obviously para-

phrastic—bXe/eofJUii irvevfiari <\>ep6p,evo<$, Sio/xac Be
ra<f)rj<; teal

ov rvy^dvoa (cf. 3
21

(St) ;
and all that is certainly common to fif

and (5 is mi and (o*)"Qp ;
and it is quite unsafe to claim (Bi.)

that (Si om. i3yT3 *0^—exactly that and nothing more. Again,
that

(f)€p6/j,€Vo<; Beofiac presupposes *a yw (Du. apparently,

Be.K
) is, to say the least, altogether uncertain

; nowhere else

does (pepeiv
= yT3, and the fact that in the Pent. »31K *a is

rendered Beoptai Kvpie is far from proving that D*Up *3 would

have been rendered Beofiai Be
ra(f>r}<;.]

[D*Hulp] not an intensive pi. (Z^a;.), but rather, if the text

is correct, a pi. of extension, virtually equal to grave-yard,

cemetery (G-K. 124c; Kon. iii. 264^). An intensive pi.
—a

(stately) tomb—would be suitable in 21 32
,
2 K. 2220

(
= 2 Ch. 34

28
),

2 Ch. 1614
;
but in all these cases the pi. used is rm3p. In

Neh. 3
16 TH nnp is an abbreviation of, or synonymous with,

tvt ^2 nap, 2 Ch. 32
s3

.]

2. [(5 Xiaaopbai Kafivcov, Kal ri iroirja'as, is brief and probably
no
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paraphrastic. For guesses as to the Hebrew lying behind it

see Be. and Du. But here, too, it is impossible to assert

positively that any particular words of J^ were or were not read

by (£.]

O^yJVT] an abstract n., like D^jJT, etc. (G-K. 124*/), formed

from the secondary J ?nn (13
9
n.). A ptcp. D^prin (Bu.), like

"i^l from IB'H, is precarious.

DfYHErQ] inf. c. Hif. from mo, with d. f. dirimens (9
18

,

Ex. 23 i^SSPn; G-K. 20^), on their defiance. Du. D^V^na

(Jer. 626
3 1

15
,
Hos. 1215

f), in bitternesses (cf. % ^0013jVlO, U
et in amaritudinibus,—though not necessarily pointing to this

reading)', cf. I3
26a

. Bu. &™pp or DriQin.

y2F\]
the juss. is out of place : read pin. Bu., thinking jJE

weak,V? (
= nj$3n) "jbn (n

2
°).

3. PID^] jJK implies that tiW was used absolutely in the

sense of give (a pledge) ;
but it is better to get the obj. by

pointing *33"W; so SS Saad. Ol. Hfm. Be. Bu. Du.
; for &&,

cf. jm, Gn. 38
18

.

yprv ^n*h Kin ^] kvi *» as 4
7

13
19

; 7>«^, § 201 (2).

VpJV *T^i the Nif. reflex., strike himself into my hand= agree to

become surety for me (cf. Pr. 61 TSD "*!&
JJViMJ "I{n!> JJ&1? DK *33

;

XI i5 j-18 insn ^ nany rty tp ypn 3^ ion Dn*<; 22 26 wrtu
ntasfo D'?")*y? 5)3"^pna). Be. Ppw t 7 Kin *d.

4. Dph£l] an obj. is desiderated : read with Me. Di. etc.

5' pvll x] pointed by JK as a noun, and as such variously

interpreted—share (of a feast), or prey (RV.) ; see exegetical n.

Bu. points P?np (Piel infin.), and renders W pW, invites to

share (his table) ; but this gives to Tjn a meaning that is not

found elsewhere. For "nn, to denounce, inform against, see

Jer. 2010
where, according to the usual interpretation, the

person denounced is as here in the ace. ; in Jos. 2U - 20
, Lev. 5

1
,

Pr. 2g
24 the explicit or implicit ace. is the thing denounced.

6. 'WSm] Rd. either w»1 (U), or (<& eOov Be fxe) W2fni (so

Me. Sgf. Be. Du.): Bu. W5OT1
; but it will hardly have been

the work of his friends.
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bwb] rd. hmh.

D^Dv HDrfi] a(n object of) spitting to (the) faces (of

other people), i.e. one before whom people spit (as a mark of

aversion) ;
so Hi. Cf. Is. 53

s 13DD D'JD "IWDB3, as (one, as to

whom) there is a hiding of faces from him = one from whom
men hide their faces. Or (&&U Dn\J2?), a(n object of) spitting

before them (the peoples of v. a
).

Not (De. Di. Du.), one in

whose face there is a spitting (
= in whose face men spit) ;

for

to spit in the face is idiomatically 'a »3E>5 (Nu. 12 14
,
Dt. 25°),

and the pronoun would have been expected (^JS3
n
??^). n?h

only here
;
the ^/ would be fjtfl (like riBO, HD3 from mi, *)U) ;

Aram. s

Bfl, Levy, iv. 658** (two instances in Talm.) ;
Eth. Nan,

Nu. 1214 al. (Di. Lex. 573). Perhaps, however, we should read

DnV)D? DSiDI
(ffi auTofc ; so JSU) and a portent (U exemplum)

fo/bre Mera must I be (Pedes, Be. Bu.) ; cf. Dt. 2846 T\L\ch\ rnx!> ;

ps . 7 1
7 &irb *n*n natos.

ITnN] /#ra to fe (see on 9
29

).

7. ^I^. t] myframed things = parts of the body, members :

1SJ often of God's forming man, as Gn. 27-8
, Jer. i

5
,
Ps. 94

s
.

Hfm. Bu. ny, my imaginations (from "»£, Gn. 65 821
, Dt.

3 1
21

);
cf. S «-»A_i_l5Z, ray thoughts.

D73] Be. DJ>3 or ^3, come to an end (with *TO).

9. "intp^] fAar-, cf. 38
7 W-pa, Nah. i

3
Qre n3"!n3; G-K.

9«, ic; Gi. Baer, and other edd. (with Ki.),
""

I,

7?.^ G-K. 10A

(cf. Baer, p. 43).

10. 07fc$11 so, for D?1N, only here, doubtless to produce an

assonance with D?3.

D x3] [om. with one MS, the distich being at present 4 : 3,

or] with 5 MSS read D3?3 : the case is not parallel to those in

which a 3rd pers. follows a 2nd pers. idiomatically, as "WOW

D^>3 Dm Mic. i
2 = 1 K. 2228

, Mai. 3
9 fej »ten D*Mp dhk »n$o,

and in such cases as Is. 2216 54
1 - n etc. (G-K. 144^) ; [cf.

124 n. end].

11. Except here, HT3T is always used in a bad sense, as

Is. 32
7
(of a scheme for ruining the poor in a court of law),

Hos. 69
, Ps. 2610

,
and especially of unchastity, Jb. 31

11
, Lv.
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i817 etc. ;
hence on this ground the correctness of fK has been

questioned. Bnto is a possession (Is. 14
23

*JBj? VlSty
• and '•fcrno

\M7 are supposed to be a fig", for thoughts and hopes, the

cherished belongings of the heart. But the fig. is far-fetched.

Di. Du. Wto = np&aD, desires (cf. Ps. 2i 3 f VDBK> n^hx, II nwn

^27), from the aJ preserved in Ass. ereshu, to desire, ask for ;

erishtu, desire (F. Del. HWB 139*). [Wr. suggested "niVD for

Wl» (cf. ffi apfya), and] Bu.
IpfiJP (or better nio5) *Thxh nay W

"SUP nrpD ("broken are the cords (Jer. io20 al.) of my under-

standing"—my mental faculties are giving way), Du. nay W
33$ WHO

tfHp? Hlpnp, My days pass away without hope;

They (indef., as 7
3
)
have annihilated the desires of my heart.

[iH gives the suspicious rhythm 2:2:2 (see on v. 1
;

(t& suggests, and the emendations cited present, the normal

rhythm 3 : 3.]

12. [The entire v. seems to have been absent from the

original text of
(5r.]

0M irnp] [there is no justification in Hebrew usage for

rendering this near to ; but Arabic uses ^% regularly after the

vb.
l-jJs

and the adj. c-^o J, as also after the synonymous vb.

\jj, e.g. Qor. 1823 |jj& ^ <--*$!> that I may come near to

this; 7
54

j^jJuu^yil! ^ *-r~£/
*^ <U>-j i^>

the mercy of God
is near to the righteous. The use of "OBB in ifE is, therefore,

scarcely more questionable than the use of }B, if we read with]

Bu., redividing the consonants in b
, Dniip 1*8 UM5* UP

1
? rM

:

T]trn^~|B J

" the light of their friend, they say, shall not become
dark." Du. conjectures ?\wn ^Bl? TIKI D^S nxb nW>, i.e.

"Job lives now only in the 'night,' in thoughts of death."

Be.K l^n *3BB (so Gr.) 1g3 1W (or DEW) D^K Dvi> rM. But

"before" in Heb., except an idea such as that of motion

pBB D3) or origin (^BD NT) is implied, is ^B?, not *jNMj>; hence

in both Du. and Be. ^B7 not ^BD must be read.Ti» T • '

I3« ^JTTEn] See on 41
22 <30)

, where it is shown that 1B1

here and 41
22 must be from a distinct J from that of ^nsn,

Ca. 25
,
and n

"J'?n, Ca. 3
10

,
viz. Ass. rapadu, to stretch oneself,

unless wim and iaT (cf. 131, Pr. 7
16 and 1 S. g

25
(&) should be

read for *mB~i (here) and TTP (41
22

).
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14. It is argued (Bu.) (1) that UK Wip nnc!> is more

forcible than nns UK VlfcOp nne6; (2) that nnp is fern., and so

cannot be addressed us ;
and (3) that sister is suitable for n»"i,

but hardly mother : hence Bi., he concludes, "maybe right"
in omitting US as added by some one who thought that nDK

should not stand alone,—though it is already in (£,
—and in

reading n»li> VWTW »DK »mnp nnvh. So Du. Be.
[flft gives

the infrequent rhythm 4:3; for examples of which, not all

certain, see 10
5
3
9
10 182 19

23
23

13 29
25
3o

16 - 20
33

1
36

12
372 38

4
: the

emendation, the rhythm 3 : 2, which is also unusual though not

unparalleled in Job (see 821
9
6 i217 - 19

13
17 i83 - "- 18 21 11 2227

23
16

27
21
29

s
3 2

6
33

16- 22
36

14
37

1, 8- 9
38

9
39

3—several of these doubtful or

ambiguous). Out of regard to the first of Bu.'s arguments and

to the rhythm, nns should be omitted; but Bu.'s second and third

arguments are very questionable : notice that the fern, ps is

personified as a female in Jer. 227 but as a male in 3°, and that

b)XWf
which is generally fern., is, when personified in Jb. 266

,

construed with the masc. adj. Rejecting nns but retaining US
we obtain the normal 3 : 3 rhythm, and an effective form of

parallelism (a. b. c.
||

c' 2. a') in which the last term of the first

line is paralleled by two terms at the beginning of the second

line without a copula at the beginning of the second line
; cf.

Is. 43
3c,d

. See Gray, Forms, p. 77.]

15. THpm] © ra ayaOd /aou = ^ruto
; ft Wn», 3J patien-

tiam meant. The repetition of VTlpn is weak [cf. 83
n.]; it is a

great improvement to read either >r\y\\y\ (Me. Bi. Sgf. Be. Bu.

Du.)or "njsrii (Hi. on Ps. 112 10
; Wr.) or *6rrini (Hi. here).

The change is also strongly supported by v. 16
, where i"!3Y"in

(fern. plur.), referring to Tilpn alone, is very hard (G-K. 47/^),

but where, with two nouns in 15
,
the difficulty at once dis-

appears. For the type of sentence, cf. 38
29 VT^ *D D^DP ">M*,

Jer. 224 na:TB* *» aniNn.

16. 71NU? ^11] the sense bars (of a gate ;
cf. (visb> *"W,

Is. 38
10

)
is badly supported (the text of Hos. 1 1

6 is very dubious),

and 'jn 1IT DS yields no satisfactory sense. Ew. Di. al. "when
at the same time (Ps. 14 1

10
)
—viz. that I with my hope go down

into Sheol—there is rest on the dust (for my body)
"

is forced ;
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and RV. "When once there is rest in the dust" is, of course,

out of the question. (Ex rj fier ifjiov eh aBrjv fcaTaftqcrovTat,
'H OfiodvfjLaSbv eVl %a)/jLaTO<; fca,Ta/3r)croweda, which must be

certainly followed with Du. "IBJ> hv nn> DX HHin hn& HGyn
nna. [nro is also used of the descent to death in 21 13

.]

Jl^l^n] [not 3rd s.f. of an energetic mood (Ew. 191c): see

G-K. 47^: and cf. v. 15
n.].
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2. ^2p t] from YIP. *> J Arab. kanasa, to take, capture,

ensnare (an animal), Lane, 2568. For D^, to set a snare, cf.

Jer. 9
7

ta-jK DMB* 131P31. The .tf. c. before the prep., as 24
s

,

Is. 56
10
(G-K. 1300). [But see next n.]

ptfWl] © QT? ; and so b
pan, and 3b

•??$. This is prob-

ably right. Ew. Di. Bu. explain the plur. from i7
8f

-,
where

Job seems to widen the issue so as to make it include other

righteous men as well as himself. But the terms of iy
st are

quite general ;
and Job nowhere else speaks as the leader, or

representative, of a party. Me. Bi. Hfm. Sgf. fg for »5Bp,

which, as Di. naturally points out, is inconsistent with ms ly.

Du. prefers f»p ; and, finding that 2a is " too long," excises iy

H3N, supposing that these words were added (on the analogy of

19
2
)
after pp had been corrupted into *JDp; and so Be.K . But (Ex

already expresses njtf IV ; the beginning, tfxb YP. Dfc?n, is very

abrupt, and the corruption of fp into *3Bp is highly improbable.

[The emendations of Du. and Be. can scarcely survive these

criticisms. But iJE remains suspicious. Is not (1) Win abrupt?

Is it altogether satisfactory to emend the strange 2nd plurals

of Ji? into the 2nd singulars of (Er without taking any account

of the remaining differences between G$c and ft] ? This seems

to be one of the cases where f^ and the Hebrew original of ©
differed widely. Instead of the unusual 4: 3 rhythm (17

14
n.)

of 3^, & immediately suggests an original (1) in the normal

rhythm 3 : 3, and (2) yielding a better parallelism than J^, and

(3) an admirable sense :

Me^pi tivos ov 7rav(T7} ;

'jE7rur^6?, Xva teal avrol XaXtfercofAev.

When at last wilt thou cease (talking) ?

Leave off (now) that we may (begin to) speak.
116
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xb pi:k ly (implied by ^XPL Tt/V0<> °ty m the sense, When at

last? will you ever? is thoroughly idiomatic; see Jer. 47
6

,

and the synonymous vh ^HE IP in 2 S. 22G
,
Hos. 85

,
Zee. i

12
.

'Errio-^et; might well represent «Hn construed without a com-

plementary infin. as in 166 (see Lex. 293^) ; iravarj possibly

rendered D'^n
(
cf. Jer. 25

s7 ^ and (5).]

"inbO] Du. Wnatp. (cf. <£ *at aurot), in agreement with 2a

[in ffli (see last n.) and] as corrected by Du., but not as JH.

3. "OTMM] are defiled (Nif., as Hos. 5
3 610 al.

;
for HKDtM,

G-K. 75^). But the idea is not what would be expected here.

Rashi, crease uaB>ro
; Ki. njn }\si ato n^nn py ; Parchon,

«njn nonw
;

cf. Aram, and NH. DDDD, to .y/0/> «/, Is. 33
15

5T

\1U"nK DEDDB, that stoppeth his ears ; F^wa, 39* sin )2? rMDBCttO

DTK ^. Hence Schl. Di. De. (from HOB =
Dipt)), Bu., better,

reading (with 3 MSS) OfctM, we ^re obtuse, stupid. dS

cr€(Ti<07n]/eafjL€v; hence Bi. Be. ^0*13, a^ /«/ fo silence (?),

Ps. 49
13 - 21

(?).

4* 12X1 WD3 *ptO] the syntax, though Be. says he can

make nothing of it, is perfectly simple ; 1SK3 NFB3 *ptt may
be either a casus pendens, resumed by a sf. in the 2nd pers.,

instead of the more usual 3rd (Dr. 197), for the sake of the

pointed address to Job ; or isto HPD3 spD may be a vocative

itself, like 2 K. 9
31 VHK nh *TO! Dl^n (RV. "Is it peace,

thou Zimri, thy master's murderer?" Cf. RV. here, "Thou
that tearest thyself in thine anger," etc.). Cf. on 124

.

yig l]3jn]
see on 3

2
,
and G-K. 5m.

IDpDO] <& etc defieXmv = nptep (Ps. 188
, Dt. 3 2 22

), pre-

ferred by Du. as lDpDD pW TW nas occurred already (14
18

).

5- [O^SWl] read yvn (U): note the sing, suffixes following.]

Ittt&f] Aram. : Dn. 3
22

7
9

; Gn. i 5
i7 Ps-J-

(the only refer-

ence in Levy); in Syr. Jb. 41
10

,
once in Ephr. and lexx. (PS.).

7. n&] for
njfl (V n*) ;

G-K. 6ydd. Cf. in the sg.

Pr. 4
12 f»3« "i£Y"^ "pafa.

WTttttTl] & <r<f)d\ai (Thackeray, Gramm. 286) Se (strictly
= febni; *4 <7(()oX6^

= fe3n) points to V^Kbm'; so Di. Bi.

Be. Bu. (" agrees better with the figure").
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8. vhlra] 9 mss, ffi&u ftp (subj. to nk>"
; g-k. 1450),

and so Du. vp_ DBna n
f?f^j

which may be right ; see, how-

ever, Jg. 5
15 xHna nfe jtoV Still the double 3 here (£na n&r>3)

is not an elegancy.

rDlttf] only so here : elsewhere a lattice, 2 K. i
2
,
or a net-

work ornament on the pillars of the Temple, 1 K. 7
17 al. Cf.

Arab, skabaket, used now by the fellahin of Palestine to denote

a bird-net (PEF QS, 1905, 38).

Tj^nrp] G-K. 54*.

9. 2J?yi] Rd. with Bi. 1
Sgf. Be. Bu. Du. upys.

ptrV] Rd.
P?r£ ;

and cf. on 13
27 and v. 12

. i>y pyrin only

here
; usually '3 p^nn.

D*1^] 5
5
t ;

see note there. The precise mng. is uncertain

(NH. D.V?? is to press; v. Levy); but the context favours

strongly some kind of trap or net. The versions confuse with

DWy, or paraphrase ((5r BiyfrcovTa^ ; j$ K3in¥, F sitis
; 2T

1

*0"l3*3, the cage, 2T2 ^33, the uprooters, Levy (ChWB. ii. 87).

10. ITlS/ft] only here ;
but the J lJ? is used of catching

in a trap or net : Am. 3
5

,
Ps. 35

s al.

11. VvITl/ in!£Dm] Very graphic: wherever he goes, at

every step, these "spectral" terrors pursue him, and scare him

further. Notice both the pf. with the ) cons., implying what

is co?istantly taking place ;
and pen, to scatter, applied properly

to a body of people, but here to an individual. If a. change
is deemed necessary, the best conjectures are IvJI ?V ^ifrn

(Voigt), and (Bu.) brh Vtflfp, as v. 18
.

VT^n?] idiom, for at every step ; lit. according to (Lex. 516$)

his feet (ox foot), guided by them, following them closely; cf.

Gn. 30
30

(RV. whithersoever I turned, cf. 33
14

H3«i'Dn ^ll
1

?),

1 S. 25
42

,
Is. 41

2
(RV. 2nd marg.), Hab. 3

5
.

12. ipp] Rd. nw ;
cf. on v. 9 . In a description of facts,

a wish is quite out of place ;
but Q& renders by optatives in

vv# 7a.b. 8b. 9a. 11a. b. 13a. 14a. b. 17a. 18a. SQ jt js possible that Scribes,

disregarding the context, considered—though not consistently—these references to the fate of the wicked to be not descriptions,

but wishes, and that \T» for n\T is the work of such a scribe.
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^^ !l}p] (i) his strength (v.
7
)

is famished, fig. for en-

feebled, undermined; so EVV. (" hungerbitten "), Ew. Di. ;

(2) his trouble (from ftX, 5
6

; || TN) beginneth to hunger (so Bu.;

3JH 7VW), viz. for him, Del. Hi. Bu. Du. (reading ft $J for
fofc).

2JH, however, does not occur elsewhere in the sense of ravenous

for; and should we not, had this been the sense, have expected
bta ft iw ?

(
c f. ajna *6

on|fo, jer. 42
14

; or&? ajn «b, Am. 811
).

13. jjH "it consumeth the limbs of his skin, the first-born

of death consumeth his limbs." The parallelism is here both

incomplete and weak; and as DH2 (4i
4
t of the limbs of a

crocodile) means elsewhere poles (Ex. 25
13

etc), or rods (shoots)

of a tree (Ezk. 17
6
19

4
),

it will signify separate extended limbs,

not mere pieces of flesh, so that the " limbs of his skin
"
(EVV.

quite gratuitously, "of his body") is a strange expression.

Wr. Be. Bu. in a nty TI3 «X*
f
*•* "through sickness his skin

w consumed, the first-born of death consumeth his limbs
"

:

TT, as $ BHJJ, Ps. 41
4

,
cf. Jb. 67

f; also *W (of the heart),

Is', i
5

, Jer. 818
,
La. i

22
f ;

and WID, Dt. 7
15 2860 f (the

" diseases

of Egypt "). Du. strikes out 13a as an inferior variant of 13b
,

and 14a as interrupting the connexion between 13b and 14b
,
and

probably originally a marginal gloss on 15a
: he thus gets, for

13"14
, the distich ronSo -fcrh imjm m» -nan ma 5ok\

14. ini0!2O] in apposition to ftnK—his tent, in which he had

expected to be always secure. Cf. 814
intt3B 8*239 IWM.

(Er itepayeiT] Se eV SiaLTrjs (see on 5
3
) avrov iaat,<; (

=
NS"!*?).

im^m] the subj. must be the doom described in the

previous words
; cf. 4

s
(the trial) ;

Ps. 6c;
11, 32

(the actions pre-

viously described) ;
Is. 7

7
14

24
(the plan spoken of) ;

Kd. iii. 323/*;

G-K. i44
b

. But 'nTjEF would be only a slight change ; see

then on v. 18 and 7
3

. [Or the line may be more seriously corrupt :

note for TX\r\?2 *|?D7 U has quasi rex, interitus (as subj. of the

vb.), % "jfo T\\rhl (as subj.).]

15. V? **?2Q] The p is partitive (so Hi. Di. Bu. rightly ;

Lex. 580b; 2 S. 11 24
"jtan H3yo im»^), (things) of (what are)

not his (" Nicht ihmgehoriges," Bu.) ; for the omission of the

relative, cf. 39
16 &$? ITO WWpT\t Hab. 26 ft'ift n|"}Qn iff.

The pred. }wn is in the fern., on account of the collective idea
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implied in 1^ ^D (G-K. 145^), the allusion being, not to men,
but to weeds and wild animals such as are found in deserted

ruins. (Sir (&) for lir^ao, iv vvktI clvtov = fov? ; Voigt, Be. nW,
the night-hag supposed to haunt desolate sites (Is. 34

u
f ) ;

Du.

7Vv2, which he renders Unheilbarkeit, "incurability" (cf. Ps.

4 1
9
),
and by which he supposes leprosy to be meant, in parti-

cular the kind that affected houses, and made them uninhabit-

able (Lv. i4
33ff

-).

17. yin •»» by] cf. 5
10 raw •» by d<» r6feh

(n p«, as

here). Del. [also compares Pr. 826
Ttt$\TX\ pX nt?y $b iy, where

(5r renders 'ni pX by %(opa<z teal aoitcr)Tov<s : so here j$ renders

^Aj^O -
1 a] ^5lL, over the face of the steppe ; thus, in anti-

thesis to ptf, which here and in 30
8

signifies the cultivated,

settled country, pn is the steppe country ;
Del. compares

h ->1\
[joji\ (cf. <S as just cited) the steppe, the regular anti-

thesis to iL*Ul\ tjej^s
the cultivated country].

18. VTTtf' . . . inpirr'] the plur., as 4™ 62
7
3 etc. (G-K.

144^-; and on 4
19

7
3
).

(5r in b
(
a
omitted), U in both clauses,

express the sg. ; && the plur. Du. prefers the sg., supposing

God to be referred to. But the hostility of men is here more

suitable.

19. p] Is. 14
22

, Gn. 21231; the verb Ps. 72
17

??, Kt.
;

|i3% Qre (si veral.)f.

*D3] Is. 14
22

, Gn. 2i 23
f, apparently akin to Eth. nagad,

gens, stirps (usually
=

<pv\rj) ;
=

877/109
= nnDPE, Nu. 4

24
al. ;

= 76^09, Lv. 21 13
;

Di. Lex. 695. p and 133 also occur in

Sir. 41
5
47

22
.

Tlfc?] fugitive or survivor, after a defeat (so mostly) or

other disaster (Nu. 21 35
,
Dt. 2s4

, Jos. 822 io20 - 28
,
2 K. 1011 al.

;

La. 222 T")fcn D^B . . . n\T k!>; *nb once, Jos. io20); Arab.

sharada is to takefright and run away (of an animal). EVV.

remaining, that remaineth, are inadequate.

VYtttt] his sojourning-places ;
cf. DTttD, Ps. 55

16
(?). 'o

otherwise only in the sense of "
sojourning," in the expres-

sions (P) DnWO (W -3^) pK; cf. ^D ^3, Ps. 119
5
*.

20. D^tt'lpl D^Dinb^] Is the meaning the hinder ones and
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thefront ones, i.e. those in the W. and those in the E. (so Ew.

Hi. De. Di. Du.
;

cf. frinxn D*n, the Hinder Sea, of the Medi-

terranean Sea, Dt. ii 24
34

2
, Jl. 220

,
Zee. 14

8
,
and ^Dlpn D^n,

the Front Sea, of the Dead Sea, Ezk. 47
18

, Jl. 220
,
Zee. 14

8
)? or

the later ones (cf. Qoh. 4
16

,
and jnnN YT, Ps. 48

14
al.) and the

former ones (cf. 1 S. 24
14

),
the later and the former generations,

i.e. (Hirz. Schl. and other older scholars) the remoter posterity

and their ancestors,—the latter being the contemporaries of

the wicked man who witnessed his fate, or (Bu.) learnt of it in

Sheol (cf. Is. i4
9f

-).
It is true the adjj. D^iriN and D^Dlp are

not used elsewhere of the dwellers on the W. and E., but the

"Hinder Sea" and the " Front Sea" seem sufficient support

for the interpretation ;
while to understand the former ones

(in contrast to the later ones) of persons contemporary with

the wicked man himself places an unnatural sense upon the

expression.

TJNtf "ttnN] see on 3
3
.

21. "[N]
cf. Ps. 58

12
.

J17N] = such as these ;
cf. Ps. 73

12
D^tjn r6« iWl ; and n?,

c. 2029.

DipD] G-K. \z°d.



CHAPTER XIX.

2.
pVlft]

Hif. from W (cf. fir, ^t™w ,
Ps. 13

8
al.) ; G-K.

75w > gg> end -

^ilfrO"^^] so Kit. : on the -ft* (here with euphonic dagesh

in the 3), G-K. 6o<? (cf. Is. 6o7 - 10
).

Baer with B ^IKa™, with

quiescent N (one of the 48 words written with quiescent K,

Baer, p. 44, Ochlah we-ochla, No. 103), G-K. 23c, 7500, cf. 74/;

Ginsb. Kt. ^Sin*, Qre ^Kfiro (without dag. in the 3).

3. Til] adverbial (Nu. 14
22

; Lex. p. 261b).

*hy\2Tir\ WIITnS] construction, as 32
22

,
Is. 42

21
;
G-K.

120C.

V^nn] from 13? f = Arab, hakara, to befilled with wonder

(cf. AW. Ki. wonder at me) ;
hence Del., nann being taken as

Hif. (G-K. 53«), and b in ^ as the nota accus. (on 5
2
), ye amaze

me. 3 MSS OSinn, from ~ian f = Arab, hakara, to wrong, detract

from; so Ew. Ges. Bu. Du. David Kimchi states that his

father Joseph explained ^ VOnn by
%f? Da^B

tiJJFI, harden your

faces at me, since hakara in Arab, meant D^B JTO
;
and this

is the source of AVm. harden yourselves against me, AV. deal

hardly with me. fflr ovk alayyvo^ievoi fie eirLicuardk /jlol, whence

Be. nan
;

cf. on 627b
(<tik ivdWeade).

4. fhr\ . . . WCltP] a hypoth. sentence, without DK : see

on 7
20

.

5. *fonin *hy] bv ^UTl, as Ps. 55
13 al.

;
the Hif., as G-K.

53/
6. Ijn] see on 15

32
.

*OrW] n
:!V is to ?«#&? crooked (Qoh. 7

13
), pervert balances,

Am. 85
; judgment, Jb. 83

: here with a personal obj., as

La. 3
36 ian? D*1K

n^|», and Ps. 119
78 W$ ipt? *3, for they

have lyingly subverted me (in judgment).
12 a
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ll^D] from "fi^?, Qoh. 7
26

,
a hunting-implement, by usage,

a net; so rfiftp, Qoh. 9
12

(for fish) f; n*m'p, Ezk. 1218 17
20

,

Ps. 6611
.

10. TJ^NI]
G-K. 69^.

11. ^llT'l]
In Hif. only here. It is not necessary; and very

probably "irWj should be read.

YnSD] & ftW/> €x^oi/, ft "«», IT J-np,

13. ^7^0] idiomatic with verbs expressing separationfrom

(lit. ^w« attachment to
;
see on 1 S. 2815

; Z^ar. 759*2) ; here,

from companionship with.

p^rnH] & {a&€K$oL fiov aTrearrja-av) 'AH 5$ IpTnn (intrans.,

as Gn. 44
4
) ;

so Me. Wr. Bi. Sgf. Be. Bu. Du. [Note the

pi. in the
||,

and that fE may easily have arisen through

haplography of the 1 ;
but Di. prefers $t with pTnn trans., and

God (as in v. 11
)
the subj., and treats ffir as due to dittography.

With jf&cf. Ps. SB9 - 19
.]

lT\t *7N] are only, wholly, estranged from me : *]$, as Dt. 1615

npb "jn n^m, 2s29 ^wi pw i« ;
is. 167

19
11

&rc nb> d^k ix ; &
(one rendering) aveXetjfioves = riDM (though no wrd "it3S is

known), which, however, is not consistent with "ODD.

14. This v. is short ;
v. 15a is longer than would be expected ;

hence Kenn. Me. Bi. Wr. Be. read *3irDP Wtt ^np li?nn

W3 nji. On the other hand *rP3 nj goes with >nn&K better

than in 14b with ^irD6? and parallel to »JTP»1 *3Hp. Du., deciding

similarly, proposes ^!)^,
" ceasefrom knowing me'''' ; but this is

quite unnecessary. JTi), knowledge, occurs in Elihu's speeches

(32
6.io.i7

363 37i6) ;
but WJ? for ^lfl? is unparalleled. [By

itself v. 14
might perhaps stand : the rhythm (2 : 2 : Gray,

Forms, p. 1596°.) and the parallelism (a. b
||
b' 2!

;
ib. 64 f.) are

in themselves admirable, and, outside Job, common : even in

Job, io6 is an instance, and a very few others might perhaps
be found

;
but v. 15 is intolerable, and the verse division of 14f -

can scarcely be correct.]

15. ^IWtn] for the fern, with fH, see G-K. 146^, end ;

Ko. 349/ (Ezk. 35
10a

;
but in Jer. 44

25 rd. D'KOn rontf) ;
with

SJV3 *"ti removed to v. 14 the syntax is normal.

DJT^iQ] the masc. sf., referring (if wa nj be removed to
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14
)
to ^nnftX alone, is a frequent anomaly ; G-K. 1350. On the

n in *nn»K, see on 2 S. 620
.

17. mt] not
H"JT,

and consequently 3 pf. fern.
; cf. 13

V»T. Hi.

Du. al. is abhorrent to, from "ViT = (not jh, but)j!«j (Dr. § 178),

fastidivit, abhorruit, c. ace. rei (Freyt.) ; but asj\j is transitive,

this would yield a wrong sense, abhors instead of is abhorrent

to. The rendering is strange (De. Di.) is sufficient. Jer.
" halitum meum exhorruit uxor mea," paraphrasing.

TOT)] RV. my supplication. But pn is to shew favour, or

be gracious
—even in the same anomalous form of the inf.,

which, if RV. were right, would be used here, Ps. 77
10 rDSPn

7K rrian
; it is only the Hithp. which means to supplicate (lit. to

get or seek favour for oneself; G-K. 54/), and supplication is

nanm. In Arab. ^>- (conj. x.) is foetorem emisit, and Syr.

p > 1 *» is rancid (PS. 1315a); hence 1 am offensive, RVm.
with Ew. Schl. De. Di. Bu. etc. "runi (mil'el) will be the pf.

with ) cons., with freq. force (as Ex. 33
19 jnx "iK>tf nx s

n3n"l, and

regularly with verbs y"y), like i612b
; though there are a few

cases (Dt. 32
41

,
Is. 44

16
,
Ps. 17

3
92

11 1166
)
in which the 1 pf.

of these verbs is anomalously mil'el even without the \ cons,

(see Del. here, and G-K. 6yee). Du. WrW
(Jl. 220

), «»^ my
s/zVz£

;
but this will agree only with the doubtful be abhorrent to

for m? in a
.

18. D^l^] 2in f [not 1611
;
see n. there]. To be explained,

it seems (cf. Wetzst. ap. Del. here; Lane, 2200% 22oi b_c
),

from Arab, 'dla (med. .), to feed, nourish, or sustain one's

family or household', whence 'ayyil, pi. 'iydl, dyal, the persons
whom a ma7ifeeds and supports, as his young man, or slave, his

wife, and his young child, "among all tribes of the Syrian

desert, used of children generally, without distinction of age
"

(Wetzst. ZDMG xxii. (1868) p. 128). R. Levi's statement

in Breshith Rabba, c. 36 (cited by Del.), is interesting:

rfaty Np^7 prmx K\njQ,
" In Arabic they call children n^iy."

(Not from Jay = Jli, to suck.)

^ YTHT^I ri^2"lp^] I would arise ! and they speak against

me. A very anomalous form of hypothetical sentence, but
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analogous to 3
25a

9
20b

23
13b

,
the cohortative only making the

first verb more graphic.

19. *a 'DDTO TQPWnft] The relative omitted after PIT,

as 15
17

;
and nt construed with a pi. verb. Not so elsewhere;

but nt is conceived as a collective (cf.,
with "inx, 819

),
as it is

implicitly in Jg. 2016
|3K3 $j> nrbl,

17 j^nta VX n? fe, Lev.

ii 4 - 9
(Lex. 260b).

20. (S iv Sep/JLCLTL /xov icraTrrjaav [
n
?i?^]

at aapKes fiov, Ta Be

6<rra fiov iv ohovo-iv
[

A
ohvvcusi] e^erat. 'A. = ifE, 5*

a = fH;

2b «m i^ertWov (thinking of did, Me., or cf. Eth. aDAfn :

deradere, T°1,AfD : deradi, depilari, Ezk. 29
18

(Di. 154), Be.)

to hep/ia fiov oSovaiv ifiois. Hupf. (1853) in b
conjectured

(after H) *W2 "ity, And I escaped "with the skin, i.e. the life,

in my teeth (cf. 13
14

»3B>3 *W1 KCX) = with the bare life
"

;
so

Wr., but reading better "my, "And I carry my skin in my
teeth": Me. "'TO ^a nctento rup-i nssa niyu, "Within

»
1
t t -• - •

: : T JTT '

my skin my flesh rotteth, And I escape, with my bones in

my teeth"; Bi. 1 Bu. W3 *1B>3 nttforiKI »D»P np31 *tiy3,

My bone cleaveth to my skin, And I am escaped (with) my
flesh in my teeth; Bi. 2 W fhaNXi »D«> np3n n«;3; Be.

*3P -njD n^onw *DXJ? Hp3H nB>33
(*> "and I am ^corag hair-

fey in the skin of my teeth," \)B> niy denoting the lips and

cheeks, and riD^ttriK being explained from the Eth. malata,

cited above); Du. »l» Uatem n3,Tl »nfe>3 nW3 (in
a = Me. ;

in b " and my teeth have slipped out (haben sich davon

gemacht)," omitting iiyn with &r, and following substantially

Bi. 2
;

Dnfea as Pr. 14
30

,
and the fern, mpi by G-K. 145/&).

Of these emendations, that of Bi. 1 Bu. deviates least from JH;

it is undoubtedly the best. [That TOJ7, as in Bu.'s emendation

and also in f^, and not as in some of the other emendations,

*W1 is the subj., is favoured by the/^ra. vb. (np3"T, or, after &,

nnpi). In, e.g., Gn. g
4

"it?3 is clearly masc. : this is in accord-

ance with the general rule that parts of the body other than

those that exist in pairs are masc. (G-K. § 122 n. : more fully

Albrecht in ZATWy 1896, p. 72 ff.); and there is no evidence

that l&2 was ever used as fern. On the other hand, though the

same general rule would lead us to expect that D¥y, like Uac,
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would be masc, and in 2 S. 21 12
, Jer. 8lf>

, Ezk. 37
s - 6 - 8 masc.

suffixes are used in reference to the pi. (cf. n. on v. 15
),

in Jb. 30
30

DXJJ is construed with the 3rd sing. fern, of the verb (mn) as it is

also in Ps. 1026
(closely similar to the present), and the pi. is

construed with the fern. pi. of the vb. in Is. 6614
,
Ezk. 37

s
,
Ps.

35
10
5i

10
. In Syr. ]

Vr>
j\
v is fern, but it means thigh, and is, there-

fore, fern, according to the rule that parts of the body occurring
in pairs are fern.]

21. ijn DHN] cf. nx wnim, Gn. 24
60

[preceding an impv.].

22. T'N] [here, as in 55 other passages in Job (Lex. 42$),

means God: it is not, as in 1 Ch. 208
, an alternative ortho-

graphy for n?X (Saad.), nor to be emended to ?*K (Reiske,

Perles, Be.T
),

or 7N3 (Neubauer, Athenceum, 1885 (June), p. 823)].

23. \FP ^12] with impf., as 68
13

5
14

13
; only here with 1.

1DD3.] prefixed to the verb for emph.
" In a book," as

1 S. 1025
,
Ex. 17

14
;
G-K. 126*.

\r\^ *72 (2)] represented in ffir by redfjvai Be aura (against

Be.).

*lprp] the non-pausal form would be IPJTJ (with d. f. implic.

in n), an Aramaizing form for the regular ^pftV ; the non-

duplication of the p implying the implicit duplication of the

n (cf. OBH, 24
s4

; Viaj, Dt. i
44

).
See K6. i. p. 375; G-K.

6jy. Be. weakens the verse effectively by reading jrp *•£

(or Be.
K "I2D2 ^» 1pm) ^D iprr TBD3] paiW KM; Du. reads

IptV hDD3 4& pawl IBX |IV '•D, also disimproving it. Bu.

says justly that no change is needed
[ ;

but the rhythm (4 : 3) of

J^, though not unparalleled (17
14

n.), is unusual].

24. mOVl] Bu. mam "zwlead," on the ground that the

custom of running molten lead into the characters engraved on

the rock to give them greater clearness and permanence is not

known, as Di. admits, to have been in use in antiquity. This

sense is also expressed by U stylo ferreo et plumbi lamina.

Di. inclines to it, and thinks it is probably what the poet

intended, but sees that fH does not express it. But the change
necessitates the insertion of ix before "ry?.

iyh] prefixed for emph. 6 Me. Hfm. Be. 1$.
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p2!ftT]
with —

, although in pause, like pl^, 2^ (Baer,

p. 45)'.

'

'The Or. reading is p3*T (ib. p. 57), like frfejal, Ps.

104
29

,
the regular pausal form in Nif. (G-K. $im, end).

25. [ijl *>7fcO TOT] For the absence of *a after jjt, see

also, e.£\, 30
23

,
Am. 5

12
.]

[vniffrO ^n ^T1^^] (5 aevaos iarcv 6 eickveiv fie fieXKwv.

It is very precarious to argue that (& disregarded fnnNl (Me.).

Elsewhere aev. renders nhty (Gn. 49
26

,
Dt. 33

15 - 27
) ;

it may,

therefore, here render the two words fnnxi Tl which, taken

together, might be regarded as synonymous with D^y, whereas

>n by itself asserts, directly, less than aevaos. Or, if the order of

& may be pressed, (& may have read ffin&O *btO *n and rendered

^n by aevaos, and 'nto ^*0, or perhaps 'tf 'j, by 6 i/cXveiv fjue

fieWoov (see Be. with references there). There is, it is true,

another consideration that might point to one of these words

being intrusive ;
the rhythm of Jlf appears to be 4 : 3, for >n ^fcO

cannot easily be taken as a single stress, and 4 : 3 in Job is in-

frequent and suspicious (17
14

n.). We could obtain an un-

mistakable 3 : 3 rhythm by omitting ) Vt, then "6*0, made for

emphasis the obj. of j?T (as Tisn of RTM in Gn. i
4
),
would be

the virtual subj. of Dlp
s
. But this would leave the parallelism

poorer, and the expression of the whole weaker than in f^. It is

best, therefore, to retain J^ especially since the considerations,

for what they might otherwise be worth, suggested by rhythm
and (& do not converge : z/" anything was absent from (£x> it was

JVinKi ; if anything had to be omitted for rhythm, it would

be >n.]

[IHPIN] that this is actually a subst. and means afterman>

spo?isor (Be.
K

),
is neither proved nor probable; if it were, we

should certainly expect wns (|| »5>83; cf. HJJ || *1W, 1619
).

If

correct, it is most probably in the ace. of the state (G-K. 1 i8n)
—

later on ... he will stand up. Sgf. reads ^inN, Che. (EBi.

2475) *3h"iy (cf. 17
3
),

with npK for mp* below.]

[HDV"T^] if virtually
= upon (my) grave, nay. is used as in

7
21

17
16 2011 in particular of the dust or soil in which a dead

body is laid, i.e. the grave. Cf. also io9
,
Ps. 104

39
, though

these are rather different : in the Ps. D~;QV with the personal
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suffix occurs, and Sgf. proposes here ^SJJ (note the imme-

diately following n). Che. (EBi. 2474 f.) suggests (cf. 17 16)

the dust(y ground of Sheol).]

[D^p*
1

] iJ& tfr?\i
^ (avaajrjaaiy -ei) Dj?J ; U de terra stir-

recturus stun scarcely points to a reading DIpX ;
see Di. p. 178.

Dip*, he avengeth, would yield no suitable meaning in the con-

text, though with emendations in the following words it is

adopted by Bi. 2 Che. nipx (see n. on p-intt). On the exact

nuance of Dip, see the exegetical n. But it is certainly

unnecessary to render (We. in JDT i655G
;

cf. Che. EBi. 2475)

will arise against dust (i.e. Job's friends) on the ground that

by Dip always means to rise up against, assail ;
1 Ch. 282

,
2 K.

13
21 show that by may occur in the neighbourhood of Dip with-

out combining with the vb. to convey this meaning. Du. reads

D1p*1, and connects this with v. 26
;
but this is not suggested, as

he asserts, by the rhythm ;
without Dip"

1 v. 25 is not 3 : 3, the

normal rhythm of Job, but rather 2:2:2, which is in Job quite

as unusual (17
1
n.) as 4 : 3, which appears to be the rhythm of

% (see above on *n ^fc«).]

[26. rrh& ntn« •ntmtfi nwt tap: *w iron] un-

certain, ambiguous and difficult—especially the words nw lfipj,

which, however taken, seem so improbable that textual cor-

ruption at this point at least is almost certain. (5r after

dvaarrjcrai (
= Dp* in v. 25

)
continues to Bepfia fiov ro avavrkovv

(avrXovu, avarXovv, arvvavarKovv) ravra. rrapa yap Kvpuov
ravra fioi awereXeadrj : whence it appears that (5 (1) read my
immediately after Dp*—i.e. om. -iriNI ; (2) for n^DDl read HSPOl

(Kvpios = HP as in 614 223- 26
) ; (3) read niS>K, defectively r6tf

(so Ken. 603). Whether (5r read ispj (its first ravra appar-

ently renders nKT) or nrriK, and, if not, what exactly it read

instead of these words, is uncertain. It is doubtful whether

&&U imply a text different from ?§? : & OOI . iHtV) ^LO

«r6x nin wk noa&i *n \in opd nDnxi -ina ; U et rursum cir-

cumdabor pelle mea et in carne mea videbo deum meum. The

Hebrew variants are doubtless due to later errors : Ken. 311

nran for -inxi; Ken. 200 om. my; Ken. 48 om. nita nrnx.]
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[my irntfl] So JH and all the VV. except ffi, which reads my
but om. "in^l. In 17 inxi is taken adverbially, in <&<& as a prep.

But, as in Dip
1

(v.
25

)
and rr6x in b

, the scrip tio plena in my
may be later than (5 ; the scriptio defectiva actually occurs

elsewhere even in jiH (e.g. Fnty, Nu. 19
5
).

Written defectively

ny would be scarcely distinguishable from *iy ; consequently it

would be very legitimate to read HJf "inK (Bi.
2
Du.) if without

further emendation this produced a good distich ; but it does

not (see next n.). Yet, even though my be retained, the

ambiguity of inx remains : it may be (1) an adv., afterwards

(e.g. Gn. 185 24
55

, Jg. ic/ al.), but not in novissi?no die (IT), at

the last day (AV.), am jungsten Tage (Honth.) ; or (2) a prep,

governing my, with a local or temporal force, behind (cf. Is.

57
8
),
which Ehrlich interprets as under (my skin), Bu. as "

still

enclosed (umschlossen) by my skin," i.e. still alive, or after (as,

e.g., 1 K. iq
11 ' -

),
i.e. after the disappearance or destruction of

my skin
;
or (3) a conj. = lE'K "ins (as 42

7
fH, Jer. 41

16
,
Lv. 14

43

jjH), after that (my skin has been destroyed). If my is cor-

rectly read, it is a parallel term to nB>3 in b
(fH, not (£) as in J

5

(19
20

),
and iriN should be parallel in sense to the |» of nBQ» :

unfortunately this latter phrase is also ambiguous (see below).

If *1BQD means away from my flesh, i.e. after my body has

perished, niJJ tnx should have the same meaning ; but Bu.

raises two objections to this : (1) that nnK is always local when

it refers to an object, and temporal only when it refers to an

action : since the idea of passage is more directly suggested
there than here, 1 K. i9

llf - does not perhaps entirely invalidate

this
; (2) that whereas 1&2 by itself is often used for the entire

body as contrasted with the B>B3 or J? (e.g. 14
22

,
Ps. i69 63

2
),

Tiy is not, but is used strictly of the outward covering of the

body, the skin (30
30

,
La. 4

8
5
10

, Jer. 13
23

),
and combined with

18P3 requires the latter to be used in its specific sense of the flesh

under the skin (7
s
),

the two together being contrasted with the

inner framework of the body formed by the bones
;

cf. io11
19

20
,

and (l^^ + Tiy) Mic. 3
2f

-. If the text could be trusted, in 1813

*ny would have the wider sense of body, which Bu. questions.]

[J1NT ^Qp2] the vb. is taken either (1) as the pred. of the
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sentence introduced by the conj. or adv. nnx (see last n.) with

the obj.
v
Tiy of lDpj prefixed

—an emphatic position (cf. Dr.

§ 208 (1), for which there seems to be no reason here, or (2) as

the vb. of a relative sentence qualifying my in the prepositional

phrase—after my skin which . . ., the relative particle being

omitted according to G-K. 155^. In either case iDpi is com-

monly explained as the 3rd pi. act. corresponding idiomatically

to our passive (4
19

n.). The vb. is, then, Piel of P)p}, to strike

off, away; cf. Is. 1034 f (of striking off branches), and the

verbal noun t)p: of beating olive berries off the tree (Is. 17
6

24
13

).
These comparisons are already made by the mediaeval

Jewish commentators (Ibn Ezr. ; Anon., ed. Wright and

Hirsch.). The form might also be Nif., used as a passive of

the Hif. (G-K. 51/) of cjp3, to go around (Is. 29
1
),

in Hif. to

surround (v.
6 and often). &U clearly think of this vb., and

Honth. has recently defended this interpretation ;
but he can

account for the pi. only by the very forced suggestion that its

subject is DNT used collectively of the bones of the body with

the sense of 7—at the last day I shall be (proph. pf.) sur-

rounded with my skin ! Other interpretations of nxt are

scarcely less forced : the alternatives are to suppose that it

means this (will happen)—so 2D; or in this manner (Del.)
—an

ace. of manner never elsewhere taken by nT or riKT ; or that it

is a kind of resumption of my; or, since this is masc, a refer-

ence, accompaning a gesture, to the body (Di.)
—and after my

skiyi has been struck away, (viz.) this (skin or body).]

["ni^ft")] either awayfrom myflesh, ox from myflesh is, so

far as the phrase itself is concerned, equally possible ; for the

rare but by no means unusual use of jD in the former case, cf.

11 15
n.]

[The uncertainties and difficulties of f^ in this v. being so

great, it is not surprising that attempts at emendation have

been numerous and ingenious, if not convincing. Bu., by a

very slight change (
n^3

*ljp3),
eliminates at once the awkward

pi. IQpJ and the impossible riNT, and obtains the distich :

Within my skin thus struck away,
And from my flesh, I shall see God ;
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but that a skin which has been struck away should still enclose

the speaker is curious. As an alternative he considers one of

the suggestions offered by Be.T
,
viz.

%

FlpiW?i for riKT lfipj, which

gives a completer parallelism of terms but a not very probable

prophetic pf. :

Within my skin I look out,

And from my flesh I shall see God.

Be. T,
s other suggestion was "WSi??. Bi. also offered two

emendations ; Bi. 1
(in

b
mainly following ffi) proposed

nj?K rims "hpdi

which requires at least as much defence and apology as fif.

Bi. 2
, bringing over Dp1 (&) from v. 25

, reads :

nx? nop: ny dj*

t t t~; -t :

My witness [i.e. God] will take vengeance for this,

But a curse will seize my adversaries,

cleverly obtained by very slight departures from either ^ or

(£; but as Bu. asks : Why ntriN and not tn^fi, why riXT D£p:
instead of the better antithesis TlDp3, and why the unknown
Poel of ni£> ? And the answer must be that, if the idea were

more naturally and normally expressed, the emended text

would differ so widely from ^ and (5r as to appear improbable.

Du., also by slight changes, obtains the distich :

ny ins dipm

nn« ro *|pn

And another will arise as my witness,

And this one will set up his sign—

understanding the "sign" to be that which he supposes the

avenger of blood set up over the corpse of him who was to be

avenged. By now combining
26b with 27a

,
and 27b and c

, Du.

gets rid of the isolated stichos formed by
27c

if, as is usual,
27a - b

be taken as a distich. But the ins and nt of Du.'s emendation
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are improbable, and 27a is better paralleled by
27b

(note wi II n?nx,

*i> II ~ti~vb) than by
26b which has the same vb. ntn as 27a

. Che.

(
J£'^'. 2474/):

' • T

but if the textual evidence is to be so largely disregarded, it

would be easy to construct distichs in more exact parallelism.

Richter instead of nS5>3Dl n«T HBpJ my proposes >ns cjpp ^:2iy

HnbQI—first the goel takes his stand on Job's grave (v.
25

),

thereafter (-inxi)
as his surety (^my) lifts him up from the

grave. But a thus becomes four stressed. TlX P|pr for ''mpv is

very improbable, and so is the beth essentia in nntpm : Be. K

avoids the last objection, only by proposing an unknown form

.... j

27. "ON "Vt^N] no change is needed; but if any one inclines

to change, Bu. suggests ^#** or s3 ^W, " Count me happy,

for I shall see him for myself." WB*K (Neubauer, Be. Kit -

alt.),

" O my happiness !

"
is an unheard of form. [The parallelism

is at present perfect, ^ || -it Vl% nJK II W, ntn« II 1K1 : emendations,

such as '•nBW, or, below, yN for ^, are improbable.]

INI] Bu. W^ thinking the pf., especially before lf>3, which

refers to the present, to be intolerable. Still there are many
cases of the perfect "of certitude

"
being used to express the

future (Dr. 14).

["tt tfh*\] the waw is perhaps a dittograph ; % pf., or part,

negatived by xb (BDB 519^) : Job's acquaintances are estranged

TIT (v.
13

)
: God will be seen not to be so : similarly Job's brethren

have gone ty'Q (ib.) ;
God is ^.]

inni ^rvhl TO] Wr. M>n3 WJ^l fc>, "I am utterly ex-

hausted in my appointed time (14
s - 13

)

"
;
Klo. W/»3 &?,

"
I shut

up" (from 6&3 by G-K. 75qq),
—both extraordinary.

28. 17] the wota a^cw^. ; cf. on 5
2

. (In Jg. 7
25 rd. p»"nK

for p"i»-5>K).

*Q] In JH there is a change from the direct
(
a
)
to the in-

direct narration
(

b
),
"and that the root of the matter is found

in me" (without *, as Gn. 12 13
4i

15b
, Jb. 35

3a - u
etc.; G-K.

*57tf
(
a
)) *

Dut t *ie continuation by the direct narrative is much
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more forcible, and some ioo MSS, & 8TU read in; so Mich.

Wr. Sgf. Be. Bu. Klo. Du.

29. D37 YYD] Thesis prob. reflexive (Lex. 5160); D^ is

hardly strong enough to express the emphatic
" for yourselves

"

(which would be rather D3B>B^ or D3WB^; ef. Jos. g
2ih KTJ1

Qre pw) ptt> pmn p?^
c mn nw non ^ b

]
©

Ovjjlos yap eir dvofiovs eTrekevaeraiy koX totc yvdoaovTat, ttou

6<jtlv avTcov rj v\tj (f) v\rj, perhaps as though thinking of *yD ;

cf. 29
5 ore rj^v i;\&>St)? \iav = **]?? (*%) *W* TiV3) ;

for irov

kt\.,
a oti ovSafiov avTOiv

7] la^ys iartv (thinking of **[&) ;

§b 5C7I U-i-*j |ol^L*jj ]AS>£Lk» 5 \V
(\^r> ; U quoniam ultor iniqui-

tatum gladius est
; for

c \4£@ oVw? yva>T6 oti (eort) Kplcns :

so & U-^5 A_,]>, U e^ iudicium, Saad.
; £ for c flPWR S&33 JD

Kn ne «in Dte;

p pm, "that ye may know that the lord of

judgement is a truthful judge." In b Ges. Di. 1 Bu. read TV®?} for

rHjn ("for they
—i.e. such slanders—are iniquities of (worthy

of punishment by) the sword ") ;
Di. mn rvniy n»j?3 »3

(for the

sword avengeth iniquities) ; Sgf. X3n Dyjg3 non *3 (after © ;

but it is doubtful if avop.ov<; is more than a paraphrase) ;
Du.

2-™ ctay nan >3 pin, 3nnn, though usually said of lands,

cities, etc., is at least used of nations in 2 K. 19
17

, Is. 6012
).

In c
,
for pp, Hi. pr6; Sgf. m£ <3

(jc. the cAtf of b
) ; Ew.

Reuss, Wr. Di. Be. *W; Bu. |*V B* Win fefoi ("that there «
a judge ") ; so Klo.

(I;?,
as 1 S. 24

16
, Ps. 686

t ; &, with some

emph., 12 times in Job, e.g., n 18
14

7
).

De. and most agree with

*A2& $ffi (
= Kt.), Rabb., and EVV. ("that ye may know

there is a judgement") in taking -$ as the rel. particle -{?

(usually -f, but "P, Gn. 63
(?), Jg. 5

7 - 7
, Ca. i

7
f )

== that, as

often in Qoh. (Lex. "^, 3), and p, as the subst. judgement.

~&, however (on its occurrences, see Lex. 979), does not occur

elsewhere in Job ; p occurs in the Elihu speeches (35
14
36

17, 17
;

36
31

,
the verb), but neither the noun nor the vb. is found else-

where in Job ;
and B* is desiderated.
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2. V2s] Therefore
—on account, viz. of what Job has said.

ffir ov% o{/to>5, as though p(> stood for p-&6 (so, but needlessly,

Me. Bi. Sgf. Be.), as often in the historical books (Gn. 4
15
30

15
,

Jg. 87 11 8
al.) f

not perceiving- that in such cases therefore

introduces an answer to a remark, or objection, made by

another [Lex. 487a ;
Dr. on 1 S. 3

14 282
).

^D^fa] see on 4
13

.

^TD^tl^] answer me : lit. turn me back (sc. with a word ;

see on 13
22

),
answer me, in the sense of do not allow me to be

silent, is certainly weak ;
hence Du., cleverly, ''Wrn*, besturmen

mich, disturb me ;
cf. Ca. 65

, Oettli, Buhl (v. Lex.); and ^<TI$,

in Peil ptcp. = disturbed (Mk. $*
s =

dopvftov, and Lk. io41

dopvftdfy) ;
but usually in the sense of either alarmed or hasten-

ing {so Ethp. be alar?ned\ Af. to hasten (trans.) or alarm; v.

PS.).

'y\ y\iyy\\ rd. nKT -TDjni (Bi.
1 Be. K Du.

;
Di. inclines) or

n? TOID (Ex. 13
8
); perhaps (Bu.) even iTpajD* would be

sufficient (p "injD never occurs).

*Q y&Hn] "is my haste—my impetuosity, eagerness—
(active) within me." Del. my feeling, i.e. my emotion, deriving

the word not from mr\, to hasten, but from B^n, BPtfTj (
= Arab.

hassa, to feel, perceive by the senses), in Aram, and NH. (see

Levy, ChWB, NHWB, s.vv.), to feel, in various nuances, some-

times to be anxious, but mostly to feel pain, to suffer (in OT.

once, Qoh. 225 (so rd.),
U»» pn fiW *D1 hv& *D, and who can

y*^/ (here suggesting /}#*>£ pleasure) apart from him? Syr.

. M k >. passus est, doluit, contristatus est (PS. 1389 f.), f
- «».

suffering, often for irdOrjfxa, as Heb. 29
,
also of grief, sadness,

etc. ;
in a more neutral sense, of an affection of the mind in

«34
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general, as of desire, *|A-. 5j |i_K» = 7ra#o? eTnOvfiias, i Th. 4
s

(ib. 1391). Probably therefore W (?m, "BTI) might in Heb.

have been used to denote the general feeling of emotion. Be. K

*3> vrn (Ps. 45
2
), is my heart astir', [Richter, p« for pi> in a

,

and for b
*3? B^rn* 3JD1

;
but this, though the changes are

slight, requires too elaborate a defence to be probable],

3b. But a spirit answers me out of my understanding, i.e.

a higher spirit (32
s
), speaking in, and out of, my understand-

ing, teaches me what the value of Job's protestations is (so

Del. Di.). It is objected that this interpretation of W3D
makes Zophar's own understanding the source of his higher

inspiration; hence Hi. Bu., "And wind, (arising) out of my
understanding, answers me," i.e. the "

understanding," or

instruction, which I give Job, instead of bringing him wisdom,
resolves itself in his mouth into mere wind (cf. "wind," 82

15
2

163
).

Du. Be.K (after (&, etc rfj<; crvpiaecos—without fj,ov)

nD*2Dj and with wind void of understanding, thou answerest me

(*33Wl).

ITn] is frequently masc. (agst. Strahan) : 4
15 82

41
8

, Ps. 51
12

78
39

,
Is. 57

13 - 16
.

4.
" Dost thou know this (as being) from of old, since the

placing of man upon the earth, that . . . ?
"

i.e. Of course thou

knowest it! (cf. Lex. 210a). There is no occasion to read

fc6n (Sgf. Du.). (Er fir) (not ov) presupposes H» not K7H. As

usually understood, \j| ny "OD is connected not with nyT

(for no man could know this from the creation) but (as

rendered) with riK?> as a secondary predicate (so De. Hi. Di.).

Bu., thinking this construction awkward, construes differently,

supposing the question to be a mocking one, Hast thou this

fine windy knowledge (v.
3b

)
from the time of creation ? (comp.

the question of Eliphaz in 15
7
),
and rendering "O in v.6 not by

That, but (exactly as in 222b after 222a
) Nay.

^D] see on 616
.

*TV] ofpast time, as Hab. 3
6
f.

D^to] inf., with indef. subj., as 13
9

. The inf. of && (Nold.

Beitrdge, i. 39) is usually tf&
f D^ elsewhere only Is io6 Kt ,

2 S. i4
7
Qre.
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5» p.l'^pID] recent ;
lit. from what is near, i.e. the near

(past); so Dt. 32
17
(EVV. of late).

6. iWtUt] W&, if correct, will be an anomalous form for

«^3, with elision of 3, from V Nbo (Ko. ii. 145); cf. ^3, Is.

32
5

,
for ^M (Ko. ii. 118). Perhaps iDKfc (13" 3123) should be

read (the masc. rh]}\ then by G-K. 1450). (& avrov ra Swpa (!),

thinking of V; cf. Ps. 6830
76

12
ffi (Be.).

7. 1^3] d% ZePh - l17
; % Ezk - 4

12 ' 16
t; 5Jin, 1 K.

14
10

f. Lit. globulus stercoris; cf. 5T K?3
; Arab. Jillal

UH
,

jallat"
n

. The sg. would be %; cf. i^V, 40
22

, *&?, from &
(Ko. ii. 43 ; G-K. 93^, #£).

8. "inNSftS 11

] [construction as 4
19

(see n. there) ; (K evpeOfj,

whence Bi. Be. fc^'E3,
—doubtful, though rhythmically easier].

Tr1

]
is chased away. The pass, of VTJ3*, 1818 . ffir (eirrrj

8e) &GLV express TP
(cf. Gn. 31

40
,
of sleep) ;

but TP is pointed

as Hof. to denote the unwillingness of his disappearance.

9. inDW] 287
,
Ca. i

6
f. Without parallel in the cognate

languages.

13"YWJl] DIpB is so constantly masc, that in the three

exceptions the text can hardly be right. Here im^ can easily

be read ; the fern, may well be a copyist's error due to the

preceding e^Din (so Di. Be. Bu.). In Gn. 1824 n
*2")p3 may well

be the original reading; and in 2 S. 17
12

TTlDlpDn nnN3, nriN is

probably due to the fern, termination of rMDIp&n.

10. tfbl Wy. V21] (i) nrj is to be pleased with, be

favourable to
;
hence nan will be to makefavourable, conciliate;

so, I.E. (W tMn riant law wa
*a), Ges. 7%^. 1306^, Schl.

De. Di. : the sons will be forced to court the favour of the poor

(whom, viz., their father had plundered). (2) The Vrss. all see

PH m WT : thus (5 tou? vioiff avrov oXeaaiaav (as Rosenm.

saw, a corruption of cod.A 6\ao~(e)iav : dXdco for f*¥^, as v. 19
,

Jg. io8
,

1 S. 124 al.
; Be.) fjrroves : the order of words,

emphasizing the object, as 5
2
14

19
15

30
,
Ps. u 5b

139
16 etc. (Dr.

208. 1). (3) <£ His children are broken in poverty; U Filii eius

atterentur egestate, i.e. Wj (Nif.); so—though naturally dis-

carding the ungrammatical "in poverty"—Hi. his children are
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crushed into poor ones {verkihnmem zu Bettlern)
—accus. of

the product (G-K. 1172*2) ;
Bu. his children are oppressed

as poor ones (G-K. 11872), but in this case (Du.) Dvl seems

superfluous. Du. regards
10a as a variant of 19

,
and 10b as a

gloss on 18
.

*01N rCltm Vn] reverting to the lifetime of the wicked

man, and explaining why his sons are impoverished (

a
)

: he

had to give back the wealth which he had wrongfully gotten to

its owners. Hrz. Del. al., to avoid this awkward return to the

past, suppose the meaning to be that he gives back his ill-

gotten wealth through the hands of his children
;
but this is

unnatural. Bu. would read either DiTTl or X2& "hW—ITB*
V •• • • T TT •

being corrected into rU3£Tl after vi"?^ had become VT1. |1K,

strength (18
7
)
— wealth, as Hos. 129

; cf. ?*n, strength, also

often = substance, wealth, as v. 15
.

11. Vm^y] .S3
25

, Ps. 8Q
46

,
Is. 54

4
f ; here =youthful

vigour, cognate with "OT (1 S. 17
56

),
n
??V; Arab. Ac, young

man, from Ac, to be excited by lust.

!l
i

3ti>r\] viz. (Ew. Di. De. Bu. Du.) VD^y: the fern, as 127

etc. (G-K. 145/^) ;
cf. Ps. 103

5
»anij?3 nBoa snnnri.

12. p^n^n] sheweth sweetness (G-K. 53*/), or groweth sweet

(ib. e ;
Ew. § 122c) dulcescere', see 14

8 n.

14- ""pn2] pf. in pause. The bare pf., introducing the

apod., expresses the suddenness of the change (Dr. 1367).

15. 2C\ V7!2 7T?] a change of expression, for the sake of

vividness : the pf. sets the scene before the reader as com-

pleted ;
and the '^ expresses the natural consequence of $2

(Dr. 80).

"O'ttFV] properly, to make (others) inherit = to dispossess :

usually of dispossessing the nations of Canaan, Dt. 4
s8

g
4 * 5 etc.

;

hence here fig. expel. (5c ef ol/eia? avrov (irP3*3) i^ekKvaei
avrbv ayyeXos,—a euphemistic paraphrase for >N.

iy. T>ISl]
either a strong negative, Never can he . . . !

{Nicht darfer . . . ! Di.
;

cf. G-K. io8<?), or the poet's feeling

leading him to pass from the description of facts (which is

what the context logically requires) to the expression of what

33
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he wishes may be the fate of the wicked man (Dr. 82). Observe

that ffi has optatives in vv. 10a - b - 15 (c)- 16 - 23b - c - 24b- 25 - 26a - c - 27 - 28
; cf.

on 1812
.

Jlu?D] m the sense canals only here
; elsewhere As, 2^2

(29
s pv >>&&; Ps. i

3
al.).

Hyyi ^TTIS ^112] There are parallels for the suspended
st. c, e.g. 1 S. 287 31«

n_5»p
nvx

y jer. 46
9
nvp *rh Wi

(G-K. 130^) ;
but Hupf. Me. Di. al. have conjectured that one

of the two synonyms, most probably *inj, was either a gloss

on the other, or (Bu.) a dittograph. 17M\ rM?B3 (Klo.) is,

however, a very probable conjecture [yielding
- the normal

rhythm (3: 3), instead of the questionable rhythm of f^, or J^

with a word omitted, and a superior parallelism].

l8a. X7I] \ introducing the pred., as 23
12

25
s

,
Is. 57

12b
,

Ps. 115
7
(Dr. 124); but W occurs nowhere else, and a sf. is

desiderated: rd. prob. (Bu.) 16
\V*) (W, as io3 39"-

16
). |&

in b is similar ; but here also the 1 might well be dittographed

from vrnDTU ffi for yp y&D has et<? tceva koX fidraia

ifcoTTLaaaVy as though V? 1#3. Du. imion rfa* fc6l yr TJBto

DPy* N71, He increaseth (? ; Du. compares iDn *!&?£, to draw

out, extend, prolong, kindness
;
but this is hardly parallel) the

product of his labour, and doth not brighten up (9
27 io20

),
That

which he gaineth by exchange, and rejoiceth not. Bu. in b
iWia,

i.e. according to his substance, so is that which he gaineth by

exchange, he cannot rejoice.

D"?3P] obv (not Ay or y^y), as 39
13

,
Pr. 7

18
f.

"

19. fin] Piel : Ps. 74
14

lit. (|wfc
Wi n«T> nn«) J 2 Ch.

1610 metaph. (nyn p nnp) t.

nt^] Du. 2¥y,
" Verdienst" (rather, as Hfm., saner Erwerb

(the product of) ^w>' *>#> cf- Pr - 5
10

>
Ps - I27

2 D
:̂

D
?5?) J

but this does not suit JT». Be. K (" perhaps ") nt (cf. 229b
).

[For the asyndeton in jfH, cf. 29
s

;
Kon. iii. 370/4. Yet the

vb. aty after pn seems anti-climactic]

'^1 rV2] he hath seized a house, and goeth not on to build it

— if he seizeth a house, he will not build it (i.e., through being

impoverished, will be unable to renovate it, add to it, and

otherwise fit it for his own use ; so Ew. Me. Di. Del. Bu. ; cf.
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for the tenses, Ps. 103
16

(De.). Hi. al. he seized a house, and

built it not
(
= instead of building himself one) : but the impf.

is against this; for though the impf., where separated from \

cons., is, as Hi. remarks, not unfrequently retained (2 S. 228
,

Jos. 15
63

,
Dt. 212 al.), yet it must in these cases possess its

frequentative force, which after ?]\ would be unsuitable (see

Dr. 85, Obs. with n. 1 ; and cf. 42/3). Du. W2 t6 5>M )V3, he

seizeth a house, which he had not built \ cf. U et non

aedificavit earn.

hl%] construed with both ace. pers. (
=

rob) and ace. rei
(
=

take violently away).

20. l^tTJ] 1612 and elsewhere an adj. : rd. njfe (Sgf. Bu.),

ease, quietness, prosperity, e.g. Pr. 17
1 HI

nipKn
H3"in D3 aiD

yn tot v&o n<a»; cf. is. 59
s trb& jrr *6. Bu., doubting uoaa,

proposes fol?3
Tvb^ JJT vb "D—1302 being the subj., the masc.

VT by G-K. 1450. © ou/c e<7Tiz> avrov acoTrjpta to?? virap-

Xovaiv, whence Me. 13D3 tf> JW^ i6 *3 (rather niB3, the pi. D^B
not occurring) ;

Du. i3btpD2 W fc6, hath no quietness in his

treasure (Gn. 43
23

).

VTlftrQ] ^^ valued possessions. The pass, ptepp. of "Ton,

and derivatives, denote not so much what one delights in

(EVV.), as what is desired or coveted, sometimes on account

of its attractiveness (Ps. 39
12

,
Is 44°), sometimes, in particular,

on account of its value ;
hence the idea which they suggest in

the latter case is that of precious-, cf. Pr. 21 20
H^n? "iyiK

=

costly treasure; ^PH*?, precious things, valuables, Hos. 9
s

;

^PVl $?» precious things, Hos. 13
15

,
Nah. 210(9). EVV. pleasant

does not express the real meaning of the Heb.

10 V^*!] The Pi. is transitive (in Am. 215a either the obj. to

th& follows in b
ipsa, or EOT must be read) : it is too much to

supply 1^23 (Du.) : read therefore thf. (Sgf. Be. Bu.). &(©)&&
all render by a passive. EVV. " shall not save aught of . . ."

would be B7P\ **!> ^WDTO.

21. "H2N
;>]

his eating,
—not from ??X, but from the inf.

kg.

T^IT] is strong, and so firm, stable, so Ps. io5
f. From

^n, the J of Wl, strength, hence capability, wealth, etc. (Lex.
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2g8b). The same J is found in Aram., in the Pael !?n, to

strengthen, and in Eth. hela, hayala, to be strong.

22. HINGED] G-K. 74//. ;
cf. 7500, qq.

ippt?] from pabf; the verb
pajf., 1 K. 2o10

f (c. 36
18 is

doubtful). The J is common in Aram.

7pV] as 3
20

. The word is, of course, collective : Du.'s

argument that we must read ?^>V with (5r (iracra he avdyfcrj ;
cf.

V omnis dolor),
" because otherwise we should have had DyDV,"

is not sound. Bu. also reads spy (though not on Du.'s ground),

thinking that jJH
"
hardly yields a possible sense," and that the

'

'hand," implying the personification of ?BJJ (cf.
Tin ''TV, 5

20

etc.), led to the false punctuation ?VV. But the change is not

needed. & ty.

23. '%\ VP] Difficult. (1) Ew. 3455, end; Del. "It will

be, in order to fill his belly, that He (God) will send," etc.

(analogous to 2 K. 17
25 rfeh . . . W, in past time, Del.) ;

but

it will be, in spite of 1812
(see note there), implies FffiP: TV can

only mean may it be . . ., and, if original, must indicate (cf.

on v. 17
PX) that the poet's feeling leads him to express the wish

that such may be the fate of the ungodly. (2) Di., regarding

(1) as in poetry heavy, says that it "seems preferable" to

subordinate TV to ITC*, and renders, "that it (his anger) may
serve to fill his belly, he must send his anger," etc.

;
this

rendering gives W its proper force, but the inversion is un-

natural. (3) May he (the wicked man) be for one (N?DDrT; cf.

on 3
20

)
to Jill (

= that one may fill)
his belly! May He (God)

send, etc. ; or reading pprp for *fT», He will be (or He is,
—

freq.,

like the other impff. in the ch.) for one to fill his belly; He
will send (or He sends), etc. (cf. Hi.). (4) Da. His belly shall

be filled! (rather, with jjH, may his belly be filled!), lit. be for

filling, h rrn : Dr. § 203 : the masc. verb by G-K. 1450. (5)

Wr. Bu. miT for TV : Yahweh, that He may fill his belly, sends,

etc. ;
but niFV is so studiously avoided in the dialogue (only in

129
),

that to assume it here is questionable; nor is the sub-

ordination of 13D3 vbzh, though perfectly grammatical, quite in

the style of poetry. (6) <& om. 13LD2 nW TV : so Me. Bi. Be., as

a gloss on iDirta, Du. as a gloss on 22a
(?). [An alternative is
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to regard these words as the corrupt fragment of a distich that

mentioned God
; at present these difficult words make v. 23 a

tristich
;

and God, who must be the subj. of 23b - c
,

is not

mentioned.] We may acquiesce in (3) or (4).

"ItSD^l] unless NT be kept as a real jussive, rd. either "IBCI

or 1995.

^O b,

7^] if correct, must be here (notice iftir6:i) an anom.

sing, for \h>V (which Me. Sgf. Bi. Di. Du. St. would in each

case restore, and which, at least here and 2J
23

, might easily have

become IDvJJ from the end of the following word) ;
cf. 22 2

2J
23

,

Ps. n 7
;
G-K. 103/, n. The form, as a sg., is very much

against analogy ;
but it has been supposed to be supported by

a Phcen. sing. sf. in D— (Stade, § 345c, who would read Dyv ;

K6. ii. 44#, with references) ;
the existence of this is, however,

doubted by others (cf. Lidzb. p. 395/"; Cooke, NSI, on 42
s
).

1Din%] D1I"6, as Zeph. i
17

f: if correct, = Arab, laJim,flesh,

pi. luhum (I.E. V"i5?32 ;
and (& Zeph. i

17 Ta? aapicas avroiv &>?

fioXftiTa) : so Hi. De. " into his flesh." Di. Bu. tofpa, and

raineth His bread (or food) upon him, i.e. sends upon him a rain,

not of manna (Ex. 164
,
Ps. 78

24
),
but of destruction: the 2 as

i64, 10
. Or, as this use of 3 is not very probable with 1t3D%, 2 may

be the Beth essentice (Lex. 88b), and raineth it (his anger) upon
him as his bread (or food) ; so RVm. Q& o&vvas ; whence Me.

Sgf. Klo. D y?n (usually in (Sr (bBtves : see also on 21 23
). Schwally

nrtb
(
= 6$vvai, 1811 27

20
30

15
),

Bi. nin^, Be. Dns, "coals,"
"
obliterating Zophar's characteristic, and therefore certainly

original, figure" (Bu.). Du. (omitting
a
), "perhaps the author

wrote simply inon ty IBDV'

24. 1HD /Hjl] f]^n, to pass quickly (g
26

) through
— to strike

through, pierce ;
so Jg. 5

26
toj3n ntbm rwnoi.

25. ITU] by these who retain $B, nja f is taken as a \\fem.

form to 13; but "his" is needed: read certainly ni3, his back

(& <TL»Q-.J. The accents in ordinary editions connect pnf1 with

irm»D (so EVV.); but this leaves D^DK xhv a very short and

abrupt clause: and some MSS read, no doubt correctly, VTHOD

(Wickes, Poet. Accents, p. 37). Di. He draws it forth (vf, as
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Jg". 3
22

),
and it cometh out of the [rd. his] back, and the glitter-

ing- point goeth out from his gall : terrors (i.e. death-terrors)
are upon him ; Hi. De. Bu. . . . and the glittering point from

his gall ;
terrors come (Me. as G-K. 1450 ; Sgf. Be.

; better,

wrp) upon him,—but for this i&o^ (Di-) would be the proper

word, not -]hn* or *£&&; Du. P121 (so Sgf. Be.) mao rto jre*l

D*OK W OBIT inilDD
(for

a
cf. <& hie£e\6oi he Sia trco/xaTo?

civtov fiiXos: rhf, as Jl. 28 al. ; but Be. K *)fe = Syr. ]^\l t

a knife without a handle, PS. 4197 (but only in lexx.
;

cf.

]<y>\n m . the blade of a knife, ib.): for 1321% cf. 1 S. 4
19

, Dn.

io16
,

c. 30
15 rti-lta ibv !jsnn ; OWJ for

-ji>,T
is idiomatic and

probable). [Richter : -£rr vmD 3"»p31 fiUO KXT p6b>, weapons—
though he pull (one) out of the back, yet (another) pierces deep
into his gall

—making the thought and construction similar to

v. 24
(5|), and in this respect, perhaps, the emendation is on the

right lines
;
but against niJB and *p;v, see above.]

26. pDtt] job is & Azafe (cf. ?»&£, 3
21
); onIy nere m tne

sense of reservefor (which is usually expressed by }Dv).

inTONJH] Very anomalous. Ace. to De. a shortened Po'el

form for
T

Vlfc&9 (cf. WW, Ps. 624
; 'flefo, 101 5 QrS—"Jpfc,

Kt. better) ;
but the Po'el of fox occurs nowhere else, the — is

anomalous, and in Ps. 62 4 the pointing ^nsnn is to be pre-

ferred : rd. therefore simply vbattif (Di., G-K. 68/, Bu. Du.).

1152 N/] suggesting, or hinting at, some other mode of

kindling (viz. from heaven); see Lex. 518^, bottom \
cf. 34

20
,

Dn. 234.

nQ5]
" Before HB3 K7, 1BW as an ace. must be supplied, as

though ignis, quern non sufftatum est; cf. e.g. Gn. 35
26

,
Is. 14

3 "

(Hi.). Cf. 229
;
and see G-K. 1210, b. Du. nnS3 vb, which

hath not been blown,—the normal construction.

JFV] jussive Qal of njn, graze on, fig. for consume', cf.

Jer. 2222 mi njnn T]Tr73. To avoid the masc. subj. after

the fern. IPlioKn (though see G-K. 145/), Ol. Hfm. Di. Sgf. Bu.

JTTJ (apoc. impf. Nif.), is grazed on
;
but the pass, does not read

naturally. Hi. JTP (from VV^), fares ill (cf. Jer. n 16 flrtrf*
1JH1);

but this (Di.) is weak. Du. objects to the fig. to graze on.
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and to T"lK*, in a neuter sense (see, however, v. 21
),

and "in

default of anything- better
"
proposes Tltf "i$P, the waster (ic^

11
)

stirs himself up against his tent. Be.K MP *jyT (
T 85

).

27. nO(5*)pn^] milrdy the Sinnorith merely marking- the

open syllable before the merkha (Wickes, Poet. Ace. 69 ; cf.

Ps. i
2
rW} DEV1

).
The fern. nDDlpHB is anomalous (Stade,

§290): we 'should expect nSpipnn ;
cf. rnssno, rfeeto

(ta von,

Dt. 32
s7

,
cited by De., is not parallel; for (1) the tone here is

milrd not mitel, and (2) the — in VDn is reg-ular, G-K. 75^).

28. v^P] on the juss. form, see on 1812
.

71!2^] elsewhere (12 times) always of the produce of the

earth {e.g. Lv. 26* r6)T pN.l runn), or specifically of the

produce of the vine (Hab. 3
17

) D N3232 7\T pKI ; here, if correct,

of the acquiredpossessions of his house.

HiliO] (
as

) things dragged away (from "H3, Pr. 21 7
,
offish

in a net, Hab. i
15

;
in € for ariD, Jer. 15

3
al.),—or (so most)

poured away (from TM, 2 S. 14
14 nriK

D"n}3n D^3, Mic. 1*

TlibS D^ap D?P?),
—in the day of his anger. ni"»33 is an accus.

defining the state (G-K. n8rc) ; EVV. "
(His goods) shall flow

away," etc., is a monstrous and impossible translation. For

^P Ew. Me. read /3% rolleth away (like a stream, Am. 5
24

), as

more congruous with the fig. in b
("poured away"). (5r

eX/cvcrai rov olteov avrov airoyXia eh reXo?, r/fiepa opyrjs iireXdoi

ai>™, whence Be. 1B« DV3 ink 1331 foV3 >£ !>*, The stream
4

*
I ft T T T

(Is. 30
25

44
4
t) rolleth his house along, And washeth it away in

the day of his anger [but ins "133 for n33 is very questionable ;

cf. 19
26 n. end] : Du. «K DV3 mjUD VP3 "»$>3 If*, Destruction

carrieth away his house, The rebuke (Dt. 2820
)
in the day of

his anger ;
but Is. 38

17 ?3 nn£>, pit of wearing away (i.e.

destruction—of Sheol) scarcely justifies the proposed use of ^3

here. Bu. adheres to jK, though allowing that the pi. JYT03

(for 1|3 pt., or 133 pf., referring to 1JV3) is strange.

Q1M] [unnecessary, and rhythmically redundant].

29. W2N n7H^] his heritage of appointment = his

appointed heritage (G-K. 135**) ; cf. i 1D« Dnh, 1 K. u 18
.

Be. PI? (cf. 27
13b

) ; (& virapxovrwv avrm = i^TK (from Ji«, v. 10
),

whence Du. iiitf, to naughtiness (from flK, 4
s
etc.).
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2. *rbv jrtotf wtt>] as i3
w

DD^ribiron] &££ (U agite poenitentiam), Du. Danoimn
;

but the Vss. would hardly have rendered by a plu., even if

they had read it.

3- ["OlNt^] bear with me : an unusual nuance
;

the other

examples grouped under 2e in Lex. (p. 67 ia)> such as Jer. 15
15

3 1
19

,
Ps. 55

13 with ace. rei, are different.]

Tvhn] ffi Ol. Me. Sgf. Bi. Be. Du. irj^n ; but the refer-

ence may be more particularly to Zophar (Bu., who compares
the sg. in 163 between plurals in l and 4

).
For h (5 has elra ov

Karayekdaare fiov, paraphrasing : in j/H Job speaks defiantly,

for he knows Zophar will not mock
; (Er states explicitly what is

in Job's mind. Me. (after ffir) wybn t6 ^131 in«% Sgf. t& TNI

^ UPjAn, Du. iry^n i6 "in&O — all as violent as they are

unnecessary.

4- ^D^Nn] prefixed for emph. (G-K. 1430 ; Dr. 197. 4 ; cf.

Gn. 24
27 rnrv 'ana "pin 'aaK, 49

s
)

: whatever may be the case

with others, my complaint is not of man. So Du. Ja ich
y gilt

Menschen meine Klage? Be. EUDKH (Nu. 22s7
, 1 K. 827

,

Ps. 58
2
).

5. ^©11] for the pathah, see G-K. 672;; cf. Start, 1 S.

5
9, 10

. If correct, an "inwardly transitive" Hif. (G-K. 53d),
" shew appalment," though elsewhere DK'H is always trans.,

except Ezk. 3
15 DW» . . . DK> 3^«J (where, however, DD^,

2 S. 13
20

,
or DObto, Ezr. 9

s - 4
,
could easily be read). As Bu.

observes, to have the Qal ttsE*, 17
8

,
the Nif. *©!>}, 1820

,
and

here the Hif., with the same force in one and the same book,

is rather strange; hence he would point all as Nif. The pf.,

however, occurs (often) in both Qal and Nif.
;

the impf. is

always pointed as Qal, so 17
8 had better remain as it is; but
144
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the Nif. ^wH here would avoid the anomalous sense of Dtt'fi.

and is probable.

6. The same type of hypothetical sentence as 7
4

, where see

note.

*ntm tnNI] '3 is subj. ;
cf. i820 with n.

7» ^pH^] advance in years, grow old', so Ps. 68
f, and PW,

old, i Ch. 4
22

f. Both png, ^Ai, and pny (Dn. f.i*-&),

.o . Av
T
are common in Aram, in the same senses.

7**n *ni^l] ^Tl is accus. = as regards, Engl, "in"; G-K.

117s; cf. Gn. 41
40 1»» na« ND3n pi.

8. DD}f 0(1^0/] An ineligant redundancy. DPP3B^ is

almost tautologous with b
OiTrjA J

so DDJJ is to be preferred

(Sgf. Be. T Bu.). DiTOE& may be a variant to DiTrj^, which

found its way into a
(Be.). [The rhythm of ^ is very question-

able (17
1

n.); if DITOE& is omitted, the rhythm is probably

3:2 (17
14

n.) : perhaps i DEJ? conceals a parallel to p33 ;
if so,

the rhythm was normal.]

9. mS^] constr. as 5
24

,
Pr. 3

17
(G-K. 141c). ffi ev0rf-

vovaiv, U securse sunt, 5 » V ^
T
whence Sgf. Du. 1£?£\

But these renderings are not evidence that their authors read

ycb&'t they may be merely (like RVm. "in peace") accom-

modations to their native idioms.

^THCD] awayfrom fear = so that there is no fear (Hi. : cf. Is.

7
8 etc. ;

Lex. 583a, b), or = without fear {Lex. 5780, b, towards

the end; cf. on n 5
). So Pr. i

33
nyj *ins& jj^.

. . . fc*Vl] not . . . pw: Ze*. 5190, b, 3; i817 - 19 al.

10. *£iy] see Lex, 718b. In NH. TSfljf is to become preg-

nant, to conceive, and n"J3V0 is ra^afe pregnant', *VGy is caw-

ception, and "Oft the embryo (NHWB iii. 6io£, 61 2d).

^W N^l] toa is to aMor, /<wM* (Lv. 2611
al.); hence n!>

f>W either showeth not aversion (sc. to the cow), or causeth not

(the cow) zto loathe. Ra. Ki. Del. explain from the NH. sense

of ^n: Ra. ofe?i ijrtn &w rfooa jn?
.19

rni> k!> (that it

might return and escape) Ji^H N73; Ki. D^ tib) (allow to

escape) 133^1 jn?n ; Del. (but understanding ^yr in a causative
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sense)
"
neque efficit ut ejiciat (semen)

"
: cf. NH. ^Jttil, to rinse

a vessel from dirt or impurity with hot water (Abodah zarah,

yoa, pnrrG frjttl?, one rinses it (properly, "causes it to abhor

and reject (its dirt)," ausstossen machen, Del.) with boiling

water (cf. NHWB i. 350 f.). Whether ^yjn had acquired this

specialized sense when the book of Job was written, we do not

know : it is safer to acquiesce in one of the renderings given

above. 2T T03B, imprcegnans (Del.).

D7Dn] lit. maketh to escape, i.e. bringeth forth. Cf. oj>»rn,

Is. 34
15

; n^Dil, 667
.

11. DrPT^iy] see on 19
18

.

12. UtiPi] sc. i*p, as Is. 3
7
42

2 - n
.

f]h5] so jUt, Baer (p. 46), Ginsburg ; *|h3, c. 30 MSS, &
(ava\a/36vTe<; yjraXrrjpiov) S3TF (tenent tympanum), 'a is w#A

(
= to the accompaniment of), cf. Ps. 49/ : '3, will be according

to, with no appreciable difference in meaning.

T)p7>] h = at, or here (as we should say) to, as Hab. 3
16

,

Qoh. 124
,
Nu. \6M (Lex. 516^, j, end).

13. ItQ^] H73 is to wear out (intrans.), especially of gar-

ments (Dt. 84
al.) ;

H;>3 is to wear out (trans.), as La. 3
4 n?3

*W ^1^3 : hence here and Is. 65
s2

$2] DrVT npyoi) it has

been supposed to mean to wear out by use, use to the full, enjoy.

But it is unlikely that a verb meaning to wear out would come

to be used in this good sense
;
and it is better (Du. Be.) in both

places to read ^\, they finish, bring to an end (cf. Jb. 36
11

3^3 DrW i$$
t
\ Ps. 90

9
;

Ex. 5
13 D3WD &3) ;

so Qre, ffi

(<rvveTe\eaav) S>2EU (ducunt).

i^lH] in a moment', i.e. they have a quick, painless death.

(5r iv avairavast, % Vi3"l^?!|
'• whence Hfm. Be. Buhl, Du. Bu.

either point WIS, or take y3"l in the sense of tranquillity (cf.

rnn, Jer. 31
2

; p« "Vn, Ps. 35
20

; yirp, Jer. 616
; nyno, Is. 2812

).

inrp] rd. inrr, ^ ^?ww, the pi. of nm, pr . 17
10

,
from nro,

common in Aram., only poet, in Heb.
;

so X Karep^ovrai, ,$<&

jTim, U. descendunt. As pointed in JH, it could just be

derived artificially from nri3 by G-K. 202; but it can be

naturally only the Nif. of nnn, with the unsuitable sense,
" unto Sheol are they affrighted."
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14. WSfcOl] And yet they say, etc. : the *5 introducing a

contrasted idea (Dr. 74/3; cf. Gn. 19
9

32
s1

,
2 S. 3

s
). [(5

XeyeL Se : so air* ifiov and /3ov\o/jlcu
—

sing, for pi. of J^, "to

reduce the number of the godless of which v. 14
speaks to a

minimum "
(Be.).]

15. (5r om. (supplied in
B from ©),

—no doubt on account of

its blasphemous character.

16. ^ft] in pause for *3B : see on 166 . [The rhythm is

apparently 3 : 4 (cf., perhaps, 4
12 - 20

),
which is very rare (see

Gray, Forms, pp. 176, 181 f.) : note that in 2218
,
where b

recurs,

the rhythm is 4 : 4.]

IJ. HM] How often? not an exclamation, but a question,

and a sceptical one : how often does it really happen that this

fate overtakes the ungodly ?

D*v!2n] might mean (a) cords (to ensnare; so Del.), with

reference to 1810
"12

(v^n, in v. 10
),

but $&?., distributes, is not

very suitable to "cords"; (b) pains (Ges. Tkes., Hi., EVV.

sorrows) ; but the word in this sense is elsewhere used only of

birth-pangs (Is. 13
8 2617 al.

; (& here o)S«/e?) ; (c) portions (lit.

(measuring) lines, Mic. 25 al., used in a fig. sense, Ps. 165

(The lines have fallen to me in pleasant places), and often also

in the derived sense of measured portion, or lot of land, Dt. 32
s

al., here, with reference to 2029
,
in the sense oilots in life, Ges.

Addenda to Tkes. p. 87, Ew. Di. Bu.
; but "portions" alone,

without any qualification, is too vague and indefinite to be

probable; and Ps. 165 (with ^ "622 and D^jn3) hardly justifies

the use of D^3n absolutely of lots in life : as Du. says, it only

suggests naturally portions of land. Lots in life would be

rather 0^711, 2029 27
13

31
2
,

Is. 17
14

. (3r G»8lve<; Be e^ovatv
avTovs airh opyrjs; whence Me. Sgf. 1BNB DinN* Dv3n

; but

D is very improbable (for the frequent confusion of 3 and D
between LXX and MT., see Samuel 2

, p. lxvii) ; Du. better,

1SK2 Di?trv Dvlin, Cords take hold of them in his anger (but Du.

takes idk with the next stichos), as Bildad had maintained,

1810 .

19. mvN] [if retained, Job is either citing a sentiment of

the friends, and it is necessary in English to prefix, with EVV.
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(Ye say); see on v. 16
: or the v., tog-ether with v. 20

,
is still

dependent on the HE3 of v. 17 and like that v. a sceptical

question : so Be. T . But Be.K adopts Ley's suggestion to read

?K for mta (so also Du., who regards ffi's €k\Ittol as a free

rendering of |S^~7X). The position of n^N before the vb. has

no apparent justification, and with ni?X the distich is rhythmi-

cally suspicious (4:3; see 17
14

n.) : if ?K is read, the rhythm is

normal—3 : 3].

20. INT] before the fern. vrj> (G-K. 145/).

TTO t] if correct, craft: cf. Arab, kada, to beguile or

circumvent ; kayd, a?i artful device (Qor. 7
182 2062

; Lane,

2638/). Read iT5> (12
5
30

24
31

29
,
Pr. 24

22
f), or ITS

(
v .

17
).

21. 12Mfl"T]
Arab, hassa is to cut or sever, also to become a

portion (hassani, became my portion), conj. iv. ahsastuhu, I

gave him a portion or share ; hissat
un

,
a portio?i or share (Lane,

579/) ;
Eth. hasasa, to curtail, diminish ; Ass. hasdsu, to cut in

two : in Heb. Pr. 30
27

,
the locusts have no king, f^n N¥*l

fe), yet they go forth divided (into companies),
i(

divisi, i.e.

agmine partito," Ges. Hence (1) when the number of his

months hath bee?i apportioned (to him), so Ew. Schl. Di.1 ; or

(2) hath been cut off (i.e. finished: cf. JW3, to cut off, but also

to finish. Is. io12
,
Zee. 4

9
) ;

so Ges. Del. Di. 2 Bu. Du. But Ew.

Gra. Be. Bu. all suggest as possible ^h, are cut off, i.e. are

determined (see 14
5
).

The pi. by attraction to Venn (G-K.

1460); cf. 38
21

.

22. Q^OT]
" Ins alltagliche wird dieser Sinn abgeschwacht

durch DW statt DOT nach LXX cj>6vov<; (Me. Gra.)" (Bu.).

23. 1DJ1 D!&^] °^> lit. bone, then body, substance, of . . .,

is the Hebrew idiom for expressing the idea of reality : so Ex.

24
10

(JE) DWfi DVyiJ = like heaven itself, and often in Ezk.

(4 times) and P (14 times f), in nm DVH (or DXJJ *ty) DVjn, to

express this very day. Cf. Aram. EH3, and iO^.. (with sf.),

lit. bone, used often in the same sense (so perh. once in Heb.,
S fc /

2 K. 9
13

).
In Arab.

{̂ s- f eye, is used similarly (Del. ; Lane,

2216C-22170).

*h$] Lex. 48 1 £ (bottom).
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pfcwtl?]
a lapsus calami for pNB> (12

5
),

due to a scribe's eye

accidentally lighting upon the following \ty&) (Ol. Di. etc.).

vf?tf]
=

1^f, 1612 2020
; cf. Jer. 49

31
xbf (Kd. ii. p. 144; cf.

G-K. p. 240/2) ;
the * merely secures the consonantal character

of the ) (K6. ii. p. 83).

24. V^ttV] In NH. py is to put in, of putting olives into a

vat or press ;
in Arab, ^kc is to put hides into a corrosive fluid

to remove the hair; NH.
ftjpJJD

is an olive-utf/, in which olives

are kept till they are ready for the press (NHWB, s.v.). pt:y

will thus have denoted some vessel : we may render here pails.

(Ex ey/cara, U viscera, 5T '•IPS, his breasts (so Rabb., EVV.), &

.,
.mnq .. his .nV&f (flanks)

—all guesses, to suit the
|| VDlDtfy.

Be. Klo. VDf1? f, his loins (with tin for 3^n)
-

Syr. t^L (
= T]T,

S fr /

Gn. 32
s2 and often; really the same word as Heb. D^ = >lxc,

#0»£, Dr. 178, p. 226) : precarious, and unnecessary.

TipW] cf. Pr. 3
8 spn%»s& ^1 ^56 \m masn.

25. 'l 7DN] the '2 partitive, as Ex. 1243
13 iw «f», Ps. 141

4

'3 Dnb, Nu. ii 1 etc.

26. IJT] notice the emphatic and idiomatic position of TIT

at the beginning : as 19
12

24* al. (Lex. 403, lb).

27. IDttJljl **hy] (wherewith) ye deal violently against me

(G-K. 155^), cf. €r iTrlneurde pot; Du. )V&n$, (which) ye search

out (Ps. 64
7
) against me

; Be. K (cf. % » q - .^Av^ (J }^nn)
TChnn (which) ye afeww (Pr. 3

29 HJH *Jjn ^V Bhnn b«, 614 14
22

)

against me. [Jacob (ZATW, 1912, p. 287) iDDnn ; cf. *coiocri,

to meditate.
\

28. DW) TOWD ^n«] 1 MSKlxI
, Fom. fo&S; so Be.

Du. Bu. Cf., however, for a syn. in the gen., 37
s W rrillpp D5P3

;

Ps. 26s
,

Is. 25
12
l^oin 33CD "TC3D, 13

19
: 'DPD is a poet, am-

plificative pi., G-K. 1240; Ko. 260/. [Thus there is is no

stylistic objection to J^, and, since &r(@)j$v£ agree with J^, the

textual evidence for the omission of ?n&* is of very little weight.
If on rhythmical grounds it is necessary to omit a word in b

,

it would be better to omit rp« there, ITK in a
governing both

lines (as does n in 22*), and being united with W2 under a single
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stress (cf. probably Jer. 26
) ;

in this case, or, if we stress n*X,

and with Ehrlich omit riDNn s
3, the rhythm is normal—3 : 3.

In Jf it is 4:4 (iTX being stressed, as, e.g., Ps. 42*) ; but

both lines lack the caesura within the line characteristic of this

rhythm (Gray, Forms, 160, 164, 169).]

29. DJ-fefcttP] G-K. 44^, 64/.

Vl31ft] 133 has in Heb. opposite meanings. "Van (often)

is to recognize, regard ;
but the Pi. "133 is to /raz/ as foreign

(denom. from ^333, Bu.), misunderstand in 1 S. 23
7
(but rd. here

-0D or 13D), Dt. 32
27

, Jer. i9
4
f, but Jb. 34

19
f it is to regard'.

the Nif. in La. 4
8
1 is to be recognized, but in Ps. 2624 f to make

oneself foreign, disguise oneself, dissemble', the Hithp. in Pr.

2011
f is to let o?ieself be recognized, but in Gn. 42

7
, 1 K. 14

s - 6

to act as a foreigner, to disguise oneself. In Arab, naknra is

to be ignorant of, Qor. n 73
;
to deny, repudiate, Qor. 1685

; conj.

ii. to make unknown, disguise, Qor. 27
41

,
iv. to be ignorant of:

in Syr. ^.d] is to recognize, jj^J (twice), to repudiate (but PS.
7 7 7 7

2378 would read >;J2J, /ra*£ as #/**£#, repudiate, etc.). Nold.

(Beitrage, ii. 96) sees in these usages different applications

of the idea of foreign (cf. ">3p, ''l?}), to /00£ closely at what is

strange, and hence to recognize, but also to avoid a thing as

something unknown [munkar
an

)
: so Ges. in Z&*:. man. (see

77*£.y. 8875, /£/>). The most natural sense here is recognize,

regard (as 34
19

), carrying on the question in a
(Ew. Bu. al.);

Del. Di. 2
, however, "And their tokens ye will not misunder-

stand ?
"
(" werdet ihr doch nicht verkennen ? ").

30. T\ DVT5

]
That in view of (or, as we should say, against)

the day of calamity the evil man is withheld: 7 "J£TI, to with-

hold, keep back, in view of—in 38
s3 in order to utilize, here

in order to spare (cf. sq. jo, 33
18

,
Ps. 78

50
,
abs. 2 K. 5

20
: cf.

qv5> ( —for, against, rather than in) in Ps. 81 4
, Pr. 7

20
, Is. io3

= Hos. 9
5

. EVV. with Rabb. "is reserved to" (cf. Pr. 164
) ;

but the context shows that here this sense is impossible : it

would simply stultify Job's argument. RVm. rightly, "is

spared in." DV3 (twice) would, however, undoubtedly be clearer ;

and it is possible (Di.) either that words have fallen out which

would make v. 30
(
= " reserved for") express the opinion of
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Job's opponents, or that an original DV3 (so Di. Sgf. Be. Bu.)

has been altered (twice) into D1^> on dogmatic grounds.

miiy] the pi. as 40
11

. <£(©) irray, perhaps rightly.

r^lV] ^3in is to lead along, especially in a procession (v.
82

io19
),
but not, at least not elsewhere, ((5r) to lead away: (v?T (Me.

Di. Gr. Be. Bu.) is a probable emendation. Me. Di. Be. Bu.

*W : ?T p3^) ;
but where a class of persons is referred to, as

here in JH, Hebrew poets often alternate between sg. and pi.,

and (& already agrees with Jjfil {anra^OrjaovTaL Tk).

31. VOQ hv] as 628 i
11

.
b Dr. 154; cf. 7

20
19

4
23

10
,
Am. 3

s
.

32. ]"Ymp] as 17
1

[n.].

tiFTl] 'a is a sheaf ($
26

,
Ex. 225

, Jg. 15
5
)

: read KH3 = Arab.

jadath, a sepulchre (Qor. 54
7
).

*Ppt2^] lp£> is to fe wakeful (Ps. 127
1
),

with the collateral

idea of watching (Jer. i
12

5
6
al.). The tomb is supposed to be a

fine one : the effigy of the deceased stands above it
;
and the

poet imagines him to be watching over it himself. But many,
as Hav. Ol. Hi. Reuss, Me. Bu., who render "one watcheth,"

and Me. Du. St., who read np^S "men watch," suppose the

meaning to be that so far from being forgotten, as Bildad had

declared (18
17

),
the memory of the evil man is honoured, and

care is taken (cf. 1pB> in Jer. i
12

)
to guard his tomb against

desecration. <&(&) teal avrb<; iwl (rwpwv (over the sheaves

produced by his estate) r/ypvirvrjcrep ;
cf. Ra. T\p&* B**H ^yi

33- ^in] 38
38

f. [Cf. ipyd/3, apyd/3, in 1 S. 2o19 - 41
<&.]

7)12] [commonly torrent-valley, wady; but it is very far from

obvious why the rich man's grave should be in a wady.

Therefore Jacob has suggested that here] ^n: = dust (as in

Chr. Pal.); ZDMGXv. 141 = ZAW xxii. (1902) 102. [Jacob

observes that in the Chr. Palestinian Aramaic dictionaries ?ru

commonly renders the Greek o-ttoSo? : so, e.g., in Heb. 9
13

<rnoho<i 8afjLa\€C0<; is rendered xn^JTl H^ro ;
and in Is. 61 3 avrl

airoEov akeififia €v<f>po(rvi>r)<;, DD^T TIWD tihm tfibn; so also in

Gn. 1827
, Jon. 3

6
, <T7roB6<; ;

and in Ex. 9
10

alOdXrj are rendered

by (>n3 : see the texts in A Palestinian Syriac Dictionary

containing Lessonsfrom the Pentateuch } etc., ed. A. S. Lewis.]
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Tlttft^] apparently intrans. (cf. Germ, siehen), to move along

in a line, as (in a military sense) Jg. 4
6

(cf. v. 7
, trans.), 5

14

(perhaps), 2037 (Ex. 1221 is dub.).

34. 7in] adv. ace. = idly, in vain, as 9
29

.

OD^rniWrV)] an extreme case of the cas. pendens, without

the usual resumption by a pron. (Dr. 197) : cf. 1 S. 2023
,

1 K.

612
,
2 K. 2218b~19

, Jer. 44
16

, Dn. i
20

,
Is. 6618

,
Hos. 813

ffl, Ezk.

i
13

ffl, io22 (Dr. 197, Obs. 2
; G-K.1430!, /3; Kon. iii. 341/, i) :

and your answers—there remaineth (sc. of them) (but) faith-

lessness I = and your answers remain (but) faithlessness I



CHAPTER XXII.

2.
pD*»]

cf. on 15
3

.

">3] (Nay:) for) see 5
2

;
Lex. 472a.

*)^7V] if correct, must be another case of the anom. sing,

for xhy ;
see on 2023 .

3. Di^lH] G-K. &]g. Strictly an Aramaizing form, though

found in early Heb. (2B?5, Ex. 13
18

),
and often, no doubt, due

only to the punctuators.

6. TD«] so B Gi. and most MSS,edd., (&&U ;
Baer (p. 46)

with many MSS, 2T and Kimchi T 1

??. The sense in either

case is the same, the sg. being obviously intended in a general

sense.

7. [D^fa] emphasized both by position and by the connec-

tion of ah with it instead of the vb. ; cf. Lex. 51 85, bot.]

8a. Dr. 197. 3; cf. Jg. 17
5 dtAk iva ii> nyD B*«ro, Pr. 24

s
.

D^D N1fc)2] 'S "0Q NfcO is to /z/5? up the face of a suppliant

(opp. 'b ^d TKM, 1 K. 216
)
= receive favourably',

Gn. 32
21 etc. ;

so D"OB K1£% /*/&*/ a^ in regard to face (like yvs *ifett, etc.)

means 0^0 viewed favourably, held in repute', so 2 K. 5
1
(of

Na'aman), Is. 3
s
9
14

f.

9. frOT.]
f

t is an implicit accus. : cf. Gn. 4
18

; and see G-K.

\2\b. ffi&EU KS'IW (so Me. Sgf. Be.K St.), but no doubt

merely assimilating to a
. If Win had originally stood here,

why should it have been changed to the less obvious construc-

tion N3T ? [A deliberate change is certainly improbable ; yet

in this pointed attack on what Job has done, the 2nd pers. alone

seems natural. The vaguer passive is less probable even than

the oblique references in v. 8—even if that v. be original and

not a gloss.]

[iO. Note the numerous bh, pi, and ph sounds, and the

further assonance—pahad, pahim.]

34
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11. " Or seest thou not the darkness, and the abundance of

waters that covereth thee ?
"

yields a poor sense. Rd. with (&

(to <f)G)<;
(to i ctkotos aTrifir}) Me. Bi. Du. [and to the improve-

ment of the rhythm and parallelism] "]t?T! T]i$< (Wr. Perl. Gr.

Du. Be. K W$ -liK)
"
Thy light is darkened (the fate of the

wicked in 186
)
that thou seest not, and abundance of waters

doth cover thee."

"fD^n D^72 nyDW] so, verbatim, 38
34b

,
but of literal

waters descending in a storm, cf. Is. 6o6
?]B?fl DviM nyBB\

12. Mf nii] the pred. a subst., ace. to Dr. 189. 2, G-K.

141c; cf. 89
,
Ps. 92

9 Dho nnw, lit. Thou art loftiness. [&

(through dittography) r}2i?\ t
which Be. K thinks possibly

right.]

2C\ rWVl] the "head" or "top" of the stars is a strange

expression, and (Bu.) has sense only if we read n*T£ (&r,
—but

connecting with a
;
Be.K alt.), or ntfll (Mich. Sgf. Be.), or n«hl

(Gr. Konigsb.), or n«n] (Be.
K

alt.),' "And he (God) looketh

(i.e. looketh down) upon the top of the stars,"—an idea not

clearly expressed or very probable in itself. More probably,

as Bu. suggests, w$r\ is an incorrect dittogr. of Hfcp, "And see

the stars, how lofty they are !

"
[The rhythm thus becomes

normal—3 : 3.]

lETl] G-K. 20/. For 12b"16 (& has only tov$ Be vfipei

(ftepofievov? eraireivoso-ev (
= 15b~16a

?).

13. rnENlJ see on 15
32

;
and cf. Pr. 5

12
frjOSJ.

The

metheg shows that N is the 2nd syll. before the tone : the
\

is

consequently, as classical Heb. requires, the
\ consec, giving

the verb a frequentative force, art in the habit of saying (G-K.

\\2n1).

iyyn] g-k. iooi.

14. ^n] tin is properly a circle (see on 2610
) ;

but it must

denote here the round dome, or vault, of heaven, above the

clouds : cf. Is. 40
22 MJrO ITOPm %

f\^T\ m by 2Wn, where (as

by 3EW shows) pxn Jin must also be the vault of heaven

(apparently) resting upon the earth, and (cf. D^jrD »T385Tl) at a

considerable distance above it.
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15- Ohty] Chajes (see Ges.-Buhl 15
) D'&g, the unrighteous.

l6. ItODp] 168 .

T\V VCT\\ so Mass. (Baer, p. 45); a circ. cl., as more

usually with &6 alone (34
24

;
Lex. 519^, e) or Pfctt (5

9
).

20

MSS have the easier 6&3
(15S2, Lv. 15

25
, Qoh. 7

17
).

*l!TD] ace. of product (G-K. \2\d)\ cf. Is. 24
12

(where the

order is the same as here), Mic. 3
12

.

J7* ^0 /] the direct narrative
(
a
) changing into the oblique

(Ps. 64
6b

,
after

«•»),
as 19

28
fft. But ffi& «£, probably rightly.

18. Cf. 2i 16 n.

19. inn^l. . . . WY»] cf. Ps. 107
42

69
s3

,
1 S. 19

5
. &

IBovTes hiKaioi iyeXaaav, a^e//,7TTO? Se i/jLVtcrrfpio'ev, whence

Du. Be.K ^Db5 . . . INT (but not «*$),
on the ground that

the downfall of the ancient JIN TIE would only be witnessed and

triumphed over by their contemporaries. The past tense is

certainly here more forcible.

20. ISfi^p] A strange and improbable collective word for

opponents (" Aufstand = Insurgenten
"

;
K6. ii. 60): for the

anom. O, cf. Ru. 3
2
,
and (always) ^3 (G-K. 91/", cf. 61c, end).

Ol. al. «6jJ, or, in view of the pi. DW in b
, ^65 (Ps. 1840

,

Dt. 33
11

),
with yirD3 for irDJ. But (5(8) (e£ /it?) rjfyavladrj) t)

viroaraa^ avr&p = DDj£ (Gn. 7
4 - 23

,
Dt. 1 1

6
f ; © in Dt.

vTrocTTaais), their living substance : so Me. Wr. Gr. Bu. St. ;

probably rightly.

21. DWl] and be at peace (sc. with Him) ; cf. Ps. f *»^f,

my peaceful one (my friend). D?K> elsewhere is to be complete^

1 K. 7
51 al. ; to be whole, uninjured, prosperous, Jb. 9

4
f : the

thought "And be prosperous" (the 2nd imper. expressing the

consequence of the first, as often, G-K. no/) would, however,

unduly anticipate
b and 26ff

-, and be out of place. The Hif. is

more distinctly to make peace (Dt. 2010
al.), and perhaps E.^ni.

should be read (Bu.).

Onil] = in them = by that course of action, as Ezk. 33
18

;

Di-i^y, Ezk. 1826 33
19

; G-K. 135/ (in Is. 30
6
38

16a - b
64* the text

is most uncertain : Zeph. 2 1 rd. DVl
7V).

^ilNilin] a grammatical monslrum; see G-K. 48*/. Rd.

either *jn*tt3Jji, thy increase ((5r 6 fcdpTro? aov, <&<&, and most
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moderns) or (Bu. St.) 'INtan, will come to (or upon) thee (fcO> as

Dt. 33
16

;
the sf. as often, though elsewhere usually in a hostile

sense, 15
21 2022

,
Pr. io24 n 27

,
Ps. 36

12 al.
; see, however, Ps.

1 19
41 - 77

). riN13n, literally in-come, used specifically (Ex. 23
10

al.)

of crops brought in from the field, is used often, especially in

the Wisdom-literature, in the fig
-

, sense of gain, profit, advan-

tage (3 1
12

,
Pr. 3

14b 819b io16 168 1820
).

23. n^Jl] anticipates
25

unduly, and also makes it difficult

to carry on the force of DX to b
. (5c koX TaTreivaxrys aeavrov,

whence Ew. Di. Hjjyn (Ex. io3
)
= humbling thyself (constr. as

u 18b
,
see note: Dr. 163); Bi.

rwjjni (Ps. 11610
); Be. Du. St.

TOni
;
Me. Sgf. Gr. Jttani (1 K. 2i 29

,
2 K. 2219

;
abs. Lv.

2641
,
2 Ch. I26 - 7

)
: Be. K Bu. either of the two last. TOn is the

neatest of these suggestions ;
but the repetition of qx before

pTnn would be also an improvement.

24. rWl] & Oijcry (without /cat"),
whence Me. Gr. rPKTl

;

but Pi^'l. (Bi. Hfm. Bu.) carries on the sentence most smoothly.

U dabit
(
=

fiV))> but entirely altering the sense, Dabit pro

terra silicem, et pro silice torrentes aureos.

*l!£n] v. 25
f . The exact meaning is uncertain

; but probably

from J 1V3, to cut off, a fragment or nugget of gold : sing. coll.

ore, pi. (v.
25

) nuggets. Ges. Thes. compares Arab, tibr, dust,

nuggets, or crumbled particles of gold, before it is wrought

(Lane, 293), from J labara, ii. to break in pieces. (&(G)

irerpa confuses with "ny.

D^/ID Tl^HI] and among the rocks (not stones, EVV.) of

the wadys, though *TWf
(1 S. 24

s
)
would be better. Some

65 MSS, &&€ "NEW
; but the

|| isy by suggests strongly a

place.
" TiWi might well be a faulty repetition of "W3 : from

what remains in b "VQIK D^ ?in^ (cf. 63
) might be easily

restored
"
(Bu.

1 - 2
).

"V01N] short for '« Dri3 (28
16

, Is. 13
12

,
Ps. 45

10
f) ; once,

later, K
nn| (1 Ch. 29* f ).

"

25. ""T^^l] In pi. with an intensive force. (& aov . . .

fiorjObs airo i^dpwv, prob. = T^^ ', /8. a paraphrase of "iw, as

Ps. I7(i8)
2

i8(i 9 )

14
77(78)

35
93(94)

22
- * ^'r^' Probably the

same; cf. <£ Ps. 19
14

78
s5

. F contra hostes tuos = T"i¥?.
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n©3Tifi] Nu. 23
22 = 24

s Sb Din ntejnna, ps . 95
4 Dm niBvmi t

p. An uncertain and perplexing- word. The Rabb. guessed

strength (pTin, join) ;
and so AV. Nu. Ps. and AVm. here

(" silver of strength"): but the rendering has no philological

support. Moderns generally derive by metathesis from Ar. J
yaphda, to ascend a hill ; yaphd', yapJui (Gn. 49

26
,
Ex. 17

9 al.

Saad.), a hill ; yaphi\ tall, getting thus the meaning eminence,

height. This would suit Nu. (RV. horns) and Ps. 95 (RV.

heights), but badly here
;

for lofty piles (Di.), or long bars (Hi. ;

Di. alt.), is not a probable application of the idea of lofty, and

we should, moreover, expect ^DS mayini. Del. " Silber hochsten

Glanzes," from *y& in its Heb. sense of shine
;

cf. Hif. JNpin,

and nya"', eminentia, splendor, Ezk. 2817
f : of this, RV.

"precious silver
"

is no doubt a paraphrase. But a sense suiting

also Nu. Ps. is needed. Wr. H"JEiV, "and silver shall be lead

to thee
"

;
but this reverts rather awkwardly to the thought of

24
. A

||
to *«? is desiderated

;
hence Bu. St. Win (cf.

22
) ;

Du.

niDDiD, headbands orfrontlets (Ex. 13
16

,
Dt. 68 n 18

t), intended

as a fig. designation of the same idea. €r apyvpiov ireirvpw-

pevov (?, Tg. *\%V, Del. : v. Levy).

27. [The rhythm (3 : 2) is unusual but hardly impossible

(17
14

n.), but (5i in b
(Bcocrei Be croi airoSovvat Ttw eu^a?) may

have read jn^ at the beginning of the line: this (cf. Ley in

Be. T
)
is scarcely the original ; but possibly "fan] (||

to "ri>N Vnyn)

may have stood before D^n ynny\ (||
to "jy»^l) : then cf. Ps.

6l 6a 9b
#
]

28. ^'J^Ti*)] TO, usu. in Heb. to cut, divide (e.g. 1 K. 3
25

) ;

in Aram. (e.g. "3yn 1T2, to decree a fast, Jl. i
14

&, |iOQ-# 5v*., 1 K.

2 1
9

,S), and NH. to de-temiine, re-cite, decree. So in OT. only

Est. 21 and B. Aram. Dn. 227 5
11

f determiners (of fate) ; Pnf3, a

cfecra>, Dn. 4
14 - 21

f. The
'J,

as 3
4
.

IBS] Ps. i 9
3 - 4 6812

77
9

,
Hab. 3

9
f.

"fv DD*n] both iwn and DpJ are jussives: Dr. 152, Hi., G-K.

159^; cf.

T

Pr. 2025
,
Ps. io4

2°nW w i^n-n^.

TOD] The pf. as 5
20

.

29. nja stands here, as Jer. 13
17

,
Dn. 4

s4 Aram. (cf. & W*),

for HJN3 (G-K. 23/), which ought doubtless to be read : for nc
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DW, cf. Is. 217 D1NH nirQJ PKFI : the opp. TO FQ3, Ps. 101 5
(cf.

1828
),
and Is. 5

15 rota&Tl D^rus Wi. iJH, now, has been taken

in two ways: (1) "when men have abased (thee), and thou

sayest (complainest),
* Pride !

'

then (Dr. 124) he will save him

that is lowly," i.e. when proud men assail thee he will defend

thee, provided thou hast shown becoming penitence and humility

(Rod. Ges. Thes. 1466, Hi. : abased, as Pr. 25*) ; (2) "If they

(thy ways, v. 28
)
are depressed (cf. Jer. I3

1S
),
then (cf. Dr. § 153)

thou sayest (
= wilt say ;

but ?)
' Up !

' and he saveth him

that is lowly," i.e. when misfortune overtakes thee, thy

confidence in God gives thee courage to overcome it, and He
will again give prosperity to the lowly (Ew. Del. Di.). But it

must be obvious how strained each of these renderings is, and

to what various objections each is open : the omission of an

object to i^bbm in (1), the unheard of sense of mj in (2), and the

disconnection caused by the awkward change from the 2nd to

the 3rd pers. in both. There is a strong presumption that a
is

||

to b
; hence Bu. H1W a&« 5>*BB>n O, "For God abaseth pride"

(Is. I3
llb

,
Ps. 1828 ,

where jptnn is also opp. to ^BBTl) ;
Be.

(ni«1)
mil

D-J
JIN (^B£») ^BBTI \D, "For he abaseth the lofty

and the protid" (nN, as Is. 41
7
50

4
;
G-K. 117^: nw (so Be. K

),

as Is. 212
) ;

Du. njM 10X ^BB>n "3, he abaseth the word of

pride. & already had "icxm ;
but any one of these emendations

yields the required sense. Du.'s deviates least from;fH: but

"ipfc TWFl is doubtful
;
and Bu.'s is in form preferable to Be.'s.

30. ^p3 ^N] if correct, the non-innocent = the guilty : '•K, as

in Eth. (the common neg.) and Rabbinic; otherwise in OT.

only presupposed in the explanation of "li33 _,,

N, 1 S. 4
21

. ^ and

the periphrasis are alike improbable.
b shows that Job himself

cannot be referred to, and we should expect something like

'TWchi for thy sake, in a
. (Er(@) for a has pvaerat aOwov, U

salvabitur innocens. Me. Be. K b$ (Ley, »?vf*) for "<k (which,

however, will not suit the emendation HWK in 29a
),
with D?&ft (0)

in b
. B*K (Reiske, Dathe), with b

&?&&, would give a good
sense. Du. "i?3

Ttm a!j»< (with VB3, as &F, in b
)
is clever and

in itself suitable, but deviates a good deal from



CHAPTER XXIII.

2. intif *hd DVrro^] & *ai s^ olSa on €K x€tp^ <! yi0v v

e\ey%l<; earuv, whence Ew. i1*B for "HD, Me. Tl^ VTD ^riJJT D3

(
= is occasioned by Him); Be. K *!#? (?) for n». [It is

questionable whether Me. is right in concluding that (5 read

Tl}TP"D:i for DVrTDJ : it is quite as probable that ffi read DVTTM

TIVT and that in this text, which would be clearly inferior to

?f,
s
t\)SV was a mere dittograph from *nyT in the following v.

The particle DJ is in Job most commonly translated by Kal

simply: so i
6 21

13
16 i64 - 19

(ical vvv — nny W) 185 30
8

;

occasionally by /cat and another particle : so once by koI . . . fiev

(12
3
),
once by Kal . . . dpa (31

28
), by Kal ye in 30

2
, and double

Kal ye . . . Kal ye (
= DJ . . . DJ) in 15

10
. Possibly, there-

fore, Kal hrj may have been here another unusual equivalent
for DJ : but the only other occurrence of Kal hrf in Job renders

nny '•a (6
3
) ;

as 877 there renders the temporal nny, so here it

may render the temporal DWl ;
and as Kal there renders the '•a,

so here the D3-]

[DVJTD3] to-day also is the most obvious rendering ; even

to-day (RV.) is equally legitimate (see BDB, s.v. DJ> 2); but it

is not easy to explain this emphasis on to-day, except on the

assumption, clearly demanded by the alternative rendering,
that the debate has already occupied more than one day. If

this assumption is not to be allowed, it is necessary to emend,
and no emendation can safely claim the support of (Sr (see

preceding n.). If the point is: in spite of all that has been

said in this debate, the debate being conceived as confined to

a single day, Ity DJ still (with emphasis) would be suitable
;

but this, like D3DX (Be., who compares o,
2 122

)
or rofl DJ (Sgf.),

would not have been easily corrupted into f^ or (&.]

n» (Dt. 31
27

; no lYQ, Ezk. 25 - 6
al.), defiance (G-K. 141c),

viz. against the acknowledgment of God's justice, and exhorta-
159
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tions to submit to Him: cf. (Bu.) the utterances which

accompany his "complaint," 7
11"20

9
27"31 io1"17 2i 4ff

-. &&V ID,

bitter (cf. 7
11C iolc

),
in view of b

probably rightly. The point

here is not Job's defiance, but the continued severity of his

sufferings.

WWN by J111D T] ©& Ew. Me. De. Di. Du. Be. al.

(but not Bu.) VTJ:
His hand (13

21
19

21
)

is heavy (Ps. 32*, 1 S.

5
6- n

) upon my groaning (3
24

,
Ps. 67

al.)
—instead of desisting

because of my groaning, His oppressing hand only aggravates

it. Bu. (*1JJ)
"and yet my hand is

[still] heavy (still presses)

upon my groaning," i.e., as, after cc. 19, 21 he can claim, he

strives to suppress such outbursts of feeling as those in cc. 6-7,

9-10, 12-14. AV. my stroke for "»T expresses the Rabbinic

interpretation E ^HD, Ra. IE. VTaO
;
IE. compares Ps. 77

s

(where AV. has similarly my sore for S
T).

3. V^T1

]
The pf. after )JV •»» {Lex. 678/) occurs only here,

and seems hardly consistent with the meaning of jrp *D : Dt.

526
j-pm }rV *0 is not parallel ;

the pf. with \ cons, is syntacti-

cally very different from the pf. alone, and in many connections

interchangeable with the bare impf. (which often follows }jv *d).

Should W=! be read (the inf., as Ex. 163
al. ; cf. on n 5

)? [If

TiyT were omitted with MS Ken - 253 & Be.K the constr. would

be as in 19
23

f.]

VrNSEN')] subordinated to WCO: cf. 69
,

Est. 86
,
Ca. 23 ;

and (without 1) Jb. 19
3
32

s2
(G-K. 120c).

ITO'Cn] apparently a prepared or established place — a

tribunal', cf. 29
7 *&fo )*?« alma

;
WD3

p?'!?, Ps. 103
19

; #3

1KD3, Ps. 9
8

.

6. *TN Nb . . . ilin] In the greatness . . . {will he)

. . . ? Nay, but . . . ; Bu. t& . . . 313
ft, Behold in the

greatness ... he would ... If only . . .

*Q, D^] a?, i3^ (see on 4
20

),
which Du. metri causa [but

unnecessarily even for this reason] would insert before s3. Gr.

\3 yp&* ;
but yw sq. 3 pers. is not found except once, Ps. 92

12
,

where (like 3 nm) it means to hear exultingly of their fate.

7- Dttf] [4 MSS, Be. Dfr. U proponat would point to DB»

rather than (Be.
K

) DP. ®r yap].
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rCli] ptc. properly = in the state of one in mutual argument

(cf. US^'?; P"IJ,
2 S. 19

10
)

: the Nif. (in a reciprocal sense, even

with a sing, subj., like BpB>3: G-K. $\d> and see Dr. on

1 S. 127
).

M2&] [& '•DP, U contra me],

ntO^D^^] the Pi. is elsewhere trans. : rd. nu%M (Qal, as

Ezk. 7
16

). [& egaydpot, U perveniat.]

*»tprjfcft?]
8 MSS, ffiU (but both altering besides both the

reading and meaning of the v.), & ^?Blp», whence Mich. Hi.

Du. Be. K
, though upon insufficient grounds, "And I should

rescue (Pi.) for ever my right.'"

8. *7vPTN] more vivid and suggestive than the ordinary

l^frO] Or Kt *

(5r '33W1, presumably on dogmatic grounds.

*h p»] cf. 9
11

.

9. m^l] rd. with % Me. Bu. Klo. Du. St. Be. VW>3. ,

WTN fc*Vl] cf. n OK"«fn
[cf. out of pause, ?nn, Mic. 4

11
].— At

On the anomalous jussive form, see G-K. 109^; Dr. §§ 171,

175.

r]t^] not covereth himself (as Ps. 65
14

73
6
t), but (Ew. Hi.

Di. Del. etc.) turneth back (as Syr. .<^
ft y to /z^ra, turnback,

PS. 2860; Arab. W«», though sibyK, «/ turn back" (&
A<?\ ^ n, U si vertam me; Du. Be. K Bu. St.) is better.

•"WIN] the sf. is often omitted with verbs like nto, J?BK>,

etc. [It is rhythmically improbable (unless, which is unlikely,

the rhythm intended was 4 : 4) that it was pronounced VlKiK

(Be.
K
): we might rather expect K"}8 like rnx.]

10. ^12V TY"F] the way (that is) with me—which I

habitually take, my accustomed path (Ew. Di. Du.). The

expression is peculiar. <£ Gr. Be.K *19?1 ^"H» my way anc*

my standing; poor (contrast Ps. 139
2
): Bu. TnBy 7TI, the way

(on which) I stand, the verb chosen being intended to

express his continuance upon it ;
but *T\y?T\—or rather T]7S—is

what in this case would be expected.

'^\ ^2)11] a hypothetical sentence, as 7
20 2i 31b

(Dr. 154;

G-K. 159^).
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11. [VWN] M sing, as 31
7

: <Sr& pi., reading WX (
cf. pi.

punctuation in, e.g., Ps. 17
5
), or treating sing, as collective;

cf. RV.]

EN] The Hif. intrans., as Is. 30
11 ms *J8 sitdH f (||

niD

"pi *3p). [On the jussive form, see 9
n.]

12. tP ]T)!tt3] the casus pendens: (As for) the command-
ment of his lips, w£// (or then) ()

as 15
17 2018

25
s

, Ps. 115
7

;

Dr. 124, G-K. 143^: cf. uJ, Qor. 3
49 - 60 2675

"77
etc.), I never

seceded (Ex. 33
11

), sc. from it, na©p being omitted in poetry
for brevity, (3i a7ro ivraX^droyv avrov teal (om. /cat,

A
) ov fit}

irapeXda), whence Me. Sgf. Be.K St. r'ON tfi> 'P HWpp, " nur

die heb. Farbe abschwachend "
(Bu.), [but obtaining a distich

more easily read as 3 : 3 than f^ ; but 14 Heb. MSS om. 1, and
this alone (without reading 'dD for '&) gives an easy rhythm].

"'pn^] EVV. "more than my necessary food," or (RVm.)
"my portion": pn, as Pr. 30

8
"jpn nnh "OB'HBn, 31I6 . , .

jnrn

rpmjtt? pn; RVm. "more than my own law" or inclination

(Ro. 7
23

).
Neither is probable. Rd. with <5r (iv 8k koXttw

fjt>ov), U (both mentioned in RVm.) ^na (so Reiske, Ol. Me.
Di. and most).

13. TnfcO] usually taken as a case of 3 essent. (Pr. 3
26

, Ex.

184
,
Ps. 35

2 1187
; Lex.\ G-K. 119/), he is one, viz. in purpose,

and so unchangeable. But this reads a good deal into nn«3 ;

and a verb is desiderated, as (Be.) in other cases (9
12 n 10

31
14

,

Is. 43
13

)
before OTS5* *Ol. Bu. and Be. independently proposed

ina, hath chosen
(|| fljK in Ps. 132

13
, Be.) ; so Du.

^5^1 nil^] a hypothetical sentence of the same type as

9
20

29
11

,
Pr. 11 2

(Dr. 153). W) (Bu.) is no improvement: the

pf. would naturally be followed by *}.

[14. The v. is omitted in the MSS of (5r, though it may
have formed an original part of the ancient version. V. 15

f^

occurs in two translations
;
the first (v.

14 in Swete's text), that

of <5r
;
the second is that of Theodotion : see Hatch, Essays in

Biblical Greek, p. 217.]

•E] Sgf. Bu. 13
(|| ^3).

^pTl] [<£
<"nVn > Q points to ipn ;

but U in me voluntatem

suam may well be a paraphrase of Jlf ].
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V2V] [in his mind', for the idiom, cf. io13 15
9

;
Lex. 768^].

17. Bi. Bu. Be. Du. om. *&, and D in b
. Violent; but this

seems necessary? [The omission of vb in MS Ken " 48 is scarcely
more than an accidental return to an original text, if such

existed, from which ah was absent : the $b was already in €Ts

text. As emended the second line ^Dtf HDD *)£) reads well—
and thick darkness covereth my face—the order of the words

being as in 5
2
14

19
15

30
(Dr. 208 (1)) ;

but a is not, perhaps, as a

whole, so good a parallel to b as the parallelism of the terms

Jtrn || i?2K might lead us to expect. Still the present text is

intolerable : and other proposed emendations are inferior.

Sgf., retaining nS>, reads 7UDV3 (I was not preserved from the

darkness).]



CHAPTER XXIV.

1. *H^D] I'D
of the source, or efficient cause, as [Ps. 37

23
,

Nah. i
5
] (Lex. s.v. \o, 2 e (a)).

13D22 fcs?] UBV3 being misunderstood in the sense of are

hidden, concealed, has led to the omission of &6 in 2 MSS, (5

(Stci ri Be Kvptov e\a6ov wpai ;),
and by Mich. Me. Sgf. Be.:

the fact that \o }ES3f3
means fe hidden from in Jer. 1617

(Be.) is

not proof that it must mean it here. Du. for a
[p*»]

*h "HPO jniD

[lay] D^ny UBVa (are hidden with him).

Itll] anomalously from n?n : G-K. 75^. Cf. Is. 168 tyn.

2. IJfV H) •113.] the half-line is short and weak
;
and an

explicit subject is strongly desiderated. (5 has aaefieLS, 3T 1

fcOjniDI KTI (the generation of the Deluge), U alii, Saad.
*jj

{people). Me. Di. Bi. Sgf. Wr. Du. insert DWl : as the

emphasis lies on the deed done, the order wgn d*Wi nAua (as

Pr. 5
5

;
Dr. 208. 2) is best. Bu. (after U) nisn (which might

easily have fallen out after VD" 1

),
followed by DH or nan in v. 5

,

which he renders some . . . others', but non points back to

something definite [yet see v. 13
n.l; and some . . . others in

Heb. is not rxar\ . . . nVT], but rfes . . . P&«. "There are

that . . ." (RV. ;
so 9

) yields, no doubt, an excellent sense
;

but it would require n^K &* (Neh. 5
2 - 3 - 4

f), or '3 DWD B* (or

TSPD), Pr- 11 24 etc. (Lex. 441^, b).

UMD*] =\W (Dt. 19
14

),
from flo (G-K. 75*?): cf. ttiW for

3iD3
(2 S. i

22
),
and fejya for Dy3 (on 5

2
)

: G-K. 6k, Dr. on 2 S* i
22

.

There is a mass, list of 18 words written once with B> in lieu of

the normal D (including Hos. 84
1TBTI for iTDii; see RVm.);

see Mass. Magna on Hos. 28 (^ for ^p), and Frensdorff,

Ochlah we-Ochlah, no. 191, and p. 42. D for \ff is rarer (Am. 610
,

Ps. 4
7

,
Ezr. 4

5
).

^jn*^] & (ttol/xviov crvv iroip,evi apTraaavTesi)
= ^1 (^.V^l),

164
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which Bu., thinking ijm to be too obvious, adopts; so Me.

Sg-f. Gra. St. But (Du.) the point may be that they appropriate

their neighbours' fields, and feed the flocks upon them openly

and publicly, as if they were their own.

3. [For the positions of the vbs. in the two lines, cf. 2016
,

Dt. 32
18 - B

; and see Gray, Forms of Hebrew Poetry', p. 67 n.]

4. ^5¥] so Kt.
> Q r& -?? See on the distinction between

^y, humble (in disposition), and ^V, humbled, afflicted'(in external

state), and on the usage of the two words (especially in the

Prophets and Psalms) Dr. in DB, s.v. Poor.

[*)^5-n] so (&. €Kpv/3r)aav ; yet it is doubtful whether the

Pual, which occurs here only, is satisfactorily explained by

saying that it indicates the violence exercised on the poor. A

reflexive, not a passive, would be natural here, and we should

perhaps read l&cnjV (impf. as in a
)

for wan nir, the Hithp.

being used of hiding in fear, or for safety as in Gn. 3
s
, 1 S. 13

6
.

The change also gives a rhythmically easier line.]

5. ]H]
& yj\9 ft 3 pWl = T!?i as (late Heb., 1 Ch. 13

12
, Dn.

io17 f, Palm., ft Jer<
; see Lex. 228a, 10896). As a new class is

evidently here introduced,—and one consisting, moreover, not

of oppressors, but of oppressed,—a word pointing to a fresh

subject is desiderated: U again alii', hence Bu.'s DH or HQn
(as

v. 2
)
is very plausible.

O^N^D] as wild-asses ;
the a omitted, as, e.g., Hos. 89 (G-K.

n8r).

D^VDl] 'sA, as Ps. 104
23

(iij»A D1K XT), would be better

(so 7 MSS).

*pxh ^tiTOE] G-K. 1300: cf. 182
,
Is. i4

19b
19

8
, Ezk. 38

11
.

Dv"ttttS DH^ *)b TIT^V] the steppe is food for him for (the

double reference of h, as 2 K. io19 , Hi.) the children (29
s
).

After

A, ViyA would be more natural than D^ya? : but, though there

are parallels (see on v. 6 21 30
)
for the individualizing sg. after the

pi., the change is here harsh
;
hence in spite of (r)hvv6r)

—mny
confused with •^V—avTcS apro? el$ vewTepov?) agreeing with

fft, the originality of ii> is doubtful. [And in other respects also

the present text of v. 5 must be at fault
; for, as Bu. well points

out, it admits of no rhythmical articulation, but simply resolves
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itself into prose.] Me.Bi^om. l5>; Be. K (perhaps) nmy sptft{| -intTD

nvyrb nrbh; Wr. Bu. Be. T vnv& nrb &6 naiy ppD^-irupo ;

Uu. "ffnyiaS Dni> *6 ppa!> nrao rmjo W (ih Lfor those shaken

#«/ of the land).

6. piyi] 65
. The sg. sf., which cannot naturally refer

either (Del.) to TCV& or (Ew. Di.) to ytsn, is very harsh beside

the pi. 1TV|T (Dr. on 2 S. 24
13

).
And what point is there in their

reaping mixed/odder? Would this be i '

reaped
"

? certainly not

all its ingredients together? Still, if correct, it must mean

they reap the ingredients of which 7^3 is made—the M>a would

contain things (as beans) which men might eat. They have to

content themselves with the coarse food of cattle. (5r aypbv

irpb <w/)a?
ovk avroiv ovra iOepiaav (irpo wpas i5

32 = iDV tibl,

15
33

paraphrastic for ilp3 ; ovk clvtcov oura = vy3,
cf. 1816); & has a clear doublet: )vr>»Vn. . =H| (PS.), and

^nrnV^ jljaWs; U agrum non suum (h
>{?2 PTOS

;
cf. Gn.

15
13

: so Hi.) demetunt, ft JinH fe&TO=:iW>3. The thought

of i^ "^3, what is not his (cf. *b tit?, Pr. 2617
)
—or (Hi.) in a field

not his—would not be unsuitable
;
but the sg. pron. is a

difficulty. Hence Me. Bi. 1
Sgf. Du. Be. W>3, or (Bu. Oort)

rWa (nWa first misread n>73 and then written fcv?) «j //^

night.

•n^pi] Qre VTfeK, the usual conj. : if rMa be read, the Kt.

?«#&? harvest will be right.

"ftPpryl the J in Arab, (see Wetzstein ap. Del. here) is to

be or owze /#zte, both it and derivatives being used in many
different applications, e.g. lakis of ripe com, or of a child born

late to its parents; cf. [in Hebrew, 1. £>p$>, which in the Gezer

Calendar Inscription (PEFQu. St., 1909, p. 20 ff.) probably

means the late-sowing, as according to Wetzst. does zera<

lakkis in Tunis : note that in the Calendar the month of K>p!>

follows the month of sowing (ynr) ;
and 2.] dpta, the late rain

of spring, = Syr. f
» i Q\ PS. 1972 (which also in Gn. 30

42

has the sense of 0^6/409); hence here—not, as RV., glean

(B|j6),
but—(Pi. priv. : G-K. 52/2)

= take away the late-ripe fruit

from the vineyard, i.e. the poorest and scantiest fruit of the

year. Wetzstein's objections (ap. Del.) to the interpretations
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here given of ^3 and Wph rest upon the mistaken assumption

that the reference is to plundering tribes, who, it is true, would

not, for instance, rob a vineyard except when there were plenty

of ripe grapes in it
; but, if the reference be to the helpless poor,

who are obliged to be content with the coarsest and scantiest

food that they can get, his objections fall through.

3W"V] so all MSS and Vrss. But the ethical character of

the landowner is not here in question : rd. prob. "OT, Bu. Be.

Du. Oo.

7. y^O^ DV^] for the syntax, see on 12 17
. The similarity

of 7a to 10
suggests that one has been assimilated to the other

by some mistake : Bu. proposes for 7a H3DO W* pna. [Du.

rejects
7a as a mere variant of 10a

.]

8. lltDT t] see on 816
.

0. 1&] so Is. 6o16 66n f; elsewhere (Jb. 3
12

al.) 10. If

correct, cf. the rare Arab, form thudd. (Lane, 333) ;
but rd.

prob. 1&, the pointing Yb> being intended (each time) to express

the meaning plunder \ cf. E—K}"3 (here Dn« W3B \\DW). So

No. Beitr. ii. 121
; Levy, ChWb. i. 8jb.

17D1*1 ^V aSFI] if correct, and take pledges (getting power)

over the poor. But rd. probably ?V, take the infant (Is. 65
20

)
of

the poor in pledge : so Kamph. Du. Bu.
;

Gra. v?y. The v.

coheres badly with the context : vv. 6-8 and vv. 10-11 both describe

the sufferings of the helpless, v. 9 describes the inhumanity of

the heartless. Stud. Honth. would place it after 3
(where it

would describe the violence done to the persons of the poor,

while v. 3 describes the violence done to their possessions) ;
but

the repetition of the same words DirV and 'tarr are somewhat

against this being its original place. The alternative is to

regard it as a marginal gloss (Sgf. Bi. Bu. Be. Du. St.).

10, II. [Lines
10b - llb are such exact parallels (on the

particular form of parallelism, see Forms, p. 70) that in all

probability they originally formed two stichoi of the same

distich. The simplest theory is, perhaps, that 10b
originally

followed llb
;

and that 10a - lla
,
which seem in a somewhat

corrupt form, constituted another distich. The alternative is

to regard
10a as a variant of 7a

,
and lla as a variant of 6a

(?).
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Bu. assumes that the idea of the contrast between the condition

of the workers and the work they do was conveyed in two

distichs and by four examples : this is possible, though scarcely

probable ;
for Bu. is compelled to assume that the point in

10a has been lost through the substitution of w£> *hl from v. 7

for words that had dropped out or become illegible, and to

secure the idea in llb
by rendering "between [dark] walls they

press the oil," i.e. produce the means of light
—a rather artificial

interpretation. But even if Bu.'s theory of 10a and lla were

correct, the transposition suggested above would remain

probable ;
for hunger and thirst, nakedness and darkness are

a more probable pair of parallelisms than nakedness and hunger,
darkness and thirst. For another probable example of separa-

tion through textual dislocations of lines originally parallel, see

Isaiah (I.C.C.), p. 219, on Is. n 6- 7
.]

10. 0*Q}H] accus. of state : G-K. 1 i8n.

11. DrfiTVCf] the sf. has no antecedent : rd. either the du.

DTiVW (Be. Honth. Bu. alt.), or simply nrM5>. A fern. of Tip,

wall, is unknown in either Heb. or Aram.
;
rniB* is a row, as

Jer. 5
10

(rd. rwjhieb), and in the Talm. (Q133 rvnw nvw pB>y,

men arranged in rows as (vines) in a vineyard : NHWB iv. 425).

WHS*1 f ]
denom. fr. ^T.y make fresh oil. U meridiati

sunt, from Dm* ;
cf. Parchon, p3 X2W DnnWl JOT >3 DnOK V»\

y*pn wi rnopfc D^aan nrw.

D^Hp^] 3p* is properly (v. Arab, in Lex.) a cavity,
—

usually

of the cavity in the rocky ground into which the expressed juice

ran down from the D3 : here, as Is. 1610, of the cavity (ru) in

which it was trodden out of the grapes (cf. EB iv. 53 11
ff.).

1N?2!n] Du. (supposing field-robbers to be alluded to in

vv. 10b - n
) WjgJ (39

24
),
and quaff it down.

12. '^1 y^yti] Whether (as accents) TJJ and DTIO are con-

nected, as Dt. 234 3
6 + Jg. 2048 f (rd.

DW for Oho), out of the city

of men people groan, or DVI& is subj., out of the city men groan,

the sense is weak, and the
||
to D^6n incomplete : rd. with %

and MS Kenio°
D"nD, the dying (as Gn. 203 ; and as subj. Zee.

11 9
,
Ezk. i832 ntsn rmi).

IpW1

]
Ezk. 30

24
f : cf. P3X. ffi ol etc 7ro\€ft)5 fcal olk(ov tSiav
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egefidWovTO : whence for DTID, Me. D^SD, Bi. Du. Be. K M;
and for ip«r, Me.

*rrt£,
Bi. W, Du. this or WW (rather Vfig,

as

Me.), Be. K *tfpj (Jon. 211
),

are vomitedforth (!).

D^n] & (vrjirtav) Me. Bi. Du. Be. K D^V. But (Bu.)

"6?S3 decidedly supports D^n." W>n, wounded, as Ezk. 2615

30
24

(H>n nipK3 pgm), Jer. 51
52

.

ilvDfi D^ttF1 N7] understand either D3 = imputeth (4
18

,

1 S. 22 15
)

7*0/ unsavouriness (to them), or 13? ?K (as 4
20

,
Is.

4 1
20

), putteth it not . . . (to his heart) = regardeth it not. [On
rtan, see i

22
n.] But 2 MSS & n)an ;

and so Geig. (Urschr.

333) Gra. Bu. 2 St. n^sn yoB* lA, perhaps rightly.

13. nt^Jl] Those,—pointing commonly to persons mentioned

before
;
but here, if correct, pointing to persons whom the poet

is thinking of or has in his mind's eye ; cf. Is. 24
14

.

N7] [S and one of two doublets in (8x (/cal ovtc iireypGMrav

. . . ovk jjSeio-av) K7I, which is rhythmically easier],

lltPJ] [4 MSS OWJ. © iiropevOrjaav, & noVrn would point

to wH rather than (Be.) ws

(so MS de Rossi 31): note also

the pf. in the previous line],

14. "YlNv] We expect from v. 13a an enumeration of persons
who rise not at day-break, but before it, in the dark : rd. with

Carey, Wr. Reifm. Be. Sgf. Perles, Bu. etc., "lis ^ — Before
the light (cf. 22 16 DV *6 — before the time) ; nS>, as 34

24
, Ps. 59* ;

cf. "b, v. 10 811
3 1

39
(G-K. 152*).

vtOp*
1
]
= that he may kill : cf. G-K. 120c

;
and in Arab. Dr.

185 (on § 27); Wright, Ar. Gr. ii. § 8d.

]V1K1 "W] Du. tajta h*, thinking that the murderer

would have no motive for killing the poor. But the practice is

attested by the Psalmists
;
see Ps. io8- 9

37
14

.

3,^0 ^IT1

]
the jussive is out of place, and the comparison is

weak. Me., cleverly and convincingly, 333 ?]?rP: so Wr. Di. 2

Sgf. Bu. etc. The clause is probably out of place, and should

follow 15
: we then get a subj. for "inn in 16

.

15. rHtttt?] tone, as 3
s
(see «.).

0V£^ D^S *VlD] setteth, = putteth on, a face-covering (cf.

D^B Tnon, Ps. io11 etc.): XSW (abs.), as Ezk. 30
21

.

35
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16a. [^Jlll] cstr. with the ace. (DTD) as often in NH. (see

examples in Levy) : elsewhere in OT. the vb. is construed with

3, Ezk. 88 i25 - 7(12)
,
Am. o,

2
. The digging through implied by

the vb. may be to gain entrance (Am. 9
2
), or exit (Ezk. 1212

);

Du. renders "sie brechen . . . aus"
;

but why any of the

classes mentioned here should need to dig their way out either

of other people's houses (which the pi. DYO after the sing, inn

most naturally suggests), or their own (which would preferably

be expressed by 11T3), is not obvious. Render : he diggeth (his

way) in the darkness into houses. This is scarcely applicable

to either murderers or adulterers
;
but most applicable to

burglars whose violent entry into the wattle and clay-built

houses of Palestine was spoken of as a digging through (mnriD,
Ex. 221

, Jer. 234
; cf. icXe-mai hiopvaaovcri, Mt. 619

).
The

probability that 14b
(mentioning the thief) immediately preceded

16a
(describing a proverbial activity of the thief) is, therefore,

great. Moreover, the present text appears to devote two

stichoi
(

14a - b
)
to the murderer, one only to the thief

(

14c
),

three to

the adulterer
(

15a - b - c
) ; the transposition gives two (

14C - 16a
)
rather

than three
(
14C - 16a - 16b

) (see below) to the thief. Du. defends the

existing arrangement of the text on the ground that the thief

was too vulgar a character to be worth more than a single

stichos. Yet a further point in favour of connecting
14c with

16a
,
which at the same time favours separating

16a and 16b
: in

16a inn is sing., in 16b \onn is pi. : Be. K would assimilate by

reading DJin in 16b
or, with <&, nnn in 16a

. But if 16a
goes with

140 the sing, is right ;
and if 16b

goes with 16c the pi. in b
is right.

Then the section begins v. 13 with a general description of the

avoiders of light in the pi., in 14~16a describes three classes of

them separately in the sing., and then 16b-17
(in

17b read w^)
concludes with a general description in the pi.

—a very natural

and appropriate arrangement.]

16. y?2; Iftnn] have sealed themselves up, fig. for shut

themselves up. So only here : the only passages cited by PS.

and Levy for the same sense in Aram, is this in JS3T. id!>, the

ace, as ^ p3N, 9
11

. [If \ch is a late (5
2
n.) equivalent for onw,

cf. G-K. 135&]
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16c. & (0) agrees with JE; but " 16c is too short and 17a is

too long-; transpose, therefore, nrP to 16c "
(Bu.).

17. *\pl] Du. nqa, g Be. ri£3, destroying the forcible fig.

of the Heb. ;
and would ">£2 (

v . Z^a:.) be suitable here?

*VIT]
b

is so closely connected with a
(note "o) that lYD*

would be better.

mn^l] Du. nSJpn (cf.
13

V311J, with neb (or a synonym)
for nic^' (repeated by error from a

) [a common form of error :

see Gray, Forms, p. 295 f.].

18. NVT bp] so (5 (8) ;
but (cf.

b
)
Bu. Be. Oo. &g. Du.

keeps JH, making
18a

("if not wholly corrupt") the end of 17
,

but giving the words a strained sense.

Q-'ft "OB ^] Be. (with a?) D?V MsA, "before their day"

(cf. 15
32

) ; but vp means "move swiftly," not "pass away

swiftly."

xyvyyi TH itBf n 1

?] bl Be. Bu. ho. oma ^ ™b> «^
" no treader (Is. 1610

)
turneth towards their vineyard," because,

viz., there are no grapes in it to tread. [In fR, the same sing,

subj. as in a
reappears after the pi. in b

. The idiom is as in

1 S. 13
18

; '3 "pi, the way of, i.e. to, as Gn. 3
24

.]

19. [0%] as Ps. 107
5

: see Lex. s.v. DJ, I, end.]

INtDn TINtP] G-K. 1 55W,—though the ellipse is hard :
a

and b also balance each other very imperfectly. [Nor does the

v. yield a good example of 2 : 2 : 2
;

cf. For?ns, ijin. and p. 182.]

It is, however, difficult to emend satisfactorily. (& for ^nk>

IKDn has elr avefjuvrja-drj avrov 77 dfiaprla, seemingly (Bi.)
=

i^tpn 7iKK>
(zj askedfor),

—z.£. the same consonants : U also has

peccatum eius. "Snow water" may have been specified as

poor in quality, and not fed from a source, so that it rapidly

dries up. It is possible that WD and &W were originally

variants, afterwards combined into &W Wis ;
Bu. omits WD.

Grimme KBH fa® r{?Uh D^D liw Dn D3 fVX; but (Bu.) would.it -
:

'•
:

-
-fir V /

not 7NBTI be preferable to "£55*? 1? or
] (i4

llf - 19
)

would

express the comparison more distinctly ;
and b

,
if it were

necessary, might be re-written more forcibly *|brjFI D^tpn TiK&n

(Ps. io9
),

or WW U*mr\ hftttPl (go down to Sheol).

20. ITO*1 ^pHO] the msc. vb. by G-K. 1450, though V^nb
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would be an easy emendation. The structure of the verse is,

however, unusual, consisting of four clauses, the first three

being very short. Those who think that metre will not permit

this, accordingly emend
; though surely the context would

make it plain what Dm was intended, and Bu.'s contention

that, if the word were right, tom or teX Dm would be

expected, is more than can be maintained. Be. Du. Bu. for a

read T3F *6 "I1JJ nbi
tajHp

3rn innrtr. VopD am is unex-

ceptionable (cf. VDpo njfiP, Ru. 4
10

, Be.); but nn^, to judge
from usage, would mean only his (physical) loftiness (Pr. 25

s
),

or his haughtiness (Is. 2 11* 17
) ;

it is thus not "seine Grosse"

(Be., Bu. text); and "seine Erhebung" (Bu. note) would be

rather ^J"lXK\ The context speaks only of ordinary men, not of

one of whom "exaltation" (in any sense of the word) may be

specially predicated. ^0"\ for nsi is thus doubtful. [Yet it

remains probable that lap stf? is the parallel term to inrDB* (cf.

the parallelism in Is. 54*), the one term standing at the

beginning of the first line, the other at the end of the second

line of a 3:3 distich—a frequent and effective scheme of

parallelism (Gray, Forms, p. 69 f.). To avoid the objections

urged against «~lbi, we might read nix>
(cf. Ps. 83

s
)
and so

obtain, by adopting also the above emendation of the first line,

an effective and rhythmically regular distich :

The square of his (native-) place forgetteth him,

And his name is remembered no more ;

then cf. 1817.]

IpTO] p™? will not mean " feed sweetly on "
(EVV.), but

have the common Syr. sense of the J, to suck,

"ttttttlYI Bu. T3W1J, needlessly.

21. ilJH] njn, to graze on, is used fig. of foes depasturing or

stripping a country (Mic. 5
5

; cf. Jer. 63
),
and even (if the text

is right) the head (Jer. 216 TfTJ WT) J
also of the wind (Jer.

2222
),

or fire (Jb. 2026
), feeding on people ; but it is a strange

fig. to use of one "fleecing" (as we might say) a woman who

is barren. & jnoi ;
Be. Bu. jnn, ill-treateth (sq. ace, as Nu.

1615
,

1 S. 25
s4

al.).
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M£j] G-K. 70^. Rd. n*B*.

22. 31 TCft^] The subj. must be God—whether He is not

named, whether, as 3
20

,
from a sense of reverence (Di.), or

simply from its being evident from the context who is intended

(Di. on 3
20 cites for this 818 1213 167 2023 22 21

25
2
27

22
30

19
),

or

whether (Bu.) the name should be restored (Waa T3K *]P» !>tfj).

*]^D, to draw out, continue, prolong, elsewhere of mercy, Ps. 36
11

109
12

(cf.
Neh. 9

30
), anger (Ps. 85

s
), here in the sense of

maintaining in life. Buhl, Be.T maa W "P3« "JWI, "and the

mighty prolongs his life by his strength," making the T3K
himself determine the length of his life; but (Bu.) the agent

(v.
23

)
is God. Bi. 2 Be. K Du., attaching the clause to 21 and

making the godless the subject, read B^pk (& aSwdrovs) for

D^Tax, giving the clause an entirely different sense, and

draweth away (to destruction : Ps. 28s
, cf. io9

) them that are

perishing by his might.

pOMf
1 NTH] a circumstantial cl. = when (or though) he

believeth not, etc. (42
s
,

Is. 45
4, 5

,
Ps. 44

18
139

16
; Dr. 159, end).

pni] G-K. 87*; cf. on 4
2

. But rd. probably WTJ (so

3 MSS : it cannot be proved that ffi-JSU read l^na). [The

singulars in 22b—
Q)p>, p»w—if parallel (as in JH) to the

pi. D^T3tf in 22a
, though this would not be without analogy

(2 1
30

n), are suspicious. It would be easy to read
iio'jp^

pTta irD^-*6 (or, less easily, DiT^na). Du. (after Bi.) connects
22b with 23a

, which is like 22b JE in the sing., and also with
23b where he emends to ton : reading Dj3j for DIPS Wl for pn,
and n&3* K$> |W for nvJ? A {TV (thus getting rid of £ (see

next n.)), he obtains a good balanced parallelism for 22b
,

23a
.

If he is punished, he reckons not on his life,

If he is pulled down, he has no hope of finding

support.]

23. ITO17] if correct, must be for n&af> rri-nfj
; but this is

very forced/ Rd. (Bu. Be.) nb:6
; cf. 2 Ch. 2010 (more

commonly with ace. of obj., as Gn. 206 V*j? yr\m N7, or Nu.
2I 23

Sag ta-iB* n« jn: *6): Lex.6yga,g).

in^^] so, with a dual or pi. noun, only 7 times (G-K. 91/
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[add i S. 14
48

,
Pr. 29

18
] ;

Ols. 248, Sta. 206; Wright, Camp.
Gr. 158): with a sing, noun, see on 25

s
. [But the form

here may be corrupt : the line is short, and (3r (a\\a ireaelrai

voaw) appears to differ from fH: riWP W$ would be an easy

emendation, but against the usage of the book : HyX Ty more

difficult.]

24. VSfn] a very remarkable form : apparently from Db"i, of

the form »J, assumed to have been a
||
form of D*n ; cf. inn,

Gn. 49
23

: Kon. i. 335 f., G-K. 6g?n. But, if the verb is right

(v.i.), there is no reason why ^ should not be read.

Iw^Nl] the sg. may stand, even if ^i"» be retained (cf. Jer.

3I
i5

hj-n ^ n^a f>y HMD): if iDn be read, it, of course,

occasions no difficulty. The pi. in j$U is merely accommoda-

tion to Syr. and Lat. idiom, and not proof that the translators

read BJ'W, or even fDjPKI: EVV. have '•''they are not"; and

their translators certainly read 133'KI* If the v. describes (as a

mark of God's favour) the quick and easy death of the oppressor,

we must render (Ew. Del. Di.), "They are exalted: (yet) a

little while, and they are not" (cf. \
BJJO 1W, Ex. 17

4
al.) ; if it

describes (as a mark of God's disfavour) his rapid fall, it is

more natural to render (though Bu., adopting the same view,

renders as Ew. etc.), "They are exalted for a little, and they
are not"; or, reading with (Er (to v-tyoifia aurov), Bi. Du.

Be.
K

, i?3V), "His exaltation is but for a little, and he is not."

tofcpH] G-K. 67^; cf. m% Dt. i
44

; onr\, c . 22s
. -p»

to be brought low, Ps. 10643
, Qoh. io18 f : in Pesh. ..nVn

stands for W, Taireivoco, and
ySfl|

for TOftl or T'SK'n
(Is.

25
6 26s

). [Du. (cp. Be. K
)
reads ion, J^p", ta* all in the sing.,

supposing that the plurals were substituted in consequence
of V2V\ being misunderstood as a vb. in the pi. Yet would

such a scribal emender have varied the pi. endings—pi, once,

*, twice?]

v3D] '3f? = the totality of all things, is rather common in

late Heb. [Lex. i>3, 2b, b) ; but hardly in the sense of all men.

Nu. 1629 is compared; but D"1K"?3 niD3 DK is not parallel

([cp. rather] 1 Ch. 29
12

end), fflr waizep fioXo^rj
— nfes (30

4
),
as

mallows, or salt-wort, a desert plant, which grows abundantly
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in salt marshes and on the shores of the Mediterranean and

Dead Sea. The
||
in

c
strongly supports a plant (Be.).

pSOp*
1
] f*Sp is to draw together, shut close, especially of the

hand (Dt. 15
7
)
and mouth (c. 5

16
) ; here, if correct, draw them-

selves together, contract themselves in death (Di. Bu. : EVV. are

taken out of the way, RVm. are gathered in, are both too free

paraphrases: AVm. correctly,
" Heb. are closed up"). Ol.

Hont. MS Ken - 223

tfOg (for burial, Hos. 9
6

,
Ezk. 29/ ; unduly

anticipating
c
, Di.);Be.

T
Sgf. l»»£, are plucked of (8

12
; 30

4

of mallows).

V?ES^] So Ps. 37
2

. An incorrect form for \%2P (in pause),

from ^>D—Qal, if the meaning be are withered, Nif. if it be are

cut of (see on 14
2
).

25. 1DN tib DM1] 9
24b

-

I3WJJ]
rd.

Dfc^J.;
2 MSS have B*J. Cf. on 13

27
.

•Ny] ^? only here as a subst. The use is against

analogy, and the meaning of ?*?: rd. probably P.**?; see Is. 40
23

q6 nwi jnwn (cf. p*o, is. 40
17

4i
n - 12

).
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2. *?tfon] Inf. abs., with force of a subst. ; cf. TOW?, Is.

i4
23

;
nvsri

(in p. "wan), i S. 15
23

; Ew. § 156c; G-K. 85c (but

this form is not mentioned).

ntpy] in loose apposition to the sf. in mdj;; cf. on 12 17
.

3. nn^lW] the sf., as in tfflnA, Gn. i
12 - 12

( + 12 times);

iriB^D, Jg. 19
24

; 'nbto, Nah. i
13

f (G-K. gid; Wright, C. Gr.

155). Cf., with a pi. noun, 24
s3

. (Sr firj yap Tts viroXaftoi on
iarlv nrapekKvais [delay : HP 248 marg. y

cited by Be., explains

by virepdea^ tt}? ri/jLcoplas) ireipa,Ta2<; (
= ivu, Hos. 69

; cf.

TreipaTrjpiov
= 1)1), 19

12
, Gn. 49

19
,
Ps. 17 (18)

29
); eVl TtW? Bk

ovk iireXevo-erat evehpa trap clvtov; whence Du. Be. K i3TrtM
a

4 ' And against whom will his ambush not arise ?
"

5. *1^] like Lat. adeo = even: elsewhere, except 1 S. 25

rttOS? J1TJ HTjJJpy (where the text is dub. ; v. Comm.), only

with a neg. y
Ex. 14

28
pn« IV 1KS»

«!>), al. (Z**. 724*, 3).

N/*)] 1 after the casus pendens \
Dr. 124; G-K. 143^; cf.

I5
i7 20isb 23

i2
# gut 47 MSS have *6 alone.

Svib^] for Jig, 31
26

,
Is. 13

10
(cf. c. 41

10 '^); and no

doubt an error for it. ffi kinfavaKU.
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2. TO N77] poetical for ^ ro &6 *m& ; so to
; Is 40

29
f»*6

ran = d^n 6 r« ^kS 59
10 D^

r«?, 2 ch. 14
10 ns r^ :

G-K. 1522;, i55»(rf).

T^ N7] a circumstantial clause qualifying yrtt = strength-

less : see on 1 224.

3. PTttnn] see on 5
12

.

12^7] according to abundance = abundantly (Lex. 516 i,

914a), especially frequent in Chr. (Dr. LOT. 9
p. 535 (no. 2)).

Gra. H??/j & Me boorish; Rsk. Be.K SJv (to assimilate the line

in form to 2 and 3a
).

4. ^12 JIN] TJH with ace. of the person told is rare and

doubtful: 2 S. 15
31 rd. T3H TvAl ;

2 K. 7
9- u

"]fen IV3 may be

quite naturally understood as "in the king's palace"; Jb. 17
5

D^jri are the people reported about (as Jer. 2010
)

: 31
37 may be

explained by G-K. 1 i*jx ; there remains only this passage and

Ezk. 43
10

. Rd. probably hx (Ex. 19
9

al.) for n« in both
; [or

with Du., treat *D JiK as equal to with whose help (cf.
b
) ; nx =

wzVA //&£ A^//> of (Lex. 86a, top), is rare, and the examples on one

ground or another more or less uncertain : see Gn. 4
1
49

25
,

Mic. 3
8

;
but cf. oy, 1 S. 14

45
].

5. [In respect both of rhythm and parallelism, the text is

open to suspicion. In JH (nnnD DTirp) the rhythm is very
anomalous (2:3; cf. Forms, 176 ff.), parallelism non-existent,

and the caesura between a and b
very slight; if, with Ley,

Ehrlich, we place the athnakh under nnno, parallelism is

obtained, and a rhythm (3 : 2) which, though uncommon in

Job, is not unparalleled (17
13

n.); the particular type of

parallelism, however, though common enough elsewhere

(Forms, 75 f.), would be very unusual in Job, and the sense not

altogether satisfactory. The emendations which have been

177
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suggested only partly obviate the questionable form of the verse,

or fail to improve the sense. In addition to the conjectures

noticed below, the following may be mentioned : D*NB1 }n for

D"NDin (Be.
T
); insert VJBD, uoo, "fopo, or the like, before

nnriD (Bu., if a be considered too short).]

[D^ND^n] fH ;
but (& (

= O) fJLTj yiryavre? fiaioiOrja-ovTat, ;

X fit) deo/Jbd^oc 6opv$r)<JOV<riv ;
'A fii]Ti pa<f>aeifi whivovaiv, all

read D^NDIH; and so Richter.]

1? virP] if correct, Po'lel of bin, are made to tremble

(properly, it seems, to turn or writhe in pain, then, more

generally, to quiver in fear), though the Po'lel does not occur

in the sense of make to tremble', the Hithpo'lel ihnno does,

however, mean (15
20

) writhing in pain = (mentally) tormented.

Grimme, Bu. v WP, "tremble before him"; but ^n is con-

strued only with "oao (Ps. o,6
9

al.) or >)tbn (Ps. 114
7
): *HJ and

*in3 also are construed not with b, but with }o or ^DD. If

b^rP is deemed doubtful, OTJ or jlTl? must be read. AV. are

formed (to form, also, in AV. for 9?\n, v. 13
,
Dt. 32

18
,
Pr. 2610

; to

make, c. 15
7

;
in AV. and RV. Ps. 90

2
;
was shapen, Ps. 5i

7(5)
,

AV. RV.) is a misrendering due to Kimchi (HTO ?W) : W»in

may indeed mean to give birth to
(lit.

to be in pain with), but

not toform or shape', to be brought forth, however, is not here

a suitable sense. [\4, Richter TOWT—I could believe the

Titans were in labour, and their defiant spirit finding utter-

ance in you ;
but this is very forced.]

nnrV2] = nnn or '{> nnno, as Gn. i
9
[but here possibly =

from under], Ezk. i
8
[here possibly = (projecting)/™;;* under] 42

s

46
23

(Lex. 1066a, III. 2a [G-K. 119c]). Be. needlessly, Vlft

[Ley, nnnp—and so Ehrlich, to improve the parallelism and

avoid D s 'n» for D N0^> 'no].

OmStlft] Me. Bi. 1 Du. Honth. St. tm^fo (without ]),

" beneath the waters are their dwellings
" = whose dwellings are

beneath the waters ; [but this is poor in sense, in addition to

leaving the rhythm (2 : 3) as questionable, and the parallelism

as imperfect as in JH. Richter 133^, carrying forward Dn—
corrected to |n—to v.6

].

6. . . . HlM pNI . . . DVW] cf. 24*.
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7* nt32] for the ptcp. in loose apposition to the suffix in

VU3» see on 1219
.

n^75-] a poet, compound = HE v3, (what is) not aught (Lex.

1 160, 553*. 3)-

8. D^2 T)^] "^Vi with "incomplete retrocession
"
of the

tone ;
the tone of "fitf being thrown back, because of the follow-

ing tone-syll. (^.P), but the long vowel sere retained, though in

a closed toneless syll., by the metheg (G-K. 29/"; Baer,

Metheg-Setzung, § 13) ; cf. Nu. 24
22

.

9. WIND] The Pi. only here; but (Be. Du.) the » may be

dittographed from 8b
(end)^ in which case TnK will be read.

Tnx, usually to take hold of, has sometimes, in speaking of a

building, the sense of'tofasten together (1 K. 610
;
Hof. 2 Ch. 9

18
) ;

but here, it seems, it must have (as in Neh. 7
s of gates) the

Aram, sense of holding (with a bar), i.e. of shuttings closing in

(so r>S\
= Kkeiew, Mt. 66 and often; PS. 115-116).

HDp ^5] n?3, as 1 K. io19
,
for KD3, which is read by some

70 MSS. But the pronoun is needed: rd. (Hi. al.)
HND3

(iT
— = i: Dr. Samuel?, xxxii f. ;

G-K. 91^) or i^DZJ. Du.

Be.K '3
'•{IB, holdeth firm the corner-stones of his throne

;
but

\3B for Hi3B is a doubtful form
;
D33n

"l^HP, Zee. 14
10

,
is open to the

suspicion of being an error for njssn "W, as 2 K. 14
13

, Jer. 31
38

,

2Ch. 269f ;
if correct, also, D^33, like ni33, Zeph. i

16
3
6

,
2 Ch. 2615

,

will mean probablyfortified corners, battlements : for H3B, Pr. 7
8

,

see on n 9
. For "

pillars" (Strahan) there is no support. I.E.

Hi. Wr. Bu. Be. for HD3 point HD3
(Ps. 81 4

,
Pr. 7

20 ND3 !),/«//-

moon', but some important fact relating to the structure, or

permanent order, of heaven or earth would be expected, rather

than the mere closing in of the face of the moon, whether by
clouds or by an eclipse.

tUHQ] so, with MSS in general, Kit. Gi. ; Baer—partly

(see p. 48) on the authority of two good MSS (F = a Frankfurt

Cod. of a.d. 1294, and H = one of Heidenheim's), and partly

because ancient renderings (v.i.) and explanations presuppose

bns, to spread out, not tns, to separate or divide—TK>"]B. The

latter is etymologically better
; for, however the word be

explained, the meaning is evidently spreading out; and this
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is expressed not by Bha, but by fens. The form is anomalous :

in any case it is an inf. abs. (Hi. De. etc.), not a pf. (which
would be ttp.E), to be explained by G-K. 113A. As it stands,

it is a quadriliteral form, derived (Del., G-K. 56) from a Pifel

fe^fena, with a "
euphonic

"
change of the first fe> to p, and of the

second to ?, or (Kon. ii. 464) by dissimilation from P'Bn.B (though
S5HB is to separate, not to spread out). But these explanations

are highly artificial
;
and it is far more probable that teds is

merely a textual error for fens—whether this be vocalized (Hfm.,
Stade (WB.), Du.) feHB, or better (Bu.) fen? (inf. abs. from fens,

to spread out), (& (O) e/c7reTa£a>y, ,£ *CD;.2), 2T D")D, U expandit.

10. HI! ph] 3PI f ,
if correct, will mean to circumscribe', so

(S* irpoaTayfia eyvpcoaev, 5* o/?oi/ irepieypa-^ev, U terminum

circumdedit aquis : cf. Syr. .*-k», circumivit, once (PS. 12 17

from Bar Hebraeus) circumduxit, "he dfrrw round a circle

(]5*Clk» looi u>*-») on the earth"; |A^|CUj,
a circle, yvpos, PS.

1 217/*; and H^np, a circumscribing instrument, t.6. a compass,

Is. 44
13

f : Levy quotes from 5T only KWtfl an, Pr. 827

(<& "JA^tQ-K* r£lL> Heb. ^n ipna), and Tdanith 3
s rmy JJ

HDim "JDJJl (
= H3in jn), ^rew # circle, and stood in its midst.

ph, as was pointed out on 14
5

,
means something prescribed

—in

different applications, there and 14
13 a prescribed limit in time;

here and 38
10

(see n.), if f& is right, it will mean a prescribed

limit in space, or a &w»rf; in Jer. 5
22

, Pr. 829
(ipn d4

IDlfea),

Ps. 1 48° (all of the sea), however, the sense decree, ordi7iance,

suffices—in Jer. 5
22

b\2l is the physical boundary. But the

||
Pr. 827 Dinn *ja bv :in ipnn *a« dp d*jdb> trana strongly

supports the conjecture (Mich. Hfm. Bu. Du. Be. ; cf. 2T

JPpn n^ 1T3, & 1A-.Q-K. :>Oj»5) *»n pn—or better, as the

biliteral form in the 3 pp. of verbs y"y is usually intransitive

(G-K. 6ybb), ^n ppn—he hath marked out a circle (the horizon)

on the face of the waters : for the sense of ppn see Pr. 829

pK 'HD10 ipina (unless fflr ip*na is to be read), as well as 827
.

In 2214
(see n.), Is. 40

22
y\T\ must denote the vault of heaven

(apparently) resting upon the horizon.
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[iy] Be.K "prps. lys" i.e. "he hath appointed"; a vb.

would improve the parallelism, but this is scarcely the vb. that

would be expected here.]

II. 1DDW1

f ]
Ar. raffa means (among many other things)

to quiver or throb (of the eye), and rafrafa toflap (the wings) ;

see Lane, iii6#, b: and Levy quotes from % Jb. 9
6

rPTiDjn

pEShno (
=

|ti6an*), Gn. 44
18P8 --J -

rPSEro, and shook it (the pillar

supporting the palace).

12. 2Ti]yr>(i) is to stir up (is. 5i
15 = jer. 31

35 wm D^n jtfl

™) J JQ"1 (2) to fe «/ ratf (on the etymology of both words, v.

Lex.); not elsewhere in Qal ;
but in Nif. Jer. 47

s
Ms'ij Wyi, repose,

and be still f, and in Hif. Jer. 31
2
50

34
al. Whichever view (v.s.)

be adopted of the meaning of the v., whether it is taken to refer

to the present order of the world, or to what was supposed to

have happened at its creation, either of these renderings can be

adjusted to it : Hi. Del., adopting the former, render stirs tip

(and afterwards calms, by transfixing (

b
)
the monster, Rahab,

supposed to have disturbed
it),

so RV. ; Di. Dav. render quiet

(making
a
parallel to b

) ;
Bu. Pe., adopting the latter, render

quieted (cf. ffir Kareiravaev), but Du. renders stirred up (in the

sense of, incited to the contest with Himself; cf. Daiches, ZA,

191 1, p. 2 [who treats y;n as meaning he conquered, and

virtually equal to sudluhu in kirbtt Tiamat sudluhu in the

Babylonian Creation Tablet, iv. 1. 48]). As (v.s.) the latter

view of the meaning of the v. is the more probable, and as

Du.'s interpretation seems gratuitous, quieted
—or better, as

this is the sense of the Hif., was quieted
—is the best rendering,

[g (but as Lyon, in JBLit. 1895, well points out, not (£) Sgf.

-W-]

^]"VnirQ1] a scribal error for injtorni j
cf. similar cases in

Jer. 2^ 17
23

32
23

. In Frensdorff's Ochlah we-Ochlah, § 91, there

is a list of 62 such transpositions, which have been corrected

by the Massorah.

13. rnptp \\ fairness
—fair \

subst. for adj., as Ex. 17
12 etc.

(Dr. 189, ii). [On this construction, the line, containing no

vb., may equally well describe past or present—either the

heavens (are) fair (so <&), or the heavens (were) fair (so U2D).]
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Giesebr. Be.K VtotP; but rnap is quite correct syntactically.

The y/ is common in Aram., but rare in Heb. (vb. Ps. i66 f ;

im n»K, Gn. 49
21

f ; TO*, Jer. 43
10

f ;
nsiP ? cognate) : in Aram,

it means to befair, usually in the sense of to seemfair or good
to any one

(
= Heb. 'a Tyi 2&), but also in the sense of to be

beautiful or bright (PS. 4272, -,.&, • (1), e.^-. of gold; cf.

|^Q-» = ^.» Is. 33
17

al.). [This defence of f^ is preferable to

that of Daiches (ZA y 191 1, p. 3). He regards mats' as 3 pf.

fern., the subj. being fp in b
, and the meaning of net?, /0 spread

out: for this meaning (so already Ra.) he appeals to the

obscure "IV1D£> and to the Assyr. suparruru, to spread out (Del.

HWB 684) ; cf. us-pa-ri-ir-ma sa-pa-ra-su, spread out his net

(Creation Tablet, iv. 95). But the construction assumed by
Daiches is most improbable, if only on account of its destruction

of the parallelism, and the strange combination by his spirit

his hand', it should be obvious that if the poet meant God

spread out the heavens, he would have written "iSB>; and

(immediately before i"l77n, i^l) it would not be difficult to read so,

if the difficulty of the v. is to be surmounted along Daiches'

lines, but see below on ni&n. In view, however, of the variants

in <£ (jjd,1d) and (Er, 3^ is not certain, even though the sense

expressed by (5c is not acceptable. (5r renders] /eXefflpa
Be

ovpavov hehoUaaiv avrov = n"W D s»&? WTS. [mjjjp as Dt.

32
17

(?). On Gu.'s use of this, see exegetical n.
;
but the criticisms

of Gu.'s interpretation by] Bu., and Gie. GGA, 1895, p. 592 [are

in part at least forcible
; see also above. A third attempt to

connect 13 with the Babylonian myth is due to] Lyon (JBLit.

1895, p. 130 ff.), who proposes for a
FHJf DW mnro

[(or

rn3B\ and renders, By the winds of heaven he broke her (or him),

i.e. the monster mentioned in the next line; but it may be

doubted whether the phrase the winds of heaven is very likely

here, and the pronoun, referring to the object not named till
b

,

is awkward
; otherwise this is, perhaps, the most attractive

attempt to find in, or restore to, the text a Babylonian allusion

which the context, though it does not demand it, certainly

favours. Ehrlich suggests that D^DC may conceal D 11 or DVD (cf.

Ps. 74
13

),
but he attempts no complete reconstruction of the
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line. Neither f^ nor any of the emendations leaves the

impression of being- exactly what the poet wrote].

[il77n] as in Is. 51
9

,
where the vb. is

||
to mvrtEn (? read

nvriDn), this means pierced^ not formed',
or created (GL; cf. U).

Of creation y?ns
lit. to be in birth-pangs with, is only used

metaphorically (see on v. 5
) ;

and with IT here it would be, in

spite of U, unsuitable. b does not, therefore, refer to the creation

of the sea, and this being so one of Daiches' principal arguments
for finding in a the spreading out of the heavens at creation

falls to the ground.]

14. tSTT] so Kt. & (6) ; Wi, Qre &OJ.

VOtt?] 4
12

t (see n.). RVm. = AV. how little a portion : see ib.

11] = "of him"', the '3 partitive, as 21 25
,
Is. io22 (Del.).

WYOa] so Kt. (& S &&U ; Qre VrniZU = his mighty acts

(Dt. 3
24

, Is. 63
15

, Ps. 1062 i45
4 - 12

al.).
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I. nmi>] [without b) cf. 3
8
n.].

2. *^n ntin . . . -von hx *n nt. z««v is GodW
hath taken away . . . #«*/ M^ Almighty who hath embittered)

for the omission of the rel., cf. G-K. 155/, and see on 3
s

.

3. *Q VntP: "njT *?3] [if this be rendered all my breath is

till in me> it is in f^] a very peculiar expression, scarcely

explicable grammatically, and yet apparently supported by 2 S.

i
9
>Z TOD TlV i>3- Hos. 14

3
|iy N^n-5>3, as it stands, is incredible

Hebrew [for thou wilt take away all iniquity) and] even the

abs. i>3, as an adv. ace. = wholly (Di. G-K. 128^), is not a

Hebrew idiom. RV. here and in 2 S. i
9 " is yet whole in me"—

unless regarded as a paraphrase—requires •TO^ for "P3. 2 S. i
9
,

therefore, if the text is correct, can only be explained as an

unusual inversion, current in this expression, for fc) Tiy (Del.

Du.), presumably for the sake of emphasizing i>3 ; and that will

justify the same construction being adopted here. In 2 S. I
9
,

however, (£
B * A

express 'a ^DD itt *2, while <5r
L

expresses
N2 '3 Tljn: so it is possible (Klost. Bu.) that JE there has a
' 'conflate" reading: in this case the parallel for the con-

struction here disappears. It would, no doubt, be easy to read

^3 Tiy for Tiv ?3, but it would be venturesome to do this in two

passages (here and 2 S. i
9
). [The alternative rendering adopted

by] older commentators, AV. Schl. Me. RVm., and lately by

Bu., is all the while that
(lit.

all the duration of . . . Tiy being,
of course, really a subst.) my breath (is) in me) *2 will in this

case introduce—as often after an oath (Lex. 472a, c)
—the fact

sworn to, followed by Dtf = not, as 1 S. 25
s4

,
2 S. 3

s5
. [Yet] as

Del. remarks, usage does not support this construction of "ny f>3

(as if it were similar to Arab, kullama = as often as).

4. 71X1*] rd. nann, after the fern, vub, with 10 MSS ; cf.

G-K. 145a.
184
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5- DN] after nWn (as 1 S. 24*, 2 S. 20*
)
= not {Lex. 50*).

Lit. Ad profanum sit! Surely I will w^ justify you! EVV.
" that

"
for DN is, of course, a paraphrase.

^IDD] l M ^ <£ omit; and so (m. c.) Bi. Du.
;
but it gives

a more forcible ending to the line, [and if retained the verse has

the rhythm 4 : 4, which is unusual, but not unparalleled, in Job

(21
28

n.). <£ omits D3HN p^lXK DK : this would leave the far

more unusual rhythm 2:2:2 (17
1
n.)].

6. HEnN N71] Ca. 3
4

13B1K K^ WfflW ; Pr. 4
13 nD^2 TO

P]lPf^]
the Qal elsewhere only in the ptcp. (cf. "ttM, V ;

hence Bu. St. *prp ; see also next n.

'VD^D] (any) of my days', the }D is partitive, as Dt. 164
,

1 K.

185 (Lex. 580^, bottom ; G-K. 1 19W, n.). T»J?, WD, elsewhere

= .rawce thy (his) birth (38
12

,
1 S. 25

s8
,

1 K. i
6
) ;

but Pprp requires

an obj. Du. 1BPP is not abashed on account of my days ;

[Ehrlich : lEFip *22? S|T &6, giving the vb. the same sense as

in a
: the desire to improve the parallelism and style is laudable ;

the result, unhappy].

8. ySCP] the Qal is elsewhere always [and was here also

doubtless intended by jjil to be] associated with JJX3, unjustgain

[cf. % lpW2 flDD D))y ;
cf. <£U] : it is the Pi. which means to cut

off) finish (6
9
, Is. io12 38

12
al.): and so it is better to point VX2]

(Bi. Bu. al.) or VX2\ (Bu. alt.). [Possibly yvn> s3 is a gloss (Be.

Ehrlich) : the postponement of the expressed subj. to b in |^ is

awkward: so also is the repetition of "»3 thrice in a single distich.]

7tjP5] from n?J?, only here in the sense draw out (cf. ]L»,

Ex. 2io , Ps. 1817 forn^D; *bv in ft J Lev. n 17 and Talm. (v.

Levy), of drawing a fish, etc., out of the water), viz. from the

body; but the ellipse is considerable, and the juss. remains un-

explained (though Di. compares Ex. 224 E^""1

??! *?). Di. fa
from /?&, Ru. 216 f (to pull or draw out from the sheaves) ;

cf.

Arab. shalla
y
to draw out

} especially a sword from its scabbard.

Schnurrer, Wellh. Wr. Sgf. Bu. Du. Be. 'N^, requireth ;
cf.

Lk. 1220 rrjv yj^v^rjv aov airairovo~Lv cnrb aov; and 'd £'D3 7XE>

(with a human subj.), 21 30
,

1 K. 3
11

. Pedes i£»D3 m^ N^ *3

(Ps. 24* ; ^ K8W, Dt. 24
15

,
Ps. 25

1 864
al.), yielding a good sense

36
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in itself, but not harmonizing with yyy "O, or agreeing well

with cpn nipn no.

10. [NV] E nrlicn
) 3V with mta-ta for mta—a good parallel

to a
.]

Trbtt] rd. either with 9 MSS aAfcrto, or with <£ vta.

TM/?^^] & elcraKovaeTat avrov ;
= t

O"^V^ (Be.
K

)
will he

let himself be entreated (2 S. 21 14
al.) for him? which, "as

njr!>33 is somewhat otiose, may come into consideration
"

for

the text (Bu., though he does not adopt it in his translation).

11. Sn-TQ DDJIN miM] '3 after rnln, as Ps. 25
s - 12

,
Pr. 4

11

al. (5r aXka Br) avayyeXa) v/jlIv tl iaruv iv ^et/H Kvpiov, whence

Be. K ?K"T3~fl» ^nx ITTfiK (which would agree with the view

that the line forms part of Sophar's speech); but (Bu.) vfxlv

shows that (5r certainly read 33nx, ti io~riv kt\., though it

might express /K"T2l HE, being not necessarily more than a

paraphrase of f>X~T3. [Moreover, for-jriK miN the author would

rather have written "pw (cf.
127

: also with 1st p. suf. 624
) ; but

for D3HK 'K rather than D37IK, cf. G-K. 580, n. Du.'s -iptf riK "piK

avoids this objection.]

OV] See on 23
14

.

12. ItQiTH vlJl] cogn. ace. (G-K. 113W, end); cf. 1 S. i
6

,

Is. 2 1
7 2217f-

24
16

. [For the vb. cf.] Jer. 25
,

2 K. 17
15

(of

practising idolatry). ?3il is properly a breath (Is. 57
13

D|3"DX1

fan njpl rm HP": Syr. 1^01, a vapour; Ps. 6211 % pr) ytveaOe

aT/jufc for ^snn 7K ?M3), then, generally, of anything un-

substantial or empty : ?3n is thus properly to act emptily (Jer.

23
16

, Hif., of filling with vain hopes). But see Bu. [who in his

commentary, withdrawing his earlier adhesion to the view

that ^3H meant to speak emptily, and here, therefore, virtually

to lie, hesitates between giving to i?3il the meaning to cherish

false hopes, or expectations (cf. the Hif. in Jer. 23
16

),
which is

suggested especially by Ps. 6211
(f>3i1 || n£3), and, perhaps,

satisfies the context in Jer. 25
,

2 K. 17
15

,
and the meaning to

come to nothing, to be destroyed—the meaning (der Nichtigkeit

verfallen) given by Giesebrecht for Jer. 25
].

13. DV] either (Di.) as llb = in his mind and purpose, or

(Hi. De.) = (laid up) with him (cf. Dt. 32
s4

).
<& irapa K. = 5«0
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(cf. 2o29a); so Altschiiller (ZA TV, 1886, p. 212; y dittographed

infK).

Tip* • • • D^^] v. 14ff - have the sg. (as
13a

) ; hence Du.

Bu. Be.K npN
. . . pny (0 dittographed, and np

s changed to inp
s

to agree with it). However [the sing, and pi. interchange in

parallelism in 1611
],

(Er expresses D^"U?, and v. 14ff- may quite

naturally refer to 13a
jjbh DIN. The case for the sg. is not so

strong as in Is. 5
23b

(ffic pHS ;
and jjH mob). [V.

13 at present

4 : 4 (the first stichos being without a caesura) : without affect-

ing the sense it could be reduced to 3 : 3 by omitting DIN and

(cf.
2029

) inp\]

14a. Cf. Ps. 92
s
[where (Bi.) 2Vty 1D3 is the apodosis, as is

mn lrf> here.]

ta7] 29
21

38
40

40
4
f. See Ze*. to (555^). [ib!> is always

toneless, except, apparently, in 29
21

,
and in 33

22
,

if DTlD )ob is

read there.]

15. "Hip*
1

]
Ol. Me. Sgf. Be. prefix vb', but the change is

violent, and why should $b have been omitted? [The sense

would be the same as in 5^ (but more simply and, also, perhaps
less powerfully expressed), if in fff

3 is instrumental (Lex. 8gb),

and 3
"13^ a striking extension of the common idiom 3 TWO

(e.g. Jer. 21 9
).

To render ?£j, they shall be buried in (the time

of) pestilence y
would be very weak.]

Vjn2^37^*)] the sg. sf., though not impossible (for it might
refer to an individual among the D^THt?: G-K. 145m), is never-

theless here harsh, and might easily be an error due to the

singulars preceding. DrtDTKl (Bi. Bu. Du. Be. K
)

is certainly

better, though €r avrwv is not decisive as to the translator's

reading.

16. [Wl7t3] & xpvcriov'y but f^ is supported by K>3^ in

17a which (5r is obliged to paraphrase (TTepnroir)Govrai).\

l8. tD^5] warrep crfjres teal (na-irep apayyr), & as a spider=
C*33V3 (8

14
)I evidently right (Me. Hi. Bu. Du. etc.) : the exist-

ing text of fflr has the original rendering and the correction

(
= £H) side by side. [Ehrlich retains E>y, giving it here as also

in 4
19

, Ps. 39
12 the meaning (empty) bird's nest, by (not K>y as iJK)

being the same word as
\jLs-,

bird's nest.\
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19- [*Vtt^] ace. of the state placed first as the emphatic
word (i

21
n.). Since rich, not lie down, is the emphatic idea,

the phrases S)DV tib) (see next n.) and i^k should refer to it : he

shall no more (be rich) ;
he is not (rich).]

F)pfc #̂ \sT\\ and is not gathered (viz. for decent burial ;
cf.

Jer. 82

*

Ezk. 2g
5 ppn ftf\ *)DNn vh). But this anticipates

11
:

rd. with (Sr (teal ov irpocrOrjaei), & (v2LDDQJ |]o), Ew. Di. Del.

etc., *\p^ kS, miswritten *\D& N71 (as Ex. 5
7 frBDkn 6&, i S. i829

;

G-K. 68b). [Rhythmically also PjWKTI as a single stress is

preferable to ^D^"^. C = jjH : U (Dives, cum dormieret, nihil

secum auferet) = *|DK£,« ]

20. irKWIl] the fern. sg. by G-K. 145^: 14
19 2011 etc.

O^teD] "too weak to describe the suddenness of an in-

undation, for which *|i?$, for instance, would have been avail-

able
"
(Bu.) ;

the
||

b also has rM> (Me.). Hence Me. Gra. Di ?3
;

Wr. St. Bu. DtpV
1

;
Be. either. But & (wa-rrep vScop), &£F =

jftH ;
and it is a matter of taste whether or not DMD3 would be

strong" enough. D^B suggests sometimes considerable force

(2 S. 5
20

, Is. 2817
,
Am. 5

24
,
Hos. 5

10
). Du. retains ffl, remark-

ing that in b " nW is only added because, while he is asleep, a

man and his house together may be more readily overwhelmed

by a storm."

21. ^1] G-K. 29?.

im^fen] cf. Ps. 58
10 «w, Hos. 13

3
rjao w: ybf

22. T^tt^] rd. 1^1 : see on 13* 1812
. The subj. God is

understood naturally by the reader: see on 3
20

. Wr. Grimme

r?V ; but without y^JJ the sentence is weak.

mi*1 rTni] the inf. abs. "emphasizes the flight as hasty
and inevitable" (Di.).

23. (3* Kporrjcrei eir avrov yeipa? avrcov, Kal crvpiel avrov €K

rov roirov avrov. IDvJJ is more easily explained as an error for

V7JJ due to the following kpeb than as a poetical form for v!>JJ

(see on 2023
). WB3 . . . pag* (sg. and pi. in owe «/««? tfAe ,y#?we

clause) is very harsh, in spite of (5c so reading, and should no

doubt be corrected (cf. Hos. 4
s

,
Ps. 5

10 62s etc. ; and see Dr.

on 2 S. 24
13

)
: ljrush v^aa )*h]} IpBtF

1 is a great improvement. It

is, however, a question whether, in the autographs of the OT.,
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in cases like this, the pi. was always written, though it was

intended to be read', see the instances collected in Dr. Sam.

lxiii f.
(

2
lxii-lxiv) ;

if this were the case, IpBb* and ipn^ for

ptifc" and px» will not be a real change of text, any more than

U)p is for Dp\ pDir as yp&lfr (in a different application), Is. 26f ;

elsewhere pDD (34
37

al.); cf. on 5
2

. [Bu. notes the similarity

of 23b
iDpftD V^y P"W to 21b

HDpDB imy^l, and also (though the

resemblance in this case is slighter) of 22a
fen"' fc6l rty 1^1 and

23a IB^ED 10^V pBB*, and omits 21b and 22a and also 21a - 22b
. It

may be admitted that the sing, referring to God unnamed in 22

followed by the sing, referring to men unnamed in 23 is

awkward ;
but this awkwardness disappears if 23 was intended

to be read in the pi. (see above). If the description seems

over full it might be better to omit 20a- 21b
: then 20b - 21a would

form an admirable distich carrying on in detail the description

of the night of the wicked man's doom
;

and followed by
distichs referring to the treatment of him by God 22 and man 23

.]



CHAPTER XXVIII.

1. *i3] [1° view of the relation of the exact meaning of "»3

here to the criticism of cc. 27 and 28, it is to be regretted that

the note which, as the space left in the MS indicates, Dr. had

intended to write was never written. Moreover, in his cor-

rected copy of RV. neither the text surely nor the mrg. for is

deleted. In a note on 28 1 in The Book ofJob he wrote, ''for is

the natural meaning of the Hebr. word : the text [of RV.] has

surely, because in the present context of the chapter nothing

has preceded, the reason for which can be contained in the

verses which now follow." In his commentaries on, or transla-

tions of, Ex. 1811
,
Am. 3

7
, Jer. 31

19
,
Ps. 76

11 he substituted fo/

for the yea or surely of EV. In Lex. (p. 472^) he wrote:
" there seem also [i.e.

in addition to cases in which ^ is added

to advs. and interjections "to add force or distinctness to the

affirmation which follows," see n. on 622 86
]
to be other cases in

which "£), standing alone, has an intensive force, introducing a

statement with emph., yea, surely, certai?ily, but it is doubtful

whether "»3 has this force in all the passages for which scholars

have had recourse to it, and whether in some it is not simply

=for." In addition to the passages cited above in which Dr.

elsewhere expressed his preference for for, some have given to

••3 an asseverative force in Nu. 23
23

,
1 S. 17

25 2026 ,
2 K. 23

22
,

Is. 32
13

, Jer. 2222
(where "o might easily be a dittograph)].

F)D37] before NWB, for emphasis.

N!Tft2] place of coming forth (ffir to7to? 66ev yiverat) : here,

= mine. Elsewhere we have D^D NX1D, 2 K. 221 al. ; N^'7. N*10,

c 38
27

.

2. ntinn:: p^T ]1W] And one melteth (G-K. 144^) stone

(
= stone is melted) into bronze. 7W\Vti, ace. of product (of

course, not to be taken literally) ; cf.
" Gn. 31

45
, Lv. 63

(")CN)>
190
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i K. 1832 "
(Hi.) ;

and on 2216
. P& from PW = P?

T ,
as 29

s
,

Is.

2616 ftp* (corrupt) f; cf. "jW», 1 S. 28 t (P**?, 1 S. 14
5
dittogr.) ;

the 3 sg., as 3_4 - 9_n
(Di.). A J pw, however, depends only on

the punctuation: rd. probably (Htm. Sta.) P'SP (from PTT ,
as

Gn. 2818 al. ;
G-K. 71) ; so also Du. Be. K (with n^;

in a
).

Bu.

*pttP or 1P?\ or better pW, originally p? (so Be.T
),

to agree

with n^ .

3. [*^pin . . . Ot£?] the second vb. necessarily, if pj is

correct, and, therefore, most naturally the first vb. also, are

participles describing, by a usage, rare and chiefly late in

Biblical Hebrew (Dr. § 135 (1) Obs.), a fact liable to recur—
here, viz., what happens in every mine that is opened. But the

pf., as in 4 - 9_n
,
would be more normal: hence Du. Be.K 1j?n.

The subj. of QW is indef., as is occasionally the case when the

predicate is a part. (Dr. § 135 (6)); but it is curious that in b

Kin should refer to the unnamed subj. of a
: hence some omit

*on (Be.
K

? Du.), others insert DIN (Bu.), or &n3N (Bi.) after DB>.

Rhythmically
b would be improved by the omission,

a
by the

insertion
;

the two consecutive monosyllabic feet at the

beginning of a
give a rhythmical effect that is, at least, exceed-

ingly unusual (cf. 2610
f^ ;

but read ppn). On the other hand,

had the writer wished to express the subj. DTK or PUN, he

would have been likely to do so in v. 2
,
if he had not already

done so in a previous v., now lost. Sgf. reduces the v. from a

tristich to a distich by omitting
c

,
with its striking phrasing,

altogether; if tristichs were never used by the author, Du.

would be more on right lines in obtaining a distich by emend-

ing DK> yp into a single vb. (&p2 ; but ?), omitting jflfi, and also

(with two Hebr. MSS) the 1 of Jdh-
c

»
but also a

,
was absent

from ffi : see Be.T . Richter for Kin . . . "|K>r6 proposes 1Bt6

Dinn "WPl—a very strange phrase and a harsh rhythm.]

Vp] the emphatic word in the sentence.

rrton] 11 7 2610
.

[4. Another tristich, if f^ is correct ; in this case ^jn "OB must

be taken with DTDtwn, and this yields a very strange phrase,

though it has commonly been accepted without demur.

Further (1) fen~^)D DTUBOn, though a possible, is not a very
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probable three-stressed line
; (2) lin fcrPJD and )]): ^3X0 look

like parallel expressions : yet as such they would produce 2 : 2

rhythm, which is very rare in Job (19
14

n.). Possibly, then,

E>UKD is a gloss on S>:n ^D, and iyj on lin, which is used here

in a rare sense. If the last two words be omitted, a rhythmi-

cally good distich 3 : 3 is left. But strange, if not questionable

usages, remain. Nowhere else does (>n3 mean a shaft, the

meaning adopted by most recent scholars, nor a gallery of a

mine (Siegfr.-Sta.) ;
nor has pQ elsewhere quite the force it

must have here, if iro means shaft
; nor is DJJO elsewhere used

to express awayfrom , farfrom, for which \o is commonly used,

as in spi:kb in
c
(see, further, Lex. 578a, bot.) : Lex (769*) cites

only this passage for DJ?£ = away from, adding "si vera 1."

Unusual also, and indeed in Hebrew unique, is the meaning
of lin, to hang, dangle (here presumably on the rope by which the

miner is let down the shaft) ; commonly ^1 in Hebrew means

to languish, be weak or poor (hence AV. RVm. here, they are

minished), and the adj. $n, weak, poor; and Jj in Arabic

commonly means to direct aright, guide : but the root must at

an early stage of its history have developed as a third principal

meaning to waver, hang down, dangle, for traces of this meaning
survive in several languages : in Hebrew in addition to iSn here,

if the v. refers to a miner's mode of descent, cf. rftn, thrum,

i.e. threads of warp hanging from the loom (Is. 38
12

),
or hair, as

that which hangs from the head (Ca. 7
6
) ;

in Eth. cf. J^TYA :

hanging locks of hair; in Arabic Jj]j means to put in motion

a thing suspended ;
\ jj Ju > to move about hangingdown, to dangle

and then to vacillate, as in L*jJu<w *Xi titf/^ <J^° jJdidtfj

they vacillated between two affairs and did not favour the right

course (Lane, 90 \d), and the adj. JjJj is used similarly

(ib. 902a). Gra. may be right in eliminating the strange 13 dj;d

by redividing f^ into "0 By D?n? (see below) : then DTDCWil

is (or something of which it is the corruption was) the

synonymous parallel to "W"DV, the form of parallelism (down to

l^l) being then of the type described in Forms ofHebrew Poetry,

p. 67 f. If "HN 1) D5?D (see below), or rhythmically better

"HK"DyD (but not "tt DVO, which Peake is inclined to adopt from
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Ley, for this would mean not away from the light, but very

unsuitably away from the lamp), were read for "tt'DyE,

parallelism of the same type could be attained by reading 1BTQ
for DTDB^n of which the 3 was perhaps not read by (3r

(see below), and the DO) may have arisen from the D of \)E>.

The strangeness and difficulties of the verse are only partially

and very hazardously met by the suggestions that by\ here

has the meaning of the Arabic J^*- ,, men (Ehrlich), that B^JNtD

has the same force as in Is. 52
13

[in no ordinary human manner

they swing to and fro, Hitz.), or that v. 8C is the direct ace.

of ps, they break through the stones of darkness (and so obtain)

a shaft (Honth.). Marshall, pointing 13, renders the stream burst

infrom the lime-stone, keeping nearer to the'normal use of i>ru,

but obtaining the idea, also rather curiously expressed, of the

flooding of a mine, which is out of harmony with v. 11 and

also with the leading thought of the passage—man's skill
;

cf. Peake.]

"0 Di^Q] "from the sojourner" cannot be right. EVV.

"from where men sojourn" is an illegitimate paraphrase.

<& (&) (dirb) icovias (
= ">3 : Drus. Field, Di.

;
cf. Dn. 5

s
,
and

<£ Dt. 27
2
,
Am. 21

); so also 'AS [Sgf. "Up?3]. Bi. 1
, neatly and

admirably, "rt« f*Dy»: so Bu.; Be.K D^np (21
33

), poor. Gra.

ingeniously "UTDV 0?n?, a sojourning people (foreign miners)

break open shafts.

^72 D^rDtl^n] "they that are forgotten by (24
1

: or away

from) the foot (sc. that passeth over),"
—a closer definition of

the subj. of pD, just as 30
3

,
Ps. 1833 19

11
4g

7
,
with change

from sg. to pi. : RV. "they are forgotten . . ."
(
=

irDBO) is

an impossible rendering of '3n.

TO tt^ONtt 1Til the accents connect WMK) 1^1 : see 6b

32
8b

. (Sir oi Se iiriXavOavofievoi 6&bv Sifcacav
(
= ?Wfi DTiafr'n,

with Sifcaiav added, as Ps. 211
) rjo-0evrjaav i/c ffpoTcov makes

the v. teach an excellent moral truth, unfortunately, however,

wholly alien to the context.

5- rrnnrTI syntactically "an accus., dependent on the

impersonal passive "jsru
"

(Hi.): see G-K. 121a, b; and cf. on

2026
.
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X#fc$ 1M] = as by fire: G-K. n8w. [F igni=\02i so

Hrz. Schl. Me. ;
the reference would then be to blasting.]

6. *h irfl nnDjn] (i) Schl. Del. Stud. EVV. "and it (the

place) hath dust of gold," where sapphires are found there is

also auriferous dust—a somewhat nugatory statement
; (2)

Hrz. Hi. Bu. Du. "and it (the sapphire) hath dust of gold"—
the TDD being not our "

sapphire," which was " almost unknown

before Roman imperial times," but the opaque blue lapis lazuli
',

which, as the "sapphire" of the ancients, is described by

Theophrastus (De Lap. c. iv.) and Pliny (HN 37
38f>

)
as

sprinkled with gold dust {(oairep ^pvaoiraaro^, inest ei et aureus

pulvis, and aurum in sapphiro scintillat), with allusion to the

particles of iron pyrites, easily mistaken by their colour and

lustre for gold, frequently found in it (cf. Sapphire, in DB and

EB)\ (3) Schult. Ew. Hi. RVm., "and he (the miner) getteth

dust of gold." (2) is most probable : the particles glittering

yellow in the dark blue stone would be a point which the poet

might well refer to. Oo. 1? 2HT FHSgl, and its dust is gold to him

(so Be.K ,
but without

if)),
which might be right: Bu. inclines

to it.

7. ^rti] cas. pendens, as i7
15b

29
16 n.

t\W] 209
;
Ca. i

6
f.

8. TfTin] the Hif. (intrans.), as Jg. 2043
, Jer. 51

33
.

yrrtU *01] 4i
26

t, poet, for proud beasts', ynw also only here

and4i
26

. The J in Eth. (Di. 234) is to be insolent (Arab. i^as-2»

also is to rise (of a star), rise up, be elevated (Lane, 15 16) ; but ?

J±
= & \JQR xv. 708 ff.])

: in NH. ym, Pi. Hithp. (with derivv.

pntf, ynv, IVVrw, |3jnB>)
is to be proud, boastful. Cf. Ki.

ynti ^k vfbwv wk
(2"v *|io, 2D nzp) p dj h"\ xsman nroi

nnn niDii row wx n»i!o
f v»n.

iTT^] poet, for "i?y. Common in Arab, and Aram, (in 2T

*1g = Heb. l?y, as Gn/1517
<B, Jer. 9

9
&). So in Hif. Pr. 25

20
f

to rnyp (
= Taj», jon . 3

6
).

btW] 4
10

.

10. a^b^'1

] properly Nile-canals (Gn. 4i
lff-

etc.), then more

generally water-channels, Is. 33
21

((& Sicopv^e^) ; here, still more
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generally, horizontal galleries leading into the mine (Di. De.

Bu. Du.). Cf. 4
!>n_3 = shaft,

11. "OlD] |D, as [Is. 7
8
]
and often [BDB 5830, b\ & j3d0r)

(? *\?PV> or a guess, or a paraphrase of *3??j
—which, however, in

38
16 is rendered TTTjyrj) Be Trora/jLwv cnreicakvtyev (? ^?n, taken

as = ^n, Is. 52
10

&r), U profunda quoque fluviorum scrutatus

est
(
= ^'311: so *A& igepevvTjaev), whence Wetzst. ap. Del.,

Hfm. Be. Bu. ^20 (^ TJZI^>
= place o/" 0*333 or springs

—
sources).

Gra. Perl. (p. 69), Be. (alt.)
*333 (38

16
f j'see n.), and fesri (Gra.

Perl. Be. St.; "has much for it," Bu.), he searcheth out the

sources of streams. But what is the object (in this connection)

of searching out the sources of streams'? "The sources of

streams he bindeth up" (to prevent the mine from being flooded)

would be more to the purpose; but ni"in3 itself is the more

natural obj. to Eon, as in JE (so Du.).

T\rhVT\\ cf. n^yn, 116, Ps. 4422 (p[? 'n). The mappik, if

correct, can be only for euphony (Ki. Michlol, 31a, i86£ mKBn5>

^iJ? *6l n&O-ipn, cited by De.), as Is. 28*, Ezk. 2224
, Zee. 4

2
;

but it is better simply to omit it.

12. [&$!£ftn]
v *

20 W3n; & both here and in v. 20
evpedr).

Signs of assimilation occur in MSS of f^ : here Ken " 150 reads

N¥&n K3n : in v. 20
Ken * 76 reads K^on. It is possible that KSDn

here (cf. NVcn, v. 13
)
was substituted for son ;

on the other hand,

pNE is not conclusive against Nm~i, for cf. KVD3 with p in Hos.

14
9

.

Ken - 157 reads here K¥H, in which, if the textual support

were stronger, it would be tempting to see an original verbal

parallelism to v. 1—But whence does Wisdom come forth, i.e.

from what source (nXIe) is it drawn? cf. Dlp» in b with DIpD

in lb
.]

13. n:ny] Read with ffi (6Sbv aim}?) Di. Hi. Bu. etc. B3TI

(cf.
23a

)
: the price would be suitable in vv. 15-19

,
but is here out

of place.

14. "M2N] Dinn is usually fern., but msc. here, Jon. 26
,
Hab.

3
10

, Ps. 42
s

: mDK (Du. ("perhaps"), Be. K
)
is thus not in itself

necessary, though it makes a variation from b 1DK.

15. Tttp] = "MD 3nj(i K. 620- 21
749.50( =I Ch# 420.22^ I02i

= 2Ch. 9
20

t), even if (Hfm. Du. Be.K St. ; Bu. "perhaps")
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"WD is not to be read as an abbreviation for "WD 3flT, like T21XT T r t'

(22
24

)
for T21X DJ13. The derivation of nuD is uncertain : perhaps,

.svto 7^, and so prized, rare : cf. Ass. hurdsu
(
= pnn) sakru

(Del. HWB 499#
"
verriegelt, verschlossen ").

16. H^pri]
19

1 ;
cf. (with n) La. 4

2
f D>*Vpon Dnjjjn jv* *«

?S3.

17- n^3"1^] *pJJ intrans.
;

will not ra«£, compare with it,

or egwa/ it
;

so 19
: cf. Ps. 89/ iTHvi? "py

1

pns?3 ")D ^3 ; and,

actively, Is. 40
18

i!n3"tf;n movno (
=

7rapa/3a\eiT€ avrw).

TVyfcW] so Kit. : rP3'3T, Ba. Gi.,rV313? also in NH. (Levy,
i. 5360), and ft 2

here; mw in & 3
,
Dt. 33

19 & Jen NrVJUT W,
and in Aram, generally (including Syr.). Aram. y$ is to be

clear, transparent {ChWB i. 213$). Arab, sajaj is a loan-word

from the Aram. (Frankel, Aram. Fremdworter im Arab. 64).

31 nr\y)72iy\] The ab governs both clauses: G-K. 1520.

*hl] 11 MSS, and, perhaps, 02&1 - 2 - 3 U, $3; but the

collective v3 (jewels in a mass) is more forcible than y3 (a

number of individual jewels).

18. "ttraat] crystal; cf. W2&X, nail (Ezk. I3
11 - 13

38
22

f).

KpiKTraWos means similarly both ice and crystal.

"OVl N/] the constr. as 229
(G-K. i2i£): ^21) JYiDK"! are*

implicit accusatives.

Tttft3] *n?'*3 is to Gfozw along, away, etc., 0?// o/"a pit, Gn. 37
28

,

a fish out of water, Jb. 40
25

: hence T~'*?> the drawing up—said

perhaps (Boch. Hieroz. ii. 683, Di.) with allusion to pearls

drawn up from the sea—fig. for securing after effort or acquisi-

tion: p is short for Sf^fB,
« Ps. 4

s
,
Is. io10

,
Pr. i616a

"
(Hi.);

G-K. 133^. EVV. price, comes from Kimchi :

T£]
no3nn "I^Dl

••3 (Ps. 1266
)
jntn "i^q pi pimoi> Jdb* ijw "P>n "din *3 nosnn

333 pX3 *3 PJN1 ijn'tb ip; jnjn, *.£?." the fame of a precious

thing is drawn along, or extends, far, and so "j^D means^r^zb^-
ft&ra; and "]£>d having this sense here, it has it also in Ps. 1266

JHTn "]SyiOi meaning
"
precious seed" (AV. PBV.), because seed

is precious to the sower, even in a dry land.

21. [n?oSyrV| om.
) (KSIJ; this is preferable, even if (Di.

Bu.)
21

originally followed 14
;
note u and 22 both open without

1.]
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23- plH] 5 MSS (B (avviaTrjaev) pn ;
but see b

.

24.
"
/3 Jinn] &r t^i> utt ovpavov iracrav, V et omnia quas

sub
; whence Be.K nnn f>*3 ;

but the change is unnecessary. Bu.

rejects
24 as a gloss ;

Du. places it after n
("he" being then

man). It is said, viz., that, in giving the reason for 2S
,
it implies

that Wisdom has a home upon earth known to God (because

God sees everything under heaven, therefore He knows the way
to her), whereas that she can be found at all upon earth is

denied in 13f- 21f-
: vv. 25-27 further state clearly that God knew

Wisdom at the time He was engaged in the work of creation,

how then can His knowledge of her abode be said
(

24
*2) to

depend on His knowing everything in the existing created

world ? Logically, the objection is sound
; but is it sound

poetically? Does it not press the language unduly? [cf.

Peake]. V. 24 is a poetical statement of God's omniscience : it

is couched certainly in terms which are strictly inconsistent

with the teaching of 13f* 2U- 23, 25-27
; but the underlying thought

which these terms are intended to express, viz. that God is

omniscient, and has always known Wisdom, is perfectly

consistent with it.

25. nW^] rd. either (Bu.) fn&ga or {£> ^jjU qui

vidit
; (Sir, apparently connecting with 24a

, and having this after

24b €t$o>? Be Ta iv ttj 777 irdvra eirolrjaev) nfefyn (so Du., con-

necting with 23
)

: in either case the pf. in i3fl CDI is normal

(G-K. [114^] or [Dr. § 147, cf. §§ 117, 118]); but the former,

making
25

||
to 26 and giving a double protasis for 27

,
with its

emphatic ftf, alters i3E least, and yields the most forcible climax

to the argument. Ew. De. Di. etc. retain niK>j6> connecting
with 24

,
or (Hi. who regards

24 as a parenthesis) with 23
; TW)b

being rendered either (Ew. Hi. Di.) to make (in
b the constr.

being then changed, as 5
nb

: see n.), or (De.) in making. But
25

(alone) halts after either 23 or 24
, whereas, as

||
to 26

,
it is

forcible.

X2F)] to regulate, give J3fl (Ex. 5
18

)
the right measure to, as

Ps. 75
4

, and especially Is. 40
12 D*» t5wa (cf. iTU? here) TVO *n

pn rm D^en, 13 mm nn*n« tamo.

26. Fin] 38
25b

(
= 26b

here), Zee. io1 DWl nfy
+
f : forked
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flashes
;
Ar. hasza, to cut or notch. On NH. and Aram, wn,

shining clouds (Ca. 26 % Mp NPtn hv
3?"J),

see NHWB and

ChWByS.v.

27. m^p^l]and recountedit,—expressed Wisdom's qualities,

and so gave evidence that He knew all about her not to man

(who did not then exist), but in the abstract, in general. Ew.

Di. 1 De. 2
(after Schult. eiusnumeros, rationes, summas summarum

recensuit) : And counted it (12D as 38
s7

; or (Be. alt. n^Qpn),
seems hardly (Di.

2
) compatible with a singular object. [Du.

also reads the Kal, but with the suggestion that it is here used

as a denominative of 1Q1D, with the meaning studied', to ipn he

also gives an unusual sense—to put to the proof: such unusual

and unsupported usages may be technical uses of the school of

the wise men, and our insufficient knowledge of this language

may account for the difficulty of seizing exactly and with

certainty the meaning of the v. (see exegetical n.).]

[H^n] 5 MSS n?2n : £ cnl^Z = n^sn.]

28. [DINT5

]
MS Ken * 3?8 om. Commonly rendered to men :

Ehrlich, concerning, with reference to, man
;
but Gn. 2013

,
Dt.

33
9

, Jg. 9
54

,
Ps. 3

3
7 1

10 are not quite similar, and in any case

would lead us to expect inCDn and in^a in what follows.]

[]H]MS
Ken-76 £om.]

^IN] only here in Job ;
and elsewhere, in the mouth of

God, only Ezk. 13
d
23

49
24

s4 2824
(Di. ; each time niiT *jik *3N s3 :

Cornill's excision of ''jlx is arbitrary). Some 100 MSS read

mn\ and mrp rWV is what would be naturally expected : but

the author eschews mrr as far as possible (cf. on 1 29
) ; so he

may easily have said "»yiK nKT for it
[, though in 614 the phrase

is *W HKT].



CHAPTER XXIX.

2. Nl^3] = as in, etc., as regularly (Is. 51
9

etc.; G-K.

n8s, u).

Jfi **D^] a good example of a c. st. before a rel. cl. (G-K.
I'xod)-. cf. Ps. 6g6 3iprn nran +)&», pr . 8S2 tob* ^"n *ibw.

3. ^HSl] if correct, from an inf. !>H
(like W, Jer. 5

26
; MP,

G-K. 67^), with sf. (like &MP3)i anticipating the gen. (like
B*Nfl ifcfca, Ezk. io3 ; G-K. 13111; Dr. on 1 S. 21 14

). But the

construction is very inelegant : rd. the Hif. (3E WWVJ3IQ) ^nz,

(Ol. Bu.), or (Du.) &??, with elision of n, as in VDB&, Is . 23
11

(G-K. 530).

VYlfcO] the ^ of norm.
; Lex, 516a.

^Jtl^n]
ace. after £n, as Is. 50

10
, Mic. 211

, Pr. 612
; sq. n«,

Dt. I
19 27 .

4. ^Dlll], K\pi autumn, properly, it seems, the time ofpluck-

ing (fruits), from * *nn = Arab, kharafa, carpere (Fleischer in

ChWB i. 426a) : here fig. not of youth, but of the age of ripe
manhood (Schult. aetas virilis suisfructibus foeta et exuberans),
which Job was enjoying before his calamities fell upon him. Bu.

argues that, being opposed to T2 and including winter (Gn, S22
,

Ps. 74
17

,
Pr. 204 , Zee. 14

8
; cf. the denom. vb. Is. 186

),
it can

bear only an unfavourable sense, so he would read, with

Konigsb. Volz., ^"JS, my blossoming, flourishing (cf. fig. of men,
Ps. 92

13
,
Pr. ii 28

al.) ;
but it is not certain that this is the case.

[Ehrlich ^"lO, assuming a Heb. cpn, c_i^-, extremity (of a

mountain, its) summit', the phrase would then mean: the days
when I reached the summit of my fortunes.]

T^Dl] for "nD Wna. 11D, properly (cf. Ijocd) 6fii\ia,

friendly or confidential discourse (Ps. 55
15

),
and then friendship

(Ps. 25
14 RVm., Pr. 3

s2
RVm.). But ffi (ore . . . eiruricoir^v

>99
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eTTOieiTo
; cp. La. 3** (3r, Be.), X (oirore Trepie^paaaev),

& ("jooi ^r^O p), point to *l'D3 (from pD) ; cf. bv "pD, to

cover, 1 K. 87 al.
;
nwnfr nniSD, Ps. 140

8
: so Houb. Gra. (Pss.

i. 129), Sgf. Buhl, Perl. 89, Bu. Du., probably rightly.

6. yniH] *1 intrans. = to bathe oneself (Ex. 25
al.).

^7H] tS"J only here.

nnra] nan for nsjpn : cf. on ng, 2 229 .

•HW p*l^ "ll^l] Du. Be.K omit "RS (as variant of jW), and

read (Be.
K with "perhaps") *TD$ pSar p»V as

||
to *?^n), and

wy standing poured out : pi2P may be right (see on 282
) ;

but

"HEV is highly improbable ;
a place, not an action such as

standing, would pour forth oil. No change is needed [except
for the reason that b

, containing four stresses at least, is over-

long : n&y might be an accidental repetition from v. 5
]

: on "fl¥

(already in
(Er), v.s.

7. ""Wttf ^n^^l] Htf, sq. ace. is to go out of (Ex. g
29 - 33

,

Nu. 35
26

) ; cf. yvy nys? W*>3, Gn. 34
s4

: the nyp, though mostly

used of the gate of a city, must then be here the gate of Job's

house or estate (cf.,
of a private person's house, Pr. 14

19
'HjflP

p*y$ ;
or farm, Jg. i816 - 17

) ; Jb. 31
34 nnQ (Bu.), does not prove the

contrary, for a "lys? is a nns, and "iy^n nnQ often occurs : there

is thus no occasion to alter the text.— fflr [for nyt?] SpOpio*;
=

-inK>.

ty [6* n.].

Hip] as Pr. 83
9
314

1 1
11

1 (cf. Ph. nfcHnmp, "Newtown"
the name of a place in Cyprus (Cooke, NSI 52, 53), and =

Carthage, CIS i. 269
s

(
= MSY495

), al.) : elsewhere nnp.

riD^] the impf., attached ao-wSero)? (Dr. 163, Ofo. ; cf.,

after a finite vb., 1 S. 13
17 185 , Jer. 15

6
)
to *nx¥3, and virtually

under the government of 3, "carries on the sentence in the

form of a frequentative
"

(Bu.). •fitfSni, would be the normal

constr. (Dr. 118; G-K. 114^).

8. D^ttr1

] i5
10 n.

VPS}? *)Dp] the asyndeton is idiomatic and effective: cf.

Jer. 5
28

9
9
*%J ITU (50

3
), 15

7 W3K vfatF, 46
21

, Is. 185 end,

46
2
5 1

17 e#d?.
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9- '2 TDOf\ see on 4
2

.

10. €t om. : (5r
10a

being obviously a doublet of lla
,
and

Q5c
10b

being really S.

INirti] pi. by attraction to D*PH; cf. i5
20b 2i 21b

38
21b

,

Is. 605
,
Hi. (G-K. 1460),

—though Ol. proposed to delete the i.

But hidden is a strange fig. to apply to b)p, and laom may well

be due to a scribe's eye looking by error at 8a
(Me. Di. al.) :

rd. probably either &?N3, was dumb (Sgf. Bu.), or N/3?, was

restrained (Du.),

11.
^3] not When (AV.), but For: lit. for the ear heard,

and called me happy = For when the ear heard, it called me

happy (RV.) : so b and the eye saw, and gave witness to me =
and when the eye saw, it, etc.

;
and often similarly.

^TPyiTl] and attested me, as 1 K. 2i 10- 13
.

12.
yjtjjp] & €K %et/>09 hvvaaTov (so Ps. 72

12 for W®) :

probably = $WQ misunderstood (in g
22

ffi Bvv. = Vfl). MSS
715.

847^ £)e Rossi [Supplem. 121) !Wp, # clamore (Is. 225
),
and

MSS s68 - 554 5^'p (without dagesh).

iS ^ «*?! DTO] Ps. 72
12 £

"».T*y pm W. n MSS (De

Rossi, ibid. 121 f.), <&%>U i6.

14- ^^27^] Ges. Thes. quotes Ephr. ii. 504 .. * «~>\ \)\»,

a demon has put thee on, or clothed himself in thee, fig. for

filled thee (see further exx. in PS. 1887) : cf. Arab, malbus,

?nad.

^QtPD] ffi (Kpifia), V Du. Be.K Vo. B2K>D. But JE is

more forcible.

15- y\yh] G-K. 35^. So Ki. Michlol. 53$ (Baer, 49).

16. ^H^TP'S
1

? y^] = of (him whom) I knew not: cf. 1821

^ VV i6 DIpD (G-K. 130^).

impn^] Ps. go
17c

, Is. 9
1
,
Gn. 2813 etc. : Dr. 197.

17. rrtyrrw?] ji. i
6

,
Pr. 30

14
1 ; n^rte, ps . 58*t.

18. D^i nil« VlPim STUN "Op DJ?] [oy, with, as in

Ex. 2224
, Lv. 25

36f- 39 - 47
: Ze*. j.-z;. DJ/, g. 2. In b the familiar

figure of the sand to express multitude is recognized by <§?

and probably by QL, but not by ffi, U]. ffir ?$ rfkucla jxov wpdaei,

ojairep areXe^pf; <j>oIviko^ ttoXvv yjpovov fiiaxrco ; 2 eXeyov

37
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Be fierce t»?? vocr<ria<; fiov yrjpdareiv ; U In nidulo meo moriar,

et sicut palma multiplicabo dies; & (with a double rend, of a
)

T 9 7

^x±D(L> \-&-E>) ]iola*> ; £ TJ)n"K *MnP3 *BpVl DV (in my nest

I shall depart) NW *3D« fcAn fm. ffi
a is obviously a para-

phrase. Me. Bi. rd. fUjJ after S wz'M Me ree*/, t.e. with the

aromatic reed, which has always had the reputation of being

durable, and lasting long (not as Sgf. p. 44, understands it,

long-lived^ so that his objection, that the reed is cut down every

year falls through). But the comparison is remote
;
and to

express such an idea, some long-lived tree would have been

more naturally thought of by the poet. In Sir. 50
12

a>? trr€kkyv\

(fioiiLKcov
= Heb. u

^ri3 'Q'lJD,
2 like poplars of the wddy (Jb.

40
22

) ;
and this translation seems to show that a ?na = Arab.

nakhl, palm-tree (whether or not it is rightly so rendered there)

was known in Heb.: Perles (JQR xi., 1899, 688), Lex. 6366

(" perhaps "), EBi. 3553, adopt this sense for Nu. 24
s

(for a

reason against it, see Gray, Numb. 363); and EBi. ib., Buhl,

HWBt s.v. ("perhaps"), and Be.K would read ?0I? here for

hrD. [A third interpretation of i>in is Phoenix (in this meaning
to be pointed f^n, according to the Massoretes of Nahardea).
This interpretation is as old as the Talmud (Sanhedrin, io8d),

and has been frequently adopted by modern commentators

(Hitz. Ew. Del. Bu. Du. Peake). It can scarcely be rejected

on the ground (Di., Ch. in EBi. 3765) that the fable could not

have reached the Jews as early as the lifetime of the author of

Job : Hesiod refers to the longevity of the bird (Fragm. 50, ed.

Gaisf.), and Herod,
(ii. 73) heard in Egypt both of its longevity

and of the miraculous way in which it brought its father from

Arabia and buried him in Heliopolis. The earliest direct Jewish
reference is, it is true, in the Jewish tragedian Ezekiel (prob-

* 9 9 *
1 Lee has p » 1 <">

j but Cod. Ambros., the Urmia ed. (1852), and Ephr.

Syr. ii. 12 F, Barhebr. Scholia in Job y ed. Bernstein, 1858 (both cited by

Merx, Archiv, ii. 105), have f
*—i -O, which is evidently right.

8
Reading prob. V£j^3. In ffl ari\exos may denote either stem (=yil

Jb. 14
8
) or bough (

= naj?
t
, Ezk. io^s.Tjrfs, Ezk. 3i

12* 18
).
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ably 2nd cent. B.C.), who, without naming it, refers to the

great size and beautiful plumage of the bird seen at Elim in

Arabia (Eus. Prcep. Ev. ix. 29). The attempt, however, to

claim the LXX as supporting the interpretation is very ques-

tionable : for that o-reXe^o? <f>oivuco<i was a natural rendering of

a single word understood by the translators to mean a palm-tree,

is shown by the fact that D'HEfi is in Ex. 15
27

,
Nu. 33® rendered

areXe^r] foivitccov : there is, therefore, no ground for the con-

jecture (Hitz. Del. al.) that ar. (poivucos has arisen from an

original <j>olvii; by a misunderstanding. In the later Jewish

writings the miraculous bird is known either (Sanh. 108b) as

KJBnflK (nreniN) or (Ber. R. § 18) f>vi (Aram. &6n). In Ber. R. 1

it is said of the animals that they all obeyed Eve, and accepted
the fruit of the forbidden tree from her, ^n MDBn 1PIK cpyD pn,

except a bird whose name (as it was inferred from the present

passage) was hn : this bird, it is added, lives 1000 years, at

the end of which time a fire originating in its nest burns it, and

only a piece of the size of an egg survives ; but this puts forth

pinions and the bird lives again. The reason given for the

immortality of the rwmtf in Sanh. 108b is different : when
Noah was feeding the beasts in the ark this bird alone, seeing
how busily engaged Noah was, refrained from asking for food

and so adding to his labours; thereupon Noah said mjn NiT

nion vbl. Granted a familiarity, such as the Rabbis of the

Midrash must have had, with the fable of the long-lived or

immortal bird, it is easy to see how the context in this passage,
with its allusion to the nest and length of days, might suggest
that fj'in was a name of it ; and by itself the assertion in the

Midrash cited above has no more value than the demands of

exegesis : if exegesis demands an allusion to the phcenix, ^n,

or some word corrupted into hflj was a name of it. Del.,

however, claims that i>in, as the name of the phcenix, is inde-

pendently supported by the fact that AAAS2H, AAAOH are

given in a Coptic-Arabic glossary as an equivalent of J *Xx*~>, a

1
pn rb iyoi? V:>.n 'nisiy.n n*i win nxi nD.na.n rm nV'OKn nan [wk^ dj in] oji

0r f)ieai *n Kin nw rfrx nox »hj* 'an *an CD' nana Vinai -)"nn Sin idjti in* qiyo

»jSk idik e>"na jnv n ,'ni cnaN SnjDi nnm .ns'aa in t'pdi insmpi lrpo rural* vk n»
/in mini nsraa 1a vavdi .pnonD rsjai .n^a ibu mv r\h* hid

1

?! 'n mv
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name applicable to both the phcenix and the salamander. He
inclines to see in ^n a Hebraized form of this Egyptian word.

The two chief exegetical considerations are these: (i) if "op DJJ

JMK is the original text in a
,
an allusion to the phcenix well

accounts for death being referred to in the first line, length of

days in the second : the phcenix, according to some forms of

the fable, did actually multiply its days after it had died in its

nest
;
but (2) an allusion to the resurrection and future life of

the phcenix, and the attribution to Job of the wish that he

might in this respect be like the phcenix, is inconsistent with

the point of view throughout attributed to him: cf. esp. i4
1-12

.

Che. (EBi. 3765), discarding the view that the phcenix is

referred to, not unnaturally suspects the text of a
though his

emendation "^pTIl for 'op DJJ is rather weak
;

ct. the more forcible

phrasing of 5
26

, Gn. 15
15

. N. Herz (ZATWxx. 162) suggests

"Opp for \)p and ^ro for hnD. Preferable to either of these

suggestions would be 1PTX for yUN (Sgf.). See further on

the phcenix, Bochart, Hierozoicon, Lib. vi. cap. v.
;
the com-

mentaries especially of Del. and Di. on this passage ;
and

Lightfoot on Ep. Clem. xxv. In addition to ancient refer-

ences already given, see iii. Baruch 6 f., and Secrets of

Enoch 12, 14, where this fable is highly developed and

elaborated.]

19 f. [Circumstantial clauses defining the condition or cir-

cumstances under which Job hopes to multiply his days
18b

:

the part, in 19a and the adj. in 20a
passing over into the impf.

in the second clauses of each v. according to Dr. § 117. As

Bu. remarks, the constr. in 19a- 20a does not favour Sgf.'s

proposal to place
19f- after 6

.]

20. 1TQD] Hfm. Be.K Vo. "?ft3 (Jer. 623
)

: but an exact

parallel to *Wp is not necessary ; Job speaks, not as a warrior,

but as a moral hero.

Fp/nil] showed newness or freshness (see on 14
7
),
was fresh

and pliable
—opposed to being old, hard, and useless.

21. W3^ *h] More direct and forcible than ^ wop; cf.

similar cases in Ps. 27
s 287

33
21a

63
s

"jriS'' ro»n *% 91
14

104
20

142
8
,

Pr. 815 - 16
,

2 S. 23
s

,
Is. 45

23
: in prose, Dt. 1

s7 f 1815 21" "*
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Jg. io4 . [The emphatic •£ takes a full stress ; cf. Ps. 63
s

,

Pr815 - 16
.]

I^ryjl with d. f. euphon. (G-K. 201) ;
cf. Jg. 5

7
,
Baer (see

his n., p. 94) *Wj. In 4JH, ']
will be the simple \ (Dr. § 131 f.) ;

but(Bu.), in view of the frequentatives in 20b - 21b- 22
, it is better

to read lyiDK^, in which case it will be \ cons., and ^ITI will have,

of course, a frequentative force (as Gn. 26 - 10
etc.). Du. Be.K

,

less suitably, change in 21 - 23b to 5 with W, 22a
. '^ (jit, as Mic. 5

6b
.

ID*?1

]
from DOT : G-K. 67^.

to7] see on 27
14

. Be.K
, needlessly [and on rhythmical

grounds improbably], with 35 MSS (how
" Vrs." can be quoted

in support of this reading, is not apparent) "TMJflB?.

22. "HHIl after my word or speech : but perhaps ^SH (as 21 3
)

should be read (Me. Di. Bi. Bu. Du.).

23. *17rY1

1] as ^pp has occurred in 21a
, Bu., for variety,

V3m. Du., conversely, ©IT},
in 21

(and 6n% Hif. for 6m here :

on Du.'s 1, see on 21
).

^EM] nofitt»i>3: G-K. 118s.

YWB DrPDV| Klo., improbably, MDrinn *B3
(Jl. 1"). Sis

paraphrastic : so its support is very doubtful.

Wphfcb] Du. Bhpfea (cf. EVV. "as for the latter rain ") :

but the fig. sense is clear from the context.

24.
IOTW N7] so Gi. : some 90 MSS, Baer (v. p. 50) &&.

"
I used to smile on them (?K pnjy, like arrideo, to laugh, or

smile, at with approbation), when they believed not: viz. (Hi.),

what I said or advised (WW N^ being a circ. cl., Dr. 162 ;

though the other reading . . . K/1 may also express not a

consequence, but a condition already existing, as 24
22
42

s
, Is.

45
4, 5

,
Ps. 44

18
,
Dr. 159 near the end). pDKfi abs. is to believe (Is.

7
9 2816

al.), not (cf. RVm.) to be confident (
=

nD3). Bu. Du.

consider that . • . &6l can only have the here impossible sense

and so they . . . ,
and accordingly excise n$> (so St.): but the

omission is very violent, and, in view of the parallels just

quoted, unnecessary."

^D "TIN] is commonly taken as = my bright countenance :

but Bi. 1 Bu. Be. Du. object that though b*3fi ^Bfl might be
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said (Jer. 3
12

; cf. Gn. 4
s - 6

,
1 S. i

18
LXX), ens Tik ^sn could

hardly be said [yet, cf. "p3S Tin nw, Ps. 4
7
1 : hence they

suppose, very ingeniously, that && $b is a corruption of 25C

Dny D S
S>3K ;

the correct text was written on the margin, and

afterwards wrongly introduced after 25b
,
with the addition of

1BW3 to make it intelligible : they thus read for 24b ^D TtXI

Qrw D^3K, "and the light of my countenance comforted the

mourners" But neither the corruption itself, nor the series of

subsequent changes, can be said to be probable ;
and the

"mourners," even allowing that they are unsuitable in 25c
,
are

still more so here ;
in 25c

they at least appear only in a com-

parison ;
but what place have they in a context which speaks

of Job's giving his advice to an assembly of village elders?

25. MTT innN] either (EVV. De. Du.)
"

I used to choose

out their way
"

(the line of action they ought to follow ; Job
was the leader in his city and his clan, Du.), or (Di. Bu.)
' '

I used to choose the way to (28
23

)
them "

;
the former puts

greater significance into the words; it is also (Pe.) favoured

by the fact that "
choosing" implies the selection between

alternative courses.

t£>fcO] ace, defining the condition, = as chief : G-K. n8n.

Trrt] 19
12

25
s
.



CHAPTER XXX.

I.
" The v. admits of division into four lines (the first ending

at ^y), but it halts rhythmically, and D"1^ S3EB D^JWt reads pro-

saically, and seems needlessly circumstantial" (so, in effect, Bu.).

Me. Wr. Sgf. Bu. Be. om. D*D^ 'JOB (as a gloss from 32
s

, cf.
4b

,

perhaps originally written on the margin to give D^Tyv its

supposed right sense, Bu.): D'Tyx is taken to mean inferiors

(as Jer. 14
3
),
or Bny'tf, shepherd-boys (Zee. 13

7
; cf. Jer. 49

20 = 50
45

),

is read (Bi.
2 Bu. Be.); Bu., on the ground that the idea of

Job having despised the fathers of the mockers is somewhat

exaggerated, and that DriUN is
"
perhaps

"
also to be omitted as

a dittograph of TIDKID, makes further omission, and so reduces

the v. to two lines only : W TWb D'TIDKO Dnyv fy ipn£> nnyi

^K¥ SX>3. But these operations [which after all produce a

rhythmical effect (a poor 4 : 4 distich) scarcely superior to that

of the existing text] are very questionable, and only partially

supported by <Er (in Swete : vvvl Be /caTeyeXaadv fiov, eXd^Lcrroi

[S ol vewrepoi fjbov rjfiepais] vvv vovderovcriv fie ev fiepei, a>v

iljovSevovv Tov? iraTepa^ avr&v, ou? ov% rjyrja-dfjLijv d%iovs kvvwv

roiv ifitov vofAaScov, where vvv vovd. fie seems to be another

rendering of *£jf lpnB> nnjn). ev fiepei must somehow correspond

to D^5> ^ODJ &v . . . avTtov (
= DriUK VIDNO 1^«) is supplied

from 0, and ou? ktX. is the original free rendering of ibw

'31 TIDKO, with omission of Dni2X : <5r thus seems to have

differed from % only by not reading either >3D» or XFtshy and

DrVQK. But is (Sir's omission of nnnx of any greater significance

than its omission (e.g.) of D^m plV3 or of isy in 6 ? [Richter's

reconstruction of L 2a may be cited as a curiosity : ^y ipnc nnjn

oy ivb£ DnuK »hdwd ipk ww dtibd on^yx pfe k!> »aa -i&r&tt

^ nrf> DiTT na D2 ^«V ^3. ?§ is poor, and it is improbable

that in its present form it is original unless, or perhaps we
207
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should say, even if redactional ;
in any case it is not worth

while rewriting
-

it to produce such a result as this.]

JTWV] after ^riDtfE, JV#D might have been expected [cf.

i S. i5
23 - 26 Hos. 4

6
]; but we have both h and }o after !nn, nW

2. 7l7y?] -whereto? ad quid? cf. Gn. 25
s2 mba "h HT HD^I,

27*6 D^n -h nrh). Du. b B»| (Ps. 63
s
t '"•^ i? rlD3), siecht

hin; but the change is unnecessary.

I^hy] [For the use of h)3
"
denoting with some emphasis

the subj. of an experience" (Ze#. s.z;. Sty, 1 d), cf. Dan. 2 1 io8
].

rbs] S
26 ^ where see w - 01 - ^?i

"
a11 of Jti

M
viz - of nD

>

strength; Bu. nH? (Dt. 34
7 nr6 D3 &) ; Che., tyj-fe (cf. £

m 1 «n v
cn\rD). (£ om. : @ (crwreXem), *A (TravreXe?) either

read ^?3, or confused rfa with it. 5* 7ra*> to 7rpo9 fa>??v

(whence Jer. omnis vita); rbl being perhaps taken as an

abbreviation of D"r6~b:3-

3. *|DD] 5
22

f. Aram. : see n. on 5
22

.

TlftTO] stone-hard (see on 3
7

,
cf. 15

34
); hence here, stiff,

shrivelled, gaunt. Hi. Du. Oo. Honth. Bu. Be.K ("fort.")

1D?i " sind sie zusammengeschrumpft, eingeschrumpft
"

;
but

would be rolled or folded up (2 K. 28
, cf. Ps. 139

16 Wa) express

naturally the effects of hunger on the body ? And is it clear

that Arab. taway, convolvere, complicare, and tawiya, to be

huyigry (Hi.), are connected?

O^yn] On the n, see Baer (p. 50), who cites &*!$•}, 2 S.

56-8, D^nfyn, Pr. 213 , and his notes on Is. 42
18

65
11

; G-K. 35^.

piy, to gnaw, as v. 17
f, Arab., and Syr. (in Lexx. and, in Pa.,

Zee. 11 17
: PS. 2997/). AV. RVm. /^ (so (5r ol fyevyovres, K

Saad. Ki.). piy, to flee, is a good Aram. \/ (2T and <S often) :

but gnaw yields a much more expressive figure. The art.

(
= oXtiv6<$, men, viz. who . . . ),

as 284
,
Ps. 19

11
49

7
.

l^ftN] is yesterday (
= Arab. 'a?ns), yesternight (Gn. 19

34

3I
29- 42

): hence, with a following gen. it can only, as Fleischer

(ap. Del.) says, mean, on the eve of. . . . The sense thus

obtained is legitimate, but poor. 2T («B>»n "V« SO^n, darkness

like evening) Rashi, Ki. Ges. De. Hi. al. evening (so RV.

gloom) ;
but this sense is out of the question ; K>DX does not

mean evening absolutely, but only the day (or evening) of
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yesterday (Fl. says similarly of ams, that it
" never denotes

evening or night absolutely; ^-*> in Vit. Tim. ii. 428, cited

by Ges., is wrongly read and rendered by him vespertinus").

The word must be corrupt. Ol. Sgf. p.?> the land of ... ;

but this yields a weak sense : Hfm. DS, the dry ground being

described poetically as the "mother of wasteness and desola-

tion"; Klo. better (so Bu.), BEN, "their mother—fig. for the

source from which they obtain nutriment—is wasteness and

desolation." This agrees well with ,TV D^piyn, just before.

[Du., connecting
3C with 5

,
\W& or Wfeto;.]

rWfiPDI HNW] so 38", Zf. i
15

: the alliterative combina-

tion of two derivatives from the same J expressing the idea of

completeness (cf. Is. 2o,
2
,
Nah. 211

,
Ezk. 6U 33

29
; Ew. 313°). We

might render "devastation and desolation"; but the alliteration

cannot be reproduced effectively in English.

4. PW *h$] by (Lex. 6 a (p. 7556) : Nu. 24
s
). Does salt-

wort, however, grow particularly by, or under, bushes ? [Di.

together with (Lex. 4 C, p. 755^) Artemisia, assuming that itp

denotes here a particular species of desert shrub
;
but IW is

apparently used of desert shrubs in general in v. 7
, Gn. 21 15

,

and still more generally in Gn. 25 f. Against too specific a

limitation of the term, see most recently ZATW, 1915, p. 125 f.]

Saad.^rfsi^ Jjjjy [U et arborum cortices]
= rvi? vJJI,

" and leaves

^bushes,
" which is possible (so Bu.), and is accepted by Be.T

Honth.

DOn?] their bread (food)', so EVV. Di. De. Du.
; Ges. for

warming at {p^f>, as Is. 47
14

,
a rare form of the inf. of y"y vb.,

G-K. 6ycc; orVd. (Bu.) DiarA, or (Bu. alt. ; RVm.) Pi. DOT, as

39
14

for warming them). [Che. (EBi. 2647) for b
proposes

mobm Dm D*pnyn, 'yn from v. 3
: with 'n cp. 66

.]

5. 15] a strong Aramaism (2T 13, NJ3, midst ; Syr. 1°-^ midst,

interior ;
often community, of a church, people, etc. ; Ph. =

corporation, in an inscription from the Piraeus (Cooke, NS1

33
2
) ;

Ar. jaww
un

,
the middle or interior, e.g. of heaven, Qor.

1681): render, from the midst (viz. of men, understood), or (as

in Syr.) from the community*. Me. Be. al. '"DTjD, but this is
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weak and colourless ;
Bu. suggests (without adopting it) U \o

•"13, with a paronomasia ; Ley DHP3K 13 JO ; Grimme *13 f>x *I3 |D.

No change seems necessary.

6. D^m p^W] 14 MSS and several older edd. piiys.

Either in the most dreaded of (41
22

; G-K. 133^) wadys, viz. on

account of their gloom, and wildness, and solitude (so De.

Di. Bu. Du. Pe. RVm.) ; or, from Ar.
^oy-, a gully or

defile (Lane, 2008a), in a gully of the wadys (so Wetzst., Hi.

RV.). [The parallelism of nay 'Hn favours the latter rendering.]

ptfcr?]
= must they dwell: the so-called "

periphrastic
"
future

(Dr. 204 ;
G-K. 1 14k ;

Ps. 32
s
, Hos. 9

13
al.) : so Di. De. Hi. etc.

Bu. to dwell, carrying on 5a
: the position of pt$6 somewhat

favours the usual rendering (Du.), but it is not, of course,

incompatible with Bu.'s view.

*y%y *Hh] [the force of 3 in a extends to this phrase also :

cf. 15
3 n. For "in of hiding places, see 1 S. 14

11
(also 13

6

reading Dmn for DTlin), of lions' dens, Na. 213 : hence probably

*nn, Horite = troglodyte], "isy, dust, of the surface of the earth

generally; cp. 5
6
14

8
41

25
,
Is. 210- 19

).

D^D3] Jer. 4
29

f. An Aram, word; cf. Krjfyas. [n^SD may
be, and is generally taken to be, a second gen. (cf. G-K. 128a)

dependent on *in—(holes . . .
) of the rocks. But Jer. 4

s9

(by D*Q331 D"3y3 1X3) rather suggests that D*B3 may be a third

term dependent on 3—(they must dwell . . . ) in rocks', cp. 3

with the synonymous term y!>D in 1 S. 13
6 D^D3 . • . 1X3nm.]

7. DTW] [see on XW >l
?V, v. 4

].

}p7lF] seeon65
f.

inDD^] nSD is to join, attach (Is. 14
1

2py> rV3 S>y 1HDD31 ;

1 S. 236b 2619
)

: the sense needed is, however, not are attached,

but attach themselves to one another—or, as we should say, are

huddled together,
—and this is better expressed by the Nif. (G-K.

51^) inDEP (Hfm. Bu. Be. Du.
;
Di. alt.). RVm. stretch them-

selves [lit. pour themselves out], from (De.) \/ flDD [to pour out

(i4
19

n.)].

8. 'm 713 ^-1] not the subject of 1X33, but an (implicit)

accus., defining the state [i
21 n. 4

7
n.] (Dr. 161. 2 with n. 2: cf.
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e.g. Ex. 13
18 'h DTOm), "as [ox being) children of . . . , they

are scourged," etc.

hll] not " feeble-witted
"
(Pea.), but [godless], ta expresses

deficiency, not of intellect, but of ?noral and religious sense :

[see, further, Dr. Samuel 2
,
260 ; Parallel Psalter, 457].

DXI^ ^ si *0!2] [with the cstr. before the negative compound

expression, cp. mD Hni?2 D3D (Is. 14
6
) lit., a stroke ofnon-cessation

(G-K. 1300) ; but in view of ^33 "»33 the present phrase means

not sons of no name, i.e. men without reputation (Lex. s.v. p, 8),

but sons of nameless (people) ; the compound expression is

virtually an adj. used as a noun defining people].

IN??] from N33 = H3J (G-K. 75^) ; the Nif. of either does

not, however, occur elsewhere. Be.T suggests ^2"|3 ;
but why

11 are crushed" ? (2r koI *\eo? iafteo-fiivov
= H233 Dt^j.

9. H7?2] see on 4
2
. In the sense of (by-) word ((Ex 6pv\rjfj,a,

U proverbium) only here.

10. ^2ftl see on 21 16
.

"OCto] withheld not spitting from my face',
£0. shrunk not

from spitting in my face (Is. 51
6
).

RVm. at the sight of me

(lit. from before me) is in the abstract quite possible (Lv. 19
32

Dlpn n:rb> ^DO; Lex. 8i8«, top) ; but it is not natural with the

negative, 13KTI )lb. Before me, in (not at) my presence, would,

of course, be ^Q7.' -
t :

11. iin*1

]
so Kt. ffiF; *W Qre, many MSS, &£. An

interpretation is difficult. "W is [apart from 4
21

]
a bowstring,

Jg. i67,8 - 9
(see Moore), Ps. n 2

f (cf. Arab, watar, the string

of a bow, or the chord of a lute) : hence (Capellus, Di. Du.) he

hath loosened (12
18

,
Is. 45

1
) my bowstring, i.e. incapacitated me

(the opposite of 29
20b

),
the fig. being that of a warrior disarmed

by his bowstring being loosened. Del. similarly, only taking

•n/V in the sense of tent-cord, fig. for the cord of life, as 4
21

;

but there is nothing here, like VEO there, to suggest this figure.
b will thus mean : And they (the outcasts of vv. 2-10

)
cast

off the bridle (of respect, which has previously restrained them)
from before him, and heap insults upon him. Upon this view

the subj. in lla is God, and llb describes what happens when
He withdraws from Job the power to defend himself. But the
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subj. in a and b
might be the same, the sg. in a

referring to a

typical individual of the class referred to (as often), or 'inns

^3jn being read (so Bu.) :
" For my cord (i.e. the cord, fig. of

authority, laid upon them : Bu. alt. bir\\ y their cord—in the

same sense) they have loosened, and humbled me
;
And cast

off the bridle (of respect) from before me "
: their casting off all

regard for Job's authority, and their loss of respect for him,

being the ground of their treatment of him described in 9- 10
.

Or the numbers in a and b
may be assimilated (Di.

2 Be. Du.)

by reading ?w in b with fflr (0) and U. Du., regarding
12

infe 'hn as a variant of n 1!"6k> |D~i,
and neither as yielding any

sense, reads in llb
(with omission of infe ^31 in 12

)
^3QD ^3^1

(or, better, T|W) nW {hr\ being due to Bi. 2
)

:
" He (God) hath

loosened my bowstring, and humbled me, my banner from before

me he hath cast down." (5r for n has : avol^a^ <yap <f>aperpav

aVTOV €/cdK<0<T€V
fJL€t [

llb = 0] KOI ^okiVOV TOV 7rpoa(i)7TOV flOV

e^aireaTeCkev.

12. nmDt] 25 MSS nrns. [& ^aa, perhaps = oma.]
For nms, if correct, see G-K. 8^

bm. Apparently, a (low)

broody the brood of these nameless parents : a term of dis-
fc /

paragement. Cf. + J*,
both a young bird (nhQK, Ps. 84* al.),

and also a base or abject man, who is driven away : Lane,

2362c ; [cp. also n3!"D sms, youths (cp. ms, blossoms) of the

priesthood'. Midd. I
8

, Joma, i
7

Yitf? pao n3H3 »mfi D3D3nr6 85>p3

V2VN3, if he (the high priest) attempted to go to sleep, young

priests flipped their fingers before him. In this Mishnic usage,

however, the word has not the contemptuous suggestion of the

Arabic].

pD*
1 7^] mentioned, not because the accuser stood at the

right hand (Ps. 109
6
),

but because on his right hand a man is

strongest, and feels most secure : even there these outcasts

assail and taunt Job. [So we may best explain, if the text is

correct, though in this case ,,3*D ,,

~S>y would be more natural.

Ehrlich, Against old age (lit. days) youth rises up. But most

probably vtf should be read (Bu. Honth. Sgf. al.), ^y in

b
being either a correct variant of pio"

1

bjJ> or a dittograph of

*h$ in a
. Unfortunately ffi failed to translate the

line.] ffi (&)
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eVl Begicbv j3\a<TT0v eiraviarriaav. Du. : "in 12a we recognize

1E1p
s

. . . ytf,
'

against me . . . there rise up
'

;
what stands

between these words must be the subj. : nmQ pE [in the older

writing nmBJD] without any too violent change
"
yields Pnb"]£D,

his (God's) lines (of warriors) (fig. of calamities ;
cf. i613f-

19
12

etc.). Very clever and attractive
; agreeing well with the

fig. of assailants of a fortress in
c

; and perhaps (though not

necessarily) right.

IITT^ *OT\\ my feet they send on (14
20

),
i.e. they hunt me

on from place to place. But this yields a poor sense, out of

harmony with the context : even in
c the foes are still only

approaching Job. Ew. Di. (with iroha avrwv i^ereivap)

DrrtflPl or DJ»n, Bi. 1 ini>B»
^"), Honth. to^fl, they let go theirfeet,

i.e. rush at me (cf. 188 rf«na T\W\2 nW "b; Jg. 5
15

).
But even

so the sense is poor, and the words seem unnecessary : [more-

over, they form a short line interrupting the well-balanced

distich (3 : 3) formed by
a - b

] ;
so Me. Wr. Sgf. Bu. Du. Be. St.

are probably right in regarding them (in spite of their being

recognized in G) as an inexact dittograph of irpj? ... pi in u.

13. IDrO] for wna (so 5 MSS) ; only here, [pru elsewhere

occurs either (1) of destroying buildings by pulling them down,

or (2) metaphorically. Here, if the text is correct, the vb. is

used exceptionally of breaking up a path, and so rendering it

impassable.]

VQTO] 3 MSS, 6 &U& tfwia.

TPH7] rd. with [the Oriental] Qre" [and the Western text]

Wir6
; see Gi. and Ba. and n. on 62

.

7 17?y»] "Unsinn" (Du.) : [but, if correct] cf. ^
"»TXf,

Zee. i
15

. % Gra. *W, rejoice ;
but Job's assailants here are not

merely rejoicing at his troubles, they are represented as actively

adding to them
(

12C - 13d - 14
).

1E7 ")fy tfh] "a genuine Arabic description of these

pariahs of Hauran. Schultens compares a place in the Hamasa,
i We see you ignoble, poor, laisa lakum min sair-in-nasi nasi-

run, you have no helper among other men'" (Del.). But the

context seems to point to more serious assailants than the

outcasts of vv. 2"10
;
hence iJfV (Di. Du. Be. Gra. Honth. St.),
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" there is none to restrain them," is a very probable correction,

[if the entire v. is not more seriously at fault]. Bi. 2 for 13 has

^ nfy t6l Af w£ nhru on;. & for 13b - c- 14 has igiSvaav yap fiov

ttjv aroXrjv ("for i^y Tlini> reading or conjecturing vW wn,"
Du.). fiekeaiv avrov /earrjtcovriaev fie (

— ?; = ? 14a n:n JTia

"TriK, Be.), Kkyj>r)Tai fioi &>? fiovXerai (?
= pam for pB2,

14a
, Be.).

eV oSumi9 rrefyvpfiai (seemingly = 14b
!).

From such a free

rendering textual criticism can learn little or nothing. Du.,

however, taking hints from ^yD and ftekecnv avrov, makes,
"with bold changes

"
(Bu.), out of vv. 13 - 14a the two distichs (in

which, it is true, the two middle clauses preserve well the

figures of 13a and 14a
) : pS3 VDT ntty ^K ^ayo WW WTO 1DJ13o / * 6T : ,r

- •• ,tt :
-

: it: A

Vn&O 3m
('"1

'y 'tf, His archers compass me about, for \ch "i?y &6 :

S>K "TO, as i S. 23
26

; VO"), as Jer. 4
29

). [Neither the rhythm ofJH
in v. 13 (2:2:2) nor that of the first distich of Du.'s emendation

(2 : 2) is the normal rhythm of Job, though for the one cp. 17
1
n.,

for the other, 19
14 n. The parallelism of j$S, is bad, of Bi.'s

emendation poor, of Du.'s first distich, at least, good. jJE even

with "tty for "ity is scarcely tolerable.]

14. fnrf?2J"!PT nfcW nnn] under the crash of the falling

masonry of the breached (pQ
a
) walls, they, i.e. Job's enemies,

have rolled on: so substantially, e.g., EV. Di. Du. Bu. If the

root meaning of nNB> be noisiness (cp. Isaiah, ICC, p. 193 (on

io3
)),

there is no reason why the word should not here refer to

the noise of falling masonry, though it does not happen to do

so elsewhere, the commoner reference being to the crash of a

storm (cp. esp. Ezk. 38
s
py3 ann PIWBO vsfoft ;

and rWT) below,

v. 22 with n.). But whether, without the addition of ^y, tafann

can mean, like ?V Winn in Gn. 43
18

t, to assail with over-

whelming force, is open to question ;
if not, the whole phrase is

not, perhaps, a very natural expression for the attack or

advance of the enemy. If 34
26

justified taking nnn as a syn.

of D (Hitz., who also appealed for this meaning to Gn. 30
2

,

Hab. 3
7

,
which must certainly be otherwise explained, Ehrlich,

Honth.), it would be better to render like a storm they have

rolled on (cp. Ezk. 38
s
), than, with Hitz., to render nNC nnn,

" als ein Sturzbach "
(cp. Rabbinic Comm. 071Job, ed. Wright and

Hirsch, which explains n«W by sjrnD "1DD). For this, though it
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would give a good parallel to pa, taken in the sense of pa
D*D, 2 S. 5

20
(cp. RVm. here), places on nM5> an entirely un-

supported and improbable meaning. The truth is, the entire

method of interpretation which would explain
14b as a parallel

to 14a is precarious :
15b and 15c are certainly parallels (note the

parallel terms riVO
|| 3JD, Tiru

|| WlP") ;
this leaves 15a

(the text

and meaning ofwhich are sufficiently clear) as the probable fellow

to 14b
;
this suggests that fefann was originally ist pers. sing. (||

to

^V isnn in 15a
),
and expressed the treatment (cf. Jer. 51

25
)
or

condition (2 S. 2012
)
of the assailed, i.e. of Job, not of the

assailants. As a matter of fact, €r has the ist pers. (ire^vpfiat),

though in view of the free rendering of (& in these verses (see

above) too much weight must not be attached to this.]

15. Ijsnrr] cf« 2°25
(
as emended). The constr. is sufficiently

explained by G-K. 121b (cf. 2818
; and with a Hof., Ex. io8 27

7
).

The Hof., however, is found only here: hence Du., with 1 MS,
•jSnn (G-K. 145/&) ; Be.K SjBnn or OBTO. But how can Be.K say
"

I.e. (&& I2sn3
"
? Supposing (&& read ^snn, how could this be

expressed in Greek or Syriac except by a plural verb ? EVV.
have "are turned"; and their translators beyond question

read ?]5>nn.

F)THn] the 3 f. sg. referring to mnia, G-K. 145^, as 27
20

,

with the same subj. But "pursue" is a poor and unsuitable

idea: rd. with Bu. Gra. Du. Be. (alt.) *03ri, is driven away

(Ps. 683
).

Vtt"fc] ffi fiov rj ikwk ;
Bu. rate

; Vo. wpn.

[TCW^] '* here means material welfare, easy circumstances ;

cp. yw* in 2 S. 23
s
, and in Arabic £x~i, abundance, amplitude, of

fortune: e.g. JU1\ #r* <U-jj abundance of money, Qor. 2248 ;

tUx^ ^* ajt-j jj (jJuu],
let him that hath abundance give of

his abundance, 65* : cp. 24
22

. Arabic also retains the original

physical meaning of the root, to be wide, broad : e.g. ^>j\ ^y

&cJj, My earth is broad, Qor. 29
s6

;
Ex. 34

24
(Saad) *^m

=
ymn. In Hebrew the more common meaning of jjb*, nws is

deliverance, salvation, though, as Dr. well points out (on 1 S.
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14
45

),
the terms regularly retain in Hebrew, even with this

nuance, the material sense which is specially illustrated by

this passage and the passages in the Qor., and seldom, if ever,

even in the prophets, express a spiritual state exclusively.]

16. ^
yV] F°r tms very idiomatic ^y—not to be omitted

(Bi.VBi.
2 omits the whole v., Du.), even for the metre—cf.

Ps. 42
s

;
and see on io1

. [If the 4:3 rhythm (17
14

n.) of %
needs to be restored to 3 : 3, omit rather nnjn as a dittograph

of nny(C> *)
in v. 15

: so Be.K with a ?.]

^72^] Du. ^?N [if not ^nn, as 36
s
],

the terrors of {on the ground

that ?§ produces a disagreeable repetition in 27b
, and that >&

may have been suggested by rM> in v. 17
;
but see next n.).

17. [The rhythm in f^ is again 4:3 (17
14

n.), if not 2:2:2

(17
1
n.); but possibly rM> (suggested by "& in 16

(see n.)) or

^yo, which is not apparently suitable for reference to bones

(Du.), is an addition.]

^p5 (17^7] Either (Di. Del. Du. Be.) the night (personified,

as 3
3
) corrodes, or by night he (God) corrodes . . . ,

or (Bu.)

"i|53 may be read (constr. as v. 15a : G-K. 121b). Ip3 is to bore:

in Pi. to work at bori?ig, to bore away piecemeal (G-K. 52/) =
to corrode.

^hyti\from upon me, a. frequent constr., like Dt. 84 nJTO K>

ybvfi> did not wear away (and fall) from upon thee, 2g
4

(Lex.

758b). So v. 30
.

^piy] mygnawers (v.
3
),

i.e. my gnawing (pains). AV. RVm.

my sinews, following Kimchi [and Ibn Ezra, who says that in

Arabic the word means D^Ti] : so already (5c (vevpa [elsewhere
=

TJ]) ; [cp. Aram, spiy, Nnp-jy, the leather thong (of a shoe), or

a leather strap, and similarly \Gy\ |Ar)j-L: Arab. Zi^, nervus

bovis quo percuti solet (Freytag from Qamus). Nachmanides,

comparing f>mT \"P^V> Ezk. 27
19

3T, explains the word here as

veins (see Levy, Chald. Worterbuch, 2tfb) ;
this would give a

good parallel to ^JD^y ;
but no better a parallel and not so good

a subj. to r>
33^ as *p"W, my fleshless bones', cp. jyr,

a bone of

which the flesh has been consumed (Ehrlich)].

18. tl^Dnn^] K>£>nnrt, lit. to let oneself be sought for and so
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to disguise (1 S. 28s
,

1 K. 2038 2230
), disfigure oneself. [€r Sgf.

Be.T (Be.
K with a?), Ehrlich K'SJV

;
in this case it would be best,

with Ehrlich, also to emend in b
: *£>2 for ^D and MTn&O for

*3"i?K\] Bu. ^3 for ''^^ (through an intermediate error ^2,

corrected to *wJ? on account of the
|| *nana) : this would be

very suitable so far as a
goes, but it agrees badly with b

,

" like

my tunic, it (my flesh) girds me
"

; "»S3, it is true, means accord-

ing to, but as a mere particle of comparison 3 is regularly

employed, so that the ordinary rendering like (the collar, lit.)

the mouth of has a strong presumption to be the correct

one ; TITUS also, is more than "umfangt mich." Du. K'ri3 3"0

WX> KanjV, through great leanness (16
8
) my garment con-

tracts itself (zieht sich zusammen) ; but, though BTD (so Renan,

Wr.) may very well be right, the sense given for xanrv rests

upon the very doubtful view that it is a by-form (or scribal

error) for KDniV (from HNJpn, curdled milk), sich verdichten (see

Du. on 38
30

). Peake, in calling it an "excellent" emendation,

cannot have noticed the grounds upon which it rests.

19. ^h] He {i.e. God; see on 3
20

)
hath cast me: rnin,

like TTJ, Ex. 15
4 al. : the Hif.

[
= to cast] elsewhere only of

shooting arrows, as 1 S. 2036 al. The clause is very short :

Bu. Honth. rd. pK ^"in ;
Vo. ^0

v
"^
n [which prepares the way for

the 2nd pers. in v.20
] ;

Du. (on account of the Hif. in the other-

wise unattested general sense of cast) ?K ^T^. ^77^ 1S prob-

able: with its two beats, ?$ might be dispensed with [yet

neither *3JVnn nor ^T!n is very likely to have received a double

stress. Insert run before WW (cp. nan before the 2nd pers.

pf. in 4
3 and before the 1st pers. pf. in 13

18
33

2
,
and jn before

the 1st pers. pf. in 21 27
32

11
),

or htiTp before ^[ijin : cp. 820 36
22

.

The loss arose from the eye passing from the n of itf~|n or nan

to that of »nn].

20b. I stand (in prayer, and waiting for an answer), but

thou (merely) lookest closely (31
1

sq. by, 37
u

sq. ace; sq.

b«, 1 K. 3
21

,
Is. 14

16
; sq. 3, Jer. 30

2
*) at me (doing nothing

more); but we should expect something more definite to

be expressed by both verbs. 1 MS & Me. Hi. Bu. Be.

rflDy,
" thou standest, and lookest (unmoved) at me," where,

the subj. of both verbs being now the same, thou standest does

33
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a little point the way to the meaning of pianfll : the thought is

also suitable, but some such expression as and hidest thy face,
or andlookest away (cf. 7

19 io20
),

is still what would be expected.
MS 593 U (et non respicis me) ^3 pnnn 16) : so Bi. 1

(Bi.
2 with

Q5c omits the line), Sgf. Be. St. Vo. In view of the very forced

sense which upon other interpretations has been pressed upon

punn, it seems best to adopt this reading (with / stand) : the

tit? may have been omitted upon dogmatic grounds. Du.

obtains the same sense, less satisfactorily, by reading R1DV
*3 pianriD, thou hast stopped (Gn. 29

s5
nn^D lDVr\))/rom paying

attention to me.

21. "Ofcttfrn] <& fie ifiao-Tiyayaas = ^Btppn.

22. mtffi, Kt.
; mittfl, Qrel nttifcl stands for—or, better, is

an error for—nK^n or (36
29

39?) nX'^ri, the crash of the storm

(as 36
29

),
—an accus. either (Di.) of motion (cf.

23
TWCj) or,

better, of the product (see G-K. njii), Job representing
himself hyperbolically, not merely as vanishing in, but as

dissipated into, the crash of the storm. The Qre n*WF\ (see on

5
12

),
as it stands, yields no sense: but Du., insisting that the

Kt., if adopted, must be understood literally (which, of course,

is out of the question), prefixing jo, adopts it, reading ""M?rip,
" dissolvest me ohne Bestand, ohne Halt" (cf. G teal aireppitya?

fie air o aoDTrjpCa^
—though this is slender evidence that E was

read) ; but this gives n*K*ri a highly questionable sense (see p.

31 f.). Or eVafa? he fie iv ohvvais (now
22a

; but, as Bi. 2

pointed out, in reality = 22b
J-E ; Origen, not perceiving this,

supplied from © wrongly, as 22b icai aireppvtyas fie airb crw-

Tr)pla$). & (^-jA-»o>1o w-i-jAiiiil£>c), & (Krv^ru ^DDrn; v.

ChWb. ii. 564), U (elisisti me valide) do not recognize either

JWn or (at least distinctly) •"N&fTl,
but see in it mostly some word

suggesting the idea ofpain or weakness (cf. 2T B>BTI, to be weak).

23. 'WttNl Hip] with omission of *3, as Ps. 9
21

,
Am.

5
12

al. Du., arguing that to bring back to death (where Job
has not been before) is an unsuitable idea, reads ^T^, wilt

make me dwell with death (i.e. in Sheol) ;
but the accus. of

place after n^in is questionable, nor is the change itself neces-

sary (see on i
21

).
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24. Obviously corrupt. jJH has been rendered : (i) Howbeit

in a ruin will not one stretch out a hand (to save himself) ? Or

in his calamity (will there not be) therefore a cry for help ?

So substantially Ew. Hrz. Del. Dav. and RVm., though ""JO

cannot mean lit.
" in his fall

"
; *y is a ruined heap, Jer. 2618

,

Ps. 79
1 al.

; I>T>, lit. for these things, in a neuter sense, cf. on

Dra, 2221
,
or \\}7, Di., as Ru. i

13
(Lex. 10990), anc* (Aram.)

Dn. 26
;
but the constr. remains harsh: yv^, c^y /br ^e//>, cf.

Is. 22s
[if the text be correct], -\nn~^ #«*, Ps. 5

3 ^ blp5>;

(2) Surely against a ruin (fig. for Job, who describes his shattered

frame as a heap of ruins) one (or he, i.e. God) will not stretch

out a (hostile) hand ; Or do they (his hands) gain riches (Vlt^,

as 36
19

)
in its calamity (the calamity of the ruin, virtually = the

calamity of another man)? So Hi. and substantially Dav. alt.,

AV. also in a
. '1 T nfe, as 289

: but the rendering of b is

extremely forced. J?3b for »jn, and W' W for yip }i"6, suggested

tentatively by Di., yield a satisfactory sense and have been

generally accepted (e.g. by Bi. Bu. Du.) :
" Howbeit, will not

one sinking stretch out a hand ? and in his calamity will not

one cry for help ? " Be. objects that T nfe does not, like

T t^B, mean stretch out a hand (for help), but would rather

mean stretch forth a (helping) hand, and proposes (as Wr.

[previously in the interest of a rather different interpretation of

the v.) *Hja for ^3, rendering, Have I (reading nfe«, but wbt5>

would be better : cp. the pfs. in 25
)
not given a (helping) hand

to the poor, And (Be., not Wr., reading yp«0 tib for jnp ]nb) was

he not saved (by me) in his calamity?]. Be.'s objection to the

use of T r6c in the alternative emendation is scarcely con-

clusive ;
for if, as in his own, it means to extend the hand to

take hold of the poor in order to help him, why should it not

mean to extend the hand to catch at something in order to save

oneself? [Yet on other grounds Be.'s emendation deserves con-

sideration : see exegetical n.]

25 [
w") N / DN] Is it that I wept not . . . that ?ny soul

grieved not? (No; I did weep). The interrog. Dtf expecting
the answer No, as 612

(Lex. §ob). The force of vh in a extends

to b as in 2817
; G-K. 1525. If v. 25 is a misplaced fragment of

c. 31, then fc£j DN means as usual ifnot, and its force extends to b
.]
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[DV niTp]
"
unfortunate',

lit. hard of day, i.e. one upon

whom times are hard (cp. Sva-rj/iepia)
"—Dr. on i S. I

15
,
where

<& reads DV DB>p (P? nn).]

^2^ Htt^f] cf. Is. 19
10 ^D3 s

»3Kf. & D.ay
;
here and Ru.

1
13

(jp^jj
for %?"); n»tig israa, #£?-. 55$, al.

[]vn^] Du. ia« for iraa, tew for »«to
f
« or rvoa, w^.

*»£, for W33. ]

26. HTTP NY] '? is anomalous for
'} (so, e.^-., Jg. 69

,
2 S. i

10
;

Dr. § 66 n.
;
G-K. 49c), which, however, should no doubt be

read.

28. TO*?!!] the intensive Pi. (G-K. 52/), as Ps. 38
7

VdWi "VTp DVfTw (and often in other connections, as 24
10

).

TTfofl NTQ] *T\J?n "»1p means (go about)
—not mourning

mentally',
but squalid and afa;^ in attire and appearance (cf. on

5
11

)
: Ew. now refers Tip to the dark, unkempt skin of a mourner

(quasi sordida vestis), Del. to the dark colour of the sackcloth

worn in mourning, Di. to his "
schmutzig triibe Aussehen."

Del. then understands non N^3, without the sun, as = non TiK tfbl,

of Job's sunless (i.e. miserable) condition; Di. renders to go
darkened (in appearance, i.e. in skin), without (8

11 = but not by)

the sun. Hi. Du. I go blackened, but not by the sun (the

reference being to the dark skin of a leper ;
but this seems to

anticipate v. 30
,
where (Del.) the blackening of the skin is

referred to, with the word properly expressing it, in^). Bu.

argues that with TD^n, lip can refer only to the attire, not to

the skin; and hence rejects Di.'s explanation, because (as Di.

himself had said) if Tip refers to the dark attire, i"lE>n tihl would

be pointless, as it would be obvious to every one that darkness

of attire would not be produced by the sun ;
but the argument

is hardly conclusive. nion [etymologically] denotes the sun

(Is. 24
23

30
26

,
Ca. 610

f), not on the side of its light, but on

that of its warmth (Ps. 19
7
),

and this might be thoug-ht to

favour Di.'s explanation : on the other hand, in actual usage,

it seems to denote the sun as a source of light even more than

as a source of warmth, so that the etymology seems to have

been disregarded. It must be admitted that non tihl yields

an ambiguous and unsatisfactory sense. Of the emendations
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proposed, the neatest is Du.'s ^}^l ^"i 'without comfort (6
10

),

which is very attractive (so Bu.) : others are (Voigt)
nnn 162, without joy (Aram. : also 1 Ch. 1627

, Neh. 810
f),

(Be.
K

)
rnrn 162 = undesired (cp. 2 Ch. 21 20

).
& (avev fafiov,

corrupt for Ov/jlov) expresses HDfl k?2 (so ^ aOvfiwv, £f>U;

1 MS H^n, and 2 MSS HEn) ;
but this is evidently unsuited to

the context. Still the rendering shows that (& had the same

consonants as ;{E.

[3TWN btlpl] Du. D^W' 5»DJ?3; but this anticipates v. 29

and gives a bad parallel whether to n»n Nf>2 (J^), or to Du.'s

emendation HDriD N^n in a
. Moreover] Du. does not make Job

a jackal, or even (as v. 29
)
like ja.cka.ls : and if the "

assembly of

jackals
"

is (as it must be) to be understood figuratively, why
may not [j!H] ?np (of men) be so understood? [Be

K rather

feebly h)p2 or ^fp2 for ^2.]
28. yVt^N] the impf. has almost the force of a final clause

[
—crying or to cry]; cf. 168 24

14
(Dr. 163; G-K. 120c, 1560)

[with the notes there: cp., further, Ps. 8811 10214
both, as

here, after Dip].

^HDp ]
not 'j? [and consequently not 5>np3, but

'j53]
: see Del.

30. ^7^3] ^9 frequent, as v. 17
.
—<5r fieydkcos.

mn] from -nn (cf. Ps. 1024 nm ipioa mm): o*y, fem .,

as 19
20

,
Ps. 1026 (n&zh '»«; npn).



CHAPTER XXXI.

*• HOY] how, then, . . . ? Of course, a negative answer

is expected. Interrog. pronouns and adverbs are often in Heb.

used rhetorically to express the sense of a negative (as Who

, . . ? =s no one, or Where . . . ? = nowhere) ; and in Arab. I*

(
=

hjd) has become an ordinary negative. Cf. Ca. 84
(after

DrjnK
*nj»BTI) rttyplO (for which the

||
27 has wyn-DN) ; and

see Lex. p. 5536. Du. |3ianno : correct Hebrew, but prosaic.

2. [mT'N p^Pf] tne g"en ' is subjective : the lot which God

allots ;
elsewhere after p^n it is objective (Ehrlich) : the lot

which is allotted to some one ; so, e.g., 2029
,
Dt. 32

s
,
and especi-

ally c. 27
13

. So with nbna, subjective gen., ct. 27
13

(objective),

but cp. Ps. 127
3
d*33 rn;r rbm.]

[^ynn . . . cwmo] 3
4
n.]

3. v^7] Grimme, *». c. Dvty}.—Ley, Du. ftoJ, m. c. after

'"03 1] Ob.18 "Ob 1.

5. WW] Bi. 1

Ley, m. c. NIC TOM (cp. yen '« oy, 34
s
) ;

2 MSS
Bi. 2 Grimme XW W (n

11
)-*

but the
||
has the abstract n»i».

ttJPirn] an anomalous punctuation for cnni (from snn), which

no doubt should be read (G-K. 72 ff.).
cnfll could only come

normally from np'n, to be silent. Cf. OPW, 1 S. 15
19

, which

should be tOT} (from D*y).

[v>V] f°r '*? : Lex. 410.]

6. fOTptt?
1
]
indef. subj. : G-K. 144^/; but Di. treats n^N in

b as the subj. of a
also, it being first mentioned in b for

rhythmical reasons.]

7. "p-TPSP] Rd. T" *? or yrttrp, as ""3D
[6

16
n.] in Job

occurs only here before the art. or a toneless syll." (Bu.).

D*lfc$D] with quiescent N (G-K. 23c), for the normal DID
222
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(ii
15

),
as Dn i

4
f. 1 MS and the Orient. Kt., TOSd, anything.

S 0*O,1d), & (N^an DgTO), need not have read fl»1KD, but may
have only taken D1ND as = HDWD. If the reading is correct,

D1XB would seem to be the original form (K6. ii. 146); but no

J DND is known.

8. WW*] Be.K )TOT (from un), are impoverished,
—

taking

D*K¥K¥ in its usual sense of offspring [5
25 21 8

27
14

].
Needless:

see Is. 42
s
(rrKVNVI yixn) ; [and note the parallelism here, let

me sow. Though, perhaps, if the produce of Job's fields was

intended, we should read Ht? '•NtffcOf
;
this yields a better rhythm,

and HP may easily have been lost through haplography. This

is preferable to inserting b>2 before '•NXNV, or, on the ground of

iirl 77}? in (Sr's paraphrase, adding pK3—Be. T (only tentatively)].

9. (T^N /V\ [by on account of (as, e.g., Gn. 21 12
, Dt. 24

16
,

Ps. 44
23

;
Ze#. 7540), unless {>y is here used for b$ (v.

5
n.), in

which case unto (RV.); cp. the probably dependent passage
Ecclus. 9

9
pi? rrf>8 (? 1. fiflBfl)

nt3n
I
s - nK^ {married wo7nan,

wife, (as, £.£-., Pr. 629
,
Lev. 188 (Ze#. 61a)) as the parallel here

indicates].

JinD/V] [by, or about, the door of\ not a/ the door of, i.e.

immediately in front of, or in the doorway, which is regularly

expressed by the ace. nna with following gen. (so, e.g., Gn.

19
11

43
19

, Ex. 29
42

33
8
38

s
, Lv. i

5 8s5
,
Nu. 618

, Jg. 4
20

19
27

),
or

more rarely by nna^ (Gn. 4
7

,
Nu. u 10

, Pr. 9
14

),
or nnS3 (1 K. 4

15
,

Ezk. ii 1
); cp. pnx S-W^y (Pr. 14

19
),

the wicked (hang) about

the gates of the righteous (as suppliants). Ehrlich has no

ground, therefore, for his improbable suggestion that the line

means lay in wait for the door (i.e. the wife) of my neighbour].

10. tJltpil] Hfm. (with a?) jntpfl (sensu obscceno):
"
perhaps

better," Bu. Be. But the thought is sufficiently expressed in b
.

[On the other hand, if b
expresses this sense—and the principle

that punishment should be of like kind with the sin is in favour

of this—parallelism favours giving to a the same sense. Ehrlich,

thinking even b too coarse, assimilates b to a
by reading jpa*

DnnD (cp. 40
30

)
for pnK J1JW, thereby getting rid of jnnN in b

after -inK in \]

pn«] see on 24
s22

(pn).
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11. fc^i! . . . N1»l] Kin, that (in a neuter sense), referring
to the crime of 9

, &on referring to not in a
.

" The Qre each time

needlessly assimilates the pron. to the pred." (Di.): cf. G-K.

i45«, n. 3.
lla is short: so Ley would prefix Kttn or "U,

J to

HDT, Du. would read n*}D1 after niOT; but (Bu.) the short em-

phatic line may be intentional.

D^vD
]i^] grammatically impossible. A "Mass. com-

promise" (Di.

T

)
between tfWfi Jty and (v.

28
)

*W>B
fly,

one or

other of which must, of course, be read here. Me. Hi. Sgf. Bi.

Di. read Dr/fi fiV (Del. defends PV, as intended to guard against
the immediate reference of f\V to D'fyi'Q, as though these were

the doers of the deed) : Bu. Be. Du. read vvB
jiJJ (so c. 20

MSS), as supported by
28

.

12. 'tn ^n tt>N ^] [G-K. 155/.].

tmtDn ^n«nn Sm^] [if
the text be right the 3 is best

explained not partitively as in 21 25
,
but as introducing the obj.

regarded as the means or instrument of the action : cp. 164 n. ;

Del. compares c-; in kara'a bi-suwari, he has read the suras (of

the Koran). But the vb. BHKTI is suspect here, partly because

it does not naturally go with the subj. &>n, partly because it

occurs so soon again after v. 8
: hence Du. *p5W?].

13. No doubt the athnah should stand at H3JJ, the second

gen. (cf. G-K. 1 28a) to bbspd being separated, for the sake of

the rhythm, from its no?n. regens (Bu.) ; [cp. Gray, Forms, 78 f.,

for the form of parallelism. If it were necessary to make the

parallelism more complete and the cstr. easier, we might read

nnn for oan].

14. HD1] Dr. § 124.

D*)p^]
(& (iav eraaiv ftov 7T0LrJTai) Dip** ; so Be. But this

(Bu.)
"

is too strong: God's rising up from his apparent

inactivity and indifference to what is taking place in the world

is what is meant (Ps. 3
s
al.)."

15. ^255^] the sense requires the sf. of 1st pi. (^3-), which

must accordingly be read (G-K. 58^): [Ehrlich n- in reference

to TIDK in 13
] ; ):ny\ as it stands must be Qal ; but fD (not used

in Heb.) as its uses in Ph. Arab. Eth. (in which it is the

common word for to be, weakened from to be established or to
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subsist, show, would, if it were in use, be intrans. : a contraction

from 0?3to3 is contrary to Heb. analogy ; cp. 41
2
,

Is. 64
s

, Jb.

17
4
[where similar errors seem to occur]: see G-K. J2cc;

1333i3 ,
1 must therefore be read ft33*3*1 is less suitable : see, for

the Pol., in a similar connection, Dt. 32
s

,
Ps. 119

73
).

[lHN Dmi] WE rightly allows inN, One (and the same

God), to be the subj. (so 8£ Jer. al.) ;
@i iv ttj avrfj tcoiXia, <£

(Symm. iv 6fioi(p rpoirw)
= inK amn

;
so Geiger (Del.), Ehrlich,

Del. appealing to Gn. 41
26

,
for "mx used of similarity not

identity.]

16. Vhl yDll^] constr. as Nu. 24
11 "H330 *

SJjajD, Qo. 210 ;

or \o partitive (as Nu. n 17
, Ps. 137

3
; Lex. 580^) is also

possible, idiomatic, and perhaps right.

18. mnnN . . . Vfrft] JH '?H| is to be explained by G-K.

117.x (the suffix used with the force of a dative, or sometimes

of another prepositional relation, as Zee. y
5

*??£¥) : [so Ibn

Ezra = '•joy Ha]. But the constr. is harsh : and perhaps [if the

meaning of j$L is to be retained] ^HjR (Gra. Grimme, Bu.)

should be read ; and, further, since the reference to the widow

is not very natural, fiaruN may be an error for TariJK (the suffix

referring to the orphan) ;
and the hyperbolical <dn |D3tD could

be removed by reading iSK 30. [But it is easier and yields a

more satisfactory sense than jjB, (see exegetical n.) to point

WIS
(2T '3WJDN ' cp. Rabbinic Comm. (ed. Wright and Hirsch)

and to read ^nr (or
s3m—Me. Bi. 1 Du. Oo. Be. K Vo.). & (and

so Bi. 2
)
omits the entire v. ; on Ik veorrjTos fxov i^erpefyov

(TlSnj) ft)? irajrip, tcai Ik yao-rpbs /jLrjrpos /iov (hSijyrjcra : U
Quia ab infantia mea crevit mecum miseratio

(
= 2K3) f

et de

utero matris meae egressa est mecum.]

20. tih DM] Du. ifa.

DftlirP] the pausal form (G-K. 54^).

21. DW hy] [so ffifH, but] the DliV has been mentioned

in 17
: so Du.'s bn^ [resolution of f^

1
] (so Be.K : cf. 627

) may
be right (Gra., before Du., had already proposed on for DirV).

22. HMttftp] tne s^* °^ tne 3°* ^em# s£* P fonounced lightly,
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and the peculiarity protected by Raphe (G-K. 912, where other

examples are cited. So b
n^, for ^JP from

najj),

^STfiN] the form gim, as Jer. 32
21

f.

il2p] [commonly meaning the (hollow tube of the) reed (so

also Assyr. kanu) occurs here only in the transferred sense of

the hollow of the socket or joint into which the arm
fits].

23. h\* TN ^N inD 13] (1) Di. and most, For a terror

coming (i>K, not ?) unto me was the calamity (i.e. retribution
;

cf. v.8) of God; (2) Hi. Del. (guided by Jer. 219 T^ WriS *6\
" and (the fact that) my terror (reached) not unto thee "), For

terror (would come) unto me, (even) the calamity of God (bit TN,
a "

permutative
"

of ^ nnc and (Del.) «^=«^ (fl\T) X2^").

Of these (1) is best: in (2) the ellipse of " would come" is

awkward, nor does Jer. 219fix the construction of the present

verse. But the sense of (2) is well expressed by the emenda-

tion of Du. (so Honth. Be.K Bu.) h nn&£ b* ina -3, For the

terror of God would come unto me ; a transcriber of nntO wrote

the Aram, form KnN* (cf. Dt. 33
21

, Is. 21 12
), and the change of

4 «n*o bx to bit tk "bit would be easy; cf. 3
25 wiin *rnns TTTB *3,

13
11 D3^y 5>tf nnBI (with || taKfr). But ffl, as rendered by Di.,

is not necessarily incorrect. [But neither f& nor the emenda-

tion gives a very good parallel to b
,
and TN ^X look like corrupt

variants of b# iriD : possibly the original third word of the line

(? T)?5!) has fallen out.]

24. Tftpitt] with d. f. implic. ; G-K. g$pp.

25. 'Via] cf. 82 n.

26.
|??"T "^P*

1

]
nt * movm§f along, as a glorious one

; Bu. as

a. jewel (accus. of state, as i9
25b

, Dny 24
7 - 10

27
19

,
Ru. i

21 al.
;

G-K. 1 i8n). IfJ,
in its Aram, sense ofglorious: cf. 5£Tj^ = "1233,

Dt. 28s8
,

Is. 238; 1£, ^I3-.] = ni32, Ps. 86
24

s al. (cf. "ip{ in

Heb. = glory, beauty).

27. np^] [so pointed in ffLh Qal, as Dt. u 16
[jJH] : above,

v. 9 pWOJ," and Jer. 207
(T\B% the Nif.

28. *b*hz pV] cf. on v. 11
.

^J"\W7!D] for then / should have lied to : G-K. 106^.

29. ^rn^yiim] The pf. with waw consec. (carrying on, in
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a frequentative sense, nftKW DN) with the tone held back on

account of the disj. ace. (Dr. 104, 113/i?). Similarly Ps. 19
14 281

vfeeoi . . . nwrm ;s, Pr. 23
s
30

915
. & (rvaa^) suggests mynm,

—or, better, ^yyhnni (Ps. 6010
65

14
),
which might be right.

30. ^DJl NtDrP
*
)DD2]= permitted it to sin: cf. Gn. 206

,

Ex. 3
19 al. (G-K. 157$, n.).

31. yy&! *h] nm is the Nif. ptcp. : the ptcp. negatived

by xS as Jer. 22 1815
(not Is. 6212

, cited by Del. by an oversight):

Dr. 162 n., Lex. s.v. vh 2b (p. 5196). Du., thinking the thought
of the text expressed too hyperbolically, omits JJV : Who is

there unsatisfied with his flesh ? SDfeQ is then, of course, the
it ;

* '

Nif. per/, in pause. [If the text be retained, cp. the use of }rp 'D

in 14
4

. The Nif. of y3K> occurs only here. The line can also,

of course, be rendered (AV., RVm.) : Oh that we had of his

flesh ! we cannot be satisfied (without it) ;
but this would be

feebler, even if it were not ruled out by the fact that the men of

Job's household enjoyed, and did not need to long for, this

festal food. Ehrlich also takes J?3E>3 as 1st impf. Qal pausal
form

;
but his view of JH text rests on a peculiar and in some

respects a very improbable treatment of other details : yyn#
kno

are the unworthy members of Job's household
;
the suffix in

Wa refers to the *K3B>D of v. 29 (cp. the fig. use of "1E>3D $DE> in

19
22

) ; not to be satisfied with any one's flesh means not to be

able to take vengeance enough on him. Bi. taking yaKO in the

same sense, omitting tfb in both lines (cp. &) and reading ntta

for '3D, obtains easy Hebrew, but in view of 32 a less probable

meaning : Job's servants
(ffir

his maid-servants, as though read-

ing mrtDK for WW TID) never complained of not having enough
to eat.]

32. rnfoS] Rd. with & {wavrl iXOovTc), 'A (oSoiiroptp), &

(U»3]3), V (viatori), % (*nD3&6, Jew?), Ol. Bi. Di. Bu.* etc.

*$¥> [II U as Jer. 14
8
].

33. D"ttO] (i)as Adam(€EVV. Schl. Del. Hi.); but the

reference here is to concealment, not from God, but from men
;

(2) as (ordinary) men (Ew. Di. Dav. RVm. : cf. Ps. 827

iinion 0*1X3 |3N ;
also Hos. 67 ma nay D1K3 noni, where, how-

ever, the const r. may be, as men who have transgressed a
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covenant); (3) Du. Be.K (with?) Q*W3, among men; (4) Gra.

Bu. D
"J?P [Ehrlich &"=!£},

a parenthesis, but Is. 2611 is very

precarious support for such a parenthesis].

pftttVj
in hiding (G-K. 1140).

*Q!"Q] an t, as in the Palest. Targum, as Pr. 5
20

, Ex. 4
6
,

34. ^D] gives the reason for the hypothetical action WD3,
which, as a fact, did not take place :

** If I have covered . . . ;

Because I dreaded the great multitude, and (because) the

contempt of families terrified me, So that (lit. and so) I kept

silence, not going out of the door"; J
in EHM continuing the

description of the hypothetical series of events, which did not

take place (cf. Gn. 31
27

, Jer. 2017
;
Dr. 74).

yn^N] py, to dread, as Dt. i
29

7
21

al. ;
in this sense, only

here with an accus. (in another sense, it occurs so c. 13
25

).

nil] rd. T\ (Albrecht, ZAWt 1895, p. 318; Bu.): Ji»n is

elsewhere always masc.

HJID N!£fc$ NT1

]
the synchronistic (frequent.) impf. ; see on

168. In English one may render in such cases by a ptcp.,

"not going out," etc.

35—37. [I
n addition to various proposed translations of the

existing text or emendations noticed in the exegetical notes or

in the notes that follow, a brief reference may be made to

some others, not that they should be accepted, but as evidence

of the ambiguities of the passage, and perhaps as containing

now and again fruitful suggestions in further study of what must

be regarded as the unsolved problems of text and exegesis.

Ehrlich reads in M
ujjp for ^JJT, referring the suffix to ^n and

treating -ibd as a second obj. of the vb. in 13JJP ;
in 86

*snjH* for

"OliyK ;
in 37 he treats 13T3K as a denom. of TJ3, and then strikes

out 37b as a gloss on tjTTOM : 'Hyv 1SDD is treated as adverbial

ace. = wherever I go. Richter inserts before 35C T»K frD }rv *D

= Oh that I had one to test me, and the book that my accuser

has written ; and in 36b reads \\y mt3y for ^ nnoy = I would

put on him a wreath as crown.]

35a. The double *p does not read well : 6 MSS, and perhaps

(tis Scar) aKovovrd fiov ;) Sb omit (1) "7; but (2) ^ would
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also bear omission (see VOW in 2 S. 15
3
); and this would be

better; [or, perhaps we should retain the second *? and for yw "»5>

read JJOB* 5>K
(||

to *ny> >iv) : bx would take a full stress better

than ^].

*lfi \H] [& ^oioZu") j ; & 1 Wi KH ; U ut desiderium

meam (audiat Omnipotens). ffir renders the whole line 35b

yelpa he tcvplov el fir) eSeSoticeiv (cp. Che. in EBi. 2479,

iy3B> by XV nHPl)< None of these, it will be observed, recognizes

the meaning 7«w or mark. What (5r mo? is not clear
; % may

have already had the reading of fH, and % (whence U EV.)

hardly justifies us in assuming a reading ^flJNfl (Be.
T

) ; in may
have been treated as = ixn (cp. Ibn Ezra, fj^'x "ion »3 DHOK E"),

and this taken as a masc. form equivalent in meaning to nitfn.

The question remains whether TllKn may be conjecturally

restored ; VilNn |n would give a parallel term to }fV "'D in a
,
and

so a and b would become complete parallels ;
but TUND }n is

perhaps a rather heavy parallel to jrv
SB. Ibn Ezra already

connected in here with the word as used in Ezk. 9*].

lj"£ 1DD] [the book which, etc. (G-K. 155^). For 2T\2 %
has wOoAdJ, U scribat, as if J^ were an^ ; ffic even more freely

renders the whole text, avyypa(f)r)v Be fjv el^ov Kara rivosi].

Vl*H t£^N] the sf. referring not to y~\> but to the compound
idea, aniPtt; cf. Is. 4i

llb 1?n HWK,
12

*|rrariD ^JK; also 50
8

*BBB13 7jn (G-K. 135^). [The phrase thus means : the man
who is at (legal) strife with me; cp., without the suffix and

without the special legal reference (common elsewhere in an,

e.g. Ex. 23
s

, Dt. 2 1
5
), Jg. 122

. The meaning, the man who
strives on my behalf, my advocate (*i*38P3 3*W, Ibn Ezra), is

indefensible : this would require
san 31 (cp. e.g. Mic. 7

9
, Pr.

23
11

). U ipse qui iudicat; <S (transposing) !r^-<t? w-»01QJ-»3.]

36. rrrWN] TO, as Pr. 621
t.

imtoy] the pi. may be right, as referring to the several

tiers of the crown
;
but perhaps rnttg (Be.

K
)

or rntpy (Du.)
should be read.

37- irrUN] for h TJK (G-K. 117*) : the double accus. after

T3TI is dubious (see on 26*). Du. T3N (without sf.).

123"^pN] I would bring it near (Is. 41
21 033*1 *3

"!jJ)i present
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it, sc. unto him (Ges. Me. Bu. RVm.), or (Du.) I would let him

(my adversary) draw near (Ps. 65
s

, Jer. 30
21

),
receive him,

proudly confident that he could not convict me. EVV. Di.

Del. al. as intensive of Qal, expressing (Di.) a firm and

dignified movement, I would draw near unto him; but Ezk. 36
s

NU? 13lp is not proof of the intrans. sense of 3^P (cf. the

trans. Pi. in such cases, ? n?3 NVD7 "lilD)
• and ^33lpK cannot1 T . 7 ..-./» ..

:
'

|T
-
:

naturally mean anything but bring it (or him) near.

39. MlDDll JT73Q tZ?D2] [there is a curious difference

between ancient and almost all modern interpretations of the

verbal phrase ;
the ancient interpretation is : / have grieved ;

the modern, I have caused to expire, ffir el Be kol
yjrv)(7)V Kvpiov

rrjs 77)5 itcXaftcbv i\v7T7jaa ; j$ <J (? read |r^?) |i-»^0> (
°\ 1

A-iOj] ; % rpnaK Kmoi K>SD1 (on the meaning, see below) ; U et

animam agricolarum eius afflixi
;
so Wycliffe, Seb. Munster.

The modern interpretation is already established in AV., and

appears in most modern comm. and translations ; exceptions

are Me. Wr. ("have disregarded the life of its occupier"),

Honth. ("dem Bauer drauf die Seele ausgepresst "), Ehrlich.

The Hif. nsn occurs in Mai. i
13

f with a different sense: here

it obviously expresses the causative of the idea in CD3 nso, n 20
,

and n&?B3 nnB3, Jer. 15
9

. In n 20 death might be, and is com-

monly taken to be, intended; but in Jer. 15
9 it is used in

reference to sensations, "figuratively of mental collapse at the

death of her sons in battle" (Dr.); so in late Hebr. and

Aramaic the vb. or noun is sometimes clearly used of some-

thing short of death—despondency, vexation, despair, or the

like ; cp. especially B>£3 nSD3 )*? "]ta, he went away vexed

(Tanchuma cited by Levy, ChWB ii. 59^), and similarly

fc>B3 *nS3, Rosh hashshana, 26
;
note also "]B>w rV KnStfS 1 S. 233 .

&
(
= '3 n« yil6)y t^B3 nriSD = PB3 fOiO, Dt. 2865 . The idioms

refer to the breathing (out), or blowing (away) of the soul
;
but

this need not necessarily imply death, since Hebrew thought

contemplated the departure of the soul from the body, not

only at death, but also, e.g., when a man is faint for lack of

food (La. i
11

). The phrase b>m nsn might, therefore, denote

the opposite treatment to that which brings back the soul ; i.e.

to sadden or grieve as contrasted with to comfort or alleviate
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(Ru. 4
15

) ;
and this would give an excellent parallel, if FTO3

could mean the labourers on Job's farms (U, Honth.) ;
but this

is improbable. Unless ppi]?3 be corrupt, the person or persons

concerned must be, in one sense or another, the owner(s) of

the land].

ntPNl t] [seems to be more general than D^K3, Is. 5
2, 4

t :

weeds, rather than a particular kind of weed (EV.
" cockle "),

especially, perhaps, rank-smelling (cp. BW3, B»K3n) weeds].



CHAPTER XXXII.

1. iT?Nn] MS
Ken * 7<s om. ; cp. v.6 . On QSc see exegetical n.

YWl] MS Ken ' 248 D?W3 ; so Sffi : cp. X eV au-nui/, Geiger,

Urschrift, 332 f. But "he had become (during the course of

the debate) righteous in their eyes," would have required fpn

rather than wn ; cp. e.g. Gn. 27
23

.

2. ^fcOll] ffi BapaxirjX. Olsh. (277
g
)

treats the verbal

element as imp
v

. (but see HPN 221): Bless, O God. Yet, as

probably in Phcen. !>jn3"n, Palm. *pa hu, the verbal element

may be pf. : if iT3"i3 = rWQ^ (HPN 216 n.), it might even be

impf. (Du.).

Dn hnDXtfftft 'Tan] cp. onw *anrr roriBPo n5n 3i
3
*(Hoffm.).

For D"» & has 'Pa/x (Papa, 'Apap), •n)? ^luo-emSo? %d>pas, 2}

ip*!!?]
to prove, or consider (some one) to fo zrc Me right is

expressed here, as in 33
s2

(*&), Jer. 3
11

(ff), Ezk. I66"- (jH), by

the Piel, but in 27
s
by the Hif.

OYT7ND] \0 rather than as Jer. 3
11

(cp. c. 40
8
) ; (5c before

as 4
17

, but less suitably to the present context.

3. n^yft] v.6 : answer is expressed by i"Q1B>n in 21 34
, and

also 34
36

(Elihu), or, substantially, by pta in 810
,
and also 33

s2

36
2
, t6» in 13

17
, »33Jp |^D in 23

s
.

1VN n« ^ttW)] either (1) and (yet) condemned Job,

waw conv. as, e.g., 2 S. 19
29

(Dr. §§ 74, 79) ; or (2) and (there-

fore) condemned not Job, the force of the \ib extending from

W£Q *h to the following vb. with waw conv. as in 3
10

(n.). If

IK^D vb means they (now)found no (further) answer (cp. v. 5
),

the

second rendering is best ; leaving Job with the last word, they

were virtually leaving him uncondemned. The same sense

would be secured if evae^v) in
A* "c Hp28

, £ H
0AX^»> jjlJSLb)

33a
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were the true reading of Q5c (not aareftr) of most MSS), and

this pointed to ipH5W instead of IJffiTPI. According to a Jewish
tradition (D*1B1D ppri) 3VK is a correction for D*r6tf, and the

original text ran : because theyfound no answer (to Job), and so

condemned God.

4. D^ITS 1VN nM POIl W^W] awkward even for

the poor style of these vv. Hos. 69 is a precarious parallel for

nDn (usually construed with
*>)

with the ace. It is questionable
whether (Gr's irrrifieivev hovvai airoKpiaiv 'Icd/3 is more than a para-

phrase of $f ;
the similar rendering of RV.,

" Waited to speak
unto Job," is certainly a paraphrase; Du., however, at the

suggestion of (3r, inclines to insert 2wi> before aVNTlK : most,

following Wr., read 2VK HK (¥13*13: (waited) while, or so long- as,

they spoke with Job. Ehrlich, also reading and pointing En3*l3,

but not transposing: (waited) with, or beside, Job while they

spoke. Hi. inserts *jn between JIN and 3VK. For mn X has

eirXrj^e (
= nan), and $ ^ps&D (

= n
*P
n
)

: both unsuitable in the

context.

6. "VpN^]
see 3

2 n.

D^D**- /] cf. on 30
1
. The addition is not otiose, and, here,

needed for the rhythm (cf. 15
10

D*D* TOKO "Vaa).

b^ttF] see 1212 n. Du. w. c. inserts, after &&&>, Dab

(which might rather easily have dropped out before p !>y).

^ilSnt] either [(1) / held back (RV. Bu.), the root being

*>nt= J^j = ^-k»1, & withdraw, which occurs in Heb. only in

the phrases nsy ^nt, Dt. 32
24

, pK 'r, Mic. 7
17

,
used of reptiles

that M crawl away to hide themselves under stones, plants,"

etc. (Dr. Deut., ad loc); or, more probably, (2) /was in dread

(Hi. Du.) from i>nt = J^-J = ^-k»> ; this does not occur elsewhere

in OT., but it is found in the old Aramaic inscription of Zakir,

king of Hamath (9th cent. B.C.), who records that Baal Shamain

said to him [N*a]i>D 5>a p ^vnN na*o -joy . . . H3K *a *;n?n hx

(A 13), fe wo/ afraid, for I . . . «w wz'M M^, etc., and is

common in later Aramaic with the regular substitution of d
for the z of old Aramaic. In Arabic the same root survives in

J^J, blood-revenge', see No. in ZDMG xl. 741, liv. 163. (Sr,

guessing, r\a\r^aaa\

39
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rfiTO] n
3? Aram, for Tin : vv. 10- 17

(as here with in), 15
17

36*,

Ps. ig
3
!; cf. the subst. vwiK, 13

17
(n.).

''in] ^ (masc. of njn or nyi) w.
10 - 17

36
s- 4

(rrijn) 37
16 (W) f.

O^riN] [For the double ace. after mn, cp. the similar con-

struction with TJH in 264
; but see n.]. Bu. Be., perhaps, DDfiK.

7. IV^T1
]
the pi. by attraction, as 15

20
. [Read defectively

(WT) by (Sr, and treated as Qal : the
||
favours jJH.]

8. pN] a strong" asseverative, often used to introduce

emphatically the statement of a fact,, after what had been,

mistakenly
" said" or thought (Zeph. 3

7
, Jer. 3

20 88
,
Is. 49* 53*,

Ps. 31
23 82 1

; Z##. 383). [Here only in Job.]

D^in "Httf HOW) tn^Ml NT7 mi] [The syntax of the

v. is best explained as follows: nil is pred., D3^D, a noun

sentence, is the subj., and nm is an anticipation of the subject,

as is wn in La. i
18

, ri3n in Is. 51
19

, on in Pr. 30
24

(cp. Dr.

§ 201 (1)). The pred. rm is doubly qualified: it is the nn of

the Almighty, and it is that nil entering into (n), or imparted

to, man
;

in prose these two qualifications would stand in a

single clause 6^3X3 *iw im, but the requirements of parallelism

and rhythm call for two parallel terms (riEK^ and rm), and dis-

tribute the qualifying clauses between the two lines. To insert

5>N after nn (Bi. Bu.), cp. 33* f^, and irvevfia 6eov (2 here)

rhythmically overloads the line
; to substitute f>K for K\l would

make line a an easy sentence but an irrelevant assertion ;

irrelevancy is the objection also to RV. " there is a spirit in

man "; though syntactically this is possible. Du., dissatisfied

with all explanations of ?f, proposes B*UN TNn for &nJN3 KM,
and renders : the Spirit (viz. of God) enlightens man].

9. 0^1 N7] can mean naturally only "not many," or,

less obviously, "not great men" (EVV.). Di. Hi. De. take

grandes in the sense of grandcevif
but it is doubtful whether

21,
—and especially D'Q'l,

—standing alone, would have this

sense unless clearly suggested by the context, as by the anti-

thesis of TJW in Gn. 25
23 TJW 13JP 3"i1 (but Bu. even here

would render, the greater) ; Bu. Be.T ,3fc> VO (15
10

),
a neat

change, fflt 7ro\v%p6vioi, % ]ALdO-») (LiQjCD, U long&vi, whence
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Ley W "3n t6, Du. Be.T , better, OT* 3s
! t6 (note & ;

and

cf. 7 d'jp ah).

IO-17. [Vv.
12 - 15, 16,17

(except for a fragment, see below) and

the words p^D jnpnn 1JJ in n are absent from It1 ,
and were

absent from the original text of (5r, their place being subse-

quently supplied from 0. But this, as Be. points out, does

not justify the inference (Bi.) that 15~17
(Hatch omits n-17

)
were

absent from the original text of f^ ;
on the other hand, iroXiv

\a\rj(T(O y
at the beginning of 18 = Tiy in 16b + TON in 17a

,
and

represents an abbreviation by (Er of a text that need not have

been very different from the existing text of ?^. Even if this

text is in some disorder, (& is of little use as a guide to reaching

a more primitive text. V. 10b is repeated at 17b
,
and in 17 forms

an exact formal parallel to 17a
; so that if the repetition is not

original, it may be 10b rather than 17b that is intrusive. Of

proposed reconstructions Du.'s would be preferable to Bu.'s,

if either were needed : Du. omits v. 10 (except pi>) and reads the

rest in the order 9
, ph of 10 4-

15
,

16- 17« lla - b - 12a- llc' 12b « c - 13' 14' 18
J

Bu. omits n - 12 - 15"17
,
and reads the remainder in the order

9. 13. u. io
e bu# treats n and 12 as tristichs, as which they

would stand apart from the surrounding distichs
;

u
might

well be a tristich,
12 less naturally; at the same time, even

when transposed (as by Du.),
12a - llc do not form a very happy

distich, nor one that is rhythmically beyond reproach; this

might be due to these lines being glosses, or to some other

textual disorder at this point.]

10. ny^W] 2 MSS, ffiSU iy^^: so Hi. Bu. Be.T . This

agrees with the fact that Elihu is here addressing the friends

(vv.
6 - llff

-): still Di. (though he allows that this " im Grunde

besser passt ") points out that he has Job distinctly in mind (cf.

33
1
),

that it is "at least not impossible" that at the end of a

paragraph he might invite him particularly to attend, and that

the correction of ny»B> into WD&? is easier to understand than

the opposite change.

P]N] frequent in Elihu (Bu.); [see 34
12 - 17

35
1*
36

16
37

1* 11
].

11. VYTTnn] the Hif. also v. 16
: elsewhere in the book the

Pi. fe
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V>tN] contracted from P?KK which is read by 5 MSS Km '

;

cf. Wl, Nu. 11 25
(G-K. 681).

*f^] different from $>K or i>, and implying not listening to

something present, but (Bu.)
"
listening eagerly for something

expected" : I listened even unto your reasons, until your reasons

came (cf.
c
)

:
" listened for"'' (EVV.) is adequate in English.

MVYlS'Qn] y°ur understandings^ i.e. words or speeches in

which your understanding would declare itself: EVV. reasons

is a fair paraphrase.

12. 03*Hjn] with counter-tone for D3HJTI [G-K. 1030]. *1J>

itself is peculiar (for 38
18 is not parallel),

—
probably (Di.) as

in u.

mno ywh pt] [cp. d*p» 4 p«, Jer. 50
32

; too 4 r«>

Ps. 142
5

; d™» ni> pa, La. i
2

(
9- 17

ni> '» 'k) ; n!> jtb>d pa, Dt.

22^; r6 pN m, Jer. 30
17

. In these cases ^ does not introduce

the obj. of the part.
—for an emphatic prefixing of the obj.

there would be no reason—but goes closely with the ptf, as

obviously when pK negatives a noun (e.g. Gn. u 30
); cp. Lex.

s.v. pN 3. With the B in b
(D3c) after ^ p«, cp. La. i

2
].

13. }q]
= (Beware), lest, as 36

18
, Is. 36

18
.

12DT1

]
drive him away. 1 MS UBTV, pursue him (so Gra.);

1 MS l3Bin% thrust away (2 K. 4
27

).

[14. WON ttS WnQHSl \bto ^M "pr «Sl] The

connection between the two lines, and of both with what

precedes, is not clearly marked, and has been differently

explained. Bu., e.g., says "the meaning is: his weapons can

do me no harm, for my (weapons) are different from yours
"

;

on this view v. 14a is antithetical to the sense of what precedes,

viz., that Job has silenced and thereby got the better of the

friends, and 14b is a reason for 14a
; but neither the antithesis

nor the reason is clearly expressed : on Bu.'s view we should

expect at least to find ^K prefixed to "jiy tib, *3 instead of 1

before D3n»K3, and "py
s

impf. for "py pf. Similar objections

lie against other explanations of j$L. The presence of the

parallel terms pta and (D3)nox(3 l)
—at the end of the first and

beginning of the second lines respectively (cp. Gray, Forms of

Hebrew Poetry, p. 67 f.)
—suggest that the lines were originally
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more exact parallels than in fH ;
if they were, *py fc6 conceals

a parallel to \}2*WX tib, and ^»K, perhaps, to D3—in DS'nDKni.

As a matter of fact these concealed parallels reappear, if we
assume the loss of two letters (one perhaps later than

(5r)

by haplography, and the mutilation (also perhaps later than

<&) of n into *
; read %3 (or ^V?"KS Bi.) V}>$ & for ^x TIP «b :

roLavra, in (Sir's paraphrastic rendering of 14a
(
14b

is omitted in

(5r) iireTpeyfrare XaXrja-ai toulvto, ptf/jbara, is, of course, the

exact equivalent of r&fcO ; cp. Toiavra 7ro\\d = nm n?K3 in 162
;

the weight of (Si's support for p6nd would be greater but for

a tendency of the version to insert roiavra {after the noun,

however, and not as here and in 162 before) when it was

certainly not in its Hebrew text: see i5
4,13

33
16

, and cp. 39
14

(
= 40

4
),
but not 818

,
where roiavra = 3 (at the end of v. 17

)
and

|n (at the beginning of v. 18
}.]

n7)] &U omit the 1; whether it was in the text para-

phrased (see last n.) by (2r is quite uncertain.

15. 1|7T\yn] the "internal" Hif., with a (virtually) intrans.

sense (G-K. 53c?), as Gn. 128 2622
. (5r (O) iwaXaicoaav ef

avrSiV \6yov$ (from the sense of pny in 21 7
,
and in Aram.).

16. Y&mm] Ew. Hi. De. Di. Du. : And should I wait

(

s

fiprnm) because they speak not ? for the 1 consec. with the pf.

introducing a question, see Dr. 1197, G-K. ii2cc: cf. Ezk. i813,24,

Nu. 1616
,

Is. 669
"n-i^jn,

and Ps. 50
21 mtam (Dr. 104). As

Bu. observes, as the emphasis rests on the speaker, SjTIW \JN1

would be expected; but "And I waited" (Tl^roro, with simple

waw), etc., yields a very poor sense, besides equally needing
the emphatic pron. (*r6rnn "ONl). It may be noticed, how-

ever, that the emphatic pron. follows (twice) in 17
. [Ehrlich

*rvfenm, and so I begin; but the ^N would still be as much

missed.]

17. n?IW] the punctuation as Hif. (Qoh. 5
19

f, where the

'B in rtjyN is probably dittographed) is very strange : probably

*P?T\ njPjR was avoided, as the construction was felt to be

awkward, and *pW1 rujW was intended to mean, "I will make

my part answer." Ew. conjectured (§ 192c, n. 2) that it was

a proverbial saying, meaning (TO'!
1

, a denom. from n:yo, a
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furrow 1
)
"I also will furrow my own field!" fig", for, do the

part that belongs to me. The explanation is clever, and might
well be right, but it is precarious. If n3yN means will answer,

TOX must be read.

y?TT] ace. of reference, as regards my part: Gn. [41
40

]

(G-K. [118^]); or a kind of cogn. ace? or, answer my part

(respond to its call)? [or, rather, so the parallelism suggests,

make reply with my portion (cp. 15
2

n.) : see exegetical n.].

Ehrlich *npp—excellently, if emendation is necessary.

18. *0] The line is somewhat short : hence Ley VIOD *B 'O,

Be. K *3JK for % Du. either *33K or ^X *3.

TlStt] for Mwte (so c. 20 MSS) : cf. i
21W (G-K. 23/, 74/*).

19. n^n] Bi. Ley, Be.K m. c. \\}.

VPS!*] the tense is expressive (Dr. § 37 if.): EVV., ex-

cellently, "is ready to burst." As regards the syntax, »3$3

''is conceived as its gramm. obj. on the principle of 229
"

(Di.

Bu. G-K. I2i3), or (Du.) ypy may be a clerical error for VP^R,

due to the preceding nns^ ;
so Bu. (alt.) Be. K

, (£ wenrep (f>var}-

rrjp xa^Kico^ (as though DW HUN3) ; S> l^jj^}^] ^ "jo (as

though (Be.) D"BHn ni2K3
!).

20. *b rrwi] 1 s. i623 t Wi>
rmj: cf. nn, Est. 4

14
;

nrnrj,
Ex. 811

, La. 3
56

, + Ps. 6612
(for Wty]'

21. D*TN"^N"»] MS 597
(de Rossi) ^ for 5w, i.e. and unto

God, being a man, I will not use fair titles ; but the form of

the Hebrew is improbable. Be. K (with a ?)
?K *|*fl for d*u* Jm.

ITON]
22

,
Is. 44

5
45

4
t.

22. !"723N ^n^l^ bw *0] The constr. of the impf. is more

Syriac than Hebrew: see Dr. 163, Obs. ; G-K. 120c; Nold.

Syr. Gr. § 267. Cf. Is. 42
21 T1J0 . . . pan, 47

5
, La. 4

14
.

[Richter na3K *jn ^K A *3, and in b *&& for <:nb*.1

[ID^M] cp. Ps. 212 8i 15
.]

1 ["On niiio, the furrow (cp. Ps. 129
8
), at the end of which the plough-

man turns, see Dalman, ZDPV, 1905, p. 276°. . . Uu still means a furrow

in Palestine" (Dr. Samuel 1
, p. 109, on 1 S. 14

14
). Cp. Ohal. 17

2
(cited by

Levy, s.v.) njyo 'sn enn, if any one has ploughed the half of his furrow.]
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1. D /INI] Howbeit, "breaking off, and turning aside to a

new subject, as 14
18 "

(Di.). [d^IK, common to the Prologue,

the Dialogue, and Elihu, is a favourite word in Job (i
11

11 6 127 13
4
14

18
17

10 with "|as here, and 25 5
s

I3
3
f without),

occurring in this book as frequently as in the whole of the rest

of the OT.]
2. N2 T\yH] as 13

18
4o

15f>
; Lex. 6og3.

[^rQ] *]n, strictly the palate or roof of the mouth, is here

used in synonymous parallelism to *B, as in Pr. 5
s 87 to DTIBK>,

in reference to speech: cp. also 31
30

.]

3. My words are (
= embody) the honesty of my heart,

And the knowledge of my lips they utter purely or sincerely

(adv. ace. ; or, as something pure or sincere). Cf. mi"0 nBK>,

Zf. 3
9

. Be. Du. tbn -iro 'nac njn n»K *aj (Du. P&) K>rn, My
heart is astir (Du. overflows) with words of knowledge, My
lips speak that which is pure : cm, as Ps. 45

2
; pW, as Jl. 22*,

W1 WVT\ Wipn ip^*n, 4™. prn is excellent (Ps. 45
2
) ; but it

deviates much more from fif than pB>\ Either Be. or Du. give

a couplet superior stylistically to fif : but the loss of "IE* is

considerable. & om. nm, so Grimme, St. (keeping
a as iJH),

"And my lips speak that which is pure "; but it is not clear

that j$ did not read njn, a strictly verbal rendering may not

have been intended.

5. ^rrWf] see on 13
22

.
[
a is rather short: % + Ikl-.A^)

(ct. v. 32
),
which does not necessarily imply that "U1 was read,

for cp. 13
22

$>. <St + 7rpo? rauTa, whence Du. r6tf> Ley nKT"S>y,

Nichols nKt!>.]

HDiy] |4d (32
14

)
or BBPD (23*) might be supplied ; but

mXTin suggests (Del. Bu.) that norte is in the poet's mind:
239
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Tiy with ellipse of n»rfo is not unfrequent (Lex. p. 789^) ; prob-

ably, indeed, the word is intended to suggest both ideas.

nH^nn] in a military sense, as 1 S. 17
16

, 2 S. 23
12

.

6. *p£D] '??, as [Ex. 1621 tax >£D, each in proportion to his

eating ; so here lit. I am in the proportion of thee as regards

God, i.e. I stand towards God even as thou dost (Lex. 8056)]
Gra. St. *jto3.

hvb] [Be.
K

(?), Ehrlich 5>K
*6).

^H^p] In NH. pg is used of a baker cutting off pieces

of dough, or of cutting- off grapes in a lump with the cluster

(NHWB iv. 388a).

7. ^N] from *l?Nt: cf. the vb. Pr. 1626 lf> n!>By 5>Dy 8?M

liTQ V?)) *pij ^3. The V is common in Syr. [and Jewish Aramaic,

cp. n^ nWN HE, W/to <fow 2/ matter to him ? WJiat concern is

it of his? examples in NHWB i. 77^, 780. cniik »^n
]^ A . \ ;

Pr. 67
, Sb, there is no one to urge, or compel^ him : |<y>n] ]\

i^o] V»01J
= oy« avdy/cj) \iyeiv vvv (these and other examples

in PS. 189a). Thus urgency rather than pressure (RV.) should

be the force of sptf]. & y X€LP f
Ji0V = *t3 (cf. 13

21
): so Ol. Hi.

Wr. Hfm. Sgf. Be. Bu. Du.,—with, naturally, 133J1 (Be. Sgf.

Bu. Du.). But the Aramaism may well be original: the other

words of i3
21a are not quoted exactly.

8. P7ft] ybn would be more natural (Bi. Bu. Du. Be.),

though not (Bu.) exactly necessary. dSt
H ' A

j$ express the

pron. ;
but the case is not one in which we can be sure that

they read it. EVV. insert "thy" in italics.

9. }WQ ^/!2] [For 'hi with a noun (without . . .) forming
a negative clause synonymous in meaning" with a preceding

adj., see 24
10

,
Ps. 63

s
].

Fjftt]
an Aramaism, from the *J ,^lk», «^lk» (rare), to rub

or cleanse> especially the head.

10. ]H]
Oo. Be.K Nim.

rV)N12n] Nu. i4
34

f. K^n is to frustrate or thwart a pur-

pose, Ps. 33
10

; to annul or disallow a vow, Nu. 30
6

: so nxi:n

in Nu. 14
34

(TWOrrnK DnyTl) is my frustratio7i (sc. of your

purpose ; RV. paraphrasing my alienation) ; and here niKUn
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are frustrations, i.e. vexatious interferences with my plans

(cf. 17
11

).
But it is highly probable that HiaNh should be read

(so Wr. Bu. Du. Be. Barth), i.e. occasions or opportunities (viz.

of hostility), from HSK (Arab. *a?uly
, to come at the right time), to

bring at the right time, or opportunely, Ex. 21 13 flv naN D^npNiT);

Hithp. to make an opporttinity for oneself, seek a quarrel,

2 K. 5
7 b wn na^na *3; jg. 14* dti^so e>p3o Kin naxh »a.

This sense is already expressed by is (|A-^Xl).

11. Dtl?^] point DB^ : see on 13
27

.

TOl] See on 13
27

. [V.
11

(Bi. Du. om.), like 10b from 13
24

,

is cited verbatim, except for the necessary changes in the

persons, from 13
27

: ct. 9 - 10a which summarize some of Job's

charges, but with new terms (rnwan, *|n).]

12. JlNf] ace. of respect, "as regards this," Anglice, "in

this
"

: so (with nxr) 19
26

(si vera 1.), Ezk. 2o27 f. Ew. Di. Del.,

and in effect RVm. " 4

Behold, in this thou art not in the right,'

(so) I answer thee
"

;
but the parenthetical "pj?K is un-Hebraic

(though, cf. Ex. 5
16

D^npfc).
RVm. "

Behold, in this thou art

not just, I will answer thee
"

;
but no answer to the com-

plaints made by Job follows, ["jays is thus, probably, corrupt :

possibly it is a variant of najp(Ki) in 13
: & in both vv. has

ovfc eiraKrjKoev /jlov' Still the simple omission of "jayK would

leave 12a
rhythmically rather deficient.] © 7T(W5 yap \eyeis,

AiKaios elfjLi ko\ ovtc iiraK^Kokv /jlov ; whence Bi. 1
riNt |r?

*aay* $b\ (Bi.
2
>npy¥) Tlpn* (with the reading Mpys, cf. 19

7
30

20
) ;

Du. nay vb PVX& OK nan, Behold, if I cried, he would not

answer(? naig ; Be. K naya *6) »np-rc -i»«n in (nyrc win, as 19
7

;

Tn, as [1 Ch.' 13
12

(|| TN,' 2 S. 69
),

Dn. io17
f)]. Of these Be. K

has the advantage of adhering most closely to (&
;
but ne^n for

nxt and the transposition of N^ are both violent changes.

ttTtiNE Trbto POT *0] nn in the sense of to be great

[occurs here only in reference to persons : of things, Gn. 43
s4

.

The *a is commonly taken to be causal : it might introduce

the explication of DNT (pointing forward as in io13
),

if the follow-

ing clause were suitable : this it is not in pf, for we cannot

translate ^ with Ehrlich, that God acts too severely against
men. But nyv may be corrupt], ffi alcovios (apparently =
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D7*yO) yap iariv 6 eirdvw (apparently jy?j; for mfw) ftporcov,

whence Du. DpVD for rQT1

*3, God hideth (his eyes) from men

(Dpyo with ellipse of y»yy f
as Ps. io1

).
But the change is very

violent, besides being, in fact, not necessary.

13. Htt'nJ G-K. 73.

rCV1 *A iTf! *23 *0] The older renderings, "For he

giveth not account of any of his matters" (AV., RV.)« "is not

responsible for" (Ges. Del. 1

),
are inconsistent with the meaning

of ruy
;

"
all his words he answereth not

"
(
== answereth not a

single word) (Schl. Kamph.) presupposes (Di.) ">2i for V121.

fE can only be rendered (Del.
2
),
That he answereth not any of

his (man's, v. 12
)
words (appeals) : but, as Job is the only man

of whose treatment by God Job complains (19
7
30

20
),

it is both

more pointed and far more natural to read for inin either ym
(Hi. Di. Sgf. Bu. Be.), or, following (Sc's paraphrase (Ae^e*? Se,

Aia ri tt)<? 8lkt]$ \iov ovk iiraKijKoiv fiov irav prj/ia ;) *~\27, with

^3 introducing the direct narration, G-K. 157$ (Bi. Du. Be. alt.).

14. O^JTVtt?!!! • • • nnfcO] in one way . . . in two ways;
EVV. once . . . twice ; but, as Del. points out, once is nnx and

twice DYlC, 2 K. 610
,
Ps. 6212

[also c. 40
5
],

and nnJO is never =
nntf djtm.

PEnW1 tfh D^nttfll] y&, as 35
13

;
see also 7

8
17

15 209 24
15

34
s9

355,U: nniB^ vh — without . . . Dr. § 162. Sgf. Bu. St.

nm&?n N^>, And in two, without thy perceiving it
;
Gra. ruyDB* tib t

And in two, without his hearing it ; & (^SLCDOlD ]]), V (repetit),

whence Mich. Be.
TK

H3B* *6 (or Be. T fU3E* N^), And in two he

doth not repeat it
f
—but this disagrees with the sequel (in which

God is said to speak in more than one way); Du. Be. K alt.

(cf. X ovk aKvpwaev clvtov) TtoTW vb> And in two he doth not

reverse it (viz. what he has said, his teaching, warning). [Ley,

Peake TOW &6 CN\]

15. p^tn] 6 MSS, and perhaps &V (fflr
also has eV), JVTra.

(Ex rj iv fiekerr)
= fi^m.

D^tWN hy rwnn Ss^l] = 4
13b

: here probably a gloss

from 4
13b

(Bi. Du. Be. Bu. St.): notice (Du.) the recurrence of

D*B>3K in 16a
.

16. DJirP DlD^l*)] [both words are very ambiguous : the
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vb. may be (i)
ti'nw (fH), seals, i.e. impresses a seal on, or

perhaps, metaphorically, concludes', cp. especially the Arabic

in, e.g., ^SJft\ *!>-, he concluded (the reading of) the Qoran,

^juuaH *-"l>-> the seal, i.e. the last, of the prophets : or (2) Q^n
1

.

((&: see below), dismays them; the prep. 3 may be by means of

(after E^t1

*),
or it may introduce the obj. of Dhw (though for this

37
7
gives only a precarious support). D1DD, which ffi supplies

with what is probably a conflate punctuation (D"TDfo), may be (1)

cnob their fetter (12
18

n.), which may be indicated by jUTs b

(the scriptio defectiva being then as in 39
s
)
instead of p ;

or

(2) B19? (
so I MS, °-e R°ss

i)> their discipline (i.e. the discipline

imparted to them), which may be indicated by Jft's D instead of

D, which would have been required for the meaning fetter
; or

(3) D"1DD, disciplines, admonishments, though the pi. does not

occur elsewhere. If the noun be "tpD, does it mean discipline in

the sense of suffering (Di. Ehrlich
; cp. the Mishnic plID''), or

disciplinary instruction, or warnings (Bu. Dr.)? In favour of

the latter is 36
10

,
where the parallel strongly suggests that 1D1ID

is something spoken to man, not something suffered by him
;

and it is against the former that the method of instruction

through suffering is first developed from v. 19
onwards].

(5r ev eiheaiv <p6j3ov toiovtois avTov? egecpofiyo-ev (A ifki]%et,

avTovs: £>
xqS\ -»^i); whence for BfofP, Wr. Bi. Hfm. Bu.

Du. Be Dnn; : Du. Be. also, for DnDID, DWto (Dt. 4
34

)
: Be. alt.

E S

¥"W?3 ,
but ev ecBeacv corresponds rather to tPNTM?, visions.

[Perhaps we have in elheaiv (poftov traces of a double rendering

of OWifo: (1) ecSecrcv, (2) <£o/3ot?; for tolovtois, see n. on 32
14

.

T

Nichols, after ffi, DniD W1ID3.]

17. PfttWE D"TN "VDH1

?] Rd. after & (airh aSi/ctas),

& (. tOTOrnl <-So),
U (ab his quae fecit), £ (N13iy p) V1BW30 :

so virtually EVV. {from his in italics), Di. al., HKtyD being under-

stood from the context (cf. Q/J!?' 3°
9
)
to De an ***^ deed (facinus).

Bi. Du., following (Sr more closely, HTiyD ;
but (Bu.) ahi/cia may

be only an explanation of npyo. Be. either P^VO, or JK?'3B, or

WWVQQ. [Ehrlich quite differently : VWs Q1K1D THOH^, retain-

ing
b
unchanged.]
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HM*1 1i:ift TT\y\] ™3, the Aram, form [as, e.g., in Dn. 4
34

,

& Is. 3
27

]
for n}K3, as 2229

, Jer. 13
17

;
HD3* . . . 1 TDrfc, as Is.

io2 and often, Dr. § 1 18. To hide pride from man yields, how-

ever, a poor and doubtful sense : to hide is not = to withdraw,

weanfrom (Del.). Hence Di. Du. Be. K (as an alternative, see

below) njpa* ; Reiske, Bi. 2 Bu. Du. alt. nfi?), cut away (as with

a knife or sickle
;

Is. 33
12 DTnD3 D>'ip, Ps. 8017

f nmoa, of a

vine). (3r to Se aSifia avrov
(
= nta (20

25
n.) : so also S

rn^n.n .
)
airo TTTGOfiaros ippvaaro; hence Bi. 1 n¥B* "I3$D nijll

(nya, to rescue (Aram.), as Ps. 144
7
) ;

so Be. K (as an alternative),

with HW alternative for '"IVSP.

18.
""[ILTP] carrying- on 17 TDIT3 : //*«/ he may, etc. (Di. De.

Bu. RVm.). [Du. "jcrn or "]t?ni: but for the absence of waw in

J^, cp. Is. 64
1

,
Pr. 2 2

.]

^D] see on 616 and 31
7
.

WTn] n
J
r
? a late syn. for t?B3, and probably properly

(Hengst. Bu.) an adj. the living one (sc. K'BD : cf. njn ^s
^, Gn. 27

,

al. ; and fTrP, Ps.2221
35

17
; except 38

s9
, always ||

to t?S3, and

except 33
20

,
in the following clause) : vv. 22, ^

36
14

,
Ps. 78

50

(Tjon ->ni> onjrn a^aa ro»» "j£>n &6), i43
3

(i
n the orig., Ps. 7

s

**n), perhaps 74
19b

; and of the soul, as the seat of appetite

(v.
20

n.), 33
20

38
39

t.

xhwi liyn] cf. 28 nrrea -ujjd 1^3 ma, and 36
12 nh£ ntea.

nfe is a late word (36
12

, Jl. 28
,

2 Ch. 23
10

(for a^in the'fj

2 K. 11 11
) 32

s
,
Neh. 4

11 - 17
f) for missile, dart (Arab, silah,

weapon) : '3 12V is rendered by Di. (cf. EVV. perish by) pass

away (
= disappear, perish ;

cf. 34
20

1"OJH), through or by the

missiles of Divine retribution
; by Hi. De. Bu. Du. pass

on into (cf. v.28 nriK>3 "Qyc) the missiles, fig. for, rush into

destruction unconsciously, De. remarking that lay, sq. '3,

has the presumption of meaning to "pass on into" (as v. 28
).

Du.'s rhvm (both here and 36
12

)
forms an excellent

||
to a

,

and is in itself very suitable (Bu.'s objection that it is "with-

out parallels
"

is only partly true : there are many cases of

then loc. after 3, as Jos. 15
21

naj|a ;
and Ps. 9

18 nitert

occurs) ;
but it is venturesome to make the same correction

twice (here and 36
12

) ; and unusual expressions are char-
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acteristic of Elihu. (5r iv 7ro\i/xa) is evidently a paraphrase
of fH.

19. riD^niJ the tense is correct, the pf. with waw cons.

describing
- what is likely to happen often (cf.

20a
,
and the bare

impf.
21a

). &j$U Opirn not altering the sense [but giving, as in

16
,
an active cstr.

; (SH also supply an obj.]. It might have

been expected, however, that the new case would be introduced

more distinctly (cf. fflr ttoXlp Se) : hence (Du.) it would be

perhaps better to read ny DJ
; Be.K Bu. «n?^ i«. But &

ttuXlv may be merely explanatory.

llfcOft] [here only in Job; in 213 166 3X3].

ll^D] &F, Bi. Grimme, Be. K 33PD [as in v. 15
: note the

similarity of the expressions describing the occasions or means

of Divine discipline 33^'D fy niEUfQ, '» by aiKSDn].

mj so Kt. Hi. De. Dav. Bu. RV. :
" While the strife of

his bones is perennial
"

: 3n, Qre, Or. (both Kt. and Qre)
ffi (&) (irXijdo*), & (iL.OTD), & (WD), V (omnia), Ew. Di.

RVm. Du. : "While the multitude of his bones {yid. 4
14

)
are

firm" (Du. are lamed'. "IBK for jnN after <& (Q) ivaprcrjaev U
marescere facit). Fried. Del. explains T") from Assyr. rob =
ifcke'nreiVy to vanish (HWB 614 f.). Sgf., for T1 or nn, 2X3,

Be.
ap"| (cf. Pr. 124 rnrcrajD 3|Tj3, 1^ nwp niovy ajrvi, Hab. 3

16

'psya 3pi : for apn see on 5
3
).

20. DI17 "iTYTT W^ntl] Thepf. with waw cons, (frequent.),

as v. 19
. DHJ f only here (but vid. on 67

).
Aram. Cn? is to befoul,

38
14

ST CHf 1D3, a soiled garment ; Syr. )>o&\] is to make foulf

i>O01]iO,/^zV/; Arab, zahima is to stinky or befetid (Lane, 1263),

sahama is to re^te/ (Freyt. : cf. Daud Alfasi, as cited by De.) ;

and n sn here, as in 38
39

,
is a syn. of £>D3 (v.

18
n.), as the seat of

appetite (Ps. 107
9

,
Is. 5

14 and often). Hence ffi may be rendered :

(1) His appetite inaketh it, bread, foul, i.e. treats it as loath-

some (the sf. in tflDTIT anticipating the obj. : see 29
s

n.) ;
so

(virtually) EVV. abhorreth bread; or (2), from the Arab., His

appetite makes him repel bread
;

so virtually Di. De. The
Arab, repel (unless zaha?na means properly to loathe) is some-

what remote; so (1) is preferable. The anticipatory sf. is,
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however, rare, and often textually doubtful (see 29
s

n.), and

its use here seems gratuitous : so prob. HDilT
(cf. on 67

)
should

be read (Du. Be.
;
Bu. alt.).

21. TO^] f°r tne Juss - form, see on 13
27 i89 - 12

(Dr. § 172).

*tirV2] in Pause for **h», as 1 S. 1612 (^1 2)0); so *fo, *aj,

etc. (G-K. 2gm end, 93^). Away from seeing (
= so that it

cannot be seen; so Hi. De.): }D, as Gn. 23
s
27

1
,

Is. 23
1
. The

rendering" vom Ansehen (or vom Ansehnlichkeit) weg, withoutfair

appearance (Di. Bu.
;

De. perhaps preferable), seems to put

more into W than it contains, making it = n§1*?i which does

mean not only appearance, but also fair appearance ;
in

1 S. 1612 W has itself a neutral sense, and the expression only

means definitely
"
^^/-looking

"
through 3itt. Du. Be. *TO

(Is. 24
16

f), through leanness; but "as Is. 24
16

is dubious, read

then tfniO" (Bu.), as Is. io16
. (Ec ea>? av aaircbcriv avrov at

adp/ces, not expressing WW-

"'D^'l] [vnoxy is
||
to 11^3 in a

: presumably, then, >a&J>1 is

parallel to ^3% and ito $b to "»6O0 ;
but the two last terms are

suspiciously alike, and not improbably IX") tfi> is a corruption

of "wiid which was repeated from a to the extrusion of the

original parallel term in b
(cp. 83

n., and Forms of Hebrew

Poetry', 295 f.). (Gr may be a paraphrase of fH, or of some

earlier form of the text
;

in it tceva (whence King in JThS
xv. 79 PZ1

?, rendering, very hazardously, with emaciation)

corresponds to l&n xi>, ko\ aTroBeL^y to sstn. The root nas? in

OT. occurs elsewhere only in the Nif. part naBO (in), Is. 13
2

,

a wind-swept, bare mountain, and the noun "'BC, pi. D^ac, of

hills that were bare, or wind-swept, possibly also in the obscure

rriD£>, cream (?), or cheese (?),
2 S. 17

29
. In Arabic IsL: is used

of wind lifting up and carrying away dust, as, e.g., fij^ C^i«s

4—
>^Js!l ;

hence the commonly accepted explanation of na£% '•at?

in Hebrew as applied to hills. Here, if the text is correct, the

word might mean bare, denuded of flesh (cp. liL.-, emaciation),

and must have some such sense, if tin tih VTlOTJ is correct, and

really means his bones which were (formerly) not seen (because

covered with flesh) ; cp. U et ossa, quae tecta fuerant, nuda-
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bantur, and Yahuda (who in JQR xv. 712 f. equates fjBSP with

v
o A to be transparent) to fom^.? become visible. Certainly

this makes the v. hyperbolical : his flesh has entirely dis-

appeared, and his bones, no longer clothed with flesh, alone

are to be seen ! But the hyperbole must not be avoided by

weakening- down the picture to that of bones sticking out under

the flesh, as in EV. "his bones . . . stick out": this trans-

lation goes back to Sebastian Miinster's version, extra pro-

minent ossa eius, quae (prius) videri nequibant, and this in turn

to Jewish exegesis represented by Levi ben Gershom's equival-

ence I3u', V132, which was suggested, perhaps, by the fact that

'SB' is a term for a hill, and a hill sticks up and is high ;
but a

hill was not so termed as being something high and prominent,

but (see above) as a bare, wind-swept place. If Wl \&> is not

original, or (see next n.) not a relative sentence, it would be

simpler to assume for IDE? here the sense common in Aramaic of

crushing: cp. "•a^i van zb> a broken and crushed heart, Ps.

50
19 &; cp. also Ps. 51

10
,
where it is used of bones, 89

11
(these

and other examples in Levy) : then render and crushed are his

bones (without ceasing, or the like), or the crushing of his

bones is—(unceasing). For the construction, if ^BK* (Kt.) is

predicative, see Dr. 188(2); the change to telM (Qre) is un-

necessary, and indeed gives a rather improbable use of the

waw conv. with the pf. Be. proposes lantH : cp. nsriK> as the

name of a disease in Dt. 2822
].

^"^ N v] [the Pual of nNT here only, and here, perhaps,

only because the punctuation has to make the best of a bad

text (see last n.). But Di. suggests that the meaning is not

simply to appear, be seen (
n
^"}?), but to present a nNio, i.e. a

(fair) appearance. This sense, if intended, is more safely

Dbtained from Bu.'s emendation ttN3 $b (the second ) from mpm
in v. 22

)
—a good parallel to "'N") in a

,
if that meant goodly

appearance, but see n. above. Both Di. and Bu. regard 150 tih

(ttfcO tib) not as a relative sentence qualifying yniDVy, but as a

second predicate : his bones are bare, -without (fair) appearance

(or, Bu., unattractive)].

22. D^HOftT1

] & iv a&7, paraphrasing ; && unto death, F
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mortiferi, Hfm. Perles, Bu. Be. DTO? ^ (for fob see on 27
14

).

But (Du.)
" the fact that the D7V1D0 do not occur elsewhere, any

more than does the y^n of v. 23
,
is not a sufficient reason for

correcting the text" (similarly Peake). [Yet rhythmically Bu.,

if id!> might be stressed (yet see 27
14

n.), would be more probable

than fE (3 : 2
;
see 17

13
n.); and the "

slayers
" would more

naturally have been mentioned before the pit.]

23. Vyy] on behalf of, for him; as 42
s

[after fenn

and, as here, of angelic intervention, Dn. 121
"iDyn . . . ^N3*0

joy *33 hv J
Lex. 754a, b],

'"yNT'ft] [Nichols om., reviving (with Genung, who retains

'») an earlier view that the p^D is human (and, indeed, Elihu

himself), not angelic. For earlier theories of this kind see

Schult.
;

for a sufficient criticism of them, Di. The omission

of "|N7D would spoil the parallelism, and is certainly not required

by the metre].

TTk] [<& avayyetkrj Be; Du. Be. K (" fortasse") Tjn].

V^tP"
1

]
®r Tvjv eavrov fie/j,yjnv,

whence Be. Du. faWB
(cf.

16
).

[f^, if correct, must mean what is rightfor him, *W* being rather

different in meaning from, e.g., v. 8 o25
,
and not quite the same

as Pr ii 24
14

2
,
to which Di. appeals.]

24. IS-in] The implicit subj. is God (Hi. De. Di. Dav.), or

the angel (Du. Peake): Bu. 1»K*1 W3rW; but [cp. Dr. § 138 and

the examples ib. ii. a of waw conv. with the impf. following
the pf. in a protasis : e.g. Nu. 5

27
35

22-24
].

*inj,HD t] No vb. jhd is known : read either (5 MSS, Wr.
Gra. Hfm. Bu. Du.) injnB, or (Hrz. Ew. Di. Bi.) «r» (Del.

takes jns, improbably, to be a by-form of ms). JHD, to let

loose, occurs in Hif. Ex. 5
4

,
and Qal Ex. 32

25
;
but it is most

frequent in Pr., where its obj. is usually 1WO (i
25

4
15 >n injHD

13 "J3VD, 833
13

18
T5

32
1K'D3 DWD "IDIO JH1B) ; ma would be suitable

in God's mouth (cf.
b

,
and rHB, || "iBb, Ps. 49

s
; and also v. 28

),

but not as addressed to the angel. It is true, JDB is elsewhere

always used in a bad sense, and never as merely = to release,

free ;
but on the whole it seems to have the advantage of ms.

If VttB is right, we must suppose that it is used merely as a

syn. for to deliver. The v. is without symmetry : Bu. would
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read either If
53 1B3 TINSC lnjtns ->BNiVl UW\ (nn^ HTID a gloss ;

1£'D3 "1S3 (as Ex. 30
12

,
Pr. 13

8
)
after Bi. 1

,
so also Be. St.

;
Du.

WQ&), or, with Grimme, "»B3
sn*m> nn&>» rm» inyiD nDB*1 Wlt»1.

©has for v. 23"25
:

23a "

eaj; &><rty %l\ioi ayyeXoc 6avarr)<popot, el? avrcov ov par]

rpcoarj avrov.

edv vorjcrrj rfj icapBiq eincrrpa<^r}vaL 7rpo? Kvpiov,
*3

dvayyeikr) Be dvdpcorrfp ttjv eavrov
/zeyu,i/a*>,

(? 23b. &j) T^ g£ dvoiav avrov Beitjr),

a4a *

dvde^erai rov firj rreaeiv eh ddvarov'

dvavecoaec Be avrov ro aMfxa warrep d\oi<f>r)v iirl roi^ou,
rd Be hard avrov ifxir\r)aei p,ve\ov'

a5a * diraXvvel Be avrov Ta? o~dpKa<s cocrrrep v7]7rCov y

25b *

drroKarao'rr)aei Be avrov dvBpcoOevra ev dvOpcoirow.

Here it is evident that 23, 24 are rendered very freely ;
and that

there is an addition after 23a
,
and either an addition, or a free

doubtlet of 25
,
after 24a

. Du. recovers from & two new couplets:

tjtJjj rrpD nxf mrv : inNtan wjpnfh ^H*? -M$6 ta5>3 B* dn

rniDSJ? nb ifcn": "whether," he adds, "the couplets are

original here, or only a marginal citation, cannot so easily be

decided : in any case they would not be unsuitable after ^ but

they look much more like an alternative text of 23-25
, especially

with &'s niD )zh for DTPD&i in 22b "
(which, however, Du. does

not accept). [The irregularity in form extends back to v. 23
;

in

;£H v. 23
is a tristich (3:3:3); 24 is also a tristich and very

abnormal (2:3:2). The tristichs with certain other doubtful

features have been or may be avoided, in more ways than one.

(1) Bu., in addition to changes in v. 24 noted above, omits in v. 23

P7D and p£k "OO iritf, so obtaining from 23f - two distichs 3:3;
but at the same time he very questionably destroys an existing

distich 3 : 3 (

23a - b
),
which shows a form of parallelism similar

to those discussed in Forms of Hebrew Poetry, pp. 78-80; (2)

Du. apart from the addition of 18?S3? at the end of 24
,
and

changes which are rhythmically neutral, simply corrects the

verse division of JE, connecting
23a - b

(3 : 3),
23c - 21a

(3 : 2),
24b - c

(3:3): for 3 : 2, see 17
14 n. (3) v. 24 may be reduced to 3 : 3

as by Bu. (1) : and v. 23
expanded to two distichs (3 : 3 and

3 : 2) by providing
23c with a parallel from (5 (the 4th line of

40
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v. 23 as cited from (5r above) ;
in favour of this is the order of

the words suggested by (5r injnv inxtDm (not 'n Win, as Du.),

for this order would then be due to desire for variety of order

in parallel lines (Forms, pp. 64 ff., 73 ff.).]

25. tl?Dt3*l] [since this is (1) abnormal in form, quadriliterals

produced by the addition of "l commonly having the 1 after

the first radical (G-K. 30^), and (2) a pf., though in such an

apodosis the pf. with waw consecutive or an impf. (cp. 2W in b
),

would be normal (Dr. § 138. ii., where one instance only of the

pf., Ezk. 3
19

,
and that not quite similar to the present, is cited),

it is simplest to regard &2>D"\ as an error for ^sd% not (ZATW
vi. 212: Kon. Lex.), through dittography of 1, for fc?DD. The

meaning of k>dd is presumably to be plump, ox fat', in Ps. 119
70

it is used, as frequently in &, metaphorically of the insensibility

of the heart : cp. JBEM in Is. 610
,
which is rendered by ^2D

in 8C. In Assyr. tapa.su is to be fat. Those who retain train

appeal for support (cp. Ges. B. s.v.) to IAa^)^, lean flesh

(a meaning the opposite of which is required here) with the 1

in its normal position after the first radical, and to the Assyr.

ritpasu, wide, broad, receptive (Del. Assyr. Handworterbuch, p.

626b), which has, however, not D but n, and is connected not

with the root B>BD but with B>D">, to be broad],

*l#&?] l#i youth (i.e.
the age of youth), 36

14
, Ps. 8816

(IVhO jnl),
Pr. 29

21 f;= Dn^, I3
26

3i
18

al. Hrz. Hi. Du. more

than (in) youth (see on n 7
): Di. (objecting that this rendering

would go beyond
b
),

De. Bu. through youthful vigour, youth-

fulness (von Jugend(kraft), /ugendfrische). [&. ""i'??, as that of

a youth, cp. 2 K. 5
14

.]

mttJl] Bi. Du. Be.K 3fc* (with W®& in a
), supposing

** to

continue the address to the angel, and taking both verbs as

jussives ;
but this is not probable.

TOI1

^.] 2011.

2b. >> \nrftl] Bu. a£j . . . pnftrp, ww.

fc^Vl] The sense shows that the subj. is the restored

sufferer: tfnng, and he (God) lets him see (Bu. ['TiJ, Oo., Be.K

with ?) is not necessary. [In spite of the intervening "jrwn with
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God as subj., the subj. of KT1 would easily be understood to be

the same as that of its parallel term -injP. Bu.'s emendation

would, however, prepare the way for 3&n in
c
,

if that were

correct
;
but see next n.]

1^*1] Du. Be. ISDJ, or (better) ^% The emendation is

attractive ;
but the following D^3K bv in 27

(with which wn&b,

with the emendation, is virtually identical in meaning) is an

objection to it. [But the repetition of b^K in the two parallel

lines may be due to transcriptional error of the kind referred

to in 83 n. Ehrlich in 27a
ENW*}, the sick, is improbable : it

requires him to emend "ib^ to 2B* (thus repeating the vb. of 26c
)

and to assume for TKTl the meaning to narrate. Apart from

the repetition, Du.'s emendation makes of 26c - 27a an excellent

distich of parallel lines : in £R 2GC - 27a are two isolated stichoi

between the distichs 26a - b and 27b - c

.]

27. T£h] Rd. W'J. "^ might, no doubt, be a poetical

indie, for "WJ ;
but "iv^', as an alternative to *V£>, to sing, occurs

only once (1 S. 186
Kt.); and most probably ~W\ is intended

by the Massoretes to express the sense of He looketh

(Hrespiciet; Rabb. AV. RVm.).

^r\^1^(l] [not from the root mjJ = u/ji,
whence PV, error,

iniquity, but from 'V — ^jy^y
to bend, twist (in Arabic, e.g., of

bending a bow, twisting a rope, a turban, etc.) ; cp. Ps. 38
7

,

Is. 21 3
,
La. 3

9
, Jer. 3

21
; and see Dr. on 1 S. 2030

].
ffi for

Wyn T^l VlKUn has merely Ola crvvereKovv ;

*w T\y^} fc*$ 7H] [fE (
n
!V
v
)
non <zquale factum est mihi is

supposed to mean : it was not requited to me (Del. Di. Dr.

RVmg.), though there is no other instance of IW with this

nuance : still this rendering is less unjustifiable than RV. text,

"and it profited me not," and gives substantially what was

doubtless the meaning of the originally longer line. fE might

perhaps be translated : and it was not meet (or, sufficient)fot me

(RVmg.); cp. Est. 3
s

5
23

;
but this would give a poor sense,

and the line would still remain too short. ^ can also be

pointed *W&l he hath not made equal', unless this meant he hath

not requited, emendation is necessary]. (Er koI ov/c a%ia

rjracrev fie a>v rjfjbaprov, whence Bi. m.c. "TlNtana "9
nj{£>

K71
;
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Du. *3fo? ^ iW fc&
(cf. n 6

,
as read by him); Bu., to make

the subj. clearer, 4 HlP i6 5>ifl
;
Be. K as either Bi. or Bu. Bu.

adds: "if it is thought necessary to change W, Dpt^ would

probably be better than Sgf. 3W.»
28. VW . . . MPM] so Kt. 6 5 ;

^n . . . WB3, Qre EU,

referring* the words to Elihu, who, however, only begins to

speak again in his own person in v. 29
.

nrni^l *"Q}7D] an expression not found elsewhere
;
and Bu.

would either substitute for it the nnc JVnft removed by him

from 24
,
or read, with 2 MSS, as 18

36
12

, n^3 13J?0. But may
not Del.'s judgment be sound, that it is one of the peculiar

expressions which Elihu uses ? [At present v. 28 is rhythmi-

cally 4:3; if any emendation be attempted, it will be safer so

to emend as to restore a 3 : 3 rhythm : possibly an original

nn^D was written nn^'3, and then under the influence of v. 18

amplified by the insertion of "Qi'D.]

29. ttJ^ D^E^D] for the omission of
J,

cf. Is. 17
6

. "Its

omission gave rise to the reading VOW D
*9¥?> which is expressed

by nearly all Vss." (Hrz. ap. Di.).

30. l^n^] Be. K
,
after £>, 3^

;n or SlJte, quite needlessly.

TINS] for lifeftrrp, with elision of n, for which in Nif. there

are a few (doubtful) parallels, G-K. 51/ (the elision in Hif, is

more frequent : id. 537). Du. D"fi TW 13 (better, "W*|Jf) "iw, to

let the light of life shine upon him. £• Bu. Be. K (" perh."),

St. T\Sxrb for
Tjfcb (cf.

2S
).

32 - IfHS ^n^SH] [the infin. after pan without 5> (cp. G-K.

114m), and exceptionally with nun energicum before the suffix

(G-K. 6id). The punctuation IPHV as a noun would also be

possible].

33. pM DM] cf. Gn. 30
1 SOU nno £K Dm.
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3, 4. [H
1 om. : MSS and edd. of (5i supply the vv. from & :

to fcdkbv, however, at the end of 2 £r
(
= 31D ffi!D,

4
|^) shows

that the translators of (Si had 3 - 4 before them, though they left the

vv. almost entirely untranslated; so Di. Be. Bu. (against Bi.).]

3. TObS; L3^t^ ,,,

]
tastes in order to eat (tries before eating),

Hi. Di.
;
tastes in eating (73^7 with a gerundial force), Del.

<&(&) SU Pp&triv, lAXo^D, escas = ^i6 (7, the nota accus.,

as 5
2

n.),
—unless, of course, as EVV. (tasteth meat), they

merely paraphrase. Bu. very plausibly, 73N V DyD"1

; cf. 1211

4. mros] Gra. njra.

[iron] 1*3, «»w^, as Hos. 13
15

,
Ca. 22 - 3

, Ezk. 19
2
31

3
.]

6. 7^] = *# spite of, as io7 i617
.

n-^X] / am to lie! (or, Am I to lie?), Di. De. Da., RV.

(virtually): the impf., with the same modal force as 9
s9

(n.).

Du. 3t3K, I am deceived', but (Bu.) 3p3 is not to ^ deceived,

but (Pr. 30
6
)
to fe ra^afe # /z«r; the sense is thus substantially

that of j!H. Hi. Am I to lie against my right? (cf. AV.,

RVm.), i.e. Am I falsely to admit my guilt? [Ehrlich 3N3S,

and this, or something similar, forming a better parallel than

3T3K to ^n en3K, may well be right: cp. Jer. 15
18

V13ID1 n*3 ra&O

^n] Du. ("perhaps") WQ (Is. 30
26

) ;
Be.K "prps." »$n,

*no. ft (0) to /3e'\o? /*ov = JK.

JWD "hi] 33
9

-

7. [Line
a is short : possibly a word parallel in sense to

line b has dropped out after 2VX2.]

8. rH^")] Pf. with waw cons., with a frequentative force,

carrying on nn&H .

»53
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mirn] an unusual fem. form of the inf. : G-K. 45^.

riJ?
1

?*)] may carry on mNl (EVV. Ew. Del. Di. al.), and

is for going, etc. (Dr. 206; Is. 44
28b

, Jer. 19
12

al.). But it is

more natural to take it (Hi. Di. Bu.) as
||
to fror£.

9' pD1 Nv] pD here intrans. = to make profit) in 15
8 222

(sq. h), 35
3
(sq. b) trans, to profit.

oy insra] °v ,<Tn
,
as Ps. 50

18 to n?h ^ n^~> &**; n *">

Dy (or 2), is to be pleased with : it thus expresses rather less than

AV. RV. delight himself with, and rather more than RVm.
consent with (as Ps. 50

18
EVV.).

10. *k tWltf mb ^N pS] The line is short: hence

Bi. Du. insert «'?«? D^pnn after \J?t
which would in itself be a

good parallel to 22b "^K. Still the short line may have been

intended to make the introductory exhortation to attend more

emphatic.

ytthft h$h nTpn] On the constr. of nhbn with DN, v. Lex.

(27
5

n.). When construed with p, [the act or thing deprecated

is regularly expressed by the infin. {e.g. Gn. 1825
) ;

there would

be nothing very strange in nouns taking the place of the infin.

as here in fE in both a and b
(Wtp, b)W), though the only

actual parallel in OT. is the use of the pronoun in Jos. 2229
.

But the difference here between nouns and infinitives
(J/fe*">RD,

Tiyp) is merely one of punctuation ;
and if a word has been

lost in b
(see below) an infinitive in that line was almost

certainly originally read, and in that case y^n in a is naturally

pointed as an infin. also].

"H'ttft] [The force of the h in a is extended to b
]

: cp. G-K.

119M. Bi. Be. Du. St. m. c. "^Ey*, to lengthen the short line,
—

though the lengthening effected, except upon Bi.'s system

(Ule Shadday me'dvel), is very slight. It is, however, an im-

provement stylistically, though not perhaps a necessary one

(see 15
3

;
but the instances cited by Del. from Is. (15

8 28s
48

14

6 1
7
)
cannot be termed elegancies). Bu. m. c. <)V ?))BD (cf.

32

TlityB bty Dtf> 36
23b

),
which naturally brings with it in a

VKnp. for

X/^hp. (5
jjltj /jLOi elrj (as though ^ rM>n,—against the context)

evavji Kvplov aae/SPjaai, koX evavri iravroKparopo^ Tapdijat, to

BUatov, which somewhat supports Be. Du. in reading HB^l [and
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Bu. in assuming a third word in b
. The rhythm in J% Bi. Be.

Du. is 3 : 2 (17
13

n.) ;
in Bu. it is normal—3 : 3 ;

the normal

rhythm is also obtained if we read \>7X WD, as in 83
('u my),

with ©, which has the same phrase in both passages—rapd^au

(8
3
rapd^et) to Slfcaiov],

11. v^D] 1 MS Reiske, Gra. Be. ^23, which might, of course,

be right, but is not necessary (cf.
li> TV* D^ ^ *B3, Pr. 1214

)
:

(Erj$ have according to, but this may be merely a paraphrase.

[rPfcOl] ffir /cat eV T/Jt/Sw
= mKZN, which would give a very

poor sense.]

I^^D*1
]
cause it to find, overtake, befall, Hif. of x^D, as

used in such passages as 31
29

,
Dt. 31

17
, Ps. 21 9

,
Is io14 .

12. D2BN P]«] 19
4

.

JT^"V] the Hif., in the sense act wickedly (the
" internal"

Hif., G-K. 53c?), is a late usage : Dn. 9
s and Ps. 1066 Bjrahn (i

n

the original passage, 1 K. 847
, WBn). Bu. Du. Be. K St. VUh\

which, as W^r\ is trans, in vv. 17 - 29
, may be right.

13. Vbv "TpD]
entrusted to him : hv 1p3 as 36

23
,
Nu. 4

27
,

2 Ch. 36
s3

.

HinN] here and 37
12

might be a poetical form for px
(properly an old accus. termination : G-K. 90/) ; but it is

more probably a false punctuation for n'VJK = i¥"iK (so 1 MS),
Bi. Bu. Be. (compare especially Pr. 831 with 37

12
).

Dto] Schl. Hi. supply in thought xhv from a
,
who hath laid

(upon him), etc. ? ;
but >D1 implies a new sentence into which it

would be very forced to carry over the force of y^y. Be. would

insert r?y after D£J>, which, of course, is unexceptionable [giving

a real parallel to h)i HpSJ but it produces the doubtful rhythm

3 : 4 (21
16

n.)] ;
Di. Del. set,foundedX38

5
,
Is 44

7
(text doubtful)):

but in this sense DB> would be a weak word
;

in 204
(cited in

Be.T
) p« ^y DTK D^ '•SD, the addition of ps ^ makes the

case entirely different. Bu. *OP, keepeth, Du. ^na, "And
who attendeth to the whole world?" Eb (^. 127; see next n.),

as 23
s al. EVV. disposed, reads into 0K> more than it contains :

posuit, not disposuit, is the equivalent of DK>.

14. D"1^] so Or. QrS
(Baer, p. 58): 5 MSS OrKt -

3^;
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cp. &. ?X top D^ is to y^ {772^'j A^r/ (i.e. mind or attention)

w/o», to regard (1
8

(fe), 2 3
) ;
^ )lh W'n, to torn back one's

attention to, would, if correct, mean substantially the same.

Either inn or inoC'3 would, in this case, seem to be superfluous :

omitting one (Ley omits inn) we get, "If he were to set (or

turn) his attention on himself, and gather unto himself his

breath." But a much better parallelism is obtained [and the

normal 3 : 3 rhythm restored] by omitting n!> (as originally a

marginal gloss on 13b
tfo, which has found its way by error into

the text of 14a
),
and reading inn v!>K W DK

;
so Bi. Bu. Du. Be.

(0 *PvN] [as in b refers to God; but under the influence of

the intrusive \2? (see last n.), U (ad eum) referred it to man :

and RV. actually substitutes "man" for "him"].
<

16. n^^'D^I] rwa, as accented, can be only the imper., for

which, however, after DN, even if DX be taken as expressing a

wish (Ps. 81 9
95

7
139

19
),

there is no parallel (in Gn. 23
13

, even if

the text is correct, ^precedes the imper.,—^y?0^ 17 nnK DK) ;

the least change that is necessary is, therefore, n3*2, and if

(there is) understanding (so Di. Du.): but in this case ^ DtO

i13*3 would be expected, and it is much better to read n^a (Bu.

Be.). (5* 'A2 <S2TU all express a verb: but this is scarcely

evidence that they read rt)*3
; they may be free renderings of

T •

17. F]Nn] 40
8

[Gn. 1823 xrcn nv pn* rison cjKn, wilt thou

really sweep away the righteous with the wicked, Am. 211
f]xn

nxT pNj Is not this really (so) ? So here : can one . . . really

govern? or the force of f)K may here be expressed in English

by emphasis, an incredulous can? Lex. 650].

tl^nrP] t?3n is to bind, bind up, especially a wound (Hos. 61

al.), and the hair (Ex. 2c)
9
)

: here = keep under control, fig. for

rule. The sense (only here) is peculiar (cf. TOP, 1 S. 9
17

) ;
and

perhaps based on Is. 3
7 K^h n\"!N N? ((& apxVJ^), though there

the sense bind is clearly felt, the meaning being, bind up and

repair the ruined state.

"VQD p*H^] [On the two adjectives acrvvherai^, as often in

Arabic, see] Ew. 2jod; Del. [Kon. iii. 376;;*].

yttTin] 2 MSS ygrv {act wickedly, as 12
) ; so also ft a^J?
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(only misunderstanding- JJW in the sense of condemns, Dt. 25
1
) ;

Be. VBh\
it :•

18. *\hWl] read with iMS(5(o Xeyaw). %&> Mich - Ew. Di.

Bu. Du. RVm. etc. "ipkn. -ibxn (the form lb*?, as Pr. 25
7
""1DK,

Ezk. 25
s Mass. and old edd.f : with prefixes always "IDK3, IDK?)

is supposed to mean, Is there a saying . . . ? = CV7?z # Z>£

.razV/ . . . ? or (EVV.)
u Is ityf/ to say . . . ?

"
; but there is no

parallel to this use of the simple inf. c. fp""ipK 3iD *3, Pr. 25
7

,

cited by Del., is quite different) : to express such an idea would

require ibsn
(
cf. 40

2
, Jer. 7°), or^ :̂ (cf. Est. f, 2 Ch 19

2
,

Gn. 30
15

;
Dr. 204 end), or ib|A B^n (cf. 2 S. 14

19 a/. ; Dr. 202.

1 with ».). Either TOKn, or Gra. nptfn, or Honth. 1«sn
(cf.

v. 31
),

or Ley "IDS
'•p (cf. 36

23
),

would express substantially (and

correctly) the supposed sense of fH (can ?jp?3 be addressed to

an earthly king"? how much less then canst thou condemn the

Almighty, v. 17b ?) : but that the question
17b can only be

answered in the negative is evident without further proof; and

this reading spoils the connection of n^'S in 19a
(the insertion of

how ??mch less to in EVV. in 19a
is obviously quite illegitimate).

7SP7Q] [for '3 B*K, cp. 2 S. 23
6

, Nah. 2 1
. On theories as

to the etymology of the term, see Moore or Burney on Jg. 19
22

;

EBi. s.v. Belial].

19. ^02] 2 1
29 n. Du. proposes Ton, sc. D^S.

JfitT] [see n. on 36
19

].

[^QT>] before, above', as Gn. 48
20

.]

\rhh mrn vw yn 20a
5d5:d vt nttwa ^] i9ab are

obviously parallel lines
;

in spite of some corruption in 20b
()&$?

13l),
20b * c are almost as obviously such : between these two

distichs the intervening matter 19c - 20a should form another

distich; but, as a matter of fact, (1) the lines are anything but

obvious parallels ; (2) the rhythmical balance of the lines is

doubtful, for 20a is four- rather than three-stressed, giving the

distich the very questionable rhythm 3 : 4 (21
16

n.) ; and

perhaps it may be added, (3) yn and nW> nivn look like parallel

terms that should stand not in the same line, but in parallel

lines. The alternative to regarding
19C - 20a as a distich (Du.), is

(RV. Bu.) to combine 19c with 19a - b
,
and 20a with 20b - c so as to
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obtain two tristichs ;
but this is not preferable. Tristichs are

at most rare in Job, and that two successive tristichs should be

created, the first by tacking on a non-parallel line at the etid

of a distich, and the second by prefixing a. line to another distich,

would be sufficiently suspicious. It is doubtful whether 19c - 20a

are, as and where they stand, a part of the original text. (5

has no translation of 19c in $f, for such are not the last words

of v. 19—6av/xaadr]vat 7rp6<r<07ra avrcov. (Er in 20
is very free, if

really a version of anything like ^ ; Du. suggests that (5r in

19 - 20 contains a translation of 25
(to nW) rather than of 19c - 20a

.

But (8x cannot be safely appealed to against the originality of

these lines.]

20. rh'h man] [Ps. 119
62 and ffci 'n) Ex. ii*f: else-

where '^(n) ^n].

n^y1
*) OV MlfyZP] a people (the people of such potentates,

v. 19a- b
)
are shaken violently, and pass away (Di. Del.), wy} is

to shake violently, of the earth, Ps. iS8** 1

*,
in Hithp. of waves

tossing themselves, Jer. 5
22

;
of nations reeling to and fro (under

fig. of drunkenness), Jer. 25
16

. But the sense thus obtained is

not satisfactory: we expect, as the subj. of Htflffp and VUJP, not

Dy, but the vnw and yip of 19a
. Bu. Be. Oo. Honth. 0^55* ()&

fallen out after the preceding^'—) [Ehrlich D'H^] for DJJ: Du.

DyiO for DJJ. The fig. of WVP is
i however, very strong for either

D'W (Bu.) or D^lj? and Vi^ (Du.) : read probably EJ?p ^7;N tnev

are driven outfrom a people (i.e. sl people in which such men

acquire pre-eminence), and pass away. [But the introduction

of a special term (" the mighty") in 20c without a parallel in 20b

is awkward : and it would be best, if DJJD IBna*1 be read in 20b
,
to

emend 20c
. Richter proposes for 20b - c T3K DTD"1

! ruy DJ !TO S

T3 fc6, And a mighty one (viz. God) removes them without

hand
;
but this by introducing a term for God as the subj. in 20C

spoils the effect of the phrase T3 vb* Till something better

than this is proposed, it is perhaps safest to assume that 20b- c

each contained a term for the classes mentioned in 19a- b
. To

avoid the objection taken to )wyp read ^JJ; Bu. thought of

Pf*, but rightly rejected the act. vb. on the ground that God is

kept in the background.]
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TIM WD^l] 1 MS TOD1, another TD1, another D^T3N.

The 3rd pi. can be explained (as 4
19 62

7
3

etc.) by G-K. 144^.

But either Be. D^UN TOD1, or Du. St. V2K TpJI (the subj. being

God), or Bu. "V3K "ipVl, is preferable—the last being the neatest

and best.

TQ N7] [cp. Dn. 234 pro i6 *1 pK mttfin *1 1V : not by
human hands, but by something very different, viz. Divine

agency. Similarly D^T m li>n fr^l J«n 103 nsiann, La. 4
s

: and,

with DDK in place of tih, Dn. 825 -qb« T DSK3 ; cp. n. on *6 c^«

nw, 2026
].

23. Tiy DlfeP ttPN ^ tih ^] usually taken to mean, He
doth not long (ity as Gn. 46

29
Tiy P"lKtit ^V 131, a rare usage)

consider a man
(i>jj D^, sic. 13?

;
see on v. 14

): Di., objecting

that this says too little, He doth not still (after he has done the

deed,— " erst noch ") consider a man; Hi. De., taking Ds
b> in

the military sense which it has in 1 K. 2012
(i?y WW] yy>w 1DW)

Tyn), He doth not long (i)y again as Gn. 46
s9

)
attack a man.

But the liy in either case is awkward and unsatisfactory : the

first two renderings give a poor sense
;
and the third gives one

neither suggested by the context nor probable (">&( ^ *]W>

ODE>03). Read with Reiske, Wr. Bu. Be.T Du. ^#0 D^ (Be.
K

"TjflO DKf, equally suitable though the pers. subj. has the support
of the context : Du. Be. al. 1JHO 5?*),

He doth not (like a human

judge) appoint a statedtime (1 S. 13
8 hwXM pOK or DP) "IB>N

ItfTsI?)

for a man (to appear, viz., for judgment,
23b

).

pDBttHDS ^M"^W "f^n^] The idiom is unusual
; but it is

unwise to substitute nx for ?N (Ehrlich), since this only half

recovers the commoner idiom 'oa J"IK KU (Ps. 14
32

)
or an, fcOHil

'03 Dy(i4
3 22 4

,
Is. 3

14
,
Ec. 11 9

).]

24. W] Aram, for fV9
as Ps. 29 [Is. 24

19
: see fsaiak, p.

470].

D^nDl 82 n.

"*lpn N7] a short circumstantial clause introduced by a

negative of the same type as 811
24

10 etc. (Dr. 164). [Here the

phrase means : without (the need of) investigation : in 36
26

as also in 5
9
9
10

: without (the possibility) of investigation

(Bu.).]
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Wl] in the older Heb. TEyn is lit. to "make to stand"

in the later Heb. it is used more formally in the sense of to set

or place\ cf. Dn. n11- 18- 1
*; LOT 9

535,
1
503, No. 4. Bu. "!Ojn.

25. 1|LyO t] an Aramaism (as Dn. 4
34

,
and often in Syr.) =

Heb. rwuD. [To avoid the Aramaism Ehrlich, assuming- haplo-

g-raphy of », reads DHHagO DTO.]

tilT1

?] ace. of time, mi ///£ »(?£/ : cp. npa, Ps. s
4

; Dnntf, Ps.

91
6

: G-K. ii8i.]

26. Q^}W"1 nnn] instead of the wicked, which is supposed
to mean //£<? the wicked, «.? if they were wicked (U quasi impios),

treating- them as common malefactors
; [and Ehrlich would

even make Qip03 in b
synonymous with nnn in this sense,

emending D"N1 to D SJD || DWl]. But this would imply that the

CTaa were themselves not wicked : besides, nnn nowhere else

means like. The text must thus be at fault. Bi. 1 Bu. insn nnn
T -; •• T

DWJ, His wrath shattereth (Is. 9
s
)
the wicked. The emenda-

tion [which restores to 2G the normal 3 : 3 rhythm and good

parallelism without, like the emendation next noticed, destroy-

ing the normal rhythm in v. 25
]

is a g-ood one : whether it is

right or not is more than we can say. Be.T D^JJBn Qnnns *X3T

(nnnp, from their place, as Ex. io23
,
Zee. 612

), with xhh DSSni

in 25b
: this in itself is also g-ood ;

but 25b
is rather short. Other

more radical emendations do not commend themselves. (5

omits 24b
,
and for 25_2G has : 6 yvcopi^ayj/ [thus not expressing

p?] avrcov to. epya, ecrfiecrev Be acre,3'els, 6parol 8e [A + eyevovro]
evavTiav avrov, whence Bi. 2 obtains two distichs : xp d^DD y~P

:nwi mpM DpDD D*yen ttjfp iDrmayo to »a npn- Be. K , keeo-
a 'it' *

•

ing
24 as it is, omits 2o to n^?, and then reads : DtfBH nnn *K3T1

JD\Si Dip»3 D^DD (or D'C^cn) : BJBh, after Houb. (so also Oo.

St.); for D'D^Dn (Dii.), fissures, ruins (common in Aram.), see

Am. 611
.

[D^MI Glp^l] The phrase seems rather weak
; but neither

DT"! (Ehrlich; see above) nor DNS") (Wr.) is a probable sub-

stitute for
D^fcO.]

27. p hy "WN] usually regarded as a variant of J3 hv *3,

Because (Gn. 185 etc.; Lex. 475^); but Di. supposes p ^y to

point on to 28
i03nS>, "who therefore have turned aside from
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after him, . . . in order to bring" etc. (this, however, is really

nothing more than a statement of the literal sense of p ?y "»E>N,

and an explanation of the manner in which it (or p ~>y ^) comes

to mean Because ; see Lex. I.e.) : in either case 28
expresses the

intention of the acts described in 27
;
the men in question so act

with the intention of challenging' God to assert Himself. (& otl

for p S>y ic'K, whence Bi. St. omit p bv \
but the rendering is

not evidence that (G did not read p by ; the translators of EVV.
render Because, and they certainly read p ^y.

28. frOnn /] whether this is dependent on p by or on the

verb in 27
,
the meaning is the same : the v. expresses (as ex-

plained above) the intention of the actions described in 27
.

V7^] = vks (Lex. 41a, 7$8a), cf. Gn. 1821 : hardly = up to,

(for which Di. quotes Is. 17
7
31

1
,
2 S. 15

4
,
2 K. 25

20
).

ilp^!^] a different word might have been expected [<£

ctiA^.
. . . cnZoX. : & om.]: Du. suggests T\0 (Ps. 187

34
16

40
2 102 2

al.) or nrw (Ps. 144I
4

, Is. 24
11

, Jer. 14
2
46

12
f) ; [cp.

83
n.].

ytfttP ...")] after K^ni?, as 33
17

: see Dr. § 118.

29. [Both lines are conditional sentences without conditional

particles (G-K. 1593.): for the rhetorical question as the

apodosis, cp. 9
12 n 10

23
13

.]

lOpI^
1
] [may be punctuated as Qal DpB^, is still, i.e. does

not interfere (cp. Ps. 83
2

, Is. 621
)

: even if punctuated ®PWI

(fH), it
still] may mean showeth quietness (37

17
,

Is. 7
4
57

20 =

Jer. 49
23

) ;
but the Hif. may be intended here to express giveth

quietness (cf. Ps. 94
13

). [Yahuda (JQR xv. 713) interprets

D*pK^ after Arab. Wi^\, casts down, causes to fall,,]

yty~\l\ [To gain a more direct antithesis to DpB*, Hi. Del.

Be.T (but not Be. K
)
emend J?t2n

s to £T?-> causeth disquiet (cp.

Is. 14
16

)
—"eine Verschlimmbesserung

"
(Bu.). Ehrlich : JJK'V,

if he be still, who can be saved?].

irfittP] Bu. WW, who will correct him? (40
2
).

Wr. Be.T

(but not Be.K
) p*^., from mt? (cp. 37

s
),
when he removes the

condemned (lit.
hides the face, viz. of the prisoner), who can

release him?].
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29, 30. ppn din tfer?
30a

s ^ 0™ Hn *ti Wi 29c

• Q^ v
vEp&72

b

]

29c Both towards (or against : sc. he hideth his

face) a nation, and towards (or against) a man, alike
;

30a That

a godless man reign not,
b That there be no snares of the people

(to lure them, viz. to destruction). The use of }D is in itself

quite regular, both in a
(Lex. s.v. p, 7b (a)) and b

(DV *e*£&B =

Dy ^;

ipb n^nD, as 1 K. 15
13

,
Is. 7

8 al. : Lex. s.v. |D, 7b (b))\ but

the sense of both 29c and 30b is forced. Bu. regards
29C as a gloss,

intended to state expressly that 29a - b is applicable to an in-

dividual (Job), not less than to a nation : he then continues

(connecting with 29a
),

after S (fiaaikevcov), £ (6o!>» *BD) f V (qui

regnare facit) ^^n D1S !J$>©», and then fills up the short 30b
by

prefixing feo :
" When he maketh a godless man king, (Even)

a ruler out of the snares (fig. for destroyers) of the people
"

(or,

alternatively for 30b
,
Dy *i?#yo B^, "a perverse one, of the

oppressors of the people "). But, as the verbs in 29a - b are sing.,

would there be any need to add a note to point out that the

reference was to an individual, as well as to a people? Du.,

rejecting epn D"ltf as a gloss intended to explain what the

Dy ^j3b are, makes a distich out of 29c - 30
: 1£ DTS bv) nj bin

Dy *Wp)9Q tf^tpO (or "W;), "But he watches over (8
6
)
a people

and over men, That no snare of the people reign
"
(p in *B7pfaD

partitive, as ^», 27
s

n.). Be. K prps. 1p& for *irv; so St.:

[Richter inx for in" ("inx DtK = individual, and conjecturally

prefixes to 29c 0^8*03 "fpD^ wm ;
But (whatever may seem to be

the case,
29a- b

)
he visiteth in equity, Both nations and in-

dividuals].

[DIN] commonly understood by modern interpreters to

denote here the individual in antithesis to "•M, a nation (see last

n.), though U super gentes et super omnes homines (cp. Du. as

cited in last n.) treats "»IT D1K as a larger community than *)}.

D"1K, properly a collective, so far retained in Hebrew its original

character that it never developed a pi. (ct. Phcen. OD*JX), in-

dividuals of the human race being commonly indicated by D1K J3,

pi. D*1K ^33, as individuals of the bovine kind were indicated by

lp3 |3, lp3 *)2. Nevertheless the sing. D1K does at times refer

not to the race, but to individuals of it, and may sometimes be
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idiomatically rendered in English by any one: see, e.g.* Lv. i
2

13
2

. It is, however, a different matter for this properly collective

term to express the idea of the individual in contrast to a

collectivity such as nation ; and the dubious nature of the

Hebrew text, and the scarcely less dubious emendations hitherto

proposed, leave it doubtful whether DIN bv\ *ti f>J? is the original

text, and, if so, whether it means towards a nation or towards

an individual.}

31-32. "For did one (ever) say to God (emph.), I have

borne (punishment), without offending (so Ew. Hengst. Di.

Reuss : Rashi, Ges. / will not offend', but in this case Tiy

would be expected): Beyond (that which) I see, do thou teach me;
If I have done unrighteousness, I will do it no more." ""P^ is,

of course, the pf. with n interrog. : /N~7K is prefixed for emphasis,

cp. (also before n) Neh. 13
27 SDB&H U&, Jer. 2215

,
and (before

>3) Is. 2815 - 18
, Mic. 5*, (before 7\xh) 1 S. 2o8b . The subj. of 1DK

is "»DNn (21
22

30
24

: see G-K. 144^). [Other interpretations of

the v. really require "M?Nn to be differently punctuated, or

emended : IBfcj, &, Du. (see below) ;
"lbK (Reiske, Ley) ; ")»NnS>

(Bi.); 108 Flj>« i>X *3(Be.
K

(alt.), Richter;' cp. & ]<?&]> ^CL^D

blllN N7] = without offending: cf. Ps. 261
, Lv. i

17
(Dr.

162). />3n, in late Heb., is to deal corruptly, harm, offend (Neh.
i
7
f ) ;

elsewhere in OT of material ruin or destruction
;

cf. 17
1

;

also Aram, ??n, to hurt, destroy, Dn. 4
20 623

, Ezr. 612
f , Hithp. to

be destroyed, Dn. 244 627
7
14

f ; ^^n, Dn. 623 harm (of an offence

against a king). [Richter ntriK &6 with yitoJPK for *]W3.]

n^n^ "Hjni] apart from (Gn. 41*
4
)

: for the uf. c. before

a rel. cl., with ellipse of that which, cf. Jer. 28
, Ps. 65

s
(G-K.

130^). & (G) avev ijiavTov (^"wS) oyjrofiai, <rv Seitjop /jloi. Du.

Be., however, emend the verses so as to make them contain a

confession of sin : *n«&3 (or Be. TOK ?%^?) "|gk\! V^ ^

(Be. after U si erravi 'ntftpn CK) nmN : liy &1K *6 *(Be. *JW&?nn)
'ft nnx: If (there is) one that saith to God, "I have lifted

myself up, I will no more deal corruptly ; I see it (i.e. I see that

I have sinned, and deserve punishment, but admitting that he

'does not know if ntntf is right': Be. If I have sinned), do

thou teach me (sc. how I may escape the consequences of my
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sin), If I have done unrighteousness, I will do it no more."

According" to Du., in 31a W must be either understood or

inserted
;
but in either case "*pfcn b#~?X *5 is extraordinary Heb.

for "If one saith to God": in "ny^a kinK, ia is dittographed,
and *ij; yields Yy.

33. "Is he to recompense thee according to thy (emph.)

judgment, that thou refusest it (art dissatisfied with what He
does do)? (I say this), for thou must choose, and not I (who
am satisfied); Say, then, what thou knowest" {i.e. propose a

juster system of recompense) ! So Di. Del. Bu. "pyD : cf.

DV = in the mind or judgment of (9
s5 io13 27

11
) ;

and DVp, Gn.

4 1
32 and 2 s. 3

28 "una wo nbv ny ^ oyi? »nai>DDi <ajx »pa.

n^^tt>
'

1

]
the fern, sf., with the force of a neuter, referring

to an object understood from the context (cp. Nu. 23
19

,
1 S. n 2

;

andseeG-K. 135/): Bu. Du. Be. DJra*. An obj. offlpKO is much
desiderated: Bi. 1

, cleverly, nDN?0 5»«'»3TI >3. Du. Be. T (Be.
K

"sed 1. prb. JB") (Be.
T tey or SlSBWD) ilTKn DND *3 D^ "pyDn

" Shall he on thy account [?] recompense, that he refuse (Dass er

verwiir/e : but ? for DND
'•S)

his (the penitent sinner of 31
,

according to Du.'s view of that v.) desire (to be forgiven)?"

Against the sense of "jEyD ; and otherwise far-fetched. [Richter

places -QT njJT riD) before IQPDn, anc^ supplies the words with

a parallel line "JIN VSVTlb n&on, treating the distich thus obtained

as the conclusion of the disputant's challenge to God (begun in

31b
).

The remainder of 33
(from *pycn to '•jr-n^i) contains Elihu's

comment on the challenge : here Richter reads cbw for ruD$>B*

and "O-JN* for "3X ;
and renders, Appear to dispute with me,

And say what thou knowest
;

Must he according to thy

judgment repay (das Regiment fiihren), if something does not

please thee, So that thou shouldest choose and not the Lord.

Highly conjectural, and "oik is against the usage of the book,

excepting in 2828 . The last objection could be avoided by

reading (with Ley) ?« for ^K.]

35. ^?tpn] with V as Jer. 3
15

(G-K. 53^). Here an inf.

abs. Hif., with the force of a substantive, as Jer. 3
15

(unless n'yi

be read), and fen, Jb. 25
s

(see n.). &WJ13 (Olsh. § 191c,

P* 359) Bu. Du.) is not an improvement.
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36. ^Nt] if correct (as "OK, myfather (F pater mi), is out

of the question), can be explained, it seems, only as by Wetzst.

(see his long" note in Del. ad loc.) as 1 impf. sg. from Arab.

bayya, properly to come in, especially as a reficgee or suppliant

(
= Heb. "13 : cf. J^j » Jjo-^)» and then to e?itreat', in common

use in the Hauran in this sense (pf. bit, bind, I, wey have en-

treated') impf'. yebi, tebi, tabin (fern.), abi\ plur.yebu,yaben(fem.) f

tebu, tabe?i (fern.), nebi: his collection of Hauran poems, says

Wetzst., contains many examples of these forms). If this

explanation is right, "atf will mean here, / pray (God) that Job

may be tried. But the explanation would be more satisfactory

if to entreat were not (as appears to be the case) a relatively

modern dialectical sense of bayya. [*3,
in 'OIK *3, is explained by

Wetzst. from the same J : properly, an entreaty to my lord!

— I pray my lord (cf. Lex. 106a, b), but is otherwise explained

by Kohler in ZATW, 1916, 26 f.
; cp. ib. 216.] A wish is also

expressed by 2T, 3l*K Iff KJPf3*1 K3K"1 JiQ KW (with a double

rendering- of ^N), or, according to another reading, KJUV
Zri

8K ^nan^I ;
and if we emend with Perles DK (If only ... as

Ps. 139
19

). (£ ov fMTjv Be dWa (fxade 'loop), whence Hi. ?3tf
(
=

howbeit, as in late Hebrew as Dn. io7 - 21
, see Lex.), Sgf. Bi.

DJX (as 25 5
8

al.); <S Ajj_»;~», of a truth, whence Mich. Bu.

(" possibly") |3« (32
s
); Gra. DJDK. Bu. om. "3N (so Oo.

Grimme, St.) as dittographed from 35a 3VN. Du. (after & fidOe)

"inj)
for inT : Ah (assuming 13M to be a particle expressing a

wish), that Job would let himself be warned for ever !

|1N *^2fcO irnittf]! hy] There are many cases in which

2 has the force of in the capacity of= as (Lex. 2, 7a > P* 88),

and some (ib. yd) in which (unless 2 should be read) it denotes

in the form of as in a comparison, Ps. 37
20 and 1024

\wy2 1$>3

(but jB>jD, Is. 51
6
); but this passage (" by reason of answers

in the capacity of naughty men ") and 36
14

go beyond
these

; and it is better to read ^3X3 by reason of answers

like (those of) naughty men (2 pregnant as in Ps. 1834
,

Is.

29* 63
2

: Lex. 455a) ;
so 2 MSS, Ol. Be. St.

(ffir ooajrep can

hardly be cited for 2: RV. reads '3, but still has like\).

[riUVk^n as 2 1
34

; but the absence of the suffix here is sus-

41
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picious.] (5r for rom bv> f*>V &fa avrairoKpiatv = 3$Pr?fcS;

% *ZX* k>ASD ]]o = 3tfnJV-iw
; U ne desinas = naBfa-fo

; £ as

jJE. Gra. after & 3BTirviw,
" and let him not be reckoned among

naughty men "
which, as Bu. remarks, would follow well after

Du.'s inr in a
.

37. pQD* Wl] sc. VB3, as 27
23

(p&b), Nu. 24
10

, La. 215

(D)B3), which, as the v. is very short, is probably, with Bu., to

be inserted after pSD
1

*. Ley, Be. K St. omit the two words m, c.

[they are perhaps a gloss on v. 26
; Bi. Du. omit also yB>B; but

a is rhythmically better with than without
'a].

a-vn] cf. on 33
21

.

VV !



CHAPTER XXXV.

2. riNtil] HN? points on to 3 ... "3. f> 3PM, as 33
10

13
24 al.

*?N?p ^jTT2 JTV2N] (Or) sayest thou,
" My righteousness

is more than God('s)
"
? so Del.

;
and Ew. substantially, but treat-

ing miDK as a subordinate circ. cl., "thinking that . . ." Di.

Bu. Du. " Or callest thou it,
' My righteousness before [p,

4
17

n.] God'? that," etc. : miDN (which does not by itself mean

call) for (or FO) i!> mOK ; [cp. f> 1DK3, to be called, Is. 4
s
19

18 61 6
] ;

the ellipse, however, makes the construction hard. [On either

view the style is awkward and notfn p • • • mEN is scarcely

an elegance.] (3r (SUaios elfii), &&V (iustior sum), i.e (unless

the VV. paraphrase) ^iTiy ;
so Ol. Be.

3. pD^] cf. 1 5
s 222

.

\)\
indirect narration (without o) after n&: cf. 2217b

,
Ps.

64*; and see G-K. 1570. The indirect changes here into the

direct narration (^yx) : the opposite change in 19
28

jfE 22l7b
fit

[with ^ys no, cp. ^jri3 n», 21 15
].

Gra. Du. Be. St. Bu. v.

^ilNEnft] wor^ than my (hypothetical) sin = more than if

I had sinned: cf. Ps. 1824 . Perhaps (Bu.) T'NB™? (the inf. as

Ezk. 33
12end

). [Ehrlich avoids these rather doubtful locutions

by reading in 3b *mvn DK !>yBK n», cp. 7
20

;
but is this probable

before v. 6
?]

4. \hn "p^N] In prose 131
f
S TVH

(1 K. I26- 9- 1*
al.).

"pin JlNI] [& TJH Hk6^ n«l : cp. 32
s

(if vy"l and not D^3K
is original there). Be. T prefers y*i, thought: and thy thoughts
with thee],

5- D^W] he28
37

18 - 21
(all Elihu) : in Job elsewhere only

3S
37

].

6. •n^DnTTE] presupposing ^Bn (G-K. 64c), though
the form in use is always H'Q\ etc. Rd., probably, ?VBn.

267
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*Q] stronger than ^ (7
20 2217

), [which is read here by 2 MSS :

cp. S CTlX].

8. U supplies, for the sense, in *
nocebit, in b adiuvabit:

so EVV.

9- D^p^tJJy] the pi. in an intensive sense (G-K. 1242), as

Am. 3
9

. [But a personal term bySwy (MS
Ken - 368

; cp. Jer. 22s
)

is suggested by the
||
in b

, so ffir2T ®2 U.]

*)p^^P] "Whether this is rightly distinguished as Hif. (for

'to raise a cry' (G-K. 53^), so only here), we must leave to the

linguistic feeling of the scribe who inserted the *"
(Bu.).

DT2*l] D^") so constantl)' means "many" that it could

hardly have suggested the idea of great men\ it is doubtful (in

the sense grandcevi) even in 32
s

;
and in the sg. though used with

collectives (as DJJ, ^np, K3X), it is otherwise very rare (m •£»,

Ps. 48
s
), except where it = chief, chief officer, as D*n3D 31 (in

Jer. and 2 K. 25 for the earlier DTDB "IP of Gn.), ^33 *pn *3"i
f

Jer. 39
13

(Z<?#. 913). If correct, it is thus in any case an unusual

sense. Hence Bu. ("perhaps"), Be. Nichols, DTJ (as
12

) ;
or

ff»T33 (as 34
24

).

10. *pV . . . "TON] so ffi (
with ^ in n

) 5LU : £ . . • ™*
Wy

;
so Bu. Oo. St. The change does not seem necessary :

in 10 an individual f»okn : G-K. 144^) speaks for himself; in n

he says what is applicable to himself only as one among other

men.

11. *0D7)D] == Ufikw? (G-K. 68k), and probably an error for

it. (5 hiopi^wv /jl€,
whence Klo. tt?B&, who distinguishes us

from," etc., which "deserves consideration" (Bu ),
and may be

right.

l-O^rP • • •

1] Dr. 117; G-K. u6#.

12. DIP] [some (cp. Bu.) postulate a temporal sense (cp.

J) for DE> here, as in 23
7

; Lex. does not recognize the

meaning, and it is strange that if, in Hebrew as in Arabic, the

particle was temporal, this meaning should be so slightly and

doubtfully attested: G.-B. cite for it Ps. 14
5
35

13 666
132

17
,

but in Ps. 132
17 the sense is clearly local ;

in the remaining

passages, as in these passages in Job, the temporal sense, if
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established, would be the more natural ; though here in par-

ticular K6. (iii. 373^) feels that DB> approaches an inferential

force].

[(T2^ NtH] Du. (cp. Peake) thinks this clause should, if

the v. be in place, stand at the end of the v.
;
but since such a

transposition would entirely destroy the balance of the v., it

cannot be regarded as a solution of the difficulties suggested

by the awkwardness of the style (see above). If this is to be

improved, it should rather be by emendation of b
,
so that it

yields a natural reason for rujT N7i ; D[n]*jn, because of the pride

of their thoughts (or, purposes', Ps. 139
s " 17

),
would be easy, but

not altogether satisfactory.]

13. nrW] KIP is masc. : rd. probably aw (Du. Oo. St.

Bu. Be. K alt.). Bi. Du. (" perhaps ") Be. K alt. insert r.Sb before

Nlty (cf. ftK riSw
1

,
Pr. 17

4
) ;

but the more general X1P is preferable.

Ley, Be. T DWP IK.

14. M3 ^^] = how much less, when . . . (Lex. [s.v. 5]K 2]),

as Ezk. 15
5

: so "how much more, when . . . ," Pr. 21 27
, 2 S.

4
10f -

; cp. 13 5]N"i,
1 S. 23

s
,
2 K. 5

13
;
Hi. Del. here and in Neh.

9
18 take 13 P|K as = yea, when [Lex. s.v. *a E|m]<

tlWn] "(that) thou beholdest him not." Indirect nar.,

as 3a
. [The closeness of WttEJTI to na^K* is a little suspicious ;

but ^yw* (Bi.) would be equally so, and would find very pre-

carious support in the /cal aoocret fie of ®r's paraphrase of 13,14
.]

p~T]
Perl. Du. (taking the words as Elihu's) Be. St. qh, Be

still (
= be resigned), for H, as Ps. 37

7
rTfffb Dil (||

b i^nnm).

1? vvinm] ^ n (from i>in) only here to wait, hence Bu. Be.

either \*? M?innni (ps . 37?) or (from J bw) 5>rftni or !wrn. How-

ever, the Hithp. means to wait only in Ps. 37
7

; the Qal has

the same meaning, Jg. 3
25

,
Mic. i

12
: so we can hardly be sure

that the Po'lel had not the same meaning as well.

15. IBM "Tj2S r^"'
1^ nniH] The pointing and accentuation

of P.K show that the punctuators made two clauses of the line,

understanding some word after ps ;
and had no intention of

adopting the impossible construction of connecting pK and 1£B.

& nWI 1J7DK mn vb &X3 DIIN IH31 (and now, because (it is) as

if he were not, his anger visiteth) ;
cf. Ibn Ezra, ptfjp 5>*3BQ piiTll
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Kimchi, l-rnstDn naA awe !>y "ibk 'n np3#-riD kvi pxs onow B» :

AV., But now, because (it is) not (so), etc. Del. in vain

attempts to defend the connection of ptf and "IpS by the analogy
of Arab, laisa, which is sometimes followed by a finite verb

(with examples quoted from Fleischer) ;
*1P3 pK, taken thus

together, are simply impossible Hebrew. Di. (as Ew. Comm.),
because it is not (the case that)

—or (as Ew. § 32 1£), because

there is not (aught that)
—his wrath hath punished: but both

these renderings imply an un-Hebraic construction
; and the

second would, by analogy, require (before a rel. clause) pX. ptf

is never simply
"
nothing." (S (O) (ovk eariv iiriaKeTTTOfievo^

opyrjv avrov), 5* (eTriXoyL^ofievo*;), Hi. Sgf. Bu. Be. 1BX Tj3B ptf *3,

because his anger punishes not. The sense thus produced is

quite satisfactory : but, though ptt with a sf. is common before

a ptcp. (as Ex. 5
10

),
and pN followed by a subst. and a part,

also occurs (as Ex. 33
15

,
Lv. 14

21 rofro iT pw), there is no

parallel for the ptcp. preceding the subst., and "tpb iEK pN *3

must be read. Grii. pX2. [Another grammatical possibility of

|^ is that 1SN, his (i.e. Job's, 184
) anger, is obj. of ipa ;

but alike

whether we point "JpS ptf, there is none that punisheth, or read
r

B irx, He (God) punisheth not, his anger, this yields no sense

suitable to the context.]

"TNtt tfSl W NTl] '3 JJT, to know about, as Ps. 31
8

(perhaps), Jer. 38
24

. K'B t is explained by Del., most precariously,

as meaning arrogance, lit. overflowing, from the Arab, fashsha,

the primary meaning of which is assumed to be to overflow.

The actual meanings are, however, very different, to make the

wind come forth from a milk-skin, to belch, utter calumnies,

etc.
;
see Freytag, s.v. ; Lane, 2399C-2400C, to say nothing of

the sibilant being wrong. No doubt, with & (0) X V, and

most moderns, J8FB should be read. Cocceius, Ew. (if jflPB is not

to be read with (&), Hrz. Bu. folly, from J t?t»a (cf. Ar.fasls,

weak in mind and body). [yt?B is certainly more probable than

&>S; but the text as emended, and with npQ 1SK for 'n 'b (see

last n.) still suffers under an objection to f^, viz. that ixn in b

with either Jflps or b>b weakens the sense; we expect not "he

knoweth not much," but "he knoweth nothing at all about
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transgression.*' It would be easy, but not very attractive, to

read DIN for 1KD ;
Richter avoids the difficulty otherwise, but

also unattractively ;
he retains a

,
and in b reads GPS3 JH S K7l

(fiFEO,

as La. 3
16

)
: And now because it is not so (viz. that you wait

patiently for God), his anger hath visited, and he hath caused

him that is without knowledge to cower.]

16. 7Hn] adv. accus. (as g
29 21 34

)
= emptily.

IITD n^2^] HB n*B, as Jg. 1 1
35 - 36

(to make a vow
;

cf. Ps.

6G14 TlBb WQ "»&'tf),
Ps. 2214

, La. 216 3
46

(in derision), Ezk. 28 (to

eat), Is. iou (of a bird) ; fig. of the earth, Gn. 4
11

,
Nu. 1630

Dt. n 6
)f.

"1152] See on 82
. ffi (0)2 erroneously 133!.
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2. "^n3t] an Aramaism: in 2E Levy quotes only this pas-

sage and Is. 42
4

, and in the Afel (as pointed) Is. 51
5

, Mic. 5
6

;

but in Syr. 5Z\D is very common (Ex. 14
13

, Is. 817
etc.).

TJft] Is. 28 10 - 13
t: probably a diminutive form (G-K.

§ 86^-, n. (the Engl, transl.) ;
cf. Dr. on 2 S. 13

20
).

Tinftl] i5
17 n.

PTi^N/] & ev ifioLi Bi. 1 Gra. Du. St. insert v before ivbtih,

Bi. 2 s
3. [For the force of the

S?
in mtaS', which even in J^ is not

that of possession, cp. 13
7
. Hoffm. unnecessarily and im-

probably tnrr$t6.]

3» ^yi] see on 32
s

. [Hoffm. Vfi: improbable.]

pmo^i] 39
29

>
2 S. 7

19
(
= 1 Ch. 17

17
),

2 K. 19* (
= Is.

37
26

) ; pimD^ ny, 2 Ch. 2615
,
Ezr. 3

13
t. On the use of pb (with

pleon. S>) see, further, Lex. 583^. [Here, as clearly in 2 K. 19
25

and (cp. the
|| DK>d) in c. 39

29
pfffrvA =from afar, not fo afar

(so Del. here) : for }o? in other phrases meaningfrom, see, ^.^.,

Dt. 4
«

Jg. 201

.]

^7^2]
" my Maker": so only here (cf., however, the vb.

Pr. 16*). <K epyort Be jjlov (
=

\tys&) ! [cp. Fried. Del. " meine

Handlungsweise "].

p!2 ]r\X] JH3, to ascribe [i
22

n.], as in TQ3 JH3, ft JTO.

4. [D^n] & ovpiek, whence King (JThSt. xv. 80), p3».]

frtjH] the pi. intensive [as 1 S. 23
; nw»K, Pr. 2820

; nir3,

Is. 27
11

; ni:nn, Is. 40
14

. See G-K. 124^].

5. "VIS] °f Cod, as 34
17

: for the word, see 82 n. [(£ omits

17 TC "YOU] So 0. The asyndeton (which equates

strangely J? na V33 with a
T33), the shortness of the line, and
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the expression
"
strength of heart

"
(i.e. of understanding), all

point, however, to some fault in the text. Bu. 27
D3JJ1

ri3 T23,

"mighty in strength, and wise in heart" (so 2T : cf. 9*

na pc*0 337 D3n
;
also 37

24
), removing at once all these diffi-

culties [but producing the rhythm 4 : 4 which is very rare in

Job (21
28

n.)]. Du. remarks,
"

*b\ T33 and 37 "V33 are variants,

and ri3 a scribal error for 37, which has been suffered to remain ;

as 37 T33 does not occur elsewhere, it is more prudent to read

37 "133 (Ex. 9
7
)

"
; and so reads for 6_7ft

(making two distichs

of them) K7 pV U"ty BD£>C1 : JJEH rW N7 J? 133 DK»* 7S {n

JWJQ pnv JHWso Be. K St. for 5
,
and as alt. *for 7a

) ;
but K& is

it t • v v \ ' / »
:

now also needed in 6a and 7a
[and was so read perhaps in 6a

by
(5r—note Be in 12 - 17

fir], [Another way of recovering the original

text is suggested by (5r.
6-n in editions of 6c are O, and thus

6 and 12
represent continuous lines in (5r : the two lines 6b - 7a

appear in (& (though separated from one another and from 5
),

viz. 6b in 15b
(2r,

7a in 17a
ffir. Bringing together the separated

lines, (Sr's rendering of 5 - 6 reads (yuyvooaKe Be on) :

6
/cvpio? ov fir] aTTOiroLr)(j7)Tav tov a/ca/cov,

12a
aaefSels Be ov Biaaco^eL'

15b
KpifJLa Be TTpaecov i/cOyo'ei,

17
ou^ vcnepr\Gei Be airo BlkclIwv fcpi/ia:

this represents

D^Dn DKD'' N7 7« 5

(D^KH rW N71
6

(or pi) tDDtttO (D")pHittD JTW N71
7

In point of rhythm and parallelism, and in providing an obj.

for DXDS in 5
,
this is certainly preferable to J^. With the first

of these distichs, cp. 820
. In 6 tov cl/cclkov = D^n (not rendered

by (5r in 4
, where aBU<ti<s avvieis probably represents -py W))

rather than (cp. Nichols) 37 na (cp. 37 n3 T33 in fff ) ; /ep^a in

& 17 = f^
7
should, according to the usage of <3r in Job gener-

ally, and in (S15b = ^ 6b in particular, = BBE>D ; but possibly it

represents fH (adopted by Bi. : al. Wl), for tcpifia is = jo'H in

Dn. 7
22

,
Ezr. 7

26
. If €1 read BBCD, this should be explained as
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the incorrect repetition of a parallel term (8
3

n.), and V^y
would have the stronger claim to be the original reading.]

6.
|]"P] absolutely, —grant'. Dt. 24

16
,
Gn. 30

18
, Ps. 61 6

.

7a. yW\ cf. is
4 - 8

. [The Qal (J») is preferable here to the

Nif. (<K : cp. Nu. 9
7
).]

p**T2D] Bu., in accordance with c and v. 8ff-

D^SfO. An

improvement ; [Du. £H¥ with wyo for V^y].

[V^^] €r (in v. 17
, not v. 15 as suggested in Be. K

) /cpifia
—

DSK>E> or pn (see on v. 6 at the end).]

7b- ND37] ht on account of the motion implied in U2W) ;

so Ps. 9
6
xoai* rats*, is. 3

26 ncn p*6, 47
1
al.

DrWn] the \ by Dr. 1270 (cf. Jer. 619
,

1 K. c.
20f-

15
13

,
2 S.

4
10

,
1 Ch. 285

,
Dn. i

20
).

Du. Be. K OKI (rendering :
7b And though

kings were (?) on the throne, Whom he seated (M
,

E>\
—

without 5)
in glory (1 Ch. 29

11
),

so that they become proud,
8 Yea, though they were bound in fetters, (and) were taken

in cords of affliction,
9 He would (?) declare, etc. [the writer

having in mind such stories as those of Manasseh (1 Ch.

33
10ff

-),
or Nebuchadnezzar's pride, fall, and restoration].

8. D'niDN DW1] the subj. (the [d*],tix of 7a
)

is not ex-

pressed : we should expect Dn DniDK DM. Bu. St. D'JDK DOT :

cf.
13b

.

9. "fS^l ®'lm **** ^e^ ^u# ma^e tne aP°d. begin here (Ew.

not till
llb

[;
but this would have the effect of giving a different

character to the two similarly constructed vv. 11 - 12
]) ;

for the \ in

that case, see Dr. 1277 (Ps. 59
16 after ox; cf. Ex. 163 *, Nu. i

19

after n^,SD, 1 S. 15
23 after i£, Is. 45* after jy^ al.: cf. also 7b

above). Bu. Tin.

9. [On the form of parallelism in this v., see Gray, Forms of

Hebrew Poetry, 78 ff.]

"Hl^rV ^3] that they behave themselves proudly (15
25

),

explaining wherein D^yD and DMWB consist.

10. nn«^ . . . h&\] Bu. TO6n . . . fen.

JOTO* ^] expressing the obj. of tDKIi
" And saith to them

(
= commandeth them, as in Arab. ;

cf. 9
7

,
and Lex. 56^) thai

they return from iniquity
"

: cf. Arab, amara an. So not un-
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frequently in late Heb., after verbs expressing a desire or

command, where the earlier language would use a direct ex-

pression (Ew. § 136^; Dr. 39/? end) : Neh. 25
7
65 8U - 15

I3
1* 19

cnnns; \h "IPN rnm), v. 22
,
Est. 2 10

(all with -UW instead of% in

the manner of these later writers : Zi'.v. 83^) ;
contrast especi-

ally 1 Ch. 21 18
rbjfm

»3 1»n5> with the earlier
||,

2 S. 24
18

no«*l

11. iWl] c. 70 MSS Jfe*
s ; cf. on 21 13

. A* is preferable.

':n DrPWl] om. Du. Be.K St. m. c.

D^^V-] as Ps. 166
;

the masc. pi.
= anioena : cf. 0*11)5,

Jer. 17
6

; MB'n, Is. 50
10

(Ew. § 172^), though the fern. pi. is

more common, G-K. 122^.

12. "nn^ ri/tW] the expression, as 33
18b

(see n,), Du.

as there ryNC'3. [But here rbvi stands before rojT (ct. 33
18

) ;

for this emphatic position there seems to be no reason. Since,

further, v. lla is over-short and 12a
over-long, rW3 may be a

displaced, and then, of course, a corrupt, complement to iy»65n in

lla
;
we think most naturally of )bp2 ; cp., especially, Pr. 5

13 in its

whole context, and in particular in its near neighbourhood to

"lDlomMP and *a?N "rPDfl i6 (cp. here in v. 10
"lDloi D3TK in).

After ppa had slipped down from its original position between

TOB* and yi3]P in v. 11 to its present position between ij;»b* and

H3JT in v. 12
,
and had become partially illegible, the word was

wrongly completed by some scribe who remembered the phrase

in 33
18

. Less satisfactory, as only half meeting the rhythmical

difficulty and not explaining the position of rbw at all, is Be. Ks

tentative suggestion to omit IJflDB* in 12a
. Ehrlich in n omits

fay, and for rpjH reads rajp with DTO* as its subject, and in 12

nn&}>3 for r6t?3 ;
but this leaves 12a too long, and reduces n to

rhythmical chaos. With the assonance in i"i3jn and rqjp at the

end of corresponding lines in a pair of similarly constructed

distichs, cp. wttn, ^3Nn in Is. i
19f\ For the vb. my of service

to God used without a personal obj., cp. Is. icj
21 - 23

; also Jer.

220
,
where TDJJN was probably intended to suggest at once the

meaning (cp. 39
s
)
suited to the figure of the first part of the

v., and the religious meaning which would form a transition

to the last part.]
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ron ^m] 35
16
36

12
.

13. F|N l^tt^] a singular, "very artificial "(Di.) expression.

D^', without any specification of the place where the object is

to be "placed," is vague and ambiguous. The most probable
view is that of Ges. (Thes. 13250)

"
reponere tanquam in

.• p

thesauro (Syr. |AV> » m J>q£d, reposuit thesauros" (PS. 2563: apip
common expression, Ro. 25

, Sir. 3
4

, etc., used abs. e.g.
« .. x p

I

AVr> V ro a _-kJLQ-»_ED, Bar. 3
17

; hence here) "r^tfrcww^incorde)
P P x 7

tram, i.e. apud se custodiunt, servant iram, irae et invidiam

indulgent, non ad Deum pie se convertunt," lay up, cherish;

so also Di. (who compares 2222 "p373 inDK D s
b>, Pr. 2624 U"»p31

HDID JV^, Ps. 13
3

;
see also Jer. 9/ U"1K D*fe* 13"ip3l) Del. Bu.

Cf. Du. " E3?3 must be understood (cf. Ps. 13
3
); it is omitted,

because 37 has just preceded." Many older authorities under-

stood P)N of the divine anger (cf. Ro. 26 Orjaavpi^et,^ aeavroj

opyrjv iu rjfiepa opyrj? ; so, wrongly, the RV. with marginal

references) ;
but this is against the context. [Ehrlich, pre-

suppose anger in God, viz. as the cause of their sufferings.]

Be.T ("perhaps"), with 1 MS, »H£ from DBtt (Is. 42
u

f), make

to breathe forth (?) ;
cf. U provocant iram.

14. noil] of course, the poet cannot have intended a jussive

in sense-. 18 MSS have n«3R, which must, no doubt, be read.

t#)] S3
25

,
Ps. 8816

,
Pr. 29

21
f .

DH^n] see on 33
18

.

D^UHpn] among (so Ew.) the D^tnp, i.e. sharing the same

lot that they do. 3 in the sense of in the capacity of, as (v.

on 34
36

)
is not probable here

;
and 5T DWj?3 mav be merely a

paraphrase. (5 has the extraordinary rendering f)
Be £<or] avriov

TLTpwa/cofievr) viro ayyeXcov (
— DHFIj?; cf. (£x 5

1
). [Hitz.

D'HpttO, the early ripe. The rhythm, 3 : 2, is suspicious ; cp.

17
14

n.]

15. TW] cp. 13
27 n. 15

33 n. 2023 n. 33
21
34

s7
.

D2t«fiJ Bu. Du. Be. foW, to agree with V? and to?f Still,

the s
jy is typical of a class.

16. ^frO]
If the v. introduces the application of 16 to Job's
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case, rd., with Bi. 1 Bu. Be. T
,
AK

tyCl,
" And as for thee, also";

if (see below) it introduces, in an adversative sense, what has

not happened in Job's case, read, with Hirz. Du. Oo. Be. K St.

HNI
(for ^Nl), "But, as for thee." Bi. 1

very cleverly suggests

that ntvpb (Ex. 811
,
Ps. 6612

(emended)) has fallen out after nx,

before the following am : he thus gets two symmetrical lines :

nnr6 iv *s» won fin* tm,

[*TrPDt"J] the subj., according to the differing views (see

last n.) of the meaning, is either (1) God (as in 15
),
or (2) nm . . .

nnjl in b
(pred. in 3 m. s. before the subj. : G-K. 1450). Of

these (1) is unlikely, for JVDn is so regularly used with sinister

associations—of enticing to evil, or to hostile or disadvantage-

ous action {e.g. v. 18 23
,

1 S. 2619
,
2 S. 24

1
, Is. 36

18
)
—that it is

unlikely to have been used of God leading Job to prosperity ;

a single example of a favourable meaning would be found in

2 Ch. 1831 if the text there could be trusted; in Jos. i5
18 =

Jg. i
14 the associations are neutral. But (2) is scarcely more

probable, for it involves a very awkward construction. Not

improbably words have been lost in a which contained the

subject of IJVDn, and the subject was then explicated in b - c
.

Richter would find the subj. of "jJVDn in ")¥SD (read instead of

"l¥ "'DID)
—a verbal noun from 1¥S (cp. 1 S. 15

23
),

but the

meaning which he suggests is questionable, and the combina-

tion of "TCSD, am, and V nnj incongruous.]

[l2 ^SDD] the words may well be corrupt, but neither T¥2»

(Hoffm.), as ace. of the state to
?j
— or voc, nor 1MBD (see last

n.) is probable.]

mnnn pnO Vb im] 3tn, only here and 38
18

. ptt» f,

constraint, straitness, from P«; pttB 37
10

,
Is. 823

f. PS1D tb
f

qualifying 3m = unconstrained (see on 12 24
).

In nTinn, if

correct, the sf. must refer to 3m, treated, in spite of its form,

as a fern. (Del., who compares Sim, Dn. o,
25

;
and Ew., who

compares, § 174^", a few other similar cases, especially in late

Heb., as D!J», Hag. 26 ; fejf, Qoh. io15 ; *OV, Is. 40
2

,
Dn. 812

(but

masc. in io1
) ; DJHS, Qoh. 811

).
But read probably "pnnn, with

1 MS pr. m., Bi.i*Di. ("perhaps") Bu. Oo.

^nW nn:i] Ges. (Thes.), Del. and most (from TO),
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" that 'which rests
(
= is set', die *

Besetzung ')
on thy table

"
(cf.

n*3n, to set down) ;
*TO will then be either (Del.) attracted to the

gender of "prfe, or n&6p must be read: Ew. Di., however,
"And the rest {quiet [Is. 30

15
,
Pr. 2g

9
], comfort,

'

Behaglich-

keit') of thy table, which is (was) full of fat." Bu. omits nru

as an incorrect dittograph of iTnnn. ffir (&) ical Kare^i) = nrui,

yielding no sense, but testifying to the consonantal reading nrw

at the time.

17. irDttrV BDtPEI \n]
rd. at least W?£, if not, with Du.

Be. 13JJP1
1B2E>01 (without pi, regarded as repeated by error

from a
) ; [but this reduces the rhythm of 17 from the normal 3 : 3

to the rare 3 : 2 (17
14

n.). Note the suspicious similarity of

pi n!>d in 16
, pn n»!>» in 17

].

18. 7V2VI *0] non prefixed to |Q for emphasis. Bu., arguing
that HDH must denote God's wrath (21

20
),
and that is out of the

question in view of b
, would read, with Bi., Dh, heat (fig. of severe

misfortune,—"die Drangsalhitze "), or better (so in his trans-

lation) (or niSn)
QH *S,

" Dass es heiss hergeht darf dich nicht

zum Hohnen (p2
;

^p) verfiihren
"

: but this cannot be said to be

probable. [Be.
K

HDn, beware, which would be an Aramaism :

NDn, frequent in the Targums as a rendering of nfcO, in mod.

Syriac = to beware (see Nold. ZDMG liv. 154).]

]D] "(Beware,) lest . . .," as 32
13

.

,

"7rPD >1

]
the masc. after ntsn is very irregular : G-K. 145"

(end) : cf., however, 87
(where ? rd. ;wn), Pr. 210 1225

29
s5

. [If

we point HEn (see last n. but one), the subj. of Jn'
,D,, will be

JVDDfl, (masc.) : cp. RV.]

pDtt^L] into smiting (sc. of the hands), i.e. scorning: see

27
23

,
and (without D^M, at least in jJE) 34

s7 HT3 pIQD
1
.

[fc>
here

for D, as in 27
s3

; if the meaning sufficiency (RV.) yielded

sense, the b> would be normal: see 2022 (n.).] Di. at the s?nit-

ing (Divine chastisement : paj? from pDD, 34
26

)> objecting that

'2 JVDH is always elsewhere to incite against (2
s
,

1 S. 2619
al.).

Whether this objection is conclusive in such Heb. as this may
be doubtful : if it is, Bu.'s pBvb (to scorn) relieves it. [Bi. pB^3,

against the chastiser, Du. pDfc>D with noni>; see at end of n.

on 19
.]
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19. Very difficult. J^B> may mean, it seems, opulence, riches

(so Rabb. ; EVV. : cf. W, opulent, 34
19

; noble, Is. 32
s
f ;

and Ar.

sdat un
, Qor. 657 al.—from wasda, to #0 capacious, wiae =

Heb. JNPJ
*—

properly width, breadth, amplitude, and so ample-
ness of means, competence, wealth ; Lane, 3053^ ;

cf. Lex. 4476) ;

it may also mean (from ^/ V$*9 Vffl?)
a cry for help (Is. 226

[#«??], Jb. 30
24—but rd. here Ws

:
*6, see n.) : but vocalize in

this sense IfltP, Ijn?* (cf.
nVl^) : hence, according to the sense

given to the ambiguous ^\"}V, we get : Ges. Thes. 10696 i^QV, 3,

cestimavit, and so magnifecit)
" num divilias taas magnifaciei,

i.e. respiciet?" (cf. AV. Will he esteem thy riches?); Del. Bu.

"Will thy cry set thee outside affliction?" ("py (Del.) a

"choice word for D^;

,
nT» cf. 37

19
"; but?: as Di. remarks,

"*pj? does not mean to set, 'thee' is not expressed"—though,
if there were no other objection, "p"iy

s would be an easy emen-

dation—and "ni vh is not the same as y* vhl (8
11

30
28

),
but can

only mean without affliction (cf. 4
21

34
20

) ;
Di. "Will (Can) he

(God) bring thy cry into order (i.e. make thy rebellious cry one

of humility and submission), without (the use of) affliction, and

all the efforts of (His) strength?" Ew. Shall thy riches set

themselves in array (*py in its military sense, 1 S. 4
2

al.)
—

without need, with all the forces of strength? (dost thou

think to meet God with the weapons by which thou wouldest

ward off a human foe?). For Du.'s view, v.i. Bi. v t\V)W ^VPJ*

TCTXDKO (Bu., better, 5>3£) hhb 1*2, "Can thy cry be set forth

(cf. 32
14

,
Ps. 5

4
)
before Him, (Who is) cut off from (inaccessible

to) all exertions of strength ?
"

Clever, especially in a
; but

51 1V3 is improbable.

In a choice of difficulties, perhaps the best rendering is :

" Will thy riches be equal (to it, i.e. suffice to do this : cf. RV.

suffice) without affliction (i.e. suffering is indispensable), Or all

exertions of strength?" *py, as 2817 - 19
(sq. ace; 2817

n.): an

obj. is much desiderated
;
but n?"^! (the sf. referring to the

action referred to) would be a very slight change : 1V3 nS>, as

4
21 MDara *6, 34

20 T3 n!?. m *MDK», cf. on 9* : P»KO *
only

here.

Di. renders, as a whole (taking the passage in an un-

favourable sense, of the unfortunate effects upon Job of long
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prosperity) :
16 and also unconstrained freedom

(lit. freedom

unconstrained in its place, nnn, as 20
34

s6
; or, reading- "pnnn,

freedom without constraint beneath thee, 187
, Ps. 1837

)
hath

enticed thee away from the mouth of affliction (so that thou

disobeyest the voice, or warning, of misfortune), and the rest

(or comfort) of thy table, which was full of fatness
;

17 and if

thou art full of the judgment on the wicked (viz. in the malady
from which thou art suffering), judgment and sentence hold

(thee) fast;
18 for let not heat (passion, resentment towards

God) provoke thee at the chastening, and let not the greatness

of the ransom lead thee astray ;

19 can he (God) bring: thy cry

into order [i.e. make it a cry of submission), without (the use of)

affliction, and all the efforts of (His) strength ?

Du. ian!«Pi sjmn w\d xh wb
: -iv *ao nnji am "jrpDn nxi i«»

: rb *SDKtD fel "TC3 ft *J*n*B> iftjpn
19 :W "1B3. *.*.

ie» But thee free-

dom hath beguiled, And rest from the jaws of adversity ;

16b

With no straitness that dismayed thee, And thy table full of

fatness
;

17 Thou art filled with the judgment of the wicked,

And his judgment has taken hold upon thee
;

18
(Beware) lest

chastening entice thee into anger, And let not the greatness of

the ransom lead thee astray ;

19 Will thy complaint in distress

avail against him, Or all exertions of strength? V. 16b consists

of two circ. clauses. V. 17b
pi repeated by error from a

. pBB^p

(not actually found, though a legitimate form from PP&),

chastening, properly smiting, from pDD, 34
26

. "py, as 37
19

.

TW, as 23
2

.

(5r is here very paraphrastic, and gives no help towards the

restoration of the text. For v. 19
it has : firj ae itackivdrai (

=
18 end

tj&H~7K) e/ccov o vov? Se^creo)? ev avdytcy ("1X3) ovtwv ahvvd-

Tcov [teal Travras tou? KparaiovvTa? iayyv (
= n3 ^JflSKB

731),

which follows, is @'s version of 19b
].

20. *]NtWl] f|KP, as 7
2
(n.).

Pfihyh] that (whole) nations may go up (vanish as dust,

etc. : Is. 5
24 xbp p3K3 Dm&1, Ps. 10225 ^ *xm *iij»l f>N) in their

place (nnn, idiomatic, as 34
26 n. : Dathe, Voigt Dnnn^y^m their

place, which is an improvement). Du. DJ> rri?y!? np>n *|KH#I¥7M
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Dsnnp, "Let not folly (nW>in, Qoh. i
17

al.) deceive thee,

To exalt thyself with him that thinketh himself wise

(Qoh. yw).»

21. ^72 mill nt"7V ^] !>V "ira does not occur : rd.

probably with Bu. Du. Be. St. ^)V, unrighteousness instead of

n? hy- In Aram. *im is to try or prove (e.g. for *p¥, Jg. 7* 2E ;

for 1D2, Jer. 17
10 in nrfc) |Tfc; so in & Jer. 17

10 and often, PS.

506 f. ; cf. Is. 48
10

Heb.); hence Dathe, Ew. "
perhaps," Wr.

rnri3 (Pu.), For on this account (that thou mightest not turn

to naughtiness) hast thou been tried though suffering : Di. Bu.

both object that, if this were the meaning, "oya would be expected
rather than ^]}D : however, }d does denote the efficient cause

(Lex. 5800) ;
and even if *ajjd were more natural, "ojn for *oj;d

would be a very slight emendation (cf. Ezk. 48
29 where r6n33

must be read
;
and Dr. SamueP, p. lxvii).

22. ^PZlt^] showeth loftiness, doeth loftily (G-K. 536?) ; the

Hif. only here, the Qal, 5
11

,
Dt. 236 f : Bu. compares pViDn,

2012
,
and pnn, 21 33

; ryin, 2i 3
al., and 3j6, g

23 al.
; jPBhn, 34

12
,
and

VW\ Be. r
"perhaps the 3 is only dittographed from the follow-

ing 3, and **& = !W
(

24
n.) should be read."

•"P/VS] & BvvdaTrjs = N^E, lord (Aram. : Dn. 2 47
5
23

,
and

often in Nab., Talm., Egyptian-Aramaic, and Syriac) : so

Ew. (" Gebieter
"

;
see also p. 340), Bi. 1 Be. Honth. But the

Aramaism would be a very strong one; and (Bu.) the idea of

God as a teacher is in accordance with the thought of Elihu

elsewhere. [Ehrlich
rnto = SOID : cp. Is. 813

.]

23. Cf. the very similar v., 34
13

.

sty *lpD] 34
13 n. The perfects Who ever . . . ? are quite

right (34
13

: Dr. § 9), though, of course, the impff. could be used

(2 1
81

). [Del. in b
gives the pf. a different force: quis dixerit

(cp. Gn. 2 1
7

;
Dr. § 19: but this is unnecessary, nor need we,

retaining the pf. in a
,
read -JDK" in b

(cp. Bu.).]

24. *0 lit] Cf. on v. 10b .

N^fttttl] On this Aram, word (in Heb. only in Job), see on

87
. The Hif. also in 1223

;
but there lit. Dia^l mh SHWD, here

fig. to extol.

Vn&] The intens. Po'lel form (from TK>) only here. Rabb.

42
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AV. behold (Po'l. from litr)* [The pf. is the pf. of experience

(Dr. § 12), as in 25a
.]

25. "H "Un] look upon, viz. with admiration and awe.

26. fc^to] in Heb. only here and 37
23

: the common Aram,

word for great (Dn. 26, 12, 31
etc.).

1|X! N*71W "IDDtt] The pred. introduced by]: cf. 15
17

23
12

,
Ps. ii5

7
(
Dr - I2 5> <^-)-

27. jn^l Pi. only here. For the sense withdraw, draw

tfw#y /#, cf. Nu. 36
s - 4

(of an inheritance), v. 7
above, 15

8
:

[Jacob (ZATW, 1912, 287) explains by c^- to swallow, gulp,

drink, sip tip', cp. e.g. Qor. 14
20 <*xw jIG ^ Ju^a;, he

shall sip it (the water) up, but with difficulty swallow it down].

D^^DEi] Du.'s D
T

8P D'S9?, with the more definite Djp, is a

great improvement ;
so Honth. Be. St.

IjpV*] ppT is to strain, or filter through (trans.), 281
: the subj.

then will be the water-drops, which filter the rain through.

But (Hfm.) 1p?!: they arefiltered through as rain (accus. of the

product), or (Du.) pP he filters rain through, or, which is best

(St. Bu.), B$r, he filters them through as rain (d dropped out

before -)D»).

VTN7] at the time of [b,
as in Gn. 3

s
: see Lex. 516$ (6a)] his

mist (Gn. 26 f). Du. fa^D, which gives a clearer sense (RV.
alsofrom, but explaining by the margin, "Heb. belonging to,**

that this is only a paraphrase. But "from" implies legiti-

mately the reading ^£). Bu.for his mist, supposing the drops

of water to be first gathered into the IN, which afterwards

(v.
28

)
forms itself into clouds, from which the drops descend as

rain.

28. iVp WN] to is intrans. (Dt. 32
2 TOOK

!>?n) : hence 1B>n

is accus. (G-K. 117s), as Jer. 9
17

, Is. 45
s with the same vb., and

La. 3
48 with the synonymous TV.

1D}PP] Cf. Pr. 3
20

bto 1BW D^pnen ;
also Is. 45

8
D*DB> 1B"jnn

pnv i^r Darren iyoo.

T1 D"TN] as 3-) DJJ Gn. 50
20

al. EVV. abundantly, but

3T is not an adv. Wr. Konigsb. Be.T take 21 as a by-form ot

D^TJ, showers (Dt. 32
2

al.). In (Sr
28a

pvtfaovTat, 7ra\al(OfiaTa
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is from &,
28b eaKiacrev Be

v€<f)rj
iirl afivOrjrfj) ftpora) agrees

roughly with " 28b and fragments of 28a
, vecprj

= lypnw," Be.T .

There then follows in (Ex wpav edero Krrjveatv, olBaaiv Be

/COlTf)? TGL^lV (cf. V.33 n3|>D . . . Wj 37
8b

)> €7Tt TOUTOt? TTCLCTIV

ovk e^icrrarai <rov r) Biavoia
(
= 37

la
),

ovBe BvaXKaaraejal aov

rj KapBia airb awfiaTo^ (
= 37

lb
).

29. [The rhythm is suspicious—2 : 2 : 2 (see 17
1
n.), or,

giving to 3JTTHDD a single stress, 3 : 2 (see 17
14

n.). Further,

the resemblance of 2V *BHBB to hy BHD in the next v. and *vhso

2V in 37
16 are noticeable. The v. has perhaps suffered more

corruption than is generally recognised.]

DM ?\&] to* = Num. ? as Jg. 5
8

,
Is. 29

16 etc. But S

q_11oo ;
whence Sgf. Du. Bu. *V

*)&*, Be. ^3), which is certainly

more forcible than : Yea, can one understand . . . ?

^ZHQE] the spreadings of the clouds : in Ezk. 27
7

^BO
denotes a sail (something spread out

\
cf. the J Is. 33

23 ibnD"^Q

D3 al.). In 37
16 we have the expression 2V ^DO (so i MS here).

JTlNirri] 'n (always in the pi.) denotes various loud and

harsh sounds, which we in English should express by different

words : 30
22 Kt. the roar of a storm, Is. 222 the shouts or

uproar of an excited crowd ; loud shoutings^ Jb. 39
7
, Zee. 4

7
f :

here we might render crashings.

i]l3p] prop, a booth
; fig. here of the dark thunder-cloud in

which, in a storm, Yahweh was supposed by the Hebrews to

be shrouded. Cf. esp. Ps. 1812 in3D miMD i"inp IK'n ntf*

30. WIN] if correct, must denote the blaze of light (not the

lightning flashes^ Bu.) which was supposed to surround

Yahweh in the thunder-cloud, the to PW5 of Ps. 1813
. But HN,

his mist, v. 27
(Du. Bu. Be. : cf. (2r (0) IBov eicTeveZ eir avrov rj

atBi] (!),
** c

*r)B(0, so also (v. Field) Syro-Hex. on the margin)
is almost certainly to be read for nwc.

HDD D^n "^"TlIM]
" Roots of the sea" is an extraordinary

expression, not legitimately paraphrased by the "bottom" of

the sea, and the more extraordinary here, since, as God does

not (in the thunder-cloud) cover Himself literally with either the
" roots

"
or the " bottom "

of the sea, it is supposed (Ew. Del.

Di.) to mean the water drawn upfrom the bottom of the sea to
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replenish the black, heavily laden thunder-clouds (cf. RVm.
And covereth it (the light about Him) with the depths (?) of the

sea. Such exegesis is incredible
; though, if the text is correct,

no other is possible; the alternative mentioned by Di., from

Hrz. Schlottm. Hi., that the "roots of the sea" denoted the

upper, heavenly waters—the "waters above the firmament" of

Gn. 1, being, if possible, still more out of the question. Du.'s

D'HH ^frOI is a very plausible emendation : and he covereth

(with it,
—the "mist" of a

; see above) the tops of the moun-

tains ;
so Bu. 2—abandoning the suggestion in ed. 1 to read

<"ipa

for HD3 (a lapsus calami due to HD3 in
**),

"And the roots of

the sea he lays bare," comparing Ps. i816a—Be., and ("per-

haps") St. J. Marshall taps
DYl "tntn, "and the roots of the

sea are his throne"—the "sea" being the heavenly ocean

(Gn. i
7
),

the roots of which "were poetically conceived to be

the seven mountains which were thought to surround the

earth (En. 188
33

2
)." But the heavenly throne seems here to be

out of place ;
for the context relates to the movements of the

storm-clouds. With regard to the construction, Ew. Del. Di.

make D^n ,,Bnt5> the direct accus., HD3 being = make into a cover-

ing: "And make the D sn "KHE> a covering [sc. upon it—the light

about him—or (Del.) upon him): but, as HD3 is construed also

(see on v. 32
)
with an accus. denning what the covering is,

RVm. (see above) would seem to be equally possible. The

rendering covers himself with is very dubious
;

it is contrary to

the sense of Piel, and its only support is Jon. 3
6

,
where prob.

D3»] or (Is. 37
1
)
D3rn should be read.

31. fH*
1

]
The ethical purpose (p"p) comes in rather abruptly :

hence Houb. Gra. Be. Bu. 2
fit), feeds, nourishes (Jer. 5

s Kt.

D^nDf; an Aram, word, Dn. 4
9

,
Gn. 47

12
ft, Wis. 1626 55 : cf.

tf?», Gn. 45
23

,
2 Ch. n 23

f, and in Aram. Dn. 4
9 - 18

f).

"VHSft 7 f ]
in abundance, which in ordinary Heb. would be

expressed by 3-T>. One of the peculiar expressions used by
Elihu ; the verb TIDn, 35

16
f. The form, unusual for nouns,

like rpntPO, destruction, ^a^D : cf. (briefly) G-K. 85m.

32. TIN HD3 D^ hv] n?3 , though construed mostly

with an ace. of the thing covered, is also construed with i>y, as
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2 i26 csn>5»p nEon
rmrtj,

Nu. 1633 pan on^y Darn (z**. 492^);
hence niN here is syntactically an ace. defining that with which

the hands are covered (G-K. 117s, cf. ee.ff)', so Mai. 216 nEpi

ipuHjjj D»n.
T T

JWiroa iT^ W] ^ IW, as Gn. 216 28s al. For n^V rd.,

with some MSS Ken
", Houb. Sgf. Bu. Be. y^j; : nix is masc, except

Jer. 13
16

, where, however (Bu.), nfo& (with the old form of the sf.

of 3 sg. masc, of which some 55 cases are preserved in the OT.,
G-K. cjitf), could easily be pointed, as in Is. 30

33
i

"
|rn~io for

VTT1B fa Dr. Sam. p. xxxiii). The meaning of JP3SDD is un-

certain. JJJB is to light upon, meet, whether with an ace. or 2,

in a friendly sense (1 S. io5 , Gn. 32
2
),

but with 2 usually in a

hostile sense, to fall upon, 1 S. 2217 ' 18
, though also to meet

with a request = to entreat, c. 21 15
)2 WB3 *3 ^WflDI, Jer. 7

16
;

in Hif. to make to light or fall upon (sq. 2), Is. 53
s n Jpjfin

13?3 pjrntf ,
to make entreaty (sq. 2), Jer. 36

25
; abs. to make

entreaty or interpose, Is. 53
12

J?^EP DWB^t 59
16 T^ P8* *3« We

thus get here, (1) and commandeth it (viz. the light in his hands,

to be used as lightning) against the assailant (Ew. Hrz. Reuss,

Di. RVm.); but (see above) yjan does not mean to assail, nor

yjBD an assailant ; (2) commandeth it, as (the 2 essentice
; Is.

40
10

etc.) one making it fall upon or hit (sc. what it is sent

against, Is. 53
s
) ;

so Del. {als ein Treffenmachender, "asa sure

aimer") : of this rendering, also, RV. "And giveth it a charge
that it strike the mark" is no doubt a paraphrase; (3) Ol. Bi. 1

Hfm. Bu. Be. Du. WB©3, against the mark (7
20

) ; this is best.

Du., thinking yjBB presupposes slinging, emends, very cleverly,

but needlessly, and, in D^S", questionably :
VJgjEJS

"NNn b))p\ t|3"7J?

JHBB3 (better, Bu., Vlj£p^), Upon the sling (sp, as 1 S. 25
29

y?!?? *11 ^n3 ),
he balanceth the light, And slingeth it against

the mark. [Other suggestions, not probable, are: (1) to give d nB3

the meaning of arch (of heaven) : cp. NH. na^D in Levy, NHWB\
Honth. ; (2) to treat D^Ba as a measure (cp. 1 K. 1844

)
: a couple

of hand-breadths (of sky) he covers with light(ning) : Ehrl.
;

(3) JJJIBO 2%b KXV1 TIN TiDT !>a"ijn
—NW after &'• Richter.]

33- H^IV hv *1N TWQ tel V^ W] Again a very

difficult verse,
[ffir (see on v. 28

) copav Wero KTrjveaw, olhaauv
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Be (coiTTjs Ta%iv> in which rtipD 1]H vb]) was read in a different

order as )]}T) H3p» (?) by, and the rest of the v. still more

differently from fE.] JH—from the J of JTVJ, to jZ/omI, rawe a

war-cry, or sound a blast on a horn or metal trumpet, rarely

to cry out in pain (Is. 15
4
, Mic. 4°)

—is elsewhere shouting

(Ex. 32
17

),
such as might be mistaken for a nonta !>1p, or Mic.

4
9
t (JH jr"Vi n;^) a /*«</ <^ <?/ pain: iwwe (EVV.) is thus

inadequate, nor is the word a very natural one to use of

thunder, though Di. renders Larmruf, and Bu. (transl.), Du.

Kriegsruf,
"
war-cry" (cf. nynn), supposing the figure to be

that of the approaching armed war-god. But there is nothing
in the context to suggest this; hence Bu.'s suggestion (in his

note) to read iEJH, his thunder (so Be.
K

"perhaps"), is very

plausible. V. b in jj& can only mean, "The cattle (tell) also

concerning him that cometh up" (so Ew. Del.)
—the cattle, by

their presentiments of a storm coming up, announce that

Yahweh is approaching in the thunder-cloud. The cattle,

however, seem rather out of place here
;
and napD pjn would be

expected rather than PjN rwpD. (Er (S) irepl dSiKUK;, *A% read

n?vy, unrighteousness, for iviy
;

so Bdttcher, Hi. Di. Bu. Du.

Reuss, with njpD (Hif. ptcp. Hi. Di. ; cf. Ezk. 83
end), or napfc,

or N3j5D (B6. Du. Bu. Di. alt.), and understanding ejN in the

sense of anger (E
1 and C 3 for P|K rupD have «wn KJlfcOp, anc*

& 2 NW113 pD3BD,
—both connecting n:pft with ^/ K3p) : as one

that (the ptc. ri3pB an ace. referring to the sf. in V$>y) is jealous

with anger (or, with '"l.-.P*?, makes anger jealous, rouses it to

jealousy) against unrighteousness. The construction of the

vb. as in Zee. 82 t6 V1K3J3 rbw n»m. nwp is "jealousy," not

"zeal" (Ps. 69
10

, Is. 9
6 al. in EVV.): "zeal" is ardour for a

cause, but it lacks the feeling of exclusiveness, which is essential

to njop and "jealousy." Yahweh's "jealousy" is exclusive:

it cannot tolerate another receiving what is His or His people's

due ;
hence it is aroused especially by the desertion of Him

for another god (Dt. 32
21

: cf., noticing the preceding context,

Dt. 29
19 <20)

,
Ezk. 5

13
(note

n
)

16s8 - 42 23
25

, Zeph. i
18

),
or by

the imperative need of interposing on His people's behalf

against their foes (as Is. c>
6
59

17
,
Zee. 82

: cf. Ezk. 36
s - 6

38
19

,

Zeph. 3
8
).

It does not seem to be used elsewhere (unless in
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Ps. 79
5
)
of the feeling" aroused by the dishonour done to God

by mere wickedness
; though that would not, perhaps, be

more than an extension of its use in Ezk. 5
13 etc. Gra.

Pedes, for n?)V?V, n
Jty?V, a storm, whirlwind (cf. Aram. ^TO, in

& for myo, Jb. 38
1
, Is.' 29

6 al. ; cf. the vb. hyhy, Jb. 27
21 & ;' Syr.

JLAol (rare), PS. 2876; NH. Jnjfoj, Sir. 43
17

marg., with the
9 9

vb. byby, Kit. 7
7

, Levy, ChWB ii. 22i a
); but this does not

agree with n3pO : "the?, yea the whirlwind" [sc. telleth

concerning him). Be. fcOp with rbiy^y "yea, his whirlwind

proclaimeth also." [If loyn is rightly restored in a
, r6y^>y, if=

his whirlwind, would form a good parallel term
;
then e]X TVpft

should contain the parallel to v^y TJ*; but Be.'s top is not

quite satisfactory (rather ? nino, or better n
;i/T),

and isx rather

than cjx is wanted. But the thunder, the storm would be more

natural than his; and instead of v!>y, a term for wrath
||
to S]K

would be better (? i»yr) : *tyv «« *W\ °JH ^VT TJP would be a

good distich, but departs too much from ^ to be at all certain.

But in any case the ) of >yT may well have belonged to the

second line.]



CHAPTER XXXVII.

1. ?]N] C]N, yea, introduces emphatically a new thought, Ps.

i66 - 7 - 9
(Lex. 64^) ;

Gra. "H^ ;
but this is less forcible (Lex. 36b).

Bi. Du. K^n, supposing C]K [not rendered by (Gr in 36
28

]
to have

come in by error from 36
33b

. But no change is necessary.

^b] [<& (36
28

)]
Bi. 2 Du. -p$> (addressed to Job); for (Du.)

"it must be a matter of indifference to his hearers whether

Elihu fears the storm or not, if they do not fear it." But is this

reasoning conclusive? [For "im *J? we should perhaps read

"UV "Q^l "Dlpi restoring the 3 : 3 rhythm ; or, adopting Du.'s xbr\

for fjx, ~\J? "IJV1 "pip, which is rhythmically less easy, but "pip =
(& (Tov r) Stdvoia, "]37

= aov
f) fcapBla.]

*^JTP*l]
and leaps or starts (see Lv. 1 1

21
, Hab. 3

6
(not drove

asunder^ EVV.)). EVV. is moved is weak and colourless.

2. ybltf lyftti?] as 13
17 2 1

2
[But here, perhaps, WDK> and

jfiDt? (ffi VOW, i.e. V®f) are variants, both of which gained

entrance to the text, producing the unusual rhythm 4 : 3 (see

on 17
14

)].
<& (0) S>

UA ' Du. VCW for TOP (only necessary if

«i?n and "pi? are read in
*).

f^n] may here be rendered rumblijig (see on 3
17

).
Bu. remarks

on the effective word-painting produced here by the repeated

6 sounds : ftp »Sst jta? TOP.

3. "nW] from TVW (Jer. 15
11
Qre f ;

but the Kt. is probably

better) : an Aram, word, N"^, to loose, Dn. 5
16

,
for aTroXvco, Mt.

14
2*

&, nria, is. 202
&, 45

1
£, nna and n^;

,
is. 58° &, "inn, is. 58

s

E, Ps. 79
11

ft. Here it = Heb. «$B* (cf. 38
s5

13^1 D^p-Q n^nn).

7Jf]
=

S>X> as frequently (Z<?#. 41*7).

4. Sip] 2 MSS Bi. Bu. Be. Du. fop.

Dy"V] so always with this word, though the juss. sense is

not intended (1 S. 210
,
2 S. 2214

(
= Ps. 1814

0^), Jb. 37
s
40

9
).

288
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Either the e was peculiar to this word, or rd. &yi\ (The Hif.

D*jnn, ps . 2g
3
.)

DHjW1 N tH] and stayeth them not. 3|5J?, if correct, will be

a denom. from 2i?V, prop, to place or /^w #/ the heel — leave

behind (in Arab, 'akaba is to follow at the heel; and the Heb.

3PV in Qal is to attack at the heel, or overreach), the Rabbis

explaining it with more particular reference to 2PV in the sense

of end, Ps. ngS3 ' u2
(Lex. 7846): so, for instance, I.E. (Ps. 119

112
)

spy obijA jo imp *6 pjn, Qi. s)toi> Dnnar ^, adding by "ION pi

nWii ^D TMfrW' ^ (Ps. 19
12

) % T3frn. There is, however,
an Aram, and NH. word 33y meaning—though its etymological
relations are not apparent, unless by an anomalous change of

consonants, it comes from 3j3y—to hold back, delay (Lv. 19
13

2T-J to keep back wages, Ithp. to hold oneself back, delay, Gn.

19
16 © for nontm 1 S. 2038 E for ioyrri«, al.

; NHWB iii.

6446) ;
and it is quite possible that E?3^ should be read here.

% here has JW3JT; and 3 MSS read D23V\ The sf., however,
has no antecedent, and 4C

is (Bu.) "long for one line, and short

for two": hence Bu. St., very plausibly, Di?")3 2pJT N31, "and
he delayeth not the lightnings." Du. : t>X Dyr fop WW Xnm
lttp J/Cf raO 3^ l6 (for 13W3 in 4

)
bill : (from **) tblp3 ; but

the threefold )j)p, each time at the end of the line, is not an

elegance, nor is so much change necessary. [But Du.'s last

line is better than J^, which is both short and feeble.]

5. [The rhythm is 4 : 4
—rare in Job (7

4
n., 2i 28

n.), and some-

times at least due to textual corruption.] There is force in Bu.'s

remark that a and b form a poor parallel ;
in a also the adv. ace.

niN^D3 halts after )h)p2 i>X DyT, which in its turn seems a variant

of 4b
; nor is a fall of snow 5 a cause f3) of thunder : hence,

comparing 5
9 nDDE ptf iy nwfea ipn pai nAna n^y (cf. 9

10

and 36
26

),
he would read ah nihnj "Ipn (or *&) pw ri1K^S3 npy

jm. Du. for a reads mN^ ^N BIT*.

6. bOH] imper. from Nin, the Aram, form of the Heb. ITVl,

found six times in the OT., here, Gn. 27
s9 ^n, Is. 164

(in the

prophecy on Moab) "V], Neh. 66 and Qoh. 222 nin, Q h. n 3 KVf f

(cf. also JW). If correct, the vb. will be used in its primitive sense

of Fall, found in Arab. (Qor. 53
1 "

By the star ^yt \3\ when it
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sets"), but only here in either Heb. or Aram. Gra. Sgf. Perl.

Bu. (not Du.) iTH or WH, saturate (Ps. 65
11

etc.), which might
seem better suited to rain than to snow

; it is, however,
attributed to at least jfem DtMfi together in Is. 55

10
.

it? TTHtSO OOTl "Itttt DtMl] 5> must be understood from
a before DtW (each time). riTlCO DBW after ">oo Dpa forms a

hardly tolerable combination. Probably "ioo d^ji should be

omitted with 3 MSS, Ol. Wr. Bi. 1 Hfm. Bu. Ley. & omits

nrtttB DBW. Sgf. (omitting
c
)
has for b TBOH UVT\ ; Hfm. (omit-

ting
b
)

for
c has «2 nfrBCT DBW (imper. i?g j/nw£, i>, as before,

being understood from a before '3 and 'o : cf. Pr. 828 niri? tftja

Dinn) ;
Du. (for

b and c
), retaining the n in nnDO, «Sfw WW D^i;

Be.K
,
as Hfm. or Bu., or telg "1001 DBW (Z>w/ : Dt. 3a

2
).

7. TO] '3 Dnn is peculiar, but it is found in 33
16

(also Elihu).

Hi. Gra. Du. Be. "W3 (0/) : but T3 is more expressive.

VTWtt "WN ^D] RV. "that all men whom he hath

made may know (it)

"
is grammatically correct, but does not

yield a good sense : read with V either in^yo ENSbftrfe) njnb (Ol.

Kamp. De. (note), Di.) or IHB^D ^3g"ba (Bi.
1 Hfm. Du. Be.):

Bu. either, at the same time suggesting ^nc'JJ tWftf. ^3 may be

repeated by error from a
(Bu. Du. Be. K

). [(& curiously for

irCTO has tt)U eavrov aaOeveiav whence Ehrlich questionably,

"in0J?O, that every man may know his nothingness.}

8. *rarn] bu. wanj.

9. Tin?! p] RV. "out of the chamber (of the south)," so

De.,
" the chamber "

being an abbreviation for " the chamber of

the south"; cf. 9 ;
but this is not probable. Du. (Ch. ^I™) TJ" P

HMD ^n (cf.
Is. 21 1

*|fy£
3333 nte«33); [but the elimination of

the vb. is awkward. Be.K HB1D KUH jOTI Y?n JO ;
but this pro-

duces the rhythm 2 : 2 : 2 (17
1

n.), In Jlf the rhythm is 3 : 2,

17
13

n.); but perhaps the very doubtful D^"ttOO in b
represents

two words in the original text.]

D'HtE)^] if correct, the scatterers, i.e., the scattering winds

(RVm.), poet, de ventis borealibus, quippe qui nubibus dispersis

frigus offerant serenum (Ges. Thes. ;
so Di.); cf. Qor. 51

1

l«»j c^?
l

o ,ljJU, By the scattering (winds)! But in this case
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(Du.) the fern. ptcp. would have been expected. Voigt. Bu.

Oo. Honth. St., plausibly, D^JSO, out of the storehouses (Ps.

I44
13

t). [(S airo &€ dxpoarypltov (? an error for dp/craxov), j&

|A£L*$] V> (
= D^IDITJD, or rather, since the pi. does not occur,

DlfD, whence N. Herz. in JThS xiv. 577,
—From scorching-

heat P^P) comes the samiim, And from sweeping rains cool-

ness ;
but riDID = samiim is doubtful), % D"nTD fnDD, U ab

Arcturo, 'A teal diro Ma^ovp.]

10.
|jn*;]soGn. 38

28
, Pr. 13

10 io24 : though not, as Ew. 295^,

Del. G-K.26
144^ (omitted in G-K. 28

),
al. (v. Lex. 68o#), an

impersonal usage = Germ. "
es. giebt

"
: but sc. |nSn,

tl the giver

giveth
" = "

. . . is given
"
(G-K. 144^, e, Ko. 324^, /3). £ £<Zt

render by a passive (so Hi. Di. alt. Bu. Du.
\Fty ;

but the

passive rendering is not proof that the translators vocalized |n\

[Ehrlich ^ : in b pwn from py, not piv.]

p!>V2Il 0^72 ^ITY!] and the breadth of waters is in narrow-

ness (36
16

)
= the broad waters are narrowed, viz. by ice forming

along the edges, and gradually contracting the water.

11. m] '1 saturation, for ni, from mi
(10 n.), like "X, *r

(Is.

3
24

), "V, from m«, nj3, njp (G-K. 24$, end; cf. 84a*-
e

93^). [This

explanation of J^ is preferable to corn (X F ; cp. 13), or a chosen

o?ie (O *A), or purity, brightness (C), or
(
= ^1) the rainbow

(Hoffm.). j& for mtr "H3 has ^»AloALD A .jo » n i : g is prob-

ably corrupt and pl3 or 113 should be restored
; see next n.]

rmtan t]
niB is to toil or labour (cf. in £ nilp, as Dt. 611 3

iwvb nmo &6i prrn = ny&3 s6 ipw own, Qoh. 211 h *nmiB3i

i3V»5> rvm& = vmnh *rbw& tejaij 9
9

;
cf. Nu. 1 1

11 3 pin nosh k™
= .11.1 DJM KPD: see, further, ChWB i. 319, and NHWB, s.v. :

so Heb. nib = troublesoyne burden,
"
cumbrance," Dt. i

12
nZPK

D3mt3 KKW, Is. i
14

nifaj *?y 1M f ). ns10n is therefore properly to

make to toil or labour, which might also mean to burden

(belasten); but in the NH. usage (ll.ee.) it has the derived

sense of to trouble, importune (belastigen), e.g. Sanh. 8a prplDO

Ttnrr? ^nis, thy importune one to repay ; Tdan. 24a nniDl
r

y\ K^yin? 13ip"J"IN : still, when the Elihu speeches were written, it

might have had the more primary sense of to burden. But the

idea of the rain with which the clouds are laden is not here very
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suitable : we have 9b
cold,

10
ice, and llb

lightning*. Hence Du,

TJ3, hail, for "na, [the vb. then taking two accusatives : cp. G-K.

\17cc]', Be.T Honth. Bu. W m_B< JTJ3 PJN, yea, the cloud casteth

forth lightning (T!9» fr°m Arab, taraha, to ras/ or throw : Lane,

1837). This agrees excellently with b
; but the explanation of

mo is precarious.

TAN ]2V ^&] RV. "He spreadeth abroad the cloud of his

lightning
"

: but pen is to scatter (so, rightly, AV. he scatlereth),

not to spread abroad (D"is) : hence point, with ffir (&), StacrtcopTnei

vicf>o<i ^>W9 avrov, U et nubes spargunt lumen suum, 15 MSS,

Hagiogr. Neapol. 1487, 2E of Rabb. edd., Venice, 1517, 1525,

1568, and of the Antwerp Polyglott (see De Rossi, Supple-
menta ad Varias Lectiones, 1798, p. 125), ]iV (so Le Clerc,

Mich. Dathe, Bu. Du. Be.), the cloud scattereth its light

(lightni?ig).

12. JTQpt?] adv. accus. (in prose ^3D) : from 3Dp, a sur-

rounding place : 2 K. 23
s DwlT ^DD, the places round about,

(but ? rd. ^3D3| as Jer. 32
44

33
13

) ;
1 K. 629

3DD, adv. ace.

round about (but rd. probably 33DD) ;
Ca. i

12
i3DE, his table or

divan; Ps. 140
10 "2DD B>60

(? ^3DE). Bu. a'QDDj'but a-aoo is

not used of a person or thing moving round about, but of people

moving about, or of things happening, round about a person.

The v. is unevenly divided : hence Bu. inserts "proi* (Be. 33to^)

before "]QnriD, Ley, Du. Honth. insert pnfV after it. The former

is better: and it (the lightning) turneth itself round about,

turning itself by his guidance.

JlVlUnil] steersmanship, used metaphorically of direction,

guidance, counsel', only in the Wisdom lit.: Pr. i
5 u 14

p&o

pyv 3i3 nwm Qjri^ mtann, 125 2018 nvannai psn nsya nu^no
HDnta nb'JJ, 24

s
(nearly

= 2018b + i i
14b

) f.

Dv^D /] in jjB, this is the middle of the verse
;
but really a

new verse should begin here. The sf. will refer to the flashes

of lightning in the poets* mind : but Gra. Be.K Bu. ->K>*H>3D Stysi*

irw, to do (anything) of all that
(
= whatever) he commandeth it.

But bbp is rather a refinement : would not the poet be content

with ->£>N !>3 ?

JlSHN] si vera 1., a poet, form for pK, as nxiK, 34
13

(see n.)i
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but no doubt »VW
(
=

iriN) should be read with &, as there

(Mich., Reiske, Bu. Be.); cf. Pr. 831 hn« bana T\$ntoDm Du.

Wini), according to his pleasure,

13. ISnfcw DN] om. DN, as repeated by error, with Bi. 1 Di.

Sgf. Bu. Be.
; Du. fTJND^ (Dt. 2820

,
Pr. 3

s3
al.), comparing En.

59
1

. [For types of parallelism somewhat similar to the text as

emended by Du., cp. 31
13

36
9
, and see n. on n 10

.]

TrbOStf'] 34
11

(see n.).

14. "ibjj] Du. Be. K to a
, m. c. : [but this merely produces

4 : 3 (
J 7

14
)
instead of 3 : 4: the rhythm would become normal

by the omission of ipp].

15. nrrhv vthn avsn *nnn] rv. Di. " Dost thou know
about (as 35

15
)
God's laying (His charge) upon them?" (the

pron. referring to the natural agencies just described
;

cf. D3,

36
31

) ; by D*fc>, as Ex. 5
s

, though there an object follows, which

is here desiderated. (Er otSa/nev on 6 0eo? edero epya avrov,

whence Bi. 2 Du. vby* (Du. >«) Fnfo D^a, ". . . about God's

ordaining^ appointing (Lex. 963) his works." This is the best

that can be done with the passage.

JPQim] the pf. with waw consec. in a freq. sense, carrying

on Dife>3, as 1 K. 833
, Ezk. 3

20
(Dr. 118; G-K. 114^.

16. n# HthBQ by Winn] bv JTP is as strange as 36
21

by "ina. Perhaps the y in by is a dittograph : b will then be the

nota accus. after ym (as, e.g , 5
2
).

Be. K HfiOnn wilt thou soar

above . . . ? but HNl means rather to dart or swoop (Dt. 2849
,

Ps. 1811
, Jer. 48

40 = 49
22

t).

*fe? /DQ] balancings, from D?S, to weigh (fig. to make even

a road); cf. D/B, a balance, Pr. 1611
,

Is. 40
12

f. Bu. (note, but

not in translation) "•fenao, as 36
29

: but the idea of the clouds

laden with moisture being poised in the sky is more picturesque.

]TlN75Dt] Probably miswritten for ni^SD, as u
(a few

MSS, Sgf. Bi. 2 Bu. Be. T
), through the influence of ^th&O*

D^jn &T2n] cf. 36* nijn D^pn (of Elihu) : D^jn [MS
Ken - 153

D^y"l : <5r 7rovT}pcov] only here : cf. on 32
s

. Du. [precariously,

though f^ is not too certain] for b
EJHP D'nn 7*510, making a

water-flood (cf.
USnr\ in Ps. 42

s
)
to fall (pour) down at the thunder^
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"the cloud that floats so lightly in the air, may nevertheless

in a thunder-storm discharge a deluge of water on the earth."

I7« "TH^O, "Ytt^N] a pron. of the 2nd person being the

supplement of X'K : "Thou 7vhose garments are warm"; cf.

Hos. 14
4 DUV DnT "p "itPK, Thou through whom the fatherless

is compassionated! Ps. yi^-so (£eXm 82a). [Du. Peake take

"l&ytf as a conjunction : what time thy garments are warm. RV.

(How thy garments are warm ?) makes
17 still dependent on jnnn

in 17
16

.]

tOptpnSl] &p&T\ = to show quietness (the "internal" Hif. :

G-K. 53*) ; so Is. 7
4
BgBfal lOffy 57

20
(
= Jer. 4c;

23
)
5w tfi> Dj?B>n *3.

DT^I] poet, and late: elsewhere only Dt. 33
23

,
Ezk. (13

times), Qoh. i
6 n 3

. Also only here of the south wind.

18. yV^n] with the interrog. not expressed (G-K. 1500, b).

VP~l (Hif. only here) is to stamp with the feet, Ezk. 611
25

s
;
to

beat down (cf. in Syr. ]Av . 0; = irenriecr^kvovy Lk. 6s8
),

or beat

out, especially of metals to beat out into plates, as Jer. io9

yj3Ttp P)D3, Is. 40
19

,
Ex. 39

3
,
Nu. 17

4
(of the censers) ^BS

DtfipTi

n3T»$> (cf.
3 n3Toi> ^3* D '

f
??1 ^1 DniN W). The word is evi-

dently chosen here, with allusion to the JPfcH.

"ift^] with him\ i.e. either with him
y
as his companion and

equal, or like him
(o,

26
).

D'prWT'] the b, as Lex. s.v. b, 3a.

D^pn^] properly clouds
;
here poet, for the J?

H

P"J.

^ifH t] mirror
;
= iiSOD, Ex. 38

s
f.

P^ID]
Hof. ptcp. from P?;; cf. Vfto Djn, 1 K. 7

23
. Different

from "the p™ of 10
,
and the pVte of 36

16
(from pw),

10. WHIPl] c. 25 MSS, Orient. Kt., ffi& Di. Bi. Du. Be.

•OVHin,
" Make me to know what we (men) shall say to him."

")7] [to him (God), as commonly understood ; of, about (as

Gn. 2013 : Lex. 514^, e) it (Ehrlich : see on nBD ,
n, v. 20

].

"py3 tfh] sc. V
1

?® (see 32
14

) ; cf. Ps. 5* (in c. 33
s non^D is

more probably to be understood).

20. ^SDD^n] [Ehrlich postulates for this word here a sense

found in Arabic, as, e.g., in *a*1! ^.: J^ cu^jLj, the wind dis-

^terc^the clouds (cited by Lane) ; and deletes yp as an insertion
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made when, this unusual sense not being understood, nBD* was

taken in its familiar sense. Omitting v. 18 he obtains for 19a - 20

the meaning : Teach me then what we shall say of it (i.e. the

marvels of 16f
-)

. . . Will they (the clouds) be dispersed if I speak,

Or did man ever command that they should be driven away

(jfcr). But these suggestions are in themselves hazardous,

and associated with others equally hazardous in the remainder

of 15-24
,
and form no safe way of escape from the strange and

perhaps corrupt expressions in Pf].

yj?4*!
V] Ur»N ^ttN DN] "Or did man ever say (

= wish,

purpose: Ex. 214
; Lex. s.v. iex, 2) that he would be swallowed

up (fig. for annihilated) ?
"

*j n?^s, as 36
10

,
where see n. Du.

'Jl ION DX 13T *3 A TteWl, "Hath he (God) a reprover (see

40
2
), when He speaks, Or doth a man say that He is confused ?

"

understanding 533 in the doubtful sense of ??3 (see [also,

perhaps, Is. 3
12

(n.) 19
3 287

,
Ps. 107

27
]).

21. Ifcn] Bu. U&O.

IVlit] is of ambiguous meaning: the yf occurs otherwise

in OT. only in rnns, a bright spot on the skin, Lev. 13-14!.

[But elsewhere two opposite meanings occur : bright^
and dark,

dull, obscure.] (a) in Arab, bahara is properly (Lane, 265) to

overcome
(iii. to contend with, and overcome, another for glory,

superiority, or excellence ; viii. to arrogate a thing to oneself

falsely), then to surpass, excel, in beauty, knowledge, goodness,
etc. (abs. the moon surpasses the stars (sc. in brightness), and

the surpasser is a term for the moon, as outshining the stars

(ib. 266a)), and, lastly, to shine, as " the cloud shone brightly'" ;

(b) Eth. [with metathesis] f\ (J.U : (common) is to be bright or

shine (Di. Lex. 499/) ; (c) in Syriac, the J itself is not quoted,

but 5O1TLO is fuscus, maculosus, of colours, lux subobscura, and

then of an obscure rumour, or hint, A-i |$0(TLO is obscurely, =

a/j,vop(o<;,
of light, |*-»cn.O, obscure, uncertain (of knowledge),

pi 7
9 9 6t

Ephr. i. 462; ]5<J|QJD is twilight (the knowledge of men com-

1-x50100
.

v

is the twilight before sunrise, but it also denotes lux ortus,
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splendor, Ephr. iii. 15 (5oi£X», and derivatives, in the sense of

to glory, boast = Kavyao^iat, are common) ; (d) in % rare
; only

fcOn?, KffVTa = rnna, and ITO, &2 here [where Tfl3 means c/^«r,

dr^Azf] «StD Knna!> }o "n-na kw vraynx wwi&a fanoK *6 xntrro

fir^m may nm fcODBI, [though in the related passage in NH.

in] Taan. 7
b
(Levy, ChWB, and NHWB) [TH3 is used of the

*&>-£ rain-clouds] : ta T-nnS> proa pTna pow d^w rwa i^dn

Dinom may rrn 1001 (edd. pina pina hot ypnrup).- [In the

present passage, if 21b is in place the meaning obscure is rather

indicated by the parallel 1&D tib.] Wr. Sgf. Be.T proposed
ITNiia for ton TH3, [producing the abnormal rhythm 3 : 2 for

the normal 3 : 3 of J^].

22. irtt] cannot be right, in spite of Del.'s attempt to

explain it (in its literal sense) on the ground that the N., accord-

ing to the ancients [Del. cites Herod, iii. 116; Pliny, HN 611

33
7
],
was specially the region of gold ;

and that the meaning is :

men can bring gold out of the darkness of the mysterious

North, but upon God is terrible majesty (the argument being
like that of 281, 6

)
: but there is here no real antithesis between

the two ideas contrasted. AV. renders f£L correctly gold: the

Revisers, seeing this was out of the question, but not feeling at

liberty to emend the text, give the impossible paraphrase

golden splendour (cf. (5r in ^Eschylean language, worthy of a

better cause, ve(f)r) %pvo~avyovvra ; cf. Soph. O.C. ypv<javyr)<$

KpoKos) : change a letter pnf for am, Gra. Che. Du. Be. Honth.

St. Bu. 2
: see Ezk. 82 and Dn. 123 JPpfl infa XW f), and we get

the sense which the Revisers vainly struggled to obtain.

nnw] 3* 1622 30
14

.

Tin WY12 Pri^N hv] "upon God majesty is terrible."

We should expect tni3 Tin "... is terrible majesty," and so

Bu. would read
;
but "lin K"1U is more rhythmical, and in Heb.

the effect of the unusual order has not the stiffness which it has

in English. Di. compares Gn. 2g
2 -ixan *B"^y rb\~\} pNffi.

23. injMSn tih 'HtP] the casus pendens; Dr. § 197.

«^tD] see on 36
26

.

Ilj N^tt^] these words halt after V13KVD 16 **!&, and b
is

unrhythmical. Bu. plausibly, ngTS
ani na &ntt> lfUWft) N<> HP
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W *6 j*TC Baste. Du. W k!> dd^di rip-iv zni na N"a^;

[but the rhythm (4 : 3 (2)) In both Bu. and Du. is suspicious.

Possibly we should retain f^ (except w), merely changing the

pointing of ffl : W"j6 WIX ini BDB>K» na X*^ (rhythm 3 : 3) ;

the coupling of nD and bdb>d is a little strange, but by no means

so strange as 'v aft DSt^D in ££l. In the context it is not difficult

to understand BB^B after mys

(see next n.) or H3JP, if this be

retained].

H???] £ "go; (elsewhere also for nay, as Gn. 166 ftJ, Is.

58
s - 5 {£ ; Syr. » <?)

yi
CD (common) is Icesit, nocuit, efiXa-tyev))

1A KaKov^rjaei ;
RVm. " To judgement and plenteous justice

he doeth no violence" H nay occurs in the Talm., though

(to judge from Levy) in a peculiar sense, to "
afflict," i.e.

vexatiously interfere with, or wrong, the right of a condemned

criminal by deferring his execution beyond the day originally

fixed for it : 1J? OTIH |WBB «;>« n? ^ tt*l HK pfgB P**. Whether
the expression was in use when the Elihu speeches were

written is more than we can say : if not, W"; (as 83
34

12
)
would

be an easy emendation. Bi. Hfm. Be. TO!, answereth not (those

who presumptuously question the justice of His rule) ;
but the

thought is inadequately expressed, besides being alien to the

context.

24. ^•"PlN'V] fear him—as an established fact (the force of

the pf.), though not necessarily universally (cf. 36
24b

1">"}b" "IBW

D^'3N*). (Er (<f)ofiri6rjaovTaL) j$U express ^NT, which is adopted

by Bu. Du. St., though not in the freq. sense of the impf., but

2^—^ should fear him." [With the similar sounding forms

from the two different vbs. HINT (from NT), HN'T (from n&n),

cp. 621 . (& <$>ofir)dr}o~ovTcu in both lines
; U also treats

aS> ''DDn fo as subj. of the vb. in b
;
and it would be easy to read

iriNT in b
; but, though jJH is awkward, the distich so obtained,

Therefore men (in general) fear him, (But) the wise in heart do

not fear him, is certainly not to be preferred. Ehrlich : But

(pS>
=
^3) this, viz., what has been mentioned in 23

, (only)

ordinary men see (fJW^.), the wise in heart see it ('^N")
1

) not.]



CHAPTER XXXVIII.

1. pD] [out of; Ehrlich, after, Hos. 62
].

myDH I 2D] so Kit., with 23. According to Baer (p. 53)

and Gi. the Kt. reads as one word myDn 1 3D, the Qre as two

words myDn 1 JO. The same peculiarity recurs in 40
6 Kt.

myD 1 3D, Qr& n*)VD 1 jD. The Qre is, of course, correct.

2. Ht ^D] The rendering
" Who is this that . . . ?

"
is here

admissible, and more forcible than any other {Lex. 261a
t 4b ;

cf. Is. 63
1
).

J1JH ^72] a short circ. cl. qualifying a subst., as Ps. 6$
2

D^D ^2 ptf ; more commonly qualifying a verb (8
11

;
see n.).

3* *^5:P] "^??i M&6 a mighty man (a warrior), <£ (l:*"^
1 u)-

8 1 MS (w») Hfm. Bi. Bu. Be. Ben-N. 1333, as in Ezk. i7
10

^y^3 for Ben-Asher ny33, to avoid the juxtaposition of two

similar aspirates: cf. Baer, Job, p. 63, and Ezek. p. 114, who
cites Kimchi, Michlol, 900, and Baer and Strack, DikdukS ha-

teamim, p. 30. See also G-K. 2\d. For "»333 (not "^aD), see

on 13
28

.

fSfcttlW)] om. \ with c. 60 MSS, £U Bi. Be. Bu. Du. ;

cf. 42
5
.

5. rmnnt] from [IP?]; cf. 3DD
(3712). [But Ehrlich

suggests that it is the sing. (cp. G-K. 93^) of Piel part, of

mo = mo, and renders, What
(
s
d, as Jg. 13

17
,
or read no as in

Pr. 30
4
)
is the name (D^) of him that measured it ?]

yir\ *0] either since thou knowest (iron.), or (Del.) if thou

knowest (cf. Pr. 30
4
jnn *3 133 QW nDI 1D6? no) ;

the impf. is no

bar to either of these renderings, for it is often used of present

knowledge : 1 1
8
37

16 - 16
, Pr. 27

1
30

3
,
Is. 58

s
,
Hos. 13

4
,

1 K. 3
7

,

Ps. 5 1
5
73

22 etc. Di. Dav. Bu. Du. that thou shouldest know
298
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(viz. through being present at the time) ;
but the explanation

is rather forced.

6. PtV] Gn. 3 1
51W *\m rcMtti; cf.Dn. f vp^j n^a n iy;

[and for the expression to cast, throw, i.e. to lay, a foundation

or a building, cp. in other languages nadii usle (Del. Assyr.

HWB p. 448 f.) ; ] A .Vr>;7
T foundation {e.g. Mt. 13

35
,
2 Mace.

229
) ; fundamenta jacere ; /3d\\ecr0ai dcrrv].

7. HPHJI . . • "H^] Dr - § II8 ; G-K - "4* [& ore

eyevijOrjcrav acrTpa, yveadv fie (pcovrj fjbeyaXrj iravTe? ayyeXoi

fjuov. Whether or not this is a "dogmatic correction" (Di.)

to remove the inconsistency with Gn. i
14ff

-, it is self-condemned,

like Me.'s K"J3 for pu, by its destruction alike of the parallelism

and poetry of f^.]

8. *TD^] U Quis conclusit . . . ? whence Me. Wr. Bi. Bu.

Du. Be. TJD *D(V), who hedged about . . . ? which, as 8 does

not refer to the direct sequel of 6
,
is preferable, as well as more

forcible. [Ehrlich TJDX1, carrying on 1JTT1 in v. 7—a slighter

change, but less probable.] -pD, as 3
23

f (sq. "ijo ; but the variant

7J1K>,
i
10

, sq. Tya, is combined, Hos. 28 f, with an accus.). [The

corruption may, however, lie deeper: *J1D, hedge about, is not

quite the word to be expected with doors (ct. "thorns" in

Hos 2 8
) ;

the line unduly anticipates
10b

,
and the repetition of

DTlHi
8a * 10b

> betrays a poverty of language not lightly to be

attributed to this writer. If the last two letters of DW12 be a

dittograph, what remains closely resembles a good parallel to b
,

and we should perhaps read nihl or (unless this can be treated

as rn?2)
n

7.?
i

"
1

r1
—when the sea was born. But it is less easy to

recover the beginning of the line, which should contain a

question (cp.
4 - 12

etc.). BeK suggests, not very satisfactorily,

-OD for "JD^I.]

N2P DITTO IPP^Q] when it burst out, issuingforth from the

womb: theimpf. qualifying VWQ, just as 3 i
34 nns N>'N t6 tfWJ,

and so capable of being rendered idiomatically by a ptcp. [m,

40
23

(of Jordan), Ezk. 32
s and in the Hif. (of an ambush rushing

forth) Jg. 2033
. The occurrence of the word in Mic. 4

10
,
Ps. 22 10

f

is doubtful. The bursting out (ofwaters) is no doubt the meaning
of the n. pr. flrpJ, and to burst out (with reference to waters) is
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frequently expressed by ^jQ.^i
and derivatives (PS. 676 f.),

and •)&* £ ysir.
ls used of water carrying away a bank, etc.

Whether in Heb. the word was used by itself with reference to

the bursting out of the foetus from the womb depends on the

punctuation and interpretation of the ambiguous forms in

Ps. 22 10
(
= *», Ps. 71

6
)
and Mic. 4

10
.]

10. *>pn V7y "O^NI] And I brake upon (or against) it my
boundary,—ph being (as explained on 26 10

)
a. prescribed limit in

space, i.e. a boundary, as in 14
s - 13

it is a prescribed li?nit in

time
; and brake being an allusion to the rocks and cliffs in

which the mainland often abruptly ends (cf. prjy/jbiv) ;
so Ew.

Del. Di. Bu. Du. ffi& express ph; Di. Bi. Du. Be. ^pn (as

Pr. 829 ipn D^ 1D^a,_where, however (see on 2610
), ipn need

not mean more than decree). (Ex iOefirjv Be avTrj opca, <S>

|V>» O OlX j^HO, U circumdedi illud terminis meis (^nj, %
TITM *"IPV JVpDD"). The fig. is a bold one

;
and one wishes that

the evidence were clearer that ph really expressed the idea of

a boundary. Me. Wr., after (2r (which may, however, only

paraphrase), JMSfan
(cf. 14

13
: in this case, for hVy cf. 13

26
2T\2

fy, Gn. 30
28

by 3p3) ; Be. (" fortasse ") questionably "*HJM, and
I wrote (prescribed), from Ass. and Arab. (Lex. 10090). RV.

prescribed, with marg.
u Heb. brake

"
: but the two renderings

are inconsistent: ''prescribed" is not a legitimate paraphrase
of "brake": if "brake" with pn is deemed to be too bold a

combination, the only alternative is to emend the Heb., and to

read some word—such as JVKW—which may be fairly rendered

"prescribed."

11. rpon uh) Miin no tv ^tt*n] Du. Be.K om. wan,
Bi. St. P)>Dn 16)1

—each m. c. But without Nun, ^DH «h
attaches very badly to ns iy; and the omission of cpDD &6l

greatly weakens the force of the words spoken. It is monstrous

to spoil a verse—and especially a fine verse—for the sake of

supposed metrical requirements. [~1DK1 might be omitted,

leaving the rhythm 4:4 (7* n.): then for the omission of an

introductory ioki, 10*6, etc., cp. 4
17ff -

I5
23a

17
12 2220

.]

yhl pfcOl rW1

ND1] Here there must be an error in
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fH ;
for except by unsatisfactory artificial expedients no sense

can be extracted from it. Ges. Hrz. Schl. Del. al. understood

ph (cf. 14
13 'a-orm pn ^ JTCTl), and take fW impersonally (sc.

ri^'H), Thes. 1400^ "^/c ponant, i.e. ponatur (sc. terminus, v. 10

[ph]), superbiat fluctuum tuorum." But pn is too far off to be

reasonably supplied by the reader in thought, and the impers.

JW» is here exceedingly weak. Hi. takes ND as the obj. :
" A

' here ' doth one set against," etc.
;
Ew. § 294* (" perhaps "),

and apparently Di. : "Here
(
= this place) will arrest the

pride," etc. (Einhalt thiin dem tJbermuth . . .; to judge from

the comparison of JB IW> io20 (but see n.), taken by Di. as

elliptical for '2 T fW, lay (the hand) upon = arrest) ;
but riQ

in either of these usages would be very un-Hebraic, and the

sense arrest for '2 IVB> has no support elsewhere. Du. "And
leave ^"(lass ab : JV&', as io20 (but see n.)) with the swelling of

thy waves." Qi. (Comm.) T^ |W» Dnh n-B* *&\ apparently

taking rw in the military sense of Ps. 3
7

, Is. 22 1
: "Here

will the appointed boundary assail and resist thy waves."

Seb. Munster (1534-5), Et hie ponet (impetus tuus) elationem

fluctuum tuorum ;
Coverdale (1539), and here shalt thou laye

doune (cf. Miinster's ponet) thy proude and hye wawes
;

Geneva Vers. (1568), and heere shall it (i.e. God's decree and

commandement, as v. 10
) staye thy proud waues

; EVV., finely,

"shall thy proud waves be stayed." (& aW* iv creavrfj

<TWTpi(3r)(reTai aov ra KVfiara, <S 5AdZ (? rd. with Me.

iS^LL, thou shalt break), V Et hie confringes tumentes fluctus

tuos, & ifihl nunna ^n fiO\. Hence (after <£U) Ew. 'V:
"\2f\

shall be broken (or PFW), Jon. i
11 - 12

) ;
so p3«ty VVr. Bathg. ;

Bi. Bu. Be. Honth. St. Vj n'32», shall cease (m&^ for J^
1

anE*).

Either of these yields an excellent sense : for 12'^, cf. Lv. 2619

D3TV flKJ n« TTOBn ;
for rnK"_or, more forcibly, n2tr_I s . 13U

DHT p&O ^3^, Ezk. 7
24 MTV pW feefrn (30

18
33

s8 with n?Bsi) ;

and so, by legitimate means, we obtain the sense, not materially
different from that which EVV. obtained by illegitimate means,
And here shall the pride of thy waves be made to cease,—xa
for nb only here, and doubtless only a lapsus calami for it. (Ex

iv aeavrfj, as Be.K saw, expresses n'22 misread as naa : but

this can hardly be the original reading; for (1) the repetition
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of the same word ND is much more forcible ; and (2) HD2 for

nb is dubious : it occurs only 1 K. 2220
(twice), where the sense is

not here, but thus (in this wise . . . in that wise), and where the
||

2 Ch. 1819 has HD3 . . . HD3, as can hardly be doubted, rightly.

12. ^pyftn] for the idiom
(
= since thou wast born), see

1 S. 25
28

,
1 K. i

6
;
and cf. on 27

s
. (& rj iirl gov avuTera^a

(WX) 06770? irpwivov; where, according to Bi. Be., iirl <rov =
^130 ; but iirl with a gen. is a common Greek idiom for in the

time of, e.g. iirl Kvpov, eir ifiov, ifi tj/jlwv, etc.

HrCm] in poetry the Kt. ins? nnjn" [s preferable to the

Qre infi^n nv^. The Pi. VT. only here; perhaps (Bu.) to be

read in Ps. 104
19 1R»D JW B>»B\

13. D^UH] an rW)jl py—one of the four litterce suspenses

(the others being v. 15
, Jg. 1830 nt^D, Ps. 8014

Tito)—probably
due to the fact that the scribe of the standard MS wrote by
error DW ;

the ]} was afterwards inserted above the line, and

when copies were made the peculiarity of the standard MS
was scrupulously reproduced (cf. G-K. $n ; or, more fully,

Ginsburg, Introd. to the Heb. Bible, p. 334 ff.),

14. "02Wn] viz. objects on the earth. Be., cleverly,

SDVm or JfcBSrn, and it (the earth) is dyed (cf. P3V, Jg. 5
30

; jn3V,

variegated, Jer. i29 f) like a garment: in the light of day the

earth appears, as it were, draped in the marvellously varied hues

of foliage and flowers (so Bu.). Of vv. 12"15 Hfm. (and following
him Sgf. Du. Che. Be. T Vo.) omits 13b and 15

; and Du. Che.

Be. Vo. 14b as well for the sake of the tetrastich—Du.'s view

being that the original tetrastich consisted of v. 12a - b- 13a - 14a
,

v 13b. ub. 15a. b be jng- a tetrastich written originally on the margin,
which afterwards found its way into the text (in

14b Hfm. Du.

Be. Honth. read BTO for BW, "and they stand there as if

ashamed {wie sur Schande") with their faces, viz., reddened in

the crimson glow of sunrise, after which they quickly vanish

into darkness,
15a

. But 15
upon this interpretation does not

follow 14b
well; while at the same time (Di.)

13a - 14a
assign a

very poor purpose for 12
).

The ground for these excisions is

that at the Creation no wicked yet existed. But, as Bu.

remarks, the reference is not to the Creation, but to any day
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in human history, even (v.
12

)
within Job's lifetime, in which the

light of day is represented as having this wonderful moral

effect of purging the world from the godless.

16. ^222] etymology unknown (Arab, nabik is a lofty place ;

nabakaf", a. hill with a pointed top ; intabaka, to be lofty ; ^jh-£U

is entpit, orsus est, evasit, of light, flowers, etc., and
f-yt-^J is

surculus, virgultum /3\a<rro9 (PS. 2265 f.) ; but these words

throw no light on the etymology of ^3:) '>
Dut

>
S1 vera 1., ffir

TTTjytf seems to express the right meaning. The word being

doubtful, Bu. suggests, very plausibly, *JQ3 (cf. Syr. ]voi =

wrrrn), flowing springs (cf. JHJ 5>TO, Pr. 184
) ; Che. *Jft» (Is/35

7

49
10

).

~)pTl]
= range : see on 1 1

7
;
and cf. Ps. 95* pN ^.pno.

17. mO^ ^ttft] © irvXtopol 8e aSov = '* n^l, and the

gate-keepers of darkness,—adopted by Du., to avoid the repeti-

tion of the same word ^5^: "though we hear nothing of the

nature of the beings who guarded the entrance to f>WK>,
*

gates
'

necessarily presuppose gate-keepers." [The repetition of the

same term is certainly improbable here
;
but accidental repeti-

tion may have extruded some other term synonymous in mean-

ing, but quite different in form from >~\yw; cf. 83
n.]

nfcOn] & IS6vt€<; <re eirrrj^av ; apparently a double reading
1JO and W (HTjJ)

—the n dropped by haplography. [Read

span or nnsi—either a good parallel to
if? fa) : the impf. n&nn

is scarcely suitable.]

18. "TV rOmrin] hast thou shewn thyself attentive asfar

as, even to . . . ? But, perhaps, *>y (
= ?$) should be read, as

31
1

,
Ps. 37

10
(soBu.).

P1751 & 7r6arj t/? icrnv, whence Du. Be. HB3, "how much

it (the earth) is." But the change is unnecessary; it is not

apparent why pfe (Du.)
"
klingt ziemlich kindisch."

19. "jYTfl]
Be. Bu.

S|YJ.,
and so 24

; but -jinn n? *K seems to

have been idiomatic: see 1 K. 13
12

,
2 K. 3

s
,
2 Ch. i823 f: it is

not likely that dittography should have taken place five times

in the same expression.
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20. ^npn] Be.K ^nan. & el aydyois fie ; and so Me. Sgf.

"onpn (Oo. *4nin) : a fine piece of irony. But fH is more

probable ; and also, as Bu. observes, more forcible.

pin] ^T! P?? occurs in 2823 ;
but probably Hfm.

(;IJW),

Du. Bu. Be. are right in reading tittttfl, ||
to wnpn.

21. D^H] by attraction to y& : cf. 21 21 and G-K. 1460.

22b. rYPSIfcO] [the repetition is improbable (cf. 83 n.) : the

lost term was perhaps '"ITD (37
9

n.)]. Du. VjWrtKl, treasurers

(Schatzmeister), for the same reason as *3gfeh in 17
. But the

point here is Job's seeing the treasures, not their treasurers.

23. 11J?]
Ps. 55

21 0831
78

9
144

1
,
Zee. 14

3
, Qoh. 9

18
f (in

2 S. 17
11 rd. with ffij&U D|li?).

The common Aram, word for

24. "pin] see on 17
.

TIN] light has been dealt with in 19
;
even lightning (which

"IIS denotes in the Elihu speeches) is mentioned in 25b
; tik

seems consequently out of place here. Ew. (Die Salom.

Schriften, p. 252), Me. Bi. 1 Wr. St. Bu. rffl; Hfm. Bi. 2 Du.

(see the next note), Honth. IK, mist (36
27

) ; Sgf. ">Q3, hoar-frost

(after (St irdyyr) (see
29b

) ;
cf. Sir. 43

19 koX ird^yr^v o>? aka eirl

7i}? xUl = (marg. !JB#J) |DB* n^DD 1M M)) ;
Be. "fo^, ^«w

(after (& Trayyt)
in Ps. 118 (119)

83
).

Of these suggestions rm,

agreeing with the
| D"Hp, is the most probable; "IN is palaeo-

graphically easier ;
but neither this, nor "i£D (which in addition

comes in 29
),

nor "ffl^p (Gn. 19
28

,
Ps. 148

8
iiq

83
!), has the

importance of wind (which, moreover, is not likely to have

been omitted in the questions put to Job, and which agrees also

best with pblT [cp. En. 41
4 6012

],
as well as with the

|| Dip).

yC"
1

]
Rd. probably Y& : pan is always causative, except

here, Ex. 5
12

,
1 S. 13

8
(read in each Y&)).

D*Hp] Du., objecting that the "wind" is here out of place

(?),
and that the way of the " east wind" is known, declares

that Q,
~!i?,

"cool (water)," of fine or drizzling rain (" Spruh-

regen"), for D^p is "necessary"; he thus (with "IN and YP] f

trans.) gets, "Where is the way by which the mist is parted,

(And) diffuses fresh water on the earth ?
"

the allusion being to
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"the refreshing- fine rain, which in summer the morning mist

brings with it, when it is dispersed." But D s

~ip (sc. D^d) does

not seem a good expression for fine rain
;
nor do Jer. 1814

, Pr.

25
s5

(D'Hp D^tt) show that D^ip alone would be used for cool

water. And as Du.'s objections to nn do not seem decisive,

D'np is no longer a necessary emendation. [Honth., following
Du. in 24

, transposes vv. 24 and 25
. Retaining tin in a

, Richter

proposes U^"\p (cp. Hab. 3
4

,
and the vb. in Ex. 34

s9
)
—scatters

the rays over the earth.]

26. tfcr»N tfb] see on 1224 fm6 inm (G-K. 152^).

27. nSltrpi HN&] see on 30
3

.

NttH b^b rTO^ilTl] and to cause the place where young

grass cometh forth to sprout : N£H N¥1E, like D^D N^IO, and

(implicitly) f]DD KV1E, 281
. But the v. is much improved by

reading with Wr. (so Bu. Du. Be.T
) N>?¥ for kxd (note the

||
to

nsfc>Dl itNK>) : and to make the thirsty land (Is. 44
s
RVm.) sprout

with young grass (rT'DXn, with a double accus., as Ps. 147
8

TVn Dnn rVEWon). Be. K St. nnfp, out of the dryground; also a

good suggestion.

28. A beautiful verse, rejected, however, by Bi. 2 Du. Che.,

partly as tautologous with 29
,
and partly as not fitting into 25

(which, however, refers not to ordinary rain, but to the down-

pour in a thunderstorm), and (?) the scheme of the tetrastichs.

*?E *hy& t] <& fiooXovs Bpoaov ; ££F all drops. This must
be the meaning ;

but the etymology is obscure. Arab, 'ajala is

to confine or restrain, e.g. cattle from their pasture (Lane, 25),

ii. congregant, collegit ; majal, stagnum, piscina (Freyt.); ? !?JK

= drop as a small quantity of fluid, collected together.

30. ^nnn"1 D*»E pfcO]
'Mike stone are the waters

hidden," "as (with) stone (G-K. 118.?) are the waters hidden"

(RV.), are both unsatisfactory ;

" hide themselves (and become)
like stone

"
is forced

;

u are solidified (sich verdichten
; RVm.

are congealed) like stone" (Di. Del.) gives ttUnTP a meaning
which it does not possess. These difficulties are removed, and

justice is done to the words used, if with Me. we suppose the

two verbs to have become accidentally transposed [cp. Is. 23f -

= Mic. 4
lf-

; Forms, p. 296], and accordingly interchange them
;
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we then get,
" Like stone the waters cohere together (poet, for

freeze: lit. take hold of or grasp one another-, cf. 4i
9
t, of the

scales of the crocodile, niDJT *6) fl&n* ; and np6nn, Ex. g
24

,

Ezk. i*f), and the face of the deep is hidden" (viz. by the ice

forming upon it): so Bi. 1
Sgf., Bu. Hi. Hfm. Du., keeping the

verbs as they are, take iN3nJV as an alternative or dialectical

form of IXEniV (denom. from '"WEn, curdled milk) are curdled,

or coagulated, if not (Du.) w»rov is to be read: but this is

precarious ;
and does ilHDn, leben, curdled milk (see on 2017

)

coagulate in a manner at all resembling ice ?

31. [""^pHIl] in Is. 49
18

ipp (|| wJ?) means to bind on,

engirdle oneself with (cp. D^Tl^p, sashes) : hence Me., Wilt thou

engirdle thyself with the beauty of the Pleiades :
" the Pleiades

are the delightful girdle which engirdles God, not Job." But

the idea is not a good parallel to that of b
,
and "l^p being here

||
to nna is rather to bind fast (cp. 39

10
40

29—
Qal), to bind up,

fasten ; cp. *">£'£, a knot in P.B.H.]

[mrryn] the same form, r#lUB, recurs in jjH, in 1 S. 15
32

1 ;

in 1 S. the word has been variously explained as meaning (1)

voluptuously (EV.
"
delicately "), so C 'A : "not probable in

view of the context" (Dr. adloc.)\ (2) in fetters (so Qi.); and,

pointing naYjJD, (3) totteringly: "so Sm. Now. Dh. Ehrlich,

probably rightly" (Dr. ib.). Thus the passage in Sam. can at

best lend a very dubious support to any theory of the meaning
of the present passage. And the Massora notes that in 1 S.

15
32 and here rYOIJflD has different significations. As to the

present passage there are two main theories: (1) that mnjftD

means delicacies, dainties', this would be the most obvious

meaning of the word if the parallel and context really admitted

it : cf. the masc. pi. D^jHyE, dainties, in Gn. 49
20

, La. 4
s

,
Pr.

29
17

1, and, perhaps, Jer. 51
34
(though '•nyo is otherwise pointed

in JE) ; rwiy, voluptuous, Is. 47
s

; D^"ty, pleasures, Ps. 36
9
and,

as pointed, Jer. 51
34

. The delicacies of JiD^D (commonly,

though not universally, identified with the Pleiades) have been

understood to be the fruits, or flowers, of spring, or the

renovating influences of spring which produce them : so here

Levi b. Gershon (a.d. 1326), who remarks CJiuyn TD DP nnyD
wm nw^Kn jotn Trr r« *a dp pdph «xona ^"i raw r\2D2 wsnyp
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D N
1D, and in the previous century Nachmanides had given as a

minority interpretation Win »3 n^3 it© JYIYB nmy» "ifc'pn nn«n

D^nycn UTW nwan Wpfc. Thence some of the 16th century

versions : e.g. Oecolampadius (1532),
" Num conjunges delitias

Cimo," with the note, "septem stellae sunt . . . aerem calidum

pluviis temperant, et terram pulchris floribus ornant
"

;
Seb.

Miinster (1535),
" Numquid tu ligabis suaves influentias

Pleiadum," whence the Great Bible (1539) and the Bishops'

Bible (1568),
" the sweet influences of the seven stars," and the

Genevan Bible (1560) and AV. (161 1), "the sweet influences

of the Pleiades"; a note in the Genevan version runs, "which

stars arise when the sun is in Taurus, which is the spring

time, and bring flowers." Dr., in a printed but unpublished

note, dated Oct. 22, 1882, after citing the above comments and

versions, together with many others, observes "the heliacal

rising of the Pleiades (i.e.
their rising so as to be visible shortly

before sunrise) is well known to have been noted by classical

writers [cp. g
9
exegetical n.] in connection with spring, just as

the setting of Orion at the same time was regarded as a signal

of the approach of winter. And a comparison of the 16th

century versions makes it clear that this is the sense to be

attached to the first clause of our version [i.e.
the AV.] ... it

does not, as is often supposed, allude to any astrological power
exercised by the stars, but is a poetical figure expressive of the

renovating influences that operate in spring." For another

interpretation of nuiJJD meaning delicacies, see last n. Nothing

satisfactory resulting from this meaning, rnnjJD is now

commonly taken as equal to, or an error for, nH3VD (cp. the

vb. TO in 3i
36a and

||
to T&p, Pr. 621

)
: but this is then differently

interpreted (1) as something consisting of separate units bound

together, a cluster (RV.), or (2) as something bound upon a

person, whether as an ornament, such as a necklace (Hi., who

compares jJb, from jJb, similar in meaning to lay), or, for

purposes of restraint, fetters (cp. (tik Bea/nov, % ^YS?). The last

seems preferable in the context.]

[rWttttD] Be.K JTnDb, substituting a known term for a air.

\ey. y
for a noun ni3B^ occurs here only; "j^D is to draw, drag
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along', cp. especially Is. 5
18

, Hos. n 4
,

to draw along (with

cords) ;
the noun rWBto should thus mean either the things

(cords, ropes, chains, etc.) which drag some one or some thing

along ;
or the things which one draws along after one, such as

an ornamental chain (so Ar. &&^y, of an ornamental arm or

foot-chain); but not very probably a girdle (Hi.). N. Herz

(JThS xiv. 576) detects in ni3£*D an allusion to Egyptian, such

as some find in -\W12T\ in 40
25

(see n. there). In Egyptian the

Great Bear is depicted as the haunch : Herz cites from the

Book of the Dead as cited in Brugsch (Thesaur. Inscr. Aegypt.,

p. 122), "As regards the ms^t constellation, it is the haunch

(%PS )
of Typhon, it exists in the northern sky." This, as well

as the suggestion that ^D3 as a Hebrew term for a constella-

tion means not fool but haunch (cp. ?D2) J
would be more

acceptable, if Herz's efforts to derive Wy (equated with Sirius)

and nDO also from the Egyptian could be considered

successful.]

32. JlVrtDt] [the following injn suggests that '© is the

name of a single star or constellation rather than (as the plural

might indicate) of several separate and distinct stars, though
even this is not conclusive for the suffix might have a distri-

butive force (G-K. 145/, m)—the Mazzaroth, each in its season
;

cp. 2 (cp. J5
H = %

A) to, <Tfcop7ria9evTa Kara tcaipbv avrov

etcaarov. From the present passage little else can be inferred.

Identifications rest, therefore, on etymological speculations.

Ibn Ezra (on 37°; cp. Hoffm. in ZATW'm. 108) equates nnttD

with D^lttD (37
9
n.), itself very doubtful and obscure. In recent

times a more popular equation has been with m^tD in 2 K. 23
s

(ffi there, as 9 here, Ma£ovpa>0 : & here K^^ID nt3K>) ;
but

rv6l!0 is also uncertain, some translating the planets, others the

signs of the zodiac (Ges. Thes. 869; RV. margin); in Rabbinic

Hebrew the word is used with both meanings (Levy, NHWB ;

Burney on 2 K. 23
s and in EBi. 4782 f.). U here Lucifer (with

Vesper for
fcj>y)

: cp. the explanation of nriTB as = nnniD {plural)

— Ar. i
jbjll

= Venus (singular]). Others (Mich. Ew.) again

make nvw = nilT3D, and cp. 1T3, a crown : hence Corona

Borealis, or both the Northern and the Southern Crowns. &
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]AX_,^l, the Wain, as = the great or little bear. All most

uncertain].

[n^2 ;V ^y] if='Ayish with her children, cp. the use

of by in Gn. 32
12

,
1 S. 14

32
: Lex. 755^.]

[Dn^il] so jjfl, '2 by &*y being a casus pendens. Other

possible pointings are (1) En:fl
; by is then for (the loss of):

cp. 1 Ch. 19
2

, Jer. 167
: (2) Dnjn, but n^n in the sense to give

rest to, bring to a resting-place, is elsewhere construed with

b, and is commonly used only of the settlement of the Israelites

in Canaan (Ex. 33
14

, Dt. 3
20
+): otherwise as an antithesis to

K^in it might be considered.]

33. nrPH] Du. Be. RJWVl (
v .

12
): but (Bu.) this is against

both the order of the words and the bare mpn ;
we should

expect, if that were the sense intended, Vmpn D*DSJ> njTPn.

ntOtprp] The J idk», elsewhere in Heb. only in 1B#, Ex. 5
6

etc., which denotes plainly some kind of subordinate official,

employed partly in the administration of justice, partly in the

maintenance of civil order and military discipline ;
and in a fig.

sense, Pr. 67
(see Dr. on Dt. i

15
) ;

but the etymological sense

is uncertain. In Ass. shatdra is to write (Del. HWB 651 f.);

in Arab, satara is to write, to rule (a book) ; satr is a line

(of writing), a row (of trees, buildings, etc.); and mistaraf*n

is an instrument for ruling a book (Lane, 1357./.). [The
Sabaean str is an inscription (CIS iv. 99

10
)

: in Syr. ^^» is a

hand-writing, or deed.] If the sense of tt?t? was to write (as in

Ass.), "it3$ will have meant properly, writer, registrar; but if

the primary sense of the J was to range in order (Nold. Gesch.

des Qorans, p. 13), and this was retained in Heb., "*&& will

have meant arranger, organizer, and so we get for "^'P here

the sense of ordered'arrangement, or, briefly, rule. [But Schwally
in ed. 2 of Nold. Gesch. des Qorans, p. 16, traces back the

Arabic and Syriac words cited above without doubt to the

Assyr. Satara, to write', the Heb. 1E£> he also regards as

derivative from Assyr., and compares the " nicht ganz sicher zu

deutende" "IB^'O.] F. Del. sein Sternenzelt, or, as we might

say, its starry canopy, from Ass. sitir Same, the writing of
heavent i.e. the starry firmament (Comm. p. 170; HWB 652**,
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cf. 187*) ;
but this is far-fetched, and part hv rather than pxn

would be expected. [The sing
-

, suffix in DDE'D refers to D*»E>

(pi.) regarded as a ruler (so Di. after Ew. 318
s1

;
Ehrlich :

"ptSKJft ; preferably, if conjecture is resorted to, we might read

pK ^Dto, IBtPO being a synonymous parallel to nipn.]

34. ^JD^n D^D D^D^I] exactly as 22llb (though there in

a fig. sense) ;
cf. also Is. 606 ?JD3P» D^DJ nyBB\ & (viraKovaeral

gov) JWn ;
so Bi.1 Du. Be. Che. St. Bu. This undoubtedly

agrees well with a
,
and "JDDD may be due to a scribe's recollec-

tion of 22 11 and Is. 606 : on the other hand, (Er w#y also be a

paraphrase ;
the use of the same expression in different

passages of the same poet is not conclusive against its

originality here—there are many cases in Homer, and an

excellent one in Virgil ; and, after all, the feature of the

volume of water covering Job, in response to his (imagined)

invitation, is finer and more effective than will answer thee.

36. rfintOi] [so 126 where 2 is radical, and Ps. 51
8 where it

has generally (but see Briggs, etc.) been taken to be the prep.

(Sr for nioan
f

2 has yvvaii;lv v(f>do~/iaTo<; <ro(f)iav, reading perhaps

rriiD3. 2E p^D3 and U in visceribus hominis (cp. & Jjl-CQUO)

anticipate the subsequently dominant theory that ninD both

here and in Ps. 51 is a term for the reins or inward parts of men,

as something that is covered over or coated
( J mtD), viz. with

fat (Ibn Ezra on Ps. 51). Since Schultens, many, on account

of the context, have conjectured that here (though such a

meaning is, of course, out of the question in Ps. 51) mntD refers

to some natural phenomenon, Schultens himself, comparing

—lL, to lose one's way, Ls>L, to carry away, proposed, wander-

ing motions {e.g. of lightnings, thunders, rains) ; others, clouds

(Eichh.), dark clouds (Hrzl. Hitz. Di. RVm. Peake, al.
; cp. UJ-,

to be dark, with derivatives meaning darkness, and clouds), or

cirrus-clouds,
M which are wont, as with white, chalky plaster

to overlay the blue heaven "
(Du. : cp. TWO, to overlay). Un-

fortunately the parallel term is, if possible, even more uncertain ;

if, however, ""DB> is an animal, rmu (fir) may be an epithet (the

weavers) for another, e.g. the spider—suggested though not

adopted by Du.].
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"''pto] [if correctly preserved and punctuated and not a foreign

(Egyptian: Hoffrn.) word, the root is r&W =W : in Hebrew this

appears only in (i) JV3fe>1D, which may mean an object to look at,

and is used with reference to specific objects in Nu. 33
52

, Pr.

25
11

,
and of the imaginations (of the heart) in Ps. 73

7
,
Pr. 1811 ;

and (2) the doubtful rTC3B> of Is. 216 . In Aramaic, on the other

hand, the root is in frequent use; tOt?= Hebr. riSV, to look outf

keep watch
; consequently "»13B> might mean, like the Aramaic

ns}3D (
= iiBV, e.g. 2T Is. 21 6

), watchman, observer', hence it has

been translated 1. the mind: as "videns, imaginans, vel in-

telligetis" (Ges. T/ies.); so % (first rendering), j& (]j_>aC)),

Ibn Ezra, EV., Ges. ;
2. the cock, as the watchman, or prophet,

among birds: cp. Rosh hash-Shanah, 26a, "When I came to

Tehum-Ken-Nishraya, R. Simeon b. Lakish said that " the cock

was there called *&&, Wayikra Rabba, c. 25 : in Arabic the cock

is called K13D : ib. f
" in Arabic the prophet is called &ODD"—all

cited by Del. This translation is adopted by GC (second alter-

native), U, Rashi, Del. (3) By giving to the noun a passive sense,

which is, however, not so natural to the form, the meaning some-

thing seen, (celestial) phenomenon is obtained : so Schultens
;

and similarly or with reference to some specific phenomenon,
Ew. (Gla?izgestalten), Me. {Lichtblitz) Hi. and Bu. (Luftgebilde),

Di.
( Wolkengebilde), RVm. (Meteor), Du. (the Aurora Borealis)].

37. ^3?^] so, in the sense of count, Ps. 2218
. The Piel may

have an intensive sense to count busily or exactly ; but more

probably "1SD1, "ISDK should be read. Du.'s objections to

"count" are hypercritical, and it is strange that Peake should

attach any weight to them : the question is, of course, merely a

rhetorical way of asking whether Job has that minute know-

ledge of the clouds, and of the laws by which b
they are em-

ployed for the production of rain, when ^ it is needed, which

would enable him to regulate their movements and use. Bn?*,

spread out, for ibd* is thus quite unnecessary.

38. ]"\p£2]
from pv intrans., as 1 K. 22s5 naBrrDrn pvn.

pSftftS] lit. into something cast (of metal, 1 K. f7 ins pyn ;

c. 37
i8

ptcp. PV}D
S

N">3), i.e. into a compact mass. Not as Du.

[(see exegetical n.)].
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D^Z^ni] 2i 33
f. The line is short: Grimme, cleverly and

neatly, 1p3T DW? D^ni : so Bu.

1p|L^P]
cf. 41

9 lp3T VW1K3 E^K.

39. b n^n] "JO
= appetite : see on 33

18
. Cf. Pr. 630 «W>

40. ni^VOS] Ley» Be.
K

Brfatyoa, after ffi eV Koirais avr&v,

though whether (Sr read the sf.
,
is more than we can say.

HSpIl] n?D is elsewhere a booth
;

for covert, lair, we have

elsewhere
-]b, Ps. io9 (nbM nn&53 -JMD03

3"1K*), 76
s

(13^0, of

Yahweh, under fig-, of a lion
; || InatyB), Jer. 25

s8 13D YS33 3TV.

Be. K ?I3D3 (Gn. 2213
),

as Giesebr. in Jer. 25
s8 133D (as Jer. 4

7
),

and Lag. Che. We. in Ps. io9.

fob] 27
14 n.

H-ytf] 37
8
t [in a different sense].

41. ]^T] provide, as Gn. 43
16

, Ps. 65
10

78
20

.

!"HV7] The raven, it has been urged, comes in unsuitably

among the quadrupeds ;
its proper place would be beside the

hawk and the eagle, 39
26-30

. Hence Wr. Bu. Be.
3")1|J,

in the

evening, the whole v. now referring to the lion, a reference to

the lion being supported further by the similarity of thought
and partly of expression with 4

10, n
,
Ps. io4

20 - 21
(especially

21b

with 41b
),
and the punctuation 3ij»v of JH being explained as due

to recollection of Ps. i47
9b l*np "IB>K 3$ TO. However (Bu.)

fT •»» suggests here a new beginning; the suffix in \V$ can

hardly refer back beyond D"TB3 to W2? ;
and the mention of the

raven here is sufficiently explained by the similarity of the

Divine action, in providing food for its young, as for the young
lions,

39b
.

*)VrP] the young ravens, fed by their parent, are presumably
in the nest : how then can they "wander" about? it is hardly

probable that they are supposed to have left their nest, and so

wander about for food on the ground. Bi. Bu., therefore, may
be right in reading ^V>}\, the sg. referring to the parent-bird,

and the plur. being due to the influence of the preceding \jy\iff* :

the raven (NHB 199) frequents desolate places, its food is there

scanty and precarious, and it has to fly far and wide in search
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of it. Be. iyss
, referring to \*fa (Syr. to bleat, of sheep, but also

used of children crying for their mother, PS. 3201, in Talm. also

of human beings, ChWBu. 280b; in OT. nyDK rr6v3, Is. 42
14 *

:

not ''Aram, for WB* "
(Bu.), for there is no trace of an Arab.

^ai (with fjo,
Lex. 821a; cf.on 4

10
)

: if we were sure that nj'Q

was used of the cry of a bird, this would be better than nj?n\

TON ^717] the *? of norm or state, like noJ?s TtJ? (Lex.

5160 i) ;
in the condition of foodlessness \ *?27, as 41

25
,

Is. 5
14

pn
>(?J?f (cf. . . . PS? often in Chr.). ffir 7r\ava)/JL6vov ra atra

&T0VVT6?, whence Du. &$?? for v2? ; then, with 3^l6 (see above)

in 41a
, and referring all to the lion, he completes the tetrastich

(after ^8*) by reading (cf. Ps. 104
21

) Vp£ OT **£ UKB* Xftm



CHAPTER XXXIX.

i. njrrn] du. ny^n (38
i2

),
as 3s

33
.

TV)/ i"^] [The two words are rhythmically superfluous

and have perhaps intruded here from 2b
].

Bi. 1 Bu. 1 Be. K (with

?) St. om. ny (dittogr.), removing the somewhat inelegant

anticipation of ny in 2b
; but Bu. 2

,
after Grimme, om. instead

rn?j as a gloss on ny, and in fact an incorrect one, ny (with

the masc. ^y) referring* not to the time of the female's beari?ig

(which follows in b
),

but to the time of heat in the male (Be.
K

rnm (jer. 224 rwxw na nrnKn) for rrb ny). Du. nnncry njmi

vbo >by\ "Lehrtest du Liebeslust die Steinbocke? " % the

peculiar expression used in Dt. 7
18 284 - 18 - 51

f VM r\)invy
y ||

TDPN "WP, where, however, it is far from clear that it means

specifically
" Liebeslust." With the text as it stands, ?y*jt

though masc. in form, must, of course, be supposed to be

epicene, and to denote actually the female.

v7Il] inf. Po'lel of ^n, as Is. 51
2 al. ; and in the pass. 15

7
,

rbh\n niyaa ^shi.

IftU^H] "IDB>, to mark, observe, as 13
27 = 33

11
,

1 S. i
12

, Zee.

11 11
.

2. HDN /ftjl] K?*?, of completing a period of time, as Gn.

29
27

;
cf. in Qal, Gn. 25

s4
(irtt .TO' Itfiw), al.

HyPI] Du. mn and appointest.

7X1FT\}\ G-K. 91/, where five parallels are quoted ;
add

ntfp)K,

T

Ex. 35
2
«, Ezk. 34

21
.

3. n^nben] [rhyming with mr6t?n in b
].

rp2 is to cleave,

Ps. 141
7

; so npa, c. 1613 al. Here, if correct, the Pi. must have

a causative sense, cause their young to cleave open (the womb) ;

[cp. ypn, of hatching eggs, Is. 5g
5
].

But n?3 does not occur so

elsewhere: and it is highly probable that (Ol.) >"ljp?sn should
314
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be read: cf. 21 10
;
and the syn. ff^bn, Is. 667

;
tfc (of laying

eggs), Is. 34
15

: ©5* Scao-Goo-eis clvtcl also presupposes the D

(nat^an).
V t v :

-
: /

Dil^^in] [rather than birth-pangs (21
17 n. : sing, ^n, I s .

667
),

r
n may here mean foetus, like the Arabic Jj^, and be

from a sing. ?3n. ^ n any case the sense of pain does not

regularly attach to the root even in Heb., for the vb. means

simply to be pregnant with in Ca. 85
,
Ps. 7

15
: so in Arabic Jj^s-

is to be pregnant ; Jj^> tofecundate; J^Jc^y pregnant. Cf.

Barth. Wurzeluntersuchungen, 15 ; Schulthess, Homonyme
Wurzeln im Syrischen, 2$f. Ehrlich transfers JiTHT

1 to the end

of the v., makes DiT^an the obj. of ron^Dn, and renders, they

separate their own navel-cords—in which he sees the one

wonder of the wild goats]. }rrtan (so 11 MSS) would be the

correct form : but in the term, of 2nd and 3rd pers. pi. of verbs,

and the pron. sf. of the same persons, the masc. form often

appears: cf.
4

i
14

; and see G-K. 1350. Du. om. }pp1^ [which

stands in f^, without adequate reason, before Hansen] as a

(correct) gloss on DHvan, rendering, they bow down, they

cleave open (the womb).
" The asyndeta in 8 - 4a

strengthen the

impression of care, security, and swiftness, which the descrip-

tion is intended to convey" (Du.). [The rhythm of 3 in f^ is

3 : 2 (17
14

n.); with the omission of DfTHr it is 2:2: this, in

Job very rare (19
14

n.), rhythm may have been deliberately

chosen to heighten the sense of swiftness.]

4. V2STP] are healthy ;
Is. 38

16
t, Hif. W&nn. The Ethp.

and Af. are common in Syriac in the senses recover health, and

heal, respectively : see 2 K. i
2 88

, yiN^Z] ; ^o\k>1, Hos.

5
13

> J". 5
15

.

'Q'V] [one MSKen '

13^
'

cp. U pergunt. For the meaning
to grow up, see Ezk. 167 : it is common in Aram.

; see in %
Gn. 21 8

25
27

38
n

,
Ru. i

13
(all

= Heb. inj) : Pael, Jb. 38
27

(
=

rrosff^)].

"lit] open field or country, an Aramaism : Dn. 2s8 N"}3 WH
(
= Heb. VTWT\ IW) ;

and in % irm, 2 K. io24
,
Is. 42

2
(
= Heb.

pris). [One MS 133, U ad pastum. AV. "with corn/' after
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Seb. Miinster (framento) and mediaeval Jewish interpreters

(see Wright and Hirsch) who gave to "Q the sense it has, e.g.,

in Ps. 65
14

72
16

. "133 or some other word in the line may be

corrupt or intrusive; for the rhythm of f^ is 4:3 (17
14

n.).

(5ri$ om. b
; but this scarcely represents the original text.]

ych 111^ NTH] 1D$> might, of course, mean to them
;
but

more probably, perhaps, the b is the reflexive ^ (Lex. 516^), as

619 1211
,
Ps. 807

etc., "sibih. e. sui iuris esse volentes" (Schult.

ap. Del.); so Hi. Del.

5. rh\D\ W1 rbw> as Ex. 2i 26f-

(web), Dt. i5
12f - 18

, Is. 58
6

,

Jer. 34
9-11 - u - 16 of men.

TT\y t] the Aram. syn. of sis fngt, Dn. 5
21

; )V^). The

word "may be derived from J^, to flee in fear\ flee away

(Labid
25

) ; though more probably (D. H. Mi'iller) from j.i,

'schreien,' which is also used of the wild-ass, Amrualqais 4
21

,

Zuhair i
25 "

(Nold. Fiinf Mdallaqat, ii. 75).

7. niNiyn] loud shoutingsy as Zee. 4
7

. See on 36
29

.

8. ""ttrP t] as pointed, a rare nominal form like EBP] (G-K.

85^ : but it is far better to point (after Karaateenera t, ST

'z^.i 5J circumspicit) "WIV, spies outy explores (Nu. i3
2 - 16- 17

etc.),

with Ew. Hi. Bu. Du. etc.

9. D*n] for D&n =
OK"j (Ps. 92

11
DW); cf. OW, Ps. 2222

(G-K. 2^e,f). Baer and Ginsb. read D1
^; G-K. 225-, 20/; Dr.

Sam. 2
p. xx [Assyr. rm«, Ar. ^ ; but of these, the latter

at all events is applied to an animal not corresponding to the

Hebrew descriptions of the DfrO ;
see exegetical n.J.

10. nroy nbrm on TOpm] Ha. stick, "in or to the

furrow with his cord "
(the accus. of the instrument), is

questionable, in spite of Mic. 7
2

; Di., better, "in the furrow

of his cord," i.e. in the furrow which his cord limits him to :

but this is forced; rd. rather, with Sgf., nhhjja
D^ru (Bu.

1r|2y3) : this yields, by legitimate Hebrew, with a very slight

change, the sense required : for D^l iK'pnn read also (Bu. Du.

Be.) -OTC'pnn—the repetition of n yl after 9 is inelegant, and (fi

has only $7Jcrei<; 8e
ej/[; UWplVI also restores the normal 3 : 3
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rhythm]. Du. )ohr\ T\)2V2 13^pnn,
"
by the cord of his furrow,"

which also yields a good sense. Be. would read for the v.

T"»nK (or ftbri) D'p^ri viw dk nbv ip^yzi iVgnn (pay, cf. Heb.

Pjy, assumed to correspond to Aram. Kj53*y, ?/£c£ (though not

the usual word), Ps. 69* 5T al. and Talm., Arab, 'unq) ;
but the

change of text is violent, and insufficiently supported by ffic

(hrjaets he ev Ifiaat, %vyov avrov, t] eXfcvcrei gov avXa/eaq [
=

&lj?r\ in 31
38

;
but the word may here be a paraphrase]

y y

ivrreh'up;) and g> (^? o] ]!£-.$? oiX^) ^1 "U-i_J Z^jCd) fco^j

]nmS 13Z]jD PiJ2>), both of which in a
, not less than in b

,
are

7 7 0*7

strongly suggestive of paraphrase.

12. ITW1

^3] /Afl/ he will, etc., the '•a stating the obj. of the

trust (Ew. § 336* ;
G-K. 1 17A). With the athn. at -]jnr, the Kt.

3H6"* must be read ;
and in b

pj will mean the contents of the

threshing-floor (cf. Ru. f CHW1 pi VIX rni Kin rum): but

the v. is very unevenly divided; probably the athn. should be put
at 3*iB*, and b should read (or *]3"ti S>K, or "jn:&, or nn|) «p^j -jy-^

5*jDfcO; so Me.
('j ^«), Bi. 1

,
Bu. (nru; so Du.), St. fpiA), Be. K

(either "|3T3j or nni, or "pii?).
H3"ii avoids the repetition of

the
"]-.

Be.T 3^, bring back, the object following in b
: this

may be right ; 2W (sc. "jjtit)
would be more naturally said than

:W. (£ here expresses jJH (with 2W).

13. ^23] [if the section was part of the original text, read

*pOn (n followed by DK, as in 9f
-).

In J^, v. 13
proves an excep-

tion to the otherwise unbroken rule that the sections treating of

animals begin with an interrogative particle].

JD^in t] shrill or piercing cries : if correct, a poet, name

for the bird which emits them, the ostrich. Hfm. Bu. Du.

Be. K DW (cf. La. 4
3
Qre TriM 0^1). & TepTrofxevwv (B*?p).

'-4 alvovvrcov, 2 dyXaiafiov, j& » >. ^o *
T U struthionis, 2T

K"0 ^33"»n (38
s6

). Qi. AV. peacocks.

7l0bw] D& (not fo>, or ^y), as 2018
(Kal), Pr. 7

18
f (Hithp.).

rRfll HTDn PPON DM] Is it a kindly pinion and feather?

nrmjpinion, Dt. 32
lTl

,'
Ps. 6814

9 i
4
f ; 13K, Ps. 5s

7
,
Is. 40

31
,
Ezk.

i7
3
t ;

n
£>, plumage, Lv. i

16
t; ntiJ, Ezk. 17

s - 7
f. In HTDn, [if
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rightiy read], there is doubtless an allusion to the bird called

nTDn [Lv. ii 19 Ps. 104
17

, Jer. 87
,
Zee. 5

9
],

the kindly one
;
the

stork, so called on account of its affection for its young*. Bu. 1

would make it named distinctly : n¥31 nTDn ni2K DX, Is it the

stork's pinion and feather ? (or rather : Is it a kindly bird's—
with only an allusion to the stork—pinion and feather?). Bu. 2

thinks that Hfrn. has "
perhaps" seen rightly in reading (what

he rejected in his first ed.) iyVjR)
for no^yj in a

,
and in b ni3X DN

n¥31 nnpn,
" Is the wing of the ostrich sluggish? (Nif., as Jg.

i89 f ; ^vy, often in Prov.), Or is pinion and feather lacking (to

it), That she leaveth her eggs to the earth," etc.? Does its

wing move so slowly, or are its feathers so deficient, that it

cannot itself defend its eggs, but must leave them on the

ground, where (v.
15

) they are exposed to many dangers? ~>Dn

in actual usage means only in need of\ but npn means to be

lacking (1 K. 17
14

),
as well as to lack (be in need of), so that

the adj. may mean similarly lacking, deficient. Ley, Be. K

(" perhaps") nD7p3 and nnpn : The wing of the ostrich is

mocked (2 K. 223 al. Hithp.), Is (its) pinion and feather lacking ?

[Du., retaining nTDn in b
, proposes ntip3, perverse, in a

: Ehrlich

as Du. in a
,
but in b nTDn nnjDK DX, making nTDn mean ostrich

(a view long since refuted by Bochart), and omitting n¥J1 as a

gloss on ni3K. Wr. retaining
a

, though translating it interroga-

tively, read in b
pi nTDn "ONTI DN.]

14- ^t^ri] D^3n (if correct) being construed, according to its

meaning, as a fern. sg. (cf. inn construed as a pi. 1 S. 1221
;

K'Q3, person, after an opening clause, construed as a masc, Lv.

21
5
1 - 2 etc.

; Ew. § 318^—where, however, some of the examples
are textually doubtful; cf. G-K. 124^, n.).

Dftnn] Be. Bu. Dnan. This is an excellent
||
to 3TVn [and

expresses the obj. which in J^ must be understood] : at the

same time, DDnn may stand
;

for the ostrich does sit upon the

eggs.

15. PiMttQ] Bu. ram\\.

ntl^nn . . . rTW,n] the fern, suffix referring to the collec-

tive T¥3. There are many cases of this, where the pred.

is a verb (G—K. 145^) : the cases are rarer, and not all textually
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certain, where the fern, is a suffix (G-K. 135/ (where dele, p.

441, 1. 2, as due to an oversight, "but previously Dftnn
") ;

K6.

348^, h: thus 2 K. 3
s
13

11
17

22 & has ntfttn, and probably the

sg., in spite of (Si's pi., should be read similarly in i3
2 - 6

;
2 K.

io26 Vrss. nnp; Is. 35
7 rd. DOT: cf. on c. 620

14
19

).

16. n^tppn] Is. 63
17

f. The masc. is, however, intolerable

with what follows : rd. either (2 MSS, Hirz. Di. Be. K St.) nnr'pn,

or (Ew. Di. alt.) rnppn (inf. abs.
;
G-K. 113s). The perf.

nn^'pn (Hi. Sgf. Du.) agrees less well with the impf. in u .

PT^'N/v] 'h rPt?pn can only mean " hardeneth
(
= useth

hardly) her young ones (making them) into none of hers
"
(Lex.

519$), vh V& expressing the result of the action n^'pn. This

might be the sense intended; but if it is thought that "useth

them hardly as if they were none of hers," is more probable,

then
n^>

K>3 must be read (so Oo. Be.K
) ; 'h 2VH (13

24
19

15
etc.),

lit. think into
(
= esteem to be), is not a

||
for so rendering 'b rvtrpn.

rb vbb is poet, for p6 *6 "\w6 (G-K. 155?*, d); cf. Hab. 26

&-*6 nsHBn, who increaseth (what is) not his, and c. 1815
&"vftt?

(Gn. 15
13

, Jer. 5
19

,
Hab. i

6
,
where Dr6 &6, D^b vh, h xi> are

preceded by a subst., are different).

"THD ^h^] ^O is properly a substantive, like i*K ; hence,

followed by a gen., naught of . . . ;
and so here naught offear \

(There is) no fear\ It is not, as in previous cases, joined

closely to a subst. (38
2
),

or adj. (33
9
),

or verb (8
11

),
and so can-

not, as there, be rendered without.

17. n^ai] the 1 partitive; cf. 7
13 21 25

.

18. N*nttn Dnm TOD] "2? (abs.) occurs here, Nu. 23
2S

,

|g. 13
23 2 1

22
(where, however, rd. nny "O). It has been rendered

(1) Now (cf.
Di s

?) ;
so Nu. 23

23
(Di. Gray), Jg. 13

23
(Moore) ; (2)

At the (right) time, ztirZeit ((Sx Kara fcaipov, U cum tempus fuerit;

so Hi. Del. Di. here ;
Knob. Keil, Kuen. in Nu. 23

s3
) ;

and (3),

as = -ib>K njft, At the time when . . . (Hirz. al. ; Ew. § 337c (a),

and Comm. ("Wann sie einmal . . ."): so EW. What time

. . .
) ; though it is better in this case to point J"W3 (Me. Du.) :

nj?3 is followed by an inf. (1 S. 4
20

) ; and there is no reason why
it should not, in poetry, like ny3 (Jb. 617 mr nya), be followed

by an impf. This yields a satisfactory sense : there is no
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point in Now, and At the (right) time is a doubtful rendering
of nya.

DVim] Hi. Du. t*™?, in (her) running (Qoh. 9
11

f) ;
and for

Dn)03 nV3, Wr. Bu. Be. K Honth. Dnb N3
rwp, "At the time

when archers (2 S. n 24
) approach." But DV"ift3 is far more

picturesque; and it is gratuitous to change it : the "height"
denoted by the word may vary with the context : though often

used of the height of heaven, it cannot denote a very great

height in Jg. 5
18

,
Pr. 82 g

3
;

in Ps. 73
s

it is said of proud men
that they rQT DPDD : a little hyperbole may also be reasonably

granted to the poet : and surely the line, as it stands, gives a

fine and true description of the great bird, taller than a man,

bounding along at full speed, with its wings flapping vigorously,

and taking gigantic strides,— it may be (NHB 237) of 22-28 ft.

—and moving so rapidly that (Wood, Natural History, vol. on

Birds, p. 647) its feet seem hardly to touch the ground.

N*HE)]1 tl *Jr+
ls ad vehementiorem cursum scutica aliave re

egit equum (Freyt., Hi. cites also Grangeret, Anthol. p. 42) ;

here it may be rendered spurs (fig.) herself,
—the wings flapping

vehemently against the ostrich's body in her flight being, as it

were, the goad urging her on (Ges. Thes. "
Hiph. de struthione,

qui e nido exsurgens alarum plausu tamquam flagello, ad

cursum se impellit "). [Be.
K
weakly i?Bfl.]

19. HDjn t] Djn is thunder-, but that (in spite of AV.) is

impossible here. Ges. Thes. conjectured for the J the meaning
commotus est, tremuit, which he adopted for Ezk. 27

15
(D^S M2V1

;

||
"W W), and also for Ps. 96

11 (=iCh. 1632
), g8

7
(commoium

est mare); so Del. Di. ("Gezitter ") and RV. "the quivering
mane "

(with marg.
" Heb. shaking "). The rendering of RV.

is fine, and suggests a picturesque image ;
but unfortunately

the sense is doubtful : it has no philological support ; and

noise, not movement, seems to be the idea expressed by DJH,

Djn (Ezk. 27
s5 rd. probably W?3 for lDjn). The VV. obviously

guess : (5r (frofiov (so Saad. rdab, fear), X /cXayytfv, & ^pe^ie-

Tiafiov, «£ i-1-0, Jer. U hinnitum: ffic would suit, were the sense

established ; S> is arbitrary ;
the other renderings do not suit

W>J?r\, Honth. Be.K n*?W> strength, forms a good ||
to mnj; 2T
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KBpVl expresses the same sense, though it would be precarious

to argue that the translator read anything different from jJH.

20. PQ^fcO ISt^innn] B*jnn cannot mean "make to

leap
"

; fc>jn is to shake (intrans.), e.g. of heaven, earth, nations,

etc., shaking — through an earthquake ($JH), terror, or

Yahweh's appearance, etc.
; cp. P5H, of the quivering of a dart,

Jb. 41
21

;
of a horse eager to start, 3c,

24
; here, therefore,

seemingly of the quivering of eagerness and excitement as the

animal leaps along, f
Ehrlich : ns~iX3 W3WJV1, dost thou make

him to smoke (cp. 41
12

)
like a chimney?]

HD^M T\T\1 T)H] the subst. T\WK by Dr. § 189. [Ehrlich,

in (Ezk. 7
7
)

for lin] ;
Bi. Du. needlessly, nejN

rnru Tin
(cf.

Jer. 816 VOID nnq3 JflDPJ ty?), "(in) the majesty' of (his) terrible

snorting," [or the majesty, etc., if with Du.,
20b

is placed after

19a as a second obj. to jnnn. The transition from the inter-

rogation in 20a to description in 20b in ^ as commonly under-

stood (e.g. RV. "the glory of his snorting is terrible") is in

any case improbable. Bu. makes the whole v. interrogative by

treating
b as a circumstantial clause, and taking *nn as well as

PWN as pred.
—His snorting being majestic, terrible, i.e. with

majestic, terrible snorting].

21. V&TV] Rd. with ffi&F, Di. Bu. etc. IBTl!. Wr. Bi. Bu.

Du. Be. Ehrl. place the — at PW (so <&). [With the mean-

ing to paw, here only in the OT., cp. iU-, hoof.]

22. nrteh] & 1 5^0-^1
^; so 3 MSS nn^>,

« at the pit,"

adopted strangely by Be.K.

23. HD^ri] if correct, nn f will be a by-form of
J3*J,

of which

there are traces in Arab. (Ges. Thes. s.v.); but possibly Jin

should be read. [Scarcely
nnn

(fern. pi. : Ehrlich), for analogy
before such a compound subj. requires the sing. (G-K. 146) ;

Bu. Be. K (?) 'Kn pn: but the art. is improbable.] The Arab.

ranna
(
= pi), to utter a cry, esp. a plaintive or mournful cry, is

in ii. and iv. used of the twanging of a bow (Lane, 1164^).

inS] [Flashing (point): cp. Nah. 3
s

, Jg. 3
22

: mr6, 1 S.

17
7

. Bu. 3?y or 2\P, spear and javelin flash : but we should

expect the impf. ;
Umbr. Ha. (cited by Di.) obtained the same
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sense by taking the noun 2rb predicatively (cstr. according to

Dr. § 189: cp.
20b

].

24. WY1 WU] Pjn is not "fierceness" (EVV.), but (see

on v. 20
) shakings quivering [Lex. 1127b), and Nl (see on 3

17
)

is

strong agitation, not necessarily "rage"; the two alliterative

words denoting the violent trembling of the animal in its eager-

ness to start, and to take its part in the fray.

Y"^N Nft^J KIM, to swallow, Hif. Gn. 24
17

f K3 WBJPI

DVD DV»: NH. NDJ (NHWB i. 339; cf. & jhm, below, v. 30a
).

For the fig. cf. the Arab. ^iHi (jw^ *£*)* (cited by Ges.

7%^. from Schultens),
"
deglutivit equus terram," and lahimun

,

liham?nun ,
cito deglutiens, as an epithet of a swift horse, "equus

haustor" (ib.); and Catullus, 35. 7,
" viam vorabit." [On KIM*

for KJM*, see G-K. 7500, cp. 74^.]

V*QW nS"I] Rabb. EVV. Hengst. Dav. And believeth not

that it is the sound of the trumpet, i.e. for joy believeth not his

own ears when he hears it. But Ges. Ew. and moderns

generally (so RVm.), And standeth not still, lit. showeth not

firmness, understanding pDKJl in its primary, physical sense,

which is still seen in Qal |OK, to support (bring up, nourish),

n30K, a foster-mother, nurse ; in Nif. to be supported (Is. 604

n;6xn IS hy T™^), confirmed (Is. 7
9 :«»Kn k5>

sD : see Z^.

52 f.); H3DN, a support, pillar, 2 K. 1816
; and in HjISNtin Ex.

17
12

fWllOK VT TH. It cannot, however, be said that this sense is

altogether satisfactory ;
in particular, to show firmness is not

quite the same thing as to stand still. Hence Bi. V)&, letteth

itself not be held back ;
Du. Honth. Bu., somewhat prosaically,

^KOB? Kin pp^ K^l, and goeth not to the right or to the left,

—Du. then making a new distich H3 (or 1%V) l£ TOW i?ip '3

nxn TOW nsW, When the watch (Jg. 7
19

)
calleth out, he stirreth

himself up, As oft as the horn (soundeth) he saith, Aha ! But

"believeth not" is preferable to any of these alternatives.

[Still it remains very improbable ; nsflB> 7p *D looks like a mere

variant of -IB1K> ^n : and it is possible to restore the succession

of distichs not only by additions to the text such as Du. makes,

but by the simple omission of 24b
.]

ID'W Tip ^3] It is tempting (with the second sense of
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pBfcO) to read ^p3 (Bi. Bu.); but 3 in a temporal sense
(
=

at)

is very rare except with an inf. (Is. 185
),

or verbal noun (Lex.

454#, 3b), Is. 23
s
being probably the only example. '# 7lp3

(Be.
K Bu. alt.) never occurs in the sense of "at the sound

. . .

"
: but . . . Tip? would be in accordance with usage (Nu.

1634 ,
Is. 30

19
, Ezk. 27

28
).

25. *HSL] elsewhere (in the sense here required) always *nO,

out of the sufficiency of= as often as, sq. an inf. or subst. (Is.

6623
, Jer. 48

27
; Lex. 191^) ;

and this, no doubt, should be read.

On the very frequent confusion between 3 and D in f^ and (5*

and other versions, see Dr. Sam. 2 lxvii.

rP"^] Wr. Bi. Du. think the fig. unsuitable
; and so Wr.,

with 1 MS, jptf [rather STVJ], "And the battle sounds afar";

Du. (who objects in particular to the cries of the captains being
4

'scented") JT»3 (36
s3

,
Mic. 4

9
)
for DJH : He scenteth the battle

from afar, at the shout, etc. But the passage is not prose, but

poetry; rrnn is widely used in Heb. (v. on 14
9
) ;

and 'J1 DJH is

merely the further development of the idea of HDrfe. Cf. Pliny,

HNS. 42 (Bochart)
" lidem prcesagiunt pugnam."

26. ^jn^lft] from, out of, through thy understanding : Lex.

580c, eb.

""OfrjP t] useth (or moveth) its pinions in flight : denom. from

"UK, pinion, v. 13 n. ; [not plumescit, U].

27. [ITl^] = P]iy AW, 5
7

(
Di -)j Jer - 49

18 would suggest

taking up in b as obj., but this would be rather flat. Possibly

the text is corrupt: see next n.]

Vft] either (cf.
a
)
= *3 7»B hv DN1 ;

or independently, Or (is

it)
that . . . : (cf. Is. 36

19
; "an, c. 622

,
2 S. 9

1
,
Gn. 27

s6
; Lex.

472^). But the line is a little short: so St. Bu., plausibly,

iap Dnns p3J "31. Du. (who has to reduce the 10 lines 20~30 to

two strophes of 4 each) omits "iBO TOl'i and in 28
(with Bi.)

p&> y^o, as glosses suggested by Jer. 49
16

, treats *y\ as ditto-

graphed from "pa, and carries on mix© (in the sense of prey)

(Ezk. i3
21
)to

29
: he thus gets for 27f- pOTl Ijp D*Y ffir^ DK

J^p J^"7V (so Be. K , except that he retains miVD where it is).

[The excellent parallelism of Du.'s emendation contrasts with

what appears to be faulty in f^ : note the two parallel terms p3£*
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and \yf?TY in a single line : and again y?D
m
\& and miXtt in another,

not to speak of the repetition of y^D and the awkwardness of

27b
. This at least is a better way of obtaining two quatrains

than the omission of v. 30
(Bi. and ? Di.).]

29. TON "^Dn DCfft] Du. -isn DK>D mw» (btf added after

miVD, misunderstood to mean fastness, had been taken back

to 28
).

"IDII] as 11 18
.

^IT] the masc, by G-K. 145?/.

30. ty^T] nojyhv is known
;
but Syr. ^\ ^\ is to lick

ox lap up, & Jg. f-
«• 7

,
1 K. 21 19

(
= Heb. ?

.p>), 4 Mac. io17

[lo> ^^JJ = aiixofiopos ;
and Ob. 16

Wp is to gulp up (or swallow

down): rd., therefore, either W?Vr (Ges. Ol. Del. Di. etc.) or

(Bu. alt.) «6j.



CHAPTER XL.

2. ["W "Hliroy mn] according to ifH, 3'") is inf. abs.

taking- the place of a finite vb. in an indignant question (cp.

Jer. 3
1

,
G-K. 113^), with its subject "riD 1 f (a nominal form

like li2K>, "1133) following (G-K. 113^), and separated from it

by intervening words. For the last point, cp. Lv. 67 nnx
31jjn

jnmc "oa (but s nnpn, ffir = innps

): Nu. 15
35 EwaKa vik rnn

myn ^3 (S von)- The VV. do not recognize this punctuation,

but find in a*i a noun pi, tcp'tai?, 0), a part. (3"), $i/ca£6/JLevo$,

2, ^11, €), or an adj. (an, ^l^v-TD, &) ; and in "no* a verbal

form p^, ifcicXivel, &, U conquiescit : £ Trepiyevqo-erai ; 3T

••TUV = ? 1DY1

),
or another nominal form (?Tid: t~»010lNV>

, &).

Ehrlich ai with "W*, /jj /^^ contention . . , at an end ("I1D, as

Is. II 13
).]

[rrain] G-K. i 35A]

5. [OVW . . • nn^] G-K. 134?-, s: cp. Ps. 6212
,
and see

on 33
1

*.]

[rt&W fe&l] ffi om. For rujW read njBfc (cp. 29
22

)
: so

Hitz. Di. Dr. Du. Bu. al.]

7. See on 38
s

.

8. P1NH] cf. 34
17

.

9. 7fcO] for what should logically be i>K jn"iT3, ace. to a

well-known Heb. idiom (Lex. 45 5«). So inb3 for )j\p ^03.

10. PD^fi pfcO] [Alliteration, as in b nn) Tin].

11. HM] for the form, see G-K. 84
b

c.

Ilb-I2a. Q5x irav he vf3pL<TT7)v retire lvojctov, vTreprjfyavov Be

crftio-ov. Du. remarks that n b and I2a have in f&, evidently

through a mistake, the same beginning, while (5r has a change :

he would read, therefore,
"

naturally only at random (aufs

Geratewohl)," inyjan pas n^n nr6*BE>n nw fen.

J25
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I2a. Vty^n] 15 MSS. 'm (the renderings of STU do not

show that they read the
1),

which would be better.

I2b. "Jin t] Ar. hadaka is to fall dow?i (of a building) ; cf.

D"in, fig. Is. 2219
, Ps. 28s

. Still, the word is an uncertain one

in Heb. : and Hfm. Bu. would read Tftn, crush, from 'H^l,

which is presupposed by T!, but does not occur elsewhere in

Heb., and occurs only rarely (Levy) in 3T (e.g. Jb. 4
19

Pa.,

34
25

Ithpa., Ps. 143
3
Palpel), and there not in Afel. Gr. Du.

suggest Hin—but only for those who are doubtful about the

air, Xey. *]in. spn, however, is to push aside or away, and

would agree poorly with Dnnn.

Dnnn] ffi irpa^prjixay
—no doubt a paraphrase. Bu.

"pnnn,
" and crush the wicked under thee": suitable in itself,

but unnecessary: Dnnn in its idiomatic sense of where they

stand (Ex. 1629
, Jos. 65

, 2 S. 223 vnnn nm DE> tal, Jer. 38
9

Vnnn (rd. npi) nD% and especially Is. 25
10 vnnn 3K10

tfVTO) is

very forcible.

13. DJT2D] [<5rJ5IJ supply the conjunction—DiTJBl].

I^lin] KOn is used specifically of binding something round

the head (e.g. Ex. 29
s
).

[pfttQ]
Ehrlich IBIS : in f^ the last echoes the first word of

the v.]

14. D3] the DJ correlativum : see Lex, s.v. Dj, 4.

IS N3 PEPl] 33
2 n.

[niDni] <& 6-qpla, & tfvvjn ; U behemoth (and so £) : if pi.

of n&iUi an intensive pi. (G-K. 1242), meaning here (differently

from Ps. 73
22

)
"a colossal beast" (Che. EBi, 519; Kon.

Worterbuch). No more satisfactory etymology has been sug-

gested; it would not have been surprising to find here an

Egyptian term ;
but the known Egyptian term for the hippo-

potamus (rert) has no resemblance to niona: and there is no

evidence that the often cited p-ehe-mou ever existed. It is

barely possible that the Hebrew term for hippopotamus was
" Swine from, or of, the water": EBi. 2073.]

WttW WN] ® omits; so Me. Bi. Sgf. Du. Be., partly

on the ground that 15a is too long, partly (Du.) on the hyper-

critical ground that "made like thee
"

is absurd :
" like thee,"
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however, does not here mean resembling thee, but equally with

thee. On the other hand, "is beside thee" is not unsuitable;

for the meaning then would be (Du.) that the animal was beside

Job, so that he could readily learn from it the lesson intended.

The words must stand or fall according to the less or greater

rigidity of the poet's metre. Me. Sgf. omit *pj? as well
;
but

then (Bu.) they lose the support of €r, and the line becomes

too short.

16. *THti] only here : cf. -ifcj, navel-strings TV\W\V<> chain :

from s] TM common in Aram, in the sense of befirm, strong (cf.

Heb. nWitr, firmness in a bad sense, stubbornness). Wetzstein

(ap. Del.), however, would render supports of his belly (i.e. the

bones of the loins and shoulders), connecting "VH^ with Arab.

sarir, a support on which a thing rests
;
but the Arab, usage,

as given in Lane (1338^), a thing upon which one lies or sits, a

couch-frame, bedstead, throne, etc., does not suggest anything

resembling the supporting bones of an animal's body.

1J. yDJT] from Y%n f = ^iir^, to lower, depress (e.g. wings,

Qor. 15
88

17
25

), bring down, abase (Qor. 26s
,
the day of judg-

ment will abase the proud) ; here, it seems, somewhat more

generally, to bend (P??, to desire = ka^ ,
to be attentive to, is a

different root altogether: Dr. 3
§ 178, pp. 226, 231).

VHniQ (dual)]
= JUit, thighs (Aram, pins, testiculi = 1®*,

Lv. 2 1
20 <& ;

and so U here nervi testiculorum eius perplexi

sunt).

18. V?213] E"?.3 is the common Aram, word for bone (e.g.

Dn. 625
,
Gn. 223 @), but rare and poet, in Heb. (Gn. 49

14
,
Pr.

1722 Dy^n HKD3 nni, 25
15

,
2 K. 9

13
[?] t). How it differs

in meaning from D¥]J is uncertain : RV. limbs, RVm. ribs; Hi.

Bu. Che., after (5r
(pd%i,<;),

render his spine, observing (Hi.) that

this is favoured by the sing. i^DE, and regarding the pi. VE~0

as referring to the separate vertebrae: but there is no support

for this rendering : the poet is hardly likely to have thought of

the separate vertebrae ;
in a comparison there is no difficulty in

the sing. T'BB I
and the Syriac Hex. expresses payis by the

specific I *-»*» ^»~Ui the backbone.
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S^Eft f ]
the J in Ar. is to hammer out (? a secondary root

from J 11?, to be long, Del.); and Ar. mamtul is iron, or a

sword, beaten out into a long shape (Lane, 3021 ;
cf. also the

Lex, of Neswan, as cited by Del.); hence ^ED, a bar of metal.

Cf. & 5>B», 1 S. 17
6

(KBTjri teD = n^n3 flT3), and here (*£&&

K0nn, (Variants fc«{>BB, KTnfoppa, a weight): Levy, ChWB. ii.

280, £). (5r alhr)po<; xyros : 5* &)? avfjL^Xrjfiara aiBrjpa.

19b. (1) jJH, in view of the jussive, ^, can only be correctly

rendered, "Let him that made him bring near his sword (to

attack him)!" Vctyn (if the active ptcp. is right; but v.i. (3)

and (4)) will be an anomalous form for Sn&V?} (cf. the rare W"|

by the side of inyT : Ko. 303/) ;
and as the art. with a ptcp.

naturally excludes a notninal sf. in the genitive (G-K.

i\6g n.), the S— will be the verbal sf. in the accusative (as

in ^n ^W?n, ps . 1833 . ViZiBn, ^Jflsn, etc.: G-K. 127/; Ko.

I.e.). Cf. WW?! Dn. Il6>
(
2
)

The common rendering

(which properly requires V? for VV) is (cf. U qui fecit

eum applicabit gladium eius),
" He that made him bringeth

near his sword, i.e. furnishes him with it (so RVm.), the

* sword '

being taken as a poetical term for the powerful

weapon which the hippopotamus possesses in the formidable

array of long spear-like incisors and curved chisel-edged

canines or tusks" (cf. Hdt. ii. 71, %av\i68ovTa<; <f}alvov), which

"root up rank grass like an agricultural implement
"
(Encycl.

Brit. 10
, s.v.y p. 722^), and "sever, as if with shears, a tolerably

stout stem "
(Woods, I.e. p. 761 f.). And Nicander (Theriaca,

566 f., ap. Bochart, ii. 761) describes these teeth as a apirrj

(sickle) : "H Zirtrov tov NelXos virep %aiv al6a\6eo-<rav Boo-zeei,

apovprjacv Be tca/crjv eTriftaXkerai dpirrjv ; cf. Nonnus, Dionys.

xxvi., AiyfJifj Kapj(ap6hovTL 8ia<r%i£o>v pa^iv v\t)$. But to

bring near, like an offering, or an article for food or use

(1 S. 13
9
23

s
,
2 K. 4

5
,
Gn. 27

25
),

is not a natural expression to

use of what is an integral part of the animal's frame. (3) (Er

has 7re7roi7}fA6vov evKaraizai^eo-Qai virb t&p dyyeXeov avrov (cf.

the addition in 41
25

(St)
= ia'pnfcft WH, that is made for him to

play with, i.e. to be Yahweh's plaything (viro rcov dyy. avrov

being a readily intelligible paraphrase for vir avrov) : cf. (upon
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one view of its meaning) Ps. 104
26 fcrpnfc* *W HT \n$ (<& hv

eirXaaas ifjuirai^ecv amy). So Me. Bi. 1
. [In favour at least of

the pass, part., note ib'yn in the similar v. 41
25

.] (4) Hfm.

(1890) emended i3"jn V\\ Wn, which is made that he should

draw near to (?) His dry land (?), improved somewhat by

Gunkel, Schdpf. u. Chaos (1895), p. 62, to (sic)
'ttvi &[ Wn,

which is made that he should govern the (sic) dry land, and by

Giesebrecht (in a review of Gunkel's book, GGA., 1895, p. 595)

to Vinn m) "VSPyn, "/Aatf Ae should govern his fellows," s.e. the

other animals. B>J3, however, in the few cases in which it

occurs as a verb in Qal, is a strong word, meaning not to

govern, but to press hard, as a debtor, Dt. i5
2 - 13

,
or workman,

Is. 58
s

;
hence Du.'s nan &J3 TO (Che. EB. 521, better,

fe'abp),
to be governor of, etc., is preferable, syntactically as well

as in meaning ;
for tWJ, though it is the word used of a task-

master (Ex. 3
7

al.), and signifies properly a hard, exacting ruler

(Is. 3
12

9
3

i4
2, 4

,
Zee. 9

8
), expresses the idea of governor, at

least in late Heb. (Zee. io4—perhaps also Is. 6017
),

without

apparently this bad connotation. Bu., though he leaves the

line untranslated, seems (p. 245) to think this emendation

probable. The thought certainly (Du.) forms a good parallel

to a
.

20. "h IfcW O'nn 7Q *0] hafor^a*: note the preceding \

KKO, bring— bear-, cf. of a tree, Hag. 219 al. {Lex. 6710, 2g"), of

the mountains, as here, Ps. 72
s DjA Dli>B> Dm 1Kb>\ "3, /^

however, agrees only with (2) in v. 19
(v. supr.), which, however,

we have seen to be improbable. Perhaps v W&\, For the

produce of the mountains he taketh to himself (Du.), is right;

Be.'s objection that ii> np* would be expected in this sense is

hardly cogent. Wr. for D'nn would read DnN% and Sgf. D'nru,

and Giesebr. for a
l^J*! Dnria pa »a : but none of these sug-

gestions agrees with b
;
the beasts of the field do not "play"

in the rivers. In b Du. continues M*»; pn^ mvn IWl bj,
" And all the beasts of the field he crusheth,

21 And there," etc.

(pnK>, as Ex. 30
36
f ;

common in Syriac, and often for avvTpiftetv):

this would be a proof of his dominion over other animals (v.
19b

),

and agree with 8Mb. Still, in this line there seems to be no

sufficient reason for deserting JH : such a strong term is hardly

45
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here expected ;
and N3"! is the usual Heb. word for expressing

the idea. [If v. 20 gave proof of behemoth's dominion,
a as well

as b
probably expressed this : so Gu. (Schopf. u. Chaos, 64), who

regards TSW%\ rpn S>3 as subj. of in^ : note also )])W for ikk>%

proposed with a ? in Be. K
.]

21. D^N2] v. 22 f ;
= Ar. JU = Syr. ]]^, like p« =

9

ijoj]
= JHN ; see Dr., Tenses, p. 223.

n^H] swamp or swampy ground'. 811
, Ezk. 47

11
f (cf. ps, a

swampy bottom, mire, Jer. 38
s2

f) : 2T »T3, 811
;

Is. 14
23

(r^3
pDT = D^D

•'DJK), al.

22. I//^] for the normal i?V, with resolution of the

duplication, as tffo, 207 (n.); $>*, Jer. 64
: cf. ^py, mn. etc.

Note assonance with DvNV, as [if correctly read] of inSD* with

^H3D\ Syntactically, )??)i is an accus., defining in what capacity
the lotus-trees cover him, "as his shade." [But this is rather

pointless, the repetition (after
21

)
of D^K¥ and the similarity of

1PDD* in a to in3D N

(cp. 83
n.) in b

suspicious. For D^Ktf irDD* Du.

proposes D'WVyj 1D1.]

23. ptl^y] p6^y is everywhere else a trans, verb, meaning
to oppress, wrong (e.g. Am. 4

1
),
—a very doubtful figure to use

of a river. The sense exorbitare (sc. extra viam) is imaginary :

this is cited by Hi. (from Willmet) forc_wc, which does mean
to turn aside from the way, and also to act unjustly (Lane,

2044) : Dut ** *s cited by Del. (seemingly by an oversight) as

the root-meaning of pK^y, jw.f, which really signifies adhcesit,

assiduus, deditusfuit rei : to exceed bounds, behave immoderately
and violently, first in a physical and then in a moral sense, is

consequently a purely imagined meaning for pwy. The text is

thus very doubtful. Du. pfaPJ,
dashes {Jieransticrzt), the idea

being not that of the rising Nile, but that of a mountain

(Palestinian) stream, swollen by a sudden storm, dashing, like

a wild animal (Pr. 2815
), against the sleeping monster.

piC>J

will, however, come not (as apparently Du.) from p^, to over-

flow (Jl. 224 wri D^p^n *pwi, 413, ps . 65
10

npi?fefrn \n$n mpz,
and makest it to overflow f), but from ppE>, Ges. discursit, dis-
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cursitavit, of locusts, Jl. 2Mj^ TJD, Is. 33
4 te p£# Ml pEte),

"ad instar incursionis locustarum incurrit in earn" (praedam),

Nah. 25 of chariots, rushing or dashing to andfro, xhvTP niVirn

nnrna PP?
;

pR?* aann : in Pr. 2816 y«n felts ppfr' 3*n onb na

in DJJ f>V, the sense ranging (EVV.—suggesting a more staid

movement than is denoted by ppV), or slurst sich (Du.), for PPP

seems less probable than that which—however obtained—np£iE>

has in Is. 29
s

,
Ps. 107

9
,

viz. eager for food (so Ges. Del.

Frankenberg). These are all the occurrences of ppw : the

cognate languages fail us : and the exact shade of meaning

expressed by it, or whether it would have been used of water

dashing against anything, we do not know. (Er has iav jevrjrai

TrXr]fjLinvpa }
whence Be. V&W overflows. yEK> itself does not

occur in the OT., though the derivatives Vpf (Dt. 33
19

t) TOBtf

(22
11
38

s4
,
2 K. 9

17
, Is. 606,

Ezk. 2610 f) do, but mostly in the fig.,

not the lit. (so only Jb. 2211
38

s4 D*D n#BK>), sense of ab-undantia,

"abundance," a company of men or animals : it occurs, how-

ever, in & (Pr. 3
10 for i^-isp f^P BTTOH, 5

16 rwn 7WJ» TxSp),

and is common in Syriac, e.g. for n
??^J,

1620
,
and Ip^H, Jl. 224 3

13
,

and of a river overflowing, Land. Anecd. Syr. iii. 244. 2, Wisd.

11 6 w^A« V>n
]5<JTJ ; see, further, PS. 4269 ff. Though the

possibility of (Si paraphrasing must be reckoned with, still in

view of the uncertainty attaching to the use of p£>y (v. supr.),

ySB^ is a very plausible emendation. [Gu. VpV)— W, technical

term for the falling of the Nile, Am. o,
5
.]

n*1^] see on 38
s

. Gr. JTSn, approaches to.

JTV] the emendation "W* (Winckler, Be.) is unnecessary.

[Che. in EBi. 2576 for )TF ITO reads fp\ nay*. On rhythmical

grounds we might rather omit pT, reducing the rhythm from

3 : 4 (2 1
16

n.) to 3 : 3, a reduction also, but otherwise, obtained

by Gu. (see on 24
).]

24. V^^i] 'q srjD is the Heb. idiom for in the estimation,

judgment, opinion of (so even in Pr. i
17

)
: 'q *y*yh (Dt. 4

6 and

often) is idiom, for in the sight orfnil view of; and \3**yi> must be

restored in 1 S. 21 14
,
Ezr. 3

12
,
and (if yyy is correct) here,

"Can one take him before his eyes" (= " when he is on the

watch," RV.)? There is no need to change V^V (which is
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already expressed by 0) : still ^3*3, with barbs (cf. on 5
5
)

might be read—at least if the masc, and not the fern. (Am. 4
2

nfeS), was in use for an artificial "
thorn," or hook (spike, barb) :

Pr. 225 V$V *ryj3
D^ns D"»3¥ is hardly decisive on the point.

'VTl XWp WJD] © (or rather 0) eV r£ o^dakfxS, avrov

Several avrov ; evarKo\iev6/ievo<; rprjaet, plva ; The question [if

such was intended] must be indicated in J^ by the tone of the

voice: cf. Is. 2828a
(Del.), and G-K. 150*7: the insertion (Bu.)

of KV1 V3 (which might have fallen out after VTS), Who is he that

(13
19

al.) will . . . ? would make the question more pointed
and forcible [and remove the abnormal rhythm (2:3: see

Forms, 1760°.) of pj]. [But it is, of course, quite uncertain

whether a question was intended
; and, since the whole of the

rest of the section
(
15~23

)
is descriptive and not interrogative, it

is not, perhaps, very probable that it was, unless, as some have

supposed, it is a misplaced distich of the following interrogative

section on leviathan. It is likely enough that 24a is defective
;

but if so what is missing may quite as well have given to the

distich a negative, or a suitable positive, as an interrogative

character. The present undue brevity of 24a may be connected

with the undue length of 23b
: so Gu. who ends 23 at the T

(taken as = "Wa) of pT, and sees in i.TS bt< p the corrupt

beginning of 24
which, he suggests, described the capture of

behemoth by God (iw). A not impossible alternative is that 24

consists of corrupt variants of or glosses on 25f-
: note CJK

24b
, 1SN

26
: ipy

24
, apn

26
; twpioa

24
, mna 26

; wnp to 2
S nana *j&>»n ^

From (fix the v. was absent.]

Spy*] contrast 26 3pn. The 3 in such cases is usually

retained in pause (G-K. 66/*), but see also Jer. 3
5 *titM\

rjN] rd. 1BK. For 24b
Klo., ingeniously redividing the

words, i3N3 py\ D^ K>£ i»3
;
but not only is "suck" incon-

gruous with both &>p and 1SK3, but the thought does not

harmonize with 24a
.

25. (EVV. 41
1

) ^QH] the question will be indicated by
the tone (see v.24 n.) : Hi. Hfm. Bu. Gu. suppose ^N, a

particle suggesting a question, to have dropped out after 1QK.

More probably n itself has accidentally fallen out. [MS
Ken * I57
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I^EJin. ]
In -i^En there is perhaps (Ew. Del. Bu. [but see Che.

Exp., July 1897 ; EBi. 520, n. 3]) an allusion to the Eg. word for

the crocodile, msu,h (emsuh), with the art. p. emsah
; yaywtyai

(Hdt. ii. 69) and Arab, timsah seem to be inexact reproductions

of the same word. As Bu. remarks, fytfn is elsewhere the word

used for drawing a fish out of the water (Hab. i
15

,
Ezk. 29

4
).

[But the use of 15?» with rbyn in Gn. 37
28 PpWlX AjPI 13Wl)

"linn-jo) and Jer.38
18
(inn |0 1HN i$>yi D^ara WW n« 12^D^) sug-

gests that "]dD may very well have been used naturally (with-

out any play on msuh) of large animals, though we do not

happen to have an instance of the usage in OT.]

HDll] as Is. 19
8

,
Hab. i

15
f.

}TpWl] Hrz. Del. press down its tongue into the line, so

that it bites it, and thou art able to draw it up : but this is not

probable. yp£», however, elsewhere of water sinking or sub-

siding, or of a stone sinking in it (Am. g
5

, Jer. 51
64

),
is a some-

what strange word to use of pressing down the tongue : hence

Be. "itypn,
" canst thou bi?id?

" but this also does not agree well

with the angler's line. <& mpn, pierce; A crvvhrjaeLS) V ligabis:

[and so Mich, (see Ges. Thes. 1477) appealing to the Sam.

Vp& = BOH in Lv. 813
].

[YD12/?] Hoffrn. '9K9, thus substituting teeth for (if the croco-

dile is referred to) the questionable tongue : but the cstr. so

produced is awkward (see Bu.).]

26 (2). [mrm] cp. DWina, 2 Ch. 33
11

;
of a hook for holding

captives nn is more commonly used; see Is. 37
29

, Ezk. 19
4
29*.]

27 (3). ty\T) yh& 11T] Cf. the opposite in Gn. 42
7 nm

t •

29 (5)» "EfttPpffl] [& + &<nrep arpovOLov, whence Gu. Tiro,

Be. (better) n:V3 : such an insertion would complete the rhythm
to 3 : 3 if 12 pn^nn in a may be read with two stresses, other-

wise f^ is 2 : 2 and admits of no addition in b
].

30 (6). yhv TO11

]
see on 627

.

D*H3.n] the form (cf. nap, etc.) suggests a more permanent
association than "On, B'nan. [The interrogation is carried on

from 29
(cp. 39

2
(Di.) : yet the omission of the n between 26~29

and 31 is strange.]
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31 (7). ntatot] cf. D-#, thorns, Nu. 33
s5

!.

bsbx] see Lex. 85 2b.

32 (8). FpUTTN] we should expect ta •
" Think of the

battle, and do it not again," by Heb. idiom = " If thou think

. . . thou wilt not do it again"; like Vm W% DN? == " if you
do this you will live

"
: but \ in such cases is sometimes

omitted ;
so Pr. 3

7f - " Be not (Wl ?#) wise in thine own eyes . . .

T>b6 \in nisai, /<?/ # fo healing to thy navel," etc.,—in Engl.

and it will be, etc. See Dr. § 152. 1, 2 (cases of an imper.,

followed by another imper. or a jussive, to express a

hypothesis).

rjpin]
in pause for *|Dta, as 19

10

^W, Jg. 19
20

(Hi.); cf.

G-K. 29^, 691;.



CHAPTER XLI.

1—3 (9~Il). The passage is difficult, and has given rise to

many conjectures. We may consider these first. In lb 2 has

KarafiakeZ for tej, which suggested ?t?J, not (as Be.) to Houb.

who has talS but first, it seems, to Me. (p. 202),
s8O0~7K Din

?DJ (Will he even hurl—fight
—against my appearing ?) ; and

so Wr. (Will he even hurl—fight
—against them that shoot

him ? V*nb, 2 S. 1 1
24

).
For ofaw * & has teal imofxevei (in 9*

also for DhP?)i whence Me. DPB^J, andprosper, come off safe ; so

Wr. (Hfm. W^KJ and //e/a? Aww sound). Gu. in 1895 {Schopfung
u. Chaos, p. 55 f.) went further, and supposing 4o

32
~4i

3 to be

misplaced, and to have referred originally to behemoth, sug-

gested for 4 1
1-3

:

:!w (or Svrfto)
vano h* oa H3T33 •jntain in

:asrw v:si> mn *di ttw »a
(it "ix^d)

j Kin 56 D^pn fa nnn d5w icnpn *»
1 it: —

" Behold, thy self-confidence will be proved false,

His look (or, hisfear) casts down even a god:

(An angel shrinks (scheut sich)) to stir him up,

And who is he that can stand before him ?

Who ever confronted him, and came off safe?

Under the whole heaven, not one."

hx is vocalized 7& by & (k."6k). "IT is presumably "tt, from -M, to

tarn aside : it does not commend itself; but ")? "]tibl2 is expressly

put forward as only
" eine sehr beschiedene Vermutung." For

Kin &6="not one," Gu. compares Jer. 5
12

;
"he

(i.e. such a

one) is not !

" would be the more exact rendering. In JQRt

July 1897, p. 579, Che. improved this into

x\m \vrto D'ta w n3T33 nn^rnn tn
,.

T T • "
ft

'

:a*w V3D? wn na utw »a nyfe* *]*6d

nn« &6 own fa nnn cfe>i ionpn *d

325
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Surely thy self-confidence proves itself vain ;

Even divine beings the fear of him lays low.

An angel shudders when he would arouse him
;

Who then (among mortals) would dare to meet him as a

foe?

Who ever confronted him and came off safe ?

Under the whole heaven, not one ! (EBi. i. 521).

il& ta for cA« by haplography. For "»#P see Jer. 212 . nnK xi>

is certainly what would be expected to express "not one."

Du. reads (including v. 4
)

:

:ta; Vfcn»-S>N dj na»3 tniunn |n

raw vizh Kin *di inv '3 tok &6

:*on ai> D-wn ^d nnn ofe'i «otp^ *o
1 it :

•- v :
*

;

reny pm nmaa -mi via mtv
m
vb

In v. 1 Du. thus returns to jJH. V. 4 means, He (the assailant)

would never again (after the conflict) renew his boastings (n
3
),

or his talk about valiant deeds, and his practical (?) outfit, Jin

being used in its Aram, sense of "
Leichtigkeit, Bequemlichkeit,

Reichlichkeit,danebenVernunftigkeit," andDiy Jin, denoting his

"
praktische und comfortable Ausriistung fur die Expedition."

But this sense of Jin is more than questionable :
Jin

in Aram,

means really mind, reason, as join &OT (of an animal) without

reason, pD3 niin JE, Mk. 3
21

,
went out of his mind (see many

more exx. in PS. 992), and in % (rare), Pr. 5
19 teach what is

ratio?ial at all times, 2816
31

5
: lyffb

s
nn!>, Gn. 33

14 O (Levy,

ChWB and NHWB, s.v.) cannot mean literally "at my ease,"

it must mean according to my mind, ox judgment, as I think Jit ;

it is thus a paraphrase of *®*y, not an exact rendering of it.

The Arab, hcina is to be light, easy, but in actual use the

Aram. Jin shows no trace of this meaning : the development of

meanings, conjectured by Fleischer (ChWB. i. 423 ; NHWB. i.

458 f.), if correct, must be prehistoric. Hi. Di. Del. adhere to

fH in 1-3
; Bu. departs from it only in reading v. 1

T/6mn, and

Pjjfl
for ta\ and v. 3 Dfe*1 for D^fctt.

I (9). If 1-8(9-11) is in its right place, in * the omission of n is

a sufficient change. 1 MS and & have indeed "thy hope";
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and Bu. and others (v. supra) adopt this, reading correspond-

ingly in b "thou art prostrated" (?on for ^). No doubt this

would be more pointed : the change, however, has but slight

ancient support : besides, why after 40
32 should the 2nd pers.

have been altered into the 3rd ? There are also cases in Heb.

poetry of a pron. occurring with no antecedent expressed : e.g.

Is. 13
2 "lift up the hand to theiii" i.e. to the foes of whom

the poet is thinking.

I-QT32] The verb is the one commonly rendered to lie

(e.g. 62S
), cf. Pr. 30

6
(Nif. as here). "And thus be proved a

liar": but it is also used more generally, as Ps. 11611 "All

men are liars" i.e. are a deceptive help, Is. 58
11 " a spring of

water, whose waters lie not," i.e. do not play false (EVV. fail

not; but the Heb. expresses more than merely come to an end).

7ID*1

]
a strong word, lit. flung down : cp. Ps. 372* "though

he fall, he will not be prostrated."

2 (10). 1T3X is not bold or daring (Di. al.), but cruel (30
21

,

La. 4
3

, Jer. 623
) ;

it is doubtful whether it ought to be weakened

even to fierce. It thus suits the animal, rather than its

assailant. "IT3N tih, also, for "there is not a. daring (cruel)

one" (for 1T3K pN) is very strange Heb., such passages as 22 16
,

Is. 44
19

being not really parallel. If "iT3x were referred to the

animal, though wn "i?3N would be the normal expression, the

Kin might just be omitted, as Ps. 168 ("o^D ^)) ;
but we must in

this case either (Gr.) omit $b, as dittographed from "jf3K S?d>, or

as the duplication of both h and X is not very likely, read &OH :

Is he not (or He is) cruel that one should stir him up ? Gie.

suggests WVJP SH-J^i
"I will not bless (praise as happy) him

that stirreth him up
"

;
but the expression does not seem a

natural one.

1211V] so Oca, and Or.Qre; but rd. either WT^ (Or. Ktib.),

or, better, as rather a stronger word, WVjlJP (3
s

,
Zee. 9

13
).

3a (iia). ffir rj Tt? avTMTTTjareTal fiot, teal virofievel ; strictly

= D^'l (or W^BJ) *3tW?! *?, but the tenses need not be pressed.

4 (12). [The rhythm (2:2:2: see 17
1

n.) as well as other

features of the v. (see the following notes) are suspicious ; and

the v. may have suffered serious corruption and originally have
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meant something quite different from what it is commonly
supposed to mean.]

IZ^nN] only here construed with an ace. in the sense of

"keep silence about." [Me. silently tolerate, strains the mean-

ing of the word even more: Du. KNn^ : see next n.]

YH2] [his limbs—a meaning fairly secured by 1813 in spite

of the corruption of that v.—must be the meaning of the word,
if the v. is in its right position and rightly read in f^: Me. Du.

give the word the meaning it has in n 3
(see n. there): Me., I

(God) will not silently endure his (Job's) idle talk : Du., He (viz.

who had once attempted to assail behemoth) would never

(thereafter) renew his boastings ;
see above on 1_3

].

1!2*T] either word = account ;
or matter (Lex. 183d, 3), as

mm -m, i K. 15
5

; manxn (rd. with <Br")?n) nxr, 1 S. io2 : cf.

1 K. 638 vim hlb = "in all its particulars."

nmia] rd.
SJTTI3JI

: the sf. is needed.

pPl] as it stands, a very questionable by-form of fn (^ }3rt)

gracefulness, which, however, is not here a suitable sense. Rd.

probably ^n (Honth. Be.).

i3")JJ] W$. is an arrangement, or something arranged, as

Jg. 17
10 D*TQ *)"iy,

an arrangement (
=

suit) of raiment, properly

the separate pieces laid out in order ; Ex. 40
23

Dl"6 *py vhy TWl*

arranged upon it an arrangement of bread. Here of the

arrangement or disposition of the animal's parts = structure.

5 (13). "WD7 ^22] a peculiar use of ^a (found also in Is.

25
7 Di?n *3B, the face of the veil) in which '*? is the genitive of

the "substratum" (Hi.), or the "explicative" genitive (G-K.
1 28/£) : the face, or front, or surface, consisting in his garment
= his outwardgarment, the garment being the animal's scales.

*)2D"^] ffi Ocopaxos avrov ; rd. to^D.

6 (14). TOD] & Bu. VS. But (Du.) the doors of the face ar§

the mouth.

7 (
I5)- •""Hfc'O] (Ex to, eytcara avrov, 'A acbfia avrov, V

corpus illius. These renderings point to H13 = V.3, his back,

which also suits admirably : so Houb. Boch. Mich. Di. Bi. Bu.

Du. al.
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12 Dilin TOD] "W is compressed, tight, narrow, 2 K. 61

hod -re . • . Dipon, is 59
19

"g
ina : so "« cnin is a (clay) seal

closely pressed down (v. s.).
"WO will be construed syntactically

with Vl3
; but the implicit reference will be to the individual

scales of which the back consists. EVV. "Shut up as iy a

close or tight seal" (i.e.
a closely adhering

1

seal, Del.), implies

both a doubtful sense for ">¥> and a hard construction of the

accus., 1¥ B^n > going beyond the cases mentioned in G-K.

n8q, or even 1 17 fF. at the end. The first difficulty would be

removed by reading (Me. Hfm. Bu.) ">¥ Bnin, a seal of flint

(Jos. 5
2 - 3

, Ezk. 3
9 *W? PJH ; cf. €r avvSeafio? avrov warrep

a/jupLrrj? \i0o9, like e?nery-stone), i.e. a hard seal, pressing down
the clay firmly; but the second difficulty would remain. Bi. 1

Du. Be. read ">* Dnin nJD,
« His (so <£) iww/ is a seal of

flint": but it is doubtful if "breast" is the meaning of "»fap

(Hos. I3
8
f Bf? "^P 3ni?N); [moreover, so emended, 7b

(sing.)

awkwardly separates
8f - from the plural DHJO in 7a to which 8,«

in f^ refers (ffi om.
* 9 and has the sing, in 8b

). However, 7b

in &L is certainly awkward too, and may be considered

doubtful],

8 (l6a). [(5 omits this line.]

IttJjPJ [Kon. ii. 540: cp. the pausal form, W$n, 2 S. 3
s4

].

[nil] masc. as 203 (n.). Be. nvj (Gn. 32
17

), which scarcely

suits K2* so well.]

9 (17). The v. is absent from MSKen34 and ffi, and is omitted

by Me. Bi. Du. as a doublet of 8
. But the poet himself may

have desired to dwell upon the thought which the words express

(cf.
n-13

).

VTTW] so for WW, Mic. 7
2
, Jer. 34

9
,
2 Ch. 3 i

12
f.

10. Vntt^IO^t] The verb is not found in OT. any more
than it is in Aram, and Eth. (though the subst. is found in

both
[;

and the vb. occurs in NH. and Arabic]). & ^"H? (cf.

nj Po'., 2K. 4
s5

f).

SnP] the fern. sg. by G-K. 145^; but Sgf. Bi. 2 Bu. Du.

Be. inK*oy : cf. (5r ev rrrapfia) avrov.

II (19). "DTTP] Probably felt to suggest greater rapidity of

movement than 13^: cf. 23
s

(n.).
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"•Tn^D] only here. [Probably (Barth, NB 142) a noun of

the same form as mrTO, from y^Ta ; jK (med. ^J) is used of a

fire-stick emitting" sparks ; from the same root may come 1313,

the name of a precious stone as something that sparkles. The

y/TE) from which TV3 is alternatively derived (Lagarde, BN
182) does not explain the meaning required here by the gen.

K>K and the
|| DH^.]

110 /DIV] The aJ idea seems to be to slip away ;
hence in

Nif. (oft.) to escape: in Pi. and Hif. to let (an egg, or child)

slip away (from the womb), so only Is. 34
15 667

: here, of

sparks, to slip forth = stream or leap forth. <£ pDrWDT, U
accensce, as though reading ItOD^nn.

12 (20). ITIDD "71*7] a pot blow?i upon = well-heated, or, as

we should say, boiling", cf. n^SJ YD, Jer. i
13

; also, for the vb.,

Ezk. 2220 B>K ify T\nsh.- ' T

jE^NI] [if
this is rightly read and means as in 40

26 a reed,

it must be explained as above. But a reference to the fuel

seems superfluous. Saad. gave p)H the meaning of caldron ;

so Seb. Miinster, AV. ;
but the meaning is not established, and

the mention of a second utensil improbable. The vb. *pS-l

means to be hot (of the day), to burn up (of fire), and the noun

*z*\ is the ardour (of anger) ; hence JOJK itself has been taken

by some in the sense of boiling', but if this be the meaning, it

is preferable to read DJN (Bi.), the
J being a dittograph. U

sicut ollae succensae atque ferventis : & KS*3 13JTI ITD3 JOV7 "pn ;

13 (21). It^D^] B^W = breath, only here, and (as generally

understood) E'jM V3? = ".sc£«/-boxes," Is. 3
20

[but see n. there].

HECO is more usually breath, and spirit only Pr. 2027
. In Arab.

nafas— "breath," nafs—
" soul." Cf. the Nif. take breath —

refresh oneself (so Syr., Pa. to refresh, Ethp. to be refreshed).

D^bm] 2 MSS of & prefix a>?; and so Sgf. Bu. Du. Be.

D^njD. The change is unnecessary: of course, even with

D^rtt the poet did not think of literal "coals," any more than

he thought of a literal " flame
"

in b
.

14 (22). yfTfi] pn in Heb. only here : in Aram, to dance
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(
= anaprav, in & Lk. i

41 - u 623
,
Ps. ii4

4 - 6 Hex.
; often also in

the more general sense of exult, rejoice, as 2 S. i
20

<£<£, Is. 54
1

j$). (5r rpe^ec
= Y^R, preferred by Be. here; but ''dancing"

is a far more poetical idea than u
running."

TON*1

!] the subst. only here : the vb. means to melt or

waste away, especially of the B»B3, Ps. 8810 *# ^ n?*H T&
jer. 3 1

12 iw n?*H^ is'dv &6i rvn jjs db>m nrwn,
25 ^B3 wpn »a

»n«V» rnan e>bj !oi nEWf • so fiaaw. Dt. 2865 f fatm D*a*p"ra

K>B3, and 3V1, Lv. 2616 diseases t^B3 rfantH UW nfe?? f, 1 S.

233
-]Pfi3 n« (rd. 3*Tnil) srwh T** ON nfe!> f. Probably in

Heb. the
-y/

is everywhere an Aramaism : for the Syr. .0*

(PS. 830 f.) corresponds in meaning to the Heb. 3tt, to flow

(
= Arab, c-^i), though it occurs also in the fig. sense of

tabescere {e.g. through grief; v. PS.), very much like the Heb.

3N'l, 31^ (which are found only in the fig. sense). Cf. rrjicoiiai,

used often in similar applications. Here fl?*H will be a fig. for

the failure of nerve and courage (cf. ti®l), occasioned by the

approach of the monster, hence despair ox dismay. & Rn?rntfear9

2T WUN1, *A eKkifxLav, whence no doubt U egestas. <Sr awcoXeia

= |Vn3K in 266 2822
,
Ps. 8812

,
Pr. 15

11
27

20
(ntoK), which is hence

adopted strangely by Be. as the original reading here. But

jnnsi is in OT. (v. on 26°) exclusively used of the place [ct. Rev.

9
11

]
of destruction, Sheol : hence, with fViFi (see the last note)

we have the extraordinary picture of Sheol running before the

crocodile.

*5 (23). ^?tt] elsewhere only Am. 86 ">3 %^, of what falls

as refuse from wheat.

,

lp!l
,r

T] ® /ce/eoWrjvraL (cf.
9
irpoa-Ko\\7)6rja-erai for Ip^), 2T

rp^np
T

(
cf. v. 9

,
Dt. 2860 J), whence Du. Be.

tfjjfl (as •38^).
The change, however, is not necessary; nor are (S2T any
evidence that the pass, was read by them. The trans. KoXkdco

could not be used for the intrans. pyi ;
and the Pual in Dt. 2860

would be very unnatural.

p^!T] poured out, i.e. cast; and so firm : see on n 15
. The

sg. jW may refer to i"H?a, or to '3 ^ao regarded as a single

mass, as something firm, etc. (K6. 4112"). The threefold PW
(in

15b - 16a - b
)
is not an elegance.

15b
ffi om. (v. Field). Bi. 2 Du!
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Be. omit 15b
, and in 16 the words '1 ptf JD3 pw, as a gloss on 16b

,

reducing
15 "16 thus to rwnn rbso pw ni iprr n^a ^sn [but

this produces the questionable rhythm 3 : 4 (21
16

n.) :
16
might

quite well stand with a synonym substituted in b for pNP (cp.

83
n.) ; pi^ in 15b may well be corrupt],

ttW *71] Both !>3 and bid> only here in Job ;
but BIB* i>2

(BitSK, Disn) is a standing combination,—often attached to

another vb. as a circ. cl. (Ps. io6 168 30
7 21 8

46
s
93

1 = 96
10 =

1 Ch. 1630 104
5

,
Pr. io30 i23

f : with xi>, Ps. 15
5 62s- 7 1126

125
1

,

Is. 40
20

41
7
f) ;

so it hardly tells against the genuineness of the

line.

17 (23). into] for inN&D (G-K. 23/), the vb. being intrans.,

as [(if
the text is right) in Hos. 13

1
,
Nah. i

5
, Ps. 89

10
,
Hab. I

s
.

Ehrlich in$D (with D^J for D^K and D"» "n3K>D for Dn:UJ>»), at his

hinderpart ; but whether n&>, the seat or buttocks in men, denoted

the hinder part of an animal is questionable].

D^«] = Q^«, Ex. 15
15 awD fy*, Ezk. 17

13 pan *Vtf, 31
11

d*u fo, 32
21 onua (MSS ^«) $«, 2 K. 24

15
Qr6 pan ^ n*o

(Z&#. i8«, 42^?).

Q^IUJ] usually explained as an abstract plural (G-K.

i2^d,f) ass .yfote 0/" brokenness, viz. of mind = consternation : cf.

nn natr, is. 65
14

;
rma -atf, Pr. 15*; «nn mran, Qoh. i

14
2T.

But the omission of im makes this explanation questionable.

[Moreover, the rhythm of J^ is 3 : 2 (17
14

n.) ;
the rhythm may

have been normal and D'naoo may be a corruption of two

words: for suggested emendations, see next n.]

INtOnrV1

]
The primary meaning of Nttn is to miss (see on

5
24

)
: in Eth. (Di. Lex. 619/) it regularly means to be without

(e.g.
= ovk €<r%ov, Dn. io16

) ; and in III. (the reflexive conj.) it

means (Di.) se subducere
y
and so (a) evanescere ; (b) aufugere, as

1 S. 19
12 and often ; (c) abesse, deesse

} deficere. Hence it is

explained here by Schult. Ges. lose their way ("prae tenore a

via aberrant") \ by Hi. fall into confusion,
" treteyi gegenseitig

fehly so that they stumble one over another," and by Di. Del.,

in a fig. sense, miss (5
24

)
or lose themselves mentally (

= RV.

are beside the??iselves
;

Bu. Du. get confused). Gu. (p. 55),

waniv Diio wa mr d^x
(p . 33 ) inaefo, At his raging (cf.
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Ps. 89
10

, reading Kte'3 = r\SKV2) the gods are in dread, They
hide themselves in the lofty heaven. But this stands or

falls with the mythological interpretation of }rr6 : n^it^ also

never actually means raging (Tosen). Bu. (after Buhl), keep-

ing
a as it is, reads in b WBrilT

DJ ^2^D,
« the billows of

the sea get out of tune
"

(kommen aus der Takt) : but

the "billows of the sea," even though "sea" be taken to

denote the tide, are out of place, and "get out of tune" or

"confused" (geraten in Verwirrung) is a strange idea to apply
1 r 7 7 y

to them. J5 >5 ;
m ^n *j those that are^fora, secure (3;-«-lo

= V*&

in 15
),
and U terrlti (? D^atTD) find in Q*T3&D a

||
to D^S (ffi gives

no help here : £ Knan |D = JE). Du. tf]W» for D*WD) :

When the monster "lifts itself up, the leaders are in dread,

and the guards (of the Nile, military, or customs', officers on the

S. frontier) fall into confusion
"

: but the pi. of "iBeip, body of

keepers, guard (Jer. 51
12

),
is elsewhere always MflDPB (mostly

Chr. Neh.). Gie. Be. read for Dnara, Dn*2[3 W]0W, "and at his

teeth mighty men (are beside themselves": or, Be., Wftj are

dismayed). This is the best suggestion that has been made;

though, as a parallel to int?p something less special than

"teeth" is rather expected.

18 (26). ^nytTO] The ptcp. absolute would be just possible,
" When one approacheth hirn with the sword, it holdeth not"

(2 S. 23
s

, Pr. 2827a TOflD pa \ffJ7 ?nb : G-K. n6w; Dr. 121,

Obs. 1 «., and 135. 6 n. : and mn, as D"}.n, Mic. 7
2

; G-K.

ujff, end) : but the construction is forced, while the change to

VttWFI is slight, and with it all awkwardness disappears. So
MS Ken.

lg0) q^ Be .
cf> £ X3in |Tr|T3T) JJ Cum appre.

henderit eum gladius. Bu. V33T30 "on account of its shields

(scales)
"

; cf. v. 7

D1pn ''TQ] [^2, though otherwise construed it is compara-

tively frequent in Job (see Lex.), is here only used to negative a

finite vb. : in this Di. detects a linguistic difference of 40
15
~4i

26
:

but the use of ^a with a finite vb. is exceedingly rare elsewhere

also (Gn. 3 i
2°

(E), Is. 14
6
32

10
,
Hos. 87

9
16 Kt. f), and it is no

more remarkable that it occurs only once in Job than that

it occurs only once in E],
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l8b. Absent from ffi
;
added from O.

^Dft] only here. Perhaps from wuJ, to strike or hit (among
other meanings).

ITHtp] also only here. If correct, = Arab, sirwat"", a small,

short arrow, or (a dialect-variant of sirwatUH
) siryat

un
, an arrow-

head (Lane, 1354% 1356*). Hfm. Bu. (alt.) Du. (alt.) nyiP =

Syr. ]Zu r^ = /3o\t?, javelin (PS. 4065), from '•"IS? common in

Aram, in the sense of to throw {e.g. arrows, 1 S. 2020
i$2[).

(dcbpaxa) 8CF confuse with I^"H? ; but a weapon of offence is

required by the context.

19 (27)b. plp^t] on the form, Ko. ii. p. 129. Bu. 3j^, as

Pr. 124
al., supposing the

j dittographed from nt^nj.

20 (28)b. 17] are turned (or turn themselves) for him into

stubble: cf. 30
21

,
Is. 63

10 T1N$> Dn!> Tjjprn (Z<?*. 51 2b).

21 (2Q)a. absent from (5r : ® a>9 Ka\d\ir) iXoyicrdrjcav

(T<pvpd (rd. <T(f>vpaL : v. Field). 5*
H

&>? KaXapji) iXoyiadrj avra>

<r<f>vpa, U Quasi stipulam aestimabit malleum. K>pD after 20b

W\h is weak : 5*0 Be. njjja is very probable. For 13BTI3

(miswritten, after 2°b
feBnj), rd. with 2H Di. Be. Bu. Du.

i? 3^n3, or at least 2K'n3 ; to treat nmn as a collective is forced.

The h as Is. 40
17 al. (Lex. 514*2).

nrVinfl Cf. Arab, watakha, to beat with a club: milakhat"",
T

a c/«3. [Or nnin may be a loan-word from Ass. tartah, a

(light) javelin (Del. HWB 630).]

22 (30). t^ttl "HVin] G-K. 133A. [j!H
= M£ sharpest pot-

sherds
;
but pointing Bnn we might render /^£ sharpest (instru-

ments) of
(z'.£. forged by) the smith) but the parallel in ^Elian

cited above favours JR.]

IBy] Rd. W: cf. 17
13 W W91 -JB>n3. In Ass. (Del.

HWB 625) rapddu is to stretch oneself out on the ground (of a

person or animal) : in Arab. (Lane, 1119) rafada is to #£/, ^^//,

or assist, with a gift or other things, to />r0^ up or support (a

wall) ; r//tf is a ^z/2 or gratuity : rajidat
UH

is rafters, beams

("apparently, as a thing that aids or assists," Lane); and

rifadaf* is a pad or stuffed thing, beneath a saddle, a support

for the saddle : cf. in Heb. Ca. 25 DVTtoTD OTBn nw*B*3 '3V3SD
;

3
10
nTEn, appar. a support (i.e. a back or arm) in a palanquin
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(dSt dvaicXnov). 1S"i here and 17
13 must clearly be a distinct

J from the J of Ca. 25 3
10

;
and (unless we should read each

time Tn, Pr. 7
16

f + 1 S. 9
25 <&

;
cf. D^rjB, Pr. 7

16
3 i

22
f) must

be explained from the Ass. rapadu, to stretch oneself', as this is

intrans. it is better to read here the Piel (as in 17
13

). Du.,

arguing that 22 is
||

21
,
and that consequently it should mention

some weapons which the monster counts as nothing, would

read tftt ( = <& vir avrov) ^V J*"»n pTI ^'"in HHH nnn "He
\ / t t ' • t t : t tt •••"

shatters the sharp edges of the smith, Goad (and) pickaxe

(? ;
2 S. 1231

) against him are (as) mud,"—if a peasant tries to

rescue from him a child or an animal, the weapons at his

disposal are useless [but this gives the improbable rhythm

3:4: 21 16
n].

24 (32). "W1

] may be either trans, or (Ezk. 43
2

,
Ps. 139

12
)

intrans. : 13^ (Bi.
2 Gu. Bu.) is unnecessary.

I^IT] sc. 3CTin (G-K. 144*/, e)
= Engl.

" one." The punc-

tuation 3KTP is needless, and not an improvement, (5r con-

tracted the v. into rov he rdprapov tt}? afivaaov wairep

al^jjLaXwrov (governed by 777777-fU in 23b
),

i.e. Qinn
(?) ^nx

n\3£7 (rdpT. elsewhere in (5 only 40
15

(Heb.
20

)
eireXdofiv he

eir opo$ a/cporo/jLov eiroi^aev yapiLovr\v TeTpdiroaiv ev tg3

Taprdpcp, a strange rendering of mwi n»n {>31 4 WP D*V1 5*3* "3

DC 1pnc\ and Pr. 24
51

(
= Heb. 30

16
),

where it seems to be a

misplaced doublet for 7MW) : Origen, not perceiving that this

represented the whole verse, supplied from & (see Field) what

in Swete's text stands as 23b
eXoyiaaro afivaaov el$ TrepiiraTOV.

Gu., partly after ffi, would read DVin 3OT
[ip-flj

liso rvnrtK

nw, " the bottom (? ? ?) of the stream is his path, the ocean

he counteth as booty
"—supposing the v. to refer to Leviathan's

rule over the under-world
;
Du. »$ Dinn W1K -]VD 27U Ttf

,

" He maketh a path to shine in the darkness (the dark waters).

Behind him the deep becometh a flame." &, omitting
2a~24a

,

expresses in 24b
H^a4 DVin 3K7V

; U& = i$.

25 (33)- **\%y] poet, for />fo earth; 19
25 n.

i vt2??2 f ]
& ojAotop aura) ;

so most : in Arab, mithluhu.

Me. Sgf. Gu. Bu. Du. Be. would point fasfa
;
but fe» never

actually occurs in the sense of likeness. WO, to ruler, would

46
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also be possible : so Hi. Reuss, Hfm. ; Di. does not seem to

decide between this and like.

WOT] rd. WH
(
cf. 15

22
n.).

nrnW?] cf. Gn. 9
2
cannf, 35

5
nnnf, c . 621 nnnf. h£>

(
as

38
41 i>3K *hd> \vn\, see «., Is. 5

14
(of Sheol) pn ^ ivs rnya) =

/» # state of no fear = without fear. Gu. nnn S>ini>, "to be lord

of the under-world (? ?)
"

; Che. nvnnn byJ?, which is at least

Hebrew; Gie. ("if a change is desired") n*n ^V??, which

might be right.

26a. Rd., with Gu. Bu. Du. Be., K"V PO^a ink.

yntT] [£K Tcov iv Tot9 vhaaiVy & m*-k»3 (both without

expressing any equivalent for ^3), 2T no *33 : whence p&j> has

been precariously conjectured instead of ynw].



CHAPTER XLII.

2. WT] Kt. nj>T : Qre "nyT. For the ist pers. written

without \ see G-K. 442*. Me. curiously adopts the 2nd pers.

rTOTD *]7212
123,^ NT)] cp., with a longer prose equivalent

of nOTD, Gn. II 6 TW)h 10P TON fa DHD 1¥3* tfi> : for HDT» of

God's plans see Jer. 23
20

. Emendation of nDTD to riDlNE (Be.)

or no (Bi.), or of «5n bin fa "a to t6 fai nfa; »a (Du., who
omits riDTD : cp. '» nt *B at the beginning of v. 3

),
are unnecessary

(though Du.'s nfa s no doubt gives a good antithesis to Tlfa,

40
4
),

and (5's ou#ei/ cannot be cited in support ;
for having

paraphrased *pB "i¥ns
N^>1 by dSiwaTet Se cot the translator

necessarily also paraphrased nBTD by ovdev.

3. nV"T . . . Jit *»E] &»* om.
;
= 38

2a
.

D^JfiD] MS Ken> 248
T^no, as 38

2
.

Jl^l ^1] read with MSKen ' IO° & njn *fa p!«M, as 38
2

: note

also ptjfidrcov in ffi's paraphrase.

TnP p7] (ExrkSeavayyekel/jLOL; & wxJL(Lm bc7l2^LD.
Between *jywn and && the loss of nfaj

(|| msfaa, as 5
9
)
would

have been easy ; yet its insertion would overload the line. (Er's

/xeyaXa after p2« tfb) is not in the position in which nfaj, if it

had been used, would have stood. Hoffm. seeks an obj. to

VTUPl in ]J? read as p $b ;
but this gives a questionable

position to the object and a bad parallel to msfaj.

JHN tihi ... . [DM ttVl] G-K. 156/.

5. "JTW^] 1W> to hear
<2/i

receive a report about, as Ex.

181 , 2 K. 19
11

: cp. with the same antithesis to njo, Ps. 48
s

Wfen p wnv *mo.
6. The v. seems to be defective : DNON and Tiiorui, as

parallel terms, should stand in different lines : but, if divided

at DNDK, the very questionable 2 : 3 rhythm (40
24

n.) is the
347
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result. Bu. completes
a
by inserting "mm T&$ after DNEK :

Bottcher, Be. (Che. EBi. 2481) by reading DEN D»n for DNDX.

DN72N] if correctly read, an obj. has dropped out (see last

n.), or must be understood (cp. 7
16

)
: MSKen - 6o1

supplies "?n (
Cp.

g
21

).
The understood object has been taken to be myself, or,

better, what I have said and done (Di.): but neither is very

satisfactory ;
and if this is the sense, it is better to restore a

suitable object by emendation ;
see last n.

"lENT *1DV 7V Tlftrtil] both Dm and by are ambiguous:
and "iDSI "iDp have also been very differently taken. ?V Dna

means to be sorryfor, to repent of (so, e.g.,Jer. 86 and frequently),

and also to co?nfort oneselffor (so 2 S. 13
39

, Jer. 31
15

) ;
but it is

difficult to find a suitable sense for "iDNl "isy as the obj. of this

verbal phrase, though attempts have been made : so 2T rpDrUTIKl

DDp1 fcTiEjy p^rn "030 ; Ehrlich, I repent of my empty and foolish

speeches. Consequently most take the vb. absolutely (it is

frequently so used in both senses, to be sorry, e.g. Ex. 13
17

, and

to co?nfort oneself, e.g. Gn. 38
12

)
: I repent (while sitting) upon

dust and ashes, or I comfort myself (though sitting) upon

dust and ashes (Che., reading ^pDJl for wnn and in a Don

DEN) : therefore I must pine away, and dissolve to dust and

ashes (EBi. 2481), but bv would hardly be the right preposition

even if TlpE3 might be accepted. (£ f/yrjfiai Se eyco ifiavTov yrjv

teal <nro$6v : but it is doubtful whether this is anything but a

paraphrase of p?.

7. *inN] followed by the pf. in fH p^) is = new -mx : see

19
26 n.

*h&] for ^V, as, e.g., 1 S. 3
12

,
1 K. 1612

: cp. Lex. 41a, 181b,

3b end: (3r wrongly ivatriov fiov; so j$U: 5T *Tvh and so Bu.

zu mir, which he defends on the ground that " all human

speech has God for its hearer, and is directed towards Him"!

*Hiy3] many MSS najD : and so in v. 8 where <& (Kara,

here oocrTrep) implies the same reading.

8. DrP*?yrn] & iroirjcrei, & vCLTDJ, making Job's activity

begin with the offering instead of (S) with the prayer; the

expression of the subj. before ^DJV vouches for the correctness
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WCft* TOQ DN "O] unless DN is an error for DK (Du.),

DN s3 either = only (cp., if rightly read, Gn. 40
14

,
Nu. 24

22
),

or

surely (cp. Jg. 15
7

,
1 S. 21 6

)
: Lex. 475a, b and C.

^IIM • • • ^N] see on v. 7
.

9. ")D2] read with many MSS and VV. 1BS1.

10. 1VM rYQttmN HP] Qre mntf. This is the only

occurrence of the phrase T\\W 2W (3t?n) with the name of an

individual in the gen. after nttt? ;
the gen. is generally the

name of a people, occasionally that of a country (Jer. 33
11

).

The exceptional usage here would have to be explained as due

to loss of the real sense of the phrase, if it originally meant to

bring back the captives of, and was composed of a vb. from the

root 2VB and a noun from the root rQK>. But since Ew. (on

Jer. 48
47 and in Jahrb. Bibl. Wiss. v. 216 f.) the view has

generally prevailed that the vb. and noun are from the same

root (Ew. appeals to Ps. 1261
,
which would be decisive if TEN)

is rightly read there), and the phrase of the same character as

'a 3H
a*"!,

'Q Dp3 Dp: ;
the meaning in this case is to turn the

turning, i.e. to change the fortunes of, and the phrase as suit-

able in reference to an individual as to a nation. The phrase

occurs chiefly in the prophetic literature (Jer. Ezk. Zeph. and

the probably late vv. Hos. 611
,
Am. 9

14
),

but also in Ps. 14
7 =

53
7
85

s 1261
(read rp3P)i La. 214 . It is not impossible that in

some of these passages the author himself thought of captivity

in connection with r\)2U ;
this sense was in any case quite early

read into the form (cp. (5r al^fjuaXwaia frequently), and is

probably the reason of W2W in $% interchanging with nut?, and

of the punctuation rvDE> (yet cp. HIP from r6) instead of rVQ£\

liTSn] not sing. (Di. Bu. : for 12 4 1621 are not analogous),

even with a collective sense (G-K. 91^), but, as in 1 S. 30
26

, pi.

(ffi&CiJ) = lrPjn, unless we emend to VJTl (Du.), the form used

elsewhere.

11. wan nrh tap i^n^i] Be. » inm foaw after &,
and noting that MSKen ' ?6 reads iwi for irP33 and two MSS
omit WV33. But the addition of the detail (cp. the variants as

between J§ and (& in 1 S. i
9

,
2 S. 1221

)
is more probable than

its omission.
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13. rttWfcJ] probably an error for njnff : G-K. 97c

14. n^P*1

.]
if = <uUj, dove, read noi»* (so Be. " frt ") : if a

diminutive (Hitz.)
= Juj^j, point nD*D\

15. 0^ ^2^2] G-K. \2\a\ cp. 1450 (footnote). 2

MSSKen - Be. 1NV03.

on^n« omnN . . . nnh] g-k. 1350.

16. NT!] Ktib.
ITja

: Qre mCVj ; G-K. 75/.
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I ENGLISH.
The italicized figures refer to the pages of the Philological Notes

in volume II. All other figures refer to volume I.

Abaddon, 220, 242, 265, 341. Bones, seat of disease, 22.

Adultery, 209 f., 213, 264 k

Aiabu, xxix.

Alexander Polyhistor, lxv.

Angels, lxx, 10-12, 46 f., 52, 135,

160, 328, 248, 276, 835.

of death, 289, 291.
intercession of, 48 f., 290.

Anger of God, 88 f.

Arabic, words in Job explained from,

18, S3, 35, 51, 58, 60, 73, 79,

100f., 122, 124, Ul, 148, 151,

199, 216, 261, 265, 270, 282, 289,

292, 294, 310, 326f., 844.

Aramaisms, xxxvii, xlvi, lxx, 815.

Aristeas, lxv, lxxi.

Arm, fig. use of, 194, 217, 349.

Arrows, 180, 232.

Ass, 5.

wild, 207, 338 ff.

Assonance, 65, 112, 153, 275, 330.

Aurora Borealis, 323, 311.

'Aus, xxviii.

Autumn, fig. of ripeness, 199.

Avenger of Blood, 173.

Babylonian, literary parallels, xxiii,

xxxiff., xxxi. See also inscrip-
tions: cp. mythological allusions.

Barachel, 279, 232.

Bear, the Great, 86, 335.

Bedawin, 51, 208.

Behemoth, 351 ff.

Beryl, 240.
Bildad, xxviii f., lvi f., 27, etc.

Birds, knowledge possessed by, 239,

242, 346.

Birthday, 7, 31.

Blasting, 238, 194.

Blood, 148, 273.

Bone, expressing reality, 148.

functions attributed to, 45, 257.
Book, or scroll, 170, 274 f.

Bowels, seat of emotion, 260.

Bronze, 237.

Broom, 253.

Burnt-offerings, lxvi, 6, 8, 374.
Buzite, 279.

Camels, 5f., 15.
Canaanites = merchants, 362.

Captives, 38.
Chaldaeans. See Kasdim.
Children, 5, 50.

of the wicked, fate of, lvi, 182 f. ,

186 f., 229 f.

Clouds, 220 f., 315, 335 f.

Cock, 336, 311.

Conjectural translation, 88.

Consecration, 8.

Constellations, 86, 333 f.

Copper. See Bronze.

Coptic versions, lxxii.

Coral, 241.
Covenant, 57, 262.

Creation, 222 ff., 233, 243, 327 ff.

Crocodile, 34, 71, 352 f., 354, 359,

361, 364 ff., 338.

Crystal, 241.

Curse, 50, 212.

Darkness, 104, 331.

Day, uses of term, 30 f., 206.

Death, state after, lxviii, 19, 62, 129,

150, 172, 218. (See also Abad-
don, Sheol.)

personified, 160.

Demons, 56, 201.

Desert (Syrian), 6, 18.

Dialogue, xxii, liv.

35*
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Disciplinary suffering, lvii, Ixiii, 43,

287 ff.

'

Dragons, 33, 71.

Dreams, 72, 287.

Dress, tunic, 257.
me

il, 19.

"Dust," 27,51,82, 173 f., 178, 237,

351, 127, 210.

Eagle, 94.
Earth and heaven, Hebrew ideas of,

85, 219 f., 221 f., 327 ff.

Earthquakes, 85.

East, children of the, xxvii, 2, 6.

land of the, xxvii.

wind. See Sirocco.

Eclipses, 33.

Edom, xxviiiff, 2.

Egypt, author's acquaintance with,

79, 93, 333 (352 ff.).

Elephantiasis, 23, 72, 147, 160.

Elf, 57, 272.

Elihu, xlff., Ixiii, lxv, lxix, 40, 277 ff.

Eliphaz, xxviii f., lvi f, 27, 40 ff., etc.

Emphasis, 84, 88, 204.
Ethical terms, ideas, and ideals,

lxx, 3f., 54, 227, 263 f., 265,
266 f., 270.

Evaporation, 315.

Expiation, 8.

Falcon, 239.

Firmament, 321.

"First-born," 160.

Flocks = sheep and goats, 5.

Folk-lore, 57, 148.

Folk-story or -book of Job, xxvi.

Funeral rites and customs, 190, 230.
Future life. See Death, state after.

Gate(-ways), 50.

Giants, 219.

Glass, 241.

Goats, 5.

wild, 337 ff.

God, terms for, xxxv, lxxv, 4, 20,

232, 198.

Gods, sons of the, 9, 297, 328.

Gold, 236, 241, 296.

of Ophir, 198, 240, 156.

Grammar, notes on—
Accusative of limitation, 4>

time, 3, 260.

product, 71, 95, 155, 190.

state, 10, 24, 78, 143t 188, 206,
210.

Anticipatory suffix, 199, 245.
Article omitted, 9 ; as relative, 14.

Asyndeton, 73, 138, 200, 256, 315.

Grammar, notes on—
' '

Conjugation of attack," 57.
Diminutives, 106.

Feminine, uses of, 4, 8, 23, 119,
264, 318.

Gdya, 17, 27.

Gender of parts of the body, 125f.
Hifil written defectively, 67.

Hypothetical sentences, 22, 28, 26,

45, 48, 56, 73, 122, 124, U&,
162, 334.

Imperfect, incipient use of, 19.

final, 221.

synchronistic, 228, 299.
with

}
instead of !, 20.

Indefinite, 3rd p. pi., 26, 45, 120,
136.

Interrogation, unexpressed, 358,
332.

Jussive, forms incorrectly written
or pointed as, 87, 111, 118,
137f., 140, 226, 288.

Masculine suffixes and verbal forms

referring to fern., 8/., 50, 123f.
Narration, indirect, changing to

direct and vice versa, 182, 155,
267.

Nifal, privative sense of, question-
able, 71.

Participial constructions, 79, 191.

Plural, alleged 3 fern, of vb. in n. 107.

Relative, omission of, 119, 125, 177.

Scripto defectiva, 4, 129.

Sing., change from pi. and vice

versa, 152, 92, 187f., 193.

Subject, implicit, 26.

Tone, 16.

Vocative followed by 3rd pers., 76,
117.

Waw adcequationis, 29.

introducing pred., 138.

Greek thought and literature, alleged
influence of, xxiv, 235, 315.

Greek version, early, xxviii, xxx,
lxxi ff.

Additions, lxxiii, 8, 15, 24 f., 4* 8,

10, 13,

Date, lxv, lxxi.

Dogmatic renderings, 92, 147, 299.

Double renderings, 2, 187, 207,

243, 303.

Idiomatic renderings, 63, 127, 145.
Insertion of roiavra, 237.

Omissions, xlix, lxxivf, 235 (xii).

Paraphrases, lxxi, 32, 9, 54, HO,
193, 201f., 207, 214, 237, 249, 280,
328.

Renderings of dj, 159, of nn (vovs,

irvev/xa), lxxiii.
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Greek version, early, and parallelism,
149, 116.

and rhythm of Hebrew text, 113,

116, 157, 316 (cp. lxxv).
Greek versions, later, lxxi ff.

Hail, 319, 332, 292.

Hand, gestures of, 109, 269.
in various phrases, 151, 200, 299,

111, 160.

Hauran, xxvii, xxx, 2, 213.

Hawk, 346.
Heart = courage, 368.
= understanding, 73, 79, 84, 113.
= conscience, 226.

Heaven. See Earth.

Hexapla, lxxi.

Hippopotamus, 352, 354 ff., 326ff.
Hired servant, 68, 127.

Horn, fig
-

, use of, 147, 107.

Horse, 345.

Hospitality, 270 f.

Houses of clay, 47, 210.

Hypocrisy, 271.

Ice, 319, 333, 306.

Idolatry, 268 f.

Individual, religious value of the, lxix.

Inscriptions
—

Aramaic, 233.

Babvlonian, xxiv, xxxi ff., 89, 327,

181/.
Egyptian, 269, 353.
Minaean, 16.

Phoenician, 171, 219.

Inspiration, 217, 280.

Iron, 237.

Jackals, 260 f.

Jemimah, 376.

Job, name, xx, xxix, 2.

book of. See Table of Contents.
character of, Hi ff., iff., I2f., 15, 20,

42, 261 ff.

country of, xxvi ff. , 2.

disease of, 22 f.

Jordan, 352.

Kasdim, xxx, 17.

Kedem, xxvii.

Keren-happuch, 376.

Kesiah, 376.

Kings, 118.

Kiss, 269.

Lamp, 158, 246.

Lapis lazuli, 238, 194.
Law and legal procedure, references

to, 90, 124 f., 193, 206 f., 209, 265,

276, 299, 229.

Lead, 126.

tablets of, 171.

Leviathan, 33 f., 224, 351 ff., 356,

359 ff-

Light, 330 f.

Lightning, 17, 181, 232, 317, 319 f.,

332, 336.

Lions, 44, 102 f., 337, 312.

smell of, 37.

Litterce Suspcnsce, 302.

Loin-cloth, 79.

Loins, 355.
Lotus trees, 357.

Lye, 95.

Maimonides, xxv.

Main, xxviii.

Malachite, 240.

Mallows, 214, 17'4.

Marduk, 71, 89, 223.

Marriage, 7.

Mastema, 9.

Meal, sacred, 6, 8, 271.

banquet, 6, 3.

ordinary, 6, 266 f.

Meteor, 336.

Migration of birds, 346.

Military similes, 103, 129, 146, 166,

256.

Millstones, 368.

Minaeans, xxviii, 16 f.

Mines, miners, 236 ff., 192f.
Mirror, 321.

Monogamy, lxvi, 7.

Monotheism, lxix, 9, 269, 328.

Moon, 216, 221, 268 f., 179.

Moses, xxxv (cp. xxv), lxv.

"Mother Earth," 19 f., cp. 209.

Mourning, mourners, 18, 24, 53, 146.

Murder, 209.
Musical instruments, 184, 261, 346.

Mythological allusions, 34, 71, 89,

134, 210, 222 ff., 317, 328, 334,

352 f.

Na'am,Na'aman,Naamathite, xxviii.

Nettles, 253.

Night, fig. use of, 306, 313.

mist, 333.

North, the, 202, 220 f., 323, 296.

Nukra, the, xxixf.

Numbers, significant, 5.

in "
ascending enumeration," 56.

Oath, 225 f.

Olives, 140.

Omniscience, 107 f.

Onyx, 240.

Ophir. See Gold.
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Origen, lxxi f.

Orion, 86, 334, 307,

Orphans, 265 f.

Ostrich, 260 f., 342 ff.

Oxen, 5.

wild, 340 ff.

Papyrus, 80, 357, 59f.
Parallel passages, lxvii, 117.

Parallelism, 41, 54, 80, 135, 215, 224,

%9f., 257, 293. See Repetition.
Particles, stressed and unstressed,

69, 104, 150, 187, 205.

Pearls, 241.
Persian influence, alleged, 268.

Personality, lxviii.

Phoenix, 202.

Physicians, 121.

Pit, the, 156.
Plant life, allusions to, 79, 81, 140, 161.

Pledges, 151, 193.

Pleiades, the, 86, 334 f., 306/.

Poplars, 357.

Prayer, 147, 198, 291 f., 374.
Priests, lxvi, 119.

Purslain, 60.

Pyramids, 37.

Quatrains, lxxvii, 30.

Questions, at beginning of speeches,
41, 176.

Rahab, 89, 223 f.

Rain, 315 f., 332 f.

Ram, 279.

Raphael, 49.

Ravens, 337, 312.

Reed, aromatic, 202.

Refrains, 232.

Reins, 175.

Repetition of same term in parallel
lines, 98, 33, 49, 80, 82, 114, 251,

261, 303f.
with difference of meaning, 69.

Resurrection, 173, 204-

Revelation, 44 ff., 135, 197, 285 ff.

Rhyme, 63, 314.

Rhythm, 138, 145, 154, 172, 191, 207,

213, 217, 249, 256, 260, 288, 297.

Rhythms, lxxvii—
2 : 2—123, 192, 214, 315, 333.

2:2: 2—47, 110, 128, 171, 185, 214,

216, 283, 290, 837.

3 : 2—II4, 145, 157, 177, 248, 255,

276, 278, 290, 315.

2:3— 177 f7 832, 347.

3 : 3
—lxxvii. Cp. Rhythm.

4 : 3—112, 114, 116, 126f., 128, I48,

216, 252, 316.

Rhythms, lxxvii—
3 : 4—147, 257, 293, 331.

4:4—46 f., 99, 147, 150, 185, 187,
273, 289, 300.

Right hand, 212.
Ringrs» 375-
Rubies, 241.

Sab'a, Sabasan, xxx. See Sheba.
Sacrifice, lxvi, 8.

Sahidic. See Coptic.
Salt-wort, 252.

Sapphire. See Lapis lazuli.

Satan, Hi f., lxx, 4, gff., 305, 12.

Satyrs, 57.

Sea, 71,219,328,330. See also Tiamat.
Seals, sealing, 211, 288, 366, 243, 339.

Serpent, fleeing, 223 f.

Shade, 18.

Shades, the, 218 f.

Sheba, xxixf., lxvii, 16, 64.

Sheep, 5.

Sheol, 28, 32, 36, 69, 104, 131, 155 f.,

162, 217 ff., 242, 259, 331, 351.
Shuah, xxviii, 27.

Silver, 236, 273.

Sin-offering, 8.

Sirius, 87.

Sirocco, 18, 44, 232, 321.
Slaves, 68, 208, 265 f.

Snow, 318, 332.

Sophar, xxviii f., lvi f., 27, 105, etc.

Soul, seat of desire, 61, 244'

departure of, 230.

Spiders, 81, 231, 336, 310.

Spirit, 249, 280, 297.
Stars, i94f., 216, 328.

Stichoi, number of, in Job, Ixxiv.

Stocks, 126.

Storehouses of winds, etc., 319, 332,
291.

Stress. See Particles.

Suhu, xxviii.

Sun and Moon, worship of, 268 ff.

Syriac version, xx, lxxvi,

additions, 7f., 14.

doublets, 166, 202.

Taskmaster, 38.

Teima, 64.

Tema, 16, 64.

Teman, xxviii, 27.

Temple-prostitutes, 311.

Temple worship, 291 f.

Tents, 220 f.

Theft, thieves, 209 f.

Theodotion's version, style of, lxxiii.
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Threshing-drag, 369.

Threshing-floor, 58.

Throne, Yahweh's, 221, 284.

Thunder, 222, 315 f., 317.
Tiamat, 34, 71, 89, 223.

Tikkune-sopherim, 48, 233.

Tomb, 151.

Topaz, 241.

Transposition of lines, 239, 345, 360,
167, 170.

of verses, 261, 369.
of words, 305.

Tristichs, lxxvii.

Os
, xxvii f., xxx, 2.

Vision, 175, 372.
Vulture, 94, 347.

Wady, 63, 190, 253, 357.

Water, fig", use of, 39, 1 10, 188.

Widows, 207, 213, 230, 265 f., 267.
Wife as property, 265.

Wind(s), 223 f., 243,332,188,290,304.
Wise, the, 54, 295.
Wisdom literature, xxii.

Yahweh, use of the name in Job,
XXXV f.

Zeugma, 44, 220, 63.

II. HEBREW.

The italicized figures refer to the pages of the Philological Notes.

Forms and meanings marked with an asterisk are in the Hebrew of the OT.
peculiar to the book of Job ; several of these, as pointed out in the

notes, rest merely on punctuation or are due to textual corruption.
Words enclosed in brackets do not occur in fft of Job, but rest on a different

punctuation or emendations of the text, not in all cases adopted in the

notes and translation.

3N, greenness
*

80.

H3N,* 59.

nuk (wine-)skins,* 238.

"2N, Ipray* 265.

uk, Hif.,* 323.

man, 317.

*>2X,* 305.

pDJK, 340.

(djk), boiling;* 340.

in, 316, 282, 304.

onx, ? individual, 262.

jin, xxxvi, 232, 198.

131K, 249.

dSik, xxxvii, 7, 239.

n*. 43-

TIN, 2IO, 269.

nix, 189.

IN, 61.

tin, 79.

hntt 91.

wn, 80, 51.

ny?N,* xlvi, 85.

WW, Pi.,* to shut in, 179.

-»US, 129.

pinN, 120, 127.

nnnK, 51.

ok, 96.

'N, neg., 158.

vn, 99, 119, 148, 226.

jn'N, 79.

IK, 123.

ton, 363, 337.

*\2H,* xlvii, 240.

Sn, ? substantive,* 175.

bn and *?y, interchang-

ing, 6/., 92, 100,

261.

^k, xxxv, xlii, lxxv, 126,

158.

,tiSr, xxxv, xlii, lxxv,

147, 158.

D'.t^k, xxxv, 232.

D'^n, not used in Job,

xxxvi.

hVk, Nif., 97.

»!?!,* xlv, 21.

S^K, 82.

^Vk, 64.

tfnt, Pi.,* xlvi.

|DK, Hif., 322.

(TPK) "3 1DK, 274, 295.

VDH, 208.

nDK, 3.

JK, 49.

'jk and '3:r, xliiif., lxx,

84.

TDK, /o £-*></, 79.

»|K, £35, 288.

(k)isr, lxv, 59.

C'p'SN, ? mighty* 80.

XJK,* 52^.

JiK, shuttle* 46.

-\vx = that, 115.

}3 *?y -i«?k, #£0.

>?*> 13-

nnN, 290.

?, 115, 224, 265, 323;

partitive, 149, 319 :

3 essentia?, 141, 162,

285.
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iwxa,* 231.

*na for 'id, q.v.

ona, fefe,* 119, 33S;

boastings, 105, 5<?5.

h>)*v 'in, 7i^.

n\na, 322, 295.

S.ns, Nif., 0£.

^l3= Sl3', q.v.

nina?,* 77.

in3, xlvii.

'33, trickling* 195.

S3, 352, 342.

n"?3, 146.

m.V?3, 159.

>bz, xlv, 352, 91, 240,

319, 343.

^2, 60, 36, 166.

HD^3,* i79.

Wa, 298, i^O, ^57.

y"?3, xxxvii, 21.

•iiSa, 91.

{'3, punn, pin, ,£5, 56,

1D3, xlv, 66.

'nD3, 55/.

n*3, 80, 330.

y*3, 61, 185.

->n,* is*

12, 95 ; open country*
315.

-p3, to curse, 4f
~\V2, 125, 129.

Tins, 11.

n'?in3, 262.

mo, 51.

pw, 350.

Sua, 32, 27.

^, i73-

aa, 83.
C> J

nam,* <rA<*s* (as
(jX^-y

N33"ia), IO10t .

**3J,* 196.

121, Hithp., lxiv, 138,

100, 274-

121,31,17.
S / /

(ru* C?J^-), #*•

ma, £ac£,* 141, 244.

ma = m*a, 157, 244.

m
a, 13, 167, 192f.

mi, vi,* 46.

pn, 128, 102.

ma, 157.

ma, 299.

Sa, /**?«:/}, 52.

? we//, 29, 52/.

i*?a,* 107.

Ma, 156.

moSa, 33, 102, 208.

a, 2^, i59.

hyi, Hif.,* 1^5.

cya, ,?55.

ona, tow*, 527.

yia, 133; Pi.,* a .'.

nna, Nif., 7^5.

uvi, 318.

na, 265.

n?*l,* 34 1 -

man, cause, word* 29.

Yl, 57, 229.

pi,* 5^6.

pi, 255.

^l, to dangle* 192.

rfii, 108.

yi,* 225, 234.

Dm, soz*M wind,* 294 >

«ni, 27, 60.

(an), 59.

ckh, 59.

^3n, 72, 256.

Tin,* 326.

Kin = n\n, 289.

run, mn, 35.

(]M), 336.

(T"), i*5.

T3n,* 222.

i>n, 2/ : Hithp., 12.

T^n,* 006.

mo' 1

?.!, travelling-com-

panies,* 42.

(0D.n*), 249.

jn, «/ xlvi, 56.

n>n, Hof.,* 025.

mn, Pu.,* 26.

(men**), 37.

Snn, 55.

(n&B*), 25.

'Sinn,* 55, 222.

m, collective, 125.

Dm,* 57, 0^5.

(nil), 006.

(I"), 2&*.

Vm, to be in dread',* 233.

'Sm, 77, 233.

T, 4, 49.

n*313T,* 296.

pn3T, 83.

.121, 265, 220.

(miDi), 102.

TJn,* no.

311,* ^2.

mi, 208, 291.

pit, 15.

3n,* bosom, 228.

•?3n, to o$W, 263.

far)*), foetus, 315.

oMn, 247.

nn^, ^103.
man,* 362, 555.

con, 526.

to rule,* 256.

mn, xlvi, 29.

'inn,* 5^.

iin, 296.

an, vb.,* 256.

noun, 25^.

mn, xlvi, 85, 97, 234-

n(i)n, 361, 333.

tort, vb., 275.

noun, 060.

y?in, to wait* 269.

pn, 56, 226.

nn, 254-

(nn*), 53.

nn, 55, 297.

(mn *), 53.

mn, 55, 5^0.

nxen, 303.

mn, syn. of vol, 244*

•rn, 259.

nhm, 39.
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pn,* 338.

non,* 122.

thri, 63, 65, 73,

n^n, 254.

nio'Sn, 65.

SSn, 183.

oVn, /o fo healthy, 815.

mojpo,* «?6, ^09.

^n, 56, 2^2: Hif. 65,

90.

pSn, 152, ***, ^57/.

B^n, 90.

ion, 159.

fan*), 078.

©•en, 207.

nDn, ,£0.

pn, /o fo offensive* 12%.

»pn, 80.

»jn,* xlvii, «|0.

Y^ (uAsi^)* 327.

nan, no: to paw,* 321.

van, Hithp., 216.

yxn, 148.

pn, 204, 89, 162, 180,

300.

npn, Hithp.,* 87.

npn, 107, 50.

main, #0.

Snn, 254.

pnn p-in, 37a
oin, 55.

»pn, 299.

rnn, Hif. & make silent,*

67.

m, 352. *#*•

nnrj, .£5.

win, 2-#6.

(n)aio, 70.

V», 555, 557.

no,* xlvi, 60.

nine, 520.

ddo* or ."©»,* 117.

jdo, reservefor,* 142.

Sao, xlvi, S».

(rso), 250.

mo, Hif.,* 292.

ontr, galleries,
*
194.

Via', 2^5, 329.

ri», 97. 6*1 **&

m«, 92

nw», xxxv, xlii.

w, rm\ 50, 249.

top, 84.

*©', 42, 55.

•no:,* 555.

p*', 75, 292, 200, 592,

294, 311, 341.

on*;,* 225.

ap, 168.

-tp\ glorious,* xlvi, 226.

.*IKT, 42.

oi% 206.

r% 133.

*'*',* 77.

yr', nyr', 215, 279.

UHl* 316.

W, 197; ? tent-cord,* 26.

3K3, xxxvii, 28, 5<#5.

T33, 49.

naa, Hif.,* 49, 284.

}13, pia, 50, 224.

aia, 557.

'3, 235, 290 ; IK '3, 72 ;

nny »3, 49.

T3,* 2^5.

TV3,* 5^0.

TT3,* 200.

rays, 87.

fta, 175.

n>>3,* S3.

(TIPS*), 29.

n*}, #.
to?, xlv.

M3, Pi., 555.

S'D3, 86.

»]03, Qal. and Nif., 05.

fry3* = Dy3, 49, 57, 104.

nys, 529.

'S3, 227, 5^0.

0'53, xlvi, 520.

d'kSss, 68.

IBS,* xlvi, 55.

T§2, 291.

(m*), 44, 225.

-W3, /o wait* xlvii, 575.

I AR3, 56.

/>,
«o/a ace, lxx, 27, 29,

56, 62, 132.

reflexive, 42, 82, 133,

816.

of the norm, 96, 199,

813.

denoting transition

into, 83.

kS, 66, 81.

not= nothing, 42.

force of, extending
to second line, 19,

219.

22b, Nif., to get under-

standing,* 70.

\n), therefore, xlvii, 219.

(yV>*), 324.

nib, flesh, 141.

(n^
1

?), 250.

*,(

?, 24.

vb, Hithp.,* 306.

pS 25,*.

no
1

? (behaviour), 67.

'id^, xlv, 170.

te)* xlv, 257.

-V>,*35-

»V, 52, 56.

noV, ^2.

npj>, 67.

rpV,*266.

D1KD, 222.

okd, xlvii, 47.

('335*), 195.

•no, ^6.

niD, 69.

(IP), 46, 323.

no Vy no, 84.

»»• 352.

n'3©, 96.

>^D, 75, 245, 2^5.

npto, 75, 5^5.

nyio, 559.

»P®» 358.

kk©, 505 ; mine,* 190.

33S »n», 225.

(oitd), 292, 50^.

n:ip,*50.

D'llD,* 590.

uniD,* 505.
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*>(')», 86, 335-

nay, 36.

by, 62, 208, 216, 223,

293, 309 (see also

bn) : '3D by, xxxvii.

MB by, xxxvii.

nby, to vanish, 280.

croiSy, 187.

"b>Z
s
, xlv, 36, 45.

wby= oivby, xlv.

=vby, xlv, 141, 153,

188.

]vby, not used in Job,

xxxvi.

bby, 107.

oby, 39.

yby* 324.

(nbyby*), whirlwind, 287.

oy, 35, 59, 186, 201, 294.

nDy, 25; Hif., to place,

260.

tev» 35, 43, 69, 2#?.

p nap, ^97.

^y, 310, i&?.

may,* i^.

nsy. See "
Dust," In-

dex I.

.may,* 66.

*W» 326 -

My, 148; fern. i^5: ex-

pressings reality,

14S.

3py, xlvii, 559.

y$i, 46.

D'aiy, 357-

my,* xlvii, 316.

pip, gully,* 210.

Y'~\y,
66.

iny, 56, 55, ISff, 239, 279,

294.m 555.

py, 125, m.
p^,* to gnaw, 208.

(Q'PTB,*). i?25.

(by*), »y, 187.

rmtm wy, 3.

p»y, 330.

mwy,* xlvii, 76.

my, 19.

pny, xlvii, 95, 1^5, 237.

us,* 500.

yia* (yna), 248.

pna,* 5^7.

tb, 99, i4*.

ro*B,* 200.

(d'kSb), 65.

nbo, to bringforth,* 314.

bVb, to bring forth, 146,

314.

ybs,* 55.

imSs, 55.

DMJB, 241.

(nys), 5i5.

byb, wages, 45.

npa, 266.

mps, providence* 101.

nms,* «1£.

pa, i92/.

ma, Pilp.,* 296.

wna,* 179.

VB,* 270.

yjfB, 303.

nns, 49.

nns, 555.

na, 267, 36,

D'^K*,* 550.

]**> 5-

D'KSKK, 55, 555.

K3X, 65.

P(')"", 3*"-, 9' •

%-w, Hif.,* 265.

put, 72.

pis, questionably = ps',

nioSx, 32, 18.

by)?, harpoon,* 334.

no*, 52, 82.

D'DS,* 55, 125.

row, Nif.,* £T.

D'3V, 55, 832.

iy*, 94.

nas, 95.

fax, 95.

nss, tibs, nsra, k-ibv, xxix.

"W, 312 f., 559.

bzp = npb, xxxvii, xlvii,

14.

onap, 110.

Dip, onpn, 364.

imp, 120.

""Pi 53-

if-np, 8.

onsnp, 311.

(D'lp, O'lip), 55.

aip, 65.

eop,* 52.

Sop, xlvii, 85.

D'p, opponents,* 155.

BDp, 295.

mop, 4, 9, 286.

nip,* socket, 226.

3Up,* 226.

pap, Nif.,* 275.

^P, to cite (legal), 90.

3"jp, war, xlvii, 50^.

JBD 3ip, 113.

\~\p, ?fore-lock, 107.

r?, HO.
mp, 500.

j»%p, lxvi, 375.

rnrp, Hif., 529.

nm, Pu.,* 5^7.

HK-J,* 6-0.

*m, mirror* 294.

mom, 241.

D'rm, 9.

n'**"1

, 355-

D'3"i, £T<?a* (men), 268.

•3jV 252.

m, 37, 40, 50, 555, 555.

yn, 252 / /<? become

hard* 46.

yn 246.

(am, Hif.), 184-

(nrj), 64.

nn, 46, 55, ^9, 255.

on,* 96.

3ni,* 312, 577.

3m,* 52.

ifBan,* #50.

3 1

"), ? to vanish* 5^5.

n, 502.

in, 36.

,ijt* (
=

p-i), 552.

man, 177.

d'jji,* 527.

P\ 35*-
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D'SH, xxxvii.

nam,* 3£0.

yjn (
=

p<n), xlvii, 859.

vjn, S£l.

D'Kfll, 219.

isn, /o spread,* 118.

Ian,* i&r.

nxn, 55, 136.

yvi, 136, 138.

3pn, £7, 87.

(sp/i*), wine-skin, xlvii,

papV ^.
yp-i, 220, Hif.,* 294.

y^i 3» 91-

JWT, Hif. ,
A? ac/ wickedly,

855/.

*\v\ 29.

nKb, 55, 186, 34%.

3b, ptcp.,* 96.

T]32v, a net* 118.

y3«r, Nif.,* £87.

Kiii>,* xlvi, 50, £81.

21*, 314, 30; Hif.,*

881.

njfr, xlvi, 55.

m*,* xlvii, 50, 88£.

«*/ xlvii, i55.

pw, 5, «i, ^59.

DO*, i55, 225.

K'b,* 255.

n»fe», plants, 114, 259.

(n)n'S5', to wws<?, 47, 77.

musing, 133, 7^.

*?y 3 1

? (jrr) o'r, 12, 73,

nab, 311.

mafr, bards,* 334.

1=8?, Po'el,* 55.

D<syi?,* 45, 24.

myfr, 25, 57.

pBb( = pDO, q.v.), 189.

pet?,* 245, ^75.

**i 355-

v-ifr, 229.

nr, 542.

*, 133.

r\KV, £8.

2'2V,* 117.

D"ae>, ? consternation,*

34£.

ib for itf, 257.

'"W, xxxv, xlii, lxxv.

nr, 240.

Kir, 68, 263.

iwitwi, hkib'd, nm#, 299,

224, 225.

nnr aw, 349.

iiJT, 252.

B1P, 12.

yit£>, a cry, 219.

opulent, £58, 879.

fjiB*,
57.

•w, 47, £42.

rrw, a row, 265.

1«r, 255.

prw, 23.

fne*,* 29^.

'pnty, s£^s, clouds. 321,

257, 294.

inr, to become black,*

"imp, s£tf£ diligently, 49.

T\rve, 156.

n'JP, seq. D, 55.

nW, 255.

nsnte, xlvii, 292.

(n)i(')te, 259, 249.

n&, 244.

nto, 255; Hif., 55.

n>(^*), 242/.

D», temporal (?), 255.

(1501?), 105.

GOV, Hif. intrans.,* 244-

3 yov, 95.

pot?,* whisper, £4.

nyv, 66.

Mrf, Po el, 57.

'DB>, 245.

(yap), 522.

nyzv, 254, 552.

.vjfir,* 252.

ypt?, 552, 555.

(PP8>), 552.

mp, to /00s*, xlvii,

255.

.in*,* 544.

tit,* xlvii, 527.

(minn), 242.

nKon, 255.

inn, 64.

nSnn,* 25.

in, 274, £29.

niByw, 257.

min, 197.

.Venn, 30, 39, 818.

nnin,* 344-

n'rann, 292.

nnn, 214, 860.

njisn, tribunal,* xii, 259.

n'Van, 107.

pn, 197.

"?Sn. See Snn.

on, non, con, xxxvi, 3,

2, 2£5.

naiDn, 46.

rniDn, 292.

|0n, 87.

maun, 249.

pan, 71, 89.

nsyn, 75.

Ssn, 36.

nSsn, 29.

nan, ^Atng- spat upon,*
118.

mpn, 69.

(Tpn), 59.

*]pn, xlvii, 94.

nynn, 293.

nmvn, £83. See nwr.
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